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FROM THE 
PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION 

THE present volume is designed as a contribution to the 
philology and textual criticism of the Old Testament. It 
may, I hope, be found useful as a sequel to Mr. Spurrell's 
Notes on Genesis 1• The Books of Samuel are not so 
suitable as a reading book for a beginner in Hebrew as 
some of the other historical books : for though they con
tain classical examples of a chaste and beautiful Hebrew 
prose style, they have suffered unusually from transcrip
tional corruption, and hence raise frequently questions of 
text, with which a beginner is evidently not in a position 
to deal. But for one who has made further progress in the 
language, they afford an admirable field for study: they 
familiarize him with many of the most characteristic idioms 
of the language, and at the same time introduce him to 
the grounds and principles of the textual criticism of the 
Old __ Testament. The idiomatic knowledge of Hebrew is 
best acquired by an attentive and repeated study of the 
Hebrew prose writers; and I have made it my aim through
out not merely to explain (so far as this was possible 2) the 
text of the Books of Samuel, but also to point out and 
illustrate, as fully as seemed needful, the principal idiomatic 
usages which they exemplify. In the Introduction I have 
sought to bring within reach of the student materials
especially relating to Inscriptions - often with difficulty 
accessible, including matter which, at least to some readers, 
will probably be new. More space could easily have been 

1 Clarendon Press, 1887; ed. 2 1 1896. 
• For there are some passages which-from whatever cause-defy, or elude, 

explanation, 
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devoted to the subject of the Ancient Versions; but enough, 
I hope, will have been said to illustrate their character, 
and their value to the student of the Old Testament. 
Historical questions, · and questions touching the structure 
of the Books of Samuel, lying outside the plan of the work, 
have been noticed only incidentally: I have, however, 
articulated the two Books in a manner, the utility of which 
will, I hope, appear to those readers who proceed to the 
study of the sources of which they are composed. 

A portion of the volume was already in type, when the 
loan of some MS. notes of the late Prof. Duncan H. Weir, 
extending as far as 2 Sam, 4,13 1, was offered to me. Know
ing, from the extracts in Prof. Cheyne's Isaiah (1884), the 
value of Dr. Weir's suggestions, I thankfully availed myself 
of the offer. The notes, I found, were less complete than 
I had expected ; and though I gladly quoted from them 
what I could, I did not obtain from them as much assistance 
as I had hoped. 

It remains to speak briefly of the history of the textual 
criticism of the Books of Samuel. To Otto Thenius 2 belongs 
the merit of having been the first to point out systematically 
how the Septuagint frequently supplied materials for the 
restoration of the Massoretic text. His Commentary is 
eminently suggestive and stimulating ; and for the manner 
in which he has recovered, with the help of the Septuagint, 
the true text and meaning of numerous passages in the two 
Books, he has earned the lasting gratitude of Hebrew scholars. 
Thenius' results were largely utilized by Ewald in the first 
edition of his History of Israel (1843) 3 : Fr. Bottcher 4 followed 

1 See the Academy, 1889, Aug. 24, p. u9. 
z Die Biicker Samuelis in the Kurzg(fasstes exegetisckes Handbuck zum A.T., 

ed. 1, 1842; ed. 2, 1864. 
3 Without suitable acknowledgement, as Thenins complains (Pref. ed. 2, p. vii). 
• Neu~ exegelisch-kritische Aehrenlese ziem A. T. (1863). Comp. ib., p. viii. 
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on the same lines, sometimes correcting Thenius, at other 
times, not always happily, seeking to supplement him. It 
cannot, however, be deni~d that Thenius shewed a disposition 
to adopt readings from the Septuagint without sufficient 
discrimination ; and his rest9rations were sometimes deficient 
in point of Hebrew scholarship. In 1871 appeared an un• 
pretending but epoch-making work on the textual criticism 
of the Old Testament-the monograph of Julius Wellhausen 
on 'The Text of the Books of Samuel.' The importance of 
this book lies in particular in the strictness with which it 
emphasizes the discriminating- use of the Ancient Versions 
for purposes of textual criticism. With rare acumen and 
sagacity, Wellhausen compares the Massoretic text with the 
Ancient Versions (specially with the Septuagint), and elicits 
from the comparison the principles that must have operated, 
on the one hand in the process of translation, on the other 
in the transmission both of the Hebrew text itself and of the 
corresponding Ancient Version. He thus sets in its true 
light the crucial distinction between renderings which pre
suppose a dijferent Hebrew original, and those which <lo not 
do this, but are due to other causes; and shews further that 
both texts, the Massoretic text as well as that of the 
Septuagint, have received modification (chiefly in the form 
of harmonistic or other additions), though in unequal degrees, 
in the process of transmission. Naturally he endorses a large 
number of Thenius' restorations; but others he subjects to 
a keen criticism, shewing that they do not rest upon a sub
stantial basis. Wellhausen's scholarship is fine; his judgement 
is rarely at fault ; and in the critical treatment of the text, 
I have been strongly sensible of the value of his guidance. 
But I have uniformly maintained an independent judgement, 
whether towards Wellhausen or other scholars; and I have 
been careful to adopt nothing of importance, from whatever 
source, without acknowledgement at the time. 
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The fact that valuable original readings are preserved by 
the Septuagint or other Versions has been recognized also 
by Gratz 1, Stade 2, and other scholars: in this country by 
Mr. (now Professor) R.irkpatrick 3, in his Commentary on the 
Books of Samuel in the Cambridge Bible for Schools and 
Colleges, and the Rev. F. H. Woods, in an Essay on the 
subject contributed by him to the Studt"a Biblica 4• 

A more recent work than any of these, also dealing largely 
with the criticism of the text, is Klostermann's Commentary 
on the Books of Samuel and Kings, forming part of the 
K urzgefasster Commentar zu den Hdli'gen Schrif ten Alten 
11nd Neuen Testamentes, edited by Strack and Zockler ( 1887 ). 

Klostermann is a genuine scholar, an acute and able critic ; 
and his Commentary has evidently had great pains bestowed 
upon it. But in his treatment of the text, where he adopts 
an independent line, it is, unhappily, very rarely possible 
to follow him. Klostermann can make, and has made, clever 
and probable emendations: but his originality is excessive; 
he is too ready with an ingenious but recondite combination ; 
he is apt to assume that the text has suffered more than 
is probable ; and his restorations themselves betray sometimes 
a defective appreciation of Hebrew modes of expression. 
But it remains his merit to have been the first to perceive 
distinctly the critical importance of Lucian's recension of 
the Septuagint, and to have utilized it consistently in his 
Commentary. 

CHRIST CHURCH, OXFORD, 

November, I 889. 

S.R.D. 

l Gesch. der Juden, i. (1874). • Gesch. des V. Israels, i. (1887). 
• [And now (1912), since 1906, Dean of Ely.] 
• Oxford, 1885, p. 21 ff. 
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JUST twenty-three years have elapsed since the first edition 
of the present work appeared. In the interval much has been 
done for the elucidation of the Old Testament; and the 
student of it-especially the English student-finds much at 
hand to help him which in 1890 either did not exist, or, if it 
did exist, was either unknown, or with difficulty accessible. 
If the years have not been marked by any such epoch-making 
work as Wellhausen's History of Israel (1878), yet a number 
of works placing much new and important matter in the hands 
of students have appeared : for instance-to name only a few
the two series of Commentaries on the Old Testament, 
edited by Nowack and Marti ; the fifteen volumes which 
have at present (Oct. 1912) appeared of the International 
Critical Commentary; the Hebrew-English Lexicon, edited 
by Prof. Briggs, Prof. Brown, and the present writer ; Kittel's 
very useful Biblz'a Hebraica; Kautzsch's greatly improved 
editions (dating from 1889) of Gesenius' Hebrew Grammar, 
two of which have been translated into English (1898, 1910); 
the two great repertories of Biblical learning, Hastings' 
Dictionary of the Bible (1898-1904), and the Encyclopaedia 
Biblica (1899-1903); G. A. Cooke's North-Semitic Inscrip
tions (1903); and the Papyri of Assuan and Elephantine, 
published respectively by Sayce and Cowley (1906), and 
Sachau (1911), which have thrown such unexpected light on 
the social and religious condition of the Jews of Upper Egypt 
in the fifth century B.C. 

The new knowledge, derivable from these and other sources, 
I have endeavoured, as far as the scope of the work permitted, 
to make available for students of the Old Testament in the 
present edition. This edition exceeds the first edition by 
more than 100 pages. The character of the work remains, 

1aa1 a 3 
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however, unaltered, its object being still, as I said in the 
Preface to the First Edition (p. V), not solely to explain the 
text of the Books of Samuel, but, while doing this, to teach 
the student to understand Hebrew philology, and to appre
ciate Hebrew idioms. The increase in size is due partly 
to the incorporation of new matter of the kind just referred to, 
and to the notice that necessarily had to be taken of the many 
new suggestions about the text, which had been made in 
(especially) the very ably-written Commentaries of Budde, 
H. P. Smith, and Nowack ; and partly to the fact that I have 
enlarged the scope of the book,-and, I hope, increased at the 
same time, its usefulness,-by adding fresh notes, not only on 
points of philology and idiom, but also on the topography 

of the Books of Samuel. I was led in the first instance to 
deal with the latter subject by the desire to illustrate from 
these Books the force of the 'went up' and 'came down,' at 
once so characteristic of the historical books of the Old 
Testament, and so vividly reflecting the physical features 
of the country in which they were written; and then, in view 
of the many highly questionable identifications of ancient 
sites in the current English maps of Palestine 1 (to which 
I have called attention elsewhere 2), I went further, and added 
notes on the sites of places mentioned in the Books of Samuel. 
The notes are brief; but they embody often the result of 
considerable research. To illustrate further the topography 
of the Books, I have added Maps, indicating the elevations 
(which are important for following properly the history), and 

1 Except those in the Encyclopaedia Bibiica, which are above reproach. 
2 See the Expository Times, xiii (July, 1902), p. 457 ff.; xxi (Aug. and Sept. 

1910), 495 ff., 562 ff.; Expositor, 19u, Nov,, p. 388 f., 1912, Jan., pp. 25 n., 26n., 
32 f,, Feb,, p. 124f. Bartholomew, though :in admirable chartographer, clearly does 
not possess the philological and historical knowledge enabling him to distinguish 
between a sound and unsound identification of an ancient site. But G. A. Smith's 
Historical Atlas of the Holy Land, which is likely now (Feb., 1913) to appear 
shortly, may be confidently expected to satisfy all requirements. 
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including all such sites as can be reasonably identified, those 
which are doubtful or conjectural being marked by a query. 

I have naturally, in preparing this edition, adjusted refer
ences (e.g. those to Gesenius-Kautzsch) to the latest editions 
of the works referred to, and also referred to more generally 
accessible books in preference to the less accessible books 
which in 1889 were often alone available (e.g. to Dr. Cooke's 
NSI., in preference to the CIS.). I have also enlarged the 
Index, and made it, I hope, more useful to those who wish 
to study Hebrew idioms. In the transliteration of Hebrew 
and Arabic names, especially names of places, I am sorry to 
say, I have not succeeded in attaining uniformity; but I hope 
that no serious misunderstanding will arise in consequence. 

Conjectural emendation, especially in the prophetical and 
poetical books of the Old Testament, is at present much in evi
dence; and I venture to add a few remarks upon it. 

The value of the Ancient Versions for correcting-naturally, 
with the precautions noted on pp. xxxviii, xlv-the Massoretic 
text is now generally recognized by Biblical scholars. But it 
must be · evident to a careful. student of the Massoretic text 
that the Versions do not enable us to c9trect all errors in it; 
and hence the necessity of conjecturaYemendation must be 
admitted. Passages often occur which strongly excite sus
picion; and the character of the ancient, unpainted script is 
such as to lend itself readily to corruption. The fact that 
a clever scholar can indulge his genius for improvement to 
excess is not evidence that conjecture, in itself, is illegitimate. 
We must exercise judgement and discrimination. An emenda
tion, to be convincing, must yield a good sense, unmistakeably 
superior to that of the Massoretic text, be in accordance with 
idiom, and not differ too widely from the ductus litterarum 
of the existing text,-especially in the older script. It ought 
also not to presume unduly that, when only limited remains 
of Hebrew literature have come down to us, we have an 
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absolute knowledge of what might_, or might not, have been 
said in the ancient language. Conjectural emendations, satis
fying these conditions, have unquestionably been made, 
including some which have afterwards been found to be con
firmed by the testimony of an Ancient Version. On the 
other hand, it is impossible not to feel that a large proportion 
of the conjectural emendations which have been proposed rest 
upon arbitrary or otherwise insufficient grounds. There are 
also many of which it is impossible to say more than that they 
may be right, they are such as the author might have written, 
but we can have no assurance that he did write them. Hence 
they can be adopted only with the qualification 'perhaps.' The 
conditions under which the writings of the Old Testament 
have come down to us are such that the legitimacy of con
jectural emendation is undoubted; we must only satisfy 
ourselves, before definitely accepting a conjectural emendation, 
that the grounds upon which it rests are sound and sufficient. 

For the typographical accuracy of the volume I am greatly 
indebted to Mr. J. C. Pembrey, Hon. M.A., the octogenarian 
Oriental 'reader' of the Clarendon Press. Nearly every 
Oriental work that has been published by the Press during the 
last fifty years, including, for instance, Max Muller's Rig-veda, 
Payne Smith's Thesaurus Syriacus, and Neubauer's Catalogue 
of Hebrew MSS. £n the Bodleian Library, has had the benefit 
of Mr. Pembrey's watchful supervision: but, notwithstanding 
his years, his eye, as I can testify from experience, is still un
dimmed, and he is still as able as ever to bestow upon a book 
passing through his hands that interest, and more than con
scientious care, which so many Orientalists have learnt to 
appreciate. 

CHRIST CHURCH, OXFORD, 

October 28, 191 z. 

S. R. D. 
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yet not so minute or elaborate as those of Olshausen or Konig. The 
syntax never appeared. 

Th. = Thenius, Otto (above, p. VI). 
T. W. = Conder, C.R., Tent Work in Palestine, ed. 1887. 

We. = Wellhausen, Julius (above, p. VII). 
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recension (p. xlviii) is denoted by ' LXX (Luc.)' or ' Luc.' The 
abbreviation ' LXX' is construed with a plural or a singular verb, 
according as the reference is more particularly to the translators 
themselves, or to the translation in the form in which we now have it. 
In words transliterated from the Hebrew, breathings (except sometimes 
the light breathings) and accents are not inserted : the earliest uncial 
MSS. have neither 1

; and those inserted in Swete's edition have no 
authority whatever, being merely added by the editor in accordance 
with the orthography and accentuation of the Massoretic text -z. Their 
introduction is unfortunate; for not only does it suggest an anachro
nism, but their presence in the text might readily give rise to false 
inferences. After what has been said, however, it will be obvious 
that nothing can be inferred from them respecting either the readings 
of the MSS. upon which the Septuagint is based, or the accentuation 
of Hebrew words in the age of the translators. The Peshi~to and the 
Targum are cited from the editions of Lee and Lagarde, respectively. 

The sign t following a series of references indicates that aU 
occurrences of the word or form in question have been quoted. 

The small 'superior' figure {as OT/C.2
) denotes the edih"on of the 

work referred to. 
In case this volume should reach any German readers, may I be 

allowed to explain that 'no doubt' and ' doubtless' do not affirm as 
strongly as 'undoubtedly,' and that they correspond to 'wohl' rather 
than to ' unzweifelhaft ' ? 

1 Swete, Introd. to the OT. in Greek, p. 136. 
2 See Swete's OT. in Greek, i. pp. xiii-xiv. 
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p, 45. Guthe (Mitthez'l. des Deutschen Pal.-Vereins, 1912, p. 49 ff.) 
agrees that the ' Stone of Help' of 7, I 2, set up by Samuel, is not the 
Eben-ezer of 4, 1, that Beth-boron is better than Beth-car in 7, 1 I, 

and that Yeshanah (p. 65), if= 'Ain Sfoiyeh, will not suit 7, I I f. 
And on Mejdel Yiiba, marked on the Map as a possible site for Apheq, 

see ib. 1911, p. 33 ff. 
P. 98, note on v, 3, I. 2 :far 10, 10 (cf. 6) read 10, 5. 
P. 106 bottom. Conder (in the PEFQS. 1881, p. 253) objects to 

W. Abu Ja'd (leading up to Michmas: see the l\fap (Plate V) at the 
end of ZDPV. xxviii), as the scene of Jonathan's exploit, on the 
ground that this approach would have been naturally guarded by 
the Philistines, and that there would have been no occasion for 
Jonathan to climb up it on his hands and feet ; and considers the cliff 
eI-I:Io~n ( = Boiei), which, with difficulty, he climbed himself almost 
to the top (p. 252 f.), to be the place where Jonathan made his 
ascent. If the scene of the exploit is ever to be determined definitely, 
a fresh exploration of the Wady would seem to be necessary. 

P. 112, last line: for Jud. II, 20 read Jud. II, 30. 

I 15, 6. The following synopsis of the occurrences of ':'J in m, the 
critical editions of Baer, Ginsburg, and Kittel, and MSS. and editions 
cited by Ginsburg, may be convenient. It will shew, among other 
things, how considerably, on Massoretic minutiae, texts and authorities 
differ. Fortunately, for exegesis, such minutiae have no importance. 

Jud. 20, 43 \i1~•1~;:i BaG1 (v. Baer, p. 102); '171' [ not 1] mK. 
*1 Sam. 1, 6 i'19!!-)iJ !.BBaKG2

; i 6 MSS., 4 Edd.+ 
*10, 24 01)'1::t")t' $BaKG2

; , 4 MSS., 3 Edd., and 2 Mass. lists 
cited by Aptow. II, p. 73. 

15, 6 \i") \i~ BaG1 I MS., Yemenite Massoretic list ap. Ginsb. 
The Massorah, iii. 73; ,,7 !.BK 39 MSS., 10 Edd. 

*1 7, 25 01)'1::t~iJ !.BBaKG2 25 MSS., 4 Edd.; , 2 MSS., 4 Edd. 
23, 28 !:)"T")Q BaG2 2 MSS.; IIJ17!?, !.BK 25 MSS., 7 Edd.; l:J"'17'2 

[ not 'P.] Yemenite Mass, list ap. Ginsb. I.e. 

: The asterisk denotes cases mentioned by Kimchi, Mick!ot, ed. Lyck, p. ~7•. 
+ In each case, of the MSS. and early Edd. (excluding !13, which is cited here 

~tely~ quoted in Ginsburg's second edition (G2), On the passages cited from 
first edition, no MSS. or Edd. are quoted by him. 
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2 Sam. 18, 16 9T-)t;l Ba 2 MSS.; 9'179 K; 9'i7Q U5G1
; 9i71;? 4 MSS., 

2 Edd., Mass. list, J.c. p. 74, cf. Aptow. III, p. 56. 

23, 28 '':ln~ [sic] Mass. list (but in no MS. or old Ed.; G2 ad loc.). 
*2 Ki. 6, 32 OlJ'~":JiJ mBaKG2, Mass. list, l.c. P· 73 (on I Sam. 

10, 24); -, 5 MSS., 4 Edd. 
Jer. 2 2, 22 IJ1':l1 W71:l Ba (v. Baer, p. 99; GK. § 22 8); IJ'"1 U5KG 2

• 

*39, 12 ~ i1)?~~'? U5BaKG9 (v. Baer, p. 110; GK.§ 22 8). 

*Ez. 16, 4 :J:!~ l"l':l~-N' mBaG1K. 
21, 35 '"~¥IT~~ Mass. list; i $BaG1K. 

*Hab. 3, 13 tiN':l ~f09 BaG2 27 MSS., 1 Ed., Yemenite Mass. list, 
p. 90 ; ~N"1 \BK 15 MSS., 9 .Edd. 

*Ps. 52, 5 ll~ ];1101$ $BaG1K, Yemen list, p. 93. 

Prov. 3, 8 1~~? 'i'.11;1 m~~"l mBaG1K. 
*u, 21 li-1 npi~-N, $BaG1K. 
*14, 10 ici~~ ·-;;~;, $BaG1K. 
*15, I :J"}-n~v.r.i mBaK; :)1.G1

• 

20 22 3r-1-~k;N Ba· 311 $G1K 

Job ~9, 9 0':! ~~i~~7 B~G;; 0'1 ~K. 
*Cant. 5, 2 ,~-N?I?~ '~N':l~ mBaG1K. 

Ezr. 9, 6 · ti~':l ii?~? $BaG1K. 
2 Ch. 26, 10 .l"}-n~~t;l Baj .l'} mG1K. 

I 17, 1 7. It was objected, by a reviewer of my first edition, to the 
proposal to read il!il on,n i1"1l!'Y, that l:ln, must be the accusative 
of specialization (comp. Wright, Arab. Gr. ii. § 96), and that the 
Arabic grammarians (Sibawail_li, ed. Derenb. i. p. 251) in this case 
distinctly forbid the employment of the art. with the subst. But there 
are in Hebrew several cases of the numeral in the st. abs. followed by 
a subst. determined by the art. (q, 14 01,,m nt::>,t::>. Jos. 6, 4. 8 (bis), 
13 (bis). 15, 14 = Jud. 1, 20. 1 Ki. u, 31 t:i•~:ir.:m i1"11::'l,I 11N), or 
a suff. (Zech. 4, 2); and are we certain that the subst. in such cases is 
not in apposilt'on (GK. § 134b; Kon. iii. § 312d)? Or, if in all these 
passages, the sl. c. (111~~. etc.) is to be restored, in accordance with 
the alternative Arabic construction (Wright,l.c.), then it will be equally 
legitimate to restore it in 1 Sam. q, 17 as well. 

On I 17, 40, l. 2,for O~i'?:f read O~i'?!~. 
P. 253. Guthe (ib. 1912,p. 1 ff.) points out objections to the iden

tification of el-Bireh with Be'eroth, and suggests el-Lattiitln, 1½ m. 
NW. of Gibeon. 



INTRODUCTION 

§ I. The Ear!J, History if the Hebrew Alpkabet. 

THE Old Testament-except, possibly, the latest portions~was 
not written originally in the characters with which we are familiar ; 
and a recollection of the change through which the Hebrew alphabet 
passed is preserved both in the Talmud and by the Fathers. In the 
Talmud, Sanh. 21b, we read: 'Originally the law was given to Israel 
in the Hebrew character and in the sacred tongue : it was given again 
to them, in the days of Ezra, in the "Aslfrian" character (1iU~•K :i.n::,:i), 

and in the Aramaic tongue. Israel chose for themselves the "Assyrian " 
character and the sacred tongue, and left to the illuffrai the Hebrew 
character and the Aramaic tongue. Who are the illtwTat? R. I:Iasda 1 

said, The Cuthites [i.e. the Samaritans: 2 Ki. 17, 24]. What is the 
Hebrew character? R. I:Iasda said, s ni,m:i1, :i.n::, 2

.' The original 
character is here termed Hebrew ('1?~ 10:P), the new character 1•m:iK 4. 
In the Jerus. Talmud, Megz1lah 1, 71b, two explanations are offered 
of the latter term : 'And why is it called 1"1lt'K ? Because it is 
straight (i~~'?) in form. R. Levi says, Because the Jews brought 
it home with them from Asv,ria 5,' . The explanation Aslfrian is 

1 A teacher of the school of Sura, d, 309, 
2 101:::i 1::111, mn1J1 n,tn ttrnpn 111!',1 1-,:,y :in::,:i ,N,t11, n,u, m.n1J nSnn:i 

w,1pn 11t:i,1 n1,1t1N :i.n:i ,Kit11, 1n, ,,.,1:11 10,K 11t:i,i n1,1t1N :in:,:, K"1tY 
1Kni::, Nion ,., ,oN nn:"1,n lKO n10,N 11t:i,1 1-,:,y :i.n::, nu~11,n, 1n1)m 
i1K)1:11, :in:, Ni!:ln ,, "10K n1,:iy :i.n::, IKO. 

• An expression of uncertain meaning: comp. Hoffmann in the ZA TW. i. 337; 
Levy NHWB. s. v. 

• The same term is nsed elsewhere: thus in the Mishnah, Megi'!!ah 1, 8 

nmrr.,1 r,cn1 11t:i, ,:i:1 r:1n::,J 01,::iont:i N'K n1mo1 r,.!:ln, tl1i.!:lo r:1 rN 
l"l1ilt'N N'N r::111::,J IJ1N, i.e. the sacred books might be wiitten in any language, 
bnt the Tefillin and Mezuzoth only in the 'Assyrian' character. 

5 ti1:;i i1~¥t tle' ,:11 11, ,, "ION ,:in::,:i ie'iNO N1Mt' 1,1eitit lOC' K"'li') no,, 
.,,t'Nt,. 
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11 lntroductz'on 

the more probable, whether it be supposed to be used loosely for 

'Babylonian,' or whether-as others have thought-it have the sense 

of Syrian or Aramaic (as occasionally in later times appears to have 
been the case 1), and so embody a true tradition as to the origin of the 
new character. The ,,,1::1~ :ll"l!l is that which in later times acquired 

the name of 19".!.r,> :ii;,:p or square character ll. Origen, speaking of the 
sacred name, says that in accurate MSS. it was written in archaic 
characters, unlike those in use in his own days: i!UTt 8£ -rrap' aiJTo•s 

KaL TO &.v€K<pWV'1JTOV TETpaypaµJLaTOV 6-rrEp l-rrl TOV X,OV(TOV 7rETo.AoV TOV 

&.pxdpew<; eyiypa1rTO' KVpto<; 8£ KaL TOVTO -rrap' "E.\.\17ui EK<pWVEtTat, Kal 

ev TOt<; dKpi/3iui Twv &vnypa<f,wv 'E/3patKOt'> dpxa.tois yp&,-..,-..a.ai yEypa:rrTa.t 
d.U' o~xl. TOIS viiv. <l>aal yap TOV "EaSpa.v hipois XP11aa.a8a.i /J.ETA TI]V 

alx,-..a.>,wala.v. In his Commentary on Ez. 9, 4 he adds that a con
verted Jew, in answer to an enquiry, told him that Ta. &.pxa"ia uToixe'i'a 

lµcf>Ep!S l)(_HV T6 Oav T0 TOV UTavpov xapaKnjpt. Jerome, at the 
beginning of the ' Prologus Galeatus \' after observing that the 
Hebrews, Syrians, and Chaldaeans had all an alphabet of twenty-two 
characters, continues, ' Samaritani etiam Pentateuchum Moysi totidem 

litteris scriptitant, figuris tantum et apicibus discrepantes. Certumque 

est Esdram scribam legisque doctorem, post capta Hierosolyma et 
instaurationem templi sub Zorobabel, alias litteras repperisse quibus 
nunc utimur, cum ad illud usque tempus iidem Samaritanorum et 

Hebraeorum characteres fuerint.' On Ez. 9, 4 he makes a remark 

to the same effect as Origen. In his letter to Marcella, De decem 

nominibus Dei 1\ he writes, ' N omen rETpaypo.µµaTov quod &.veK<pWV1JTov 

id est ineffabile putaverunt quod his litteris scribitur n,n,: quod quidam 

non intelligentes propter elementorum similitudinem cum in Graecis 

1 Cf. Jer. 35 (42), II. Ez. 32, 29 ('Aauvp,,o, for tl''l~, i. e. Cit-t) ia the LXX. 
• For other statements made by the Jews respecting the change of script, and 

often dependent upon most fanciful exegesis, see Chapman, Jntrod. to tke Pentateuck 
(uniform with the Cambridge Bible), 19n, pp. 279-287). 

5 On 1f,. 2, 2 (quoted by Montfaucou, He.xapla, i. 86: in a slightly different 
fonn,-from other MSS., in ed. Bened. ii. 539=Lommatzsch xi. 396 f.). 

• Or Preface to the Fonr Books of Kings (which were the first translated by 
Jerome from the Hebrew), designed as a defence (galea) against detractors,
printed at the beginning of ordinary editions of the Vulgate. 

0 Ep. 25 (ed. Bened. i. 705; Vallarsi i. 119). 



§ I. Change of Character t'n the Hebrew Script m 

Jitteris repererent mm legere consueverunt 1.' Epiphanius 2 (d. 403) 

makes a statement similar to that contained in the extract from 
Sanhedrin, that a change of character was introduced by Ezra, and 
that the old form was only retained by the Samaritans. 

The fact of a change of character, to which these passages bear 
witness, is correct: the only error is that it is represented as having 
been introduced by one man. Tradition, as is its wont, has attributed 
to a single age, and to a single name, what was in reality only accom
plished gradually, and certainly was not completed at the time of Ezra 

(who came to Palestine B,C. 458). 
What, then, was that older character of which the Talmud and the 

Fathers speak, and which they describe as being still retained by 
the Samaritans? It was the character which, with slight modifications 
of form, is found upon the Inscription of Mesha' (commonly known as 
the 'Moabite Stone'), upon early Aramaic and Hebrew gems, upon 
Phoenician Inscriptions, and upon the few early Hebrew Inscriptions 
which we at present possess, viz. those found at Samaria, Gezer, 
and Siloam 3• It was the common Semitic character, used alike, in 
ancient times, by the Moabites, Hebrews, Aramaeans, and Phoenicians, 
and transmitted by the Phoenicians to the Greeks. This character 
remained longest without substantial alteration in Hebrew proper and 
Phoenician: in Greek it changed gradually to the character with 
which we are now familiar : the transition to what is termed above the 
'iU1-'N ::n:, was effected first in Aramaic; it was only accomplished at 
a later period in Hebrew, in consequence, no doubt, of the growing 
influence of the Aramaic language in Palestine, in the period imme
diately preceding the Christian era. 

Tables of the chief ancient Semitic alphabets are to be found in 

• 
1 

Comp. the Hexapla on v,. 26 (25), 1; Is. 1, 2 (with Dr. Field's note); Nestle 
1D the ZDMG. xxxii. 466-9, 507. 

In the palimpsest Fragments ef the Bocks of Kings [1 Ki. 20, 7-17; 2 Ki. 23, II-

27] in Aquila's Translation, found by Dr. Schechter in the Cairo Genizah and 
published by F. C. Burkitt in 1897, and in those from the Psalms, publish,ed in 
C • .'{'ayl?r's Cairo Genizah Palimpsests (1900), the Tetragrammaton is regularly 
~ ten 1n the archaic characters here referred to (cf. Burkitt, p. I 5 f.; DB. iv. 444). 

·De ·· · 6 :mgemmts, § 3 (ed. Dindorf, 1863,IV. 213; cited by Hoffmann,u. s.p. 334). 
8 See p. vii ff. 

b 2 
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most Hebrew grammars of modern times 1, and they need not be here 
repeated. It will be more instructive to place before the reader 

specimen"' of Inscriptions themselves in facsimile. The earliest 
Inscription of all, that of Mesha' (c. B.c. 900), has not been included, 
as facsimiles of it with transcriptions in modern Hebrew characters 
are i'eadily obtainable 2• The characters used in this Inscription 

are the most ancient of the West-Semitic type that are known 3, 

though they differ but slightly from the earliest of those that are 
figured below: the differences may be studied in detail with the aid 
of the Tables mentioned below. 

Here are examples of seals with Aramaic (Figs. 1 and 2) and 
Hebrew 1(Figs. 3 and 4) Inscriptions, the first three of which are 

Fig. I, 

'll:J'l':J:t.' 
(Levy, Taf. I,,) 

Fig. 2. 

'NiOt::b 
(Levy, Taf. I, 3) 

Fig. 3. 

,n1l)oc,, 
,n~iUI p 

(Levy, Taf. III, 1) 

Fig. 4. 

:::i ;,1,0, 
iliOO~:J j 

(Levy, Taf. III, 3) 

assigned by M. A. Levy' to the eighth cent, B,c., while the fourth is 
somewhat later. 

1 There is a good one at the beginning of Gesenius-Kantzsch. More extensive 
Tables may be found in'Cooke'sNortk-Semitic Inscriptions( 1903), Plates XII-XIV; 
in Plates XLIV-XLVI of the Atlas to Lidzbarski's Handbuch dernordsemitiscken 
Epigrapkik (1898); and especially in Chwolson's Corpus Inscriptionum Hebrai
carum enthaltend Grabinschriften aus der Krim, etc., 1882 (a Table constructed 
by the eminent German palaeographer Euting, containing specimens of not less 
than 139 alphabets). 

2 See Die Inschrijt des Konigs Mesa von Moab fiir akademische Vorlesungen 
kerausgegeben von Rudolf Smend und Albert Socin (Freiburg i. B.1 1886); and 
Plate I in Lidzbarski's Handbuch (above, n. r). 

3 The Inscription on fragments of a bowl dedicated to p::l~ ,y:::i, found in 
Cyprus in 1872, is, however, considered by some to be of greater antiquity (see 
Cooke, NSI. No; I 1). The characters are very similar (Lidzb. Atlas, II. 1). 

' Siegel und Gemmen mit arama"iscken, phiinizisckcn, a!thebraiscken etc. In
schriften (Breslau, 1869), pp. 6, 8, 34, 37, 



§ 1. Old West-Semitic and Greek Inscriptions v 

No.· 1 was found under the pedestal of a colossal bull at Khorsabad: 
Nos. 3 and 4 were obtained by M. Waddington, the former in Aleppo, 
the latter in Damascus. The resemblance of some of the characters 
to those of the Greek alphabet will be evident: the , and O are closely 
similar to 111 and =, while the forms of i1 and "1 become, when turned 
round so as to face the right, E and P respectively. The ~ and l.l 

exhibit quite the forms which they still have in modern European 
alphabets, L and 0, but from which in the later Hebrew alphabet 
they both diverged considerably. The characters on old Phoenician 
seals and gems are so similar that it has · not been deemed necessary 
to add illustrations 9• The following specimens of ancient Inscriptions 
from Thera will illustrate the derivation of the Greek alphabet from 
the Phoenician 3 : the letters, as is often the case in the most ancient 
Greek Inscriptions, are read from right to left :-

Fig. 5. 

MoTA1A~3 
3 ~ O'l ~ 
'E,ra-ya,-or 

l,rof,(1) 

0 "'\ o ;•y A <\ ~ ~ 
tl\ K•pa.lvoµos 

(From Roehl's Imagines Inscriptionum Crae;arum Antiqut"ssimae, 
Berolini, 1883, Nos. I and 4.) 

The E does not differ materially from the n in Fig. 3; the n differs 
but slightly from the El of Mesha''s Inscription, and indeed agrees 

1 
In the Inscription of Mesha', as in that to p:l~ ~Y:J, from Cyprus (Cooke, 

NSI. No. II; Lidzb., Plate II, A), the i is a simple triangle with no elongation 
of the right sid d d · ' . . e ownwar s; 1t thus exactly resembles the Greek A, and is also 
d1stmct from the i 

: ;xamples ma;be seen in Levy, I. c. Taf. II; cf. Cooke, Pl. IX, B 1-7. 
T or two other rather interesting examples, from the Gortynian Code and the 

/
,r:;it~ between the Eleans and the Heraeans (c. 525 B. c.), see Berger' Hist. de 
c.cnture dans !'Ant" 't •• ( 8 ) ' Pt. i. (rSS •quz e. 1 92 , pp. 132-4 (a!so in Roberts, Creek Epigraphy, 

7), PP• 42 , 288,-w1th many other facsimiles of archaic Greek inscriptions 
pp. 23 ff., 39 ff., etc.), · ' 
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substantially with the i:i of modern printed texts: the r and K are quite 
the J and ::i of Mesha''s: the 1, which has not yet become a straight 

line, retains evident traces of its origin ( cf. Fig. 3) : the M as compared 
with the N has a double turn at the top, exactly as in Fig. 3, the P and 
the Ii are more differentiated, but do not differ in principle from 
the forms in Figs. t and 2, By turning the letters round so as to face 
the right, the later and usual form of the Greek character is (in most 
cases) immediately produced. The evidence of Inscriptions thus 
confirms the testimony of Herodotus, respecting the origin of the 
Greek alphabet from Phoenicia 1• 

The most ancient West-Semitic Inscriptions, at present known, 
next to that of Mesha', are probably the pl:, :,l)l Inscription from 
Cyprus (p. iv n. 3), and the Old Aramaic Inscriptions of Zinjirli, near 

I Hd. 5. 58 01 a~ <1>oi1111CES OOTOI ol (1(/11 Ka3µcp d1111<6µe1101 ••• /tu.a TE ,ro},.)1.1~, 

oldJO'aVTES -ra.VT1JV -rlv xWp11v~ Ea~"'(a7ov Dilia0"1e&A,a Eo; ToVs- "EAA11va~, aca.l 6,) tca.l 
ypci.1,tJ-1,a.Ta., 0V1t E6v'fa 1rph1 Tofs"'E\Af}O'&, ~s Eµo~ BoMIEw" -rrpWTa µlv, Tof(J'& Kal O:rraVTES' 

xpl,,,11Ta, <1>0[111,c,s• µnrl 6/, xp!wov ,rpo/3afvonos, aµa Tji q,aillfj f1£Tl/3aJ,.ov 1CtU Tdll 

pv0µil11 (the shape) TWlf "{paµµa.T(JJJI • . n,p10!1<eov 15, uq,rns Tr1. ,ro},.},.(1. TWV xwpow 

TOVTW TOY XPOl'OI' 'E.U.~1'011' 'I(JJl'ES, oi ,rapaJi.o./3ol'TES ll,llaxii ,ro.pil TWI' il>ow[,c(JJI' Tel 

"(p{,.µµaTa µ<Tappv0µ!uaVT,s <1q,,,,,11 oM"(a ~XP<,,,VTO, Archaic Greek characters are 
termed by him accordingly (ib. 59) Ka.6f-L,'Ji:a "(paµ.µam. 

A little consideration will shew generally, how by continued modification in 
different directions, the Greek and modem European character on the one hand, 
and the Hebrew square character on the other, have been developed from a common 
origin. Out of the archaic ~, the Greek B arose by turning the letter from left to 
right, and carrying round the lower part of it so as to form a complete semicircle : 
the square l arose by the opening and ultimate disappearance of the upper part of 
the original letter, as explained below (p. xiv f.), I!,, and P in Greek preserved 
the distinctness of· type which these letters shew on Mesha"s Inscription : by the 
addition of a tail to the i, and the gradual degeneration of the upper part of both 
letters, they acquired the great similarity of form which they present in most of the 
later Hebrew alphabets. Eshmun'azar's t is almost our Z; by successive shorten
ing of the strokes, and extension of the angles between them, I is produced. The 
old ~ is nearly our L : by the addition of a tail on the right, the square ~ is 
produced. Mesha"s ll is our O ; the first stage in the derivation of 1) will appear 
in Plate III. Out of the old I=), the Greek n arose by the gradual prolongation 
downwards of the upper left-hand part of the letter (see the first stage in Fig. 5): 
the final I=) is nearly the same as the old form; the medial!) merely differs from it 
by the turn to the left given to the lower part of the letter, when the end of a word 
did not bring the scribe's hand to a pause ( cf. p. xix). The crooked I of the archaic 
Greek (Fig. 5; Roberts, 23 ff., 40 ff.) before long becomes straight (ib. 30, 61). 
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§ 1. The Gezer Inscription vii 

Aleppo (8th cent. B. c.)1. For our present purpose, however, these 
may be passed by; and we may look at what is at present the most 
ancient Hebrew Inscription known, the Calendar-Inscription discovered 
in 190s at Gezer (Plate I) 2, Its date is uncertain, but in any case it 
is later than Mesha"s Inscription, and earlier than the Siloam Inscription 
(p. ix). Those who think that the Siloam Inscription is not earlier 
than the 3rd cent. B, c., place it in the 6th cent. B. c. 8 

; Lidzbarski 
considers it 'much older than the 6th century';' and G. B. Gray 

assigns it to the 8th century 5 • 

The Inscription reads (Lidzbarski)-
T ini1 9cN ini' 1 e,,, in"\1 lli 2 

Me'El iyy IM"'I' 3 

tl"'llle' "'l'ltj:) M"'I' 4 ;:, ,,~p ,n.,, 5 

"'lt.:it mi' 6 

Yi' Mi' 7 
I.e. 1 The month of ingathering [Tishri]. The month of (2) sowing. 
The month of late sowing. 3 The month of cutting (or hoeing up?) 

flax. 4 The month of barley-harvest. 5 The month of the general 
harvest. 6 The month of (vine-)pruning. 7 The month of summer
fruits. 

1. ini1• Though l:jCNi M"'I' might be read (and similarly in the 
following lines), 'A month and ingathering' yields a poor sense; and 

it seems that, in spite of its rarity in the OT. (only once in prose, 
Gen. 1, 24 Y,t-t i111n), the , is the old case-ending, the 12 occur
rences of which in OT. are given in GK. § 90°. Was this of more 

frequent occurrence in the autographs of the OT. than it is in 

1 See Cooke, NSI. p. 159 ff,; and, for the characters, the Atlas to Lidzbarski's 
Handhuck, Plates XXII-XXIV, XLV, col. i. 

• The inscriptions on ostraka, found in 1910 on the site of the ancient Samaria 
and belonging to the time of Ahab (PEFQS. 19II, p. 79 ff.), are more ancient'. 
but f · ·1 ' • acs1m1 es of these are not at present (July, 1912) available. 

c S~ley A. Cook, PEFQS. 1909, p. 308 f. 
Ibid. P· 26; Epkemeris, iii. 37. 

• PEFQS, 1go9, p. 32• 

ERRATA 

Page vii, 11. 3, 5 of the inscription : for in,, read n,1 
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MT. ? 91?1!, Ex. 2 3, 16 to ,~~o-n~ 9~9ttf m1:1n nNY.J 91?ttQ ll:J1 
n,wn. 34, 22t. 2. ti~~ (Am. 7, rt, differently), or (Marti, p. 225) 
~~~. here, apparently, the 'late' sowing in Feb. (Dalman, P EFQS. 
1909, p. II8; cf. Wetzstein, ap. Delitzsch on Job 24, 6). 3· ,~¥ 
(or i~), cf. ,¥~ Is. 44, 12, Jer. 10, 3 (an axe for cutHng trees). 
In Ethiopic "l'!lll is to reap. Flax is usually pulled up ; but it may 
have been anciently cut in Palestine, as it is still about Aleppo (i"bid. 
p. 90). Or (Dalm.) it may have been cut out of the ground with 
a i¥P,P, as a 1:il=r71~ was used in time of harvest (Pe'iih iv. 4). Titf!li, cf. 

~r:i~;;;i Hos. 2, 7. The month meant is March. 4. D"!V~ i~l? (2 Sam. 
2 1, 9 ), in April. The 1:1 is placed below the line for want of space. 
5. 'The month of the reaping (or harvest) of all things,' i.e. of the 
general harvest in May. 6. The pruning ('1~! Ct. 2, 12) meant will 

be (Dalm. p. u9), the second pruning, in June. 7. Yt' (i. e. f!i2) the late 

summer fruits (see on 2 Sam. 16, r), ripe in July or August. The 
Calendar is imperfect, containing only 8 months : but this and other 
difficulties connected with it need not here be considered 1• 

The characters are bold and clear, though evidently the work of an 
unpractised hand. Most of the characters have archaic forms ( compare, 
for instance, the N, ,, 1, t, n, Cl, :l, p, I!' with the earlier forms in the Tables 
of Cooke, Lidzbarski, or GK.): there are few or none of the curves, or 
other modifications, which are characteristic of the later forms. The 
:i in I. 5 is very abnormal; but this may be due to the inexperience 
of the engraver. The letters at the lower left-hand corner are read by 

Lidzbarski as ..... .JN,-perhaps [P1]¥1~~ 2• 

Until the discovery of the Gezer Inscription, the Inscription on the 
wall of the tunnel of Siloam (Plate II) was considered to be the oldest 
known Hebrew Inscription. The Pool of Siloam is situated at the 
extreme S. of the Eastern hill of Jerusalem (on the N. of which 
the Temple formerly stood), near the entrance to the Tyropoeon 
valley; and a conduit or tunnel cut through the rock from the Virgin's 

1 See further PEFQS. 1909, 26 ff. (Lidzbarski), 30 ff. (G. B. Gray), rr3 ff. 
(Daiches, on Babylonian parallels), I 18 f. (Dalman), 189 ff. (Gray), 194 £ (Lidz. 
barski); Lidzbarski'sEpkemeris, iii. 37 ff. (notice, p. 4~, the parallel from Tosifta, 
p. 215, 1. 15 ff., ed. Zuckermandel); Marti, ZA W. 1909, p. 222 ff. 

2 The line above a letter indicates that the reading is not quite certain. 
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§ r. The Slloam lnscripti'on IX 

Spring 1-the one natural spring which Jerusalem possesses-situated 
some distance above it, on the E. side of the same hill, leads down to 
it, and supplies it with water 2

• The tunnel is circuitous, measuring 

1708 feet (Warren), or 1757 feet (Conder), though the distance in 
a straight line is considerably less. At a distance of about 1 9 feet 
from where the tunnel opens into the Pool of Siloam, and on the 
right-hand side as one enters it, is an artificial niche or tablet in 
the rock, the lower part of which is occupied by the Inscription. 
The Inscription was first observed in 1880, by a pupil of Architect 
Schick, who, while wading in the Pool with a lighted candle, observed 
what appeared to be characters engraved on the rock. Ultimately, 
in 1881, a gypsum cast was obtained by Dr. Guthe, who published 
a photograph, with accompanying description, in 1882 3

, which has 
·since been often reproduced. A portion of three. Jines in the In
scription has been destroyed through the wearing away of the rock; 
but the general sense is quite plain. Here is the Inscription, trans
literat~d into modem Hebrew characters : 

* * * * * * * * * * il!/:1 , i"l:JpJi'1 , i:Ji , i"Jli"J , 1"11"1 , i'1:Jpjji * * * l 

j, , rt'N , ,;, , l-'[ t:)C,J :1 JpJn, , noN , e,,e- , "'IW:Jl , ,v, , 'N , C'N , jti)fi 2 

n • C'll * * * * * * . j010 • ,irl • n"'lt • n1n • ,.:, • n,, . ~N • Ni 3 
• ,::1,,, . fl"U • ,v , jtiJ , ,,, , n,p~ , C'N , Olltnn • ,:m • nlpl 4 

Mt:ll , noN • c,,N, • 61nNOl , i"ll"1:Ji"I • 'N , NltlOn • 10 , 010n 5 

• o:l'!mn • C'N"1 • ,v . ,1tn • nJJ • n1n • noN • n 6 

I.e. r, [Behold] the piercing through! And this was the manner of 

the piercing through. Whilst yet [the miners were lifting up J 
2. the pick, each towards his fellow, and whilst yet there were three 

cubits to be pierced [through, there was heard] the voice of 
each call-

3. ing to his fellow, for there was a fissure{?) in the rock on the right
hand .....••. And on the day of the 

1 
Not the Virgin's Pool, as slated incorrectly in the Palaeographical Society's 

Volum~. T~is is a small artificial reservoir near St. Stephen's Gate, and has no 
co:neuon with either the Virgin's Spring, or the Pool of Siloam. 
ii See the_ Plan in EB. ii, facing col. 2419-20, or G. A. Smith, Jerusalem (1907), 

' Plan facing p. 39 ; and comp. i. 87-92. 
1 

ZDMG. 1882, pp. 725-50. See also Lidzbarski, Ephemeris, i. 53. 
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4· piercing through, the miners (lit. hewers) smote each so as to meet 

his fellow, pick against pick: and there flowed 
5. the water from the source to the pool, 1200 cubits; and one hun-
6. dred cubits was the height of the rock over the head of the miners. 

The Hebrew is as idiomatic, and flowing, as a passage from the 
Old Testament. r. MfP.~ or itfP,~ does not occur in the OT.: :lPJ 

is to pierce (2 Ki. 12, 10 al.); ~ is a hole or aperture.-On the use 
of ,:1,, comp. p. 192 note. 2. \31"} as Jer. 6, 21: usually ~il)f!.-,tll:l 

as Gen. 48, 7, cf. Am. 4, 7. 3. n'il, i.e. probably n:t;i as 2 Ki. 9, 37 
Kt.-ilit : the letters are quite clear, but the meaning is altogether 

uncertain, the word being not otherwise known, and the derivation from 
,~1 producing no suitable sense. 4. n,p;, vocalize ni.~~. the infin. of 
il1~- 5. The order of the numerals in 9:,Ni t:l'nNO (the smaller before 
the greater), as Nu. 3, 50 9,Ni nii:-to c-,c-; but the order is rare in 

OT., except in P, Ez. Chr. (GK.§ 134i), and with 9:,N very rare 1
• 

5-6. ilON httt.;', as m~ n~1? Gen. 5, 3, and often besides in P (LOT. 
p. 131 (edd. 1-5, p. 124), No. 8; GK.§ 134g). On the orthography 

of the Inscription, see below, pp. xxx, xxxii. The words, as in the 

Inscription of Mesha', are separated by dots, without spaces 2, 

The Inscription has been generally assigned to the time of Hezekiah, 

who is stated to have .' made the pool, and the conduit, and brought 
water into the city' (2 Ki. 20, 20) 'to the west side of the city of 

David' (2 Ch. 321 30) in terms which appear exactly to describe the 

function of the tunnel in which the Inscription is 3
• 

E. J. Pilcher, however (PSBA. 1897, p. 165 ff., with a Table of Alphabets; 
1898, p. 213 ff.), pointed out the resemblance of several of its characters to those 
of a later date, and argued that it belonged to the time of Herod. His conclusions 
were combated by Conder (PEFQS. 1897, p. 204 ff.): he replied ibid. 1898, 
p. 56 f. Stanley A. Cook, in his detailed palaeographical study of the Old 
Hebrew alphabet in the PEFQS. 1909, p. 284 ff., though not accepting a date as 
late as this, agrees (cf. p. 305 bottom) that the characters point to a date later than 
c. 700 B.C.: 'if placed early,' he remarks (p. 3o8), 'it embarrasses, and will always 
embarrass, Hebrew palaeography;' he cannot, indeed (ibid. n. 2), fix the 
approximate date with any confidence, but thinks a date in the time of Simon, 
son of Onias (see Ecclus. 50, 3 Heb.),-probably c. 220 B. c.,-not impossible. Let 
us hope that future discoveries will make the date clearer. 

1 Add 1 Ki. 5, 12, Ez. 48, 16. 30. 32. 33. 34; and see, for further particulars, 
Herner, Syntax der Zaklworter im AT., 1893, pp. 72 f., 74, 79• 

2 See further, NSI. No. 2. 8 Gnthe, l. c. pp. 745-8; Smith, i. 1c2 f., ii. 151. 
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For our present purpose it is not necessary to consider this question 
further. Although some of the Siloam · characters do resemble the 
later, rather than the earlier, examples of the older script (see, in 

Lidzbarski's Plate XL VI, Table III, the parallel cross strokes of the 
N, the r, the curving tail in ~. O, ~, and El, and the disappearance of 
the left-hand upright stroke of the ::i-), they are still substantially of 
the archaic type, and there is no appreciable approximation to the 

'square' type. 
The Samaritan character, as stated in the passages quoted above 

from the Talmud and the Fathers, preserves in all essential features 
the old Hebrew type, the modifications being confined to details, and 
originally, no doubt, being merely calligraphic variations:-

fe »a '\ l' ffl J V Y, '.l !!5 2. !S fir V' "€{ ~ 1' ;\' ~ 1 S 1'

n ~ "1 P '::I' !l 3' Cl tl ~ ~ \ ~ n r,n'1l:lN 

In Palestine the old Hebrew character was used regularly on coins, 
from the earliest Sheqels and half-Sheqels struck by Simon Maccabaeus 
(s.c. 141-135) to those of the Great Revolt, A.D. 65-68, and of Simon 
Bar-cochab, A.D. 132-135 1

• The example (Fig. 7) is a Sheqel of the 
third year (l ~ i. e. l nJt,) of Simon Maccabaeus :-

Fig. 7. 

(From Madden's Coins ef tlie Jews, p. 68, No. 5.) 

As characters that were entirely unknown would evidently not be 
suitable for use upon coins, it may be inferred that though in the time 

~ Christ the ~lder character had been generally superseded (for the ', 
. atth. 5, 18, 1s by no means the smallest letter in the old alphabet), 
it was still known, and could be read without difficulty. 

1 
Madden, Coins of the Jews (ed. 2, 1881), pp. 67 ff,, 198 ff., 233 ff. 
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In the characters represented hitherto, no tendency to modification 
in the direction of the modern square type has been observable. Such 
a tendency first manifests itself in the Aramaic alphabet, and may be 
traced most distinctly in Aramaic Inscriptions from Egypt. Plate III 
is a facsimile of the 'Carpentras stele 1,' a monument carved in lime
stone, the early history of which is not known, but which is now 
deposited in the Bibliotheque et Musee d'Inguimbert in the town of 
Carpentras (dep. Vaucluse) in France. The monument is a funereal 
one : the representation above the Inscription exhibits the embalmed 
body of the deceased, a lady named Taha, resting on the lion-shaped 
bier, and attended by the jackal-headed Anubis at the feet, and by the 
hawk-headed Homs at the head, with the four customary funereal 
vases beneath. The figures stationed as mourners at a little distance 
from the head and feet of the bier are Isis and Nephthys. The first 

three lines of the Inscription are a bout 9½ inches long ; the height of 
the letters is i of an inch, or a little more. 

The Inscription (=CIS. II. i. 141 = NSL No. '15), in square 
characters, is as follows :-

NM'N 1,0,1-t 1f Nmon 
Mt:,n niON N' ~N •~i:ll 

•£inn ni:l 1-t:in :i:i1,:i 1 

Tli:Jl,I N' ~kJ tll,li:lO 2 

1,:, M:l1i:J 1it:l)N tl'1P 3 
1nyo:i nn,:; 1,n 4 

I.e. 1. Blessed be Taba, the daughter of Tal;tapi, devoted worshipper 
of the God Osiris. 

2. Aught of evil she did not, and calumny against any man she never 
uttered. 

3. Before Osiris be thou blessed: from Osiris take thou water. 
4. Be thou a worshipper (sc. before Osiris), my darling; and among 

the pious [ mayest thou be at peace I]. 
r. Nl;,~91;1 ; Mon!J, is an Egyptian word, meaning petfict, pious; the 

prefix ta (t') is the fem. artitle. 1f= Heb. Mt: the demonstrative with 

the force of a relative, as regularly in Aramaic. But •f (=Arab._,~) is 
usually hardened to '"! in Aram. (Dan. Ezr. passim); the same form, 

1 Plate LXIV in the Palaeographical Society's Volume. 
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§ 1. Egyptian Aramaic lnscrip#ons xm 

however, recurs in Plate V, lines 1, 3, 5, and, as is now known, 
is the form all but uniformly found in Egyptian Aramaic 1• 2. tlll"!t'? 
something 2 is the oldest extant form 3 of the word which appears in 

Mandaic as ON1J10, in the Targums as Clll"!1?4, and in Syriac as -p;»: 
comp. ZDMG. xxxiv. 568, 766. ~1~:9 is the older form of the Syr. -= evi'l: comp. l::'111C~ to be evil in the Targums, Gen. 21, II, and 
often, Nl::'1~ (emph.) evzl. n"!~P, and n-J.t;lt-j are the usual Aram. forms 
of 3 fem. pf. 1r-)~ must correspond to what is usually written in 
Aram. as iy-,i' (see Dan. 3, 8. 6, 25); in Mandaic, however, the root 
is written y-,::,; and comp. Syr. ~=Heb. nl?'i2, and Mand. Nt:ll::'1::J 

=l~~=Heb. ';'~i'. The term will be used here in the derived 

sense of 'calumny' {though this explanation is not free from objec
tion) 5

• non cannot mean peifect (•1~1:1) 'because adjectives of this 
form are very rarely derived from verbs lfl1 (the Aram. form is 
f...i>l."' 6), and because, as the subj. of n-,oN, we should expect the 
emphatic nnon. If non=Syr. ~l:=Heb. o~, as in Ezr. 5, 17. 
6, 1. 6. r 2, it must mean there, yonder, the speaker being conceived 
as in the world beyond the grave, and therefore referring to this 
earthly life as "yonder." This seems, however, rather forced: and 
it is perhaps better to adopt Lagarde's suggestion that itt:ln=Syr. 

y,J~ (rad. ~L) "ever"' (Dr. Wright). The word must be allowed 

1 See the Glossaries of Sayce-Cowley, Aramaic Papyri discovered at Assuan 
(1906), and Sachau, Aramiiische Papyrus aus •.• Elephantine (1911). It is 
also the form found in the old Aramaic of Zinjirli and Nineveh, and in that of 
Babylon, T~ma, and even Cilicia. See the particulars and references given in 
LOT.• 504, 515. 

2 :From N9 ll"!;it,, scibile quid (cf. ll"!;JQ, knowledge, from 311:, Dan. 5, 12); 

.Fleischer, in Levy'~ Chald. Wiirterb. ii. 56°7; Noldeke,Mandaische· Gramm., 186, 
3 Now (1912) attested as early as B.C. 407 and 419 (Sachau, 2, 14; 6, 7), if 

not as B.C. 510 (Sachau, 52, II: see p. 185), and also occurring elsewhere in 
Egyptian Aramaic (see Sachau's Glossary, p. 285), and in Nabataean (Cooke, 
NSI. 94, 5, of the 1st cent. A. D.). Also in the pl. NnOl,'1~0, Sachau, 2, 12. 3, 11. 

• So in the Palmyrene Tariff Inscription of A.D. 137, NSI. 147, i. 5 lll10; 8, 9 
NOlliO; ii. b 40 Clll10. 

• Lagarde, Symmicta, ii. p. 61 f. 

' Comp. ~f, J.,.~, _...3, "'-~, ... ~, ~;, ..:i..,..o;, by the side of 
~"!, lll, mi-, ~P, "IP, 1"1, i'"I (La.garde, Anmerkungen zur griech. Ober.r. der 

Proverbien, 1863, on 4, l). 
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to be uncertain. 3. tl1~, jl;), as Dan. 2, 6, and often. 11~, i.e. j~l;l. 

The expression Receive water may be illustrated from Greek Inscrip

tions 1 ; and the representation of the bestowal of water upon the 
dead is common on Egyptian monuments. 4. 'Tll1~) (which admits 
of no explanation) is supposed to be an error of the stone-cutter for 

'D'i?l!t my pleasant, delight.fut one (cf. 2 Sam. 1, 26. Cant. 7, 7). 
il!i;l!:)=~ the pious. At the end ill?~~ (or 11m 1rn may be plausibly 
supplied: some have thought that traces of these letters are even 
discernible on the stone. The language of the Ins·cription is almost 

pure Aramaic: a Hebrew (or Phoenician) element is, however, present 

in ~IN and 1np (np,) 2
• 

The date of this Inscription is not perfectly certain: but it belongs 

probably to the fourth cent. B. c. An earlier type of the Egyptian 
Aramaic character, dating from B.c. 482, is exhibited on the stele 

of Saqqarah (2 miles NW. of Memphis), found in 1877 1 ; the stele of 
Carpentras has been preferred for reproduction here, as the characters 
(in the photograph) are more distinct. Observe that the upper part 
of the ~, ,, ,, and l1 is open: this is the first stage in the formation of 

the later square character, which is ultimately produced, in the case 

of these letters, by the disappearance of the two parallel lines at the 
top of ~, ,, ,, and by the addition of a tail to the )1. (These letters 

are formed similarly on the Saqqarah stele.) The stroke at the upper 
right-hand corner of the K is almost, if not quite, separated from the 

transverse stroke which forms the body of the letter: this is a similar 
change in the direction of the later form of th~ character•. The two 

1 Boeckh, Corp. Inscr. Graec. 6562 : @(mi's-) K(amxllol'fo1s). A6p1/Jd<f llp0<161i'I' 
/:.<O(Ueovplli"?s d."~P Tfj fovTov <lw{:ll'I' XP1/ClTOTUT!J 1ml -y/1.vi<VTUT!J fWElaS xapw. 
Ebf6x••, 1<vpla, ""' 80((11) <TO• o-Ou.p,s TO lj,vxpov \\8<0p, The same wish, ib. 6717. 

• Both now (1912) known to occur frequently in Egyptian Aramaic: see the 
Glossaries in Sayce-Cowley and Sachau, 

s Plate LXIII in the Palaeographical Society's Volume; Lidzbarski, Plate 
XXVIII. I (drawn by the author) : cf. the transcription, with notes, in NSI. 
No. 71. The Inscription is dated the 4th year of Xerxes ( =B, c. 482): the name 
Xerxes is written W"l~,vn .lfshiarsh (Pers. Khshayllrshll), as regularly in 
Egyptian Aramaic (see the Glossaries in Sayce-Cowley and Sachau). 

• The form of the N (as of many of the other letters) in Palmyrene is, however, 
the one which approaches most closely to the square type : see Fig. II below, and 
the Tables in Cooke or Lidzbarski, 
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lower horizontal strokes of the old i1 are merged in one, which however 
is separated from the perpendicular stroke, and hangs down from the 
upper horizontal stroke, thus anticipating the form ultimately assumed 

'by the Jetter. , and r have both nearly assumed the modern form, 
n appears (as on the Saqqlirah stele) with only a single horizontal 
bar: the bar, if a little lowered, produces H, H, if a little raised, n. 
On the stone of Mesha' (as in the Inscriptions figured above) 1 

appears composed of four distinct strokes (like z with two parallel 
strokes on the left at the top): here the four strokes are crumpled 
up so as to form a sort of triangle, which, when reduced in size, 
becomes the modern '. In the stele of Saqqarah, the I appears still 
in its old form. The two diverging lines towards the top of the :i, 

on the left, which still appear on the Saqqarah stele, become a single 
line, turned up at the end, which in the Papyri becomes in its turn 
a single thick line. O exhibits a modification which is difficult to 
describe, but which, when the tail, as happens afterwards, is curled 
round to the left, produces an evident approximation to the modern 
form of the letter 1• i scarcely differs from , except by having 
a longer tail. i., has been modified, and approaches the modern type: 
almost the same form appears on the stele of Saqqarah. r, is no 
longer a complete cross : the horizontal cross-line is confined to the 
right-hand side of the letter, and is deflected downwards: by the 
further prolongation of this deflection, and the accompanying reduction 
of the upper part of the perpendicular stroke, the modern r, is 
produced ,, '-', J, El, are not materially changed, shewing, as was 
said, that the transition to the square character was gradual, and not 
accomplished for all the letters at the same time. The words are 
separated, not by dots, but by small spaces. 

In Papyri, the softer material, written upon by a reed-pen, led 
naturally to the production of more cursive characters. Here (Plate IV) 
is part of an Inscription written on a Papyrus discovered in 1907-8, 
at Elephantine, the ancient Yeb, at the extreme south of Egypt, just 
below the First Cataract: it is dated in the 2nd year of Xerxes 

1 
Cf. Lidzbarski, p. 19r; and see Plates XLV, cols. 6-25, XLVI, II a, cols. 2, 6. 
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(B.c. 484), and is consequently two years older than the Saqqarah 
stele 1• Transliterated into square characters, it reads:-

• , , , • , , , ,, fn)J NJmN mr N1£l0l pin:, 11 

••••••••• JI t-tiim~ 1i£io o,p, t-t:i,o n•l 12 

.••.... ll1n:, 11 ;i;t,t N'"llJ; ;lm, ,,,;1,1 13 
, , • N1':n ]N '1£lC o,p, tc:i,o J"\1ll jlJOl ,, 14 

•••••• I i:io:, 'hi 11!'"1:i !:jO:J ,, l,nJ NJnJN 15 
•• , , . t-t:i,o l"l'l 'I )0"1£ll o,I!' mt-t, tlln,N 16 

N"l,llll N,onn ,v ,ntco, o,I!' mN I' 1 7 
lNIMN tl£l ,v l)~n :in:, 18 

The Inscription (taking into account the part not here reproduced) 
is a contract between two Jews of the military colony at Elephantine 
and a dealer to supply provisions for two' hundreds' (companies) of 
the garrison; and the passage quoted deals with the payment for 
what has been supplied : but the words lost at the ends of the lines 
make it impossible to give a continuous translation. The parts 
which remain may be rendered as follows:-

11 . .... written (i.e. named) in this deed. We will give ... 

12. the house of the king {=the government), and before the scribes 
of the treasury . . . 

13. by our hand (=through us) to bring to these men who are 
written (named) [in this deed] •.. 

14. to thee by number (or by mna's) in the house of the king, and 
before the scribes of the tr[ easury] . . . 

15. We shall owe thee 100 karashas 2 of silver, silver of .... 
16. the god. And thou hast authority over (a charge upon) our 

salary, which the house of the king [gives J 
17. to us; thou hast authority to take (it) until thou art fully paid for 

the corn. 

18. Hoshea' has written (this deed) at the mouth (dictation) of Atiab. 

13. ,:im, inf. Qal from ,::i;, which occurs in these Papyri in a trans. 

sense (I. 9 ; 4 2, 17. 43 ( 1 ), 4 1l"l'l' 'J'l bring me to tf?y house). In Bibi. 

1 Sachan, Aramiiische Papyrus und Ostraka aus ciner jiidischen Militiir-Kolonie 
zu Elephantine (r9II), No. 25 (p. 99). 

• A Persian weight, equal to 10 shekels (Lidzbarski, Ephemeris, iii. 76, 130).• 
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§ r. Egyptian Aramaic Inscriptions xvii 

Aram., Tgg., and Syr., only the Aphel, '~'lJ, ,•.;i~it, '=>0(~ il,N, the 
form in Egyptian Nabataean and Cappadocian Aramaic, Jer. 10, II, 

Ezr. 5, 15 Kt., for the Biblical Aram. and Targumic I;~~: see Lex. 

1~g0b, LOT.8 255 n. 15. tt:1,::i, i.:,-,::, 1, as the name of a weight, 
occurs often besides in these Inscriptions. 16. o,t:1, i. e. t:l•~~ Ezr. 

4, 20. 7, 24 al. (Lex. u15b). o,El, see Sayce-Cowley, L 6, P 3 

(=Lidzbarski, Ephemeris, ii. 224, 6. 237,_ 3). The word may ,1!1ean 
properly a portion or measure ef faod (Sachau, p. 52: cf. ~..9= 
u,roµ.&pwv Luke 12, 42, PS. col. 3279; and Sachau, Pap. 36 (Taf. 
32), 8). 17. N,onn, see Sachau, Pap. 28 (Taf. 28-9), 11. 17. 
18. 0! ,,, so Sayce-Cowley, L 16. Cf. in Heb. Jer. 36, 4 1,-,:1 ::in::i•l 

li1~-,, '!)O. 6. I 7 • 18. 

As was remarked abov~, the differences from the Carpentras script 
are due mainly to the more yielding nature of the material used for 
producing the characters. Instead of the sharply cut characters incised 
on the Carpentras stele, the strokes, especially the horizontal and 
slanting ones, are thick; and those lines which are straight in the 
stele shew a tendency to curve. And in ::i, ,, :,, ,, the part open 
at the top almost disappears owing to a single thick stroke taking 
its place : this stroke ultimately becomes the top line of these letters 
in the square form. 

The following (Plate V) is a specimen of the Egyptian Aramaic 
script on a fragment of Papyrus now in the British Museum, belong
ing to the late Ptolemaic or Roman period 2• Here is a transliteration 
of the Inscription (=CIS. II. i. 145B=NSI. No. 76 B):-

• •• l/Ot:ll N::i,o 11 s 1tinon ,, •J::i, • • • • • • • • 1 

• , , , , , N::i,o i1J!1 -,MN lil t:l"!l -,J , , , , , , , 2 

, , • , l)l ,r-N N::i,o •r N•,o t:'Jl!:l .,J . , . . . . , 3 

, • , , • Ml ,,1n ::i-,nJ 1ilM lOil n,o(i') ••• , • , 4 

, • • NMJt:1 ltl::J M1Jt:I 1l N1::lt:ll ,, 1,n1 fi , , •• , 5 

... 
1 

Read incorrectly by Sayce-Cowley (A 7 al.) t:l::J:J. See Lidzbarski E"'kemen'J" 
m. 76. ' :r ' 

, 
2 Plate XXVI in the Palaeographical Society's Volume. 
8 

So D~ Vogue in CIS. II. i. 145 B. In the Palaeographical Society's Volume, 
the word 1s transliter11ted tie.:Jil::JM. 
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, . . , . ,,,i:,, ,,Ni, 11nn, N' ,,o,J, ,,NS . , , , 6 
, •• , • • it)t>l , , •• , • N::i,o 'El'N ~v i, , • • • 7 

I. e. 1. ••• for my sons according to the testimony of the king, and 

he heard ... 
2. • •• the son of Punsh, he delayed (?). The king answered •••.. 

3. . .. the son of Punsh the words which the king had spoken, and ... 
-4-. . •• thou didst kill them. Mayest thou go with the sword of thy 

strength, and •.•. 
5 ..•...... , and the captives which thou hast taken this year •.... 
6 .•••• in them; and thy bones shall not descend into She'ol, and thy 

shadow ..... 
7. . . . . . . on the thousands of the king •.•• 

The text, as is evident, is much mutilated. The subject appears to 

be a tale, 'composed either by a heathen Aramaean, who was hostile 
to the Egyptian religion 1, or by an Egyptian Jew as a Haggadah on 
Ex. 1,-more probably the latter.' The language is Aramaic, tinged 
(like the Carpentras Inscription) with Hebrew or Phoenician. 2. 

t,t,:;,o mv, cf. Dan. 2, 5. 8. 20 etc. 4. i!!>ry them, as Ezr. 4, 1 o. 2 3 etc. 

:J~l;l, cf. !)~: Ezr. 5, 5. 5. Kt (fem.), as Sachau 2, r 7 Knt,•K:l Nt. 61 

Nt Nn)t,, Riper!. d'Epigr. Sim. i. 247 Kl totni•:i; =Bibi. Aram. K1 

(Lex. 10861'): cf. 'i and '':), p. xii bottom. 6. !)~~ those, as Dan. 
3, 12 etc. t~n~.~ from MtJ?, the common Aram. word for go down. 

The characters are in general very similar to those of Plate III ; 
but, in so far as there is a difference, they have approached nearer 

to the square type. The /'1 assumes a form more resembling the 
square /'1. The tail of the t) shews a tendency to curl round to the 

left, and the whole letter approximates to the modern form. In 
the same way the right-hand stroke of the n is longer, and curls 
round, so that the letter, especially the one in inn, (l. 4), closely 

resembles the square n. The :; (notice ll. 4 inn, 6 1'0"'1)} is almost 
exactly like the square final 1- The square form of l is produced 

py the stroke on the left being gradually brought lower down : !lee 

l There i.s an allusion to the ' Egyptian gods' in the first column of the Papyrui 
published as flate XXV of the same Volume (Cooke, NSI. ~6A). 



§ 1. Transition to the Square Character xix· 

col, 13 in GK.; the Inscription '1tl onn 'Boundary of Gezer' from 
Gezer (Lidzbarski, Plate XLVI, II a, col. 3), and the Palmyrene l 

(,~za. Plate XLV, cols. 10, 13; Cooke, Plate XIV, cols. 6,. 7, 9). 
The gradual change of script can also be well studied in the Table 

in Gesenius-Kautzsch (ed. 1910). From this it appears at once that 
the characters of Mesha"s Inscription (c. 840 B.c.) and those of 
Zinjirli, near_ Aleppo, of about a century later, are practically identical 
-only the !), for instance, being in the latter more curved at the top 
than in the former. In the Phoen. and Hebrew characters from the 
ninth to the first cent. B. c. ( cols. 2-6) there is not any great change: 
the marked changes occur in the Aramaic types, from the eighth to the 
third cent. B. c. ; and the earliest examples of the square Hebrew 
character {col. 14) are developed most immediately, not from the 
Hebrew series (cols. 3-6), but from the Aramaic series (cols. 11-13). 

It further appears from this Table that, of the 'final' characters, 1, j, I:!, r 
are really the older, more original forms of the letters in question : 
in the ,niddle of a word, in cursive writing, the tail was curved round 
to the left, producing the medial forms :i, ,, El, !l ; at the end of 
a word, where there was a natural break, the original Jong perpen
dicular line remained. The final Cl, on the other hand, is not- an 
origir.al form : it arises from the later form of the ~ being closed 
µp on the left (see col. 14; and comp. Lidzbarski, Plate XLVI, II a, 
~f. XLV, cols. 20-25) 1

• 

From the immediate neighbourhood of Palestine an early example 
pf the Aramaic transition-alphabet is afforded by an Inscription, con
sisting of a single word, found at 'Arli.q el-Emir (' Cliff of the Prince'), 
in the country of the ancient Ammonites, 9 miles NW. of l;Ieshbon 1• 

liere (Jos. Ant. xii. 4. u) Hyrcanus, grandson of Tobias, and great
µephew of the High Priest Onias II, being persecuted by his brothers1 

found himself a retreat among the hills (B.c. 183-176), where he built 
a stronghold, one feature of which consisted in a series of fifteen 

_ 1 See, for further particulars on the gradual evolution of the square characters, 
Ltdzbarski, p. 175 ff. (Phoenician), p. 183 ff. (older Heb.), p. 186 ff. (Aram.), 
pp. 1 89-192 (square Hebrew); and the three Tables at the end of his Atlas. 

• 
2 

See Socin's Paliistina u. Syn'm (in Baedeker's Handbooks), Route IO (end); 
lll i,nore rec~nt editions (revised by Benzinger), Route 17. 

C 2 
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caves, in two tiers, hollowed out in the side of the rock 1 
• At the 

right hand of the entrance to two of the caves (Nos. II and 13 in the 
Memoirs) in the lower tier, on the smoothed surface of the rock beside 
No. 13 (Fig. 8), on the unsmoothed surface beside No. II (Fig. 9), 
stands the Inscription, in letters nearly eight inches high. 

Fig. 8 (A). 

(From No. 383 of the Photographs 
published by the Palestine Explora• 

tion Fund.) 

From its position, the Inscription 

Fig. 9 (B). 

11~~6 
(From the Facsimiles attached 
to Chwolson's Corp. Inscr. 

Hebr., No, 1.) 

cannot well be earlier than the' 
period when the caves were constructed, and may, of course, be later. 
It must be read il!:;iit::i 9• The transitional character of the alphabet 

appears in the approximations to the square type: in the ~ without 
the right--hand upper stroke, in the J open at the top, and in the , and 
n approaching the type of Fig. 10. The t:l, also, originally a cross 

1 See the view of the caves in the Memoirs of the Survey ef Eastern Palestine; 
vol. i (1889), opposite p. 72; or in G. A. Smith's Jerusalem (1908), ii. 426 (also, 
p. 428, a photograph of the cave with the Inscription A), cf. p. 427 n. 

• The reading has been disputed. De Vogiie (Mllanges, 1868, p. 162 f.), and 
Clermont-Gannean (Researches in Palestine, 1896, ii. 261), both of whom had 
seen and copied the Inscription, read it il'=nt::i. On the other hand, the Photo-
graph (Fig. 8), and the reproductions in the Memoirs, p. 76 f., and the Plate 
opposite p, 84, seemed to leave no donbt that the first letter was l1 ; and so il'J,:ii 
was adopted in the first edition of the present work, and by Lidzbarski in 1898 
(pp. 117, 190). It appears now, however, from the very complete descriptions 
in the Publications of tke Prince/on Arckaeological Expedition to Syria in 
1904-5 [Division II (Ancient Architecture in Syria), § A (Southern Syria), Part i 
(Ammonitis), pp. 1-28 ('Ariiq el-Amir); Division III (Inscriptions),§ A (Southern 
Syria), Part i (Ammonitis), pp. 1-7 (Hebrew Inscriptions of 'Ariiq el-Amir), by 
Enno Littmann], Div. III,§ A, Pt. i, p. 2 (Photos. A and B), that (as stated above) 
there are in fact !we, inscriptions (cf. Smith, 427 n.), one (A) agreeing with Fig, 8, 
the other (H) agreeing with Fig. 9 (except that the circle of the t:l should be closed at 
the top): the second can only be read il•J~~, and this determines the reading of 
the first (in A there are no trac,s visible, any more than there are in the photograph 
from which Fig. 8 is taken, of a line, like that in B, drawn upwards from the lefts 
hand upper-corner; but Littmann expresses it distinctly in his sketch of the 
inscription on the same page). Li<lzbarski now accepts i11:m:; (Eplicm. iii. 49). 
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enclosed in a circle, shews (in B) a modification, similar to that in 
Egyptian Aramaic and Palmyrene, and approximating to the square 

type. 
The next Inscription is that of the Ben@ I;Iezir, above the entrance 

to the so-called Tomb of St. James, situated on the Mount of Olives, 
immediately opposite to the SE. angle of the Temple-area. 

Fig. IO. 

, --T1 1, n1-,wr. n-u5J'1J.l-'\.,.l-A<l, 
111) ~ n-uN'U!, "i1.v "<l J 

7,IM "\CJ 
Inscription of the B•ne I:Jezir. 

(From Chwolson's Corpus Jnscriptionum Hebraicarum, No. 6. Cf. NSJ. 
No. 148 A.) 

pn,, m1t:1r, n·nn1 -,1.in1 111.m -,llhtb .:i[ :i Jtm~m -,:iv[ n] i1t 

n1)n 1J.:i .,,v,N, i:io[ 11,,J ... .:i ••• 1.:i i:io,1 1).l 

"\Im l)Jf:) • • ♦ • 

I. e. This is the tomb and the resting-place for Eleazar, I;Ianniah, 

Yo'ezer, Y ehudah, Simeon, Y o}:ianan, 

The sons of Yoseph, the son of ••••. [ and for Yo Jseph and Eleazar, 
the sons of I;Ianniah, 

.... of the sons (i. e. family) of I;Iezir. 

Here we observe Hebrew advancing towards the square character. 

A I;Iezir, ancestor of a priestly family, is mentioned 1 Ch. 24, r 5: 
another I;Iezir, not a priest, but one of the chiefs of the people, is 
named Neh. 10, 2 r. The date of the Inscription is probably shortly 

before the Christian· era. The advance towards the square character 
is very marked. Notice, for instance, the N, the i1, the ,, the o, the V, 
the ., ; and the bar of the n, higher up than in the Egyptian Aramaic. 

Notice also that by the turn to the left given to the lower part of 
the ), when standing in the middle of a word, a medial and a final 

form of the letter are distinguished (as in pm1 at the end of the first 
line): when I follows, this turn is regularly connected with it, giving 

rise to a ligature : the same happens with .l followed by ). , and t are 
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scarcely distinguishable from one another. The first letters of line 3 

are uncertain: they may perhaps be read as l"l1:I , , •• 1 

The ligature just spoken of is peculiarly common in the Palmyrene 
character, The Palmyrene Inscriptions I are written in a dialect of 
Aramaic 3 , and date from B. c. 9 onwards ; the character differs from 
the square type only in calligraphical details. A specimen (Fig. 11) 
is given ( =NSI. No. 141 ), for the sake of illustrating the tendency 
of Aramaic on the East, as well as on the West, of Palestine to 
advance in the direction of the square character :-

Fig. n. 

", 7' f1 tl.. '1.::1 r:J 
ri'"{ ().~"'?'.J'L::I;f,h JfcY 
"' )\ '\J ~ I\ '7\1~ y J J ':J 

') '7t. 11.::i I~/\ K <\ '\ h '1 ~ 
c<.. Jl -'\ tj AJ::J 1 J "~ 

/f//-;:> 111 N 1</ f ~ k, X \ ,"\ _.::J 

(From De Vogue's Syrie Centrale, 1868, Plate V, No. 30•.) 

'"'I m"'I N-,::ip I. e. This tomb is that of 
~ ,,m::i ,:i 1mn:11 'Athinathan, son of Kohilu, which 

'l"ll):I 1m,:v ,):i built over him his sons 
1i"ll)J 1,1n, ,,,n::i Kohilu and ~airan, his sons, 

Nn1o ,,:i JO '"'I of (the family of) the children of Maitha, 
lltl ""3 111 m~ fl).:J n,1:1 in the month Kanun, in the year 304 

[11,:, is written lll"'I] [Seleuc.=B.c. 9] •. 

l Other Inscriptions (mostly fragmentary) from approximately the same period, 
may be seen in Chwolson's volume, Nos. 2 (iU l:lnn Boundary [Aram.J ef 
Gezer), 3, 4, 5 (Aram., from the J;lauran), 7, 8, 9, 10. No. 5 is bilingual, and 
may be found also in De Vogue, Syrie Cenfrale, p. 89: i"l)::l 1"'1 n,on '"'I l'l~El) 
i"l;,l,1:1 n)l"f~ i"l' = 'Qlla/vaQos 'AmjAOI/ ~tcoa6JJ,f10'EY T~V O'rfJATJY Xaµp«T!) Tijl a,TOU 
7vvai.1'l. 

• See Cooke, NSI. pp. 263-340. 
3 Which exhibits some noticeable affinities with the Aramaic of Ezra and Daniel : 

-see Sachau, ZDMG. 1883, pp. 564-7; A, A. Bevan, A Commentary on Daniel 
(r892), pp. x, 37, 2t1 ff.; LOT.' 504. 

• On the Nabataean Inscriptions, in which some of the letters, esp . .:,, t:>, o, 
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In the following Inscription ( =NSI. No. q8 B), from the lintel of 
a door, belonging to a ruined Synagogue at Kefr-Eir'im, a village 
a few miles NW. of $afed in Galilee, discovered by M. Renan in the 
course of his expedition in Palestine in 1863, the transition to the 
square character may be said to be accomplished: the date may be 
c. 300 A.D, {Renan), or somewhat earlier (Chwolson). 

Fig.u. 

;,i711\l\n~l.hl=>IP!1~:,:,1nrno,p ~:, o ,~v, 1n1 
l~fl)l!J:JT1)""1:a.""nnr1111, Y./ nn"1.Yll~T:J11,n 

(From Chwolson's Corpus Inscriptionum Hebraicarum 1, N"o. 17.) 

no,1 ,N.,I:'~ n,t."i'O ,:i:i, nm t:n~:i 0,,1:1 ~.,1 

l:'11:iro:i n:i,:i N:in nm l:)lpl:'n n1:1:ir 11, ;:i 1,,., 
I.e. May there be peace in this place, and in all the places of Israel! 
Yosah the Levite, son of Levi, made this lintel: may blessing come 

upon his works ! 

1:111:iro is evidently an error of the carver for 111:'yo: he first omitted 
the I:' by accident, and then attached it at the end. Notice in this 

Inscription the close resemblance between 1 and \ which in the 
Inscription of the Ben@ J.lezir are distinguished by the turn to the left 
-a survival of the primitive form of the letter-at the top of the 1 ; 

also that between :i and o ( cf. p. lxvii), as well as the final c. Notice 
also the regular plena scripfio. The resemblance of n,n1 to mm (p. iii) 
in a character such as this will be evident. 

In conclusion, a specimen is given (Plate VI) of a complete 
Phoenician Inscription (=NSI. No. 4), which may serve as an 
example of the style, as regards character and general appearance, 
in which the autographs of the Old Testament must have been written. 
The Inscription was found at Zidon in 1887, engraved on the base of 
a sarcophagus of black basalt, of Egyptian workmanship, and bearing 

and lt approach closely to the square characters, see Cooke, NSI, p. 214ff., and, for 
the characters, Plate XIV, Lidzb. Plate XLV. 

1 In the original the Inscription is in one line: it is divided here merely for 
convenience. See Photograph No. 459 of the Palestine Exploration Fund. 
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in front a hieroglyphic Inscription, designed no doubt originally for 
use in Egypt, but diverted from its original purpose and taken to 
Phoenicia in order to receive the remains of a Phoenician prince. 
The contents of the hieroglyphic Inscription bear no relation to those 
of the Phoenician one. Transliterated into square characters, the 

latter reads as follows :-
1::1 c~,~ ,,,., M"!Mt!'Y F'l!I m:in ,~N 1 

j"l~::1 ~I!' tlJi~ ,,o n,nt:!-'Y jil!I "ITYJOI!'~ 2 

n 'N ,~ T )"!Nil n1N. ptin ~ tliN ,::i MN 'O 1 3 
7:,iN 'N 190::, j,,N 'N .:, j!l"ln ,N, •n:,y nnti 4 

ncn ,N ,N r 1,~:1 .:,:ii, 1JN n,:1 il!'o tlJO ,::i, rin 5 
htl tlNi Nil ,::i,il n,nc,jt n::iyn :, )Tl"ln SN, 1n:,y n 6 

~i, nnn tl•n:1 yir [ 1], 1[ ::i ]' SN jTlin tlil ,r,:,y nntin n 7 
bNtl"I nN ::i::im, I!' 8 

I. e. 1. I Tabnith, priest of 'Ash tart, king of the ?idonians, son 
2. of Eshmun'azar, priest of 'Ashtart, king of the ?idonians, lie in 

this coffin : 
3. whoever thou art, (even) any man, that bringest forth this coffin, do not 
4. open my sepulchral chamber, and disquiet me not ; for there is 

no image of silver, there is no image of 
5. gold, nor any jewels of?: only myself am lying in this coffin; do 

not o-
6. -pen my sepulchral chamber, and disquiet me not; for such an act 

is an abomination unto 'Ashtart ; and if thou at all 
7. openest my chamber, or disquietest me at all, mayest thou have 

no seed among the living under the su-
8. -n, or resting-place with the Shades. 

The Tabnith who speaks is the father of the Eshmun'azar (II) 
whose long and interesting funereal Inscription 1 (22 lines) was found 
in 1855 on the site of the ancient necropolis of ~idon, and who 
describes himself (lines 13-15), as son of Tabnith, king of the 
iidonians, and of Amm'ashtart, priestess of 'Ashtart, and grandson 

1 It mar. be found in M.A. Levy's Phonizische Studien, i. (1856); in Schroder's 
Du Phon. Sprache (1869), p. 2:14, with Plate I; CIS. I. i. No. 3 (with facsimiles); 
and elsewhere: moil: recently in Cooke, NSI. No. 5 (with facsimile; Plate I). 
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§ 1. The Inscription of Tabnith XXV 

of Eshmun'azar (I), who is mentioned here as Tabnith'.s father, 
From the style of the Egyptian ornamentation displayed both by the 
sarcophagus of Tabnith; and also by the related sarcophagus of 
Eshmun'azar II, it is concluded that the date of the Inscription is 

not earlier than the fourth cent. n.c.; and as upon other grounds 
it cannot be much later than this, it may be plausibly assigned to 
c. 300 e.c.1 The Inscription is of value to the Hebrew student, not 
only on account of its palaeographical interest, but also on account of 
the illustration which it affords of the language and ideas of the Old 
Testament. 

1. 1)N occurs frequently in Phoenician Inscriptions: it was pro
nounced probably J:1~ (Schroder, Pho"n. Spr., p. 143): a final vowel 
is often not represented in Phoenician orthography : comp. below 

t, :;, 1uin 11
• On the pronunciation 'Ashlar!, see p. 62. 

2. Ii~ of a coffin, or mummy-case, as Gen. 50, 26. 
3. T, i.e. J (Heb. MJ). So regularly, as JVSI. 9, 3 T -,ye,;, this gate; 

19, 1 t n:im this pillar; 42, 3 (the sacrificial table from Marseilles) 
r nNe-on this payment; CIS. I. i. 88, 4 r 'lj:)tlr.li1 (cf. Cooke, p. 26). 
Observe that r (unlike the Heh. nt) is without the article, although 

the accompanying noun has it: pronounce, therefore, here l li~f 
(not )1~~), as line 3 T )-,Nn.-With 'll nN 10 cf. NSI. 64, 5-6. 65, 8: 
D'lN ,::i is, however, somewhat awkward. Renan, observing that in 
Eshmun'azar's Inscription there occurs twice the similarly worded 

phrase, line 4 r :,:,e,o n1N nne1 'N D'lM ,=i, n:iSoo ,, nN 10lp, line 20 

1n,y nne1 SN D'lN S:ii n::i,ot.:l S::i nN 1t.:llP, suggests that 10 is an error 
of the stone-cutter for 1i:,Jp, which is supposed, on the strength of 

a statement in the Mishnah, Gi{/1'n 4, 7 (,oNe' ine-t::i 11i1Y:i Mr.!-']10 
1~lr.l 1l 1N DM D~ip ineie-t, i. e. a man in :i:;idon said to his wife O~ip 
'A curse (upon me), if I do not divorce thee!'), to have been 

a Phoenician formula of imprecation (see forther Cooke, p. 34). 
Render in this case, then: ' My curse (be) with every man, whosoever 

1 Ph. Berger in the Revue ArcMologiiue, Juillet 1887, p. 7. 
2 So SN these (p. 34 note), in accorrlance with the dissyllabic form found in the 

Semitic languages generally, was pronounced in all probability ~~ (in the Poenulus 

v. 1, 9 written ily; in an lnscr. from N. Africa, ZDMG. xxix. 240, ttSN: Lidz· 
barski, p, 264h). Comp. Cooke, NSI. p. 26. 
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thou art, that bringest forth,' etc.-tiN, the Phoenician form of the 

relative, occurring constantly in the Inscriptions, to be pronounced 

probably ish or esh, if not rather as a dissyllable WI$ 1.-j,Eln prob. 

P"l:I or i'!;ll;I; cf. Aram. i'~~ to go forth, PElN to bring forth, or Heb. 
i'1!;l~ (Is. 58, 10).-n!~=Heb. n~. the mark of the accus.: for the 

vocalization, cf. Arab. ~, . 
4. •r,:,v: comp. in Eshmun'azar's Inscription (NSI. 5), lines 5-6 

1)e' ::i:ieir.i n:,v t ::i::ieir.,::i JOr.lV" ,tci nee superaedificent lecto huic 
cameram lecti alterius, 10, and 20-2 1 '"IV" Stet •n:,y nnEl' Stc t:iiN S::i 
•n:,:it.-!1r)l3, comp. l'liil used of disquieHng the spirits of the dead 
in 1 S. ·28, 15. Is. 14, 16.-::i i.e.~('~), as often (Schrod. p. 218f.; 

Lidzbarski, p. 29,1): e. g. CIS. 2, 12. 13 1)N ::J= J:lt,'t ~--'N not: cf. 
p. 49 nole.-1,,N, probably the Greek Ei'.3wAov. 

5. rO, the usual Phoenician w-0rd for gold (NSI. 3, 5; 24, 1 YP'"lt'.l 
tN yin this plating of gold; 33, 3. 5; CIS. 327, 4-5 r,nM ':J~~ the 
goldsmith); in Hebrew confined to poetry.-1:l~'t prob.=Aram. jN';', 

pl. r;N9, N!~N9.-n,:i='l;1?~-
6. Nil i::iiM n,r,1:1y n:ivn •::i: comp. the very similar use of n:illm 

Min• in Dt. (7, 25 Nin i•n:,tt ,n, n:iv,n 1::i. 17, 1. 18, 12. 22, 5. 

23, 19. 25, 16. 27, 15) and Pr. (3, 32. 11, 20. 12, 22 al.).-tcn ;:iiM, NM 
without the art., as r above: so CJS. 2, 22 NM r,::,:,r.ir.,n that kingdom; 

166, b 4 NM on,n. On the orthography of NM, see below, p. xxxi. 
7. !).r")l3 l~"L with the inf. Qal, according to the scheme noticed 

on II 20, 18.-1::i1, i.e. I~:, imp£ from l\ll (seep. 285faotnole; NSI. 
Index, p. 369; and the Glossary in Lidzbarski, p. 294 ). Cf. NSI. 
42, 13 l:l)i'l::J:, r:i•=Heb. tl1)i1::iS n•n\-1:l~O~ ll1.J: comp. the corre• 
sponding imprecation in Eshmun'azar's Inscription, lines 8-9 j::J' :,t,n 
l:l)hnn ll'"ln p I:):, and let him (them) not have son or seed in his 
{their) stead; 11-12 t!'t'.ll!I nnn l:l1n:i i~n, ~~? ")~\ ~~? l!l'"lt:t c, 1::i• ~lit 

(see Is. 37, 31 ). 
8. tli:t~l nN :i::it::101 : comp. ib. line 8 tl~El'"l nr:-t :l::Je't'.l I:):, ;::i• S:in : 

:l!J~ of a resting-place in the underworld, as Ez. 32, 25: the l:l'~!:ii 

asls. 14,9. 26, 14. 19. i;,. 88, II. Pr. 2, 18. 9, 18. 21, 16. Job 26, 5+2. 

1 In the Poenulus of Plautus represented by si (V. 1, I. 4. 6. 8), and ass (V. 2, 

56 assamar = ii;)~ t'N). Comp. Schroder, pp. 162-6, 
• For further information on the subject of the Phoenician language and 

Phoenician Inscriptions, the reader is referred to M.A. Levy, Pkiini'ziscke Studien in 
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§ 2. Ear{y Hebrew Orthography. 

Having determined the nature of the old Hebrew character, we 
have next to consider the nature of the old Hebrew orthography. 
Did this differ from that which we find in modern printed texts? and 

if so, in what respects ? 

1 • Division ef words. In the Inscription of Mesha' and in the 
Siloam Inscription thrt words are separated by a point, but in 
Inscriptions on gems and coins and in Phoenician Inscriptions 
generally ( see e. g. Plate VI) separations between words are not marked 1• 

Whether they were marked (either by points or spaces) in the auto~ 
graphs of the OT. cannot be determined with certainty: if they were, 

4 Parts, Breslau, 1856-70; Schroder, Die Phiinizische Sprache, Halle, 1869; the 
Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum, Tom. I (where the Bibliography relating to 
each Inscription is specified in full) ; Cooke, NSI. pp. 18-r 58; and Lidzbarski, 
Nordsem. Inscr. pp. 4-83, 493-499 (Bibliography [to 1898]), 204-388, 500-504 
(Glossary); 389-412 (synopsis of grammatical forms, etc.). The best treatment of 
the relation of Phoenician to Hebrew is to be found in the Essay of Stade in the 
Morgenliindische Forschungen (Leipzig, 1875), pp. 179-232. All these authorities 
may, however, in greater or less degree, be supplemented from Inscriptions that 
have been discovered more recently, and for which search must be made (chiefly) 
in the Rlpettoire d' Epigraphie Stmz'tique (from 1900), a supplement, appearing 
from time to time, to the CIS., and in Lidzbarski's Ephemeris fur Semitische 
Epigraphik (from r902), with Glossaries at the end of each volume. 

For farther details respecting the history of the West-Semitic alphabets generally, 
and of the Hebrew alphabet in particular (in addition to the works of Levy, 
Chwolson, Madden, Berger, and Lidzbarski, mentioned above), reference may be 
made to Lenormant, Essai sur la propagation de l'A!ph. Phenicien dans l'anc. 
monde, 1872-3; Stade's Lehrbuch, pp. 23-34; Wellhausen's edition of Bleek's 
Einleitun,_t{, ed. 1878, p. 626 ff.; ed. 1886, p. 58off.; De Vogue, llfelanges d' Ar
cheologie Orientate (1868) 1 especially pp. 141-178, 'L'Alphabet Arameen et 
l'Alphabet Hebra1que;' Isaac Taylor's History of the Alphabet, Chaps. IV, V; 
S. A. Cook's study, mentioned above (p. x), in the PEFQS, 1909, pp. 284-309; 
the other Facsimiles of Semitic Inscriptions contained in the Palaeographical 
Society's Volume; Enting's Nabataische Inschriften (1885); the Plates in the 
Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum; and Neubauer's Facsimiles of Hebrew 
Manuscripts, with Transcriptions, Oxford, 1886. 

1 In many of the older Aramaic Inscriptions also the words are separated by a 
point : in the Papyri they are usually separated by a space, See further Lidzb., 
P· ao2 f. A perpendicular line, seemingly a clause-separator, occurs twice in the 
Gezer Inscription (11. 1. a). 
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some irregularity and neglect must have been shewn in the observance 

of them: for the existing MT. contains instances of almost certainly 

incorrect division of words (a); and the LXX frequently presuppose 

a different division from that in MT. (b), which (whether right or 
wrong} could scarcely have arisen had the separation of words been 

marked distinctly. It is probable, however, that before the Massoretic 
text was definitely fixed, the division of words had been generally 

established, and the distinction made between the medial and final 
forms of :J, o, ), El, ';l (above, p. xix): for the Massorites, instead of 

altering in the text what they view as a wrong division of words, leave 

the text as it is, and only direct the reader to substitute the correct 

division ; this implies that at the time when notes such as those 

referred to were added, the division of words found in the :im::, was 
regarded as definitely settled (c). 

(a) Gen. 49, 19-20 ""IC'NO : :ipy leg. ,it~ : C~P..V,, 
2 s. 2 1 1 c~o,n n•:i-::it-11 1. c•o, nh•11-::it-tt ' .. 
Is. 1 7, 6 n•,£) il'DYC:J 1. i11"l!:lil 'E:illC:J. 

Jer. 15, 10 •)1:,,po n:,J (a grammatical monstrum) 1. •~''?i? CO~~-· 
22, 14 l'!:l91 •~1Sn ,, lliPl (another grammatical anomaly) 

l. l'!:l9 l')l?n 1, lliPI. 

23, 33 N~-,,p-n~ 1. N~iJ tl~tt (so LXX, Vulg.). 

Ez. 43, 13 ilONil p1n1 1. illflt ili''r'.11, 

Hos. 6, 5 ~ ,ir:t 1'tJ.!:ie'Ol 1. : r:t;,r. ,,~f •~~~~' (so LXX, Pesh. 
Targ.). 

lfr. 25, 17 •JS•~il 1::i•i;i7i:, 1. •),~il1 ::i•r.i7ri (see the Commentators). 

42, 6-7 •n,tt :l').!:i T\lll'IC'' 1. : 'il,Nl ')!:l my1~ (so LXX, Pesh. : 
comp. v. 12. lfr. 43, 5). 

73, 4 cn10:, I. l:!J;I ,oj (so Ew. Hitz. Del. etc.). 

(b) Nu. 24, 22 nr.,-,~ I;~,: VEOU'U'ta.1T'avoupy{as=i197¥ ii?.. 
I S. 1, I l:}l~IJ: b, Nmm,B=:J''l)J. 

14, 21 non cm ::t•JC: O.J/£<TTpa<pYJ<TaJ/ Kal a&ot=ilOil bl l:J:JC. 

20, 40 t-t•:Jil ,, : 'Tl'OpEVOll, .. icre>..0e=~J n;1?. 
I Ch. 17, 10b ,,-ilNl: Kal. alib,uw <Ti=":J?1~~1. 
Jer. 5, 6 n,:i,y :JN!: AVK~ EW, 'TWJ/ olKtwv= n•::i-,y JN?. 

9, 4 end-5 ill.:liO ,,n::i 1n::ie- : 1N~l: (o-li) llteAt7TOJ/ 'TOV ('Tl'l• 

uTpei/!ai. ,-6Ko; l71"), T6K'f' = 11n:i '!')f-1 : ::i~ iNSl. 
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13, 25 '11NO ,,.,o-mo: JJ,Eplc; 'l"OV &.1TnlM'v vµ.ac; lµ.o,=mo 
1r-iN c:,110: . 

I 7'.; I ~~·,: ;t:'ll ile'l) : 1TOLWV 1TAOV'l"OV ct1"0tl ou= N' \,~¥ ii~. 

31, 8 ,~l! !:I~: EV tDf>T'!7="'1l/10:l. 

46, 15 9MOJ l/1"'10: Sia ,-t lrf,vyev (&.mi uov} & • A?!'tc; ;=l/1"'10 

9M OJ. 

Hos. 11, 2 l:lM'J!lO: lK 1rpou6J1rov µ.ov• a&ol= Cij 1~,i;,. 
Zeph. 3, 19 1'Jl)o-,:rr,N : lv uol lveKEV uov (as though '!11;1~ 

iJ~P,7;>?). 
Zech. II, 7 •~~V, 1;?~ ! de; Tijv Xavaavinv='Jl)J!I,. 

if,. 4, 3 no,:,:, 1"'1:J!I: {3apvK<f.pSwi; lva ,-{=no, :i.~ 'J;i~. 
44, 5 l11:t l:)l~,tt: & @u;c; µ.ov, b MEUoµ.u-oc;=n;~ 'iJ~~-
106, 7 c:-,~: &.va,8a{vovrec;=!:1'>3f. 

Pr. 13, 14 1110 •e-p100: i11r6 1Tayi'Soc; Oaverrai=n,01 e-p100. 

14, 7 Ml/"'1 1-:,:ti: 61rAa 8£ a1u01p-ewc;=MY1 •~:;it 
2 7' 9 e'!lrliltl)O 1iTl)"I pr,01 : Kct'l"ctpp~')'l'V'l"ctL 8£ i111"6 uvp.?!"l"w

µhwv l/roX7J=e'!lJ n~~•P. M¥7~J;ll?t 
Job 40, 19 (LXX 14) 1:liM e'J1 1e'l)l1: 1TE1TOt't}p.tvov lyKam1ral

{eu0aid::i-po~? •~b>¥tJ (t. 104, 26). 

See also If• 76, 7. Jer. 6, 9. 23, cited below, pp; !xv, !xvi; Gen. 
28, 19 Ov.\aµ.µ.avc; {for 11:, c:,\NI). Jud. 18, 29 Ov.\aµ.aic; (for wi, c!mo); 

and the notes on I 1, 24. 2, 13. 21, 7. 

(c) a Jer. 6, 29 CMe'NO: l:ln e'NO 'iP, 

if,. 55, 16 n,01e-1 : riw ·~~ 'P. 
Job 38, I Mil)OMJO: i1~11)i'.J i'? 'I', 

40, 6 l1il)CJO : i1'W9 1'? 'P. 
Neh. 2, 13 c•~i!lOiT: !:1'~1i!l l:lM 'p. 

I Ch. 9, 4 }'1!l 'J:l JO'J:l /:l : }'1El 'J:l it.;> •~~ i:l 'P. 
,8 La. 4, 3 01Jl/ •:, : c•~v.:~ 'I'. 

2 Ch. 34, 6 on•n::i ,n:i: Ct)'ti:J71Ji'- 'i'. 
y 2 s. 5, 2 •:ion, N•~o nn"n : •:ion, N'inon n 11n 'p. 

2 r, 12 c•ne-,t1n ce-: c•ne-,!l n;~ 'P. 
Ez. 42, 9 n,Nn ni.:ie-, nnnni;1: n:,Nn r,1.:,:,:,n nnr,01 'p. 
Job 38, 12 10,po inV nnJJ"'I': ioipi;, 11JWiJ J:;ll/1; 'i'. 
Ezra 4, I 2 1:,•:,.:ie-N 1111!'1: :b•~:;i~ N!'J.~ci) 'P, . 
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However, as the need of a re-division of words is comparative!J, 

unfrequent, it may perhaps be inferred that in old Hebrew MSS. 
the divisions between words were not regularly unmarked•. 

2. The plena scriptio was rare, Thus in Mesha' 's Inscription the 
~. of the plural is regularly not expressed (line 2 11:,1,w thirty: 4 1:heon 
(p. lxxxix); 5 JJi JO\ i.e. l:;t1 IQ! many days; 16 ,,:il, i.e. n~~ men): 

we have also 10. 13. 20 1:-'tot, 11 ip for what in MT. would be W'~, 
,,i?: further (attaching the points, to avoid repetition) 1 Jt(b, 4 •~)!~il 

saved me, 27 'Dnl, c~o: and even 23. 27. 30 n:i, 7 MnJ, for n;~, Mh•~ 
(once 25 nh•~f); the duals, 15 o,n~n (in MT. tl;1!,7ViJ), 20 Jntoto two 

hundred, 30 jn,:i, n: (Jer. 48, 22 O;ti?=t! n•~), 31 p,,n (Isa. 15, 5 
0;1i1h). Even tot is sometimes omitted, not merely in Mtntoti 11. 20 

(i. e. i'lit)N!, MT!:]Nn, 24 iotot1 (ipkl), where the radical tot following the 
prefix of I ps. sg. of the imperfect is dispensed with as in Hebrew, but 
in MW, 2o=i1WN1 its chiif(s). 

Similarly in the Siloam Inscription we find 2. 4 etN (i. e. ei•t;t ), 
2 noN (i.e. ni!l!'.t), 3 1~J (ii¥~), Jo•o (l'Q!I?), 4. 6 !)J~Mi1 (0:;!1i"tiJ), 
6 i~M ("1'¥iJ); and even (where the 1 is radical} 2 ;p (so rarely in 
MT.: usually ;;p), 3 tl'J (i.e. tl\'f-never !); in MT.). We find, 
however, beside these 'defective' forms 1. 2 '11l):l ('1\Yf), 5 N~on, 
and 6 ettoti. 

Perhaps the most remarkable case of the deflcliva scriptio is that of 
the pron. of 3 sing., which is twice on Mesha''s Inscription (in the 
masculine} written KM ( 6 KM t:ll ioK11 ; 2 7 NM b~O '::J). In Phoenician 
Inscriptions, the same orthography is found regularly with both 

genders 2: it appears, therefore, that, while Ni'l was all that was written, 
the context was regarded as a sufficient guide to enable the reader 
to pronounce it correctly hu' or hi', according as the reference was 
to a masc. or fem. antecedent. (The alternative supposition that hu' 

was used for both genders, is excluded by the fact that all other 
Semitic languages have a feminine with yod, which obliges us to 

1 Comp. further (with reserve) Perles, Analekten (1895), p. 35 ff. 
2 Cooke, NSI. 3, 9 NM i''1:i 1~0 he was a just king, 13 Ni'l n::JN?O that work; 

5, 10 Nil 0'1N that man, II Nil n:iSoo that kingdom; 27, 2 (254 B. c.) and CIS. 

I. i. 94, 2 n~ Ni'l that year; NSI. 44, b 4 NM OM~M; and in the Inscription of 
Tabnith (p. xxiv), line 6. See Lidzbarski, p. 257. 
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suppose that the double form was already possessed by the ancestors 
of the different Semitic nations when they still lived together in a 

common home 1.) 

It may be inferred that the plena scriptio was introduced gradually, 
though, so far as N is concerned, the instances of its omission, where 

it is required by the etymology, are so exceptional, that it was probably 
in use, as a rule, from the beginning. In the case of l and ~ there is 

abundant evidence that the LXX translated from MSS., in which 
it was not yet generally introduced; for in passages where it is found 
in MT. they constantly do not recognize it. Thus, to take but a few 
examples out of many-

I S. 12, 7 I'', l"lli,)i1 ,~ l"IN: 'n}V 'll"aa-av 8iKaW<n,JV1JV K.=,n' Tli21J, 

8 1:i,:i,1:111 : Kal. KaTWKUTEV avrov<;= c:i,~,,. 

18, 27 c,~,o,,: A, Lu~. Kal. E'll"A~pwcrEV ~vra.-;=l:l:~,o,t 
19, 5 Tl'Ni: (7ra<; 'Iupa71A) e!aov=Tl~1 or J:;1~1 (construction a~ 

17, 21). 
20, 26 end i1i10: KEKa8aptCTTat="'iJb, 

21, 14 (13 LXX) iil'l: KaTlppt:t=,iL 

23, 25 n1p,non v,o: 'l!"ETpa 71 p.epiuBe'i:ua=l"l~~~'?iJ 11,0. 
27, 8 f"'Ni'l Tll:11!"' i'l~t): lSov.,, '01 KaT<flKELTo=)-',Ni'l ~~h i'l~i'.1-

2 S. 7, 1 1,·n•)i1: KaTeKA71pov6p.71uev aim:iv= \S~::,. 
Jer. 6, 15 c1,ti):l ,,£),: 'l!"EO"OVVTat £11 Tfj 'l!"TtiJO"E! avrwv=C~~p 1>El1• 

23 non;,o;, C!,11N~: ws 7rvp (~~f) Eis 7r6Aeµov. 

29 ,pm N' C1llil: 'll"OV7Jp{a avrwv OVK fraK71=!(~; ~, cn1. 
12, 15 c•n:i,1:1;,,: Kal. KaTO!KtW avrovs=tl,J:17Wi'l;, 

17, 25 Cl'Ol0:11: Kai l'll"'ll"OtS avrwv= c9\o.:;t\. 
32 (39), 5 !(.?i': dueAevueTm=:J.~~ (nN b~ing disregarded). 
50 (27), 16 lt\il: O"'ll"epµa=ll'"'lJ (in spite of the parallel KO.TEXOVTa 

8pl7ravov ). 

51 (28), 59 i'll"ll.lO ii:/: a.pxwv 86Jpwv=i'll;t~ °W, 

l The view formerly held that the epicene tf!i'l was an archaism in Hebrew, 
cannot, in the light of these facts, be any longer sustained: Hebrew must have 
possessed the double form from the beginning. Cf. Noldeke, ZDMG. 1866, 
p. 458 f.; 1878, P· 594; Delitzsch, Comm. on Genesis (Engl. Tr.), i. pp. 4~ f., 50; 
W:right, Comparative Grammar of the &mitk Languages (1890), p. 104, 
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Ezek. 7, 24 C'fll J1Nl: TO <f,pvayµ.a ri;,; iuxvo<; avTwv=C!~ j'Nl (comp. 
24, 21). 

13, 13 nr,110 m,: 71'VO~V ita[povuav=M1¥b n,,. 
42, 16-17 (similarly 17-18) iir., :::11.Jo: Kal E1rtuTpE1f£ ••. Kal 

~u,µ.tTp7Jrr£ i.e. i19 ~9 (so most modems: comp. v. 

19 MT.). 

Y'· 5 title n,,1mn-,1it: il1r~p ri;s KA7Jpovoµ.ovrT7J<;=M?~~;:i-,~-

58, I 2 c•~tle,': b Kp{vwv aV'l"Oil<;= l:lf?~~-
104, 17 C'e-'1'1:l: 'Yf'YEI.Tat auT<uv=l:)ifNif. 

107, I7 c1,11it: dVTeM/3ETO auTwv=l:l~jl!t or c~~t:P. 
Job 19, 18 c1, 1111: Eis TOV alwva=c,w 2• 

3. The suffix of 3 sg. masc, was written i1- instead of 1-, as is 
normally the case in MT. The original form of this suffix was 1i1-, 

as seen still in ,n,~, and in derivatives of n":,- verbs as ~i11?,~7;1, ,n~,;,, etc.: 

also in such verbal forms as ~i1~~~. \n~;i~, Wl;llJ1, ~i11:1ll~, \i1~J;I, 

lnr;,~1'.'!~. ~nt~7;: (Stade, §§ 345, 628), and the form -hu is used 
regularly in Arabic; but in the majority of cases a contraction takes 

place, the aspirate being rejected, and a-hu, for instance, becoming 
first au and ultimately d. At first, however, the orthography was not 
altered, i1- remained, though it fallowed the i1, and in fact was only 
a sign of the final long vowel : in the end, however, i- was mostly 

substituted for it. Mesha' still writes uniformly i1-; e. g. (adding the 

points) i1:it7~f, n:if, nh~f, 11!!, n'&7~1l, etc.: on the Siloam Inscription, 
on the contrary, the examples which occur, viz. ill"] thrice, have i-. 
In MT., though in the vast majority of cases the contracted suffix is 

written i-, there occur a number of instances in which n- has been 
suffered to remain, testifying (in the light of the cognate dialects} 
to a previous general prevalence of this form : viz. Gen. 9, 2 1. I 2, 8. 
13, 3. 35, 21 i1)q~; 49, II .,,,l! and i1hlO; Ex. 22, 4 n,'llJ; 26 

i1h10::i; Ex. 32, 17 i1iJ"Jf; 25 i1iJ1~; Lev. 23, 13 i1:l0l; Nu. 10, 36 

l As though from a verb :,-11it or :,-•N : cf. tf,. 22, I r,:,-,N lirrrf>...'1tfi•s; 20 'Ml~'N 

f3o1J0"a µov; 88, 5 :,-1N j'N l.f3o{r01)TO,; Syr. }I...( help, succour, Ephr. i. 398 al. 
' -2 Vet in some cases the plena scriptio must have been in use: J ud. 9, 3 7 l:l1i'11 

1<a-ra/3aivwv J<aTa 9a>...auaav (t:1' ,i'); Jer. 22, 20 t:11'1:lllD Eis TO wlpav T~, 8a>...a<1<1')S 

(t:l' '1:ll/D), , 
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nm:;,.,; 23, 8 i1'.il~; Dt. 34, 7 nh.~; Jos. u, 16 nh?~~; Jud.9, 49 
n::i~; 2 Ki. 6, 10 ni1i1lil; 9, 25 nbi>:f; 19, 23 ilii? (Is. 37, 24 ilfi?); 

20, 13 (=ls. 39, 2) nh::it; Jer. 2, 3 ilhNi.:in; 17, 24 il'.il; 22, 18b il'ih; 

Ez. 12, 14 nit¥; 31, 18. 32, 31. 32. 39, II all n;1on; 48, 8 (so )J3, 

Kittel, but not Baer and Ginsburg). 15 end. 21 end n:iir-1 ; 18 nhNt:Jr, ; 
Hab. 3, 4 ilf~; if,. 10, 9. 27, 5 i1!lef j 42, 9 il"'11~; Dan. II, 10 i1f~~ ;· 
and the eighteen {seventeen} cases of i1)f quoted on II 2, 9 1, The 
non-recognition of this form of the suffix has sometimes, as in I S. 

14, 27 (see note). z S. 21, I (see note}. Is. 30, 33 (rd. ilhT:!_9), Ez. 
43, 13 (see p. xxviii), led to error in MT. Comp. also Gen. 49, 10 in 
the Versions (il)~). The retention of the form in the instances cited 

is probably due to accident: it cannot be said to occur more frequently 
in passages that are (presumably} ancient than in others; thus in 

Gen. 49 and Ex. 22 there are numerous cases of the usual form in i-, 
in other ancient passages there are no occurrences of il- whatever 2• 

§ 3. The Chief Ancient Versions ef the Old Testament. 

It does not lie within the compass of the present work to give 
a complete account of the different Ancient Versions of the Old 
Testament : it will suffice if enough be said to illustrate their general 

character and relation to one another, so far as the Books of Samuel 

1 il- occurs also in il[brJ i:,nd ii:! in the Nash Papyrus, containing the Decalogue 

and Dt. 6, 4 f. (z cent. A.D.) : see S. A. Cook, PSBA. 1903, 34 ff., or (briefly) my 
Exodus, p. 417. 

• I do not stop to shew in detail that ancient Hebrew MSS. were unpainted. 
T~at they were unpointed is (1) probable, from the analogy of all ancient Semitic 
writing, which has come down to as in its original form (Moabitic, Aramaic, Phoe
nician, Hebrew Inscriptions); (2) certain, (a) from the very numerous renderings 
of the Ancient Versions, presupposing a different vocalization from that of the 
Massoretic text, which it cannot reasonably be supposed that the translators would 
have adopted had they had pointed texts before them; (b) from the silence of the 
Talmud and Jerome as regards any system of punctuation, which, when it is con
sidered that passages are frequently discussed, and alternative renderings and pro
nunciations comparfd, both by the Rabbis and by Jerome, is more than would be 
credible, had Hebrew MSS. in their day been provided with points. (On Jerome, 
particulars may be found in N owack's monograph [p. liii n. 4], p. 43 ff.) The 
system of points must have been introduced during the sixth and seventh cent. A.D. 

-a period of which the literary history is unfortunately shrouded in obscurity, 
which even the pedigree of Aaron Ben-Asher, brought to light by the Crimean MSS. 
(Strack, in the art. cited p. xxxiv n. 4, pp. 610-6z3), does not enable us to pierce. 

1365 d 
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are concerned, and to establish the principles _upon which they may 

be used for purposes of textual criticism 1• 

The special value of the Ancient Versions consists in the fact that 
they represent MSS. very much earlier than any Hebrew MSS. at 
present extant, and belonging in some cases to different recensions. 
The majority of Hebrew MSS. are of the twelfth to the sixteenth 

centuries 2• Very few are earlier: the earliest of which the date is 
known with certainty being the MS. of the Latter Prophets, now at 

St. Petersburg, which bears a date=A.D. 916 s. This MS., though 
it differs from the great majority of Hebrew MSS. by exhibiting (like 

others acquired within the last half-century from the East i) the super
linear system of points and accents, does not contain a substantially 
different text. In fact, so soon as we pass beyond the recognized 
variants known as the Qrt's, the variations exhibited by extant Hebrew 
MSS. are slight; in other words, all MSS. belong to the same recension, 

and are descended from the same i'mpe,fect archetype\ Existing MSS. 
all represent what is termed the Massoretic text 6

, That this text, 

1 For fuller information on the subject of the following pages, see generally 
(where special monographs are not referred to) Wellhausen's edition of Bleek's 
Einleitung, ed. 4, 1878, p. 571 ff., or ed. 5, 1886, p. 523 ff., with the references. 
Comp. Burkitt's art. TEXT AND VERSIONS (OT.) in EB. iv, col. 5ou ff. 

2 Comp. Strack's art. TEXT OF THE OT. in DB. iv, p. 727 ff. 
3 Published in facsimile with Prolegomena by H. L. Strack, Codex Babylonicus 

Petropo!itanus (St. Petersburg, 1876). Another relatively ancient MS. is the 
Reuchlin Codex of the Prophets at Carlsrnhe (A. D. no,:;), De Rossi's 154, 
the facsimile of a page of which may be seen in Stade's Gesck. Jsr. i. p. 32, or in 
the Palaeogr. Society's Volume, Pl. LXXVII. Ginsburg (Introd. to tke Heb. Bible, 
1897, p. 475 ff.) describes a MS. (Brit. Mus. Or. 4445), which he assigns toe. A,D. 830. 

c On these MSS. see Strack in the Zeitsckr. fiir Lutk. Tkeo!. u. Kirche, 1875, 
p. 605 ff., and Wickes, Hebrew Prose Accents, App. ii, p. 142 ff., with the references. 

• Comp. Olshausen, Die Psalmen (1853), p. 17 ff.; Lagarde, Proverbien, p. 2; 
and the note in Stade, ZA TW. iv. 303, 

6 The variations exhibited by existing MSS. have been most completely collated 
by Kennicott, V. T. c. Var. Leet. 1776, 1780; and De Rossi, Variae Lectiones V. T., 
1784-98. But for assistance in recovering the genuine text of the passages-which 
are not few-in the Hebrew Bible, which bear the niarks of corruption upon their 
face, one consults these monumental works,,in vain. And how little is to be gained 
for the same end from the MSS. discovered since De Rossi's day, may be learnt 
from Cornill's collation of the MS. of A.'D. 916, for Ezekiel, Das Buck des Pro
pheten EzecMel (1886), p. 8 f. Baer's editions of the text of different parts of the 
OT, (the whole, except Ex.-Dt.) are valuable as exhibiting the Massoretic text in 
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however, does not reproduce the autographs of the OT. in their 
original integrity becomes manifest, as soon as it is examined with 
sufficient care and minuteness. It is true, since the rise of the school 
called the Massorites in the seventh and eighth centuries, and probably 
for parts of the Old Testament, especially the Law, from a considerably 
earlier date, the Jews displayed a scrupulous fidelity in the preservation 
and correct transmission of their sacred books ; but nothing is more 
certain than that the period during which this care was exercised was 
preceded by one of no smaU laxity, in the course of which corruptions 
of different kinds found their way into the text of the Old Testament. 
The Jews, when it was too late to repair by this means the mischief 
that .had been done, proceeded to guard their sacred books with 
extraordinary care, with the result that corrupt readings were simply 
perpetuated, being placed by them (of course, unconsciously) on pre
cisely the same footing as the genuine text, and invested with a fictitious 
semblance of originality. Opinions may differ, and, as our data for 
arriving at a decision are often imperfect, cannot but be expected 
to differ, as to the extent of corruption in the Massoretic text: but 
of the fact, there can be no question. The proof, as was shewn by 
Professor Kirkpatrick in a paper read at the Church Congress at 

Portsmouth, 1885 (Guardian, Oct. 7, p. 1478; comp. The Psalms, in 
the Camltniige Bible, p. !xvi), is to be found, stated briefly, in the 
following facts : ( 1) There are passages in which the text, as it stands, 
cannot be translated without violence to the laws of grammar, or is 
irreconcileable with the context or with other passages ; ( 2) parallel 
passages (especially parallel lists of names) found in more than one 

what is deemed by its editor to be its best attested form; but they are naturally of 
no service to those whose object it is to get behind the Massoretic tradition, for the 
pnrpose of obtaining a text that is purer and more original. The same may be said 
of Ginsburg's Hebrew Bible: this exhibits the Massoretic text in what its editor 
considers to be its best attested form : but though variants from the versions, and 
even conjectural readings, are occasionally mentioned, the great majority of variant;; 
collected, especialJy in the second edition, with indefatigable industry, from a large 
number of MSS. and early printed editions, relate only to differences of orthography 
and accentuation, not affecting the sense. The best collection both of variants 
from the versions and of conjectural emendations is that contained in Kittel's 
Biblia Hebraica. But in the acceptance of both variants and emendations, con• 
siderable disc1imination must be exercised. 

d 2 
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book, differ in such a manner as to make it clear that the variations 
are due largely to textual corruption; (3) the Ancient Versions contain 

various readings which often bear a strong stamp of probability upon 
them, and remove or lessen the difficulties of the Hebrew text. The 
present volume will supply illustrations. When the nature of the old 
character and orthography is considered, the wonder indeed is that the 
text of the Old Testament is as relatively free of corruption as appears 
to be the case. If, then, these corruptions are to be removed otherwise 
than by conjecture, we must discover, if possible, a text (or texts), 
which, unlike the text of all Hebrew MSS. which we possess, is 
relatively free from them. And such texts are afforded by the Ancient 
Versions. These versions were made from MSS. older by many 
centuries than those which formed the basis of the Massoretic text; 
and when we consult them in crucial passages, where the Massoretic 

text has the appearance of being in error, we constantly find that the 
readings which they presuppose are intrinsically superior to those 
exhibited by the Massoretic text, and have evidently been made from 
a MS. (or MSS.) free from the corruption attaching to the latter. 

The work of the Massorites, it should be remembered, was essentially 

conservative: their aim was not to form a text, but by fixing the pro
nunciation and other means, to preserve a text which, in all essentials, 
they received, already formed, from others. The antecedents of the 
text which thus became the basis of the Massoretic text can only be 
determined approximately by conjecture. It was already substantially 
the same in ii.-v. cent. A.D.; for quotations in the. Mishnah and 
Gemara exhibit no material variants 1. The Targums also (see below)· 

1 This seems to he true, notwithstanding the very large number of variants from 
the Talmud, Midrashlm, and even later Rabbinical authorities, collected with great 
industry by V. Aptowitzer in Das Schriftwort in der Rabbinischen Literatur (see 
p. XV), from r-2 Samuel, and (III, 95 ff,) Joshua (cf. Strack, Proleg. Grit. in Vet. 
Test., 1873, p. 94 ff.). These variants, viz., relate mostly to small differences, such as 
the presence or absence of i, the article, nN, or other unimportant word; ,y or; for ,N, or vice versa; the sing. for the plural, or vice versa, in such a case as I 15, 6; 
:I for .:J with the inf., or vice versa: the variants practically never affect the sense 
materially, or correct a certainly corrupt passage. In many cases also the variant 
seems to be due to the citation being made from memory, the substance being 
recollected correctly, but not the exact wording. There are, however, cases in 
which the number of seemingly independent authorities agreeing in a variant is 
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pre-suppose a text which deviates from it but slightly, though the 
deviations are sufficient to shew that, even in official Jewish circles, 
absolute uniformity did not exist. All that can be said is that the text 
which was adopted by the Jews as a standard, and which, as such, 
was made by the Massorites the basis of their labours, had in previous 
stages of its history been exposed to influences, which resulted in the 
introduction into it of error and corruption. The MSS. on which the 
Septuagint is based, and those from which the Massoretic text is 
descended, must, of course, have had some common meeting-point 
(prior to the second or third century B. c.); and whilst on the whole the 
purer text was undoubtedly preserved by the Jews, in many individual 
cases the text in their hands underwent corruption, and the purer 
readings are preserved to us by the Septuagint. The texts on which 
the other Ancient Versions are based (which usually deviate less from 
the Massoretic text, and often accordingly (e.g. Ez. 40 ff.] reproduce 
corruptions from which the Septuagint is free) will have been derived 
from the current Jewish text at a later period than the LXX, when the 
corrupting influences had been longer operative upon it. Still, these 
versions also sometimes agree with LXX against MT. in preserving 
the purer text 1• 

larger than can be reasonably accounted for by the supposition that the memory 
was always at fault, and in these cases the variant depends no doubt upon" actual 
MSS. Iu some instances this is kuowu to be the case from the MSS. collated by 
Kennicott and others (e. g. ~:,:i for :,:,:, in I 18, 14; l:JliiNC, for l:jliiN in I 30, 8); 
in others, though no MSS. at present known exhibit the variants, there may well 
have been such,-especially where the variant is supported by the LXX or other 
ancient version,--extant in Talmudic times, and even later (cf. Aptow. I, p. 3; and, 
for the distinction of certain, probable, and possible, MS. variants, p. 28, III, p. VI). 
But even these variants can hardly he called material or important. The most 

noticeable is perhaps i,!ll'til (as LXX) for C1ilSNn J'iN in I 14, rS, which 
seems (Aptow. I, p. 48 ff.) to have been read in MSS. as late as Ibn Ezra's time 
(A. D. I 104-1165). On the other hand, there are numerous cases in which the 
readings of the Talmud agree minutely (e. g. in theplena or defictiva scriptio) with 
the Massoretic text (Strack, op. cit., pp. 70-72, 80-94). 

1 No doubt there are passages in the MT., the character of which makes it prac
tically certain that, though neither the LXX nor any other version exhibits any 
variant, the text is nevertheless corrupt, i. e. the corruption was already present in 

"the MSS. which were the common source botk of the LXX and other versions, and 
of the MT. Here, it is evident, the only remedy is critical conjecture (a brilliant 
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The use of the Ancient Versions is not, however, always such a 
simple matter as might be inferred from the last paragraph but one. 
The Ancient Versions are not uniformly word-for-word translations, 
from which the Hebrew text followed by the translators might be 
recovered at a glance: sometimes their text, especially that of the 
LXX, has not been transmitted to us in its primitive integrity; and 
even where it has been so transmitted, they contain, or are liable 
to contain, an element of paraphrase, the nature and extent of which 
must be determined as accurately as possible before they are available 
as safe guides for the correction of the Massoretic- text. In deter
mining the character of this element, each Version, and often each 
·book, or group of books, contained in a Version-for the different 
parts of an Ancient Version were not always the work of one and the 
same hand, and the different translators were liable to follow different 
methods in translating-must be examined separately: our standards 
of comparison must be those parts of the Massoretic text which afford 
presumptive evidence of being free from corruption; and, in cases where 
this is matter of doubt, the intrinsic superiority of one text above the 
other, as estimated by its conformity with the context, its grammatical 
correctness, its agreement with the general style and manner of the 
writers of the Old Testament, and similar considerations. In the use 
of an Ancient Version for the purposes of textual criticism, there are 
three precautions which must always be observed: (1) we must reason

ably assure ourselves that we possess the Version itself in its original 
integrity; ( 2) we must eliminate such variants as have the appearance 
of originating merely with the translator; (3) the text represented by 
the remainder, when we are able to recover it, which will be that of the 

MS. (or MSS.) used by the translator, we must then compare carefully, 
in the light of the considerations just stated, with the existing Hebrew 
text, in order to determine on which side the superiority lies. The 
second and third of these precautions are not less important than 

one in Comill on Ez. 13, 20; t:l',P~O )J:i:-c for z:i~rp~rn~)- The dangers of con
jectural emendation are obvious; and many snch emendations rest upon doubtful 
theories, or are for other reasons unconvincing: but some, especially such as involve 
only a slight change in the ductus litterarum, are well deserving of acceptance. Cf. 
G. B. Gray, Encycl. Brit.10 iii. 860; F. C. Burkitt, EB. iv. 5029-31. 
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the first : it is necessary to insist upon them, as c.ases are on record in 

which they have been unduly neglected 1
• 

1 • The Septuagt"nt. The Version that is of greatest importance for 
purpmes of textual criticism is that known as the Septuagz"nt~. In 
lhe case of the Pentateuch, this Version dates, no doubt, from the 
third century B.c.-according to tradition from the reign of Ptolemy 
Philadelphus, B.c. 285-247: the subsequent parts of the OT. were 
probably completed gradually in the course of the two following 
centuries, for the differences of style and method exhibited by the 
different books shew that the whole cannot be the work of a single 
hand. The characteristics of the LXX are best learnt from actual 
study of it, though illustrations, so far as the Books of Samuel are 
concerned, are given below. In some books, the translation is mq,ch 
more literal than in others; in difficult passages, especially such as 
are poetical, the translators have evidently been often unable to seize 
the sense of the original. Except in such passages as Gen. 49. 
Dt. 32. 33, the Pentateuch is the best translated part of the historical 
books: the Psalter is tolerably well done, and though few Psalms are 
wholly free from error, the general sense is fairly well expressed : 
the translation of Isaiah is poor and paraphrastic; those of Job and the 
Minor Prophets are often unintelligible. In the case of Jeremiah the 
text represented by LXX deviates so considerably from the Massoretic 
text as to assume the character of a separate recension 8• There are 
few books of the OT. in which the Massoretic text may not, more or 
less frequently, be emended with help of the LXX 4 ; but the LXX 

1 In Prof. Workman's Text of Jeremiak (1889), the neglect to observe the second 
precaution has led to disastrous consequences : a very large proportion of the exam
ples cited, p. 283 ff., in the 'Conspectus of the Variations' presuppose no difference 
in the Hebrew text read by the translator, but are due simply to the fact that the 
translator did not make it his aim to produce e. word-for-word version. See a 
criticism by the present writer in the Expositor, May, 1889, pp. 321-337. 

1 See, very fully, on this Dr. Swete's excellent Introduction to tke OT. in Greek 
(1900); and St. John Thackeray•s Grammar of tke OT. in Greek,acc. to the Sept., 
vol. i (Introduction, Orthography, and Accidence), 1909; also Nestle, DB. iv.437 ff. 

s See LO T.8 269 f., with the references; and add L. Kohler, ZA W. 19:.9, 1-39 
(on Jer. 1-9). 

' And naturally, sometimes, of other Ancient Versions as well. A minimum of 
such necessary emendations may be found in the margin of the Revised Version: 
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Version of Samuel, parts of Kings, and Ezekiel, is of special value, as 
the MS. ( or MSS.) on which the Massoretic text of these books is based, 

must have suffered more than usually from corrupting influences. 
The Versions ef Aquila, Symmachus, and Theodotion. After the 

destruction of Jerusalem in A. n. 70, a reaction began in Jewish circles 
against the use of the LXX, partly, as seems probable, originating in 
opposition to the Christians (who from the times in which the NT. 
was written had been accustomed to quote the LXX as an authoritative 
Version of the OT.), partly in a growing sense of the imperfections of 
the Septuagint translation, and of its inadequacy as a correct repre
sentation of the Hebrew original. Hence arose in the second cent. 
A.D. the three improved Greek Versions of the OT., those of Aquita, 

Theodolion, and Symmachus. Aquila and Theodotion are both men
tioned by Irenaeus (iii. 21) writing c. A.D. 180: Symmachus lived 
probably somewhat later. Of these translators, Aquila was a Jewish 
proselyte of Pontus. His method was that of extreme literalness 1, 
which he carried to such an extent, that he sought to represent 
words which had acquired derived meanings in accordance with their 
etymology, and even to reproduce particles for which Greek possessed 

no proper equivalent 2• Jerome on Is. 8, 14 mentions a tradition that 

a larger selection-the majority, at least as it appears to the present writer, not less 
necessary-is afforded hy the notes in the ' Variorum Bible,' published by Eyre 
and Spottiswoode. Bot many more are in fact necessary : see examples' in the 
writer's Book of Je,-emiak 2 (1906), and Nak.-Mal. in the Century Bihle(r906); and 
compare (with discrimination) any recent critical commentary. A good collection 
of emendations from the LXX and other Versions, with explanations, will be fonnd 
in T. K. Abbott, Essays ckiqly on tke Original Texts of 07'.and NT. (1891), p. 1 ff. 

1 Ao11.\,6<11v ry 'Eflpaucfj .\,[ .. , Origen, Ep. ad Africannm, § 2. 

£ Jerome, Ep. 57 ad Pammachium: quia Hebraei non solum habent ap9pa sed et 
1rp6ap8pa, ille KaKo('q.\<11• et syllabas interpretatur et literas, dicitque iv KEcpa.\al'f' 

fKTL'1fV o e,a. crov [111::C] .. a,, oltpavov Kai avv 'T~V ')''1"· i1 locale he represented by 
-II•, as 'n,p,fpliE I Ki. 22, 49; K11p{,v.,vll, 2 Ki. 16, 9. As examples of etymolo
gizing renderings may be quoted <1n:i..11voT'7S for "'\illt\ llull'lµaT1<1avT6 µ• for 1.:nir:1:, 
>/I. 22, 13, <h:AE/CTWIJ'71'E for '"ifl'.I Is. 52, II, uvonovv for~~• etc. Sometimes, in 
genuine Rabbinic fashion (e. g. Gen. 41, 43 Targ.), he treated a word as a com
pound: thus I Sam. 6, 8 U"'\tc:, is rendered by him iv ;J,p .. 1<011pii, as though_= 
l?, ~ll:5f; f. 16, I c,r,:,o 'l'arrnv6,ppow Ka{ d,r:i..ovs (C,r, 10); 73, 21 jJU11:t'tc mip Kaffll,

(6µ,vov (p,r, ~tc): cf. P· lxxxiii. See more in the Prolegomena to Dr. Field's 
Hexapla, p. :xxi ff., or in the art. HEXAPLA (by Dr. C. Taylor) in the Dictionary ef 
Cl,,ristian Biogi·apky. 
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Aquila was a pupil of R. Aqiba; and the statement is confirmed by 
the character or his translation. For R. Aqiba, at the beginning of the 
second cent. A.D., introduced a new system of interpretation, laying 
exaggerate_d stress upon even syllables and letters, quite in the manner 
followed by Aquila. 1, 

The Version of Theodotion was rather a revision of the LXX than 
a new translation, and hence frequently agrees with it. Renderings 
of Theodotion have often found their way into MSS. of the LXX, 
sometimes as doublets, sometimes as insertions made with the view of 
supplying apparent omissions ( 1 Sam. 1 7, 12-31 in Cod. A). In the 
case of Daniel, Theodotion's Version superseded that of the LXX, and 
occupies its place in ordinary MSS. and editions 2. 

Symmachus was an Ebionite (Eus. Hist. Eccl. vi. 17). He is 
praised by Jerome as frequently clever and successful in his renderings: 
not slavish like Aquila, and yet reproducing, often with happy accom
modations to Greek idiom, the sense of the original s. 

Origen's Hexapla. These three translations are not preserved in 
their entirety: they have been transmitted only in fragments, chiefly 
through the work of Origen, which is now to be described. 

Origen (A.D. 185-254), observing not only the variations between 
the Septuagint and the Hebrew text current in his day, but also the 
variations between different MSS. of the Septuagint itself, undertook 

1 Illustrations may be found in Dr. Pusey's What is of Faith as to Everlasting 
Punishment? p. So ff.; Gratz, Gesch. der Juden, iv. 53 ff. 

• The LXX Version of Daniel was first published from a unique MS. in I 772. 
In Tisch.'s edition it stands at the end of the second volume; in Swete's it is printed 
in parallel pages with Theodotion. Renderings agreeing remarkably with Theodo
tion's Version occur in the NT. (cf. p. 129 n,) and writers of the early part of the 
second centary: it has hence been conjectured that his version of this book is based 
upon an earlier Greek translation independent of the LXX (Salmon, Intrcd. to tke 
NT., ed. 3, p. 586ff,). 

' Illustrations are given in abundance by Dr. Field, Hexapla, p. xxxi f.: for 
instance, in his use of the ptcp., of adverbs, of compounds, I Sam. 22, 8 LXX 
(literally) ;,, T,ii ti,a9fo9a, Tov vMv µov ti,a9~"'1J", Symm. avrm9•µ•vov TOV vlov µov ; 

Gen. 4, 2 LXX Ka2 1rpoai61JK• TLKTE1v, Symm. Kai ,r,U,w ETEKEv; Pr. 15, 15 :::i1, :m;:, 
Symm. cl eWvµwv; Is. 9, 15 l:ll)~ Nl~) alti,a,µos; 1 Sam. 25, 3 :,:::ie, n:m:i LXX 

d-yae~ auvfoEI, :is. El/OIW'O'IJTOS; ib. 01>,11r.r~, LXX 1t0Vf'/p0S ;,, ;,,,,..,,&vµaa,, :is. KaKO

"(vwµon,; 2 Sam. n, 8 mn:::i, mn:::i LXX J,CiTd; Tavra, ~- ,roMall'MQ"iova. 
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the task of recovering, if possible, the true text of the Septuagint, 
partly by aid of the Hebrew, partly by aid of the other Greek Versions. 
For this purpose, he arranged the different texts which he wished to 
compare in six parallel columns ; the work thus formed being known 
in consequence as the Hexapla. In the first column, he placed the 
Hebrew text; in the second, the Hebrew transcribed in Greek 
characters; in the third and fourth, Aquila and Symmachus respec• 
tively ; in the fifth, the Septuagint; in the sixth, Theodotion. In the 
Septuagint column, additions, to which nothing corresponded in 
the Hebrew, were marked by an obelus prefixed ( + ..... 4) 1

; 

omissions, where words standing in the Hebrew were not represented 
in the Greek, were fi!led in by him, usually from Theodotion, and 
noted similarly by an asterisk (* ...... ,) 2• In cases where copies 
of the LXX differed between themselves, it is probable that Origen 

adopted silently the reading that agreed most closely with the Hebrew. 
Proper names, also, which the original translators had sometimes 
transliterated with some freedom, sometimes expressed in accordance 
with the older pronunciation, or which in other cases had become 

corrupted by transcription, Origen assimilated to the current Hebrew 
text. The manuscript of this great work was preserved for long in 
the Library of Pamphilus in Caesarea; Jerome co11ated it specially for 
his own use; but in 638 Caesarea fell into the hands of the Saracens, 
and from that time the Library and its contents are heard of no more. 
Copies of the whole work were probably never made; but the Septua
gint column was edited separately by Eusebius and Pamphilus, and 

1 The sign ,4 indicates the close of the words to which the obelus or asterisk 
refers. 

2 The following is the important passage in which Origen himself describes both 
the motive and the plan of his work : Nw! Ii• &]>.ov6T1 ,ro1.1.,} -,l-,ov,v ~ TWP an,
-ypapwv 1i,aq,opa, ,ru a,ro fx/0uµ/a• Tll'WII "fpa<pEWII .rTE a,rd TOAp.71• TWWII p.oxfhJpo.s Tijs 

llwp9Wl1EW< TWI! -ypa<{>op.lvow, ,fr. d,ro TWJI Ta fo,mns 1io«OIIJITa Ell Tji li1op9&,q., ,rpouTl-
9lnwv ~ &.,pw.povnwv. T,}v Jl~V OVJI Ell Tji liwp0wUEI T'7< ,ra.>.aias o,a()~WIJS liiaqxwiav, 
9,011 lllBovTo<, •vpoµ,v M11a110ai 1<pLT"ljpl'f xp11<rO.fLEVOL TO.LS AoL,rais ii<!io<J'EaLV ••• 1<al 
T11td µ,v MJ,>.iuaµ,v iv T,j, 'EPpa.11<,j, µ,} «•iµ,va. olJ To>.µ~ua,,T<S a,ha. """T'l ,r<p«>.,i'v, 
T!Vd Ilic µET' U.11TEp<UKWII ,rpou,9~1<aµ,11, r11a llij>.011 { /in µ,} «<lµ•va. 1'1J.pd TOIS o' EK TWI' 

>.01,rwv l«llou,wv uvµ<pwvws T,j, 'EPpa,«,j, ,rpou•0~«dµ•v, 1<al & µ,v PovMµwor wp611rrra, 
almi, tP ll~ wpou«lnrTEt T6 TotOIITOII a /joVAETat ,,,pi ril• 1TapalioxiJ• aifTwv, ~ µ~. ,ron)uu 
(Comm. in Mattk. xv.§ 14). 
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was widely used. At the same time, the more important variants 
from the Versions of Aq. Theod. and Symm., contained in the other 
columns, were often excerpted ; and many of these have thus been 
preserved to us, partly through citations made by the Fathers, partly 
from the margins of other MSS. In particular, Origen's text of the 
LXX (called the Hexaplar text), with many such marginal variants, 
was translated into Syriac by Paul, Bishop of Tella, in A.n. 617-18; 
and a peculiarly fine MS. of this translation (containing the pro
phetical and poetical books), preserved in the Ambrosian Library at 
Milan, has been published in facsimile by Ceriani. The most com
plete edition of the remains of the Hexapla is that of the late Dr. Field 
(Oxford, 1875), who has shewn remarkable skill in recovering from the 
renderings of the Syriac translation the original Greek 1• 

Origen's work was projected with the best intentions : and it has 
been the means of preserving to us much, of priceless value, that 
would otherwise have perished. But it did not secure the end which 
he had in view. Origen did not succeed in restoring the genuine 
translation of the LXX. He assumed that the original Septuagint 
was that which agreed most closely with the Hebrew text as he knew it: 

he was guided partly by this, partly by the other Versions (Aq. Theod. 
Symm.), which were based substantially upon it: and where the 
Septuagint text differed from the current Hebrew text, he systematically 
altered it to bring it into conformity with it, This was a step in the 
wrong direction. Where a passage appears in two renderings, the one 
free, the other agreeing with the existent Hebrew text, it is the farmer 

which has the presumption of being the more original : the latter has 
the presumption of having been altered subsequently, in order that it 
might express the Hebrew more closely. Origen, no doubt, freed the 
text of the LXX from many minor faults; but in the main his work 
tended to obliterate the most original and distinctive features of the 
Version. To discover the Hebrew text used by the translators we 
must recover, as far as possible, the text of the Version as it le.ft the 

Jranslators' hands; and Origen's labours, instead of facilitating, rather 
impeded this process, In addition to this, the practical effect of the 

1 See further Swete, lntrod. to the OT. in Greek, pp. 59-76 ; DB. iv. 442 ff, 
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method adopted by Origen was not to improve the purity of the LXX 
MSS. themselves ; for not only were the signs which he himself used 
to indicate additions and omissions often neglected, as the Hexaplar 
text of the LXX was transcribed, but the Hexapla, from its very 
nature, encouraged the formation of mixed texts or recensions, so that, 
for instance, MSS. arose exhibiting side by side the genuine LXX and 
corrections introduced from Theodotion 1• 

The original text qf the LXX. For the recovery of this, the follow
ing canons have been laid down by Lagarde 2 : 

1. The MSS. of the Greek translation of the OT. are all either 
immediately or mediately the result of an eclectic process: it follows 
that he who aims at recovering the original text must follow an eclectic 
method likewise. His only standard will be his knowledge of the 
style of the individual translators : his chief aid will be the faculty 
possessed by him of referring the readings which come before him to 
their Semitic original, or else of recognizing them as corruptions 
originating in the Greek. 

2. If a verse or part of a verse appears in both a free and a slavishly 
literal translation, the former is to be counted the genuine rendering. 

3. If two readings co-exist, of which one expresses the Massoretic 
text, while the other can only be explained from a text deviating from 
it, the latter is to be regarded as the original. 

The first of these canons takes account of the fact that existing 
Greek MSS. exhibit a more or less mixed text, and justifies us in not 
adhering exclusively to a single MS. : a given MS. may contain on the 
whole the relatively truest text of the LXX ; but other MSS. may also 
in particular instances, in virtue of the mixed origin of the text which 
they exhibit, preserve genuine Septuagintal renderings. The second 
and third canons formulate the principle for estimating double render
ings in the same MS., or alternative renderings in different MSS., and 
derive their justification from the fact that the general method followed 

by later revisers and correctors was that of assimilating the renderings 

of the LXX to the Hebrew text (the ' Hebraica veritas ') current in 

1 On such 'Hexaplaric' texts, see Swete, Introa., pp. 76-78, 482. 
2 Anmerkungen zur grieck. Oberselzung der Proverbien, p, 3. 
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their day. The process, however, of recovering the genuine Septua
gintal rendering, from two or more variants, can be successfully 
,carried on only by the continuous comparison of the existing Hebrew 

text : it is this which affords us a general idea of what, in a given 
passage, is to be expected, and supplies us with a criterion for 
estimating the relative originality of the variants that may come before 
us. An illustration may be taken from Jud. 5, 8, cited by We. from 
Ewald. Cod. A there reads O-KE1T7J VEav18wv a-ipoµ.rurrwv aV7Jcp071 Kat 

uipoµ.aUTTJS· These words are evidently corrupt ; how are they to be 
restored? The Massoretic text is MO"'n l'1~1~ tlN llO, This gave the 
clue, which enabled Ewald to explain and restore the words quoted. 
The Hebrew shews that they contain a double rendering, which must 
be read uKbrrp, ict.v l8w Kat utpoµ&.UT'Y}v and <TKt:Tn/ ict.v ocp0y Kat u1po

µ&.rrr71s, and that the first-either a freer rendering of i1N.,1 tlN, or 
presupposing the variant i1N-,N tlN-is the true reading of the LXX. 
But this could hardly have been determined, or at least could not 
have been determined with the same assurance, without the guidance 
afforded by the Hebrew text itselfl. 

Of course, after the application of Lagarde's canons, the two all
important questions still await the textual critic : whether, viz., 
( 1) the reading which deviates from the Massoretic text is actually 
based upon a divergent text, or is simply a freer rendering of the same 

text; and whether, further, ( 2) supposing the former alternative to be 
the more probable, the divergent text is superior or not to the 
Massoretic text. And these two questions can only be determined 
by help of the general considerations alluded to above (p. xxxviii). 
Illustrations will be afforded by the notes in the present volume. In 
very many cases the answer is apparent at once ; but not unfrequently 
more difficult cases arise, in which the answer is by no means 

1 Various readings which exist only in the Greek, and disappear when the Greek 
is translated back into Hebrew, are, of course, only indirectly, and in particular 
cases, of importance for the textual critic, who is interested primarily iu such 
variants alone as presuppose a dijferent Hebrew original: thus in Jud. 1, 4. 5. 17 
l1<oif,av (B) and hr<ha(av (A) equally express the Hebrew ,::i•i; in I Sam. 5, 4 T<i 
lµrrp6a8,a and TO 11p6811pa11 and aµaq,•8 all equally represent the same Hebrew term 
jn!lon. Variants of this kind are frequent in MSS. of the LXX. 
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immediately evident, or in which the arguments on both sides may be 

nearly equally balanced. It is the judgement and acumen displayed in 
handling the more difficult cases which arise under these two heads, 
that mark a textual critic of the first order, and distinguish, for 
example, W ellhausen, in a conspicuous degree, both from Thenius 
on the one side, and from Keil on the other. 

MSS. of the LXX. According to a well-known passage of Jerome, 
three main recensions of the Septuagint prevailed in antiquity, that 
of Hesychius in Egypt, that of Lucian in Asia Minor and Constanti
nople, that of Origen in Palestine 1• The Manuscripts containing the 
recensions of Hesychius and Origen are not certainly known i; though 
Ceriani with some reason supposes Origen's to be contained in the 
Syriac version of the Hexaplar text, mentioned above, and in the allied 
Cod. 88 of Holmes and Parsons, and the Cod. Sarravianus 8 ; that 
of Lucian has been edited (as far as Esther) by Lagarde, and will be 
spoken of below. 

The three principal MSS. of the LXX are the Vatican (B), the 
Sinaitic (N or S), and the Alexandrian (A). The Vatican MS. is 
complete with the exception of Gen. 1, 1-46, 28. 2 Sam. 2, 5-7. 

10-13. If· 105, 27-137, 6; the Sinaitic MS. is defective for nearly 
the whole of Gen.-2 Esdras, in the rest of the OT. the only serious 
lacuna is Ezekiel; the Alexandrian MS. is complete except for Gen. 14, 

14-17. 15, 1-5. 16-19. 16, 6-9. 1 Sam. 12, 18-14, 9. f. 49, 
20-79, 11. That of all MSS. of LXX, B (with which N frequently 
agrees), as a rule, exhibits relati'vely the purest and most original 

1 Preface to Chronicles (printed at the beginning of the Vulgate) : Alexandria et 
Aegyptus in Septuaginta suis Hesychium laudat auctorem; Constantinopolis usque 
Antiochiam Luciani martyris exemplaria pro bat; mediae inter has provinciae 
Palestinos codices legunt quos ab Origene elaboratos Eusebius ef Pamphilus vul
gaverunt: totusque or bis hac inter se trifaria varietate compugnat. The last of 
these recensions is naturally the source of the Hexaplar text spoken of above ; and 
Jerome states elsewhere (I 63., Vallarsi) that it was read (' decantatur') at Jerusa
lem and in the churches of the East. 

• Lagarde, .Mittheilungen, ii. 52; comp. G. F. Moore, A/SL. xxix. 47-50. 
• Le recensioni dei LX X e la versione latina delta Itala, Estratto dai Rendic1Jnti 

<lel R. istituto Lombardo, Serie II, vol. xix, fasc. IV (Milan, 1886), p. 2. Lagarde, 
!. c. p. ,i;6, says that he knows of one MS. of the Octateuch (in private hands), not 
yet collated, which ' almost certainly ' contains it. 
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Septuagintal text, is generally allowed 1 : that it contains double ren
derings, and has otherwise not escaped corruption, will appear presently 
(p. Iv ff.)2. The Alexandrian MS. exhibits a text which has been 
systematically corrected so as to agree more closely with the Hebrew: 
proof of this is afforded by almost any page : thus r Sam. r, 1 where 
Cod. B has "A110pw1ror; ~11 l( ApJJ,a0aiµ, "2-mpa, Cod. A has Kai lyivrro 

J.110p(J)1ros £!s l( Apµ,a0aiJJ- l(J)1>iJJ-=l:l1~1~ tJ1nr.,-,;, jti "'lnN ~1~ wi '· 
The best edition of the LXX for ordinary use is that of Dr. Swete 4, 
which contains (so far as they are extant) the text of B with the 
variants of N and other selected uncials on the margin : Lucian 
must be read in Lagarde's edition 5• The readings of other MSS. 
must, however, sometimes be consulted (for they may preserve read
ings of importance); these, so far as they have been collated, are 
chiefly to be found in the great work of Holmes and Parsons 6• 

1 Its value, however, varies in different books : in some it exhibits more 
Hexaplaric elements than A. See Procksch, Studien zur Gesch. der Sept. (1910), 
pp. 44-9; Swete, p. 487f.; and comp. Torrey, Ezra Studies (1910), p. 92 ff. 

• Respecting the recension to which B presumably belongs, its text is of a 
character which led Dr. Hort to infer (Academy, Dec. 24, 1887) that it was copied 
from a MS. (or MSS.) partially akin to the MS. (or MSS.) which Origen, with the 
adaptations fitting it to his purpose, made the basis of the LXX text in his Hexapla: 
comp. Ceriani, I. c. p. 7, 'B exhibits the unrevised text of LXX as it was before 
Origen.' This view was accepted by Comill (Gott. gelehrte Nachrichten, 1888, 
pp. 194-6, where the view propounded by him in Ezechiel, pp. 81, 84, 95, is aban
doned); and it bas been further confirmed by recent research : see Silberstein, who, 
in a study on the LXX o£I Ki. ( ZA W. 1 893, p. I ff., 1894, p. 1 ff.), agrees ( 1894, 
p. 26) with Cornill (p. 196) that' B cum grano salis is the V()r/age of' Origen's 
LXX column in the Hexapla; and Rahlfs, Studien, i. 85, Rahlfs argues further 
(Gott.gel. Nachrichten, 1899, p. 72 ff.; cf. Studien, i. 87), from the order of the 
books in B agreeing with that given by Athanasius in his 39th Festal Epistle 
(A. D. 367), that B was written in Egypt, shortly after this date. 
, 3 See further Swete, Introd. p. 125 ff. 

' The OT. in Greek according to the Septuagint, vol. i, 1887 (' 1901), vol. ii, 
1891 (8 1907 ), vol. iii (2 1899). This edition supersedes that of Tisch end or£ A 
larger edition (The OT. in Greek, edited by A.E. Brooke.and N. McLean), con
taining an extensive apparatus criticus, is in coarse of publication by the Cambridge 
Press: at present (July, 1912), three Parts (Gen.-Dt.) have appeared. 

a Librorum Vet. Test. Canonicorum Pars F,-ior Graece Pauli de Lagarde studio 
et sumptibus edita (1883). This edition is very convenient; but it has no critical 
apparatus, and the text is not entirely satisfactory (see Moore, AJSL. xxix. 56). 

• Vetus Testamentum Graecum cum variis lec#onibus, Oxonii, 1798-1827. 
See Swete, The OT. in Greek, i. p, ix; Introd. pp. 185-7. But cf. ".I· 3, above. 
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Lucian' s recension if the Septuagint. In the apparatus criticus of 

Holmes and Parsons four MSS., 19, 82, 931, 108, are cited frequently 

as agreeing together in exhibiting a text considerably different from 
that of either B or A. That these MSS. preserved in some cases 

important readings of superior originality even to those of B was 

noticed by Wellhausen in 1871 2, though he did not perceive the full 

bearing of the fact, or pursue the subject further beyond observing 
that Vercellone had remarked that the readings of these MSS. often 
coincided with those of the ltala, or pre-Hieronymian Latin Version 

of the OT. That these MSS. exhibit in fact the recension of Lucian 

appears to have been first recognized by Ceriani in 1863 s. The 
same conclusion was arrived at also by Lagarde 4, who pointed to the 
numerous agreements between the text of these MSS. (to which he 
adds 118) and the citations of Chrysostom, who, as a priest of Antioch, 
and Bishop of Constantinople, would presumably, in accordance with 

Jerome's statement, make use of this recension; and its correctness 

was further established by Dr. Field °, who shewed that the text of the 
same four MSS. corresponded with readings cited in the Syriac 

Hexaplar text with the letter L. Lucian was a priest of the Church, 
of Antioch, who suffered martyrdom at Nicomedia, A.D. 312: accord-. 
ing to the passage of Suidas cited below 6, he prepared with great 

pains a revised edition of the Septuagint, which he sought by com
parison with the Hebrew to free from the corruptions which by accident 

1 MS. 93 is in the main the basis of Lagarde's text (Rahlfs, iii. 79 £; Moore, 5 7). 
• Der Text der Bucker Samue!i's, pp. 221-4. 
' Monumenta Sacra et Prefana, ii. 2 (1864), pp. 76, 98,102 (specially Codd. 19, 

108, 118, and the Complut. text); also (for the Lamentations) ib. i. (r86r), on 
Lam. 2, 22 end. 3, 7. 22. 29. 30. 33. 63. 4, 7 etc., where the agreement of Theo
doret is also noted. See also Ceriani's opinion as cited in Dr. Field's Hexap!a, ii. 
429 (published originally in 1869). 

• Pars Prior etc. Preface, pp. vii-xiv. 
• Hexapla, p. lxxxvii. 
• S. v. AovKiavi\s o µapT~· o~os Ta.s lfp<ls /3i/3/..ovs 9•auaµEvos wo>,./., T3 vo9i\v 

,lulJ•[aµlvas, TOV 7• XP611ov Avµ11vaµl11ov wo>,.Ad Twv '" a'"ai's, Kai Tfjs uvv•xovs d,/,' 
Erlpcuv Eli (-rEpa JJrETa8lt1Eon, Kai µf.vTot ,ca[ TtVOIV dv6p&mcvv 1rovqpoTO.-rwv, oi roil 
'EAA1JllllTJJOV wpoE1UT~KE10'a11, wapaTp•fm T011 <II aliTats 9<A1JU«l!'raw 1101111, 1«u wo>.v ,..) 
ll1{30']Aov Ev<11tEVaO"aµb,wv, aVTO-s d1rciaa!J dvaAat,Wv f1t Tijs 'E8pat'8os- Eff'avEvEWuaTo 

"JAWTT1JS, ~" 1<<1! <liiTr)II h Ta. µli.AtcrTa ~" ~Kp</30JKWS 1T611011 TV l'ITallop9wcrfl 'ITAEIO"TOII 

El<1EVE"'(JtO.p.evos. 
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or design had in process of time been introduced into it. One large 
class of alterations made by Lucian affect, however, only the literary 
form of the Septuagint: they consist namely in the substitution of 

synonyms (as 7rapeyiv(To for ;A0ev, l7roAtp:r,cn, for 7rap!Tli~aTo, T6 

&.peurtiv for To &.ya0ov) for the words originally used by the translators. 
Obviously variants such as these do not point to a different reading 
of the Hebrew. Double renderings also occur frequently in Lucian's 
recension, i. e. retaining the normal Septuagintal version of a passage, 
he placed beside it a rendering expressing more closely the current 
Hebrew text, either framed by himself, or (more probably) adopted 
from particular MSS., or other translators. But what imparts to 
Lucian's work its great importance in the criticism of the OT., is the 
fact that it embodies renderings, not found in other MSS. of the 
LXX, which presuppose a Hebrew original self-evidently superior, in 
the passages concerned, to the existing Massoretic text. Whether 
these renderings were derived by him from MSS. of the LXX of 
which all other traces have disappeared, or whether they were based 
directly upon Hebrew MSS. which had preserved the genuine reading 
intact, whether in other words they were derived mediately or im
mediately from the Hebrew, is a matter of subordinate moment: 
the fact remains that Lucian's recension contains elements resting 
ultimately upon Hebrew sources, which enable us to correct, with 
absolute certainty, corrupt passages of the Massoretic text. Several 
instances will be found in the notes in the present volume. In some 
of these, it is instructive to notice, a conjectural emendation made 
by a modem scholar has proved to be afterwards confirmed by the 
testimony of Lucian 1• The full gain from this quarter is in all 
probability not yet exhausted : a number of passages, selected from 
the Books of Kings, in which the Massoretic text may be emended 
by the help of Lucian's recension, are noticed by I. Hooykaas 2• 'Let 
him who would himself investigate and advance learning, by the side 
of the other Ancient Versions, accustom himself above all things to 

-~ So in 2 Ki. 15, ro Gratz's clever conjecture (Gesch. der .fuden, ii. r, p. 99) 
l:ly;:,:l~:l for the nn-Hebraic Clll-,:ip is confirmed by Lucian. Cf. on II 24, 5. 

• Iets over de Grieksche vertaling van het oude Testament (Rotterdam, 1888), 
P• u ff. Cf. Burney, Notes on the Hebrew Text of Kings (1903), p, xxxi. 
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the use of Field's Hexapla, and Lagarde's edition of the Recension of 
Lucian 1.' 

On Lucian, see now the very thorough discussion of his recension of 1_:_2 Ki. in 
Rahlfs, Septuaginta-Studim, iii. (1911), with synopses of the various readings (for 
these books) found in the MSS. (19, 82, 83, 108, 127) of Lucian's recension itself 
(§§ 9-13), and also of Lucian's readings found in other MSS. of LXX (§§ 4-7), in 
Josephus (H 15-21), or quoted by the Fathers (§§ 25-38). A minute study of 
Lucian's text of 1 Ki. 1 (pp. 163-191), and a study of all its principal variants in 
1-2 Ki. generally (pp. 191-290), lead Rahlfs to the conclusion (pp. 190 f., 192) that 
while some of the variants are corrections introduced by Lucian himself from the 
Hebrew into the LXX text current at the time, others cannot be so explained, but 
point to older sources; and (pp. 235, 290£.) that the foundation ofLncian's text is 
an old,pre-Hexaplaric text, closely allied to (though not identical with) Cod. B, 
and to the Greek text which formed the basis of the older• Ethiopic versions. 

Josephus, though he by no means agrees always with Lucian's readings, affords 
evidence that readings of Luc. were current in the 1st cent. A. D. Rahlfs (§ 16) cites 
after Mez, Die Bibel von.fosephus (1895)-who, however, quotes also many read
ings not specifically Lncianic-from 1-2 Sam. nine cases of Jos. agreeing with 
Luc. against Codd. A, B, viz.:-

II 3, 7 i1 1N,@ lo.I.: Luc. %(E)1/Ja; Jos. vii. 23 ::S1tiaTov. 

15, 12 \~~~~.@ Vnlg. r..,.1.aµo.wafo•, etc.; B 0•""'"E'; Luc. Jos. vii. 197 rEJ..µ"'
vafos. 

16, 5 tl~7~n'.1l,, @ Baovp(E)1µ; Luc. Xoppaµ; Jos. vii. 207 Xwpavov, Xwpaµov. 

19, 38. 39 tlQQ~ (v. 41 IQ)?~), @ Xaµaaµ, Xavaav: Luc. Ax,µaav, Axwaaµ, etc.; 

jos. vii. 274 A.x•µavov. 

1 Klostermann, Die Bucher Sam. u. Konige ( 1887), p. xl. Of course, this advice 
must be understood with the needful and obvious qualifications: it is not intended 
that everything to be found in Lucian is to be indiscriminately preferred to the 
Massoretic text. There is undoubtedly wheat in Lucian, but there is also much 
chaff (cf. Torrey, Ezra Studiu, 1910, 105 ff.); and it is the task of the textual critic 
to distinguish between them. 

The Complntensian Polyglot! is based upon the text of Lucian. Holmes' MS. 
108 = Vatican 330 is the manuscript which was sent in 1513-14 by Leo X to Spain 
for the use of the editors of that Polyglott : the minutes relating to the loan and 
return of the MS. still exist in the Vatican Library (Delitzsch, Fortgesetzte Studien 
zur Entstehungsgesch. der Comp!. Po!ygl., Leipzig, 1886, p. 2). It does not, how
ever, reproduce MS. 108 exact] y. Where the text of the MS. differs materially from 
the Heb. or the Vnlg., it was constantly corrected, sometimes from other Greek 
MSS., sometimes from the Hebrew (see Rahlfs, p. r8 ff,). 

9 The 'antiqua versio.' See Cornill, Ezechiel, pp. 37-42. 
• The antiqua versio is based upon the LXX, and in particular on the recension 

represented by B. See Rahlfs, i. 84, 85; Raupp in Z.fiir Ass. xvi. (1903), 329 (in 
a study, p. 296 ff., on the oldest Ethiopic MS. of Sam.-Kings, in the Borgio Museum 
at Rome; the article contains also a collation of Dillmann's text). 
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110, 1 '1:;i~, @ Boxop(•)• = Boxoplou of the Greek Jos. (vii. 278): Luc. B•a.. 
iiat(,),, the Latin Jos. Beddadi. 

Ill 18 \nr.:}n;1 1 @ o AuOJ9,, O AUraTw9«, etc.; Luc. Jos. vii. 301 o XETTaibt. 

2;, 8 •g~Y[1 Ch. II, II' 300'],@ 'Soo': Luc. (both Sam. and Ch.), Jos. 
vii. 308 '900 '. 

23, II ~~-~.@ A-ya, Aua, etc.: Luc. H.>.a, Jos. vii. 310 'H.>.ov (genit.). 

24, 9 '800,000+ 500,000', so@: Luc. (and Codd. 52,236,242, Cat. Nie.), Jos. 
vii. 320 '900,000+400,ooo '.1 

2. The Targums are Aramaic Versions made for the use of the 
Jews, in Palestine or Babylon, when Hebrew ceased to be generally 
spoken. These are of various and not always certain date. Accord
ing to tradition, the Targum that was first committed to writing, 
in the first century, was that on Job; but other of the Targums 
undoubtedly embody traditional interpretations that were current 
orally before they were "definitely fixed in writing. The Targum was 
originally an extemporaneous translation and interpretation of succes
sive verses of Scripture, delivered by the 1r.,n~n9 in the public worship 
of the Synagogue. From the circumstances of its origin it lent itself 
readily to expansion : edification, rather than literal translation, was 
the aim of the )tl)iihO ; and hence the very paraphrastic character 
which the Targum-especially that on the Latter Prophets-is apt 
to assume. In the historical books, however, except in poetical 

passages (as Gen. 49, Jud. 5, r Sam. 2, 1-rn, 2 Sam. 23, r-7), the 
Targum is as a rule tolerably literal. The Targum on the Former 
and Latter Prophets is ascribed to Jonathan ben Uzziel 2

• 

3. The Syriac Version, commonly known as the Pesh(tto (l~ 
J-~ ed1"Ho sz'mplex), originated in the needs of the large Syriac
speaking population N. and NE. of Palestine, whose literary centre 
was Edessa. No historical details respecting its origin have come 
down to us: already Theodore of Mopsuestia (fourth cent.) declares 
that it is not known who translated the Scriptures into Syriac; but 
it is generally considered to date, at least in the main, from the early 
part of the second cent. A. n. Like the Septuagint, the Peshitto is 

1 On the alleged dependence of Luc. on Theodotion, see Smith, Comm., 402 ff. 
2 For fuller particulars see the art. TARGUM (by E. Deutsch) in Smith's 

Dictionary of tke Bible; Bacher in the ZDMG. xxviii, p. I ff. ; and art. TARGUM 
(T. Walker) in DB. 

e 2 
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not the work of a single hand ; and the style of the different books, 

or groups of books, varies. Mainly, no doubt, the translators were 
either Jews or, more probably, Jewish Christians. Thus the transla
tion of the Pentateuch, for instance, often adheres closely to ancient 
Jewish exegesis 1, traces of which are also discernible in other books, 
especially in the Chronicles, the translation of which has additions 
and embellishments, imparting to it quite the character of a Targum 2• 

Job, on the other hand, is literal: while the translation of the Psalms 
is strongly influenced by the Septuagint, with which it often re
markably agrees, where both deviate from the Hebrew. 

4. We reach now the Latin Versions. Of these the first is the Old 

Latz'n Version, used by early Latin Fathers, as Tertullian (died c. 220), 

Cyprian (d. 257), Lactantius, Lucifer of Cagliari (d. 371), and 
Augustine 8• This Version exists only in a more or less fragmentary 
form, derived partly from MSS., partly from quotations in the Fathers. 
Of the OT. the part most completely preserved is the Hexateuch, 
published (to Dt: 11, 4 4

) by Ulysse Robert from a Lyons MS. (1881): 

in the Books of Samuel only fragments are extant derived from the 

sources just named. Of these fragments, such as were known at the 
time were published by Sabatier in 1743 in his great work, Bibllorum 

Sacrorum AnHquae Versiones LaHnae: Vercellone in 1864 in vol. ii 
of the Van'ae Lecti'ones Vulgatae Lati'nae Bz'blz'orum edz'tz'om's printed 

other considerable extracts from the margin of a Gothic MS. at Leon 
in Spain~; three fragments, discovered in the bindings of some books 
at Magdeburg (II 2, 29-3, 5 [also I Ki. 5, 2-9a,]) and Quedlinburg 
{I 9, r-Sa,; 15, 10-qa), were edited by Von Miilverstedt in 1874 6; 
two other fragments, discovered similarly at Vienna, were published 

1 See especially J. Perles, Meletemata Pesckittkoniana (Vratislaviae, 1859). 
2 Sig. Frankel, Die Syr. Obersetzung zu den BB. der Chronik (1879). 
s See folly, on this Version, H. A. A. Kennedy's comprehensive article, DB. 

iii. 47 ff.: comp. PRE.2 viii. 433-443 (Fritzsche); PRE.• iii. 25-31 (Nestle). 
• On the continuation, see DB. iii. 49\ iv. 446•. 
n Vari1:te Lectiones, ii. pp. xxi-xxii, 179, etc.: comp. i. pp. xciii-xcv. 
6 Zeitschrift des Harzvcreins, 1874, pp. 251-263. The two Quedlinbnrg frag

ments were re-edited by W. Schum in the Stud. u. Kritiken, 1876, p. 123 f. (1 Ki. 
5, 9b--6, u• has recently been recovered from the same source: A. Diining, Ein 
mues Fragment des Quedlinburger Itala-Codex, 1888). 
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in 1 877 1 ; in 1885 J. Belsheim edited some longer fragments (of 
other parts of the OT. as well as 1-2 Sam.) from a palimpsest MS. at 
Vienna 2• The Old Latin Version does not, as a rule, possess an 
independent value for the textual criticism of the OT., for it was not 
made immediately from the Hebrew, but was formed upon the Greek. 
As the extant parts of it shew that it existed in different recensions 9, it 
becomes a matter of importance to inquire how these are related to 
one another, and upon what MSS., or family of MSS., of the LXX 
they are based. As will be shewn below (p. lxxvi ff.), in the Books 
of Samuel the recensions which we possess are based upon a text 
agreeing with that of Lucian. 

More important for our present purpose is the Latin Version of 
Jerome, commonly known as the Vulgate 4• Jerome began his Inbours 
as a translator by merely revising the Old Latin ; but ultimately made 
a new Version directly from the Hebrew. He had originally learnt 
Hebrew as a youth 5, and after having dropped the study for a while, 

1 Augustiuimae Bibliotkecae Caesareae Regiae Palatinae Vindobonensis Prae
fecto Doctori Ernesto Birk munerum publicorum feliciter peracto XL annorum 
cyclo gratulantes qui a Bibliotheca sunt Veteris Antehieronymianae Versionis 
Libri II Reg-um sive Samuelis Cap. X. 18-XI. 17 et Cap. XIV. 17-30 prin
cipem editionem dtdicant inlustratam Tabulis Pkotographicis (Vindobonae, 
MDCCCLXXVII). Cited as Vind.'. 

2 Palimpsestus Vindobonensis antiquissimae Vet. Test. Translntionis latinae frag
menta e codice rescripto eruit et primum edidit Johannes Belsheim Christianiae, 
1885 (r Sam. 1, 14-2, 15. 3, Io--4, 18. 6, 3-15. 9, 21-10, 7. 10, 16-II, 13. 
14, 12-34. 2 Sam. 4, 10--5, 25. 10, 13-n, 18. 13, 13-14, 4. 17, Il-18, 9). 
Cited as Vind.2• (One column of this MS., containing II II, 2-6, had been pub
lished previously, as a specimen, by Ekhenfeld and Endlicher, Analecta Gram
mati'ca, Vindob. 1837, p. ix.) For some other recently discovered fragments see 
DB. iii. 50•. 

• Regarded by some as independent venions: see PRE. 2 viii. 434-6; DB. 
iii. 48-9. 

• On the Vulgate generally, see the elaborate article by Mr. (afterwards Bishop) 
Westcott in Smith's Dictionary of the Bible: on its relation to the Hebrew text of 
the OT. in particular, the careful monograph ofW. Nowack, Die Bedeutung des 
Hieronymusfiir die alttestamentlickt Textkritik (Gottingen, 1875), should by all 
means be consulted. See also H. J. White's art. VULGATE in DB. iv. p. 873 ff. 

fi Preface to Daniel (printed at the beginning of editions of the Vulgate); Ep. 
125, § 12 (Migne, i. 1079),-an interesting passage, too long to quote. 
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resumed it in his later years, after his tnigration to Bethlehem in 386. 

The Books of Samuel and Kings were published first (c. 393), but 

the whole work was not completed till 405. For the purpose of 
perfecting his knowledge of Hebrew, and also subsequently for 

assistance in the translation of particular books, Jerome engaged the 
help of Jewish teachers, to whom in his commentaries he more than 
once alludes 1 , and from whom no doubt he derived the Rabbinical 
interpretations which occur from time to time in the pages of the 
Vulgate '· Though his Version was made afresh from the Hebrew, 
he did not disdain to avail himself of the labours of his predecessors, 

and consulted constantly the Greek Versions (both the LXX and Aq. 
Theod. Symm.), the renderings of which he frequently quotes and 
discusses. ' He was especially prone to be guided by Symmachus. 
Where the Vulgate exhibits a rendering which deviates alike from the 

Hebrew text and from the LXX, the clue to its origin will generally 
be found in one of the other Greek translations, especially in that of 

Symmachus ( see pp. lxxxi-lxxxiii). 

N0TE,-For the recovery of the original text of the LXX, much yet remains to 
be done (cf. EE.iv. 502r f.). The first step is the more accurate collation ofMSS. 
for the purpose, if possible, of grouping them in families, or recensions. Upon this 
field of study Lagarde (d.1891) stood pre-eminent (comp. Cornill, Euch., p. 63): but 

1 Ep. 84, § 3: Putabant me homines finem fecisse discendi. Veni mrsum Iero
solyma et Bethleem. Quo labore, quo pretio Baraniuam nocturnum habui praecep
torem t Timebat enim Judaeos, et mihi alternm exhibebat Nicodemum. Preface 
to Chron. : Denique cnm a me litteris tlagitassetis ut vobis librum Paralipomenon 
Latino sennone transferrem, de Tiberiade quemdam legis doctorem qui apud 
Hebraeos admirationi habebatur assumpsi : et contuli cum eo a vertice, ut aiunt, 
usque ad extremum unguem; et sic confirmatus ausus sum facere quod iubebatis. 
Preface to Job: Memini me ob intelligentiam huius voluminis Lyddaeum quemdam 
praeceptorem, qui apud Hebraeos primus haberi putabatur, non parvis redemisse 
nummis. On Am. 3, II he alludes to the 'Hebraeus qui me in sacris Scripturis 
erudivit :' similarly on Zeph. 3, 8. Gal. 3, r4 al. On Hah. 2, 15: Audivi Lyddae 
quemdam de Hebraeis qui sa_tiens apud illos et a,vT<f""T1J~ [ = N~l'IJ vocabatur nar
rantem huiuscemodi fabulam, etc. On Zech. 14, 20: Quod cum ab-Hebraeo qua.ere• 
rem quid significaret, ait mihi, etc. 

2 Comment. on Is, 22, r7 on 111: Hebraeus autemqui nos in Veteris Testamenti 
lectione erudivit gal/um gallinaceum transtulit. (See the Comm. of Rashi ad foe,) 
Comp. M. Rahmer, Die hebraischen Traditionen in den Werken des Hieronymus 
(Breslau, 1861); continued (with reference to.Hosea) in Frankel's Monatschrift, 
1865, pp. n6, 460; 1867, p. 107; 1868, p. 419. 
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the task was greater than any single man, even with Lagarde's extraordinary powers of 
work, could accomplish ; and he was only able to point the way which others cnuld 
follow (see Rahlfs, Sept. Studien, iii. 3, 23-30). His mantle has fallen upon his 
pupil and successor at Gottingen, Alfred Rahlfs, who has published exhaustive 
investigations on the pre-Hexaplar LXX-text of 1-2 Kings, as inferred from Origen's 
citations; on the text and MSS. of the Psalms ; and on Lucian's recension of 

1_2 Kings (Septuaginta-studien, i. 1904, ii. 1907,iii. r9u). See also 0. Procksch, 
Studien zur Gesck. der Sept. 1910 (on the text of the Prophets); and G. F. Moore's 
valuable article on the Antiochian Recension of the LXX in AJS L. xxix ( Oct. 1912), 
pp. 37-62. And, on the recovery of the Hebrew original of difficult LXX render
ings, see Margolis, ZA W. 1905, 311 ff., 1906, 85 ff., 1907, 255 ff.; AJSL. xxii (Jan. 
1900), no ff., xxvi (Oct. 1909), 33 ff.; Harper Me=rial Studies (1908), i. 133 ff. 

§ 4. Charactens!tcs ef the Chief Ancient Versiims of Samue/1. 

1. The Septuagint. 
a.. Features which presumably are not original elements in the 

Version, or due to the translators themselves. 

(a) Examples of double renderings ('doublets'): these are fre

quently connected by Ka{:-, 

I 1, 16 Luc. 1M'l!' .:,io=eK 7rA{,8ovs &.&AEux{as µ,ov Kal £K '11'A'IJ8ovs 

&.Bvµ,fus µ,ov. 

1, 26 il:lOY=e11(1)'ir16v (J'OV jl,ETO. uov. 

2, 24 YO!!' 1::i)N 'il!'N nyow., n:m:i N'' ,.:, 1).:, ,N = p,'IJ, ' ~ TEKVa, OT! 

OiJK &.ya0v ~ &.KOiJ ~v eyti.l &.Ko.Jw, P,i/ 7rmEtTE ol'l°TWS &n OiJK &ya0al a1 
, ' "" ,. ' ,. , aKoal a, £'YW aKOVW, 

4, 14-16a (to 1';,y ,N)=[I4 Kal. ~Kovo-EV 'HAE! TiJV cpwVrJv '1'1J• /3oijs 

Kal. E1'11'EV T{s ~ /3ov '1'1}S cpwvrjs TaVT'f}S,' Kal o 3.v0pW7ro<; (J"1f'WUas 

eicn'/A0EV Kal. &.7r'IJ"t'YE!AEV T<e 'HAE!' I 5 · Kal 'HAEL vws EVEV'l]KOVTa 
• ~ ' ' 'A..8 , ' • ~ , , , • •a, ] , 9 ETWV, Kal Ol o.,, allJJ,Ol av-rov E7raVECTTTJUaV Kai OlJK EtJllE7rEV' Kai £t'11'EV 

'HAE! TOtS &.v8pauiv TOLS 7rapElCTTTJK<)(J'!V aiJT4' T{i ~ cpwViJ TOV ljxovs 

TOVTOV ; I 6 Kat o &.viJp (J"1f'WUas 7rpor:rrjA0EV 'HAn Kal. e17r£V aiJT4'. 

In LXX 14 is a doublet to 15b-16a: 15b-168 represent the 

original LXX of 14-16"' Heb., 15 Heb. being accidentally 
omitted; the omission was afterwards supplied, a closer ren

dering of 14 Heh. being given at the same time. 

5, 4 intion-,l!t n,n-,.:, ,~,~ n1£l::i 1l'11!/\=Kal. &.p,cplmpa Ta lXvrJ xnpwv 

aiJTov &.cpyj(YY]p,tva (7rt Ta lp,7rp6u0ia aµacpe0 tKaUTol, Kal. &.p,cp6-rEp0t 

o1 Ka(Y1TOL TWV XEtpwv avTOV 7rE7f'TWKIY!'E<; £71"( T6 7rp68vpov. 

1 Only the more salient features can be noticed, 
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6, 7 Luc.;;, on•,v n,v N' il:'N=avw TWV T£T(j'P,U'WV le/,' £. OVK 

£7rETl071 (vyo, (cl'.vw TWV T€T.=,w cn•,v N' iCJN We.). 
6, 8 ll'\N cinn,t!'1=Kal. l[a7rocrr£AEtT£ avrqv, Kal. d?!"EAlicraTE aVT~V-

6, 12 Luc. ,:im ,,n ,::i,n TIMN n,co:i=fr Tp£f3'!! Ev0£{'l- bropEVOVTO" 
• , • '" ~ ~ • , , '/3 ~ (' -EKO'lrlWV •• , EV 00'!! JJ,l<[, £7rOpEVOVTO ?l"Opwovcrat Kat owcrat EKO'lr,-

wa: for iilm. 
10, 2 Luc. n'l,':i:J.=JJ,ECT7JJJ-f3p{a, J.lloµlvo"IJ, JJ,Ey&>..a (see note). 
1 4, 40 Luc. 1nJ1•1 •JN1 '1MN i:::i1h ,•nn l:lnN ,NiCJ• ,::i ,N ioN•i 

i11':l$1 ,•~jl.l :i,~n ,,Ne-' 'N Clilil ,,oN1l 'inN ,:ii), nmJ 1J:l = Kal 

E!1rE laovA 1raVTl. &vSpl 'Icrpa-,,>.. 'YJJ,EtS l.cr£cr0E Ei<;; 8ovAE{av, Kal. lyw 

Kal. 'Iwva0av b "IJios JJ,OV ECTOJJ,E0a Eis Sol1Adav. Kal. E!7rEV b Aaos 1rpoc; 

lao"IJA T6 dpECrrov EV6Jmov CTO"IJ 7rOtEt' Kal E!1r£ laov>.. 1rpos TOV 

Aaov •y JJ,EtS l.cr1:cr0£ El,;; fv µlpo,, Kal. olyw Kal 'Iwva0av £CTOJJ,£0a ds 

fv µlpo,. Here a second translation, correcting the strange 
mistranslation of LXX, is inserted in the text out of its proper 
place. 

14, 47 n::i,,on -,::i,=l.:\axo- TOV {3acrtA£VElV, KUTaKA.7JPOV1"m lpyov 

(i1::J~Oi1 read as n;i~i:p,:i = il~N~1fiJ) 1
• 

15, 3 ,.,, ,onn N,1 ,, "'\C,'N ,::i nN cno,nm=Kal. lEpEtJJ, Kal. 1rJ.rra 

Ta aVTOV Kat ov ?l"Ept7rOL~<T'[J l[ av-rov Kal. tl[oAE0pEVCTE!<; UVTOV" Kal. 

Uva0~p.aTt~'it; aVT6v Kal ,r&vra -rO. aVToV Kal o'll 'P£{<1"(J &1r1 aV'ToV .. 

Here each verb is rendered twice (tl[oAE0p. =l:l•inn as vv. 9. 
15 al.), l:lnoinn, being represented moreover a third time by 
Kal IEpE!JJ,• 

16, 16 ,, :i,~,= Kal aya06v ITO! l.CTTm KUt &va1raV<T£t O'E. (The com
bination of two renderings, though accepted by Th. as the 
original text, has the effect, as We. remarks, of putting the 
effect before the cause.) 

I 8, 28 Luc. lill'l:li'IN ,,Nw-n:::i ,::i•Ol=Kal. [Me->..xo>.. ~ 0vy&.T1Jp aVTov 

Kal.] 1ras 'Iupa71A tta1ra aVT6v. Here by the side of the genuine 
LXX rendering is inserted a second translation expressing the 
later (and corrupted) Hebrew text: see note. 

20, 9 ,•,v=l1r{ O'E ••. Eis Tai 7rOAElS O"OV (11,v). 

1 Lucian combines the two renderings rather cleverly : 1'a-ra1'A1JpovTa1 -,i', fp'"(ov Toii 

/3aq1J,.EvE,11: cf. n, 2 (the addition of I" -rov 11vv), 16, 20 (p. lviii). 17, 2. 21, 12. 
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2 1, 14 (13 LXX) '1].'~i1 nin,'i ,11 ,n,, O'i'::l !,,;,n•1:::1<al 1Tpou

£1Tot17uaTo b, Ti/ ~p.tfX!- l1<£{11"[/, Kat £TVJL1Ta11i{u, ( =~J:;l~l) El'Trt Tai',; 

0vpat9 T']9 1r6An119 _Kal 1rap£<ptpETO tv Tat<; -x_tpCTtJJ awov Kat t1Tt1TT£JJ 

wl -ra,; 06pas rijs v6AEw<;;. Each verb is represented in the 
Greek twice. 

2 3, I n,,.,~n-nt-t 010~ non, =Ka~ awol 8iap,ra{ovuiv 1<aTa1TaTOVCTlJJ 

TOt/9 aAW',, (KaTa1TaTtw=i10I!! 14, 48; =00~ 17, 53.) 
II 6, 2 i1'11i1' ,,v::io=t!m) TWJ/ &.pxoJITWV 'Iov8a lv &11a/3arm (i.e. n,vo::i 

for ,!,y::io [seep. lxvii]; Klo.'s view is less probable) 1• 

While 'doublets' are thus not infrequent even in Cod. B, they are 
peculiarly characteristic of the recension of Lucian 2• When Lucian 
found in his MSS. two divergent renderings of a passage, he sys
tematically combined them, producing thereby what would be called in 
the terminology of New Testament criticism ' conflate' readings. As 
my friend, Prof. Sanday, reminds me, this method of combining 
different readings is characteristic of the Syrian school of critics, from 
whom the modern 'Textus Receptus' of the NT. is essentially 
derived. The application of the same method, at approximately the 
same time and place, to the text of both Testaments must be due 
to some common influence, even if (as has been conjectured 3) it be 
not Lucian himself to whom the Syrian recension of the NT. is due. 

(b) Corruptions originating in the Greek text itself in the process 
of transmission. Where by the change of one or two letters the 
Greek may be brought into conformity with the Hebrew, it is more 
probable, as a rule, that the variation originated in the Greek only 

(especially if it is one that might be facilitated by the context), than that 
it is due to a difference in the Hebrew text used by the translators :-

I 4, 19 y,:ini t1<Aavuw from lii1<Aauw (We.): see 1 Ki. 8, 54. 19, 

18.-9, 24 0'1'1 ;,lf1'JCTEJJ (probably) a corruption of Vifwuw (cf. ilifow 

1 See also the notes on I 20, 30 (Luc.). 27, Sb. II r3, 16. 14, 6. 15, 17 f. 19, 
44• 20, 18-19. 22. 21, I. 5. For doublets connected by /i, see Margolis, A/SL. 
xxv (July, 1909), p. 259; and cf. II 19, 43 n. 

2 Add, from Lucian, I 1, 6. 2, II. 4, 18. 6, 8. 7, 16. 8, 8. 12. IO, 27h-n, 1a. 

12 , 2, 3• 14, 7. 33, 15, 29, 32, 16, 14. 18. 17, 2 (oOTOI- j1~~). 18, 22. 25, 14, 41 
end. 26, 17. 27, sa. 28, 23. 31, 9 etc. 

s Westcott and Hort, The New Testament in the Original Greek, ii. 138. For 
examples of' conflate' readings, see ih., p. 94 ff. 
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2 Ki. 2, 13. 6, 7), induced by the context.-10, 2 ro•J:i ":il:i EV 

T~ 5pn for ev T"e bp{qi 1.-13, 4 ~i'V,~~l tlv'-f311uav corrupted likewise 
through the influence of the context for tlve/3617uav (~i'V,~~i-LXX do 
not recognize the Nif. of this verb: cf. II, 7 ). So 14, 20 tlv'-/311 for 
rlve/3617ue {as in A).-14, 5 (see note).-ib. ~,o bis, epxophqi 'to one 
coming ... ,' from ex6p,evov close to {so Luc.), which represents ~,o 
Nu. 22, 5. Dt. II, 30.-14, 45 Luc. D..eov (from o .\ai'>s [l:ll) read as 
l:ll)J to bring the meaning into some. relation with the context).-
15, 23 Oepa1mav (from 0epo.cj,w).-16, 20 Luc. yop,ov (from yop,op, 

adapted so as to harmonize with ,,on=.ivov).-17, 40 7e.\elovs (from 
Aelovs).-18, '1 i1Jlll.'n, Luc. e~pxovTO (for E~pxov).-21 Luc. €JI Tat, 
8vvap,E<TlV ( for 8vu,v A ).-20, II Nlm Kat P,EVE for Kat lWP,EV (We.).-
15 wpeOfjvat prob. for ,!apOf'/vai (as A).-26, 10 11"at8evuv (for 11"aluv). 

-II 17, 9 BOYNON from BO@YNON.-161<.aTa11"d<T?7 (for KaTa11"{r,).-

2 3, 8 uTpanJrras (probably for Tpa.vp,aT{as: see v. 18).-9 avef3(117uev 

( for av'-/311: cf. the reverse change above)~. Cf. II 14, 20 86.\ov. 

Compare from other books : 2 Ki. 3, 2 I nl;,l,101 ililM iln ,::io ,py~, l«U dvE

f16')<1av i,e 11avT/l, 11•p«(ru<1µlvo1 (&w'lv Ka~ ,T11ov •n for ,ml emivc, under the influence 
of the preceding (incorrect) dv,{Jl,'lr1av; 23, 5. II 1'1:IW-, KaT<Kav<1• for KaTl,ra,vr1• ; 

if,. 4, 8 1'1'.1,1!) &110 1tap11ov for d110 Katpov; 17, I.j- l:l'J:l n,:i~ •xopTa<161]<1aV u,/,,,,,. 

1 Luc. iv Toi', ~P'°"· The samecorruptionJnd. 2, 9 (Cod. A). if,. 78, 54&, Ez. II, 

10. II : the converse one Mal. 1, 3. 
! Comp. in proper names: I 5, I AEe11111]p ; I 7, I 'J3ovµata~; 2 I, 2 ( see note) 

A/foµ•"-•x; 25, 43 (B). 29, II (A, B, Luc.) ,Nn' 'I<1pa'7?>.; 25, 44 Luc. T~ '" 

I'oAtat9; 30, r4 r,1'./fovc; II 2, 2 al. Axivooµ,) 'Ir1pa')1'.•fr1,; 8, 7 'I,pofJoaµ; 10, 6. 8 
il.:Jll!:, Aµa},.')1<; JI, 2r. 22 A{JE&µ,1'.•x vUw 'l,pofJoc,,I'-; u, 30 MeJ..xo"- (usually for 

?.:J'O); 14, 27 end AfJ,aOap. 

Sometimes, also, constantly, as ~\l'Jl'e AE•-ya,a (no doubt A for A); ~::i•r., 
M•J..xo"-; nt•::i~•N 'Ie/30<16£ (but in II 3-4 ME ... q>L/30<16•); o,N..,:ll,I AIJ.lil;apa 

(Luc. 'AfJ,Maaav); Y::l~l'1:l Bl}p<1a/3EE; I Ki. 1-2 (throughout) il•~ii:-t Luc. Opvta 

(cf. II 3, 4 B Op11E11'., A Opvia,). Comp.~~ Navl}, But where the incorrect form 
is constant, it is probable that it is due generally to the translators, and is not a 
mere error of transcription. 

s Whence saturati sunt porcina found its way into some copies of the Old Latin 
Version, and is mentioned by Augustine, e. g. IV. 73 (Bened.) 'ubi dictum est 
"saturati snnt porcina '' non nulla exemplaria " saturati sunt filiis" habent: ex 
ambiguo enim graeco interpretatio duplex evenit' (quoted by Lagarde in his Probe 
einer neuen Ausgabe der lateinischen Obersetzungen des Alten Testaments, Gottin
gen, 1885, p. 40). 
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(swine's flesh!) from vlciiv; 31, 16 'J"'\J"'\]1 oi 1<Aijpof µov from ol 1<a.1pol µov; 39, 6 
n,nDt:I ,rai\a.t1is from ,rai\a.11mh (as A); 44, l 3 t:li1'"11MO:l EV 'TOIi' Mai\a-yµa.<1,v 0.VTWV 
fromd.U.a-yµa<Tw 1 ; 49,9 ,,m l1<0,r/a<1Evfrom El<D,ra,<TEV (see Amos 7, 5); 69, 27 ,-,~n 
7pa11µaTwv µov from ,,-pauµaTlwv <1ov; 89, 21 1i,,p jt:IW:l EV li\fo d-y{rp from iAa.lrp ; 

139, 9 iMW l<O.T
0 op9ov from i<O.T' 6p9pov (A); Jer. 15, IO 1_::, 11!'.l N,, 1r,,c,.:i 1:-b 

ovr• w<f>ll,,,ua, oi:TE w,Pti\11aiv µ• ovo,ls, already noted by Origen as a -,pa,P11<iiv 
dµaprqµa for wq,•lA11aa, &i,p,iJ..11<1•11; 2 Ch. 18, 2 17-,a,ra from 17uara (so MS. 243: 
Margolis, ZAW. 1907, 326). Cf. p. 78 n.; Thackeray, 36-38; and esp. Margolis, 
ib. u5ff. 

b. Features due presumably to the translators themselves:-
(a) The translators are apt to be very literal, representing Hebrew 

expressions not by idiomatic Greek equivalents, but by word-for-word 
renderings : thus I 3, 6 1rpouUhTo Kal £KaA£<T£V; 8 al. 1rpoulB£To 

KaAE<TaL; II 2, 28 al. 1rpoulB£TO TOV ••• -3, 10 al. tll]El:l t:1]1El::J W'i a1ra[ 

Kal a1ra~.-4, 7 al. t:lc>,w ,,ontit EXe~ .. Kal Tp{'T'YjV,-ib. (see note) iln'i'I 

ntotr.:i ylyov£ TOLQim],-6, 7 a,7r(J 07rL<T8£v airrwv.-7, 8 p.~ 1rapa<rLW"IM]<T?J'i 

tl,p' -qp.wv TOV p.~ Pofi.v.-7, 14. l 7' I al. r:i, ... r:i ava µluov ••• Kat 
tlva p.iuov.-18, 22 ':i yDn 0lA£LV £V; 25 f:1ovA£u0ai iv.-20, 2 I 100 
mm' tl1rb (TOV KaL ~£.-22 iltt,m 100 a,7r(J <TOV Kal £'1rEK£1Va.-24, 7 
p.'rJ&.p.ws p.ot 1rapa Kvplov (illi110), £l 'lrOL1J<TW ••• -28, 17 AaAEW iv x•1p1 

T!VO'i,...:_II. 18, 4 iYC'i1 , 1 ~N d.v<\ xe1p11. 7"11!. 'lrVAYjS,-24, 3 t:lil.:J\ l:li1.:J 

6XNrtip airrov5 Kat ;J,<T'TrEp avTovs ( contrast Dt. 1, u-by a different 
hand-c.:,.:, ws l<TT~ xi,\w1r>..autw'i ). 

The pron. 1.:,Jt,t (when expressed in the Hebrew) is (after II 7) seven 
times represented curiously by the substantive verb :-

II II' 5 lyw Etp.L £V ya<TTpl lxw ; I2' 7 Kal lyw elµ.1 lpvuap.YjV <TE ; 

15, 28 EYW eip.t <TTpaTEvop.ai; 18, 12 Ka.Uyw Elp.t i<TT'Yjp.t; 20, 17 'AKOVW 

•yw Elp.i; 24, 12 Tp{a fyw £LP,t aZpw E'lrl; <TE; I 7 loov lyw £1µ, ~o{K'Yj<TQ 2
• 

Comp. 7, 29 6TL ui! .r ... EAaA71ua!. 3
• 

1 Comp. Land, Anecdota Syriaca, iv. 190: and Field's note ad toe. 
2 Also Jud. 5, 3. 6, 18. II, 27. 35. 37· Ru. 4, 4. 1 Ki. 2, 2. 2 Ki. 4, 13. ro, 9. 

22, 20. Ez. 36, 36 A (dub.); and occasionally in Aq. and Theod. (Hatch-Redpath, 
Concord., p. 367). Thackeray (Journ. of Theo!. Stud. 1907, 272 f.; cf. Grammar, 
p. 55) thinks that the usage is due to an attempt to represent '::J)N (as distinguished 
from ')It); but though it does always express l::J)N, except l Ki. 10, 9. 22, 20. Ez. 
36, 36, it by no means stands for l::J)lt uniformly. 

3 From II 2, 7 (incl.) there is a singular change in the rendering of t:ll, which is 
now often represented by1<a,-,f: II 2, 7. II, I2. 17. 21. 24. 12, 14. 13, 36. 14,6.7. 
15, 20. 24. 16, 23. 17, 5. 10. 12. 16. 18, 2. 22, 26. 27. 19, 20. 40. 43· 20, 16. 21, 
20, (So before in A and Luc, but not in B, as I 1, 6 L. 8, 8 L. 18, 5 AL, 19, 
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(b) They even translate not unfrequently wholly regardless of the 

sense :-1 r, 26 'l b ip,0£.-5, 6 Ctle''' Kai i=lya:yo- a~oi:,;; (l:lt;?~;1, 
the suffix construed as a dative: GK. § r r 7x}.-8, 3 ll~lil 1,nN lm-{uw 

rij. <TVVTEAda,;;.-8, 16 V,:JN:iti, i'l!:!'ll'l Kal &.'1To0£KaT~tm (.,W~) d. Ta 

t.pya avrnv.-l 2, 2 'J:11~ Kal KaO~uop.at Cl:l1!?!),-12, 25 ~Ellfl;l '1TpOUT£

e~u£<T0£ (as though ~El9~ from i:i;i~): so 27, r.-14, 38 To., ywvfu, TOV 

'l<Tpa1JA,-l 4, 40 "l~V.? t:l,;; oovAdav ([il],:lll:,).-15, II 1Tapa.KEKA7jp.at 

(so II 24, 26 'ITapeKA~O'I: l:l!:!:i = 'ITapo.KaAEW; hence 'ITapaKEKA-rJP,at 

derived mechanically to express the Nifal).-18, 21 'i'.IJ;l~ Kai ~v ('i'.1);11) 
£'1Tt l:o.ou>.. (!) Xt:tp &.A.A.o,pvkv. 

(c) A Hebrew word not understood, or treated incorrectly as a 
proper name, or if of a technical character, is often transliterated : 
I I, 24 mcf,t, J1£/3t:A [10, 3 il.<TK&v].-2, 18 ecf,ouo /3ap.-28 al. t:,pou8 [in 

the Pent. regularly brwp,l,].-32 (Cod. A) Kparnlwp,a p,ovwv.-9, 12. 13 

al. Baµa.-10, 5 al. va/3>..a.-13, 3 Na<Tn/3.-14, I d,;; M£uuaf3 Twv 

&.;1..>..opvAwv (but 13, 23 'V'ITO<J'Ta<J't,).-6. II. 12. 15 ME<T<Tatp.-23 Tr}J/ 
Bap,w0,-33 lv rt:OOaip, {for l:l~7~f!).-r6, 20 yop,op (see note).-17, 
18 Luc. epov/3a.-20, 19 'ITapa TO t:pya/3 £K£tJ/0,-20 El. TTJV Apj-laTTapEt, 

-21 you,av.-41 &.1ro TOU apya/3.-25, 18 otcjn, yop,op.-32. 39 Luc. 
Bapovx.-30, 8. 15. 23 ye8oovp (for ,~if).-II 3, 33. 34 Na/3a>...-

12, 31 Luc. j:i:,o:i fr Ma8ef3f3a (no doubt a for A).-15, 28 and 17, 
16 Apa/3w0.-15, 3z lw,;; Tou 'Pow,;; (Luc. 'Pro,;;: so 16, r); 17, 19 

apacf;,w0.-29 <Tacf,cf,w0.-21, 20 Maowv.-23, 9 Luc. lv '1.eppap, (for 

l:lEl-,nl).-13 t:i, Kaowv.-24, 7 Maif,ap, Cf. Thackeray, Grammar, i. 

3 2-34 1• 

And so in other books: as Gen. 28, 19 t,, o:,,Ni "~ Ou/1.aµµ.avs (!). Jos. 7, 24 
"1lll poy Eµ•=X°'P· J ud. I, r9 on, ,,.,l :il, 'l &-r, 'PqxafJ l!tEtl'l"Ei/1.a-ro av-rois. 3, 3 

l"ltlM N,:i, ill ¥0,s AafJ"' Eµa6. 6, 26 t1310 MaovEK. 8, 7 afJap,cqvt,v. 9, 27 1eal hrmq• 

0'0.JI EAAOVAfLµ. 41 EJ/ Apqµa. 18, 29 ei1, o,n,, Kal Ov/1.apa,~. 20, 48 ono -,1310 

24 A. 24, II L. II 2, 6 A. 3, 19 A; and in other books sometimes in B, as Jud. I, 
22. 2, 10. 17. 3, 22 al. 1 Ki. r, 6. 48 al.) 

1 The transliteration of Hebrew words is also characteristic of Theodotion . 
Field, Hexapla, I. xxxix-xlii; Swete, p. 46; C. C. Torrey, Ezra Studies, Chicag~ 
(1910), pp. 66-8r, 339 (who argues from the frequency of such transliterations in 
the Septuagint of Chr. Ezr. Neh. that the 'LXX' translation of these books is really 
Theodotion's: a conclusion which is accepted by Moore, AJSL. xxix, p. 54, but 
which, for reasons stated by him, appears doubtful to Rahlfs, Studien, iii. 85 f.). 
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,i,r.) 116>,.•os l\iE9>,.a. 2 Ki. 2, 14 Nii"! l:jN a<J,q,o,. 3, 4 ii'J vo,1<179. 10, ro Nlt!N d4'4'0,. 

12, 5_7 13,t,,,,. 9 [see Stade, ZA TW. 1885, p. 289 f. =Akad. Ru/en u. Abkandl. 193, 
199; and Kittel, ad Joe.]. 23, 4 n1r.,i~ rJaA1/JJOJ9 (A for a). 5 X"'JJap«µ, µ,a(oupw9, 

etc. 
Sometimes the translation and transliteration are found side by side, 

giving rise to a species of doublet :-I 5, 4 (p. Iv) aµacf,£0.-6, 8 lv 
(N.µan f3epex0av (A apyo,).-1 I. 15 K«t To 0iµa epya/3 (A apyo0.-7, 4 
Ta ilA<rrJ Aa--rapw0 (nlin~Yi"l, as v. 3. 12, 1c, taken as=nli~Ni"l, which 
is regularly rendered 0:.\.0-17).-10, 5 &..,J.a--reµa .• •• Na<Tei/3.-14, 25 
Lia.\ (see note).- r 5, 3 Iep.:ip, (p. lvi).-8 lepnµ &.7r£KTEll'El' (for 

l:l'ini"l).-32 Luc. lt AJ'a0w0 Tpiµwv.-21, 2 £JI T<f T6me T<() .\.ryoµlvce 

®rnv 7r{a--ri-. (as though i1~12(~) SI:$) <I>e.\..\.avn Ma.:p,wvl (for •JSti l:llpr.>.l 

'JOSN).-7 uvvex6p,&O', Nn:uuapal' (iHn.-23, 14 €1/ Maut:peµ lv TOl'> 

O"TEVOlS (for n,,¥1f''.j! read as rn,~o::i).-19 rlv Meuuapa El' TOlS O"TEJ'OLS 

(for nii¥1f~).-24, 2 3 ds Tt/l' Meuuapa OTEYrJV (for i11~~;:i-Sp). 
(d) There is a tendency in the version to make slight additions for 

the purpose of giving an explanation or otherwise filling out the 
th I + • . ~ , ~ ~, 'b + ' ' , ( \ sense: us 1, 5 OTL OVK 17v avry 7T'ULOLOV. l • V7T'£P TaVTrJV. 14 TO 

7ratllapwv) 'HAel. i'b. + Kat 7ropevov EK 7rpOUW11"DV Kvp{ov. 2 I + fr 

l17Awµ. 2, 12 'H,\.ei (Tov Upews). 28 end+el-. {3pwuiv. 29 (&.vatlle"i) 

oq,0a.\.p,cp (see note). 5, 12 o1 (twVTES Kal.) /L~ d7ro0av6vT£',. 9, 15+ 
7rpos a&6v. 10, 4 llvo (&.7rapxa.s) dpwv. I 1, IC 7rpo<;; Naas (Toll 

'Aµµav{TrJv). 15, 17 +7rpo-. laovA. 23b. . 16, 12 &.ya0a-. 6pauei 

( Kvp{ce) ; and afterwards+ 7rpos lap,oV'YJA and OTl o~6s la--rtv ( &ya06s ). 

17, 36. 43+Kat Ei71"1, ~avn/l Ovxl &_,\_,\_' ~ xdpwv KVVO',. 19, 8+7rpoS 
laov.\.. 2 c, 2 8 Eis B170.\.eep, ( Tt]V 11"6A111 avTov 7ropru0ijvai ). 21, 4 end+ 

Kal cf,ayETat. 25, 26 TOV /L~ iA0civ Eis aiµa (&.0wov). 31 end+ 
&.ya0wuai av-rfj. 

(e) Hebrew writers are apt to leave something to be supplied by 
the intelligence of their readers: thus the subject of a verb is often 

not expressly named, and the object is either not named or indicated 
merely by a pronoun, the context, intelligently understood, sufficiently 
fixing the meaning. In such cases, however, there was a temptation 
sometimes even to a scribe of the Hebrew, but still more to a trans

lator, to facilitate the comprehension of the reader, or to preclude 
some misapprehension which he contemplated as possible, by inserting 

explicitly the imperfectly expressed subject or object. Cases in which 
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MT. and LXX vary in the presence or absence of subject or object 
are numerous. Thus I 2, 28 inN Tov o!Kov Toil '71'aTp6,; uov.-3, z8b 

,:cN'l Kat E171"EV 'H,\n.-6, 20b Kat 1rpo,;; Tlva &.vaf3{prrai {K1/3wTO', KVpfov) 

&.rf,' Y]µ,wv; 9, 6 TO 1ra1M.p1ov.-24 Kat EZ"1rE (laµolYll,\ T<tJ laov.\.).-12, 5 
on,,N ,oN'l Kat El71"£ laµov-q.\. 1rpo,;; TOV .\aov. - I 5, 2 7 Kal. lKpaT']!TE 

{laov.\.).-16, 12 ,nne>o XfJtO-OV TOV .6av£18, etc. 
Hence Wellhausen lays down the canon that' if LXX and MT. 

differ in respect of a subject, it is probable that the original text had 

neither.' 
I 2, 20b 11::i,~, t::i,m, LXX Kat &.mj.\6£V o tlvOpw1ro,;; Eis TOV TO"l!"OV 

aln-oi}. The original text was 11::iipo, 7,m.-7, 14 ,N-,e>' ;,•~n j;,l::i) mn 
o•ne>SD "l't::i, LXX Kat TO 6pwv 'Io-pa']A &.<f,ElAav-ro KTA. Both MT. 
and LXX may be accounted for by the assumption of an original nNI 

o•nmD "l'tl ?.':itn 1,1::i).-10, 22 ,,Ne>'l, LXX Kal. €"1!"']p6JT']O-£V laµOV']A

The original text had ,Ne>11.-n, 9 o•:it-t,1::i;, ,,o~,, LXX Kat ET"l!"Ev 

rnts &.yyl.\.01,. Originally ,oN1i, here best read as a singular 'on 
account of the definiteness of the message' (We.).-15 i::i1;,1::i1i, LXX 
KUt lXPl!TE laµov'l,\.-17, 39b ,1,110 ,,, c,c,,, LXX Kat &.rf,atpovrnv 

am-a a."11"' avTov. Originally only ,,,111::i o,c,,, fixed in MT. to a sing. 

by the addition of "ll"l, read by LXX as C~t?;1.-30, 20 '11"'1 np•i 
iN~n-,::i-nN, LXX Kal. l.\a/3EV 11"aVTa Ta "l!"o{µvia. ,,, almost certainly 
a false 'Explicitum: ' see the note. 

c. On the Orthography of the Hebrew Text used by LXX (comp. 
above, p. xxviii ff.). 

(a) The number of cases in which LXX and MT. differ in respect 
of the number of a verb, or in which the MT. itself has one number 
where the other would be expected, makes it probable that there was 
a time when the final consonant was not always expressed in writing, 
and that when the .scripHo plena was introduced an (apparent) singular 
was sometimes left, which ought to have become a plural. The 
omission was in some cases made good by the Massorites in the Qr@, 

but not always. 
Nu. 13, 22 1,,::in "'111 N:J1l ::m::i ,,111, (read 1N:l11). 32, 25 '):l i0N11 

j:liN, ')JI "'IJ. 33, 7. Jud. 8, 6. 1 Sam. 9, 4b, 19, 20 Ni1l (of the 

o•::iN,tl just mentioned), LXX Kal. eT8av. 1 Ki. x3, 11 iJ:i N1:J'l 
,,·,£lc11 (the sequel l:li11)N;, 01,tiO'l shews that ,, ~DO~ l~;l ~l)'l must 
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have been intended: cf. LXX lpxovmi ol viol a~Tov Kat 8i17Y17<T«VT0). 

22, 49 (probably =1,?i1 and tll'JNi1 ~Jl!IJ •:, were intended by the author). 

If• 79, 7 101!1i1, •• ,:iN (contrast the plurals in Jer. ro, 25b). 

The correction is made in the Qr~ (Ochlah we-Ochlah, No. n9), Gen. 27, 29 

1Mtll!l'1; 43, 28 lMtll!'ll l'lj:)11; Jud. u, 20, I Sam. 12, 10. 13, 19 tl'1'\l!l?El "iON •:,. 
;Ki. 9, 9. 12, 7.'· 2 Ki. 20, 18 ~p• (as Is. 39, 7 inp•; bnt the sing. may her~- stand: 
LXX }1.'qµif,ETru). Est. 9, 27 (contrast v .. 23). Ezr. 3, 3. 

Elsewhere the sing. may be explained by the principle noticed on I 16, 4 : Gen. 

42, 25 p on, l!ll)'l SC. i11!1ll)i1 (LXX «a1 ~"f<Vfi0'1J; t:'1/~1 would be unnatural). 

48, I 9011, 'lON'l SC, "it>1Ni1 (LXX «al O.fr'IJ"l"/lA'I) = "i!21$.!1), 2 'lON11 • ' ' 1!:1 
(LXX O."'IJ"/"IEA'I) Si ... AE"fOIITES ). 

Conversely MT. sometimes has a plural where LXX (not always 

rightly) read as a singular : I 7, I 3 o•r,1:1,£:l 1y:,:,•1, LXX 1<at fra1r,l

vw<Tw Kvpw, (comp. p. lxii).-10, 23 lil~p•i l?"i'l, LXX both sing., 

i.e. li1!:li''l ;'"i'l.-r 2, 9h OJ ion,,,, LXX Kat l.1roAlµ,17<TEv.-r9, 21 

11l11, LXX Kat a1r"l'/ylA17 (il•1-read in MT. as 1'1~~1, by LXX as 

'l!~t: so I Ki. I, 23).-30, rb 1Eli~, , , , 1:,11 , , , 101:'El ,p,oy,, LXX 
all sing. (as MT. itself sometimes in similar cases: r5, 6 •:,p '1011, 

Nu. r4, 45. Jud. 6, 3).-2oh 1'lON11, LXX Kat l.Myero ('lON'l, i.e. 

either ~"i9N11or "it;ll:$~.1-the latternot idiomatic; cf. p. 258).-21h ?Nl!lll, 

LXX Kai ~pwT17<Tav a(!Tov (the subject is the men left behind). Comp. 

Gen. 25, 25 11!1.V 101:' U-t'li''l, LXX l1rwv6µ,auw: v. 26 (in a similar 

context) MT. has N'l~•i, LXX £K<iAEUEV. 

The correction is made in the Qre (Ochlalt we-Ocltlak, No. 120): Jos. 6, 7 
tllli"I ,tt (''li' "iON11) l"iON1l (the subject is Joshua). 9, 7 (1"ip iON1l) 1"it)N11 
?N"ii:/" l!l'N (the correction is here unnecessary). 1 Sam. 15, 16. 1 Ki. 12, 3. 21. 

2 Ki. 14, 13 ri.El,1 O~t::lli• (1"ip NJ,l) lNJ"1,,, C'.Eln, LXX «ac ,j>..0,v. Ez. 46, 9b 
lNlt, (rob strangely not made). Neh. 3, 15 (comp. v. 14). 

The case is particularly clear in some of the instances in which the 

phrase a7r17yyl>...17 ( or avYJyylAYJ) MyoVT~ occurs. This strange con

struction K«Ta. <TVv•uiv 1 might be supposed to have been forced upon 

the translators when they found what would only naturally be read 

by them as ibN.~ '12~) I 15, 12. 19, r9. II 6, r2. 15, 31 (MT. 'l'li'l). 
r9, I. I Ki. r, 51 2 : but it is scarcely credible that they should have 

1 Winer, Grammar ef NT. Greek, § lix. 11. 

• So also Gen. n, 20. 38, 13. 24 (cf. 45, 16. 48, 2). Jos. 10, 17. Jud. 16, 2 (in 

MT. i~~l has dropped out). 1 Ki. 2, 29. 41 (without 'l~N~). 
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gone out of their way to use it for what in MT. stands as ,01:b ,,,,,, 
I 14, 33. 23, I. 24, 2 (.\,yoVTwv). II 3, 23. I Ki. 2, 39: in these 
instances, therefore, it can hardly be doubted that the original text had 
simply,,,,, which was read by LXX as,~~~. but in MT. was resolved 
into ~,~:1. 

(b) The MSS. used by the LXX translators-except, probably, in 
those parts of the OT. which were translated first-must have been 
written in an early form of the square character 1• That it was not 
the unmodified archaic character appears clearly from the frequency 
with which letters, which have no resemblance to one another in that 
character, are interchanged in many parts of the Septuagint. For 
the same reason it can hardly have been very similar to the Egyptian 
Aramaic alphabet illustrated above. It was no doubt a transitional 
alphabet, probably a Palestinian one, of a type not greatly differing 
from that of Kefr-Bir'im (p. xxiii). In this alphabet, not only are 
, and , remarkably alike 2, but also :l and :, , and :l and O ( of which 
there are many clear instances of confusion in the Septuagint): i1, n, 
and the final Cl also approach each other. , and i resemble each 
other in most Semitic alphabets : so that from their confusion-next 
to that of , and •, the most common in LXX-little can be inferred 
respecting the alphabet used 3 • 

1 So long ago Gesenius, Gesch. d. Heh. Sprache u. Schrift (1815), p. 158; for a. 
more recent opinion, see K. Vollers in the ZA TW. 1883, p. 230 f. 

2 They are also alike, it may be observed, in the late type of the archaic char
acter in which 1'1'i1' is written in the fragments of Aquila mentioned above (p. iii) : 
see p. I 5 in Burkitt's edition. 

3 It is tme, the Kefr-Bir'im alphabet is considerably later than the LXX (as the 
scriptio plena alone would shew), but the Inscription of B0ne l;Iezir, and those 
alluded to p. xxii, mte 1, appear to shew that an alphabet not differing from it 
materially was in popular use in Palestine at least as early as the Christian era: 
and if more abundant records had been preserved it would probably be found to 
begin at an earlier period still. The confusion of ~ and ,, and O and :l (which 
cannot be explained from the old character) is in the Pent. so uncommon that it 
may be due to accidental causes : the books in which it is frequent can only have 
been translated after the change of character had been effected; the Pent., as tradi
tion states, may have been translated earlier. Possibly a large and discriminating 
induction of instances (in which isolated cases, especially of proper names, should 
be used with reserve) might lead to more definite conclusions. 
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Examples of letters confused in LXX :-

{a) MT.', LXX l: II 23, 7 t-t,t:i• Kal,7r,\17pEs( =N,t:11): MT. 1, LXX 1: 

I 2, 29 IW[t:i] &cf,0aA.µ.f! (= !IY)- 12, 2 (p. Ix). 19, 22 '1:1:!'J Ev lECfm 

(=='!lt't'J). 24, 16 r'fli11 ylvotTo (=MW): both changes together, 12, 3 

lJ ')'Y &.7roKp[0-qrE KaT' lµ.ov ( = 'J l)Y ). 

Very clear examples are afforded by the Psalms: MT.', LXX 1 :-

If· 2, 6 •::i,t:i 'l:'1;,~ Ka.mrrd.fhiv /3a.rnAws {nr' UVTOv= b?t,;l 'l:11~~-
16, 3 1ll!lM ,::i 'TrciVTa Ta. 0EATJp.aTa avTov=lll!)n~::i. 

20, 10 my• KUt £7rciKOVCTOV 7/p.wv=my,. 

22, 17 1iN::i tipv[av=1iNf. 

32, 4 r'P a'.Kav0a.v=yip. 

35, 16 'JY' i[Ej-1.VKTTJPlCTciV P,E=)Jl1,. 

36, 2 •.:i, .:iipJ El' €UVT<(l=IJ' .:iip.:i. 

38, 12 1YJ) "lYYtCTa.v='Yt?T (see 32, 6. 88, 4). 

45, I 2 ,, •innt't'i"n Kal 7rpOITKVVTJCTOVCTIV a.&0=,, 11nnt't'n1. 

,46, 5 1)::lt:Jt:I t't'iP 71y[a.CT£ TO rTKTJVWp.a am-ov=iJf~t;l l!i~i?. 
50, 2 I ni•r &.voµla.v=ni~;::i ( see 52, 2). 

58, 4 :11, 1iJi EAriA.1JCTav irru8i,=:lt::i 1""\Ji. 

69, 33 0 1n,t-t •t','""\i EKt1JTTJCTaTE=lei,,. 

73, 7 lt:1)1]1 &.8tK{a afrrwv=it:lt.iP,. 

10a lt:IY & A.a.6s µ.ov= 1!:IY. 

76, 12-13 i1::i1 :t-tiit:i, TC(' cf,o/3Epf! Kal. &.cf,atpovµ.tv(f)=i~~1 1-(il),. 

88, 16 1'!:IN 11'1Nt't'J vipw0E'is 8i ETU'TrEtV(l)011v=!J't:I' 'J;ll'(W~ (see Lev. 

25, 39, and cf. ip. 106, 43). 

90, 16 l'1~1~ Kal WE=i1~1~-

91, 6 iie,, Ka.l 8atp.ov[ov=ir?1 (see 106, 37). 

12 2, 6 l''t't" Kal. Ev011v[a = 11;?~) ( v. 7 ). 
144, 1511. 1it't't-t ip.aKd.ptrrav = 1i~t-5,-a passage which shews how 

scrupulously the LXX expressed what they found in 

their MSS.; for in the parallel clause •i:!'iot = p.aKd.pws. 

Add Is. 29, 13 'll •nt-t 0111-ti' 'i'.11;11 JJ-ciT1JV 8i CTt/30VTa[ P,E KTA. (so Mt. 
15, 8; Mk. 7, 6)='l'.I~ 00,1~ 1i1h). 

Jer. 6, 9 ,,,,y, ,,,y KaA.aµ.aCTBE Ka.Aa.µ.arr0E=l"ll1 '"lY-
10, 20 •:t-tll' Kal. Ta. 7rp6{3aTJ. µ.ov='Jiot~. 

Zech. 5, 6 OJ'Y 71 a8tK{a avTwv=O~iP,, etc. 

1365 f 
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MT. ,, LXX I:-

¥'· 17, I I ,).,lt!'N £K{:Ja>..6Jl'TEt; JJ,E='~ ?,?? (perhaps Aram. 'n,r~)-
12 1)1t:ii v1rt.Aaf36v p,e='~'l:l"!. 

22, 25 i)t:iO &1r' lp,ov=1)00. 
L • \L t,:i 1 

30 n1n N;, it!lim Kal ~ if.ruxA p,ou a-lini, {i,= n:,:i 7 '. ~~,. 

41, 9 l:l ;,,~ KaT£0€J'TO KaT' Ep,ov=':l? . 
56, 8 j1N 'l/ l/7rEp TOV p,170evoc;=jlN ,v. 
59, IO '131 TO KpriTo<; p,ov=11l) (cf. V. 18). 
6 2' I ~n,,, 'IBi0ouv 1• 

5 1T1N~ T1jV TlJJ,"111 JJ,OV. 

64, 7 l-,p, 1rpo<T£AEll<TETat=:l'J.P,~. 

65, 8 tl1t.,t,t:, 110m Tapax0"l<TOVTat Wv17=!:l't,tt, l't:ir~ (or r~r;). 

68, 7 nn1n1 ,i:it:1 TO'.(I<; KaTOtKOVVTa<; fr TO.<pois= ? '~t~-
73, 10h N,o 1t:i1 Kat TJp,lpai 1r>..11pm=t-t,o 10' (Kal added). 
76, 7 Olt:ll :i:i,, tlii) fr6<rra~av oi lm/3E/3'1JK6TE'> To1s T1r1rous = 

o,o ,~; ,o,,t 
91, 5 ilino, KIJKAifw-ei <Te=1ino1. 

109, JO \t!I.,,, £K/3A17011Twcrav=~w7:i> 

28 \t.,p oi l1ravunri.p,Evol p.ot='9P,. 
119, 3 il'lll \,Vti N, ~N o-li yap oi lpYaf;6p,El'ot rqv &voµlav=N' ~N 

n,w ,:,yti. 
Add Ez. 48, 10b n,n, lCTTat=i1'i11. 

35 10t!I mn1 l<TTat TO iJvop,a a-lin,s=10t!I i11n'. 
Lam.3,22 \~on tt, 1:i ovK ltli..i1r6v p,E='~~ N' (GK.§ 1qx). 

Sometimes both confusions occur in one word or verse :

lf· 35, 19 I'll r~,i'' Kat 8taVEVOVT£<; o<f>0aAp,o'i:s= I'll ';f}P1-
145, 5 ,,::i,, AaA"l<TOIJO"t= ,,:i,,. 

Jer. 6, 23 11iy tl.:11' 01010 ,ll\ l,p' Z1r1rots Kat iipp,a<rt 1rapaTri.(eTat= 
:Jl1P,~ :J:rn 010,0 ,ll 2• 

1 So in Kt. 39, r. 77, r. Neh. u, 17. r Ch. 16, 38: and in LXX of r Ch. 9, 
16 etc., where MT. has regularly ~n,,1_ 

1 Instances such as !wp for ~1Y ; 'A-yxovs for t!/1:JN ; If. 8 title r,1mn Twv A1JVWV 
,= n,mn ; 2 7, 6 1:1,,, l5rf,(;J'1E = tl1"1' ; 88, I I ,o,p1 tl'N£)i !:JN ~ 1aTpo! O.Va(1T'7(10V'11 

= 10'P' l:l't:t;ii tlN (cf. Is. 26, 14) are not cited, as th~ d,ifference of pronunciation 
presupposed Jiy LXX is due probably, not to confusion of 1 and', but to the absence 
of the jlena scriptio. 

That the MS. (or MSS.) upon which the Massoretic text is founded must also at 
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(/3) MT. i, LXX i: I 4, 10 and 15, 4 i:,y1 -rayp,a.-rwv (as though 

1:,l,; see Nu. 2, 2, etc.); 10, 24 i11i1 lyvwuav; 13, 3 and 14, 21 

c1i::ill llow\01; 40 bzs i:111 llov>..£tav; 19, 13 i 1::i:i ~1rap (i::i:,); 23, 15 

ill:'in::i EV TU Kawfi; 24, 3 Luc. 1,ni rr)s 01pas (11'lt); II 19, 18 ni:J11, 
m:111,, Ka! lA<:tTOVpyrJCTav T'Y}V A£tTovpy{av; 22, 21, 25 Luc. i:::i:p 8o[av, 

&[auµos p:i:p). 
MT. i, LXX,: I 17, 8 c1i:Jl1 'E/3pa'io1; 19, 22 :,-,l a.Aw (lil); 

2I, 7, etc . .6.w~K 6 Iupos; 23, I4. 19. 24, l n,,m Mau£p£P,, M£CTCTapa, 

Jv -ro'is CTTEVOtS; 24, 12 i1"1'lt t>£uµww; (i-i;l); 30, 8 iiil ydl8ovp; II 3, 4 
j11l"1N, B 'Opvn>.., A 'Opvias, Luc. 'Opvia [so l Ki. 1-2 Luc., through

out]; 6, 10-12 (so 1 Ch. 13, 13. 148 , but not 15, 24. 25, etc.) "1:111 
c,N 'A/3£8/lapa (as though iliN-"1:111). 

And often in other books. 

(y) MT. l, LXX 0: II 5, 20 l:11'lt"t!l S11:i:,, lK -raw l1r6.vw 8taK01Twv 

{=blY,£) Swo); II, 21 f. r:in ®aµaui; 21, 19 Jl'Pop,; and probably 
(though not certainly) in the following places where J is rendered 

by am~, EK: I 4, 3· 25, 14 end. II 2, 31. 5, 24. 6, I. 9, 4b. 16, 13. 

18, 8. 19, 23. 40 Luc. ("101/ for "1:11/; so 2 Ki. 6, 30). Cf. :l"1l1JN 
'AµEivalla/3 1• Notice the resemblance of .:i and O in the Kefr-Bir'im 
Inscription (above, p. xxiii, Fig. 12). 

MT. o, LXX :J: I 6, 20 ioy 8t£>..8£1v (i.:111); 9, 2 10 lv; 26 (see 

note); 14, 1; II 13, 348 
'· 

one time or other have been written in a character in which I and l were very 
similar, is clear from the frequency with which i occurs with I 1-,p, and I with 
l l"iP (Ochlah we-Ochlah, Nos. 80, 81, 134-148), the 1-,p being often, as I Sam. 
22, 17. 25, 3. 2 Sam.15, 20 (though not always), indisputably correct. 

1 See also Dt. 1, 44 ("111/C'O for i 1l1b:l rightly). ,t,. 18, 14 .. (<t as in II 2 Sam. 
both LXX and MT.). 32, 3b, 78, 26". I05, 36a. u9, 84b. 139, r3b. Pr. 10, 21 
l:l'::l'i v,t,'17":i. (tl10"1). 12, 3•. 24, 5a. 28, I2. 28 tllj'J lv T&iro" (tllPO: notice 
nm,po:i in the Inscr. of Kefr-Bir'im). I Ch. 7, 6 1,01 for 11:lt Jos. 7, I. Hos. 5, 
13 and 10, 6 :J"11 'lap«µ. 13, 9 1:i LXX, Pesh. If, (rightly), Jer. 38, 24b. 46, 10h. 
Ez. 16, 6 la, TOV a,µaTl,s <Tov for 1'0"1::l. Ob. n. Hab. 2, 4 '" 1rl<TT<w• µov for 
,m,i:~:i. Jos. 3, 16b l'i:Jl1 •l<TTqlC« (cf. on II 15, 23). 

2 See also "'· 45, 14b .... 68, 23b (lv in spite of Ell 23 .. ). 36•. 81, 7b cm,:i11n -n,:i 
for mi::iyn ,1,t1). ro4, 15•. I 19, 68b (::l'COl read as :l~t:l:ll): cf. 70, 4 ,:i,eri for 
lO~ 40, 16. Pr. 17, rob. Jer. 21, 1 i11t::.'l)O Ba,ra,ov. 46, 25 ~JO TOI' vMv avTijs 

(i'l.'J:J). Ez. 48, 29 i1~m:;,. for n~mt? rightly (see Jos. 13, 16. 23, 4; nSn.'JO is un
tran,lateable). Jos. 8, 33 tl1iti1/ 'n-aprnopEvovro. Sometimes, as ,t,. 31, Sb. 135, 21,., 

J er. 9, r8 ( 19), 30, r 7, it may be doubtful whether the variation points to a difference 

f 2 
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Other letters confused in LXX may be noted by the reader for 
himself. All cannot be reduced to rule: a certain number are due 

to accidental causes, as the partial illegibility of a letter in particular 

cases 1• 

(c) According to Lagarde a, the three letters il, Cl, n, when occur
ring at the end of a word, were not written in the MSS. used by 
LXX, but represented by the mark of abbreviation (') which already 
appears on Hebrew coins. This is not improbable: though it may 
be doubted if it was in use universally. Certainly there are cases in 
which the difference between LXX and MT. may be readily explained 
by the supposition that a mark of abbreviation has been differently 
resolved ( or overlooked) in 011e of the two texts 3 

; but they are 
hardly numerous or certain enough to establish a rule, the differences 
being frequently capable of explanation in other ways; for instance, 
from textual imperfection or corruption, or from looseness of rendering 

on the part of the translators. Thus in the 2 pf., MT. has sometimes 
a pl. where LXX express a sing., and vice versa: but it is difficult to 
shew conclusively that such variations can only be explained in this 
manner; 2 sg. pf. masc. has often il- in MT. (as ill_;11J~), and the 
variation mqy have arisen from confusion between ii and o; or again, 
as the variation often occurs in passages where the number of the 
pron. in the Hebrew changes, it may be due to an assimilating 
tendency on the part of the translators. Change of number is so 
frequent in Hebrew, according as the speaker or writer thinks of 
a group or of an individual belonging to, or representing, a group, 
that the variation may in such cases be original. In the case of 
numbers, as of persons, the temptation to assimilate to the context, 
or to define more closely what the Hebrew left undefined, or to adopt 
a more idiomatic usage in the construction of collective terms, would 

of reading, as the LXX may have rendered loosely : but in most of the instances 
quoted, there seems no reason to suppose this. Cf. J.M. P. Smith, Nakum (in the 
Intern. Crit. C()mm.), 1912,p. 300 f.; and on.:, and O confused, ibid. p. 36r (Index:). 

1 On graphical errors in MT., comp. (with reserve) Gratz, Die Psalmen, 
pp: r 21-144, where they are classified and illustrated. 

• Anmerkungen zur grieck. Obersetzung der Proverbien, p. 4. 
• Consider Lagarde's remarks on Pr. 2, 20•. 3, 18b. 7, 17b. IT, 15b. 13, 19b. 14, 

IOb. I5, r5•. 16, 13b. I6. H, 23b. 
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often be strong: so that, though there are, no doubt, exceptions, it is 
probable that variations of this kind between MT. and LXX are to 
be attributed, as a rule, to the translators 1• At the same time it may 

well be that abbreviations were in occasional use 2• 

2 • The Targum. The text deviates but rarely from MT. Only 
two features need here be noticed: (a} the tendency, in this as in 
other Targums, to soften or remove anthropomorphic expressions 

with reference to God: (b) the tendency to paraphrase. 
(a) I 1, 3 to worship and sacrifice bifore the Lord of Hosts (so 21); 

10 was praying before the Lord (so v. 26); 11 if the affliction of thine 
handmaid zs revealed bifore Thee (Heb. if Thou seest) 3

; 19 end and 
the memory of her entered in before ,, ('• O"li' mi:,,., ,v,; Heb. il"'l:,11, 

,, : so v. r 1. 2, 21); 2 8 ,,, ,,nSKein I have delivered him up that he 

may minister before ''; z"b. ,,, ,iKt!' he shall minister be_fore ,, ; 2, 11 

ministered before,,; 25b ,, r!ln •:, for it was pleasure (Kll/"'1) bifore ,, 

to slay them; 35 and I will raise up bifore me ; 6, J7 as a guilt 
offering before ,, ; 7, 3 and worship be.fore Him alone (so v. 4. 
12, zob); 17 and built an altar there before,,; 10, 17 gathered before 
' 1 ; II 7, 5 shalt thou build before me a house? And so frequently. 

O"li' IO.from before is employed similarly: I 1, 5 and children were 
withheld from her .from before ''. 20b for .from before,, have I asked 

1 So, for instance, I Sam. 5, 10h. II ; 29, 3 •nK fiµwr,; 30, 22 ; 2 Sam. 10, I 1 bis; 
Ex. r4, 25 i10lJK ,p{ryr,;µ£11; Jud. n, 19 end; 20, 23. 28 etc. 

2 Unless, for instance, the translators found abbreviations in their text, such ren
derings as the following are difficult to account for: Jnd. 19, 18 i11n1 n•:::i. nK d~ 

'l'OV ol1<611 µov = •n•J SK; Jer. 6, II i1lil' nr.in 'TOIi evµ/,11 µov = •nr.,n; 25, 37 
il1i1' 9K 0vµov µov = 1£1K; and unless they could assume them,as something familiar, 
they would scarcely have been led to adopt these renderings : J er. 2, 2h-3• '"lMK 
~Nit!" it'"lj:) [repeated by error] }..,.,£, 1<vpws, cl a-yws 'IapalJ}.. ( = t!'l"li' " ioK 
~K"'IW'); 3, 19 7'N -,,vo,,,-o Kl)P,£ ifr, = 1:, illi1' IOK ('~ '' 'K: for -,ivo1To = jON 
see II, 5); Jon. r, 9 •:,JN 1"lJY 4ov}..os 1<vpfov <lµi E"'fW = •:i~N ,, "l::lY. Is. 53, 8 

,o, <1, 6avaT011 = n,r.i, ('1r.i,). The supposed 'apocopated plural' in ' -c- (Ew. 
§ 177•; GK. § 87') is also best explained as an error due to the neglect of a mark 
of abbreviation: comp. Cheyne, critical note on Is. 5, I; ip. 45, 9. We. (p. 20) 
points to 14, 33 On"l~J LXX l11 r,09aiµ, as proof that the abbreviation, though it 
might be used in some cases, at any rate was not universal. Comp. further (with 
reserve) Perles, Ana!ekten zur Textkritik des A.T.s(1895), pp. 4-35. 

' So constantly when i1Ni is used of God: ru; 9, 16. Gen. 29, 32. 31, r 2. Ex. 3, 
7.9 etc. 
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him. 3, Sb that it was called to the child from before the Lord 1• 

20 the request which was asked from bifore 1
\ 6, 9 then from before 

him is this great evil done unto us 2• 9, 9 to seek instruction .from 

before ,, (Heh. t:l'l'ls~, C'i,S). 15 and it was said to Samuel from 

before'• (so 17). n, 7 and there fell a terror .from before'• upon the 
people. 15, 10 and the word of prophecy was with Samuel .from 

be_fore \ saying (so II 7, 4). 26, 19 if.from before'• thou art stirred 
up against me, let mine offering be accepted with favour, but if the 
children of men, let them be accursed from before '•. 

(b) Paraphrastic renderings. These are very numerous, and only 
specimens can be given here: I 1, 12 b and Eli waited for her till she 
should cease ; 16 Dishonour not thy handmaid before a daughter of 
wickedness; 2, 11 •Sy ••n::i in Eli's lifetime (for •Sv 1)El-·h~); 323 and 
thou shalt observe and shalt behold the affliction that shall come 
upon the men of thy house for the sins which ye have sinned in my 
sanctuary ; and after that I will bring good upon Israel ; 3, 7a and 
Samuel had not yet learnt to know instruction from be_fore \ and the 
prophecy of '• was not yet revealed to him; 19 and Samuel grew, 
and the Word (N,l)'t)) of'• was his helps; 4, 8 who will deliver us 
from the hand of the 'Memra' of '• whose mighty works these are? 
6, 19 and he slew among the men of B., because they rejoiced that 
they had seen the ark of'• exposed (')l '1:i); and he killed among the 
elders of the people seventy men, and in the congregation 50,000 ; 7, 6 
and poured out their heart in penitence as water before '•; 9, 5 they 
came into the land wherein was a prophet (for 91-; }'i~: cf. 1, r 
~•:J) ''1'0)h0 for t:l'El-11; see Hab. 2, 1 Heb.); 9, 12. 14. 25 r,•:,, 

l(m,nol( dining-chamber (for no::in: ~ni,noN =n:ic>Sn v. 22); 10, 5. 
II 1(1.,El-O scribes (for t:l'N'.:1)); 15, 29 And if thou sayest, I will turn 
(repent) from my sin, and it shall be forgiven me in order that I and 
my sons may hold the kingdom over Israel for ever, already is it 
decreed upon thee from before the Lord of the victory of Israel, 

1 Such impersonal constructions are common in the Targums. 
' On the Ji' retained mechanically from the Hebrew, in spite of the construction 

being varied, see the Journal ef PMlo!ogy, xi. 227 f. 
s So often when Yahweh is said to be 'with' a person: ro, 7. 16, 18. 18, 14. 

Gen. 39, 2. 3 etc. 
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before whom is no falsehood, and who turns not from what He has 
said; for He is not as the sons of men, who say and belie themselves, 
who decree and confirm not; 25, 29 but may the soul of my lord be 
hidden in the treasury of eternal life (~tl~l/ 11n m::i) before'• thy God; 

2 8, 1 9 ( on the margin of the Reuchl. Cod. : Lagarde, p. xviii, I. ro 1) 

and to-morrow thou and thy sons shall be with me in the treasury of 
eternal life; II 6, 19 iEl!!'l-t (see note); 20, 18 and she spake, saying, 
I remember now what is written in the book of the Law to ask peace 
of a city first [Dt. 20, 10]; so oughtest thou to ask at Abel whether 

they will make peace; 2 1, I 9 and David the son of Jesse, the weaver 
of the veils of the sanctuary (Heh. O•Ji~ 1iv1·p pn~~ !), of Bethlehem, 
slew Goliath the Gittite. 

3. The Peshitto. The Hebrew text presupposed by the Peshitto 
deviates less from the Massoretic text than that which underlies the 
LXX, though it does not approach it so closely as that on which the 

Targums are based. It is worth observing that passages not unfre
quently occur, in which Pesh. agrees with the text of Lucian, where 
both deviate from the Mas-soretic text~. In the translation of the 
Books of Samuel the Jewish element alluded to above (p. Iii) is not 

so strongly marked as in that of the Pent ; but it is nevertheless 
present, and may be traced in certain characteristic expressions, which 

would hardly be met with beyond the reach of Jewish influence. 
Expressions such as ' to say, speak, worship, pray, sin bifore God,' 
where the Hebrew has simply to God, are, as we have seen, a dis
tinctive feature of the exegesis embodied in the Targums ; and they 

meet us similarly in the Peshitto version of Samuel. Thus I 1, 10 

prayed before the Lord (so v. 26. 7, 5. 8. 9. 8, 6. 12, 8. 10. 19. 15, 11. 

II 7, 27). 2, II ~~ ftJ:> Joi!' ~ ministered before the Lord 
( so 3, 1 ). 26 in favour before God. 8, 21 spake them before the 

Lord (Heb. 1~t~::l). 10, I7 gathered before the Lord. II 11, 27 end 

1 Comp. Bacher, ZDMG. 1874, p. 23, who also notices the other readings pub
lished by Lagarde from the same sonrce, pointing out, where it exists, their agree
ment with other Jewish Midrashic authorities. 

• I 12, II. 13, 5. 14, 49. 15, 7. 17, 12. 30, 15. II II, 4. 15, 7. 21, 8. 23, 17. 

24, 4: for some other cases, in which the agreement is mostly not in text, but in 
intel'pretation (as I 4, 15. 10, 2, 17, 18), see Stockmayer, ZA W. 1892, p. HO ff. 
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(for 1J1y:i). 21, 6. 23, 16 end. 24, 10 and 17 (said before): in all 
these passages, except II u, 27, Targ. also has l:l"'lp. Similarly 

f~ ,e»/rom before: I 2, 25 l:l1i1!'1-t ,,,Eli he shall ask (forgiveness) 
from before the Lord. 16, r4b (for 111-tO: so Targ.). II 3, 28 (for 
l:ll)O: so Targ.). 6, 9 (so Targ.). 23, 17 J....:» f,.:, ~ ~ .m.. 

(so Targ,, as also I 24, 7. 26, II, where, however, Pesh. has simply 

)...,:1:1 ,e» ). I 2, 17 1"• tlnJO l"lN n11-tJ is rendered by J.,...:,i;., f,.:, o~( 
which is a Jewish paraphrase for to curse or provoke God: see Lev. 
24, II al. Onq. {for ,,p); I Ki. 22, 54. 2 Ki. 17, II Targ. Pesh. 
(for t,•l):li1: often also besides in Targ. for this word); 2, 22 t'llN:l'.'lil 

~~? who prayed, Targ. n1-t,1, ll'1N"'I who came to pray (cf. note); 

30 •JE):, ;1:i,nr,1 ~,.:, , ~ shall minister before me, Targ. 11eioei• 

•O"'li'; q, 491n10 ,1-t .. 01~ ~ as Targ.; 21, 3 1Jo,N •:bti l:llPO 

-~0 ~' J;l?, cf. Targ. (both here and 2 Ki. 6, 8} •o:i '"lnN, 

'"l•Ot:ll; 27, 7 ,~~for Cll01 as Targ.1
; II 1, 21 ~.fuot nnmn 

(cf. the renderings of i10lir\ and l:l1ii1 in the Pent., e.g. Ex. 25, 2 

Onq: Nr,iei;Eli-t •o"'IP lle,iEl•I, Pesh. J.,i.;02 ~ ,~~o, lit. that 
they separate for me a separation 2

}; 6, 6 11:iJ 1-u;l ppno; 14 i:li:lO 

paraphrased by ~ praising, as in Targ.; 7, 23 t'llN'"llJ }..,01-
visions (cf. the rend. of Ni10, l"llNilO by il)l'.I in Dt. 4, 34. 26, 8. 34, 12 

[ where Pesh., as here, Joi- or }..,oJ.-]) ; 8, 18 l:l1Ji1:l ~joj, Targ. 
j':li:li; 2 4, 15 "'ll/lO rll/ "'Ill to the sixth hour 8• 

As a whole the translation, though not a strictly literal one, repre
sents fairly the general sense of the original. Disregarding variations 
which depend presumably upon a various reading, the translation 
deviates from MT. (a) by slight and usually unimportant additions 

1 So 29, 3. II 13, 23 Pesh. (but not Targ.) ; Gen. 24, 55 Onq. (but not Pesh.); 
Nu. 9, 2;1; Onq. and Pesh. 

• Cf. LXX d,pu.Ep•µa. The explanation underlying these renderings is, in all 
probability, correct: l:l1ii1 is to lift off, i101in that which is lifted off, or separated, 
from a larger mass for the purpose of being set apart as sacred (cf. p. 236). 

3 'Syrus in eandem sententiam de verbis "'ll/10 n)I "'Ill abiit, quam de illis 
Rabbini statuerunt, Berach. fob "ION "'ll/10 11l/ 'NO "ll/\0 r,l) "ll/1 "1~:li10 

"Ill ,•or,n 111::l'nl!' r,ye,o NJ'Jn ,,., ;,•oe-o NJ'~n ,,., n•Jr,n N:io ,1-t1oei 

C'Ot:l l"ll:itn "ll/ iON pnr 'i ll"lj,'iT t'll,W. Chaldaeus ergo (01:l)110"l j"l'l/ jO 

j,0110"'1 "ll/1 N"l'r.n) primam, Syrus alteram secutus est sententiam' (Perles, 
p. 16). 
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or glosses: (b) by omissions, due often either to Of.LOwTlAeVTov, or to 
an inability to understand the sense of the Hebrew: (c) by paraphrases, 

due sometimes likewise to an inability to give a literal rendering, and 
occasionally of a curious character. Specimens of these three classes: 

(a) Additions: I 2, 13 (and they made themselves a prong of three 
teeth) and the right of the priests (they took) from the people; 
35 a priest faithful (after My own heart); 4, 9 end-10 and fight (with 
them). And the Philistines fought (with Israel); 5, 8 (thrice) + the 
Lord; 7, 14 to Gath and their borders [nN neglected], and (the Lord) 
delivered Israel, etc. ; 8, 6 to judge us (like all the peoples) ; 1 2 + and 
captains of hundreds ... and captains of tens; 12, 6 the Lord {alone 
is God,) who, etc.; 24+and with all your soul; 14, 49+and 
Ashboshul (= Ishbosheth 1

); 23, 12 end+Arise, go out from the 
city; 24, 20 and when a man finds his enemy and sends him [,n~rt-"I 
treated as a continuation of the protasis J on a good way, (the Lord 
reward him with good); 30, 15 end+ and David sware unto him 
(cf. Luc.). II 6, 5 of (cedar and) cypress; 12, 8 and thy master's 
wives (have I let sleep) in thy bosom; 18, 4 beginning+ And his 
servants said to David, We will go out and hasten to fight with them; 
8 and (the beasts of) the wood devoured of the people, etc. (so Targ.); 
20 Kt. for (thou wilt announce) respecting the king's son that he is 
dead; 20, 8 end and it came out, and (his hand) fell (upon his sword); 
24, 7 and they came to the land of Judah (in thirty-eight days) [text 
disordered]. There are also many instances of the addition of the 
subj. or obj. of a verb, or of the substitution of a noun for a pron. 
suffix (' Explicita '), of which it is not worth while to give examples. 
In 2 Sam. 2 2 the text has generally been made to conform with that 
of !fr. 18. · 

(b) Omissions: I 3, 21 i:,t!IJ SNlOt!I:, ' 0
' n:,J) ,:, 2• 5, ro KlJ:, 'i1'l 

ll1i'll tl'i1,Ki1 JliN 2
• 12, 2 ,,nno. I 7 101 I)£):, tln1t!ll/ 1t!IN. I 3, 4a ll/Ot!I 

iOK,. 14, 1 tlWl 'i1'l. 34 tin,:iNl. 35b from ,nn lnN. 36a n,,,. 
36b from i0K1l. 15, 2 i:, tlt!I it!IK 8

• 32 miyo JJK l1:,N 1~'l 8• 16, 

1 Pesh. identifies Ishui with Abinadab (see 31, 2), 
2 Probably through oµowT<>..<vTov. 
• Probably not understood. 
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15b-16"' mit-1 •• , NJ. 16b om:it-1. 17, rr n:it-1n. 13 ,o~~o 

for non,ol ,:i,n it!IN ,,,l r,c,:,c, or.,,. 14b. 22 iOlC'. 31 m•t 
39 11110) , , , -,Otolll 1, 45b -,C'N 2, 18, 9b nt-1:inl. 23, 11b-12a iON1l 
1,11-te>, , •• 24, 20b (abbreviated 3). 25, 30 -,:i, iC'N ;,.:,:i 3, 33 end 3 

[cf. the paraphr. in 26]. II 1, 21 ,,:i. 8, 14 tn'lN:J and 01:i~, t:lC', 

13, 12b. 18 (the whole verse 1). 15, 18 C"1N niNo C't!'. 20 end .,.£a, 

for 110N1 ,on 11::v 3• 24 lliN nN li''ll'I tlll'i,l{i"! n•,:i 1• 27 i1J11{ i1Niii1 3
• 

18, 2b-3a (1:i N~n I{;,. , , , , . NlN N~') 1• 3 :::i;, ,,,:,N , , •• 11101 tlNl 
1:i 1. 21b. 26"' (first five words). 19, 18 (first four words). 21. 6 

,n, i•n:i. 24, 6a (6b follows at the end ofv. 7). 23 1:ion. 
(c) Paraphrases (including some due to a mistranslation or to a 

faulty text): I 2, 17 (see p. lxxii). 22 ):l:Jl:!'1 ~µ.r.-..,· 24 tl'i1ll]O 

~- 25. 29 )lY .from the wz7derness. 30 1JEl:, ;1::,;,nn1 should 
minister before me. 32 riyo ,~ nt:i:im (31 there shall not be an old 

man in thy house) or one holding a sceptre in thy dwelling. 3, 13 

,,,:::i on, 01,:,i,o 1:i J._~ ... ~~ ~°' oo~ t•µ.f"'!• 4, 2 t:Jt:im 

Joo,o. 6, 6b and how thry mocked them, and did not send them: 
away. re, 2 2 C!"'t-1 n:,,, in1 N:Ji1 where is this man? 1 2, 3"' ,,,n 
behold, I stand before you. 3b o;_y;,; 01=> ~ 1130 lJ 1J'Y 0 1:iYNl 

~- 6. 13, 4 t:'NJJ t-... 6 tll)il e'lJ ,.:, i:, "11 1.:, simply 0.~70 

and they feared. 7 end ,,,nN ,,,n simply ~- 12 1n•;,n N:, 
::....,- l 14, 7b 1:i:i:,.:, ~ ~? ~- 24"' And Saul drew near 
in that day, and said to the people, Cursed, etc. 25a And they went 

into all the land, and entered into the woods. 16, 4 ,,,n1, ~o. 

6 ln1t!'O 1" 1 'llJ 1N ~ J.. ;..'10? oil=<. 19 end lN~:! .,C'N ~ ......... 
20 on:, (and laded it with) bread. 17, 18b ~ ]?:-..( ,ooiL~o (cf. 

Targ. 1n1n 1in:i1t:i n 1,, and the doublet in Luc. Kal Eta-o{cms pm 'T'Y/V 
&.yy1a>..tav awwv). 39 n:i, ,N,, and would not go. 52 w1,,, ~llo. 
18, 22 ,ol{:, o:,:i ...-l ..=> the son of Jesse(!). 20, 12 n1C':it:Jil 

~ ~~ at the third hour: so 19 for nt!':,e-,. 26 NH"l 'Wlt:I •n;,:i 

,,no t,1:, 1.:, perhaps he is clean, or perhaps he is not clean. 2 1, 6 

~ oo, ~ ~;0..0 (as though l)~ 1'11~ il~~!): see also 2r, q. 

16. 22, 19 (:iJ nNi 0,.::::.. .::o-o-the two words read as one and 

l Probably through ~f.lO<OTEAEVTOV, 

s Probably not understood, 

1 Or perhaps transposed. 
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connected with 1m). 23, 22a. 25, 8. qb. 26. 27, 8. 30, 6 (i1io 
read as i1T'l0). 1411• II 2, 13 (hi0-,, thrice for i'l:ii:,). 24 (no~ 
J,.:,&:). 27. 29 (pin:in-,:, ;~ l-9»). 3, 34. 3911 (nit!'r~, ,, 'l::::...t 
t:,..J,..o J.,?). 4, 6 (01~n connected with 01N~n). 5, 8 (ilYiJ l~m..::.). 
6, 16 (,:i,:io, !IElO ~~o 1;:.,). 21b, 7, 23b. 8, 1311• II, 25 
(:iini'l ,:iNT'l it happens in war l). 12, 25 end. 13, 411• 2 6. 32 (1El ,y 
~.,.::, in his mind). 14, 7. 17 (i'lO~t?). 20a (ut mz'hi [1

~~] morem 

gereres: PS. col. 279). 24. 30. 32b. 15, 19. 32. 34. 16, 1. 2 
(i'lO ~ .. ( ~). 4 (11'\11Mt!'i1 .,.',. t:,..( ~). Sb. 21b. 17, 10 
(~~ U ~~ will not melt). 161>. 20 (see note). 18, 5" 
(take me the young man Absalom alive). 18. 29. 33 [19, 1 Heb.J 
(il'\!11~ for m:i,:i). 19, 9b (rob). 17 (Heb. 18: in,~\ thry have crossed 

and brfriged Jordan). 31 (32) end. 3 5 (36 JL,J.,.. o J,J.,.., i. e. 01ib' 
n1,eo1 l). 20, 8 {i'lil.'T'lJ ~ .,..?). 18b. 1911• 21, 2b (in his zeal to 

cause the Israelites to sin). 5. 23, 1 (Saith the man who set up the yoke 

['V CPQJ if his Messiah!}. 8. II (iiii'l ~ ;~ ~ ef lhe mountain 

eftheking: so 25for 1i,ni'l). 19. 22. 23 (inw~ ,N to go out and 

to come in). 33" (1iii'li1 ]?:-,.:1 ;~ ~?)• 24, 1311• 16. 25 (iny11 

riN, 1" 1 4;/ ~ }..~ ~Lio: not so elsewhere). 

The Syriac text of Pesh. sometimes ( as might indeed be anticipated 
from the nature of the character) exhibits corruptions, similar to those 
noticed in the case of LXX, p. lvii f. Thus I 1, 21 a....!l~ for 

=~ (so rightly the Cod. Ambr. published in facsimile by 
Ceriani 1 

: also the Arab. version in the Polyglotts 2, 'to offer'). 2, 8 

}..;..'IO ~ for }..~ ~ (:io at the beginning has fallen out). 

3, 14 0 ••• ~r for? ••• ~l (Heb. 11'\YJt!'~). 19 ~?'"o for .::...-o 

(Heb. ,iJ11). 9, 4 J;;.:io~! for I~!~ (Heb. i'lt!''t!' 3). 12, 21 », 
,oL~L probably for '-'LQ.:Q », (Heh. ,,1y11 N' ieoN: notice the 

1 Cornill, Ezeckiel, p. 144 f., exaggerates the extent to which this MS. may have 
been corrected after MT.: its approximations to MT. (p. 140 ff.) are slight, com
pared with the cases in which it agrees with other MSS. against it (p. 148 ff.). 
Comp. Rahlfs, ZATW. 1889, pp. 180-192. 

2 Which, in the Books of Samuel, and in certain parts of Kings, is based upon 
the Pesh.: see Roediger, De orig. et indole Arab. libr. V. T. kist. interpr. (1829). 

3 So Tuch on Gen. 10, 6, and PS. coll. 681-2, 74r. Comp. 2 Ki. 4, 42 Pesh. 
(i'lt!'''t!' connected similarly with c,•Sei, o•c,•:,e,, commonly represented in Pesh. 

by}~· 
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following ptcp. for ,s1~ ~s, ). I 7, 20 .11,.J.:::.. for ~ ( so Cod. 

Ambr.). 40 J!! t-"' for ~ ~ (Heb. Sn~11·1~). 28, 6 ~ 
for ~1.::J (so Arab. 'prophets'). II 12, Sb?µ:. prob. for t:-=,, 

though possib{y a paraphrase. 18, 17 ~Ii'~ prob. for ~ (Heb. 
"'l.111:l). (Several of these instances are noted by Well., p. 8.) The 

name .:l"i~ is represented regularly by .:.~. 

4. The Latin Versions. 
(a) The affinity subsisting between the Old Latin Version and 

the recension of Lucian appears to have been first distinctly per

ceived (with reference in particular to the Lamentations) by Ceriani 1. 
Afterwards, it was noticed, and frequently remarked on, by Vercellone, 
as characteristic of the excerpts of the Old Latin Version on the 
margin of the Leon Manuscript (above, p. Iii), that, when they 
diverged from the ordinary Septuagintal text, they constantly agreed 

with Holmes' four MSS. 19, 82, 93, 108, which, as was clear, 
represented on their part one and the same recension 2• A version 
identical with that represented in the excerpts was also, as Vercellone 

further pointed out, cited by Ambrose and Claudius of Turin 3• The 

conclusion which the facts observed authorize is thus that the Old 
Latin is a version made, or revised, on the basis of MSS. agreeing 
closely with those which were followed by Lucian in framing his 
recension 4. The Old Latin must date from the second cent. A. D. ; 

hence it cannot be based upon the recension of Lucian as such : its 
peculiar interest lies in the fact that it affords independent evidence 
of the existence of MSS. containing Lucian's characteristic readings 
(or renderings), considerably before the time of Lucian himselP. 

The following comparison of passages from the Old Latin Version 

of r and 2 Sam., derived from one of the sources indicated above 
(p. Iii f.), and all presupposing a text differing from that of the 

' lvionumenta Sacra et Profana, I. 1 (1861), p. xvi (Addenda). 
• Variae Lectiones, ii, 436 (and in other passages). 
s Ib. p. 455 f. (on 3 Reg. 2, 5). 
• Comp. Ceria.,i, Le recensioni dei LXX, etc., p. 5. 
• Rahlfs (iii. 159 f.) agrees with Ceriani and S. Berger (Hist. dt la Vulg., p. 6) 

in questioning this conclusion (cf. Moore, AJSL. xxix. 60), on the ground that there 
is no sufficient evidence for the early date assigned to the Leon fragments by Vercel
lone : he thinks rather that the resemblances shew them to be later than Lucian. 
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normal LXX, but agreeing with that of Lucian, wiJl shew the justice 
of this conclusion. Although, however, the text upon which the Old 
Latin is based agrees largely with that of Lucian, it must not be 
supposed to be identical with it : there are passages in which it agrees 
with B or A, or with other MSS., against Lucian 1• Sometimes 
moreover, it is to be observed, other particular MSS. agree with the 
Old Latin, as well as those which exhibit Lucian's recension. A more 
detailed inquiry into the sources of the Old Latin Version of the 
OT. must be reserved for future investigators. (The list is not an 
exhaustive one. The words printed in heavy type are those in which 
Lucian's text differs from B. In the passages marked t, the deviation 
is confined to the MSS. which exhibit Lucian's recension, and is not 
quoted-at least by Holmes and Parsons-for other MSS. The 
quotations will also illustrate the variations prevailing between different 
recensions of the Old Latin.) 

I 1, 6 Goth. quia ad nihilum reputabat Luc. Sul. TO lfou8€VEiv a.w,jv (for 
eam. l'lOl/in it:Jll:l). So 55, 158 ; and 

similarly (l,!"ov9Evovo-a) 44, 74, rn6, 
120, 134. 

1 I 4, 12 Vind.• Et cucurrit. 
16 Vind.• Qui venit homo pro

perans. 
9, 24 Vind.1 Ecce reliquum. 
10, 2 Goth. et in Selom, in Bacal

lat salientes magnas fossas. 
Vind.• reluctantes hie et salieutes 

magnum. 

10, I 7 Vind.• Et praecepit ••. con-
venire. 

12, 25 Goth. apponemini in plaga. 
14, 20 Vind.1 Et exclamavit. 
17, 1 t]\Oi CEl~ Goth. Sepherme. 

II 18, 6 Vind.' in silvam Efre. 

9 Vind. 2 Et occurrit Absalom. 

BA 1<cu ilipaµ•v (Luc. 1<al l<f,v-yE1,). 

B 1<CU ,I dvqp a-,m',o-as ,rpoo-ijM•v (Luc. 
1<ai d1r•1<pi67J cl dvqp cl EA7JAV9ws). 

BA lllo~ inr6J..,µµa (Luc. µaf'TiJpwv). 

lv ':i:7JJ..01 ,v Ba1<aJ..all XI, 44, 64, 74, 
106, 120, 129, 134, 144, 236; lv ':i:1J
J..o,µ ,v Ba1<a>..a9 244; ,v ':i:7JJ..o,µ Ba1<aJ..a 

29 ; la'IJ.."' lv BCXl<aJ..a9 242 ; EV ':i:1J7'0I 
lv BCXl<aMall 55.-aJ..J..oµEVOVS µ•-yaJ..a 
BA ; Luc. P.•O"Jµf:Jpfos aJ..J... µeyaJ..a. 

BA 1<al ,rapfrrr«J..•v (Luc. 1<cu o-vv4-ya-y,). 

B 11pOO'Tf/JfiO'EO'llE (Luc. a1roJ..E1<T6E). 
A =I dv,{:J67JO'fV (B Lnc. 1<al a.vif:J1J). 

fV ':i:<<f,Epµ.£ 12 T (-:i:atp•pµatµ 29, 119, 
143; ':i:•<f>•pµa«µ 52, 92, 144, 236 j 

':i:•<f,•pµaiµ 55, 64; ':i:a<f,apµftv 245 ). 
B tv Tfi, lipiJµ.'I' 'Eppa,µ (Luc. iv Tfi, 3p. 

Maawav). 

BAl<CUOIIV1JVTl'JO'EVA. (Lnc.1<al 11" ;J-yasA.). 

Nor does the Old Latin express Lucian's doublets in I 2, II. 6, 12. ro, 2 (µ•O''JJ'· 
fJpw,s). 27h. r 5, 29. 32. Sometimes, however, his doublets do occur in it, as I 1, 

6 G. 16 G. (not V.'). 4, 18 G. 6, 7 G. (not V.'). 16, 14 G. 27, 8 G. 
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I 2, zo Vind.2 + quia iustns est. 

15 Vind,2 +ante Dominum. 

3, 14 Sab. et nunc sic iuravi. 
Vind.2 et ideo sic iuravi. 

6, u Vind.2 in viam ... rectam. 
9, 27 Vind.• in loco summo civitatis. 
JO, 3 Goth. usque ad arborem glan-

dis electae. 
Vind.' ad arborem Thabor alectae 

(i. e. electae). 
12, 3 Goth. ant calceamentnm, et ab

scondam oculos meos in quo dici
tis ad versum me, et red dam vobis. 

Sab. vel calceamentum, dicite ad
versus me, et reddam vobis. 

14, 14 Goth. in bolidis et petrobolis 
et in saxis campi. 

Vind,2 in sagittis et in fundibolis et 
in mnculis campi. 

14, 15 Goth. et ipsi nolebant esse in 
laboribus. 

15, II Sab. Quedl. verba mea non 
statuit. 

17, 39 Goth. et claudicare coepit am
bulans sub armis. 

I 8, 21 Goth. in virtute eris mihi ge
n er hodie. 

20, 30 Goth. Filius puellamm va
gantium, quae se passim coinqui
nant esca mulierum. 

27, 8 Goth. Et apponebant se super 
omnem appropinquantem, et ex• 

\ tendebant se super Gesur. 

30, 15 end (in the current Vulg.) et 
iuravit ei David. 

Luc. SiKa.i.os &,v, So other MSS., among 

them 44, 55, 71, 74, 120, 134, 144, 
158, 246. 

Luc. ov.:.m.ov KupCou. So other MSS., 
among them 44, 55, 71, 74, 120, 134, 
158. 

No Greek MS. is cited with the reading 
tkerefore for 7:i!,, all having ol,a' ( or 
ovx) ailT"" (see note). 

Luc. ,,, -rplfJq, •v!Mc;, t. 
Luc. ,ls c't1<pov -rijs ,ro;\.eC11,t, 
Luc. iw, -rijs l',pvds ,,. oKAEKT ••• 

246 lC11s -rijs l',pvos ea{JCllp -rij, i,,;1.,,,,ij,. 

Luc. ~ l,,ro01JJJD., Ka.t a11"E1<pvij,a. -rovs 
ci.t,80.A .. ous .. OU lv a.imp; ,t11aTE !<OT' 

lµaii, 1<cu a.,rollw<TCII bµ&t. 
So also (with 1<a.µol for 1<0-r' •µoil) 

Theodore!., Quaest, r6 in I Reg-. 

Luc. "" {JoM,n ,col lv 11'ETpo/36Ao•s 1<al 

.,, l<OX;\.af, 'TOV "'"'°"· 

Luc. 1<cu al,-rol, 1<«u o{,,c ,/9,Aov ,ror•w 
(,rov,w also in X, 56, 64, 71, n9, 244, 
245 : others have ,roA•µ•w). 

Luc. ov,c EITTt)<TE -rovs ;\.6-yovs µov, So 
A, 123 b. 

Luc. 1<al •xwAaLVE .daULS lv .,.q:, {Jalil(EIII 

lv 11/i-rots (158 &axo;\.av•). 
Luc. lv -rai's Swo.1-'•a•v h,-yaµ/3p•vam 

µo, a~µ•pw (so 44, 74, 106, l 20, 134). 
Luc. vlE 1eopa<1!'1Jv aVToµoAoVPT(JJV ywcu.• 

Ko-rpa.<j,fi (-yvv. added also in 29, 55, 
71, 121 marg., 243, 246). 

Luc. Hal f:1rETi8EVTo i1Tl 1rUvTa. 't'Ov Eyy(
tovro., tca.l EfE-TELvov E1rf TOY rEu
aovpai'ov. So, except for the difference 
of one or two letters, 56, I 58, 246. 

Luc. Ka.t .:lf"O<TEV av~ (121 marg. IC<U cl,. 

ahq) Aav,11, So Pesh.). 

a ~r, being connected with 1"1:J to choose out: see II 22, 27. 
b In 9, 4 (per terram Sagalim et non invenerunt) Quedl. agrees also with I 23, 

not with Lucian (who has I/id -rij, -yijs raSS• 'f'i\s 11'0AE11>S 'l•-yaM,µ : cf. 56 rallll, 
Tqs ,ra;\.<C11s alone). 
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lI 1, 19 Goth. Cura te (al. curare), Is- Luc. 'A1epl/3a.om, 'Iopa.,}.., i11r,p itTA. 

rael, de interfectis tuis. (ro6 d1tpl$wum UT17Ao,uru)t. So Theo-
Sab. Considera, Israel, pro his qui doret., Quaest. in 2 Reg-. 

mortui sunt. 
2 8 Goth. Isbalem. 
2'. 29 Magd. in castra Madiam •. 
6, 12 Sab. Dixitque David, Ibo et 

reducam arcam cum benedictione 
in domum meam. 

7, 8 Goth. Accepi te de casa pas
torali ex uno grege. 

9, 6 Goth. Memphibaa!. 
ro, 19 Vind.1,2 omnes reges qui con

venerunt ad [Vind.2 cum] Adrazar 
... et disposuerunt testamentum 
co ram [Vind.• cu·m J Israel, et ser
vierunt Israhel [Vind.2 Israeli tri
bns J. 

Cod. 93 (but not 19, 82) El,r/3aa.\. 
Luc. ,is 1tap•µf10}..os Ma!ILa.~. So 158. 
Luc. JCal. eln-e Aavi.6 'Ema--rp~,j,(I) T'IJV 

e-GAoyluv ets TOV ot1e6v ~v. So 158. 

Luc. •" rijs µ&vl,pas •t :vos Twv 1l'OL~

v£wv t. 
Luc. Meµ<j></30.a.\ t. 
Luc. 1nWTES oi {3at1iAEfs ol 0"1.lf,'-11'0pEu0-

JUVOL [so 158] T!j, 'Allpaa(ap •.• 1ta1 
s •• e.VTO ll•a8-fi1e11v µera 'I,rpa'l}l. 1tai 
,lllov.\evw ~ 'Iupu11Aht. 

II, 4 Goth. et haec erat dimissa O Luc. 1ta1 avTtj ~v Ae.\ov~""I •€ atj,<6pov 
[ Alias et haec erat ablnta] excelso auriis. So the Ethiopic Version d and 
loco. Pesh. 

Vind.20 haec antem Iota erat post 
purgation em. 

IT, r2 Vindile redi hie. 

II, 13 Vind.1, 2 inebriatus est. 
II, r6 Vind. 1, • in locum pessimum 

ubi sciebat etc. 
J r, r 7 Vind.• et caecidit J oab de po

pnlo secnndnm praeceptnm Davit. 
II, 24 Goth. de servis regis quasi 

viri XVIII. 
13, 21 Vind.2 et deficit animo valde h_ 

13, 32 Vind.• in ira enim est ad 
[1 eum J Abessalon. 

14, 26 Goth. Vind.1 centum. 

I. e . .:i~ for .:l~'. Not cited from any 
Greek"'Ms. .. 

Luc, ilµeOv<J1111 t. 
Luc. E2r2 TOv T611ov 'T«lv ,rovo-OvTo. g [ oO 
11/i«] ltTA. t 

Luc. 1ta1 l1t,uov it< roil .\a.oil 1<aTd TOv 
A6yov Aav,li, 

Luc. ·a.11'0 Taiv c5o-6Aaw ToV 8aq£J...EOJt ~CT*l 
a'.v6pes 6,IKa. 1<nl 01<-r4. So 158. 

Luc. 1ta1 fJOvµ'lue u<j>6apat. 
Luc. ilr, iv opyfi ~" u&iji A$EG'a.\o,µt. 

• But in v. 31 Magd. has ab illo = 1rap' auroiJ, against Luc, 
b Kai ll,l0. am0. added to TJV'roµ6kTJuav on the marg. of B. by an ancient hand. 
0 Based evidently on "AE.\vµiVT/ for "AE}..ovµEVTJ, BA riy,a(oplv'l, 
d Which is based on the LXX ; see p. I, n. 3. 
• There are lacunae in these passages in Vind. 1 

f Unless ·indeed redi be an error for sede: cf. sedit in clause b. 
g ' Verba TOV 1rovovvra eleganter vertunt Hebraenm Y'J.~ it:>~ [pro yi, it:>~] ' 

(Dr. Field). 
h Goth. et iratusfactus est agrees here with B 1<11.l Wv~071. 
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II 15, 23 Goth. et omnis terra. bene
dicentes voce magna. (lacuna] per 
viam olivae, quae erat in deserto. 

I'j, 8 Goth. sicut ursus qui a. bove 
[ Alias ab aestu : /. ab oestro] 
stimulator in ca.mpo. 

I'j, 13 Goth. at non inveniatur ibi 
conversatio. 

Vind.2 ut non inveniatur tumulus 
fundamenti. 

17, 20 Vind.2 festinanter transierunt 
prendere aquam ; ( et inquisierunt) 
etc. 

17, 22 Sa.b .... et antequam denu
daretur verbum ... 

17, 29 Goth. et lacta.ntes vitulos. 
Vind. 2 et vitulos saginatos. 

18, 2 Vind.:1 Et tripa.rtitum fecit 
Davit populum. 

18, 3 Vind.2 non stabit in nobis car 
nostrum. 

:.10, 8 Goth. gladium rudentem (/. 
bidentem, We.). 

20, 23 Goth. Et Baneas filius Joab 
desuper lateris et in ponentibus 
(l. potentibus). 

23, 4 Goth. et non tenebrescet a In
mine quasi pluvia, quasi herba de 
terra. •. 

23, 6 Goth. quoniam omnes qui ori
untur sicut spina.e, et reliqui quasi 
quad emw1git de lucerna. 

23, 8 Goth. Iesba.el filius Thegemani 
. , • hie adornavit a.dorna.tionem 
suam super nongentos vulneratos 
in semel. 

Luc. ,,a2 1rii11a; ,j ')'11 tii>..oyo-OVTtS '1>"'"11 
µey/,}.r, ,ca;l. 1<1\aioVTES • . • J<Q;Td. 'TT}V 

~Mv ..-ijs EAa;(a.s fllS Ev TD •pii/l'l't• 
Luc. {/;rnrEp ap«oi ,ra.poLO"TpWaa.L Ev To/ 

... ai'l't-

Luc. A•tkT)Av0a;cn O"'ll"EV8ovTES" 1'1%1 •Cii
Tovvt. 

Luc. fo,s Tou p.,) «'ll"OKM. u♦&,jv,n TOY 

>..&yov, ~~5 a,lfJTJ<TOV TOV 'Iop&inwt, 
Luc. "at yaJ..a8TJvcl. p.oa-xo.pi.a. So 158. 

Luc. µaxmpav o.p.♦TjKT), 158 µa,x. 86-
<TTOµov (!. llfrTToµov) ltµrfr/,l<T], 

Luc. 1<al Bavaia.s vlos 'fo,a./l&n hrl Tov 
11"kw8[ou 1<a2 hl Tol,s SuvllaTQ.St. So 
(except lhwa.ro~s) Theodoret., Quaest. 
40 in 2 Reg. 

Luc. Ka1 oil a-KOT«a-E• [ so other MSS., 
among them 44, 56, 158, 246] a.-o 
</>Ej'j'OIIS d,s veros, .:.s f:loTO.VT) tl< -yl)s. 

Luc. /l.,., T&VTES ot ava.TllloVTES /f,<T1T,p 

{faav6a, ,cal ot kOL'll"Ol ws a11"6p.vyp.a. 
Mxvou 'll"&VT&st. 

Luc. 'I,a-f:IQ.a).. utils 8•K•p.av•• ... oliTos 
S,e,cocrp.u n)v S,a.O'KEIJ1)• IJ.VTWV E1Tl 
lwa.,eoulovs Tpo.vµaT[as Eli iiira.[t. 

(b) On the general characteristics of Jerome's Version of the OT., 
reference must be made to the monograph of Nowack, referred to 
above (p. liii). A synopsis of the principal deviations from the 

Massoretic text presupposed by it in the Books of Samuel, is given 

• But 23, 3 agrees partly with BA : In me locutus est custos Israel parabolant 
Die hominibus. 
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t"b. pp. 2 5-27, 35, 37, 38, 50; the most important are also noticed, 
at their proper place, in the notes in the present volume 1• 

The following instances (which could easily be added to) will 
exemplify the dependence of Jerome in exegesis upon his Greek 
predecessors, especially Symmachus :-

1 r, 18 i1:t1 n:, W1 N:, l, (ot} 8urpa.1nJ (lTL), Vulg. non sunt 
amplius in diversa mutati. 

2, 5 ,,,n l. aV£v8ee~ Eyl.vovro,. V. saturati sunt. 

5, 6 □•;,£:ip.:J l- Kara rwv Kpv7rrwv 2, V. in secretiori parte. 
6, 18 •t'"1£liT '"1£:i::J i:t1i l. lws Kti>p,17s &,retxfrnov, V, usque ad villam 

quae erat absque muro 8, 

9, 24 iyio:, l. E1r£T178es, V. de industria. 
I 2, 3 '1'il'l'1 .. A,\Aos· £<TVKo<priVT17<m, V. calumniatus sum 4• 

22 1"1 :,1N1n 1:i V. quia iuravit 6 Dominus. 

14, 48 61n) t'l/'l .. A,\,\os· <TV<rr17crap,£vos, V. congregate (exercitu). 
20, 4 I ;,1iJn ,,, i:t1 l. .:lavi8 8e: i11r£pt/3a).).ev, V. David autem 

amplius. 

22, 6 :itiNn A. T6V 8£V8pwva, l, T(J cf,vrov, V. (in) nemore. Simi

larly 31, 13. 

1 The current (Clementine) text contains many passages which are no genuine 
part of Jerome's translation, but are glosses derived from the Old Latin (marked*), 
or other sources. The following list of such passages (taken from Vercellone, 
Variae Lectz'ones, ii. pp. ix-xiii) is given for the convenience of students:-

1 4, I topugnam*; 5, 6 from etebul!ierunt*; 9 from i"nierunt*; 8, 18 from quia*; 
9, 25 from stravitt; 10, I from et liberabis*; II, 1 lo mensem*; 13, 15 et rdiqui •.• 
Benjamin*; q, 22 from Et erant*; 41 Domine Deus Israel and qui'd est .•. sancti
tatem*; 15, 3 et non .• , aliquid*; 12b-13• Saul ojferebat ..• ad Saul*; 32 et 
tremens*; 17, 36 Nunc*., . incircumcisus; 19, 21 from Et iratus"'-; 20, 15 from 
auferat*; 21, II cum vidissent Davi"d ('ex ignoto fon°te'); 23, 13-14 et salvatus 
... opaco; 30, 15 et i"uravit ei David*; II 1, 18 from et ait, Considera*; 26 from 
Sicut mater; 4, 5 from Et ostian'a; 5, 23 Si . .. meas; 6, 6 et declinaverunt 
eam; 6, 12 from et erant; ro, 19 e:xpaverunt .. . Israel. Et; 13, 21 from et 
noluit*; 27 from Fecerat*; 14, 30 from Et venientes; 15, 18 pugnatores validi; 
20 et Domi"nus ..• veritatem; 21, 18 de genere gigantum, 

• Comp. Mic. 4, 8 ~£:IS) ::2. cl.1ro1<pV</)os. 
8 Comp. Dt. 3, 5, ., 
• Comp. Amos 4, I calumniam facitis. 

• See Ex. 2, 21 :,toel'l ::2. &p11,aE ai, V. iuravit ergo, which shews the source of 
iuravit here, 

1365 g 
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I 2 3, I 3 ,::i!mn' ,eo:-i::i dmn,, l, Kat Epplµ./30V'rO O'IT"OV8~1"0f'E :r_ 

26 t:l'"1~l1 Qi: >-..oi'IT"o{· 11"t:pi(TT£4'avovi1T£,, V. in modum coronae 

cingebant. 
25, 3 c,!,!,310 :u, l, KaKoyvJµ.wv, V. (pessimus et) malitiosus. 

7 l:ll)!),::ii'! :-i, l. (o~K) EVfOXA170-aµ.£v(a~ov,), v. numquam eis 

molesti fuimUS. 
r8 Cl'i'11-'lt l. bSl.uµ.ov;; fTTaef,{Bos, V. Iigaturas uvae passae. 

So 30, 12. 

29 n-iriit ~- 11'Ecpv>..ayµ.lVYJ, V. custodita. 

31 npu:b A. l. (El;;) >-..vyµ.6v, V. in singultum. 
33 l/Wiill l. EKBtKijuai, V. et ulciscerer (me manu mea). 

26, 5 !,)l/0:l l. {lv rij) o-K71vjj, V. in tentorio. 
27, 1 'in~ 1:111 i'!!:lON l. 'IT"apa-rrEuovµ.a{ -rroTE, V. Aliquando inci

dam una die. 
30, 16 l:l'e'~J l, &va-rr£?rTwK6Tt:s, V. discumbebant. 

II 2, I 6 l:l1'Wi'! np\,n A. l, KA.ijpos TWV o-TEpt:wv, V. ager robus
torum. 

8, 2 i'IMJO '~WJ l. v'IT"6 cp6pov, V. sub tributo. 
10, 6 ,,,:i ,eoi,c:i.:, ::s. EKaKovpy71uav 1rp6<; AaviB, V. quod iniuriam 

fecissent David. 

12, 14 nitNJ r~.:i l- /3>-..auef,71µ.ijuai brol71ua<; (the other versions 
all differently), V. blasphemare fecisti. 

15, 28 nonono l. Kpv/3~(rnµ.at, V. abscondar. 
18, 23 -,:::,:::,;, ,.,'i Oi: I''. (KaTtt Ti/V o8ov) Ti/V BLaTtµ.vovuav, V. per 

viam compendii. 

Three examples, shewing how Jerome followed Aq. or Syrnm. in 
dividing artificially a Hebrew word (p. xl n. 2 ), may be added-the last 
being of peculiar interest, as it explains a familiar rendering of the 
Authorized Version :-

o/• 16, I "'I,,, cn::io A. TOV Ta1r£tv6cj,povo<; Kat «11'A.OV TOV Aavi8, Jer.2 

humilis et simplicis David. 

1 'Symmachnm ante oculos habuit Hieronymus eleganter vertens: kuc atque i!luc 
vagabantur incerli' (Field). 

2 Jerome's own translation of the Psalter failed to supersede the older Latin 
Version that was in general ase; hence it never made its way into the' Vulgate,' 



Lev. 16, 8 

§ 4. 4. Charactert''sti'cs of the Vulgate lxxxiii 

nm~, A. Eli ovoµa /n51rov (n~::.i i:i~,), Jer. propter igno
miniam sordis. 

,n-enh l. Ek Tpayov &.1rEpx6µEVOV (v. JO &.cpdµEVov), A. Eii 

Tpa:yov &.1r0Av6µEVOV (or a1r0At:.\vµfrov) i.e. '1~ lP.~, Jer. 
capro emissario. Hence the 'Great Bible' (1539-
1541) and AV. scape-goat1. 

and mnst be sought elsewhere (Opera, ed, Bened. I. 83:=; ff.; Vallarsi, IX. n53 ff.; 
Migne, IX. u23 ff.; Lagarde's Psalterium Hieronymi, 1874 [now out of print]; 
or Tischendorf, Baer, and Franz Delitzsch, Liber Psalmorum Hebraicus atque 
Latinus ab Hieronymo ex Hebraeo conversus, 1874). The translation of the 
Psalter contained in the 'Vnlgate' is merely the Old Latin Version, revised by 
Jerome with the aid of the LXX. 

1 Comp. Is. 66, 24 i~:l ,.:i, TINiiS usque ad satietatem videndi (as though 
1'N'! \1>) omni cami. The same interpretation in the Targ. : 'And the wicked 
shall be· judged in Gehinnom until the righteous shall say concerning them nc1r., 
NJltn We have seen enough.' The renderings of Aq, Symm, are not here pre
served; but from their known dependence on Jewish exegesis, there is little doubt 
that Jerome's rendering is derived from one of them. 



APPENDIX 

The Inscription of Mesha', commonly known as the 'Moabite Stone.' 

THE Inscription of Mesha' (which has been several times referred 
to in the preceding pages) is of such importance as an authentic and 
original monument of the ninth century B. c., remarkably illustrating 
the Old Testament, that I have inserted here a transcription and 
translation of it, accompanied by a brief commentary. I have con
fined myself to the mz"ni"mum of necessary explanation, and have 
purposely avoided entering upon a discussion of controverted readings 
or interpretations. The doubtful passages are, fortunately, few in 
number, being limited chiefly to certain letters at the extreme left 
of some of the lines, and to two or three a1rat Elp71p.l11a, and do 
not interfere with the interpretation of the Inscription as a whole. 
Palaeographical details must be learnt from the monograph of Smend 
and Socin, referred to on p. iv, and from Clermont-Ganneau's 
'Examen Critique du Texte,' in the Journ. As., Janv. 1887, pp. 72-
112 1• The deviations from the text of ·smend and Socin, adopted 
in the first edition of the present work, were introduced partly on 
the authority of Clermont-Ganneau, partly on that of E. Renan in 
the Journal des Savans, 1887, pp. 158-164, and of Th. Noldeke 
in the Lit. Centralblatt, Jan. 8, 1887, coll. 59-61: in the present 
edition, a few changes in the uncertain places have been made in 
consequence of the re-examination of the stone and squeeze by 
Nordlander (Dz"e Inschrift des Kb'nigs Mesa von Moab, 1896), and 
Lidzbarski, Ephemeris, i (1902), p. I fP Of the older literature 
connected with the Inscription, the most important is the monograph 
of Noldeke, Die lnschrifl des KiJ"nigs Mesa von Moab (Kiel, 1870), 
to which in parts of my explanatory notes I am indebted, It ought 

1 See also the Revue Critique, 1875, No. 37, pp. 166-174 (by the same writer). 
2 See also the transcription, with notes, in his Altsemiti"sche Texte, Heft i (1907), 

P• l ff. 
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only to be observed that at the time when this monograph was 
published, some of the readings had not been ascertained so accurately 
as was afterwards done. On the interpretation of the Inscription, 
see also now· Cooke, NSI. p. 4 ff.; and comp. the present writer's 
article MEsHA in EB. iii. The line above a letter indicates that the 

reading is not quite certain. 

in , :lNO • ,,o , ? ? w:, , i:l • llC>O , 1JN 

:::i,o • 1l~O • r,c, • 1w,c, • :lNO • ,11 ' ,,o • ':lN I 'lJ' 2 

[' , no J:, I ilnij,:l • w:::i, , l"lNt , l"lO:lil , Wl/Nl I 1:lN , inN • •n 3 

iCll I 'NlW • ,:::i:i • 'JNiil • ,:,, • 1:bwn • :,:,o • 'lllC'il • •:i • l/C> 4 

iN:l , W:::l , i:pN• , ,:, , pi , IC' , :lNO , 11N , llll'l , ,Nil!" , ,,o , ' 5 

5 • iON • •o•:i 1 :,No • nN • illlN • Nil • tll • 'iON•i • m:i • m:bn,, 1 n1 6 

[ 'iN] l"lN • 1'10ll , ~•1 , tl'll • i:iN • "1:IN , 'N'ie"l I ill"lJJl , il:J • NiNl 7 
w•~ , net • ill:liN , m:i , •r.i• • •1n1 , fio• , ilJ , :lW'l I N:iino , y 8 

f:it-t, • MlC'NM • n:, • Wl)Nl • 1110,11:i • l"lN • 1:i1:,n I 't.:1':l • w:, • n:i 9 
, • ,,c • n, • 1:i•, • t:1S:sir.i • niUll • yiN:I • :,c,, • ,, • wNi I 1n•ii' • nN 1 o 
[o] , tll/il, ,:::i, nN, lii1N1 I mnNl , 'ij,:l, t:1nn,N1 I n'iUl/, l"lN , ,~,c, 11 

[ 0 ]Ni , n,,, , ,t-tiN , l"lN , tle'C , :le'Nl I :JNo,, , wo:i, , l"l'i , ii'i1 I 2 

l!'N • l"lNl • ;,c, • l!'N • l"lN • n:, • :lC>Nl I l"l'ii':l • wo:, • 1lEl' • n:in 13 
~, I ,Nit:!'' , ,11 , M:lJ , nN , tnN , ,, , e-c:, , ,, , iOl't'l I n-,no 14 

iittl I tlii11M , il,' • n,nwn , yp:,o , il:l , tlnn,Nl , n,,:, , ,,n 15 

[ il ], ." 1'1i:lll I !ill , ii[ J ]l , iEbN , l1l,':lC> • fj:,:, , liill'tl , i1f 16 

[:, • n J 1-t • t:1wo • npNi I nnr.i,nn • we:, • "1nw11, • ,:, 1 non,, • n 1 7 
n~ , m:, , 'Nie" , ,,o, I c,o:, , 'lEl' • tlil , JMCNl , :-m,, , ,, 1 8 

(1 ']JElO , e,r.,:, , Mt:!'il'l I ':l , ncnn:,n:, , il:l • :JW-1 , rn• 19 

, MtnNl , yn•:, , i1NWl!O I i11!'i , :,:, , C>N , /ntto , :lNOC , npN 20 

non, • liV'il • non • nn,i' • •m:i • 7lN I p•, , :,y • nt1cS 2 1 

Nl I nn,,lo • •m:i • 1JN1 • il'illt:!' • '11l:J • 1JN1 I '!:lllil 2 2 

5.ip:i • r[o:, • ni]e>Nn • •N:,:, • •nc,11 • 1lNi • ,,o • n:i • 1m:i • 1l 23 
5 . ic,y • tll)M • :,:,:, • iCNl • nn-,p:, • ,pn • :,-,p:, • l!ot • '1:11 I .,i'il 24 

'iCN:J • nn-,p:, • nh-,:,on • 1n-,:, • 1JN1 1 nn•:,:, • ,:i • e>tt • t:1::i 25 
• ll.,N:J • n,cr.n • 1nc,y • 1l~, • ,v,v . 1n,:i • 1JN 1 :,Nie>• • ['] 26 

• l'Y • ,:, • '11:J • 'l1J:J • 1lN I Nil • c-i., • ,:, • no:, • n:, • 'MJ:J • jlN 2 7 

5:,o , jlNl I 111":)C>O , jJ'i , :,:, , •:, , !C>On , i:J'i , 1:1 2 8 
m:, • jJNl I )-'.,NM • ,v . 111!:IC' • il!'N • j'ii':J • MNO •n 29 

ifE • nN , tle> • Nl!'Nl • 1:sio,11:, • n:i, 1 1nS:,, • n:,i • N[ :i ],fi5[. nN] • ' 30 
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~ , f,i1 ii:l • ill • ll!" , p,1n1 I f-,i:otn , l~ 
'i-ii:oti I p,,nl , cnnSn • ,, • wo::, • 1S • ,oN;; 
e,y. cwo , n, Sy, • 101:i , 1':'o:i • n:i[ei11J 

~to I j:)ili:' , ne-

1. I am Mesha' son of Chemosh[kan ?], king of Moab, the Da-

31 
32 

33 
34 

2. -ibonite. My father reigned over Moab for 30 years, and I reign-
3· -ed after my father. And I made this high place for Chem6sh in 

QRI;IH, a [high place of sal-] 
4. -vation, because he had saved me from all the assailants(?), and 

because he had let me see my pleasure on all them that hated 

me. Omr-
5. -i king of Israel afflicted Moab for many days, because Chemosh 

was angry with his la-
6. -nd. And his son succeeded him; and he also said, I will afflict 

Moab. In my days said he th[ us;] 
7. but I saw my pleasure on him, and on his house, and Israel 

perished with an everlasting destruction. And Omri took 
possession of the [la-] 

8. -nd of Mehedeba, and it (i. e. Israel) dwelt therein, during his days, 
and half his son's days, forty years; but [resto-] 

9. -red it Chemosh in my days. And I built Ba'al-Me'on, and I 
made in it the reservoir(?); and I built 

10. Qiryathen. And the men of Gad had dwelt in the land of 
'Ataroth from of old; and built for himself the king of I-

I r. -srael 'Ataroth. And I fought against the city, and took it. And 
I slew all the people [from] 

12, the city, a gazingstock unto Chernosh, and unto Moab. And 
I brought back (or, took captive) thence the altar-hearth of 
Davdoh (or? i'l-:pi its (divine) guardian), and I drag-

13. -ged it before Chemosh in Qeriyyoth. And I settled therein the 
men of SHRN, and the men of 

14. M~RTH. And Chemosh said unto me, Go, take Nebo against 
Israel. And I 

15. went by night, and fought against it from the break of dawn until 
noon. And I too-
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16. -k it, and slew the whole of it, 7,000 men and male sojourners, 
and women and [female sojourner-] 

17. -s, and female slaves: for I had devoted it to 'Ashtor-Chemosh. 
And I took thence the [ ves-] 

1 8. -sels of Y AHWEJI, and I dragged them before Chemosh. And the 
king of Israel had built 

19. Yaha?, and abode in it, while he fought against me. But Chemosh 
drave him out from before me; and 

20. I took of Moab 200 men, even all its chiefs; and I brought them 
up against Yaha?, and took it 

21. to add it unto Daibon. I built QR~H, the wall of Ye'arim (or, of 
the Woods), and the wall of 

22. the Mound. And I built its gates, and I built its towers. And 
23. I built the king's palace, and I made the two reser[ voirs (?) for 

wa ]ter in the midst of 
24. the city. And there was no cistern in the midst of tbe city, in 

QRJ;IH. And I said to all the people, Make 
2 5. you every man a cistern in his house. And I cut out the cutting 

for QRJ;IH with the help of prisoner-
26. [-s of] Israel. I built 'Aro'er, and I made the highway by the 

Amon. 
27. I built Beth-Bamoth, for it was pulled down. I built Be?er, for 

ruins 

28. [had it become. And the chie Jfs of Daibon were fifty, for all 
Daibon was obedient (to me). And I reign-

29. -ed [over] an hundred [ chiefs J in the cities which I added to the 
land. And I buil-

30. -t Mehede[b Ja, and Beth-Diblathen, and Beth-Ba'al-Me'on; and 

I brought thither the na~ad (?)-keepers, 
3 r. . •........•. sheep of the land. And as for. J:Ioronen, there 

dwelt therein .•.... and ....••. 
32 ..•....••..... Chemosh said unto me, Go down, fight against 

J:Ioron~n. And I went down •........ 

33 ..........• [ and] Chemosh [resto ]red it in my days. And 
....... thence ...•..• 

34 ...•......•.•...•. And I .......• 
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The Inscription gives particulars of the revolt of Moab from Israel, 

noticed briefly in 2 Ki. 1, 1 = 3, 5. The revolt is there stated to 
have taken place after the death of Ahab; but from line 8 of the 
Inscription it is evident that this date is too late, and that it must 
in fact have been completed by the middle of Ahab's reign. The 
territory N. of the Arnon was claimed by Reuben and (contiguous 
to it on the N.) Gad; but these tribes were not permanently able to 
hold it against the Moabites. David reduced the Moabites to the 
condition of tributaries (2 Sam. 8, 2); but we infer from this Inscrip
tion that this relation was not maintained. Omri, however, determined 
to re-assert the Israelite claim, and gained possession of at least the 
district around M edeba, which was retained by Israel for forty years, 
till the middle of Ahab's reign, when Mesha' revolted. How complete 
the state of subjection was to which Moab had thus been reduced 
is shewn by the enormous tribute of wool paid annually to Israel 

(2 Ki. 3, 4). The Inscription names the principal cities which had 
been occupied by the Israelites, but were now recovered for Moab, 
and states further how Mesha' was careful to rebuild and fortify them, 
and to provide them with means for resisting a siege. Most of the 

places named (1-2, 21, 28 Dibon, 8, 30 Mehedeba, 9 Ba'al-Me'on, 
10 Qiryathen, 10, II 'Ataroth, 13 Qeriyyoth, 14 Nebo, 19 Yaha~, 
26 'Aro'er, 27 Beth-Bamoth, 30 Beth-Diblathen, Beth-Ba'al-Me'on, 
31 Ijloronen) are mentioned in the OT. in the passages which 

describe the territory of Reuben (Nu. 32, 3 7 f. Jos. 13, 15-23) or 
Gad (Nu. 32, 34-36. Jos. 13, 24-28), or allude to the country held 
by Moab (Is. 15, 2. 4. 5. Jer. 48, 1. 3. 18. 19. 21. 22. 23. 24. 34. 4r. 

Ez. 25, 9. Am. 2, 2); 27 Be~er in Dt. 4, 43. Jos. 20, 8: only 3, 21, 

24, 25 iln"1p, 13 J"1t::t, 14 n,n~, 21 f"1l.t1il are not known from the 
Bible. Except, as it seems, ~oronaim, all the places named appear 
to have Iain within the controverted territory North of the Amon. 

On the orthograp}if, comp. above pp. xxx-xxxii. 1. There 
seems to be room for only two letters after ~:,. · Clermont-Ganneau 
read ,~~:,; Lidzb., after a fresh examination of the stone, thinks the 
letter after t::,t to be a :,, and suggests, though doubtfully, p~:, (cf. 
~i1:t~~. ~it:r~).-1-2. l.):l'"lil, 21, 28 1:11,, i. e. Daibon, not (as pointed 
in MT.) l:!1"! Dibon. Had the vowel in the first syllable been merely i, 
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it is not probable that the scripHo plen~ would have been employed. 
_ 2 _ Mi? !~'~ = Heh. me, c,e,,e,. n~ as in Phoen. (p. 84 n.); for 

"'J:1~!?, as n~ for *1;9'.ll--3· nNt no:lil = Heb. nNt,, i10:lil: notice ( r) the 
fe~ inn-, as in Phoen., and sporadically in the OT.; (2) T'lNI without 

the art., also as in Phoen. (p. xxv). The passage illustrates Is. r5, 2. 

i6, 12• Jer. 48, 35 (of Moab); comp. 1 Ki. 10, 2 (of Solomon). The 
custom of worshipping on 'high-places' was one shared by the 
Canaanites and Israelites with their neighbours.-nr,ip, perhaps ilh'}~ 
(cf. in'1.;, in1;, once in r Ki. 16, 34 nh1;); it is against the apparently 
obvious vocalization i11;:t7~, that thefim. is regularly represented in the 
Inscription by n.-4. /:l,ii,,, i.e. l-??fsiiJ or l'-?~~iJ. ,,Se,;, in Heb. is 
to jling or cast; possibly it was in use in Moabitic in Qal with the 

meaning throw oneself against, attack. The letter is very indistinct : 

1::i,r.m the kings was formerly read; but Lidzb. agrees with Cl.-G. and 
Nord]. that there is no trace of the shaft of the o, and says that 'of 

all possibilities that of t' is the greatest.'-'~?'tf-'~f ';~7,:i if!. 59, I r. 
u8, 7.-5. l?,l.1;1 (Nold.) and ajjli'cted (Ex. 1, u), the third radical 
being retained. As the text stands, if 1,0 be read (as seems natural) 

'!'J?'i?, the ·1 can only be explained by Tenses, § 1 1 7 a, GK. § I r I h : this, 
however, is harsh ; so that probably 1,0 should be read :J;'?, and ,v has 

accidentally been omitted before ,:-tie-, (cf. I. 2) by the carver of the 

Inscription.-~~~;, impf. Qal (r Ki. 8, 46), in a freq. sense, though a 
pf. would rather have been expected. The reading ~JNn (i.e. ~?.~J;l = 
the Arab. V conjug.} has been suggested: but Lidzb. says that the , is 

clear.-His land: cf. Nu. 21, 29. Jer. 48, 46, where the Moabites are 

called eio:p l:ll).-6. i1El?'!~1, cf. w.l:., and Is. 9, 9.-Mlf, i. e. Ahab.

N~, p. xxx.-Nn l:lJ, as Jud. 3, 31. 6, 35 al.-lJVN, i. e. l~.ll~ .-:l, 
probably i1~f (1 Ki. 1, 48). MNl::l (Jud. 8, 8) would, as Hebrew, be 
preferable : but there seems not to be room for more than two 

letters 1.-7. ii:! N1!'!i if!. II8, 7.-l:l~ll ,~~ i::i~,-l:l,l,' as if!. 89, 2. 3. 38 

(poetically for c,iv,). Or possibly l:l~ll ,~1:5 ,~~; cf. Jer. 51, 39. 
-~iOl) t11!1, as a plup. sense is required, this by the principles of 

1 Smend and Socin imagined that they could read i:li:i ; but the traces are far 
too indistinct to make it probable, in view of the close general similarity of the two 
languages, that what is impossible in Hebrew (it should be iltl'l i:li:l or C'i:li:l 
n,Nil) was possible in Moabitic. 
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Heh. syntax should be ei~ 1i0ll'I. Or, perhaps, eii~1 should be read. 

-8. t9,11J'?, in Heb. M?11?..-i10\ i. e., if the n be correct, ~P.: (for 
yamaihu, i. e. 119:): cf. the same rare form in Hebrew (see on 
1 Sam. 14, 48; and Wright, Comp. Gramm. p. 158). The original n 
{Stade,§ rr3. 4) is seen (though not heard) in the Aram . .. C?0-. The 
same phrase occurs Jer. 17, 11.-Forfy years. On the chronological 

difficulty involved, see EB. iii. 3047. It is relieved, though not 
entirely removed, by reading, with Nordlander and Winckler, ~~? 

(like ~P.:} his sons' (i. e. Ahaziah and Jehoram), instead of n::i:;i his 
son's.-8-9. ;;:9~~1: the letters supplied were conjectured cleverly by 

Ntildeke in 1870, and have been generally accepted.-9. l~~!-
n1t.:1NM, prop. depression (cf. MQ~W), pit, perhaps an excavation used for 
the storage either of provisions, arms, etc., or ( cf. line 2 3) of water. 
Cf. n11:1N Ecclus. 50, 3 Heb., of Simon, son of Onias: Ml?~ hiif ,if~ 
i,b1:;e [rd. tl!~] tl:J n1~N Mii?li = lv vµ.epais a&ov fA.amJ,0-q [rd. 

iAaToµ.~81J] chro8ox£toJI vMn,w, xaAK6'> [rd., with A, AaKKos] WO'"£l 

8aAaCTO'"'l}'> T6 7rEp{p,ETpov.-lo. m:7i? (Nold.), in Heb. tl;JJ:7i?--W:::C1 
(Jud. 20, 17, etc.).-ii,, Heb. 1,.-11. tltJl:J?~! from onn,n=Arab. 
VIII conj.-,i1'e against the ci?J,.-iilQ~?--12. ~::i, n~7 a spectacle 

unto Chemosh: cf. Nab. 3, 6. Ez. 28, 17.-Either :IJ?~ (Jos. 14, 7), or 
(Clermont-Ganneau, Renan) fJ&m.-,t-t"lN, to be explained probably 
from Ez. 43, 15. 16 of the hearth of the altar, which was prized by the 
captors as a kind of ' spolia opima ' ( Sm end and Socin, p. 4 ). But 

this explanation is not certain.-ni,, , apparently the name, or title, 

of a god: cf. KAT.8 225,483; EB. i. 1126, 1127.-12-13. M:!l;i91($! 
Jer. 22, 19. 2 Sam. 17, 13.-13. ~o::, 1,tb, cf. nm1 1,!:l, 1 Sam. 15, 33. 
2 Sam. 21, 9.-:lr?N): 2 Ki. 17, 24.-14. And Chemosh saz"d lo me, 

Go, lake, etc.; similarly 1. 32: comp. Jos. 8, 1; Jud. 7, 9; 1 Sam. 
23, 4; 2 Ki. 18, 25b.-14-r5. !(~r~l, cf. Job r6, 22. 23, 8: in prose 

once (in 3 ps.) Ex. 9, 23.-15. n~~:l=Heb. n?:h,.-~Pfl?, cf. Is. 
58, 8: the ordinary Hebrew equivalent would be i!J~O n,,v.P..-r6. 

1"9~. n1·9~, men, women. On the tl'"'J~, cf. on 2 Sam. r, 13.-17·. nb~7, 
Jud. 5, 30: female slaves are probably meant.-'Ashtor-Chemosh, ac

cording to Baethgen, Beitriige, 254 if.1, a compound deity, of a type 

l Cf. pp. 39, 47 f., 84-7; so also G. A. Barton, in an article on 'West-Semitic 
Deities with Compound Names,' JBLi't. 1901, p. 22 ff.; H. P. Smith in an art. on 
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of which other examples are cited from Semitic mythology. The 
male 'Ashtor is a South-Semitic deity, ib. 1 I 7 ff.; cf. Encycl. of Religion 

and Ethics, ii. 115b.-~J:l'r1Qt): see p. 131.-17-18. •!,[:, , n]N, others 
supply ,,[Ni]N, cf. l. 12. Renan says that the last two letters of I. q 
are quite ' dans la nuit,' and that 1!,:, 11N 'garde toute sa probabilite.' 
Against 1!,NiN he objects the absence of 11N (contrast I. 12), and the 
plural (contrast the sing. I. r2).-r8. t:IM (if, as seems to be the case, 
the reading is correct) must be a case of the independent pron. used 
as an accus., cf. Aram. isry (Ezr. 4, 10 etc.).-19. i:if-.:i~~l, i. e. he 
made it a post of occupation during his war with Mesha'.-nonn,n.:i, 
i. e. on the analogy of the inf. of the Arab. VIII, nbhl;l?i'.lf: cf. the 

Heb. place-names l,'iOJ;I~~' ,~l_;ltp~ (see on I Sam. 30, 28).-11~~;1 
(provided rn1 be masc.). •lElO Clil: Mesha' speaks of c,o:, in exactly 
the same terms which the Hebrew used of mn\ Dt. 33, 27. Jos. 
24, 18.-20. it1N7?, in Heh. tl;JJN7t.-n~t~i.-2r. n~~? (Nold.) from 

'Theophorous Proper Names in the OT.' in the Harper .Memorlal Studies (1908), 

i. p. 48. Among the names cited are Milk-'Ashtart (f1iMl!'ll:l!,o; Cooke, NSI. 

10. 2-3), Eshmnn-'Ashtart (tlitle'lilOl!'N: NSI. p. 49), r,ip:,OlO!Ulit (ib.), 

iiNl:JCN (CIS. I. i. u8), !,y.:i:,:,o and ic11t:i,o (NSI. pp. 49, 103, 104), 

9ir,n-ip:,o (NSI. 150. 5), r,,p:,oi:t and nltli:t (Lidzb. Nordsem. Epigr. 356,357); 
Atargatis (Mf13Mtlll: see PRE.8 or Encycl. of Religion and Ethics, s. v.); and the 
Bab. Adar-Malik, and Anu-Malik : in each case, a fusion of the personalities and 
characters of the deities named being supposed to have taken place. Baudissin, 
however, argues strongly that in all these cases the second name is in the genitive, 
so that we should render 'Ashtor of Chemosh, Eshmnn of 'Ashtart, etc., the 
meaning being that •Ashtor, for irn,tance, was the associate of Chemosh, and 
worshipped in his temple (Adonis und Esmun, r911, pp. 259-66, 269, 274-9; 
cf. PRE. 8 ii. (1897), 157, vii. 293; and Moore in EE. i. 737). Ed. Meyer (Der 
Pa_f,yrusfundvon Elephantine, r9r2, p. 62 f.) takes the same view. These Papyri 
[xhibit other remarkable names of deities of the same type, viz. Pap. 18, col. 7. 5 
;,i:,tt11lOtulit; ib. I. 6 ,11tt11ltllll 'Anath-Bethel or 'Anath of Bethel[' Bethel' being 

the name of a deity: cf. Pap. 34. 5 lf1llM' "\.l 1m;,Nt1•l-the name formed 

exactly like jtllW, jtll'N; CIS. II. i. 54 •lS,,11tn1:i (cf. n:?''P ; and KA T.' 

437 f.]; Pap. 27. 7 !,M1.lO"lM [tl"\M another divine name; cf. Pap. 34. 4 jtllO"\M 

1n~:,Nt11l "l.l]; and even (Pap. 32. 3) in•n)ll 'Anath-Yahweh or Yahweh's 'Anath 
{'Anath as belonging to, or associated with, Yahweh). See further Sachau, 
Papyri aus ••• Elephantine (19u), pp. 82-5; Meyer, pp. 57-65; Burney, 
Church Qt1arterly Review, July 1912, pp. 403-6. It is now clear that in Zech. 'J, 
2 iY~iiv :iN-r,•:i should be read as one word, 'And BethelsareCfer sent,' etc. 
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9~:. Pointed irregularly by the Massorites ne9? nkl9? Nu. 32, 14. 
Is. 30, I.-11~;\J tlu woods,-probably the name of a place.-22. 
e1i:i°S111?,-23. 7~r., n~ 1 Ki. 16, 18.-~?."il either both (Nold.), cf. 

i:.Ji[, b~ii.:, or possibly the locks or dams, from the root r:t7~.-l~~? 
fer waler.-24. i:!l cislern.-jr:t=Heb. r~ (Gen. 47, 13; cf. on l Sam. 
21, 2).-25. Probably ni;i1;ilfD (or nh7TlfiJ) a cutting (or cuttings) 
of some sort : the special application must remain uncertain.-t:!K 
t'll11.:l:l i:l ; for the custom of every house having its cistern, cf. 2 Ki. 
18, 31, and, in the ancient Leja (see DB. i. 146), on the East of 
Jordan, Burckhardt, Travels in ,$,ria (1822), p. IIO f., cited by 
Thomson, The Land and the Book, Vol. on Lebanon, Damascus, and 
Beyond Jordan, p. 469, and EB. i. 88.-25-6. ''J.~tt:p..-26. n:,con= 
He b. l'l~Q'?D--2 7. no:1 n~, probably the same place as n,0:1 Nu. 
21, 19; :i:11::i 11'1.;:l 22, 41. Jos. 13, 17.-C);;) 1 Ki. 18, 30.-l~l! Mic. 
3, 12.-28. Before t:!, there is space for four or five letters. After 1131, 
n:;:i (or? l'l}Q Is. 16, 4) suggests itself naturally as the first word 
of 1. 28. The conjecture ~[i1] has the support of I. 20, and is the 
restoration usually accepted : but Halevy suggests ei[ N:l J for t:1[ i:l ], 

i. e. 'I built Be?er, for ruins it had become, with the help ef ( cf. I. 2 5) 
fifty men of Daibon,' etc.-nyr.,e,r.,, see p. 182 note.-29. If 1n::i,r., 
28-9 be correct (the::, is not quite certain), the next word must almost 
necessarily be ,11: the two letters for which space still remains may be 
lt'i (as exhibited in the translation). Lines 28-29 will then describe 
the number of chi'ifs, i.e. either heads of families, or warriors, over 
whom Mesha' ruled in Daibon itself (if t:!il is right in 1. 28), and 
in the cities which he recovered.-i"lil'~ in the czHes (Clermont-Ganneau, 
Smend and Socin): with what follows, cf. the expression used of 

Yaha\l II. 20-21.-30. "lj?,l, if the reading be correct,-i'~ is 'possible,' 
says Lidzbarski, though the letters seem to him to be Yo,-will allude 
to the persons engaged in cultivating the breed of sheep, small and 
stunted in growth, but prized on account of their wool (see on Am. 
1, 1 in the Cambridge Bible), for which Moab was famous. It is the 
word which is actually used of Mesha' himself in 2 Ki. 3, 4.-32, Cf. 

I. 14. With go down Clermont-Ganneau pertinently compares Jer. 
48, 5 which speaks of the tNilM "li,o or descent to l;[oronaim.-

33. No doubt O~~;i as JI. 8-9.-Halevy proposes Cl~ i=I;: ~'.P1 'And 
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beside it there was set,' supposing the sequel to relate to a guard of 
twenty men ; but the sing. followed by [Jir.,r.:, ji ]r.!!.11 is difficult. 

The language of Moab is far more closely akin to Hebrew than 
any other Semitic language at present known (though it may be 
conjectured that the languages spoken by Ammon and Edom were 
approximately similar): in fact, it scarcely differs from it otherwise 
than dialectically 1

• In syntax, form of sentence, and general mode 
of expression, it is entirely in the style of the earlier narratives con• 
tained in the historical books of the OT. The vocabulary, with two 
or three exceptions, not more singular than many a a1raf £lp7Jpi:vov 

occurring in the OT., is identical with that of Hebrew. In some 
respects, the language of the Inscription even shares with Hebrew 
distinctive features, as the waw conv. with the impf., y1r.:i,:i to save, 

nr.:i,11 to make, !:IJ, 'J i'li-ti, r.:,-,1 lo take in possession, )-,:,, 1JEl~, the dual 

!:lin:l, !:l1inn to ban, wiJ, JipJ, and especially ,~~- It shares 1Ji-t 

with Hebrew and Phoenician, against Aramaic, Arabic, and Ethiopic 
(NJN, lil, Iii:). 

The most noticeable differences, as compared with Hebrew, are 
Mi-tt r,r.,:i:, (not MNtn as in Hebrew), the Ji of the fem. sg., and the 

1 of the dual (except in !:l"\M~ 2 r 5) and plural, the r, and j of the 
plural both occurring only sporadically in the OT.3, the conj. !:IMM~,,, 

i•p city, tnN II, 14 to take a city (Heb. i;,~); and the following 
words, which, though they occur in the OT., are not the usual prose 
terms, i:i~n 6 to succeed, ypJ 15 of the break of dawn, l"l~~ and ni~~ 
16 (in a context such as the present, the normal Hebrew expression 
would be !:]IWJN and t]ir.:,J), Mb07 17, Nr.!/J 20, 30. 

1 By a happy instinct the truth was divined by Mr. (afterwards Sir George) Grove, 
six years before any Moabite document whatever was known, in his interesting 
article MoAB, in Smith's Dictionary of the Bible (p. 399a): 'And from the origin of 
the nation and other considerations we may perhaps conjecture that their language 
was more a dialect of Hebrew than a different tongue.' 

! If this be really a dual, and not a nominal form in Cl-.,: cf. GK.§ 88° (com
paring p. 2, below), and on the other side Konig, ii. p. 437, iii. § 257h. 

• The ) 25 times, mostly dialectically, or late (GK. § 87" [ add, as the text stands, 
2 S. n, 20]; Stade,§ 323•), and somedonbtful textually, 15 times being in Job, but 

even there irregularly (j',o 13 times, against !:1''0 10 times). On the r, of the 
fem., see GK. § So'• g_ 
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The chief features of historical interest presented by the Inscription 

may be summarized as follows: (1) the re-conquest of Moab by 

Omri; (2) the fact that Mesha''s revolt took place in the middle of 
Ahab's reign, not after his death (as stated, 2 Ki. 1, 1); (3) particulars 

of the war by which Moab regained its independence; (4) the extent 

of country occupied and fortified by Mesha.'; (5) the manner and 
terms in which the authority of Chemosh, the national deity of Moab, 
is recognized by Mesha' ; ( 6) the existence of a sanctuary of YAHWEH 

in Nebo 1 ; (7) the state of civilization and culture which had been 
reached by Moab at the end of the tenth century B. c. Sir George 

Grove, in the article referred to on the last page, writes (p. 396) : 
'The nation appears' from allusions in the OT.2 'as high-spirited, 
wealthy, populous, and even, to a certain extent, civilized, enjoying 

a wide reputation and popularity .... In its cities we discern a " great 
multitude" of people living in "glory," and in the enjoyment of 

"great treasure," crowding the public squares, the house-tops, and 

the ascents and descents of the numerous high-places and sanctuaries, 
where the "priests and princes" of Chemosh minister to the anxious 

devotees . . . • In this case there can be no doubt that among the 
pastoral people of Syria, Moab stood next to Israel in all matters 
of material wealth and civilization.' This conclusion is confirmed 
by the Inscription. The length, and finished literary form, of the 

Inscription shew that the l\foabites, in the ninth century B, c., were 

not a nation that had recently emerged from barbarism; and Mesha' 
reveals himself in it as a monarch capable of organizing and con
solidating his dominions by means similar to those adopted by 
contemporary sovereigns in the kingdoms of Israel and Judah. 

1 The reading il\il~ is quite certain ; the letters can be read distinct} y on the 
plaster-cast of the stone in the British Museum, 

B Chiefly Is. 15-16; Jer. 48. 
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NOTE ON THE MAPS 

THE Maps in this volume have been drawn by Mr. B. V. Darbishire, of Oxford. 
The Map of the Pass of Michmas is reproduced, by permission, from a Map by 
Gustaf Dalman, the well-known Hebrew and Aramaic scholar, now Director of the 
German Evangelical Archaeological Institute in Jerusalem, in the ZDMG. (see 
particulars in the note attached to the Map) : and the three Maps of Sections of 
Palestine are based upon Maps published by the Palestine Exploration Fund, and 
by Messrs. John Bartholomew & Co., of Edinburgh. In the three last-named Maps 
the coloured contours, geographical features, and modern sites, are reproduced 
(with permission) from the sources mentioned : the ancient sites have been repro
duced from them only after a careful examination of the data on which the 
determination of the sites depends, such as rest upon questionable or inconclusive 
grounds being marked by a query, while those which rest upon clearly insufficient 
grounds are omitted altogether. The identification of a modern with an ancient site 
depends mostly, it must be remembered, in cases in which the ancient name itself 
has not been unambiguously preserved, partly upon historical, but very largely upon 
philological considerations: and men who are admirable surveyors, and who can 
write valuable descriptions of the physical features, topography, or antiquities of a 
country, are not necessarily good philologists. Hence the ¾ in. to the mile Map 
of Palestine containing ancient sites, published by the P. E. F., Bartholomew's 
Maps, a.ndin fact current English Maps of Palestine in general (with the exception of 
those in the Encyclopaedia Bib!ica), include many highly questionable and uncertain 
identifications 1• Maps described as being 'according to the P. E. F. Survey' are 
not better than others : the description is in fact misleading; for the 'Survey' 
relates only to the physical geography, and modern topography of the country: the 
ancient sites marked on such a map are an addition to what is actually determined 
by the 'Survey:' the authority attaching to the 'Survey' does not consequently 
extend to them at all; and, as a matter of fact, many rest upon a most precarious 
basis. In the articles and notes referred to above (p. X n.), I have taken a number 
of names, including, for instance, Succoth and Penuel (Exp. Times, xiii. 457 ff.), 
Luhith (Is. 15, 5; ib. xxL 495 ff.), and Ja'zer (fa 16, 8, and elsewhere; ib. xxi. 
562 f.), and shewn in detail how very uncertain the proposed identifications are 2• 

An example or two may be mentioned here. The compilers of the¾ in. to the 
mile P. E. F. Map, referred to above, mark on the SW. of the Sea of Galilee the 

1 On the principles which should regulate the identification of modern Arabic with 
ancient Hebrew place-names, the scholarly articles of Kampffmeyer, ZDPV, xv 
(1892), 1-33, 65-n6, xvi (1893), 1-71, should be consulted. 

• Guthe's beautiful and very complete Bibelat!as in 20 Haupt- und 28 Mben• 
karten (1911) may he commended to English students as eminently instructive 
and scholarly. And the forthcoming Historical Atlas of the Holy Land, by 
G. A. Smith, is likely to prove in all respects adequate and trustworthy. 
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'Plain of Zaanaim:' Bartholomew, in the Map at the beginning of vol. i of 
Hastings' Dictionary of tke Bible, does the same, and even goes further; for, both 
in this and in other maps designed by him, he inserts on the NW. of Hebron-in 
this case without the support of the P. E. F. Map-the • Plain of Mamre.' But 
both these 'plains' are purely imaginary localities; for, as every Hebrew scholar 

knows, though 'plain' is the rendering of Ii'~ and j\~~ in AV., both words 

really mean a tree, most probably a terebinth or an oak, and they are so rendered 
in the Revised Version (Gen. 12, 6, etc.: Jos. r9, 33; Jud. 4, II). On the other 
hand, the P. E. F. authorities, for some inscrutable reason, have never accepted 
Robinson's identification of Gibeah ( = Gibeah of Benjamin and Gibeah of Saul) 
with Tell el-Fil.l, 2¾ miles N. of Jerusalem 1 : it is accordingly, in the¾ in. to the 
mile map, not marked at this spot, but confused with Geba; and Bartholomew, in 
his malls, including even those edited by G. A. Smith!, confuses it with Geba 
likewise, It is true, the two names have sometimes been accidentally interchanged 
in the Massoretic text 3 : but Is. ro, 29 shews incontrovertibly not only that they 
were two distinct places, but also, taken in conjunction with Jud. r9, 13, that 
Gibeah must have lain between Ramah and Jerusalem, very near the highway 
leading from Jerusalem to the North, which is just the position of Tell el-Ful. 
Unless, however, the relative positions of Gibeah and Geba are properly appre
hended, there are parts of the narratives of Jud. 19-20, and 1 Sam, 13-14, which 
it is impossible to understand. 

'In the transliteration of modern Arabic place-names, I have endeavoured to insert 
the hard breathing ( = t) and the diacritical points iu accordance with either 

Buhl's excellent Geografhie des a/ten Palastina, or E. H. Palmer's Arabic and 
Englisli Name Lists published by the P. E. F., though I fear I may not in all cases 
have secured entire accuracy. Still less, I am afraid, have I attained consistency in 
marking the long vowels. But I trust that these imperfections will not impair the 
usefulness of the Maps for those for whom they are primarily designed, viz. students 

of the history. The frequent Kh., I should add, stands for Khurbet { =1"970), 
ruin, ruined site. 

1 Comp. Grove's art. GIBEAH in Smith's Diet. of tlie Bible, Stenning's art. 
GIBEAH in DB., and below, p. 69. 

2 Who himself adopts the Tell el-Ful site (Jerusalem, ii. 92 n.). 
3 The reader will do well to mark on the margin of his RV. Gibealz against Geba 

in Jud. 20, 33 (' on the west of Gibeah:' in v. 10 the correction is made already 
in EVV.; in v. 31 put Gibeon against Gibealz), I Sam, 13, 3 (see ro, s); and Geba 
against Gibeah in Jud. 20, 43. l Sam. 13, 2 (see v. 16). q, 2 (see 13, 16). r6; 
also, with a (!), against Gibeon, 2 Sam. 2, 24. In 2 Sam. 5, 25, on the other 
hand, Gibeon (LXX; I Ch. 14, 16) is better than Geba; and in 2 Sam. 21, 6 read 
probably (see the note; and cf. v. 9) 'in Gibeon, in the mountain (ii1J) of Yahweh' 
for ' in Gibeah of Saul, the chosen one (inJ) of Yahweh.' 



NOTES 
ON 

THE BOOKS OF SAMUEL 

1, I-4, 1a. Birth and youth ef Samuel. Announcement ef the 

fall ef Eli' s house. 

1, 1. im, t!-'1N] The same idiomatic use of inN, especially with ~ 1N, 

in the sense of a certain (man), qufriam, as II 18, 10. Jud. 9, 53 nt!-'N 
nnN; 13, 2 nm, 1ot!-'i 1),n r,n!)e,oo 111,1,10 inN ei1N 1111,. 1 Ki. 13, 1 r. 

20, 13. 2 Ki. 4, 1 al. 
l:l'!)1~ ti•no,nJ Grammatically indefensible. O'!)I~ cannot be a ptcp. 

in apposition with ti•no,n; for this, being fem., would require r,i!)i~ 
(cf. n,o, tl-')'Y ifr. 18, 28 etc.),-not to say f1i!)i~;:i; nor can it, as Keil 
supposes, be a genitive (!) after o•noiil 'the two heights of the 

?ophites 1.' LXX has "J,mf,a ;g opov, 'E<f,patp,, pointing to •~~l for 
l:l'!)I~\ the o of ,no having been in MT. accidentally written twice, 
'a certain man of Ramathaim, a ,?uphite of the hill-country of 

Ephraim' (so We. Kio. Bu. etc.; GK.§ 125h). The district in which 

Ramah lay was called !:}W r,t-e (eh. 9, 5): either therefore ?uph was 
actually the name of an ancestor of Elqanah (v. I b, I Ch. 6, zo Qril; 

ib. v. II ?ophai [ see p. 4]), and the 9,~ r,N was so called from its 
having been originally settled by the family of {'.uph (cf. 27, ro :m 
''Non,1n ; 30, I 4 ::i,::i ::IJ) : see the notes), or, as is more probable 
(We. al.), the land is in the genealogy personified as the ancestor 
{cf.' Gilead,' Nu. 26, 29. Jos. 17, 1 al.). 

o•no,n] i. e., at least according to the present orthography, 'The 
two heights.' It is, however, the opinion of many scholars (see esp. 

1 The reference to Ew. § 286• is inconclusive: the first word in the instances 
there cited being in the construct state ( on I _Ki. 4, r 2 see on II 20, I 5). 

2 1 and I are often interchanged in Hebrew and LXX: cf, 9, 5 ::E.wp = 91~. 
LXX must have read l~\l as •~i:t: cf. 'A/3wt1a 2.6, 6 al., 'p.,f3a II 23, 29 (We.). 

1365 B 



2 The First Book if Samuel 

Philippi, ZDMG. 1878, pp. 64-67, Strack, Genesi's2, p. 135 f.; GK. 
§ SSc) that in this and many other proper names, if not in all, the dual 

form is not original, but is a later artificial expansion of an original 
substantival termination in C-:;-(GK. §§ 85b, 1oog,h). This is based 
partly upon the fact that in parallel texts several of these names occur 
without the 1; partly upon the fact that many of the duals yield 

a meaning improbable in itself as the name of a place, or inconsistent 
with the character of the places so far as they have been identified ; 
and partly on the fact that the most common of these dual forms 
Cl~~,,~, is shewn by the Tell el-Amarna tablets to have ended origin
ally in -inz (so tl;1q~. in 01"'\m·t::1"'\N, is in the Tell el-Amarna letters 

Narzma: cf. );1'?~, which must have arisen out of 11'?!i, Aram. form of 
the" Heb. ih'?~, ' Samaria '). Thus we have C;tP,iJ Gen. 3 8, 2 1, but 
crv. Jos. 15, 34 (cf. l:JJ'I Gen. 37, 17", but lQ"t zo.b 1, 2 Ki. 6,13 2

); 

C:JJ;")~ 1 Ch. 6,613, but l~';~ Jos. 21, 32; C;JJ;7~ (Nu. 32, 37. Jos. 13, 

19 3
• Jer_ 48, I. 23 3

, Ez. 25, 9 4
), C'.JJ?-?"r-n1

~ (Jer. 48, 22 3
), tl;a'°lii (Is. 

15, 5 5
, Jer. 48, 3 3

• 53
• 34 3

), but in Mesha's inscr., I. 10 tn""i', I. 30 
inS::i"'I n::i, ll. 31, 32 p,,n. Other dual forms of nouns cited by Philippi 

and Strack are 0:,1~ Is. 15, 8 6
; 0;11"'1~ 7 2 Ch. 11, 9; ~~~ 3 2 S. 13, 23; 

tl'.JJ"lj~ Jos. 15, 36; l:l;J::l~ 2 S. 4, 3 8
, Neh. II, 33; tl;1~Q Jos. 19, 19; 

tl;mr;i Gen. 32, 3. Jos. 13, 26. 30. 21, 38 (=1 Ch. 6, 65 ~). 2 S. 2, 8 10
_ 

12 n. 29. 17, 24 11. 27 11. 19, 33 11
• 1 Ki. 2,8 12

• 4, 14 12
; tl;JJ11V, Jos. 15, 36; 

tl;~~n1V. Ez. 47,10 6
; tl;11;'f Jos. 18, 22. 2 Ch. 13,4 13

; tl:~?~ Jos. 21, 

22; tl;'.2V,l? Jos. 15, 36 6
: cf. t;1~f 2 Cb. 13, 19 Qre (Kt. Jl"i~f) 14. Still 

all these do not necessarily fa.II into the same category, and some may 
have been really duals. In several, as the notes will have shewn, the 
dual is also expressed in LXX ( cod. B). If there were two hills at 

Samuel's village, as there are at Gezer, tl~Dl?1v would be a very natural 
name for it. And we have the corresponding form ~~; 15 in the 
Syr. version of I Mace. 1 r, 34. Cf. Konig, ii. 43 7; and note the forcible 
arguments of G. B. Gray, EB. iii. 3319. 

1 LXX (A) each time t..OJ0a«µ. 2 LXX (B) Llo,0aEtµ. 3 LXX -a,µ. 
4 LXX ,rJJ\E~ ,rapa0aJ\arraias ( = ;ir.,, n1-ip). • LXX -mµ. • LXX 
-Elf', ' LXX ABo,pai. 8 LXX r•0ilru. • LXX Maava,0. 10 LXX 
-a•!-'· 11 LXX -a<1µ. 12 LXX Maava«i'ov. 18 LXX loµopo,v, 
14 LXX Er/Jfl{IW, 15 Codd. AS corruptly 'Pa0l1-J-'EW ; others 'Pa}'(l,O•JJ-• 



f. I 3 

The transition from either tl~D910 or tli:1910 to il1'10 in v. 19 is, 
however, abrupt and strange. In MT. the form occurs here alone, 
Samuel's home being elsewhere always noin. LXX has Apµ,a0aiµ, not 
only here, but also wherever iroii1 occurs acddental{y with n, in conse
quence of the i1 of motion being attached to it (nnoin), 1, 19. 2, 11. 

7, 17. 8, 4. 15, 34. 16, r3. 19,18, 22, aswellasforiroi:i in 25,1. 28, 3: 

in 19, 19. 22. 23. 20, 1 (as inJud. 4, 5) for noi:i it has b, 'Paµ,a. In 25,1. 

2 s, 3 cod. A has 'Paµ,a: in this cod. therefore i10"li1 is consistently 'Paµ,a, 

c•noin (or cno,n) and nno-in are consistently Apµ,aOatµ,. Probably, 
however, this is merely a correction of a kind not unfrequent in cod. A, 
made with the view of assimilating the Greek text more closely to the 
Hebrew, and not a part of the original LXX. It is scarcely possible to 
frame an entirely satisfactory explanation of the variations. It seems 
clear that in 2, 1 l etc. Apµ,aOmµ, is due to the presence of the n in the 
form of the Hebrew word there read by the translators: but it would 
be precarious to conclude that this was actually c•noin (or cnoin). 
From the abruptness of the change in v. 19 to the sing., We. thinks it 
probable that the original form of the name was the singular, which in 
the first instance stood in the Hebrew text everywhere, but that the 
dual form came into use subsequently, and was introduced as a cor
rection in 1, 1 in MT.; in LXX 'Paµ,a was originally the uniform 
rendering, but in course of time an artificial distinction was drawn 
between noin and nno,n, and when this was done it was introduced 
into the text of LXX-in cod. B, however, in 19, 19-20, 1 only, in 
cod. A uniformly ('Paµ,a = ilOiii: Apµa0aiµ = nno-in). Kio. ingeni
ously proposes to punctuate tl'J:1910-/0 'from the Ramathites' (so Bu. 
Sm. ; not Now.), cf. 1noin I Ch. 2 7, 2 7 : but this is not the usual . 
manner in which a person's native place is designated in the OT. 

ii0'1ii is the name of several places mentioned in the OT.; and the site of 
this one is not certain, The best known is the 'Ra mah' of Is. ro, 29, which is 
certainly the modern er-Ram, 5 miles N. of Jerusalem, Bu. argues in favour 
of this; but does not overcome the presumption that the unnamed city, the home 
of Samuel in eh. 9, which was clearly (comp. IO, 2 with 9, 4 f.) N. of Benjamin, 
and consequently not er-Ram, was the Ramathaim of 1, r and the Ramah of 
1 , 1 9, etc. Eusebius (Onomastica 1 , ed. Lagarde, 225, u-14) says that Ramathaim 
was near Diospolis (Lydda), to which Jerome (ib. 96, 18) adds 'in the district of 
Timnah; ' and 1 Mace. n, 34 speaks of 'Ramathem' as a toparchy which had 
belonged to Samaria, but was transferred in B.C. 145 to Jerusalem: Eusebius 

B 2 
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(288, I r f.) and Jerome (q6, 23 f.) also identify Arimathaea ( = Ramathaim) with 
'P,µ,p,r or Remfthis, in the territory of Diospolis. These statements would point 
either (Buhl, Geogr., p. 170; Now.; cf. H. G. 254) to Belt-Rima, a village on a 
hill, 12 miles NW. of Bethel, 13 miles ENE. of Lydda, and 2 miles N. of Timnah, 
or (Guthe, Kurzes Bibelworterb., 1903, p. 536; Lagrange) to Rentis, a small 
village 5 miles W. of Beit-Rima, and 9 miles NE. of Lydda. H.P. Smith and 
others have thought of Ram-Allali, a village standing on a high ridge, 3 miles SW• 
of Bethel ; but either Beit-Rima or Rentis has better ancient authority in its 
favour. See further DB. iv. r98. 

l:JM'i\] LXX '1£peµ,E7JA, i.e. ;~~1~ 1 Yeral]me'el, perhaps rightly 
(the name Yerol]am occurs elsewhere). The pedigree of Samuel is 
given twice besides, with variations similar to those which usually occur 

in parallel passages in the OT., especially in lists of names:-

I Sam. 1, r. I C.k. 6, 13-1 I 1 Ck. 6, 18-20 
(LXX 28-26). (LXX 33-35). 

Samuel 13 Samuel 18 Samuel 

Elqanah 12 Elqanah 19 Elqanah 
Yero}_lam Yerol]am Yerol]am 
Elihu Eliab Elie! 

To}_lu 11 Na}_lathll Toal] 3 

,?;uph ~phai 20 Qr@ iuph' 

1n'iE:it:t] This word appears to represent Elqanah not merely as 
resident in Ephraim (r:::i1,E:IN ,n~), but as an Ephrai"mz'te; in r Ch. 6 he 
is represented as a Lev11e, of the descendants of Qohath (Nu. 3, 2 7 etc.). 

The discrepancy is hard to reconcile. J ud. 17, 7 the expression ' of the 
family of Judah,' applied to a Levite, has been supposed to shew that 
Levites settled in a particular tribe may have been reckoned as belong~ 
ing to it; but even if that were the case 5, the addition 1,; N1n1 would 

1 Thenius S~)?':\~, on which We., De Gentibus et Familiis Judaeis quae 
I Ck. 2. 4. numerantur (Gottingae, 1870), remarks justly (p. 27), 'Dresdense 
potius quam Hebraeum.' 

• So Vulg. Pesh.; LXX Kawa9. No doubt the .) is an error for n, the two 
letters being somewhat similar in the old character, though which of the three 
forms is original cannot be definitely determined, probably TolJ.u. In any case 
Keil's explanation of the variation is untenable. 

3 LXX (B) @m, (A) @oov<, Vnlg. Thohn, i.e. TolJ.u as in 1, 1. Pesh. b-L. 
' So also LXX, Vulg.; Kt. ~iph. 
• It is more probable that 'Levite' denotes there a prefession, rather than 

,membership in a tribe: see Moore, ad loc.; McNeile, Exodus, pp. !xvi f., 26. 
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there make the double rela_tionship clear; here the addition 1nieit-t 

seems to shew that the narrator has no consciousness of Samuel's 
Levitical descent. The explanation that the term designates Elqanah 
as an Ephraimite, merely so far as his civil rights and standing were 
concerned, makes it express nothing more than what is virtually de
clared in v. "', and moreover implies a limitation which is not, at least, 
sustained by usage. It is a question whether the traditions embodied 
in Ch. have been handed down uniformly in their original form, and 
whether in some cases the genealogies have not been artificially com
pleted. The supposition that Samuel was really of Ephraimite descent, 
and was only in later times reckoned as a Levite, is the simplest 
explanation of the divergence. 

2. t:JI~) 1n~ ,,,] The order, and form of sentence, as 17, 12. 25, 2 

(cf. 36), II 14, 30. 17, 18. 23, 18. 22. Jud. 3, 16. Zech. 5, 9. Dan. 
8, 3 etc. 

nnr:t] The numeral, being definite in itself, may dispense with the 
art.; cf. 13, 17. 18; Nu. 28, 4: Ew. § 29of; GK.§§ 126z, 1341. But 
in a connexion such as the present nnr:til would be more classical 
(Gen. 2, 11. 4, 19. 10, 25 (all belonging to the Pentateuchal source J); 
Dt. 21, 15; II 4, 2), and ought probably to be restored. It is read by 
several MSS. 

Wl] before the plural t:11i,\ according to GK. § 145°; Ew. § 316a. 
So not unfrequently: e. g. with the same verb Gen. 1, 14. 5, 23. Jud. 
20, 46. 1 Ki. 13, 33 l1'1~:::l 1)il.:l 1;:i~ that there might be (Tenses,§ 63) 

priests of the high places. 
3. n,in] The pf. with waw conv. has a frequentative force, used lo 

go up; comp. 4b-7n, where observe that it interchanges, not with the 
bare perfect, the tense of simple narrative, but with the impf., which 
likewise expresses habituation : see Tenses, § I 20, GK. § 112 dd; and 
comp. Ex. 17,·11. 18, 26. Jud. 2, 18f. etc. 

il010 1 !J10 10] The same phrase, likewise with reference to the obser• 
Vance of a pilgrimage or sacred season, 2, 19"'. Ex. 13, 10. Jud. II, 40. 

21, 19t. t:110\ lit. days, tends by usage to denote the definite period 
of a year: cf. v. 21. 2, 19b; and on 27, 7. 

n:,~] now Seilun, in a secluded nook, 9 ½ m. N. of Bethel, and 1 r m. 
S. of Shechem. See the writer's art. in DB. s.v. 
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'il t:lt!'i J LXX Kal EKe'i H>..eL Kul o[ Mo viol atTov, which has been 
supposed to point to 1,:v 1).:J 1)t!'~ 1>V. t:1~1. Some independent notice of 
Eli seems to be presupposed by v. 9 : either, therefore (Th. Kio.), 1 1,1,1 
has dropped out in MT., or (We.) the mention of Eli originally preceded 

v. 3, perhaps in the course of some more comprehensive narrative of 
the period, of which the life of Samuel which we still possess formed 
but an episode : in the latter case, the reading of LXX will be a cor
rection, introduced for the purpose of supplying the deficiency which 
thus arose in the narrative. 

4. 011ir Wl] The same idiomatic expression recurs 14, r. 2 Ki. 4, 
8. I 1. 18. Job 1, 6. 13. 2, 1 t. Is it, now, to be construed 'And there 

was a day (Job 1, 6 AV), and •.. ,'or' And it fell on a day (2 Ki. 4, 8 
AV.), and •. ,'? (GK.§ 126 8 : We.) Modern authority is in favour 
of the second of these alternatives: but the fact that t:11 1ir when used as 
an adverbial accusative signifies regularly to-dqy may authorize the 
inference that in this phrase it was conceived as a nominative, i.e. as 
the subject of 1i111 (cf. 20, 24 l!'inn 1:,11). In either case the definite 
article, where we should use the indefinite, is in accordance with the 
Hebrew manner of thought : in the mind of the Hebrew narrator, the 
day is connected in anticipation with the events about to be described 
as happening upon it, and is thus regarded as defined. Comp. ,tioil 
Nu. 5, 23, ,:inn Jos. 2, 15, the scroll, the cord, defined in anticipation 
as those taken for a particular purpose, where our idiom can only 

employ a: see on 6, 8. 10, 25. 19, 13; and cf. GK. l.c. 

in~,] 4b-t• is parenthetical, describing what Elqanah's habit was 
(see on v. 3): the narrative of the particular occasion 4a is resumed 
in 7b n:i:in,. Render therefore (for the emendations adopted, see the 

notes below): '(v. 3) And that man used lo go up, etc .... (v. 4) And 
there fell a day, and Elkanah sacrificed: now he used lo give to 
Peninnah, etc ..•• : (v. 7) and so used she lo do year by year; as often 
as they went up to the house of Yahweh, so used she to vex her ; and 
she wept [ on the present occasion] and did not eat. (v. 8) And 
Elkanah her husband said to her, etc.' 

nm~ J portions, viz. of the flesh partaken of at the sacrificial meal: 

cf. 9, 23. 
Notice here the position of the object at the end, where it rounds 
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off the sentence and brings it to its close. The English order, in such 
a case, would produce a very weak sentence in Hebrew. For two 
striking instances of the same order, see Jer. 13, 13. Am. 6, 14: cf, 
Ex. 8, rr; and see further on II 14, 12. 

5. o:~~] Many attempts have been made to find a meaning for this 
word, at once defensible philologically, and suited to the context, It 
has been rendered (1) 'heavily.' So, for instance, the Vulgate (trisHs), 
several mediaeval authorities (e. g. the 'Great' Bible of 1539: 'a portion 
with an heavy cheer'), and amongst modems, Bo. Th. But for this 
sense of tl;~tt there is no support in the known usage of the language : 
1:11~~_;) occurs with the meaning 'in anger' in Dan, 11, 20; but that 
w~uld be unsuitable here, and the expressions 1')El i,ElJ (Gen. 41 6) and 
in1 n, ,,n 1:b il'JEl (below, v. 18) are not sufficient to justify the sense 
of a dejected countenance being assigned to tl'El~. It has been rendered 

( 2) in connexion with 111J~ il~r,,, one portion if two /aces (=two persons), 
i.e. a double portion. So Keil and even Gesenius. It is true that the 
Syriac ~(" corresponds generally in usage with the Hebrew t!'JEl ; 

but, to say nothing of the fact that a Syriasm is unexpected in Samuel, 
and that even in late Hebrew tl1El~ does not occur with the Aramaic 
sense of 'person,' there is nothing in the use of the Syriac word to 
suggest that the dual would, in Hebrew, denote two persons : t~<" 
(like tl')El) is used of one person, the singular not occurring. If t:l;;lltt 

means two persons, it must be implied that the singular I:]~ might 
denote one person, which the meaning of the word (nostril) obviously 
does not permit. Secondly, the construction, even if on lexical grounds 
this rendering were defensible, would be unexampled. tl'El~ evidently 
cannot be a genitive after r,n~ mo: Ew. § 287b (cited by Keil) com
bines together cases of apposition and of the accusative of limitation; 
but the disparity of idea (one portion and two persons) shews that 1:1'!:iN 

cannot be in apposition with rinN mo: it might be an accusative 
defining the amount or measure of the r,nN mo (Tenses, App. § 194): 
but how unnaturally expressed l 'one (emph.) portion,' immediately 
defined as a portion suitable for two persons, i.e. as a double portion, 
as in fact not one portion at all, but two I Upon grammatical grounds, 
hardly less decisively than upon lexical grounds, this rendering must 
thus be pronounced inadmissible. (3) The rendering of AV. a wort4Y 
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portion is inherited from the Geneva Version of r 560, and is based 
ultimately upon the Targum, which has ,~nJ in pS,n, i.e. 'one choice 

portion.' 111:Jf choice corresponds in the Targum to the Hebrew t:)1~~; 

but it is clear that it is no translation of it, nor can it be derived from 
it by any intelligible process. Kimchi, in his Commentary and the 
Book of Roots, makes two attempts to account for it-both unsuccessful. 
Evidently it is a mere conjecture, designed to replace the untranslatable 
word by something that will more or less harmonize with the context. 

The Hebrew text does not admit of a defensible rendering. In the 
LXX t)\~t( is represented by ?TA~v, i.e. C~~- This reading at once 
relieves the difficulty of the verse, and affords a consistent and gram
matical sense. 1~ C~~ restricts or qualifies the preceding clause, precisely 
as in Nu. 13, 28. 'But unto Ijannah he used to give one portion:' 
this, following the portt'ons of v. 4, might seem to imply that Elqanah 
felt less affection for her than for Peninnah. To obviate such a mis
conception, the writer adds: 'Howbez"J he loved Ijannah; but Yahweh 
had shut up her womb,' the last clause assigning the reason why 
I;Iannah received but one portion. This reading is followed by We., 
Stade (Gesch. des V. Isr. i. 199), Now., Kp., Kenn., Dhorme, and is 
rightly represented on the margin of RV.: the words because she had 
no child, however, though found in LXX, formed probably no part of 
the text used by the translators, but were added by them as an 
explanatory comment. 

6. c:,y::, t)J .•• ;,r,c:,y::,i] 'and •.. used lo vex her even tm'fh a 

vexation,' i.e. vexed her bitterly. C~f is not (as it is often rendered) 
to provoke to anger, but to vex, as C~~ is vexaiz'on: it always denotes 
the feeling aroused by some unmerited treatment; cf. Job 5, 2. 6, 2; 

Dt. 32, 19 the ve}!:ation caused to Yahweh by the undutiful behaviour 
of His 'sons and daughters,' 27 'vexation from the enemy,' i. e. 
the vexation which He would experience from their triumph at 
Israel's ruin. 

ciy:,] The abstr. subst., in place of the more common inf. abs., as 
Is. 2 r, 7 Jl!'i' J'l!']'m; comp. also 22, 17 ·will hurl thee as a man [or, 
0 man] with a hurlz'ng, i. e. will hurl thee violently, 18 will wind thee 
up wz'fh a winding; 24, 16. 22 will be gathered, as captives, with a 

gathering [but read here "'i11ftt~ 9!?,~J; Ez. 25, 12. 15; 27, 35; l\Iic. 
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~' 9 ; Hab. 3, 9; Job 16, 14; 2_7, 12. tl-' occurs in the same 
position before the inf. abs. Gen. 31, 15. 46, 4. Nu. 16, 13t. Perhaps, 
indeed (Ehrlich, Randglossen zur Hebr. Bibel, iii. (r910), p. 163), we 

should read here the inf., O)!~. 
m,,1] 'her n'val- or .fellow-wife:' LXX (Luc.) iJ &.VT[('IJA.or; al>T>J,, 

Vulg: aemula eius, Pesh. 01l~. The meaning is certain. A com
parison of Hebrew with the cognate languages, Arabic and Syriac, 
shews that in old times, when polygamy was prevalent, a common 
term was in use among the Semitic peoples to denote the idea of a 
rival- or fellow-wife, derived from a root;.,; lo injure or vex, viz. 

Arabic §_;; efarratun = Syriac JL~ 'arlha = Hebrew il1~- The 
variation in the initial letter shews that the term was not borrowed by 
one Semitic language from another, within historical times, but that it 
was already in use at the time when the common ancestors of the 
Hebrews, Aramaeans, and Arabs dwelt together in a common home : 

after the three branches separated, the initial consonant in process of 
time underwent a variation till it appeared finally as 'J in Hebrew, as 
, in Aramaic, and as v in Arabic 1• For an example of the Syriac 
word, see Ephrem Syrus, I. 65 D, where Hagar is spoken of as the 
JL~ of Sarah: it is also used here in Pesh. to represent rTi'J, For 

the Arabic, see Lane's Arab. Lex., p. 1776, and The 1001 Nights 

(Habicht), iii. 276, 8 (cf. Lane's translation, London, 1865, ii. 135), 

referred to by Lagarde (' Budoor and I;Iayat-en-Nufoos are both 

wives of Qamar-ez-Zeman, and the one is i_,-a = ilill to the other: 
compare I Samuel 1, p of the family of Elqanah '); Lane, Modern 

Egyphans, i. 232; S. A. Cook, The Laws of Moses and The Code if 
I/ammurabi, p. u6 (who cites examples of the working of the system 

in Syria, and quotes the alliterative proverb, ei!,-rf,urra murra, 'A fellow
wife is bitter'): also Saadyah's version of Lev. 18, 18 (in Le Jay's or 

1 The variation is in accordance with rule: where Heb. ~ corresponds to 

Arab. v, i!s representative in Aramaic is,, lJ: e.g. jN::t = ~t_j = ~' i¥; 
n.1$ = _;~i = ,,,~ lJ"J.~ (it also, in the Aramaic of Jer. ro, II (NP•N), of 
Nineveh and Babylon, Zinjirli, Cappadocia, and Egypt, becomes p (as PY = 
ll~ = i'V.; "'lr.lp = ioy = "'10:i.'): see LOT.", r909, pp. 255, 504, 5r5; Cooke, 

NSJ. p. 185). See i~gard;:· Semitica, I. (r878), pp. 22-27, or the list in the 
Appendix to the writer's Hebrew Tenses (ed. 3), § Ij8, 
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Walton's Polyglott, or in Derenbourg's edition of his Works, vol. i, 
Paris, 1893) 1• .,,'l, in Lev. 18, 18 is a 'denominative' (GK.§ 38 c) 
from iTW, as used here, having the sense of to take a n'val- or fellow

wife (LXX yvvatKa l1r' &.3£1'-<P'll a-irrij,; ov A17'h7 cl.vTlt11\ov)2, just like the 
Arab. III ~JU. In post-Biblical Hebrew ni'l occurs in the same 

sense in the Mishnah, Yebamoth, eh. i 3• 

no])~n] On the anomalous ':1 (with dagesh di'rimens) see GK.§ 229 

(20h); ·Ew. § 28b (b); Stade,§ 138", The root tl])i elsewhere in Heb., 
except Ez. 2 7, 35 (where read probably with LXX, Pesh. tlt)1

~~ ~ll'tJ), 
means always to thunder (e.g. eh. 1: 10); but in Targ. it means in 
the Ithpaal to murmur, complain (oft. for p,, as Ex. 16, 2 \t.:)])-,r,~ for 
\)l~1l) ; and in Syr. (besides meaning to thunder) the root, esp. in 
Ethpeal and Ethpael, and in its derivatives, is very frequent (see 
numerous examples in PS. s.v.) in the sense of be indignant, complain, 

and also lament (e.g. ,~!ll." », = p.~ xa>..e1ralvm:; Cl,,,~;l{" == 
.;,yavaKT'Y/a'av; and ~oi == p,op.cf,17, Col. 3, 13). The Hif. may be 
rendered here to irritate her. 

The Arab. f_; (which is usually a denom. from r~J earth or dust, 

and is used of the nose cleaving to the dust, fig. of abasement) has also 
the sense of to anger (conjj. i and iv; cf. iii and v: Lane, Arab. Lex., 

1 II 3 f.). It is possible that, in this sense, it is allied with the Ararn. 
tl])i mentioned above, and with the Heb. t:;11,1,n here. 

7. ne,l)1] Difficult. Keil: 'So used he (Elqanah) to do (viz. gave 
, 

1 'And a woman with her sister thou shalt not take Q / (;,.j:-;J that she may 
be her fellow-wife.' 

• Keil's rendering of iili,, derived from Knobel, is not probable. 
3 See further on this word Lagarde, in his essay Whether Marriage with a 

Deceased Wife's Sister is, or is not, prohibited i'n the Mosaic Wri#ngs, published 
originally in the Gi:ittingen Nachrickten, 1882, No. 13, and reprinted in the volume 
entitled Mittheilungen i. (1884), pp. 125-134. Substantially the word was already 
correctly explained by Alb. Schultens in his Consessus Haririi quartus quintus et 

sextus (Lugd. Bat. 1740), p. 77: 'Sub_;..; regnat speciatim usus obtrectandi et 

aemulandi, contendendi ex Zelotypia, quae vocatur ;~ et~- Hiner;; ill~ 
est ntulier tJUae cum alia communem habet maritum. Sic r Sam. 1, 6 : ' and he 

~ 0 (: 

quotes the phrase j~ ,fa ...::..i ~ ducta .fui't super aemulatione, i.e. alteri uxori 
fuit adiuncta, and refers also to i1ili' in Lev. 18, 18. (Similarly in the 
Animadversiones Philologicae et Ci-i.licae ad varia loca V. T. (1709), on this 
passage : reprinted in the Opera Minora, I 769, p. l 66.) 
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her a double portion), • , . ; so used she to vex her,' i.e. the more he 
shewed his affection for I;fannah, the more Peninnah vexed her : but, 
even apart from the untenable exp!. 'double portion,' there is no 

analogy for this sense of the repeated l.:J : ' the more ..• the more· 
is j.:J ..• ie'K.:J (Ex. 1, 1 2 ). Th. We. point n~~~ ' so was it done year 
by year ..• , so (namely) did she vex her : ' but this use of the passive 
l'le'J.') is hardly a Hebrew idiom. Probably we should read with Pesh. 
(lo~ J~), Vulg. (implicitly), M~~l:) t.:i, 'and so used she (Peninnah) 
to do year by year ... , so (namely) used she to vex her:' in this case 

the second ;.:, is simply resumptive of the first. 
meo::i me'] year far year, i.e. one year like another= yearly. So 

elsewhere, as I Ki. ro, 25. See Lex. p. 9011• 

':!'?] lit. out ef the sufficienry o/, idiom. for as often as: see Lex. 191 b. 
nn>Y] Read probably with Vulg. tlJ.;1':iV,. 
mn, n•::i::i J After the verb of motion, we expect the accus. mn, n•::i, 

which is probably to be read with 34 MSS., Kimchi, and three Rabb. 
authorities ap. Aptowitzer, I {see List of Abbreviations), p. 37. 

M.:i::in,] Instead of continuing, by no;i~~, to describe what took place 
every year, the n!i-rator, by using the hist. tense n,::in,, glides here into 
the description of what happened in the particular year referred to 

in v. 4a. 
>.:iKn N>,] More significant than the normal : M?~~ t61 would have 

been, and emphasizing the continual condition in which I;Iannah was: 

see Tenses, §§ 30, 42 /3, 85 Obs.; GK. § 107°, So M.:i.:in v. rob. 

8. Ml?,~] So pointed only in this verse (thrice): GK.§ 1021; Lex. 

554a. Comp. the cases in which Ml? is pointed anomalously Ml?, (Stade, 

§ 1 73 c3
); and for the tone Mil'el the anomalous n~?· Job 7, 20. 

1::i> :11i1] So Dt. 15, 10 : cf. the :11, ::i, (sad heart) of Pr. 25, 20, and 
the opposite ::im said of the heart eh. 25, 36 {where see note): also 
tl'lli i:l')£l (Gen. 40, 7), said in Neh. 2, 2 to be due to :i.~ l)i. LXX 

TV'l!'m u£ for ll1,\ i. e. :J~~, but unsuitably (see 24, 6. II 24, ro). 
9· n>.:JN] The inf. cstr. with the fem. termination, as regularly with 

MN"!', n.:nN, and with this word in Jer. 12, 9, the Priests' Code, and 
Ezekiel; also sporadically with other words 1 ( cf. ,ny~e'!l Is. 30, 19; 

1 See Journal of Philology, XI. (1882), 235 f,; GK, § 45d, 
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i1p::i.i', Dt. II, 22): and with the suffix omitted, as also takes place 

exceptionally (e.g. eh. 18, 19. Gen. 24, 30. 1 Ki. 20, 12). tJ??tt (so 
LXX) is, however, what would be naturally expected-the suffix referring 
to the party generally, in spite of I:Iannah's not joining with them. 
i1St:1::i. is, however, in fact superfluous, as the entire incident takes 
place at Shiloh: perhaps (We.) i1~~f0 the boiled .flesh (cf. 2, 15), or 

(Kittel) nf~+a1 (see on v. 18), should be read. Klo., in view of v. 18 
LXX, for n',t:1J n:,::iN. 1inN, emends very cleverly ilfFP~ ;:,??tt n~!:11, 
'and left her food (uneaten) in the (dining-)chamber' (see 9, 22),
followed by (see below), 'and stood before Yahweh.' This emendation 

is accepted by Bu., but not by Sm. Now.: see further on v. 18. 
Mh~J Very anomalous (cf. GK.§ 113°n.), being the only example 

of an inf. abs. after a preposition 1 : contrast 1 Ki. 13, 2 3 iS?tt "inN 

in\n~ 1inN, tm',, LXX do not express :int:11inN,; and it may well 

be an addition to ;,',::iN 1inN, made on the analogy of other passages 
in which nnt:1 follows ',::iN (e.g. Gen. 24, 54). LXX have, however, 

after ;i',1,7f Kal KaT£U'TT] Evcfnrwv Kvplov, i.e. 1"
1 1~~? Jl!':~1;11 (cf. v. 26, 

10, 19), which is indeed required for the sequel, and is accepted by 

Th. We. Klo. etc. 
J~'] The ptcp. describes what Eli was doing at the time when 

I;Iannah appeared where he was. 
nmr.,',y] :,l)=by: Lex. 756°. 
JO. t:'tl~ mr.i] Cf. 2 Ki. 4, 27 :,', :i,r.i i1~tiJ,: Job 3, 20. 27, 2 al. 

The expression implies a state of mental embitterment, i.e. disappoint
ment, dissatisfaction, discontent (Jud. 18, 25. eh. 22, 5). 

',yJ for the more usual ',N, which is read here by several MSS. 
There is a tendency, however, in these two books to use ',y and ',N 
interchangeably: comp. v. I 3. 2, II. II 19, 43: also 1 Ki. 9, 5b. 20, 43. 
ls. 22, 15; and see on 13, 13. Cf. Lex. 410.. 

11. m~,n ilNi tlN] The expression of a condition is often emphasized 
by the addition of the inf. abs.: see on 20, 6; and exactly as here-, 

1 The inf. abs. occurs, however, though e-ven then rarely, as the object of another 
verb (Ew. § 240•; GK. § n3d),-Ewald, in his explanation of this passage 

(§ 339b), appears lo have read il~:lt:t (as some MSS. and Edd. do read [see the 
note in Michaelis], though against the Massorah). On Ex. 32, 6, which might be 
thought, perhaps, to afford a parallel to the text, see the note on 2 2, 13. 
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Nu, 21 , 2, For '~R in a similar connexion, cf. Gen. 29, 32; and for 

-,:ir (also v. 19h), Gen. 30, 2 2. 

'ln,:m] The pf. with waw conv. carrying on the impf. i1Nin, 

according to Tenses,§ II5 s.v. ON, So Ex. 19, 5a. 23, 22 11 etc, 
,,nml] Here the pf. with waw conv. marks the apodosis: ib. § 136 a. 

So 20, 6; Ex. 19, 5b. 23, 2 2b etc. 
i11n '0' ,:i ,n,, ,1nm,] LXX has Kal 86JU"W UVTOV EV6J'll'lOV U"OV 8oTOV 

Jws ~µipa, 0avaTov aVTov· Kal oTvov Kal µt0vap.a ov 7r£erai. This is 
probably an amplification of the Hebrew text, by means of elements 
borrowed from Nu. 3, 9. 18, 6. 6, 3 (all P), designed with the view of 
representing Samuel's dedication as more complete. 

12. ;w,i] As a frequentative sense is here out of place, this must be 
the perf. with simple waw, in place of the normal 'i:1;!, such as is met 
with occasionally, as 10, 9. 13, 22. 17, 48. 25, 20 (see note). II 6, 16 

(see note); and with other verbs 3, 13 (but see note). 4, 19. 17, 38. 
II 7, 11b. 13, 18 (;,1m, as Jud. 3, 23). 16, 5. 23, 20 (and more fre
quently in later Hebrew): see Tenses, § 133. We. Bu. and others 
would correct i1'i1l always to 'i:t;!. This may seem violent: but it is 
observable that in almost every case future tenses precede, so that 
a scribe might, even more than once, have written i11i11 by error, 
supposing inadvertently that the future verbs were to continue. Cf. 
the discussions in Tenses, I.e.; GK.§ u2Pr-uu; Kon. iii.§ 37oc-r. 

,,!:Inn, nn::iin] lit. did much in respect ef praying, i. e. prayed long 

or much: cf. Is. 55, 7 n,,o, i1~7~ ':l=for he will abundantly pardon, 

II 14, 1 r. Ex. 36, 5. ,j,. 78, 38. So ;,1N1:1;, n11:1pn thou hast done hardly 

in respect of asking=thou hast asked a hard thing 2 Ki. 2, 10; :mn• 
N1:i,=come in stealthily II 19, 4; n,::i, nN:inl=fled secretly Gen. 
31, 2 7 ; n:b, :iiein N' = shall not come back 1 Ki. r 3, 17; n1Ni, n:io1n 
Jer. 1, t2; n,:i, 1noip I was beforehand in fleeing=! fled betimes 
Jon. 4, 2: GK. § II4n with the footnote. 

12-13. , , • m:i,o N1i1 mm,,, it,?'& 1,1nJ Two circumstantial 

clauses (Tenses,§ 160), n1ni being resumed by n::ie,n11 in 13h, ioei has 
here the sense of observed, i. e. marked-not a common use of ,~t!', at 

least in prose: comp. If· 17, 4. Job 39, 1. Zech. 1r, 11. 
1 3· 11t1,i] For the pron. (which is unusual, as thus joined with the 

indef. ptcp.) cf. Dt. 31, 3. Jos. 22, 22: Tenses, § r99 note. 
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i1::l;, 'll niJio] not, of course, as Is. 40, 2 al. in the sense of con

solz'ng, but, the pron. being reflexive, as 1J;, ,~ i::li, in Gen. 24, 45= 
to speak to oneself (where LXX likewise render by fr, so that there is 
no ground for changing here ,11 into J). Comp. i:i, ,~ ioN1i (followed 
of course-the verb being ioN-by the words supposed to be said) 
27, I. Gen. 8, 21 (We.). It is another instance of :i11=:i1t, 

ll~~ t6] not ~r ~ ~,, in agreement with the continuance expressed 

by the preceding ptcp. Mill~. 
';, ::iein] as Gen. 38, 15. Job 33, 1oal. 
14. ri:inein] the l of the 2 fem. sing., retained regularly in Aramaic 

and Arabic, is found in Hebrew only seven times, viz. here, Jer. 31, 22. 
Is. 45, 10. Ruth 2, 8. 21. 3, 4. 18 (Stade, § 553; GK. § 47°). 

11,:110] from upon thee-the wine (in its effects) being conceived as 
clinging to her, and weighing her down. Comp. for the idiom (applied 

literally) 17, 39. Gen. 38, 19 al., and (metaphorically) Am. 5, 23: 
also Jud. 16, 19 ,1,110 in::i ,01, (in allusion to the hair as the seat of 
Samson's strength). 

15. nr, neti'] The expression occurs only here: upon the analogy 

of :i.~ 1~~ Ez. 3, 7 (cf. Dt. 2, 30) it would denote hard-spi'rited, i.e. 
obstinate, unyielding. LXX ~ uKA'f/pa .fip.lpa., i.e. t:l\1 n~~' which is 
supported by Job 30, 25, where 0,1 1eip is used in the sense which 
is here desiderated, viz. unfortunate, lit. hard o.f day, i.e. one upon whom 

times are hard (cf. 8va-rJJLEpla). So Th. We. Hitzig (on Job l.c.), etc. 
1.:l.l!t] mz1'el ( Tenses, § 91 ), the pausal form of 15)it, here with a mz'nor 

disjunctive accent (zaqif), such as often induces a pausal form (Tenses, 

§ 103). 
'li!'El~] i.e. the emotions and desire, of which in Hebrew psychology 

the 'soul' is the seat: cf. ,t,. 42, 5; also 102, 1, 142, 3, which illus
trate at the same time m1b' v. 1 6. See the synopsis of passages in the 
writer's Parallel Psalter, p. 459 f. 

I 6. ,111;,J-n:i I~!),] ,, rm means to make z'nto, '.:, in~ to treat as 

(Gen. 42, 30. If· 44, 12): IJ!);, rm means elsewhere to set befare ( I Ki. 
9, 6) or to give up before (Dt. 2, 31. 33)-neither sense, however, being 
suitable here. If the text be correct, '~El, must have the force of like, 

which it also appears to possess in Job 3, 24 (parallel with ::i). 4, 19 

(Ew. Del. Hitz.); but in these passages also the sense is questionable. 
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LXX express simply ,y1,::i-n::i, j but ,, rm never OCCUl:il fn the sense of 
to represent as. The best suggestion seems to be to-read 'J n;i:p,,, 1nn-,t-t 
treat not . •• as (Gen. 42, 30), throwing out 1}!:l,, as having come in by 
error from the line above (Sm. Bu.). On ,))1,::i, see Lex. s.v. 

,n,::ii J LXX eKTlrnKa, Targ. n1.::ii1N,-both paraphrasing. 

17. :J!':1?!?] for :Jti?~~ ~usual), GK.§ 23f, Here begins a series of 
plays (1, 17. 20. z7. 28. 2, 20) by which the stem ,NI!' is brought into 
connexion with the name Samuel. Cf. Gen. 17, q. 18, u. 13. 15. 

21 , 6 (l~aac); 25, 26. 27, 36 (Jacob), 
'!Ol/DJ O~t,? is idiomatic with ,r:-(1!': v. 27. Dt. 10, 12. Is. 7, 11 al. 

(Lex. 768b bottom). Cf. 11~!;? I Ki. 2, I 6 !JJ;l~t,? ,~bi 1-?~1$ no~ n7~~-
l 8, n:i,,,] LXX adds Kat Eltr17A0fv d, To KaToJ...vµ.a a?,'1'1j,, i. e. no 

doubt, as We. rightly perceived, ni:;,~~~O ~:::11_;11 (see 9, 22) 'and entered 
into the (dining-)chamber'-LXX having incorrectly treated the n 
locale as the suffix of the 3 pers. sing. fem, The n:11:h was a chamber 

near the i1!ill ,:i1n, as in 9, 22 near the no::i, in which the sacrificial 
meals were held, In later times the word denotes the chambers in the 
Temple Court in which the priests lived: Jer. 35, 2. 4. Ez. 40, I 7 etc. 

,:iKm] LXX for this has an entire sentence, presupposing the Heb. 

r;irm r1~1~ 0~ >;i~r-11 l"IJ::l~r~;:, Ni~L If these words are original,
and they certainly read as if they were,-I;Iannah leaves the sacred 
meal (v. 9) be.fore it is over, and goes to the temple to pray: she then 
returns to the dining-chamber, and finishes her meal with her husband. 
Klo.'s emend. of v. 9 agrees with this representation. Would the 
narrator, however, have said, 'and went her way,' if he had pictured 
her merely as returning to the adjoining n:it,, (Sm.)? If the additional 
words in LXX here are not original, then ,:iNm will mean ' and ate ' in 
general; and with this will agree MT. of v. 9, according to which 
I;Iannahleaves the n:it,, after the sacred meal is finished. Klo.'s emend. 
of v. 9 is brilliant, and attractive : but it is difficult to be as confident that 
it is right, as Bu. is. Nowack and Smith do not accept either it, or the 
LXX reading here. 

'~Nn1] milra', on account of the disjunctive accent, zaqif: out of 

pause, we have ,:iKfo (mil'el); so e. g. Lev. 10, 2. See GK. § 63d, e. 
n1j!:i J l:J1j!:i of a vexed or discontented countenance, as Job 9, 2 7 

{ll1,.:it-11 1)!l n.:itYN Wt:! nn:il!'N 1ioN CN, LXX understood the word 
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in its ordinary sense, reading (or paraphrasing) ini ~':,~?, N? iN!ll (cf. 

Gen. 4, 6). Kio. M~1~'! r:-6 (Jer. 3, 12) for n, ,1n N,. 
20. It is doubtful if the text is in its original form. We should 

expect (cf. Gen. 30, 22 f.) the 'remembering' to be followed imme
diately by the conception, and the date which, in the text as it stands, 
fixes the time of the conception, to fix rather the time of the birth. 
Hence Reifmann ( Or Boqer, Berlin, 1879, p. 28) supposes a trans
position to have taken place, and would restore the words mn ii1i"li to 
the beginning of the verse : ' And IJannah conceived; and it came 
to pass, at the c]ose of the year, that she bare a son.' So in 

effect LXX (Kal <rvvD,a{3ev, Kal fyev~0'Y/ To/ Kaipi TWV TJP,Epwv Kal 
ln:Kev vi6v), but without the retention of mn, which is desiderated by 
Hebrew style (ii1T'\l alone being too light by the side of the long clause 
following). 

tl'O'i1 i"ll!lipn':,J Read, with 6 MSS., i"l~ipn, (the pl. is strange; and 
the \ would form no part of the original text: Introd. § 2. 2 ), at the 

(completed) circuit if the days, i. e. not (as Th. We.) at the end of the 
period of gestation, but like mt!m i"l~lj'i"I Ex. 34, 22 (=m!:!'n i"IN~~ in 

the parallel, Ex. 23, 16), of the Feast of Ingathering at the close of 
the year, which was no doubt the occasion of the pilgrimage alluded 
to in v. 21. Cf. the cogn. ~j?) in Is. 29, 1 l!lj?J' tl'ln 'let the feasts go 

round,' i.e. complete their circuit. tl10 1 as vv. 3. 2 I. , of time as 
II 11, 1. 1 Ki. 20, 2 2. 26. 2 Ch. 24, 23 mt::tn i"l!lipn,. il!llj,n occurs 

besides only "1· 19, 7. 
,l:(,o!:!'] The current etymologies of this name cannot be accepted. 

This is evident at once in the case of the old derivation, which still 
lingers in the margin of AV., 'that is, Asked if God,' as if ?!'!,~O~ were 
contracted from ?~t,? ':,~Nr : for such a contraction would be altogether 
alien to the genius of the Hebrew language. What the writer means 
to express must be (as often in the OT.) an assonance, not an ety
mology, i. e. the name SNlO!:!' recalled to his mind tbe word SiN!:!' asked, 

though in no sense derived from it. So l~~ or il~O, for instance, 
recalled or suggested the verbs mp to gel, and i1!:!'0 lo draw out, though 
the names do not themselves signify either 'gotten' or 'drawn out.' 
"\Yhat, however, is the actual meaning of the name SNm!:!'? When the 

explanation 'Asked of God' was seen to be untenable, an.attempt was 
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made to bring the name into some sort of connexion with the text by 
the suggestion that it was = '~P,;r.,r, and signified 'heard of God' 
(so e.g. Keil). Had this, however, been the writer's intention, we 
should have expected the word hear to occur somewhere in the narra
tive, which is not the case. But there are even more serious objections 
to this derivation. ( 1) Had this been the true account of the name, 
the ~ rather than the l/ would have been naturally the letter elided : an 
original ~~lf-1"~ would have given rise to ,~v.;r.,~ (on the analogy of 
:,~p~~;) rather than to ,~~"'r' 1. ( 2) Compound proper names in 
Hebrew are constructed, for the most part, after particular types or 
models: thus one large class consists of one of the sacred names 
followed by a verb in the perfect tense (the last vowel only being 

lengthened, after the analogy of substantives), as 10~?~, i':1~1\ Y1:?1$, 
Y1!ii1;, i.e. El {or Yah) has given, El {or Yah) has known. Another 
class is similarly compounded, but the verb stands first, as (1)il~rm, 
S~mQ, Yah ( or El) has been gracious, (~),"l~!P,, '~7!P,, Yah ( or El) has 

helped. In a third (less numerous) class the verb still stands first, but 
is in the imperfect tense, as '~1?~"l; El hath merry (or, with an optative 
force, Mqy El have merry!), (~)ii~!~~ Yah hearkeneth (or, May Yah 

hearken!). There are, of course, other types, which need not however 
be here considered. But numerous as are the proper names com
pounded of one of the sacred names and a verb, there are none, or next 

to none, compounded with a passive participle. Obvious as such a form 
as blessed or helped or redeemed ef Yah might appear to be, it was 
uniformly discarded by the Hebrews. In proper names, the passive 
participle is used only by itself. We have ':J~if and "1~:l+, for instance, 

but ,~;r:2;i or ;n~;rp;, not n:1;if; "9+i\ "11+?~ or (1)i1~7~!, not n:71:11; 
we have not only 11:1;'?~ and iJ)~ii1; (or IJ;:1~1~), but also (;)"~rOt and '~ttlt, 
not however '~tryt ; we have (1)i'1~1/9t;-' and ,~;119p~ (also Y9~•>~), but 
not :,~yir.,t!', There is no name in the OT. formed analogously to 
a presumable ,~ll\Ot!' heard ef God 2; and the fact that this type of 

1 In :,~P.'"!~ I Ch. 7, 6 al. even the ~ is not elided. 
2 The o~ly· possible exception would be :,~~~MQ Gen. 4, 18, if this mean 

'smitten of God,' which, however, is far from certain.: following the Qre, we may 

vncalize ~~1)1'.1~, which would agree with the LXX Ma,,i>.., i.e. 'God is a life

giver' (Budd~, Biblischc Urgeschichte, p. 128). But, in any case, an archaic 

1M5 C 
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compound name was studiously avoided by the Hebrews is practically 

conclusive against the proposed derivation. 
The derivation suggested by Gesenius, ,~~o~ = ' N arne of God,' 

is as obvious as it is natural. It is suitable and appropriate in itself; 
and the form of compound which it implies is in exact agreement with ,~~Ef 'Face of God,' ,~~l/7 'Friend of God,' 'l'!~lit~ 'Majesty of God.' 
The u is the old termination of the nominative case (see GK.§ 90k), 
retained as a binding-vowel, both in the instances cited, and also occa
sionally besides : e. g. in n~~n'? 'Man of the weapon 1,' and ;~~~n'? 1 

'Man who belongs to God.' 

The preceding argument, on its negative side, that ,11t,oi, does not mean 
'Heard of God,' has been generally allowed to be conclusive: bnt it has been felt 
by some that 'Name of God' does not yield a good sense for the name of a person; 
and other explanations of it have been proposed. 

1. ,11tn:ii,, it has been pointed out, resembles in form certain South Arabian 
proper names of the type Sumhu apika, 'His name is mighty,' Sumhu-yada'a,' His 
name has determined,' Sumhu-kariba, 'His name has blessed,' Sumhu-watara, 
• His name is pre-eminent• [Heh. in•], etc. : the names of two of the kings of the 
first Babylonian dynasty, c. 2100 B.C. (of South Arabian origin), Shumu-abi, Shumu
la-ilu, have been also explained similarly, viz. (Shumu being regarded as a con-
1raction of Shumu-hu) 'His name is my father,' 'Is not his name God?' 
Hommel, who first called attention to these resemblances (Anc. Heb. Trad., 1897, · 
85 f., 99 f.), interpreted these names in a monotheistic sense, and understood 'His 
name• to be a periphrasis for 'God ; ' but Giesebrecht, who discussed the subject, 
and compared many names of similar formation, such as Ili-kariba, Abi-kariba, 
(Die A Tliche Schiitzung des Gottesnamens, 1901, pp. 103-113, 140-144), regards 
it, with much greater probability, as a periphrasis for the name of a god whom the 
giver of the name for some reason shrinks from mentioning. The same view of 
the Bab. names is taken by Winckler and Zimmern (see KA T.", pp. 225, 483 f., 
with the references). And all these scholars regard ,litlO~ as formed similarly, 
and as meaning 'His name is God,' i.e. (Giesebrecht, pp. 108 f., II2 f.)· the 

name such as this has no appreciable bearing upon the usage of the language in 

historic times. With active participles, there occ~r the compounds (~)il!'??~ 
1 Ch. 9, 21. 26, 1. 2, 9; and the Aramati: ,~:;ir!:'I? 'God is a deliverer' Neh. 

3, 4 al., and ~~:;it;;i'iJl;) 'God is a benefacto;' N~h. 6, 10 (in Gen. 36, 39 the 

name borne by th~ wife
0 

of an Edomite king). 
1 Though more probably n,I:!,' conceals the name of some Babylonian deity : 

see conjectures in Skinner's Genesis, p. 133; and the writer's Genesis, p. 81. 

' The ~ marks this word as a Babylonian formation: cf. ,11ti,1~. no in the 
special sense husband is common in Ethiopic: in Hebrew, as a living language, it 
fell out of use, except in the plural. 
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name of the god in question (here mi11) is itself a. Divine manifestation, and 
possesses a Divine force and power (cf. Ex. 23, 21 ,::i.,p::i 1~W '::l), capable of 
helping and protecting the child who bears it (cf. the use of tl2' in If,. 20, 2 • 

54, 3. Prov. 18, 10: see further on this subject DB. v. 640 f.). 

2 • In Heb., as in other Semitic languages, it seems that long names were in 
familiar nse sometimes abbreviated, and that in this way, 'hypocoristic,' 'carita
tive;• or pet names arose. Thus names of the form :nlSit) (from ii;~!?!:)), l)l"'I~ 

(from il;f!;), O\~~ (from ii;'?~~), l/~W~ (from i1;¥Pr), to judge from modern 
Arabic names of the same form, and with the same force, are caritatives: there 
are also other types (Lidzbarski, 'Semitische Kosenamen,' in his Ephemeris, 
ii. 1-23: seep. 21). Pratorius, now (ZDMG. 1903, 773 ff.), considers that these 
names were originally passive participles (as l/'1; 'known,' short for' [He whom] 
Yah knows'), though afterwards phonetically modified, when it was felt that they 
were not really participles, but proper names. And Pratorius would extend this 
principle to the explanation of :,Nl~W, and of some other names of the same 

type: he would regard :,N,~~ viz. as an abridged caritative of >N~~;, formed 

from the ptcp. l)~Dr, with loss of the final letter, but with preservation of the 

Divine name; and he wonld explain similarly ,~~WIJ (1 Ch. 4, 26) as for :,~?'~!i, 
from ,~,~i11 ; :,~n~ (Joel I, 1) = ,~ t)~n~ from :,~•n)3~;; ,~m~ = :,~ I~~-~ 
from :,~-ii?.~; [cf. nP.;,l;]; s~~N~ = :,~?\~~- from :,~?~~;· (p. 777. ff.). Thi~ 
explanation· is·, howev~r;· purely c~njectu~al :" we do not km>w that any of these 
names were really formed by the process assumed. 

3. Jastrow (JBLit. 1900, p. 103 f.), observing that in Ass. rhumu, properly 
name, is often virtually equivalent to otfspring, esp. in proper names, as Nabu
shum-11kin, 'Nabu has established an offspring,' Btl-shum-u;ur, '0 Bel, protect 
the offspring ' ( cf. tit:' in Heb. in such expressions as cut off or wipe out the name, 
Is. 14, 22. Dt. 7, 24, establish the name, 2 S. 14, 7-though of course in these 
expressions 0~ does not mean 'offspring'), supposes the meaning of :,N,r.:t:1 
to be son of C~d, and that it is the correlative of :,N1:JN 'My father is God.' 
But would 1:1~ express this sense, except in a connexion which shewed that the 
'name' was thought of as attached to, and perpetuated by, the offspring! 

It may be doubted whether the objections to the explanation, 'Name of God,' 
are cogent. A name, unless there are good reasons for supposing it to have passed 
through considerable phonetic change, smely meanS' what to all appearance it 
seems to mean. The obvious meaning of ,~'1~1:1 is 'Name of God.' This may 
very natmaJJy have been understood to mean ' Bearing the name of God:' cf. 
Noldeke, EB. NAMES,§ 39, who compares 'A110>.J..wvvµ,as, 'Ettarwvuµo, = Named 
after Apollo, Named after Hecate. 

1:i] For the omission of saying cf. Gen. 4, 25. 32, 31. 41, 51. 52 _; 
Ex. 18, 4. 

,,n,t:iWJ GK.§§ 44a, 64r. So v. 28 wn,t:it:lil. 

21. ~Nn] Used similarly Gen. 19, 9. Ex. II, 3. Nu. 12, 3. Jud. 

17, 5. 1 Ki. n, 28. Est. 9, 4. 

C 2 
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t:l'r-i'il n:n] 'theyearry sacrifice;' see on 1, 3. So 2, 19: also 20, 6 

or an annual family festival. 
22. 'l, iy] Cf. Jos. 6, 10. Jud. 16, 2: also II 10, 5 (Tenses,§ II5 

s.v. iy). 
1)£:J n~J = z'n the presence of, as 2, rr. 17. 18; f. 16, 10. 21, 7. 

I 40, 14; Lev. 4, 6. r 7 (in front of the veil). Perhaps, however, the 

original reading was il~l for ii~.,,, in which case n~ would be the 
ordinary sign of the accusative : see the writer's note on Ex. 2 3, r 5, 

or Dt. 16, 16, Cheyne on Is. 1, 12, Kirkpatrick on if!· 42, 2 [Heb. 3]. 
23. ,-,:i, n~J LXX, Pesh. express the second person :J'l1Yl"l~-in 

all probability, rightly. There has been no mention in the preceding 
verses of any word or promise on the part of God : and even in so far 
as it may be supposed to be involved in the wz'sh expressed by Eli in 
v. 17, that has been fulfilled already in the birth of the child. 'Establish 
thy word,' i. e. give it effect, permit it to be carried out. .,~, b•pn is 

used especially of a person carrying out a command or injunction laid 

upon him, as I 5, r 3. Jer. 35, 16; or of Yahweh giving effect to 
His own, or His prophet's, word, as I Ki. r 2, 15. Is. 44, 26. Jer. 33, 
14. LXX, rendering T6 l~£11.8ov lK ,-ov UT6µ,a,-6~ crov, use the more 

formal expression : see Nu. 30, 13 n•ntil:I ~~,r-i ,:i. 3 2, 24 ~~•ill 

,t:1yn b::l'tir-i. Dt. 23, 24; also Dt. 8, 3. Jer. 17, 16. 

24. nt:1,t:1 b'.,ti:::t] LXX ev p,6axqi Tpi£,-[tom, Pesh. J~ot J,0~ 
= ei~~'? •~~ (see Gen. 15, 9): no doubt correctly, for ( 1) the order 

nt:,,t!' b1.,E:l is very unusual1: (2) only one iti is spoken of in v. 25. 
The change is really only one in the grouping of letters : for in the 
older orthography b'.,ti would be written regularly O""IE:l ( without ', and 

without the distinctive final form of the r-i: cf. on the Siloam Inscription 

t.:i:i~r,n = o•:;i1n::i : there are also many indications that the plena 
scripHo was not in use in the MSS. used by the LXX translators. See 
further in the Introduction). For nr,~ with one term only of the 

1 It is, however, doubtful whether this argument should be here pressed: in 
a list of dijferent things, the substantives may stand first for emphasis (GK. § 134°): 
cf. Gen. 32, 15 f. (JE), Nu. 7, 17. 23 etc. (P). (In the footnote to GK. § 134°, 
1. 5, there is an oversight : 'nearly always after' should be 'more often after:' 
Herner, op. cit., pp. 58-59, gives more than three pages of instances in P with the 
numeral before the subst., and hardly half a page of cases with it after!) 
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enumeration cf. 16, 20. LXX add after ~,~o -,!l::i, Kat J.prot'> = on,1-

probably (We.) from Ex. 29, 23 f. 
nop J may be either in appos. to rinN i1!l1N, or an accus. of limita

tion: see Tenses,§ 194; and cf. GK. § 131d, P. So Gen. 18, 6 i::i:,~ 
n~i?. t:11~1:?- Ex. 16, 32 ii;? 1)2,YQ ~,'t, etc. 

,~~] .The correction ,,~:i. is unnecessary: the accus. is under 

the influence of ,nN:in,: cf. v. 19. 10, 26. 15, 34. II 20, 3. Jos. 9, 6. 

10, r5. 43. 18, 9b. Jud. 9, 5. 21, 12b. 
: ,~.~ i:1mnJ AV. RV. 'and the child was young.' But this rendering 

implies that iY) as predicate expresses more than it does as subject, 
which cannot be the case. The words can only be rendered 'and the 
lad was a lad.' It is just possible that this might be understood-in 
accordance with the Semitic usage explained on 2 3, 1 3-as meaning 

'the lad was what he was-there is no occasion to say more about 
him : ' but the case is barely para1lel to the other examples of the 

usage; and this fact about Samuel would be so obvious from the 
narrative in general that it would scarcely deserve to be made the 
subject of a special remark. It is more probable that the text is in 

error. LXX express tl~)! 1Y)i11 : but this is tautologous, following 

243 MT. It is best to read with Klo. Bu. (LXX dfJ"1/Afo) ~:11-;I! 
i'l~lJ "1Y)i"l1 ''~[:l] i"IW n1::i.. 

25. u:in~1,J The subject is not I:Iannah and Elqanah, but t:11~~i!iiJ 
(We.): see on 16, 4. · 

,tt1:i1,] viz. t:1 1N1:lOi1 (see the last note}, the attendants of the temple, 
perhaps the same as t:11~Ml!/il. Or we might read either with LXX 
~:l.l;ll 'came with,' or N~);ll 'brought.' 

26. 1:i] LXX here and Jud.6, 13. 15. 13,8. 1 Ki. 3, 17. 26 render 
unintelligibly by 'Ev lp,o{, elsewhere (Pent. Jos.) correctly by Atop,ai, 

A.E6p,e0a. On this precative 1
~ (Gen. 43, 20 al.), see Lex. 106b. 

1~E:l) 1r.iJ See on 17, 55. 

n:iov] merely an orthographical variation for ';J!.;ll! (here only): so 

r9;;~ Ex. 15, 11 b1st; n~i;,~ Nu. 22, 33; n1,n~ Ex." 29, 35t; il~t Ex. 

7, ?· II _22, 30. 1¥· 141, St; i1~? Gen. 27, 37. II 18, 22. Is. 3, 6t. 
,N] with reference to, regarding (not/or); as Is. 37, 21. 33. 
28a. ~.::l)N tl)l] 'et ego vicissim, Job 7, II' (Th. from Le Clerc), cf. 

eh. 28, 22: II 12, 1~, The so-called 'C~ correlati'vum_.' (Lex. 169b4.) 
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i1~il , •• i1'il'~] The first of the two ziiqifs always marks the greater 

break (GK.§ 15m), as indeed the sense frequently shews; comp. 2, 14· 
mn•:, wn:,Netil] :,'Ne'i1 is to lei a person ask (viz. successfully), i.e. to 

grant him his request : lit., therefore, 'let (one) ask him for Y.' = let 
him be asked for (lent him to) Y. So Ex. 12, 36 (the correlative of 
ask in 3, 22. II, 2, as of the same word here in vv. 17. 27; for :,Net 

ask in the sense of borrow, see also Ex. 2 2, r 3. 2 Ki. 4, 3 1). In the 
cognate languages, however, the word by usage acquires definitely the 
sense of lend: see Luke 11, 5 Pesh., where ~~t stands for 

the Greek XPiiuov JJ,Ol 2
, 

'll l:J'0'i1-:,:, J 'all the days for which he shall be (Vulg. fuerit; the 
fut. perf., as Gen. 4&, 6: Tenses, § 17; GK.§ 106°), he is granted to 
(lit. asked for) Yahweh.' It is probable that for i1'i1 we should read, 
with LXX, Pesh. Targ. (thoug;h these, as AV., may indeed merely 
paraphrase), 'tl (cf. Gen. &, 5); but in any case Nli1 is to be construed 
with what follows, not (as by LXX) with what precedes. 

;,w:, :,iNe'] asked (borrowed)far (=lent to) Yahweh : cf. 2 Ki. 6, 5 
:,\NI:' Nlill (= borrowed) 3

• 

28b. The last words of v. 28 must be dealt with in connexion with 2, 

1 ra. LXX do not express 1, 28b; on the other hand they have in 
2, I 1a (Kai KUTEAt7f'EV aliT6V €KEt €VW7f'IOV Kvpwv, Kai a'lf'ij>..Oev ds 

ApJJ,allaiJJ,) an addition to MT., which looks like a various recension 
of the words not expressed by them in 1, 28h. The two texts may be 
compared, by placing one above the other, as is done by We.: ' 

MT. ,r,,:i-:,y nno,n mp:,N ,,,, ni;i•:, !:JI:' ,nne''l 
LXX i1MO'"li1 ':J,~~l i1!i1~ ,~~~ tlt::' \i1Q~l31 

In the light of the context, LXX deserves the preference, For in 

1 As Bu. aptly remarks, :,NI!' and :,,~1:1:, are to borrow and lend, as a trans

action between friends, :,,S and n,~;, are to borrow and lend in a commercial 
sense. 

• Cf. Sir. 46, 13 Heb. (the clause is not in the Greek text) :,Nil!l!:li1 (rd. the 

Hof. ptcp. :,Nl!"l!:li1) ,o~ jt::1:10: Syr. O!Xllp ~.m~ t"° '-lt:-.i, ~-
• Jnstrow (JBLit. xix, 1900, p. 100) supposes :,1Nl!li1 to be a denominative 

from :,~ei asker (viz. of the Divine will,-a function of the priest), and would 

render accordingly,' have made him an asker (priest) to Yahweh:' but though 

mn•:i :,~I::' is often said (e,g, eh. 22, ro), :,1;5i;:.i never occurs as a designation of 
the priest, nor is it throughout this narrative used of Samuel. 
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MT. Ipnnah alone is mentioned as coming up with Samuel to Shiloh 
(vv. 24-2Sa: so v. 2 2 'I,' v. 2 3 'thou'); when the account of the 
visit is ended, an unnamed ' he ' appears as the subject of 1n11t!'11, who 
finally (2, r ra) is resolved into Elqanah. Had Elqanah, according to 
the conception of the writer, been present at this visit to Shiloh, he 
would assuredly have been named explicitly at an earlier stage of the 
narrative. There is the less ground for supposing that LXX altered 
arbitrarily the genders at the end, as in their text Elqanah is already 
introduced in v. 24; so that the masc. in v. 28, had the translators 
had inr,r.:,11 before them, would have occasioned no difficulty, and 
given no occasion for a change. On these grounds there is a strong 
probability that LXX have here preserved the original text. Pesh. 
Vulg. render 1MT\t!'11 by a plural verb (as though the reading were 
11n11t!'11: comp. Gen. 27, 29. 43, 28b, where the punctuators direct 
1nr,~1 to be read as a plur.); Kio. suggests that tll!' may be a mutilated 
fragment of ~N10CI: but neither of the remedies relieves the real 
difficulty of MT., that only l:Iannah is mentioned (not allusively 
merely, but circumstantially) as coming up to Shiloh with Samuel, and 
only Elqanah is mentioned (2, 11) as returning from Shiloh to Ramah. 
If it be true that 1, 28b MT. is but a variant of 2, 1 ra LXX, it will follow 

that I;Iannah's Song is inserted in MT. and LXX in a different place. 
2, 1-10. lfannah's Song 1. 

1. 1J"IP i10"1] The figure is that of an animal carrying its head 
high, and proud! y conscious of its strength : cf. ift. 9 z, 11. 1 r 2, 9 ; and 
(in the Hif'il) v. 10. ift. 75, 5. 6. 89, 18 al. On the contrary, Jer. 48, 
2 5, .JNID 1-,i' l1l/ilJ. 

mn•:i (2)] 27 MSS., and some Rabb. quotations, ap. Aptowitzer, I 
(see List of Abbreviations), p. 37, ~[)'SN~: so LXX, Vulg., and modems 
generally. The variation in the parallel clause is an improvement: cf. 
ift. 3, 3a, r8, 7a. Is. 40, 27b. 49, 5b, 

1::i 1.J11N ~l/ 1!:l :ini] For these words LXX seem to have read :in, 
1
!:l 

1:i11N ~l/, which may be preferable (We. Now. Hpt.): the thought 
1n:lln:!1".J 1nnot!' is rather parallel to clause c (cf. a), than the ground 
of it. Bu. Sm. prefer MT. For the figure •!:l :in,, cf. ,J,,. 35, 2 r. Is. 

1 See on this Song, in addition to the Commentaries, P. Haupt's learned and 
interesting study,' The Prototype of the Magnificat,' in ZDMG. 1904, pp. 617-632 • 
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57, 4-a gesture of derision and contempt. For the retrocession of 

the tone (Jn~, mil'el), cf. 4 1iT~, 8 1p~o; and see GK. § 29e, f, 

7nyit::t•:i] nl/1t:J' means here deHverance, help: see on 14, 45· 
2. 7n,:i pN 1:, J The clause gives an insufficient reason for t:J\ii' l'N 

n1n•:,, besides destroying the parallelism, and (by the second person) 
being out of connexion with 2a and 2c; in LXX also it is in a different 

place, viz. after 20. Upon these grounds it is probably to be regarded 

as a gloss (Lo. Now. Dhorme), or, in the form 7n,:i t::'\iP PN 1::i 
(LXX), as a variant of 2a (Bu. Hpt. ). 

,,~] Cf. Dt. 32, 4. 15. 18. 37; Is. 30, 29; eh. 23, 3; and (where 

the thought also is similar) V'· 18, 32; Is. 44, 8. 
3. ,,:i,n l:lil"I ,N] The two verbs &a-vv8frw,, the first verb expressing 

a general relation, for which in English an adverb would commonly be 
used, and the second, expressing the principal idea of the sentence, 

being subordinated to the first for the purpose of defining and 
limiting the range of its application: so Jer. I 3, 18 i:Jt::t ,,1!:lt::tn shew 

lowliness, sit down= sir down low[y, and frequently in Hosea: 1, 6 
ClniN '11l/ ;"\'Oll't ~,; 5, 11 7,n ''N1i1 hath taken upon hz"mseif, hath 

walked= hath walked wzlhng{y; 6, 4 = 13, 3 7,;, c1::it::to; 9, 9 
mnt:J ip•oyn; Is. 7, II MT. etc. (GK. § 120g; Ew. § 285b). An 

idiom more common in Syriac (Nold. Syr. Gr.§ 337) than in Hebrew. 
In Hebrew the construction noticed on 1, 12 is generally preferred. 

nn:i, nn~] The reduplication, as Dt. 2, 2 7 7i'1J 7,,:i 'in the way, 
in the way (and not elsewhere) will I go;' 16, 20 ')'1in pi~ pi1 

'jusHce,jushce (and this alone) shalt thou follow;' Qoh. 7, 24 (GK. 
§ 133 k). 'Do not let your words breathe ever (i:i,n), and emphatically 
(,,n~ nn:i,), a spirit of haughtiness.' But the line is unduly long, as 

compared with 3b; and the word may have been accidentally repeated. 
'Jl ~'l'] Clause b, though not attached to a by 1, is governed by ?~ 

at the beginning: so V'· 35, 19. 75, 6, and with~, ijl. 9, 19. Is. 23, 4b. 

38, 18"', ~, no, Job 3, II, ll:l tf;. 13, 5; comp. GK.§ 152·,.1 The person 
of the verb here changes in the second clause, and the repetition of ,N 
(Hpt.) would certainly be an improvement. 

1 Comp. similarly after no, if,. 10, I. 44, 25. 74, I. 88, 15. Is. 63, 17•. 
Hb. r, 13b. Job 10, 18 j i10 ?l/ if,. 10, 13; l"tO il) 79, 5 (nearly= 89, 47) j 1nr., ,11 
74, ro; J1JN ill 62, 4; 1r.l 89, 7 (cf. 49), 106, 2. Is. 42, 23. 
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pmt] ,y. 75, 6: also 31, 19. 94, 4t. See Lex. Sora. 
n;yi] So Job 36, 4: cf. nmoN Pr. 28, 20; ni)1.:i Is. 27, II; rim.:in 

Is. 40, 14 al.; nio::in f. 49, 4 al.;_ nltln .;,. 76, r 1. Pr. 22, 24. Poetic, 
amplificative plurals (GK. § I 246). 

n;;:,:,31 l)::lnJ N?l] Read with the Qr€: i;:,L N? and i:,, being pro
nounced alike, were sometimes in error written one for the other : and 
in certain cases (though not always) the correction was made by the 
Massorah (see Lex. 520h). 'And by Him actions are tested or esli~ 

mated' (viz. by the application ofa measure, f~T-1, Ex. 5, r8. Ez. 45, II); 
for ;:,, as introducing the efficient cause with a passive verb, see Lex. 

514d, GK. § 121f. LXX Kal 0£os froiµ,J.,t,wv would correspond no 

doubt ( cf. 4 Ki. I 2, II) to j~T-1 '~1 : but ·in all probability the rendering 
is simply a free one; if /:Jn ?Nl had once stood here, it is difficult to 
understand why it, should have been changed to i):Jm ;:,;. The epithet 

rit:1? t~i:1 eshmatero_fhearts is applied to Yahweh in Pr. 2r, 2. 24, 12t, 

and nimi l~i:1 ib. 16, 2 t; here it is said that man's actions are estimated 
by Him. The argument is: Do not speak arrogantly: for Yahweh 
has full knowledge of what you do, and your actions are thus all 

appraised by Him. 
4- t:11);1!:l] in the pl. by attraction to t:1;i,.:il, because this is the 

principal idea, and what the poet desires to express is not so much that 
the bows, as that the warriors themselves, are broken. Cf. Is. 2 r, r 7. 
Zech. 8, 10; and Ew. § 317d, GK.§ 146a. Ehrlich, however, suggests 
cleverly ~1'1,CT t:11i.:il !~~; the two verbs parallel, as Is. 20, 5. 3 7, 27 al. 

,1n ,,rNJ .;,. 18, 33 :,1n 1)ifNOil ?Nil. 
5. 1li iy J lit. 'even lo the barren-she beareth seven'= even the 

barren beareth seven. iy recurs in the same sense Job 2 5, 5 'lo, even 

to the moon, it doth not shine.' For iy ~'JC! {:,in absol. as Dt. 15, 1 r ), 
Reifm. Klo. Bu. Now. Kitt. would read i?V, ~,7~ cease to toil, probably 

rightly. The v. is evidently related to J er. 1 5, 9 ill/::lt:lil n,:,;1 n:,:,oN : 

though which is original cannot from a mere comparison of the two 
passages be determined. 

6a. Dt. 32, 39 l"l'nNi r110N l)N: 6b. ,y. 30, 4. 
:,3/"i] continuing the ptcp., as tfr. 34, 8. 65, 9 etc.: Tenses,§§ 80, 1 I 7; 

GK. §§ II ru, rr 6X (end). 

7. t:11iio] To be poor is~~,; so we should expect t;il"'!I?.. 1!11' (Qal) 
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means, however, to impoverish in Jud. r4, 5; and w1\J to be impoverished 
in Gen. 45, II al (Lex. 439b); so 'contamination of signification 
through confusion with Vi may be suspected' (Moore,judges, p. 337). 

ClOli~ 9N ''Eltt'~] for this poet. use of !:JN, introducing emphatically 
a new thought, cf, Dt. 33, 20 ipip 9N !1lil i:Ji~l. ,j,, 65, I4 "JN '31!1\iM' 

li't!-'1 ; and often in II Isaiah, as 42, 13 n'i~ ")K 3/li', 43, 7 !:JN 1'Mi'S' 
l'rl't.:tJ.'. Cf. Lex. 64h, 

sa.. Hence {with variations) ,J,. rr3, 7 f. The MEle'~ (ci Lam. 4, 5) 
is the mound of dung and other rubbish, now called a mezbele, or 
'place of dung,' which accumulates outside an eastern town or villa?"e, 
and on which beggars sit, asking alms of passers-by, and, by night, 
often sleep. See Wetzstein in Delitzsch's Hz'ob (on 2, 8), quoted in 
Davidson's Job (in the Camb. Bible, p. 14).-In clause a the main 
division is at pGN (cf. on 1, 28): the two clauses which follow are 

parallel, the force of CJ~n~' • , •• , 1 being dependent on, and deter
mined by, ::i•~,n,,-•to make them to sit with nobles, and he will 

(=and to) cause them to inherit,' etc. So Is. 10, zh, 13, 9b. 14, 25. 

45,r. if!.105,22. Pr.5,2al.: cf.Tenses,§II8;GK.§rr4r, 
Sh, I. e. because the earth is owned by Yahweh, and He can dispose 

of it, as He will. LXX, however, omits Sb, and in lieu of 9e. reads 
8,801, £V>(ijV 'T'l' £VXOf-EV<f" Kal £VA&y,/<T£V [TT/ 0£Kafov = h1? ,'Jh~ jlJ) 

'?r9; tl 1~•1~ ni~~~. Apparently this variation represents an attempt to 
accommodate the Song more closely to I;Iannah's position. But, as 
We. remarks, it is not in harmony with the general tenor of the Song 

(which represents God as granting more than the desires or expecta
tions of His worshippers). 

Sc. •pm] Only here: if correct, from ptl {Job 28, 2, 29, 6) = P~!, 
to pour out, melt, cast, and so something cast firm and hard (cf. ptir:, 
from P~~. Job 41, 15. 16, and P¥~~ Job 38, 38), i.e. a metal pillar. 

9. ,~~• ,,,,on ,,:ii] Ehrlich, cleverly, (Neh. 9, 12) i'~! ,~11on '?f¥~
This, it is true, brings the figure of 9a into logical antithesis with that 
of 9b: but the t"dea of 9e. is antithetic to that of 9h (apart from the 
figure by which it is expressed) in l\lT,, and with that the poet may 

have been satisfied, On tl"i'On god/y (properly, kind) see the writer's 

Parallel Psalter, p. 443 f. 

,~i•] Cf. Jer. 49, 26. 50, 30: also (in Qal) ifr. 3r, 18 ,~r? ~o·•r 
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10. r:1•i!:l mn1 illi'I'] LXX Kvpws &.o-8£v~ 7rot~IT£t TOV dVTi8tKOV ain-ov, 

i.e. (cf. 4a.) b 11'? nti: (cf. Is. 9, 3) for '1"11'? \l'lt:I,:, which Th. We. Kio. 
would restore here. But the change is at least not a necessary one; 
the casuspendens (Tenses,§ 197. 2; GK.§ 143a) is forcible and very 

idiomatic: see !f,. 10, 5. 11, 4. 46, 5. 89, 3. 90, 10. Is. 34, 3.-The 
existing text of LXX after this clause exhibits a long insertion 

borrowed from Jer. 9, 23 f.1 

tll/i1 o•i::,~:i '~¥] Cf. f. 18, 14. The suffix in ,:,y (if MT. 9119 is 
retained) is to be referred to individual members of the class 11:i•ii::,, 

whom the poet, for the moment, mentally particularizes. There are 

many such cases in Heb. poetry, e.g. Jer. 9, 7. 10, 4. 16, 6b. 3r, 15 

end (~~~•!$ 1:P 01~f ='l! 1:1!':lfl il~~P). Job 18, 5. 21, 19-21. 30. !f,. 7, 3. 
17, II f. 35, 7 f. 41, 6 f. 84, 8: see further on II 24, 13; GK. 
§ 145m. Bu. Now. Hpt. would read Ov."l: o•r;~:i /11?¥ the Most High 

in heaven [but o•i::,~ 'from heaven' would be better; on the inter

change of :i. and t:, see Introd. § 4. I c by] will break them (!f,. 2, 9 ). 

':, tl/ jn•J !f,. 29, 11 ;n• ,i::,JJ:, tl/ I''•. 
1:1'}:1] i.e., as pointed, that he may exalt. But the sense is forced: 

and probably 01:1 should be read. Cf. Tenses,§ 174. 

l:J:>t:,J So if;. 18, 51; •·:fr., !f,. 2, 6.-It is plain that this verse, at any 
rate, cannot have been spoken by I;Iannah, even granting that the 
allusion is to the ideal king. The ideal itself, in a case like the pre

sent, presupposes the actual (notice especially the expression His 
anointed); and the thoughts of the prophets of Israel can only have 
risen to the conception of an ideal king after they had witnessed the 

establishment of the monarchy in their midst. Far more probably, 
however, the reference is to the actual king. And indeed in style and 

tone the Song throughout bears the marks of a later age than that of 

I;Iannah. Nor do the thoughts appear as the natural expression of 
one in I;Iannah's position: observe, for instance, the prominence given 

to 'the bows of the mighty are broken:' and contrast in this respect 

the Magnificat (Luke 1, 46-55), where though elements are borrowed 
from this Song, they are subordinated to the plan of the whole, and 

the first thought, after the opening expression of thankfulness, is ' For 

1 Comp. the insertion in rf. 14, 3 LXX from Rcmans 3, 13-18, 
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He bath regarded the lowli'ness of His handmaiden.' The presence of 
the Song here does not prove more than that it was attributed to 
l:Iannah at the time when the Books of Samuel were compiled : 
indeed, as its position in LXX and MT. is not the same, its insertion 
may even belong to a later period still. A sober criticism, while not 
asserting categorically that the Song cannot be by I_Iannah, will recog
nize that its specific character and contents point to an occasion of a 
different kind as that upon which it was composed. The central 
thought of the Song is the abasement of the lofty and the elevation of 
the lowly, which the poet illustrates in a series of studied and well
balanced contrasts, vv. 4-8. On the ground of some humiliation 
which, as it seems, has recently befallen his foes, he breaks out v. r in 
a tone of triumphant exultation, and bids those whose sole thought 
was how to magnify their own importance recollect that God's all-seeing 
eye was ever upon them, v. 3. He points vv; 4-8 to the instances 
which experience affords of the proud being abased, and the humble 
exalted. The poem ends vv. 9-10 with an expression of confidence 
for the future. Human strength is no guarantee of success. Such as 
set themselves in opposition to Yahweh and seek to thwart His por

poses only come to ruin : those devoted to Him are secure. Yahweh 
judges the earth, and in so doing designs the triumph of His own 
anointed king. From the last words it was inferred by Ewald 1, 
that the poet is a king, who alludes to himself in the third person. 
But the tone is national rather than individual ; and Smend 2 may be 
right in supposing it to have been spoken originally in the name of the 
people, and intended to depict Israel's triumph over the heathen and 

the ungodly. 
11a. Read with LXX i11;1~1,:t :J~~l; and connect with 1, 28a, as 

shewn on p. 22. 

~Y] Several MSS. read~~- See, however, on r, 10. 

11b, J"\ie'O n1n] was ministering (at the time in question, and with 
which the narrative is about to deal): cf. Gen. 37, 2, Ex. 3, 1. 2 Ki. 
6, 8: Tenses, § 135. 5. Cf. LXX ~v Awrovpywv; Luke r, 10 ~v 
7rpocTf.vx6p.£vov. 4, 20. 11, 14. 13, 10. Acts r, 14. ro, 24. 12, 20 etc. 

1 Die Dichter des Allen Bundes, I. I (1866), p. 157 ff, 
2 ZATW. 1888, p. 144. 
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13-I4. Is what is described here an abuse on the part of the priests, 
or a rightful due? V. 15 f. clearly describe an abuse; and !)) at the 
beginning, which expresses a climax, shews that v. r 3 f. must describe 
an abuse likewise (We.). t:IElt::'1', therefore, in MT. will denote 
merely custom, not right, and the clause will read, 'And the custom of 

the priests with the priests (was this)1
:' since Th., however, practically 

all Commentators (including even Keil) have followed LXX, Vulg. in 
joining 133 to 12b, and in reading with LXX (1rapa Tov .\aov), for 

Ol,'i1 m.: !)1Ji1:Ji1, OfQ n~i;, m:.i:::i (cf. on I, 24: Pesh. Targ. and 9 
Heb. MSS. also read ni-tr.1, but with the pl. !)1Ji1:Ji1): 'they knew not 
Yahweh, or the right (i.e. the rightful due) of the priest .from the 

people:' comp. esp. Dt. 18, 3 1n::n nNr.1 cy;, nNl.:l c1Jn.:in t:1Elt::'t.:1 nw nn 
n)ti1, 

It is objected by Ehrlich to this view, that when the first of two or more nouns 
has MN, all must have it, so that 'Jl t:IElt::'t.:I Ml'tl would be needed here. It is 
true, this is the general rule (e.g. Ex. 35, 10-19. Jos. 2I, 13-18): but there are 
exceptions to it: not only Ex. 24, 12 ( where the 1 of i1l:tr.li1l i1'11ni1l is explained 

by Ehrlich as the l of' concomitance' [ Lex. 25a-°J), but also Ex. I 2, 28 [18 MSS. 
and Sam. j"1i11-t Mi:-tl], 32, 2. r S. 7, 3 (text dub.). 8, 14. 18, 4b [? rd. 11ii,i.:,1 
Ehr!.]. II 19, 6. 1 Ki. r, 10 [10 MSS. nN1]. 44. 10, 4. 15, 15, 2 Ki. 10, II; and 
in later Hebrew (A. M. Wilson, Hebraica, 1890, p. 220), l Ch. 1, 32, 2, 13-15. 8, 1. 
Ezr. 9, 3. Neh. 9, 6. Possibly there are other instances: but these, even disregarding 
the textually doubtful ones, seem sufficient to shew that the rule, though observed 
generally, was not absolute. 

'Jl t::'1N ;,:i J The constr. is unusual. r,~i is to be regarded as a 
ptcp. absolute (cf. Gen. 4, 15. II 23, 3. Prov. 23, 24. Job 41, r8 
MT.), all mm sacrificing= i.f, or whenever, a man sacrificed, etc. (see 
GK. §§ u6 w, 159i); the pred, is then introduced by the pf. and waw 

conv. NJl (GK. § 1 r 2°0), precisely as, in an analogous case, after ON 

(Gen. 3 r, 8 ,,,,, , • , '1l.:lN' ON if ever he said ... , then the flock used 

to bear ... : Tenses,§ 123 (3, GK. § 159r). In other words, C-'1N ,~ 

nJt nJt is the syntactical equivalent of n)t nJt' ON t::'1N. The constr. 
would be more normal, if t::''N S:i were preceded by i11i1l: see Jud. 

r9, 30; Ex. 33, 7b. 

Sc>J:i] The implicit subject is ~w;ir,i:::i: see on 16, 4, and comp. II, 2. 

1 Though we should rather in this case expect , , , ~Elt::'D i111 : cf. , , , i;:l''! i1tl 
Dt, 15, 2, r9, 4. 1 Ki. 9, r5; Nu. 8, 4 , , , il!;'l/0 nn. r Ki. 7, 28. . 
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So, after a ::, of comparison, Jud. 14, 6. 2 S. 3, 24. Is. 10, 14. Zech. 

12,ro. 13,9. 
tl')l!'i1 ~,~ l,rr.,ni] lit. the prong, the three teeth 1-a case of appo

sition ( Tenses, § 188; GK. § 1310). ~~ (not i"l~~), It!' beingfem.: 
cf. Cl'1¥,;J e;1;,~ Nu. 35, 14; Cl1;i~,:, i&,~ Lev. 25, 2 r. To be sure, in 
14, 5 )e' in the metaph. sense of a pointed rock is masc.; whether it was 
also in that of the tooth of a prong, is more than we can say 2. If it 
was, we must read either C')~i1 nei,ei l,t~m, or (We.) n~,~ ,,r~, 
t:ll)t;/2. 

14 f. Observe how in these verses the tenses are throughout fre
quentatives ( continuing 1 3 ~::,, ). 

tl] can only be rendered therewith: the Versions express the sense 
for himse!f, which is more suitable, but requires,, for ,:i. 

n,~::i Ct!I] Tautologous. LXX for Clt;i express i1li"l1
, 1J:!l1~-

15. llitli'1] The I is the original termination of 3 pl. impf. pre
served in classical Arabic (in the indicative mood), Aramaic (usually), 
Ethiopic, Phoenician 3

• 

In the OT. it occurs sporadically (305 times altogether), though the 
principle regulating its occurrence is difficult to determine. It is not 

a mark of antiquity, for, though it occurs seldom in the latest books, 

those in which it occurs with greatest comparative frequency are not 
(upon any view) the most ancient (56 times in Dt., 37 in Isaiah, 15 in 
1-2 Kings, 23 in Job, 12 in Genesis, 7 in Numbers, 15 in a single 
Psalm, 104). Further, while it sometimes abounds in particular 
sections (e. g. Gen. 18, 28-32: Joel 2, 4-9), it is absent from others 
belonging to the same narrative, or of a similar character (e.g. 9 times 
in the Laws, Ex. 20-23, never in the Laws, Lev. 17-26). From its 
frequency in Dt., Job, the Book of Isaiah, and some of the Psalms, it 
may be inferred that it was felt to be a fuller, more emphatic form 

1 Cf. the o{J,11Js -rpu,&,>..,o,, mentioned in a sacrificial inscription of Cos (Journ. 
of Hellenic Studies, ix. 335 = Paton and Hicks, Inscriptions of Cos, 1891, p. 82); 
and the -rp,w/3o>..ov, which according to Eustathius on Il. i. 463 (ib. p. 32 7) was 
})referred by the Greekg as a sacrificial implement to the 11•µ11w/30Aov. («ap116w in 
the same inscr., seep. 336, illustrates the use of "ap11wcm, oAo"lr.prrw,m in LXX.) 

2 If Albrecht's explanation (ZA W. 1896, p. 76, seep. 60) of j~ in 14, 5 being 
masc. is correct, it would not follow for j~ here. 

s Cooke, NSI. 5, 22. 33, 6. 
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than that in ordinary use, and hence was sometimes preferred in an 
elevated or rhetorical style. In x Sam. it occurs 8 times-2, 15. 16. 
22 (bi's). 23, 9, 13 (bzs). 1 x, 9: in 2 Sam. once only, not in the narra
tive, but in the Psalm 22, 39, 

it:lj.), though rendered conventionally burn, does not mean to burn so as to 
destroy (which is ~'}~), but to cause to become sweet smoke (n'}b~: cf. the Greek 

ttvlrr'f/): comp. the Arab. qatara (of meat), to exha!e odour in roasting. The word 
is always used of burning either a sacrificial offering (Lev. r, 9 etc.) or incense 
(Ex. 30, 7) ; and would be better rendered, for distinctness, as iu Driver and 
White's Leviticus (in Haupt's Sacred Books of the OT.), consume in sweet smoke. 
In P (always) and Chr. (mostly) the verb is used in the Hif'il; but in the older 
language the Pi"el is usual (e.g. Amos 4, 5); and probably both here and in v. 16 
we should vocalize /\,~P-~ (notice in v. 16 il@P-; /1if;'~~ il@P- is of a very 

anomalous type; GK. § u3", second sentence). 

N::l1] LXX rightly ~PXf:To. The pf. with waw conv. appears simi
larly after bit:l:i, though of reiteration in present time, in Ex. 1, 19b 
before the midwife comes to them ,,,1, thry are wont lo bear. 

1 6. iON1l J This should strictly be ir.:il_;l1, in accordance with the 
other tenses before and after: but Hebrew is sometimes negligent in 
such cases to maintain the frequentative tense throughout; see Jud. 
I 2, 5 f.; Jer. 6, 17; and Tenses, § 114. However, ioN1, might be a 
scribal error for iONl (so GK. § 112ll; Smith's iON1) is against the 
usage of Heb. prose). 

:l?ni"I b\\:l pi't:lP1 it:lj.) J 'Let them burn (emph.) the fat first, and 
(then) take,' etc. The inf. abs. strengthens the verb in a manner 
which may often be represented in our idiom by the use of italics. 
In 0,1:::i, the consciousness of 0,1 is lost, and it is used as a mere 
adverb of time, especially to express the present time, as contrasted 
with the future, i. e. (in our idiom) first if all, first. So Gen. 2 5, 31 
1';l 1nii:i:i n~ b\1:i n,:io sell me firs! (before I give thee the pottage) 

thy birthright, 33. I Ki. 22, 5 inquire, I pray, first at the word of 
Yahweh. See Ges. Thes. s.v., Lex. 409b h, and We. p. 37 note. 

1C"tll il\Nn ~t:-'l!t:l] Similarly II 3, 21 1t::'Ell n,~n i~N ?:i:i, Dt. 12, 

20. 14, 26. 1 Ki. 11, 37 al. Both ilf~ (in Pi'el), and the subst. ill~ 
(23, 20), are rarely used except in conjunction with t'tll. 

jnJi nm1 1:i ,, ioNl] 'And he would say to him, "Thou shalt give 
it me now."' With this reading, 1:i, standing before the direct narra
tion, is like c'ln recita!t'vum (e. g. Luke 4, 21 ), and j, ! (constantly), 
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and cannot be represented in English except by inverted commas : so 

10, 19 MT. Gen. 29, 33. Jos. 2, 24. 1 Ki. 1, 13. 2 Ki. 8, 13 al. The 
Qre and 1 7 MSS., however, for ,~ read K;t ( so LXX) 'And he would 

say, No; for ( = but) thou shalt give it now' (cf. 12, 12: II 16, 18 al.). 
The latter is more pointed, and deserves the preference. Targ. here 

agrees with MT.; Pesh. Vulg. express both readings 1. 
•nnp;, J The bare perf. in the a pod. is uncommon and emphatic : 

Tenses,§ 136 y: Nu. 32, 23. 'And if not, I take it by force I' 
17. '~, \~KJ •:i] 'for the men (viz. Eli's sons) contemned,' etc.: see 

Nu. 16, 30b ,n, T'lK M;tKM b'C'J~i1 ,~KJ 1:,. b'C'J~il (with the art.) 
denotes men who have been in some manner specified (e.g. 6, 10. 

Ex. 5, 9 ), not men in general. 
18. "1YJ] accus., as a youth, etc.: see GK.§ n84, and on v. 33. 
i:::i •m:iK] for the constr. in the accus. after ,,~n, see GK. § 121d; 

and cf. 17, 5. On the 'ephod' see DB. (Driver), EB. (Moore), and 
the writer's Exodus ( 19 n ), p. 3 r 2 f. 

19. nn;,ym,,. MC'YT'l] 'used to make •.. and bring up:' Gen. 2, 6 
no,~n 1J£1 ;,:, nK np~m n;,y, ,K,. t:l1t11i1 n:::ir, as 1, 2 r: cf. on r, 3. 

20. ,::i,m .. , "1t1K, ••• 7,::i,] 'and Eli would bless •.• , and say 

... , and they would go to his place.' 
t:lt::-" J LXX &-7roT{r:rai, i.e. b.~~; make good: cf. Ex. 2 I, 36 (likewise 

followed by nnn). With MT. cf. Gen. 4, 25 (nt:J).,~46, 7. 
;,KC'] Difficult syntactically. As the text stands, the subj. can be 

only the implicit >1-!i!i;:i (see on r 6, 4) 'which he that asked asked '= 
which was asked: but the passage is not one in which this impersonal 

construction would be naturally in place. Either, with We., we must 

point as a ptcp. pass. '~-~ asked for=lent to (see 1, 28: the masc. 
ad sensum, the n~~tp being Samuel), or we must suppose that ,~i!J 
is an error for il~~~ (' in lieu of the petition which she asked for 2 

Yahweh'). The former gives the better sense, though i1:1K with a bare 

ptcp. is not very common (Dt. 1, 4. 1 Ki. 5, 13 ). If the latter be right, 

1 Similar variations occur in other passages: thus Jos. 5, 14 MT. Vulg. Targ. 
~?; LXX, Pesh. \;t: I Ki. rr, 22 MT. Vulg. Targ. ~;,; LXX \;,; Pesh. both. 
Cf. on v. 3· 

2 Inadvertently quoted by Jastrow (JBLit. 1900, p. 87) 'asked of.' Of course 
I do not suppose this to be the meaning of;, ;,~1:1. 
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we must suppose the double reference of :,r:tr::, to be played upon : the 
'petition' which was asked if Yahweh in 1, 17. 27 was also asked for 

Him. The Versions merely guess: LXX, Pesh. Vulg. 'which thou 
didst lend,' unsuitably: Targ. very freely 'which was asked from before 

Yahweh.' Bu. Sm. Now. Kit. Dh. read M~~~•".I, rendering, 'in return 
for the loan (so EVV.), which she hath lent unto Yahweh;' cf. I, 28. 

'Loan' for il~~~ may be right: cf. NHWB. iv. 491b; PS. col. 4008. 

1r.i1pr.i:, t:i:,m] 'thry would go to his place' is not in accordance with 

Hebrew style. LXX lt.:ilpr.i:, t:!-''Nil 1'ill: r 2 MSS. and Pesh. 1.::i:,m 

or.iipr.i:,. Either of these reading~ mqy be original: but probably We. 
is right in concluding lt.:ilpr.i:, ,,m to be the original reading: in MT. 

the verb was read as a plur. and so became t:,:,ri,, LXX treated it as 
a singular, and supplied 'the man.' 

21. ip!l •:, J obviously cannot be right: the fact that Yahweh visited 
}:Iannah cannot form the ground of what is related in v. 20. Read, 

with LXX, Pesh. (and AV. implicitly): '1p~~- :, and l are confused 
elsewhere: e. g. Is. 39, I b yr.,r.,,,, for which LXX, Pesh. and the parallel 

in 2 Ki. 20, 12 have rightly yr.ir::, •:,; and Jer. 37, 16 where r:t:i •::i is 
evidently an error for N:l'l (LXX Kal ;Mev). 

'• OV] i.e. at His sanctuary: cf. Dt. 22, 2, and Lex. 76811 3. 

2 2. yr.ir.,1 J as I, 3: 'and he heard from time to time' (Dr. Weir). 

'll 01t:!')il nr:t] See Ex. 38, 8. The entire clause (from -,r.,N MNl) 

is not found in LXX, and is probably not part of the original text (the 
context speaks of a :,.::,•;, with doors, not of an :,nr:t : 1, 9. 3, 3. 15). 

Ml~:l'llil, both here and in Ex., is paraphrased in Targ. Pesh. who 

prayed (or who came to pray}: Vulg. renders here quae observabant, in 

Ex. quae excubabant. But N:l'!r is used often peculiarly in the ritual 
legislation of the Pent. (the 'Priests' Code') of the service of the 

Levites about the Tent of Meeting; and Ex. 38, 8 and here expresses 
the performance of menial duties by the women. In the fragments of 

a Targum published by Lagarde (Prophetae Chaldazi:e, 1872, p. xiv) 
from the margin of the Cod. Reuchl., there appears an endeavour to 
palliate the sin of Eli's sons (as described in the existing Hebrew text): 

Mr:t:,':i:, fnr:t'1 1"1'::1'10'1 N'W) 1 ):l"1p n• jMl!'r.l"T M'l : [-, ]nr:t [ i ]Elt:1 ( delayed the 
women's offerings). Comp. Bacher, 'On the Targum to the Prophets,' 
in the ZDMG. 1874, p. 23. 

1365 D 
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i:im~ ,nN] the Tent of Meeting. The sense in which "'IV,O was 

understood is explained in Ex. 25, 22. 29, 42. 
23. 'l' "1t!'N] 'far that, in that (15, 15. 20, 42) I hear the accounts 

of you (as) evil, from ' etc. IJll)i, not IJ'l/ii1, like i1:S,,i on::i, Gen. 3 7, 2; 
l1l/i riNi1 n::i, Nu. 14, 37; NO~ or.in, ,,::iN1 Ezek. 4, 13 (a tertiary 
predicate). But LXX do not express the words ; the sense is clear 
without them; and they may have been originally (Lo. Bu. Now.) 
a marginal gloss (without ntot} on nSNn 0 1i:J"'1::l. In this case, of 
course, it!'N will mean simply which. Otherwise i1~1 O~J;i~·•rn~ · 

(Gen. 37, 2) might well have stood here (Ehrlich1 and would yield an 
excellent sense. 

n,N bVi1 ,::i nNo J ' from all the people, (even) these.' An un
paralleled juxtaposition. Why not i11i1 oyn ,::i nNr.i, as uniformly 
elsewhere? LXX have ,raVTo~ Tov >..aov Kvp£ov, whence Vile., remark
ing that in a later time 01n,N was apt to be substituted for i1li11 (e.g. 
2 Ch. 10, 15; 18, 5; 22, 12; 23, 9 compared with r Ki. 12, 15. 22, 6; 
2 Ki. u, 3. 10), would restore l"l1i11 oy ,::i ni-to (cf. v. 24 end). This, 
however, leaves the article in Cilli1 unexplained: and it is simpler to 
suppose that n,N (once, no doubt, written ,N, as still eight times in 

the Pent., and I Ch. 20, 8, and in Phoenician 1) has arisen by ditto
graphy from the following ,N: so Bu. Now. Sm. Ehrl. 

M~P.] lit. from with=,rapa. with a gen.: so with mi, to buy, np,, ,Nt!' 
(8, 10),etc.; see Lex. 86b. 

24. 'll it:11-t] 'which I hear Yahweh's people to be spreading.' So 
already Rashi, comparing Ex. 36, 6 mno::i ,,p 1i'.ll111. Elsewhere, it 
is true, where this idiom occurs, it is accompanied by an indication of 
the locality t'n or through which the proclamation is ' made to pass ' 
(asEx./.c.; 2Ch.30,5,1-tit!'1,::i:i; 36,22(=Ezr.1,1); Ezr.10,7; 
Neh. 8, 15: Lev. 25, 9 O::l'r\N S::i:i i!llt!' "11:JYl1): but the alternative 
rendering (AV. RV.) '(Ye) make the people of Israel lo transgress' 
is doubly questionable: ( 1) on1-t is desiderated after 01;1:iyr., (see on 
6, 3); ( 2) i:Jl/, when it signifies lo transgress, is always followed by 
an accus. of the law or precept 'overpast,' e. g. 1"1 'El l'1N 15, 24. Nu. 

1 Cooke, NSI. 5, 22 ,~ Oeiip;, o~,N these holy gods; 27, 3 ,Nn IJ,r.ic;, 
these images; 45, 2 'N C1C,,pr.l.l ; and CJ S. i. 14, 5 'N r,mo these offerings. 
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14, 41; n,,n Is. 24, 5 (comp. the Commentators on t. 17, 3b), and 
in the Hif. does not occur in this sense at all. The case is one, 
however, in which the integrity of the text is reasonably open to 

suspicion. 
25. 'If a man sinneth·against a man, God will mediate (for him): 

But if a man sin against Yahweh (emph.), who can intercede' 
for him?• 

I.e. For an offence of man against man, God may interpose and 
arbitrate (viz. through His representative, the judge): for an offence 
against Yahweh, there is no third party able to do this. For 01,,,N as 
signifying, not the judge as such, but the judge as the mouthpiece o.f 

a Divine sentence, see Ex. 21, 6. 22, 7 f.: and comp. ib. 18, 16, where 
the judicial decisions given by Moses are described as the ' statutes 
and laws of God.' Ideas parallel to this occur among other ancient 
nations; comp. Sir Henry Maine's Ancient Law, eh. i, and the ex
pression applied to judges in Homer : oiu 0iµirrra,; ITp6, ai6, Eipva-rm 
(II. I. 239). The play between :i}!;:i to mediate (see iJ,. 106, 30 ,011•1 
,,e:i1, cm•!l, where PBV. 'and prayed' is quite false), and ,,t,r,;, to 

interpose as mediator, specially by means of entreaty (Gen. 20, 17), 
cannot be preserved in English. The idea of mediation or arbitration 

appears in other derivatives (rare) of :i,!:l; as Cl''''!:l Ex. 21, 22. Dt. 
32, 31 ; n:,1,!l Is. 16, 3. In ''?~~ the suffix must have the force of 
a dative, .far him (GK. § 117x; Ew. § 3 I 5b); but probably, with We., 
~,?~~ should be pointed (so Lo. Bu. Now.): the plur. would be in 

accordance with the construction of c•n:,N, as thus applied, in Ex. 
22, Sb. In N~n• ;i,;11, CIN notice the emph. position of.,,.,,,. It is 
the rule with words like CIN, N,, 1110,, j!l etc. for the verb to follow 
immediately; when another word follows immediately, it is because 
some emphasis attaches to it: see e.g. 6, 9. Lev. 1, 3. 10. Nu. 20, 18. 

The general sense is well expounded by We. (after Ew. Hist. ii. 581 

[Eng. Tr. 412 ]) : For the settlement of ordinary cases arising between 
man and man, there is a~-~@!? (arbiter), viz. Elohim (speaking through 
His representative, the judge): if, however, Yahweh is the plaintiff, 

1 Or, perhaps (Bu. Now. Sm.), act tlze mediator: but :i,!)r,i1 elsewhere means 
only to mediate by entreaty or prayer, 

D 2 
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He cannot also (as Elohim) be the S~@f?. As the priest in point 
of fact is the judge, this means-the play between ~Yahweh' and 
'Elohim' being disregarded : 'the sin of the priest against God cannot 
be adjusted before the tribunal of the priest, but incurs the direct 

vengeance of Heaven.' 

'1/01!"' l)bl] See on r, 7. 
'll ytin •.::i] Cf. Jud. r3, 23. Grotius (quoted by Th.) illustrates the 

thought from Aeschylus (ap. Plato, Rep. ii. 380 A): 
8£0<; P,OI air{av <pvei f3poTo'i,; 

6rav KaKw<rnt Swµ.a 1rap.7r11871v Ol>..YJ-
26. :m~l Sili 1Sn]=c1mtinuedgrowing greater and better: cf. II 3, 1 

1:i•,ii tl'.:l'lil • , , ptni 7Siil (which shews that ~,~l '1~ are adjectives). 
15, 12. Pr. 4, r8. Jon. r, r1. r3. Est. 9, 4; after 'il'l, Ex. 19, 19. 2 Ch. 
17, 12: GK.§ II3u end. It is possible, however, that ~,~ may be 
used here of bodily physique, and mean goodly (i. e. fine and come!J'), as 
9, 2. Gen. 6, 2. Ex. 2, 2. 1 Ki. 20, 3 (so Dhorme; cf. Ehrlich). 

tll/] in the estimation of, as II 6, 22. Cf. Luke 2, 52. 

2 7. •n•Sll il,m, J i.e. 'Did I indeed reveal myself to the house of 
thy father, or not, that ye, his descendants, have thus scorned me?' 
An impassioned question, expressive of surprise, as though the fact 
asked about were doubtful (cf. Hitzig on Job 41, 1), not to be 
weakened by treating .tJ as though it were = t6q. The inf. abs. adds 
force to the question: GK. § 1134. There is no occasion to treat the 
i'1 in nS,m as dittographed from the n in ;iii,;_ 

'li tlMl'l"ll J MT. ' when they belonged in Egypt to the house of 
Pharaoh.' But this is unnatural; and it can hardly be doubted that 
tl''1?Y. has dropped out after tl•"lm~, corresponding to LXX Sou>..wv 
{cf. Targ., ri:131nt!'o). Comp. Lev. 26, r3. Dt. 6, 2 r. 

28. "lh1~] GK. § II3z: Ew. § 351c. 
m:i~ •~] As Ehrlich observes, the order is correct: see Gen. 12, 19 

l"lt!'lh ''; 16, 3. 28, 9, and often l"lt!'~, ,, ; 29, 29 nntit!'> r1>; Jud. 17, 5 
tn.::i:, i:, 1n1l; tll/:, 1:, Ex. 6, 7 (cf. Dt. 29, 12. eh. 12, 22. II 7, 23. 24, 

and frequently); f. 94, 22 (for cases of the opposite order, induced 
doubtless by the rhythm, see f. 33, 1 2 [ n:,m:, ,, would here be heavy]. 

132, r3. Is. 49, 5. Job r3, 24. 30, 21: Lex. 512b). The fact, 

however, that a family, and not an individual, is referred to suggests 
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that we should (with LXX l£par£vuv) vocalize iiJ;i? (Bu.). Ehrlich 
objects to this that we always have 1

::, m;i7 (Ex. 28, 4 I. 29, I al.): but 
might not,, be prefixed for emphasis? Otherwise the tribe (U1N=d, 
not him}, as a whole, must be regarded as 'priest' to Yahweh; cf. the 
sing. numbers in Dt. 3r, 16h-18. Is. 5, 26-30. 17, 13b-14a, etc. 

n1S1h] is natu_rally Qal (LXX, Pesh. Vulg. Ke. Kio. Bu. Now.), 
though it might be Hif. (Targ. Th.) for n,,im, (comp. v. 33. II 19, 19 

i 1Jl/? ; Ex. 1 3, 21 tinm?; Nu. 5, 2 2 S~h, ni:J~? ; Dt. r, 3 3 o.:inN1? ; 
26, 12 1W,¥?); however, as the contra.ction is not common (about 
twenty instances altogether in MT .1 

), and there is nothing here to 
suggest or require the Hif., the latter is less probable. To go up 

upon the altar, i. e. upon a ledge beside it, as Ex. 20, 26; 1 Ki. 

12, 33; 2 Ki. 16, 12 end; 2 3, 9: conversely, ,,1 is used of coming 

down from it, Lev. 9, 22: cf. 1 Ki. 1, 53. 
,,~N nt-tw., J 'to bear,-not, to wear,-the ephod before me.' So 

always. Cf. DB. i. 726b; Moore in EB. ii. 1307; the writer's 
Exodus, 313; and Kennedy's note here. For mn1 11:1N, cf. Dt. 18, r. 

29. lll/0 J U ntranslateable : if 11310 is right, read ,~;lilt~; 11illl? (RV., 
implicitly) is not sufficient 2. 11310 is a word found mostly in poetry, 

1 To those given in the text add II 18, 3 Kt. 11lll'; 2 Ki. 9, 15 Kt. i 1~~; 

Is. 3, 8 n,,o:,; 23, II ,01:1?; 29, 15 ,nc?; 33, l (corrupt) ,n,,~;i; Jer. 27, 20 

,n,,~;i; 37, 12 p>n,; 39, 7 N1:;t~; Am. 8, 4 n1::i.t:1,; if,. 26, 7 11ot:1~; 73, 20 (!) 

1111:J; 78, 17 M1"l0?, Pr. 31, 3 n1nO?; Dan. II, 35 I~~?- Qoh. 5, 5 N1t:1n,. 
Neh, 10, 39 ii;'~~- 2 Ch. 3r, 10 t-t 1:i,. (In some of these instances the text 

may be doubtful, or the punctuation as Hif. unnecessary.) Comp. in the Nif. 

MJ¥.? Ex. 10, 3. i)~~; Pr. 24, 17. 9~¥~ Lam. 2, u. 1iN? Job 33, 30; and 

(as pointed) niNi) Ex. 34, 24. Dt. 31, II. Is. 1, 12: also ~111~ Ez. 26, 15. 
2 M;~, or M;~O· (absol.), never means' in the honse:' b;~~stom the use of the 

accns. to express rest in a place is restricted to cases in which a noun in the 
genitive fallows, as 11:lN n1:i, ,,on ni:i, VI\ r,1:i. So ,1110 ,nN nnD (v. 22), 

1~11N nr,~ (Ex. 33, 10) at the entrance of his tent: bnt at the entrance (absolutely) 

would be nn~:l, not nr,~n simply. So ;,N-n1:1, t:ln~-r,,:i may denote 'in 
Bethel,' 'in Bethlehem : ,. but 'in Gibeon,' ' in Dan' must be expressed by 

i'll:ll:l, ri:i (see 2 Ki. 10, 29h). Where a word like 1)t:-' O~t:1111 seems to denote 
at Shiloh, at Jerusalem, it will be found that a verb of m'otion always precedes, of 
which the snbst. expresses the goal: so e.g. II 20, 3; Dt. 3, 1 ;. Jud. 21, 12. 
Hence ~i' if,. 134, 2 is 'to the sanctnary.' (Exceptions to what has been here 
said may be found in MT., but they are very rare: e.g. Is. 16, 2. 2 Ch. 33, 20.) 
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and the more elevated prose (ifr. 26, 8 1n•J J'll/0, of the Temple; 
Dt. 20, 15 al. 1t!!ip 11110, of heaven): so it would not be unsuitable. 
The objections that its absolute use is late (iJill'? 2 Ch. 36, 15t), and 
that it is here superfluous, are not cogent. LXX (omitting •n•,1 -,i.:,N) 
have Zva r[ bd(3A.(lfar; .• , &.vai8e, o,p0aA.M; i.e. t;it?:;Jl'.I (or ~'::\llJ) and 
(Kio.) jjll'?, ' Why hast thou looked (or, dost thou look) upon . .. with 

on evil eyel' lit. eyeing it (18, 9). So Bu. Sm. (not Now.). But rn,10 

is a very doubtful restoration. 
C::JN'"lJ,i';,] Read probably either the Nif. C~~1fi'.l~ (Bu.), or 

Cl~'i10? (Ehrlich). 
1op';, J This again cannot be right. 'We might easily alter ';,N"lt!/1 

•ov, to •o:t1 ';,N"lt!I", but the , appears also in •~~? of LXX' (We.). 
Perhaps •~~?,-or •~•P.?, though eµ:1rpoCF0ev does not elsewhere represent 
this,-is the true reading; it is accepted by Hitzig (on Amos 2, 13), 
Bu. Now.; the meaning will be, in full view of me,-aggravating the 
slight. 

30. •n"10N ;n:,N] = 'I said' (emph.). The intention, which had 
afterwards to be abandoned, is emphasized by the inf. abs. 

•Jt:b ,::i';,nn•J To walk before any one is to live and move openly 
before him ( 12, 2. 2 Ki. 20, 3); esp. in such a way as (a) to deserve, 
and consequently (b) to enjoy, his approval and favour. The expression 
is used chiefly of walking before God; and then sometimes one of 
these ideas is the more prominent, sometimes the other. Thus in 
Gen. 17, 1, and prob. in 24, 40. 48, 15 the thought of (a) predominates 
(LXX e1JapeCFr.:'i;v lvavr[ov or lvJmov); here, v. 35, and ifr. 56, 14. 116, 

9 [shall, not wz:tl] the thought of (b) predominates. (The expression 
is not so strong as b'M,Ni"l Tm 1,nnn Gen. 5, 22. 24. 6, 9.) 

31. '~, b'N:l c•o• mn] A formula occurring besides only 2 Ki. 20, 

17 (=ls. 39, 6), and in the prophecies of Amos and Jeremiah. 
1llit nr:-t •n:i,iJ,] Cf. for the figure J ud. 21, 6 inr:-t ~:i~ !:l\'ii :11iJJ 

~N"l~O and Jer. 48, 25 ni:le'J iv'm JNlO 1"1~ MV,JJ, LXX vocalized 

'iP,7!; hut this by no means agrees so well as MT. 1}'.i! with the 
figure implied in •nv," · ~i! metaph. of strength, as Job ·2 2, 8 t:-''Nl 

Y,1:-ti"l ,';, l/l"lt; ifr. 10, 15 l/t!li l1"ll i:lt!I; 83, 9. 
32. l'l/0 "l~] Again, if )WO is right (cf. on 29), we must read either 

'M'? (RV.) or ,~;119~ (RV. m.). Eli, however, whose death is recorded 
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in 4, 21, did not survive any time when the temple at Shiloh was 
unfortunate, and Israel in general prosperous. The clause must 
consequently be corrupt. Bo. suggested lil/9 i~ 'and thou shalt look 
for a rock ef difence:' but t::l•:m with an accus. is not to look far 

something non-existent, or not visible, but to look at, or behold, 

something actually in view. No satisfactory emendation has been 

proposed. 
,0N ;,:,:::i,J lit. 'in the whole of (that,) as to which .. .' = 'in all 

wherein ... ' ,1:1N ;,:,:::i, is commonly followed by a verb of motion, as 
14, 47, in which case it= wherever. 

nN ::i•t::i''] ::11!::l',i with a personal object is usually construed with ;, or 

oy (Gen. 12, 16; 32, 10. 13 al.): the construction with an accus. is 

chiefly Deuteronomic (Dt. 8, r 6. 28, 63. 30, 5; so Jer. 18, 10. 32, 

40. 41 ; also Zech. 8, 15. tf,. 51, 20). A subject to ::l't::l" is desiderated. 
We must either suppose that n,n, has fallen out after it (Bu. Now. Kit.: 

observe that EVV. supply 'God' in italics), or read ::l't::l'N (Sm. Bu. 
all., Dhorme ). 

33. '_Yet one I will not cut off belonging to thee from mine altar,' etc. 
,, is the dat. of reference, as often in similar phrases: II 3, 29. 1 Ki. 

2, 4. 9, 5. 14, 10 al. (Lex. 512b 5). 
OJJO J Cf. Ex. 21, 14. 
'Ji ni;,:,;,J Cf. Lev. 26, 16 (certain diseases) ~!l) n::i.1117~ 0'J'll ni~;9; 

Dt. 28, 65 ~!l) /\::lNii 0'J'J1 jl•;,:,. 
:J'iN;,] for :::1•1~;:i? (on v. 28), from [ :::1,~ J = ::lNi. :::1iN, however, is 

not substantiated elsewhere, in either Hebrew or the cognate languages: 

it is probable therefore that N is merely an error for n, and that :::1'7~?~ 
(corresponding to r,:::i,,,r.i in Lev. i.e.) should be restored. Cf. Jer. 25, 3 

l:i':l~N for 0':11:'M. 

11:'ElJ , , • 7'J'Y J The 1:1•~, no doubt, is Abiathar, who escaped the 
massacre of the priests eh. 22, was David's faithful attendant during 
his lifetime, but was removed from the priesthood by Solomon, and 

banished by him from Jerusalem, on account of the part taken by him 
in the attempt of Adonijah to secure the throne ( see r Ki. 2, 2 7 ). If 

MT. be right, the reference must be to the father, supposed to be 
conscious of the fortunes of his descendant, and suffering with him. 
Such a sense, however, seems to be one which is scarcely likely to 
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have been in the writer's mind (contrast Job 14, 21). LXX read 
,~Ell , .. ,,,ill, the pronouns referring to Abiathar himself, the end of 
whose life was passed in disappointment and vexation. This is 

preferable (so We. Th. Kio. etc.). 
n1:i"'\ti J the increase (viz. generally, so far as none are specially 

exempted). Or, perhaps, as 1 Ch. 12, 29, the greater part. 

!J'~JN in,01] 'will die as men' ( = in the flower of their age, AV.), 
!J'l!'JN being an (implicit) accus., defining their condition at the time of 
dying. So Is. 65, 20 n,01 ml!' i1Ntl l:l will die as a man 100 years 
old; Lev. 20, 20 (Tenses,§ 161. 3; GK.§ II8q). But, though the 
grammatical construction is unexceptionable, !J1l!'.lN does not signify 
adults, in contradistinction to men of any other age; and LXX has lv 

poµ<f,at1 <lv3pwv; in all probability therefore a word has fallen out in 
MT., and !J'~Jiit :110~ should be restored. 

35. 'li "'\~N:J] for the expression, cf. 14, 7. II 7, 3. 2 Ki. 10, 30. 

The clause is attached to what precedes somewhat abruptly, but a 
similar abruptness may be observed sometimes in the Books of 

Samuel: e. g. 9, 68 ; 19, 5 no~m n1N,. 
35b. fONJ n1:i] Cf. 25, 28 (the hope expressed by Abigail). 
1n1t!IO] The passage, like 2, 1 o, presupposes the establishment of 

the monarchy (181 n11!'0: 16, 6; 24, 7. II etc.). The original pro
phecy must have been re-cast by the narrator, and in its new form 
coloured by the associations with which he was himself familiar. The 
meaning is that the faithful priest will enjoy the royal favour con
tinually. 

36. 'li ;,1mJ lit. 'and it shall be, as regards all that are left 
( = whoever is left) in thy father's house, he shall come' etc. The 
construction exactly resembles Dt. 20, 11 ; II 15, 35: and without 
~:,, Nu. I7, 20 (cf. 16, 7); 1 Ki. 19, I7 (Tenses,§ 121, Obs. 1). The 
force of ~:, is similar to that in v. 13. Instead of Ni:11 the sentence 
might with equal propriety have been resumed by the pf. and waw 
conv. N1~: see Nu. 21, 8; Jud. II, 31 : the construction with the 
impf. is, however, somewhat more flowing, and less formal. 

1Jn!:lc J n!:lc is to attach: 26, 19. Is. 14, 1 :li'll' n1:i ~ll in!:lc" : Job 
30, 7 Pu'al (= to cling together)t. (In Hab. 2, 15 read~~'?.) 

The interpretation of the entire passage, from v. 31, is difficult. In 
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MT. two troubles are threatened to Eli, (1) a sudden disaster 31a 1. 

33 h, from which few will escape of his entire family (1•:i~ l'l':l v. 31): 
( 2) a permanent weakening of his family (32b 'no old man in thy 
house continually'). No doubt in 31a. 33b the allusion is to the 
massacre of the priests at Nob (22, 17-20): and Abiathar himself is 

the one alluded to in 33a, who escaped the massacre, and so was not 
, cut off' from the altar, continuing to hold the office of priest under 

David, and only superseded by :;,;adoq (the faithful priest of v. 35) 
upon the accession of Solomon. The sign in v. 34 is of course the 
death of I:£ophni and Phine!).as, recorded in eh. 4. 

But with reference to the passage as a whole, it is difficult to resist 

We.'s argument. As the text stands, v. 32a expresses a consequence of 
31 : it deals, however, with something which Eli is to witness himself: 
hence 31 must refer to something within Eli's own lifetime-which 

can only be the disaster of eh, 4, in which his two sons perished. This 

implies that the survivor in 33 is AJ.1.itub ( r 4, 3); and that 35 relates 
to Samuel (so Th.). But the 'sign' in 34 is also the disaster of eh. 4: 
consequently, upon this interpretation, the death of Eli's sons is a 

'sign,' not of some occurrence in the remoter future, but of itself! 

V. 31 must thus refer to something subsequent to eh. 4, and so, subse
quent also to Eli's death (the massacre at Nob, as explained above): 
it follows that the text of 3 2a cannot be correct,-as indeed was already 
surmised above, upon independent grounds. LXX omits both 31b and 

32a; and We. supposes that 31b and 32h are but two forms of one 

and the same gloss, due originally to an (incorrect) application of 3 ra 
to the disaster of eh. 4. Still, though it is true that 33a, expressing a 
Hmitation of 31 8 , would form a natural sequel to it, it would follow it 
somewhat quickly and abruptly; and the omission in LXX is open to 
the suspicion of being due to the recurrence of the same words li't 
7l'l':lJ in both 31b and 32b. What is really wanted in lieu of the 

corrupt words at the beginning of 32 is something which would lead 

on naturally to the notice of the permanent weakening of Eli's family-

1 This sense of the figure seems to be demanded by the limitation which 
follows in 33• (' Yet one I will not cut off to thee from mine altar'). V. 33• cannot 
be a limitation to 32b: for the sparing of a single individual, on a particular 
occasion, forms no exception to the permanent weakening of a family. 
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which is the point in which 32b advances beyond 31 h. Did we 

possess 32a in its original form, it would yield, we may suppose, 
a suitable sequence: 31 would refer to the massacre at Nob, 32 to the 

after-history of Eli's family (comp. 36 ,n,:i:i ,nm, S:i), and 33 would 
revert to the subject of 31 in order to follow the fortunes of the 

survivor, Abiathar (22, 20). 
3, 1. ii''] precious= rare, as Is. 13, 12 t!lO rt"!~~ ,,i',~
ri;:i~J spread abroad= frequent: 2 Ch. 31, 5 1 110 ri~:;i). 
2. ')i :i:ie' 1,:1,11] From here to the end of v. 3 follow a series of 

circumstantial clauses, describing the conditions which obtained at the 

time when what is related in v. 4 took place. 
nln;;iJ fem. pl. from i1Q;;i, an adj. of the form expressive of bodily 

defects tl~~' ]J~F,o, ,~~' ti"}(:I (GK.§ 84b. 21). Syntactically the adj. is 
to be conceived here as an accusative, defining the aspect under which 

Eli's eyes 'began:' lit., therefore, 'began as dim ones'= began to be 
dim. Cf. Is. 33, 1 iiil!l 101nn:i when thou finishest as a devastator= 

when thou finishest to devastate. See GK. § 120b; Tenses, § 161. 2, 

and p. xvi; and cf. Segal, Mzfoaic Hebrew ( 1909 ), p. 49. But the 
inf. ninf would be more in accor<lance with the Biblical usage of 

'OiJ (Sm. Bu. Now.): see Dt. 2, 25. 31. Jos. 3, 7 (Sm.). 
,:i,, N'] expressing his continued inability more distinctly than S:J; N, 

would have done: so Gen. 48, 10; Jos. 15, 63 Kt. 
3b. Evidently Samuel was sleeping in close proximity to the ark

perhaps, in a chamber contiguous to the ,:i,;i in which it was, if not, 
as the Hebrew taken strictly would imply, actually in the ,:i,;i itself. 

+ SN101!1 ,~] LXX ,~iol!I ,N1t:il!I, no doubt rightly: cf. v. 10, where 
we read 'as beforelt'me, Samuel, Samuel.' In v. 6 LXX repeats the 

name similarly, not expressing tlj,11 (which may have come in here as 

a gloss suggested by v. 8). The repetition can hardly have been 
introduced by LXX on the strength of v. 10; for there the name (both 

times) is not expressed by them at all. The only other similar 
duplications in OT. are Gen. 22, 1 I. 46, 2. Ex. 3, 4. 

5. '~] For the dagesh, see GK. § 2of. 

:l:J.l!I :J.)l!I J ' return, lie down'= lie down again : cf. Is. 2 1, 1 2 U'f 

~1i;;~; and see on 2, 3. 

7. ll'!;.] tli~ followed by a perfect is very rare : Tenses, § 2 7 {3 note. 
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Here, the parallel n~~~ makes it probable that the narrator himself 
would have vocalized V"1~: cf. GK.§ 107°. 

8. N".l.P] was calling: Gen. 42, 23; EVV. wrongly had called. 

1o . .:i~1n1,] Cf. the description of a nocturnal revelation in Job 4, 16. 
CVD:l0!1El::l] So20,25.Jud.16,20. 20,30.31. Nu.24,rt; t::)11::, 

0,1.:i eh. r8, 10t; m1:1.:i mw::, z Ki. 17, 4t. CVEl:l CVEl does not occur 
alone; but ( on the analogy of mw.:1 MJl:I r, 7) would mean one fi'me lz'ke 

another=generally: hence, with::, prefixed, as general!J', or, as we may 
substitute in a case like the present, 'as at (other) times.' 

r r. n~y 1::l)N mnJ 'Lo, I am doz'ng= Lo, I am a bout to do:' the 
'futurnm instans,' as often in Divine announcements, v. r 3, Gen. 6, r 7. 
Ex. 9, 3. Dt. 1, 20 (see Tenses, § 135. 3; GK. § rr6P). Cf. ro, 8. 

uh. The same figure 2 Ki. 21, 12. Jer. 19, 3t. In both passages, 
the form, from,,~, is written n~?¥T:1 (GK.§ 67g). With the form here, 
cf. nne1;1; and in explanation of the !Jireq, see GK.§ 67P. For the 
syntax of Hn:,w-,:i, see Tenses, § r 2 I, Obs. 1, note; GK. § II 6w. 

12. ''ll ,N] LXX bd, Pesh. Targ. ,11, Vulg. adversum. ,N with 
the force of ?l/: cf. on 1, 12. 

1n1.:1 ,N J with reference lo his house: r, 2 7. 4, 19. 

i1_p;i) ?\'.IQ] 'beginning and ending,' i.e. effecting my purpose com
pletely. The expression occurs only here. Construction as II 8, 2 : 
Ew. § 280a; GK.§ 113h. 

13. W1)m] Read, with Kio. Bu. etc., J:;l'Urn (with, consec.): cf. v. r 5b. 
1)N tlElW] Tenses,§ 135. 4. So Jer. 1, 12. 38, 14 al. In Aramaic, 

the pronouns of I and 2 pers. coalesce with the ptcp. to form a new 
tense with the force of a present: but in Hebrew the two parts are 
still distinct, and the ptcp. receives some emphasis from its position. 

11i1 iwN 1111.:i] JiP, is in the constr. state, because the following relative 
clause is conceived as de.fining and lz'miting its meaning, exactly as 
a noun in the genitive would do: GK.§ 130" footnote; Ew. § 332°. 
But probably 1,11:i should be omitted (the text then reading, 'Because 
("lWN, Lex. 83b c) he knew that his sons did curse God, etc.'): LXX 
presupposes ,1)::, 1,y::,; and lll/:l has probably found its way in here 
from a MS. with that reading (We. Lo. al.). Ehrlich regards it as an 
old error for I!!~ because. 

\'J:l en, 01,>po •::, J The text hardly admits of being construed : for 
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''i' does not mean to bring a curse upon any one, and is followed not 
by a dall"ve, but by an accusative. There can be little doubt that LXX 
on KaKoAoyovrr£, @£ov have preserved the true reading, viz. c1:,:,j,o 1:i 

,1~:i tl1;:i)~ {cf. Ex. 22 , 2 7 :,:,pn N:, c1n:,N). If the text be correct, cn, 
can only be construed as a reflexive dative (Ew. § 3153

; Lex. 515b h} 
' cursed for themselves = at their pleasure:' cf. 1/t· 44, 1 I end; So, 7 
,o, m1:,1; Job 6, r 9 ,o, '1p. But this does not yield a satisfactory sense. 

ni;:i:;iJ Only here. Apparently (Nold. Mand. Gramm., p. 72 n.) 
a by-form of Syr. J~ to rebuke (sq. ~ 1 Ki. r, 6 ~ !~ ~o). In 

Mand. the form is Ni1:J. Cf. Arab. cJ~ verbis do/ore affecit (Freyt.). 
14. 1:i:,J LXX oM' o&w!. (attaching the words to v. 13), strangely 

treating r:b, as though contracted from J:J•N:,. So elsewhere, as Gen. 
4, 15 (also Pesh. Vulg. here); 30, 15 (l?.~ in these passages has an 
idiomatic force: cf. on 28, 2). 1 Ki. 22, 19. 2 Ki. 1, 4. 6. 21, 12. 
22, 20 al. With 14b cf. Is. 21, 14. 

Cl!:'(] On tlt-t after an oath,=sure£y not, see GK.§ 149b,c; Lex. 5~a . 
.,!:l:in1J LXX, rightly, etiAa<r0~<r£-rcu. The actual meanings, and 

usages, of ,~:ii can be determined from the OT. itself: see the writer's 

art. PROPITIATION in DB. iv. (1902). Whether, however, as used to be 

supposed, and is assumed (though not confidently) in this art., the 
primary meaning of the root was (from Arab. kafara) to cover is now 

doubtful. i~'.l] corresponds to the Assyr. kuppuru, which, whether its 
primary meaning was to wipe away (Zimmern, KAT.3 601 f.; cf. Syr . 

.9,.:1), or to remove (Langdon, Exp. Times, xxii. (1910-u), pp. 320 ff., 
380 f.) 1, in actual use denotes ritual purgation (e.g. from disease); 
and the word seems to have come into Heb. from Assyrian with this 
sense attaching to it, which was there developed so as to express the 
related ideas of to expiate ( or declare expz'ated) sin, to clear the 

offender, and to appease the offended person. See the writer's art. 
EXPIATION in Hastings' Encycl. of Religz'on and Ethics. 

15, 'In MT. i~~ !:l?.~~1 (LXX) has been passed over after 
,v.:i.n·iy' (We.). 

16. :,N,ownN] 44 MSS. better, ,N,ot:t SN. 
I 7. 'll ill:tl/1 n:i] A form of imprecation peculiar to Ruth, Samuel, 

1 For a third view (that the root meant originally to brighten, and so to purify), 
see Burney, ib. 325 ff.; Ball, ib. 478 f. 
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and Kings: 14, 44. 20, 13. 25, 22. II 3, 9· 35. 19, 14. Ruth 1, 17. 

1 Ki. 2, 23. 2 Ki. 6, 31, and with a pl. verb (in the mouth of Jezebel 
and Benhadad) 1 Ki. 19, 2: 20, 1ot. 

1 9. 'l\ , 1!:ln N,i] For the idiom cf. 2 Ki. 10, 10 1n1 "'1~11? ~!:)1 N~ 1::i 

m,N; and, in Qal, and without iWiN, in the Deuteronomic passages 

Jos. 2r, 43 (45). 23, 14. I Ki. 8, 56: also Est. 6, 10. IO has a partitive 
force, with a neg.=' aught of,' as Dt. 16, 4 (Lex. 580b 3 a c). 

20. 'li jt;'Nl] (was) one accredited or approved to be a prophet unto 
Yahweh. (The ptcp., not the pf.) 

Nl:ll,] as "11ll:, 9, 16; 13, 14; 1:io:, 15, 1; II 2, 4 al. 
21. il~")tl?J So Jud. 13, 21t, for the normal niN")tJ: Stade,§ 622b; 

GK§ 75c. 
On the clause at the end of 2 1 ( see Kittel), restored by Kio. from 

LXX, Ehrl. remarks rightly (see all the instances on 6, 12) that 
wherever the construction :,i::i1ti 11:,n 1:,1, occurs, the second inf. is 
always used absolutely, and is never followed by an object. 

4, 10.. This should stand as the concluding clause of 3, 2r. 

4, ib-7, r. Defial of Israel &,, the Philistines. Capture and 

restoraHon of the Ark. 

4, 1b. LXX introduce this section by the words Kal. lyEJ1~0"] b, Tai~ 

~/-'-'£pars £Ke{vaL~ Kal. {ll)va0po[(ovrnL &J..Mcf,vA.oi ei~ 1r6A.eµ,ov t-rrl. 'lupa~A= 

:,Niet1 ,v ncn:,o:, t:l1net:i!:l 1'lrJp1, t:l1'lil l:)1i.,1::i w,. Something of this 

sort is required, if only for the sake of explaining the following nN"1p:,, 

though the clause (taken with what follows in which the same word 
occurs) would be the better for the omission of ncn,c:,. 

it:im lJNn] "1tl11"1 is in apposition with l:lNil ' the stone Help' ( Tenses, 

§ 190). In 5, 1. 7, 12, however, the form used is inm pN, which is 
also best read here. But Eben-ezer here, and 5, 1, in the plain, 
somewhere near Lydda (see the next note), can hardly be the Eben-ezer 
of 7, r 2, near Miipah, 18 m. SE. of Lydda, in the hills; or, if it is, 
there will have been different traditions as to its situation. 

i'ElN:l J The name Apheq has not been preserved : but the Apheq 
meant must have been the one in the Sharon (Jos. 12, 18), at some 
spot, probably near Lydda or Antipatris, which would form a suitable 
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starting-point for an expedition either in the direction of Shiloh and 
Central Palestine, or (eh. 29, 1) into the plain of Esdraelon and Gilboa 
(notice the road leading north from Lydda and Antipatris, through the 
plain of Dothan, to J ezreel ; and also those leading up east into the 
hill-country of Ephraim). Apheq is mentioned also in I Ki. 20, 23. 

See further W. R. Smith and G. A. Smith in EB. s. v. ArHEK. 

2. C't:1ni] Perhaps, 'and spread itse!.f abroad:' cf. the Nif. in II 5, 
18. 22. LXX lKAtVEV, i. e. seemingly t:1131 'and the battle inclined' 

(viz. in a direction adverse to Israel). Smith conjectures plausibly 
W~T:11 and the battle was hard,· cf. II 2, I 7 nrP. m:in,on •nn,: so Bu. 

t:i•i] LXX, Pesh. Vulg. ~~.1. 
3-5. LXX read in v. 3 ,~•;·b~ i,.,~-nN, in v. 4a i1'i'l1 fl"IN nN (without 

niK:t~), in v. 4b 1,.,~n (for c•n,Nn l"l'"i:t )i"iN), and in v. 5 nw ;i"'\N, 
thus omitting n•"'\:t each time, in accordance with the general custom 
of MT. in Samuel (vv. 6. 11. r 7-2 2 ; 3, 3; eh. 5-6 ; II 6 throughout ; 
II 15, 24a,s, 25. 29 [ on v. 24aa see note]). Probably it was introduced 
here into MT. at a time when the expression was in more general use 
than it had always been. 

4. Clt:,ti] LXX, Vulg. omit Cle'-no doubt, rightly. The point is 
not that Eli's sons were at Shiloh, but that they came with the ark 
into the camp (v. rr). The word may have been introduced ac
cidentally through a reminiscence of 1, 3 (We.). 

5. r,~n cnn,] 1 Ki. r, 45 i'l1"'\p,, Clilm: Ruth r, 19 "1'lli1 t:Ji'lni. On 
the form t:J'nm, see GK.§ 72h. tlm (usually t:Jo.i), however, is to eoefuse, 

discomfit, Dt. 7, 23: what we expect is a form from i'l'?O to be z'n com

motz'on, stir, ofa cz'fy, r Ki. 1, 41. Is. 22, 2: so Ehrlich may be right 
in vocalizing tliJ~1. 

7. c•nS~ ~:i] The Philistines would hardly speak of Yahweh as 
'God' absolutely: read probably Clt_:i.?~ Clt_:i1tj)~ Nf (We.). 

· r10~•1] Not to be omitted (LXX). Though the speakers are the 
same as in a, the remark is of a different character : and in such cases 
the repetition of i"'\ON1i is a genuine Hebrew idiom (We.): e.g. 
26, 9-10. II 17, 7-8. 

n~r.:,J LXX T0La1b1-a Hebraism: cf. if!. 27, 14 plav; 102, 19. 

119, 50. 56 aiSn1; Ti/V iJ,OVO)'lVYJ µov=\n,.,n1 ¥'· 22, 21 al.; also Jud. 

7, 14; If· 32, 6; rr8, 23 (Matth. 21, 42), notwithstanding the fact that 
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in these cases there is a subst. in the Greek to which the fem. might 
conceivably be referred. 

8. n;,Nn c1;1'11)ti1] t:11,;;,t,C construed as a pl. in the mouth ofa heathen 
( cf. 1 Ki. 19, 2 ), as also, sometimes, in converse with one, Gen. 20, 13 
(Ew. § 318" end). However, this limitation is not universal: see Gen. 

35, 7; Jos. 24, 19 t-C,i"l t)l~'1P t11n;,t-C 1:, (the plur. of majesty), II 7, 23 
(but see note); if;. 58, 12 (unless tl1ii;,N here=divine beings); and in 
the phrase 01•n o•n;,t-C Dt. 5, 2 3 al. (Is. 37, 4. 17 1n 01n;,N: in poetry also 
•n ;,t-C is used Hos. 2, 1 al.). Cf. GK.§§ 124g, 132h, 145i. 

Oi"l i"l;,t-C] Gen. 25, 16 al.: Tenses,§ 201. 3; Lex. 241b 4. 
n:,o ;,:,:, J 'With every manner of smiting,' Kp., excellently. n:,o is 

not a 'plague,' though it may be a 7f'AiYJ"/~, but rather denotes slaughter, 

v. 10. 6, 19. 19, 8. 
-,:,-,0:,1] Probably :;;;~~~ (We.) should be read. 
9· on1•m] carrJing on ••• ,1m ,r,rnnn: GK.§ I I zr. tl1t!')t,C;, tln11i"11 is 

logically superfluous; but it resumes 01~)t-C;, 11i"11 after the following clause, 
in accordance with the principle noticed on 17, 13 and 25, 26. 

10. 11;,mb t!"'t-C] The Versions express i;,nN;,: but in this phrase, 

except J ud. 20, 8 ( which is not altogether parallel), the plural is 
regularly found. 

;,Ei•i] the sing. as Jud. 12, 6b: cf. on 1, 2. 
1;,l-,J construed with l:);,l)t as a collective: so W1~ !:\?~, i;i:p l:\?1$, etc. 
12. J01):i-e"N] It is the rule in Heb. (GK.§ 127a},-though there 

are exceptions (§ 127°),-that a determinate gen. determines the 
preceding nomen regens: hence We. remarks here that ':, t!l't-C means 
only 'the man of B.,'-either a particular known man (Nu. 25, 8. 
Jud. 7, 14. 10, 1), or, more commonly, 'the men of B.' (so ;,N-,1!-'I t!"t-C, 

01-,Elt-C t!l't-C, ni,n• t!l'l'C, etc., constantly): comp. Moore on Jud. 7, 14, 
p. 207. Accordingly, as':, t!l'N is here not determinate, We. Kio. Bu. 
Now. would read, with LXX (av~p 'IEp,Ewafos), either '?Q;-1# t!-'11'C (cf. 9, 
2 1 ), or •~'!?; t!'1N (II 20, I). Ehrlich, cleverly, iO~):p for JO•):,; cf. v. I 6. 

1 3. i"1£l~o ,.,., ( Qre ,, ) 1•] The meaningless 11 is corrected by the 
Massorites to '1~: but though we have ••• i~? 19, 3. y,. 140, 6 ;,)yo i 1;,; 

• • • i: ))/ II 15, 2 -,ye,i"l ,,., ,, ;,y, Job 1, 14; , , • '1: ?~ II 14, 30. 
1 8, 4 i]):!'i1 ,~ ?l)t; •• , ,~ by itself is not used to express position 

(though such a use of it would not, it is true, be contrary to analogy; 
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see on 2, 29.foo!note). The article also (the passage being prose) is 
desiderated with ,.,, : so ( 1) the smallest change would be ,,,n ,,~ 
it!:)~ ( = Pesh.). ( 2) LXX 1rap<i '"JV 1r6A1JV (TK(m'ElJWV T'YJV b8ov = ,,~ 1 

1iin n!:ln, "'IY~i1 (cf. Pr. 8, 3 Cl'iYl!-1 ,,~ and Nah. 2, 2 '!J1j it~~): so 
We. (cf. v. 18). (3)" Targ. has N:JCO Nl/"'IM it"'\\N ei:i:, ,y exactly as 

II 15, 2 (and also 18, 4 ). This rendering agrees with LXX in pre
supposing 'gate,' and would point to n!:lm "'ll/~M ,,, ,,~ as the 

original text. The supposition that "'IY~M has fallen out would most 
readily explain the absence of the art. with,.,, in MT. But probably 
the second of the suggested corrections is the best (so Bu. Now.). 

15. i10i' J 1•)11) being conceived as a collective is construed with its 
predicate in the/em. sing.: so Dt. 21, 7 n:,e;~ N, \) 1,, (Qr@ needlessly 

l:J!:le'). IP· 18, 35. 37, 31 l'i1e'l't ,yon~,. 73, 2 Kt. etc.: see Ew. § 317a; 

GK. § 145k. The Arabic 'broken,' or collective, plural is construed 
constantly in the same way: Wright, Ar. Gr., ii. §§ 144, 146. Cli' 

recurs in the same sense 1 Ki. 141 4 (of Ahijah). 
16. ~:in ':J)t-t] Not' I am come,' but' I am he that is come' (b ~Kwv 

LXX) : surmising that Eli would expect some one with news, the 

messenger replies that he is the man. Cf. Dt. 3, 2 r. 8, 18. Is. 14, 2 7 
( Tenses, § 135. 7; GK. § 126k). Notice the order 'll '~t-tt 

it:J"'\YOit (first time)] It is an improvement to read, with LXX, Kio. 
Bu. Kit. Dh., itm~o the camp. 

· 17. "'lt.:1:ion] The original sense of the word has been forgotten, 
and it is used for a bearer of tidings generally, even though, as here, 
the tidings be bad ones. 

18. t-tC:Jit ,yo] We say simply, '[ellfrom the seat:' Heb. in such 

cases says 'from upon:' so jn,eiM ,vo, n:ittiit ,yo, etc. (see Lex. 758). 

,, iy:iJ LXX EXOJJ,£vo-. (cf. footnote on v. 13). We. considers ,, 

and iy::i to be different corruptions of an original i:f: and, although 
'i'!l in this sense is very rare (Job 15, 23. Zech. 4, 12t2; cf. l'j':l IP· 141, 

6), the usual idioms being ,~?, i:-'.,~, or i:->l) (see on v. 13), it seems 
that we must acquiesce in it (so Sm. Bu. Now. Kit.). 

1 It is true that elsewhere LXX render compounds of ,, by avd x••pa, or 
ix6µeva : but absolute uniformity is hardly to be expected of them in such a matter 
as this, even in one and the same book. 

2 In Jer. 41, 9 ~,n :,1";) il:l is clearly to be read, with LXX, for 1-tln 1n1~,~ i•::i, 
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1 9. i1'10 fem. from [i1".}0], of the same form as n~:, n~:-
n??] An isolated example of a contracted form of the inf. n,,, : 

the original [1;11?] becoming exceptionally n? instead of n'!?, just as 
[l;l;tltt] the fem. of '10~ becomes regularly nti~ and not [njQ~J. The 
form, however, in the inf. of verbs 1n£l is without parallel ; so that in 

all probability it is a mere transcriptional error for l"lj??, the usual 

form (so GK.§ 69m). 
,N] with reference to, about, as v. 21. Gen. 20, 2. tf!. 2, 7. 

noi] the finite verb by GK.§ 114r. n~!l is, however, the tense that 
would be expected (cf. on 1, 12). But nlo-;N1 and about the death 

ef (Sm., with 6 MSS.) would be better Hebrew. 

n•i1 ;,1,v 1:i!lm] Dan. 10, 16; t:l1i 1Y also Is. 13, 8. 21, 3 t. Turned= 

came unexpectedly. 
20. m,.:i,1;11 nmo T1l,':l1J The predicate, after a time-determination, 

being introduced by ·l, as happens occasionally: 17, 57. Gen. 19, 15. 

27, 34. 37, 18 al.: Tenses,§ 127 f3; GK.§ II1b. 

n•,v J by (lit. over) her: cf. Gen. 18, 2 ; and see on II 15, 4. 

n.:i, nn~J Ex. 7, 23. II 13, 20 al., in the same sense of vovv 

1rpo<rixav, animum attendere. 
21. '11.:l:J 1~] •~ is frequent as a negative in the Mishnah, and other 

post•Bibl. Hebrew, and occurs once with the same force in the OT., 

Job 2 2, 30 (though the text here is very suspicious) 1• It may have 

been current anciently in colloquial Hebrew. It is, however, very 

doubtful whether 'Inglorious' is the real etym. of Ichabod: more 

probably it is a popular etymology, like those given for ri', i1t::IO, and 

many other names in the OT. The real meaning of '11.:l:l IN is uncer· 

tain ; i~i:,•~ and the ~idonian ,1i•~ are in appearance of the same 

formation; but their etym. is equally obscure. ill,'1N in Nu. 26, 30, 

if the text be sound, will be a contraction of ilY1.:lN: but more 

probably it is a textual error for ill,'1.:lN (LXX has 'Axu,ep). 

SNil!J10 ii.:i:, n,J •:, J Cf. Hos. 10, 5 1)00 n,l 1:, { of the '11.:i:, of the 

calf of Beth-el). n,J is much more than 'departed' AV. (which 

would represent ii?, as Nu. 14, 9 t:J,,1,vo t:J,1 iO. Am. 6, 7 ntiO il::1\ 

b'i11il::1): it is an ominous word in Hebrew, and expresses 'is gone 

1 It is found also in Phoenician (Cooke, NSI. 4, 4. 5, 5 ; CIS, r65, r8. H. 

r67, II): and it is the regular and ordinary negative in Ethiopic. 

lH5 E 
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i"nto exile.' It is probable that this victory of the Philistines was 
followed by that 'desolation' of Shiloh, of which, though the historical 
books are silent, the recollection was still far from forgotten in 

Jeremiah's day (7, 12. 14. 26, 6), and to which a late Psalmist alludes 

(ift. 78, 60). 
5, r. ilil'ltt'N J Ashdod, now Esdud, one of the five principal Philis

tine cities (6, r), 33 miles due west of Jerusalem, and about half-way 
between Joppa and Gaza, 3 miles from the sea-coast. 

2. l 1lil] to slalt'on or stand an object (or person) : Gen. 43, 9. 4 7, 2. 

II 6, I7 (likewise of the ark). A more definite word than tl1·r.:,. 
3. tll'll'ltt'N] Read tl1'll'ltt'Nil. 

T1inr.,r., J 'Though in v. 4 the purpose for which the Ashdodites 
arose early is clear from what has preceded, and need not therefore be 
specified expressly, the case in the present verse is different : and no 
doubt tui T11J 1NJ11 must be inserted before mm with LXX .... It will 
be best also to accept the following \N1~1 of LXX at the same time, in 
order to follow throughout one and the same recension' (We.). 

l'Jti?] to fall on one's own face, is always in Heb. either l1J£1 ,11 
( I 7, 49 and often), or else l'EI~, ( Gen. 48, r 2 al.}, or \1£1~ ,11 ( II 
14, 4 al.); hence We.'s remark: 'For l'J£1' here and v. 4, usage 
requires either 11}£1 ,11 (LXX 1) or \1£1N~.' It is for the purpose of 
giving a rendering of the existing MT. in accordance with the general 
usage of the language that RV. marg. has the alternative' before it,' 
the following nli11 rnN 1}£1, being regarded as an explanation of \IJ£1,. 

But though such explanatory additions occur {Lev. 6, 8. Nu. 32, 33. 
1 Ch. 4, 42. 2 Ch. 26, 14) they are exceptional, and are often under 
the suspicion of having been introduced as a gloss (Jos. 1, 2 [•JJ' 
,Nitt'1 not in LXX]. J ud. 2 r, 7 01"iml,. J er. 4 r, 3 [in1,il nN not in 
LXX)). It is better here to restore \1.lEi ,11. 

inp•1] LXX Kai ~ynpav, i.e. \Oi?:1 'and raised up:' so Sm. Bu. Dh. 
A more expressive word than 'took.' 

4. 11,y iNtt'J lll'l Pi] 'only Dagon was left upon him' (upon Dagon), 
which can scarcely be right. LXX 1r>..~v ~ pax,,. aaywv v1r(>..dcp0-q-

1 It is not, however, certain that LXX read \\JE) ,11 rather than \1:)K': the 
latter is rendered by them equally i1rl 1rpoao,,rov aiiToi) in 201 41 and II 18

1 
28. 
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according to We., reading probably nothing different from MT., but 
being led to p,J.xis by the similarity to the Hebrew p-, (We. compares 
8pl1ravov for p,, I 3, 2 r, 1rapan{vovua for 1,n:i (in,:i) II 2, 29, luxapl

'T'I]• for "1Eli!'N ("1.::li!IN), II 6, 19; a~d 8opa for n,,N Gen. 25, 25; 1T'IJ}'Ut 

for t)'j?'ElN if,,. 42, 2 al., -r&Kos for :)1'1 (oppression) 55, 12 al., -rpocf,~ for 

9-,o 1 11, 5, -r01ra{iov for tEl (gold) u 9, I 2 7 ). We. for ,,~, would read 

;,1 (supposing the I to have arisen by dittography from "1Ni!IJ)' only his 
fishy part was left upon him.' This, however, is not very satisfactory; 

and, as paxis means 'back,' and 1rA~v upon We.'s explanation remains 
unaccounted for, it is better to insert '~ bach before 1,~,, or (Lagarde) to 

read \1~ hz's back for 1,~,. So Bu. Now. 

5. 1:i"1i'] the irnpf., as II 5, 8. Gen. 10, 9. 22, 14 etc., expressing 

the custom. 
Mlii OWl iyJ LXX add 6Tt iJ1rEp/3a{vovrn; iJ1r£p/3alvavuiv=-t:)~ •~ 

:u~7~ ~,1. This may be a gloss derived from Zeph. 1, 9; but it may 
also be a genuine part of the text. 

6. ,u, i•] Cf., with '1::1::1, v. 11. Jud. r, 35; and with M1il v. 9. 7, 13. 

12, 15. Ex. 9, 3. Dt. 2, 15. Jud. 2, 15; also Jos. 4, 24. Ruth 1, 13. 
~N] ~y would be more usual. 

t)r.ll!I",] LXX Kal l1rfray£v aliToi's, reading !JI:!!"' (incorrectly} as 
tll;?~;l: cf. Ex. 15, 26. Ez. 391 21 (We.). LXX continue: Kal l[lt£u£v 

avToi's £is -ros vavs, with a variant (in Lucian's recension) Kat Ulf3pauav 

Eis Ta.s vavs aliTwv, on which see We., and Aptowitzer, ZA W. 1909, 
242 f. !JOei'l means and laid them waste or desolate,-usually of places 

(!ft. 79, 7) or things (Hos. 21 14, of vines); of persons Ez. 20, 26. Job 
16, 7. It is a word hardly found elsewhere, except in poetry, and the 

more elevated prose style (e.g. Lev. 26, 22. 31. 32; Ez. 30, 12. 14). 
'Destroyed' (EVV.) is too general. But probably Ehrlich is right in 

reading tl!@~;1 (cf. vv. 9. u), which, as Field shews, is also presupposed 

by Aquila's l<f,aye8a{vt<r£V (cf. 7, 10 Aq. f. 18, 15 Aq. Dt. 7, 23 Aq.). 

!J'~ElV:I J To be vocalized o•>~R~: the vowels of the text refer, of 
course, to the marginal tl'1htp~. The traditional view of ~Ely was that 

it denoted either the anus ( cf. 5, r 2 LXX l1rA~Y1Juav ds Ta.s l8pas ; 

6, 5 Vulg. qui'nque anos aureos), or an affection o:f the anus; and hence, 
being a coarse word, the Massorites directed !J1"1Mt:l to be read for 

O•~Ell,' wherever it occurs (vv. 9. 12. 6, 4. 5. Dt. 28, 27). In fact, how-

E 2 
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ever, it is pretty certain that it denotes plague-boits (RV. marg.), which 
occur only in the groin, arm-pits, and sides of the neck. See DB. iii. 
325&; EE. s.v. EMERODS; Exp. Times, xii. (1900-1), 378 ff., xv. (1903-

4), 476 ff. 
i1 1~:ll1"lr:-t, ,,,~r:-t·nr:-t] epexeg. of tinr:-t, but attached in a manner 

unworthy of the best Hebrew style, and probably a marginal gloss. 

LXX has instead Kat 1-da-011 T>J• xtpos aV'TT/> a11£</>lfYJtJaJJ p.:v£,, which may 
represent an original tl¥7~ ':l'n~ tl17?,?~ ~?P,~l (cf. Ex. 7, 29). On this, and 
other additions of LXX in this chapter, see more fully at the end of eh. 6. 

7. 1'"\r-r:-t,] See on 1, 12. No doubt 1'"\!:N11 should be restored. 
8. :ic1 n.1] For the order, which gives brightness to the style, cf. Ex. 

1, 22. Jos. 2, 16 ,::i, n-im1, Jud. 20, 4. 1 Ki. 2, 26 ,, nn.iy, Is. 23, 12. 

52, 4. Jer. 2, 10; also (where the position is emphatic) 1 Ki. r 2, 1. Jer. 
:io, 6. 32, 5. At the end of the v. n~ (LXX £i. l'£00a) seems to be 
desiderated. On the site of Gath, seep. 57. 

9. i:icm l'"\nr:-t] '"\~N 1 '"\MN occurs frequently: 1'"\nr:-t with a p£ without 
'"\l!'N ( GK. § r 64 d) only here and Lev. 2 5, 48. 1'"\MN standing alone is 
elsewhere construed with an inf. constr. 

noiiID] confusion,panic, v. II. 14, 20. Dt. 7,23 ('discomfiture'). 
,,n~1,] AV. follows the Jewish interpreters (Rashi 01,nc.1n r,1:i n::io: 

Kimchi tl1.lEl:JO ,no ti,po:i 01,,n~n n::io; c£ LXX Kat l.1rJ.mt£11 aVTO'U, 

El'> TdS lopas avTwv, Symm. £i. Td KpmrTa avrwv) in treating this as 
equivalent to ~1Z\/P. There is no difficulty in supposing 't:,, to be 

written for o: but the meaning assigned to the Nif. is not a possible 
one. In Arabic p means to have i'nverted ( or cracked) gielids or lower 

lips: if the text, therefore, be correct, it is probable that -in~ is de

rived from a root signifying properly to cleave, and applied in Hebrew 
and Arabic to different affections of the skin. Render 'and plague
boils brake out to them' (Anglz'ce 'upon them') 2• 

1 The same explanation is implied elsewhere : the passage is quoted in a 
Massoretic list of eighteen words written once with t, in lieu of the normal C : 
Mass. Magna on Hos. ~. 8; see also Ochlah we-Ochlah, No. 191; and ii,. p. 4~. 
Amongst the passages cited is Hos. 8, 4 ii1b'n = i-i1on (RV. marg.). 

1 Pesh. has here a doublet: see PS. Thes. cols. 2757, 4309. Nestle (ZA W. 

1909, p. 232), following the second o_f these, ,o~l= Q..;b,.&( ( = Aq. 
,,,.,p,o.v91J<1av al flipm), would read ,-inlCI~,, a Hithp. from n;~ to loose: but as 

t:)1~£13,1 does not mean fapa,, this yields no sense. In illustration of the clause 
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c•,tiY] i.e. tl'?~V.: Qre tl'7Mt?; see on v. 6. 
10. 1iivll] 12 miles NE. of Ashdod, and 12 miles NW. of Beth

shemesh (see on 6, 13). 
,,N] to me, spoken in the name of the people as a whole. So often: 

as Ex. 17, ,3b. Nu. 20, 18. 19b. 21, 22. Jos. 9, 7 (' perhaps thou dwell
est in my midst,' said by Israel to the ambassadors from Gibeon). 

17, 14. Jud. 11, I7. 19 end; 12, 3a. 20, 23b. Hab. 3, 14 ('to scatter 
me'). Comp. on 30, 22; and LOT. 366f. (edd. 6-8, 390). 

1oy nNi 1Jn1on;,J Jn the best Hebrew style this would be expressed 
it,l) nNi •nN n•on, (as v. 11 ; Ex. 17, 3 ; II 14, 16). The same com
bination occurs, however, eleven or twelve times in the course of the 

OT.: Dt. 11, 6 (contrast Nu. 16, 32). 15, 16. Jos. 10, 30b. 32. 33. 37. 
39. 2 Ki. 20, 6 ( =Is. 38, 6). Jer. 32, 29. Ez. 29, 4 (Keil). Zech. 5, 4. 
Est. 2, 9; cf. 2 Ch. 28, 23b. Comp. Hitzig on Is. 29, 7. 

12b. Ex. 2, 23 t:i•n,~n SN 0nY\I'.' ,l)n\-the only other passage in 
which i1~1!? occurs in prose. 

6, I. t:l1C'in J LXX adds Kal ui,EU'EV ~ 'YT/ atirwv µ:va, = 0¥7~1 
tl'1~?ll i1¥1W ( cf. Ex. 7, 28). See at the end of the chapter. 

2. Cl100i'' J On C0i' as well as on the other principal words used by 
the Hebrews to denote divination and magic, the study of W. Robert
son Smith in the Journal of Philology, xiii. p. 2 73 ff., xiv. p. u3 ff. 
should be consulted. See also the writer's notes on Dt. 18, 10. 1 r. 

i10:I J wherewith? as Mic. 6, 6 (Keil). 
3. o•n,e-io ON] LXX, Pesh. ~~ o•n;,l'.'o ON. Analogy certainly 

demands the insertion of the subject; see especially the similarly 

framed sentences, Jud. 9, 15. II, 9. Jer. 42, 13 (Tenses,§ 137): with 
the ptcp. the subject is omitted only when it is indefinite, or when it 
has been mentioned just previously (zb. § 135. 6; cf. GK. § 116•, t). 

\:l'C'n] return, render as a due (&.1ro3ovva1): Nu. 5, 7; if,r. 72, 10 
\:l'C'I nn:io : 2 Ki. 3, 4 ( of Mesha's annual tribute to Israel), etc. 

CC'N] AV. trespass-ojfen'ng, RV. guzlt-c:[ferz'ng (regularly, except 
Is. 53, 10, where AV. is not altered, but the correct rendering is given 
in the margin). On the nature of the OC'N see Oehler, Theo/. of 

O.T., § 137, who shews that the cases in which the 'guilt-offering' is 

·following in LXX and Vulg., see the curious Midrash (Midr. Sam. x. 4) cited by 
Aptowitzer, ZA W. 1909, p. 242. 
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prescribed in the Priests' Code always imply some infringement of 
another's rights,-either a positive injury done, or some right or due 

withheld. Doubtless tJt:IN is used here in a more popular and general 

sense; still, the offering of the Philistines is designed as a compensa
tion for the wrong which they conceive has been done to the ark whilst 

in their territory. 
4. 1)1 "1Elt:l0] 'ry, according to, the number of,' an accus. of limitation 

or definition. Cf. v. 18. Ex. 16, 16. Job 1, 5; also II 2 I, 20; and 

Ew. §§ 204b, 3000; GK. § n8h. 

''Ell,! J i. e. '~~~. The Massorites mean \?b~ to be read ryh~; cf. on 5, 6. 

tb:b] either tl~~~~ (8 Heb. MSS.) or tl~? (LXX, Pesh.) must 
evidently be read. 

5. tl::J''El:i.t] i. e. tl~,~~~: Qr@ tl~11h~. V. 5"" (We.), or at least the 
words y,Nn liN tJ'ti1nWt.,i1 (Dhorme}, seems to be a redactional gloss: 

seep. 61. 

,1:1:1.,, onrrn] Jos. 7, 19: and, differently, Jer. 13, 16. 
o::i•,:i,,t.,, , , ~i''] >i?:l; is construed similarly 1 Ki. 12, 10. Jon. 1, 5. 
6. ,i:1::ir. make the heart heavy, i.e. slow lo move or affect, un{mpres-

st'onable. It is the word used by J ( Qal and Hif.) in the narrative of 

the plagues, Ex. 7, 14. 8, II. 28. 9, 7. 34. 10, 1. Comp. the writer's 

Exodus in the Cambr. Bible, p. 53. 
>>:imn] So Ex. 10, 2. Not 'wrought wonderfully,' but' made a toy 

of' (cf. RV. marg.); see on 31, 4. 
o,n,t&;1 , , , 1t:IN::JJ So 1 2, 8 : see on 4, 20. 

7. nnN] The numeral has here a weaker sense than in t, 1, and is 

scarcely more than a; cf.Ex. 16, 33; eh. 7, 9. 12. 1 Ki. 19, 4. 22, 9. 
2 Ki. 7, 8. 8, 6. 12, ro. 

tli1'>ll] the masc. suff., according to GK. § 135°; cf. v. 10. 

8. tJit9J It is possible, of course, that an 1~"1N may have formed 
a regular appendage to an n,w, in which case the art. will be prefixed 
to it as denoting an object expected, under the circumstances named, 

to exist (so probably 2, 13 the prong: 18, 10b the spear, almost= his 

spear: 25, 23 ,,i:nn; II 13, 9 h"1t:ll:M·nN, etc.); but there are many 
passages to which this explanation will not apply, and the r !ndering 

'a chest ' is perfectly in accordance with Hebrew idiom. See more 

fully on 1, 4 and 19, 13. 
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9. ,~,:::il i,,] the way to, etc., as regularly (Gen. 3, 24). On the 

positz'on of ,~i:Jl i,,, immediately after tlN, see p. 35. 

: ~l~ i1'::1 N'~ i1'JP0J 'it is an accident ( which) hath befallen us• 

(GK.§ r55d,f) 1
• 

,,, NSJ Notice the unusual order, intended to emphasize ,,, : cf. 

Gen. 45, 8. Nu. 16, 29 'lM~I!' '• NS 'Not Y. bath sent me' {but some 

one else). i.fr. 115, 17. Cf. GK.§ 152e; Lex. 518b (c). 

10. c,,cN•l] On the t:J-, see GK. § 6ob. 

l~:i] from i1?f with the sense ofN?f (GK.§ 75qq): cf. •~J:l~f 25, 33. 
1 r. 'And they set the ark of Yahweh upon the cart, and also the 

coffer.' The type of sentence is one not uncommon in Hebrew (e.g. 

Gen. 12, 17. 34, 29. 43, 15. Nu. 13, 23b). 

Some few of the instaoces that occnr might he explained as due to the com
posite character of the narrative (so Nu. 13, 26b) ; bnt this does not appear to be 
the case in most: and it must be recognized as a feature of Hebrew style, when 
two subjects (or objects) have to be combined in one clause, for the clause 
containing one of the subjects (or objects) to be completed, the other being 
attached subsequently. See a. Gen. 2, 9b, 41, 27•. Ex. 35, 22, Lev. 22, 4. Nu. 16, 2•. 
18b, 27h. Jud. 6, 5• Cli1•SnN1 iSy, Oi1•Jpr.,, tli1 •:i. 2 Ki. 6, 15: b. Gen. 1, 16b. 

JZ' I 7 in•:::i nN, t:J•~,l tl~lm i1l/itl nN ,,,, 1m•t 34, 29. 43, 15. I 8. Ex. 29, 3· 

Jud. 21, Joh. 1 Ki. 5, 9. Jer. 17, 7•. 32, 29: c. (analogous examples with preposi
tions) Gen. 28, 14b. Ex. 34, 27" SNit!'• !'\Nl r,,,:::i 1nN •ni:i. Dt. 7, r4b. 28, 46. 
54• "lt-tt.:l llYl"n 7:::i 1ii1 t!'"Ni'l. 56•. Jer. 25, 12 MT. 40, 9•. The word attached 
cannot, in all such cases, be treated (Ew. § 339•) as subordinate. 

r 2. m,~11] (a) The 3 pl. fem. with the prefix \ as Gen. 30, 38. 

Dan. 8, 22 t. In Hebrew, except in these three passages, the form of 

the 3 pl. fem. is always m:::in:in : in Arabic, on the other hand, as also 

in Aramaic and Ethiopic, it is regularly yaktubna, and the form 

taktubna is noted only as a rare dialectical variety (Stade, § 534 2; GK. 

§ 4 7k). The most original form would seem certainly to be yaktubna 

(2 pl. lln:in, m:::in:in: 3 pl.1311:J', m:in:i1}: laktubna appears to have been 

produced through the influence of the 3rd fem. sing. :::in:in. The latter 

form, however, came to predominate in Hebrew, while in Arabic it 

only prevailed dialectically. 

1 In illustrntion of the recourse to the guidance of an animal iu cases of doubt, 
see Wellh, Reste Arab. Heidentumes (1887), p. 147, ed. 2 (1897), p. 201. 

2 See Fleischer, Kleinere Sckriften, i. I (1885), p. 99• 
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(b) nnw~1 (with dagesh and short }:lireq) stands for a normal n~7~•~1: 
cf. r~~1 r Ki. 3, 15 for r12•~1: Stade, § IZI; GK. § 7 I. 

r 2a. The main division is at ~t:' r,•:i, the first occurrence of the 

ziiqif(see on 1, 28): what follows is a circumstantial clause, attached 

d<nJv8frw~, defining more particularly how the kine went along (cf. 

r Ki. r 8, 6, and Tenses, § r 63). On Beth-shemesh, see p. 57 • 
T1MN] is here emphatic: the kine went along One highway, without 

attempting to deviate from it. 
nm ;,n ,:i,n J Exactly so ( except that sometimes there is a ptcp. for 

the finite verb) Gen. 8, 5 (rd. ,:i?~ for the wholly irregular ''0), Jos. 6, 

9. 13b Qrg. Jud. 14, 9. II 3, 16. 2 Ki. 2, II (1;:!"!) =i'O l:l':;i?l'l)t 1
: 

with the verb at the end, Is. 3, 16 m:i,n 1:)1:lt:11 ;1,n. J er. 50, 4 t : 
with the verb in the middle, tfr. 126, 6 n:i;1, :J~.: :J)Q. And with an 

impf. with waw con sec. for the second inf. abs. eh. 19, 2 3. II r 6, 13t; 
with a pf. with waw consec. (frequentative) in the same place, II 13, 19 

(see note). Jos. 6, 138 t. Cf.GK.§1138• Comp. an analogous idiom 

with an adj. (but see note) on 14, 19. iY~ for ni,t~, GK.§ 75n. 

There is another type, occurring twice, viz. Gen, 8, 3 :lWI 71)i1 1:11t:''1. 12, 9 
l,!10)1 j\~i1 l)O'lt. • 

With other verbs we have, of the type Hi'll j1,n ,,,,, Gen. 8, 7 :leil i:-ti¥; N~I.L 

II 15, 30 n:i:i, ;;;y ,,v,. I Ki. 20, 37. 2 Ki. 3, 24 (rd. with Luc. n::im t'b ,~:::1•1). 

2 I, 13h (rd. ~bQ1 T nh9). Is. 19, 22 ~iEl11 !:)l~ ••• -1m- 31, 5 ·c;a, '1!'i}1 ;~~ 
t:1\~l?i}1), Jer. 12, 17. Ez. 1, 14 (rd. ::itji ~~ N~.'. l1\•JJij Tli)'~')· Joel 2, 26t. 

A~d -of the type :ib11 ;1,n 1:l\t:'1l : J er. 7, r 3 i::i,, l:l::Jl&il , , , i::iit:-11 ; and 

similarly, always with C;:)~1), 7, 25. II, 7. 25, 3. 4 ... 26, s.'~~-- 32, 33 (~c1:',o~Nl 
for the first 10~1), 3.5, ;4, r 5. 44, 4. 2 Ch. 36, 15t. 

I 3· 01,::ip ~tit:' n 1:i1] GK. § 145c. Cf. II I 5, 2 3· 
pi;,y:i J An poy, lit. deepening, is a ' highlander's term ' for a broad 

depression between hills, especially for a 'wide avenue running up into 

a mountainous country, like the Vale of Elah [ see on r 7, 2 ], the Vale of 

Hebron, and the Vale of Aijalon' (G. A. Smith, H. G., 384 f., 654 f.; cf. 

the writer's art. in DB. iv. 846 with list of tl'i'OY mentioned in the OT.). 

Here it denotes (EB. s.v. BETH-SHEMEsH) 'the broad, and beautiful, 

and still well-cultivated Wady e~-:;larar' (EB. i. 567), up which the 

1 J er. 41, 6 nt:i\ :J·,~ :J.?11 , , , t:-1~~.1 is anomalous; we should expect , , , N::111 

il~t' :J°';;'.I :J.?h t:-1'il} Duhm, Coruill read, after LXX, i1:lt\ :J-,~ tii:i;,n tlt11, 
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railway now climbs from Jaffa to Jerusalem. Beth-shemesh is now 'Ain 

Shems, 9 r 7 feet above the sea, on the slope of the hills on the S. of this 
Wady, r2 miles SE. ofEqron, and r4 miles W. of Jerusalem. The Wady 
opens out on the N. of it, with Zor'ah (Jud. 13, 2 etc.) now $ar'ah, 

2 miles to the N., on the hills on the opposite (N.) side of the Wady. 

niNi,] LXX d~ &,,rcf:vTl]a-iv atirrj~ = iMNl~>. Though TllNi' is not 
ungrammatical, yet the pregnant construction IMNii'' 1noe-11 is so 
much more forcible and idiomatic (Jud. 19, 3 lMNii'' MOt:"'l: also with 

other verbs, as 14, 5 lnNii'? l!$W; eh. 16, 4 lnNiP' \'1iM1l; 21, 2) that 
it decidedly deserves the preference. 

14. 1t:•oe-;rn1.:i] Formed according to the regular custom when the 

gentile adj. or patronymic of a compound name is defined by the art.: 

so 1on,n-n1::i (r6, r), 1!,Nn-n1.:i (1 Ki. 16, 34), 1it11n-1.:iN (Jud. 6, n). 
17-rSa. Apparently (on account of the discrepancy between v. rSa 

and v. 4) not part of the original narrative: seep. 61. V. 18b will then 
continue v. 16. 

I7. ntl,' J The most south-westerly of the Philistine cities, the last 
town in Palestine on the route to Egypt. Ashkelon was on the sea
coast, I z miles north of it. The site of Gath is not certain (Buhl, 

196; G. A. Smith, H. G. 196); but it was not improbably Tell ef

$iiftyeh, the collt's clarus of William of Tyre, and the fortress Blanca 

guarda, or Blanchegarde, of the Crusaders, now a mud village, on the 

top of a projecting limestone rock, with conspicuous white cliffs, 
300 feet high, looking down towards Ashkelon, I 2 miles to the WNW. 

(see view in Conder, Tent Work in Palestz'ne, ed. 1887, p. 273: see 

also p. 275 f.; H. G. 196, 226 f.; Cheyne, art. GATH in EB.). 
18. tl1~iOJ1 ne'On, J belonging to the five lords: ,, as 14, r 6. 
1ll i 1ll0] A similar delimitation in 2 Ki. 17, 9 = 18, 8 ,,loo 

,~::io jl,tl '1.tl tl1j',m. 1n~ti = men o/ the open country, country-folk ; 

cf. Dt. 3, 5 1n~ti 1ill cities of the country-folk: Zeeb. 2, 8 li~tl~ 
t1,e'1i1 ::itfr:i Jerusalem shall sit (metaph. = be inhabited) as open 
country .districts. 

n,l'1li'l ,.:iN '1lll] ,.:iN meadow gives no sense here. We must 

evidently read 1::i~ (see v. 15) with LXX, Targ., and for '11/1 either 
illin (see Jos. 24, 27. Gen. 31, 52) or {see Jud. 6, 24) '1iY1: then, 
placing a full stop at the end of r8", we shall get 'And the great 
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stone, upon which they set etc., is a witness [ or, is stii'l] to this day in 
the field of Joshua the Beth-shemeshite.' The stone on which the ark 
was set was still shewn in the field of Joshua at Beth-shemesh; and it is 
appealed to by the narrator as evidence of the facts which he relates. 

n,iln pN] The use of the art. with the adj. when the subst. is 
without it, is rare in classical Hebrew, being mostly restricted to cases 
in which the subst. is a word which may be regarded as defining itself 
(tn• Gen. 1, 31. 2, 3. Ex. 20, 10 al., "'l~n 1 Ki. 7, 8. 12. Ez. 40, 28; 

"l'.lll::' Ez. 9, 2. Zech. 14, 10), and even then being exceptional. The 
instances have been analysed by the present writer in Tenses, § 209 ; 

cf. GK.§ 126w, x. Examples of a more exceptional type are eh. 12, 23. 

16, 23. II 12, 4. 21, 19. Jer. 6, 20. q, 2. 

In post-Biblical Hebrew this construction became more common : in the Mishnah 

there are some forty instances (including some standing ones, as i1~"1~1J nSlt.'1) ' the 1 

Great Synagogue,' '~9~iJ -iit 'the ox to be stoned'), but mostly in cases where 

(according to Segal,JQR. 1908, pp. 665-667 =Mi1naic Hebrew, 1909, pp. 19-21) 
some emphasis rests upon the attribute, as contrasted with something different, 

Here it is best to restore the art. ('l' i1~\,tiJ r~-~0 [ or iv1] i11V.1). 
19. In this verse as it stands in MT. there must be some error, 

though it is not possible to restore the text with entire certainty. 
( 1) '~ MN"l does not mean (AV.) to look info (which would be rather 
,,n ~N MN"'l), but to look on or at, sometimes with satisfaction and 
pleasure (f. 2 7, 13), at other times with interest and attention ( Cant. 
6, 11 to look upon the green plants of the valley: Ez. 21, 26 he looked 
at the liver : Qoh. 1 r, 4 t:l'~l/:l i1N"l he that looketh at the clouds : 
Gen. 34, 1: Jud. 16, 27 end): if, therefore, the expression be used 
here in a bad sense, it will signify lo gaze at, viz. with an unbecoming 
interest {so We. Kp. Stade, Gesch. i. 204). (2) The number of those 
smitten is incredible in itself; and the juxtaposition of t:l'l::'On y,·ithout 
, is another indication of error 1

• It is true, both numbers are in 
LXX: but there they are even more out of the question than in MT.; 
for LXX limits the slaughter to the sons of Jechoniah {□;,~ for t:l'.ll~) ! 
Josephus speaks of the number smitten as only sevenry; and modern 
scholars generally (including Keil) reject i•"N i:,,N o•e,~n as a gloss, 

t These are some examples of the repetition of ml::', with similar ascending
numeration, Gen. 5, 8. ro. 13 al., but none without i. 
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though how it found its way into the text must remain matter of 

speculation. 
(J) Instead of We' l"11:J 11:!)N:J ; 1, LXX has the remarkable reading 

Kctl oi}K ~a,-,.lVLO'O.V OL utol 'l£)(OVlou iv To1:S· d.v8paaw Ba,0a-aµvc;-, the 
originality of which speaks strongly in its favour. Unfortunately 
da-µ&£1;,w does not occur elsewhere in LXX., so that it cannot be 
ascertained definitely what Hebrew word it may here express. It is 
not probable that such an unusual word would have been chosen to 

render a common term like inr.,t:!' (which indeed in v. 13 is represented 
by the ordinary dJ<j,pa{v£<T0a,). We. suggests li1'):)I '):J ~ill~ ~,,, i.e.' And 

the sons of Jechoniah came not off guiltless, were not unpunished, 
among the men of Beth-shemesh, because they had gazed at the ark of 
Yahweh; and he smote among them (tin:i for tlY:J, as LXX) seventy 
men' (so Now.). Klostermann suggests the rare ~'10 (Ex. 18, 9) for 
-qa-µl.vurav : 'And the sons of J echoniah rdoiced not among the men 
of Beth-shemesh, when (or because) they looked upon the ark of Yah
weh 1 

' ( so Sm. Bu.). Whatever be the verb to which ,;,a-µ. corresponds, 
the adoption of the LXX reading effects a material improvement in 

the style of the verse: in MT. tlY:J i'' follows awkwardly upon i'' 
t!,'r.,1:,1-r,•:i 11:,f)N:J, and is in fact tautologous, whereas tli1~ j 11 of LXX 

refers naturally and consistently to the sons of Jechoniah before men
tioned. The first j'I in MT., on the other hand, must be just the 
mutilated remnant of the clause preserved in LXX 2• 

20. ,)1,yr., J more than 1)0r.,,-from upon us, from off us, so as to 
relieve us of its presence: cf. II 13, 17. 20, 21. 22. 1 Ki. 15, 19. 

2 Ki. 12, 19b. 18, 14. Nu. 21, 7. 
21. 1'1,] The site of Qiryath-ye'arim is not certain, as the name has 

not been preserved: but it was most probably (Robinson; EB. s. v.; 
cf. G. A. ·Smith, H. G. 226) at Qaryet el-'Enab (the 'City of grapes'), 
9-10 miles NE. of Beth-shemesh, and 7 miles NW. of Jerusalem, 
among the hills, 2385 ft. above the sea. Beth-shemesh (see on v. 13) 
was much lower: hence 'come down' (notice 'went down,' of the 

1 Ew. Then. understand the passage similarly, though they read the less pro
bable 1Mr.lt!' N,,. 

2 Vulg. represents the first t!,'\N by viros, the second by plcbis: cf. Targ., and 
J ems. Sank. II 4 (20b 62), as cited by Aptow. ZA W. 1909, p. 243, 
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border from Qiryath-ye'arim to Beth-shemesh, in Josh. 15, 10) 1. 
Topographical distinctions are always carefully observed by the Hebrew 
writers. Let the reader study, with this point of view in his mind, the 

history of Samson (Jud. 13-16). 
7, 1. ill,'lll] Read, probably, with 55 MSS., LXX, Pesh., Targ., 

and II 6, 3 illllll ie'N . 
In eh. 6, MT. presents two difficulties: ( 1) the abrupt mention of 

the mice in v. 4 : ( 2) the disagreement between vv. 4 and 1 8 in the 
number of images of mice-v. 18 speaking of an indefinite number 
(one for each town and village), v. 4 only of five. At first sight, LXX 
appears to remove these difficulties: for (I) the mention of the mice in 
v. 4 is prepared by two notices describing a plague of mice 2 in the 
country in 5, 6 (t::i~N 1H'll c•i::i:iy ,,y,,) and 6, 1 (c•i::i:iy il~"ltl' t:l~"IN,); 

and (2) whereas in MT. 6, 5a is little more than a repetition of v. 4, 
in LXX v. 4 is confined to the c1:,E1y, v. 5 to the mice, not, however, 
limited to five, but an unspecified number (4b Kal. £T,rav, KaT' api0p,ov 

TWV (raTpa,rwv Ti;iv &J,Ji.,ocpv>..wv 7l'El'TE lopa;; XPVCFa;;, on ,rmiCFp,a tv Vf.1-tV 

Kal Tot;; apxovCFLV vµ,wv Kal To/ Aaci>, 5a Kal. p,v, xrvuov;; op,o[wp,a TWV p,vwv 

TWV oiacf,0£ip6vTWv 17/V riv). The additions of LXX in 5, 6. 6, I, and 
the redistribution of the c1,Dy and the mice in vv. 4-5, are accepted 
by Thenius. 

We. takes a different view. He argues with great force that vv. 4-5 
MT. is right: the last clause of v. 4, 'for one plague was on you all, 
and on your lords,' be points out, is intended to explain that, although 
only three districts (Asbdod, Gath, and Eqron) were implicated in 
what had happened to the ark, all had suffered through the plague, 
and all must accordingly share in the tle'N: the number five being 
thus chosen, as representing Philistia as a whole, it was sufficient for 
the mice as well as for the t:l'='EIY ; and the cogency of the argument, 

1 Conder's site (DB. s. v.) at 'Erma, 4 miles E. of Beth-shemesh, up the 
W. Ismain, is much less probable (cf. Buhl, Geogr. 167 n.). Notice (1) that there 
is no sufficient reason for supposing' monnt Ye'arim' (' mount of the woods') to 
have been contiguous to Qiryath-ye'arim; and (2) in so far as the identification 
rests upon the resemblance of 'Erma with Ye'arim, that the m is radical in one 
word, and merely the mark of the plural in the other. 

2 On the destructiveness of field-mice, see Arist. Hist. Nat. vi. 37, p. 580\ 
15-20, who relates how they would sometimes in harvest time appear suddenly in 
unspeakable numbers, and destroy a crop entirely in a single night. 
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, for one plague' etc., would be just destroyed, if it were to be applied 
to the number of the tii,D:st alone. He concludes that 6, 4-5, as read in 
LXX, have been corrected for the purpose of agreeing with v. r8; and 
accepting vv. 4-5 MT., he rejects v. rsa (to 1t"1Dil), and with it v. 17, 
as inconsistent (in the number of golden mice offered) with v. 4 1. 

As regards the further point, the abrupt mention of the mice in 
v. 4, he considers the difficulty as apparent merely : the mice, he 
argues, are mentioned not because there had been a plague of them, 
but as emblems if a pesHlence 2

: the double tlt!-'N, like the double dream 
in Gen. 41, 25, relates to one and the same object, viz. the plague 

of ti•,DV : and v. 5" is a redactional gloss 3
, due to the supposition that 

v. 4 implied that there had been a plague of mice. And accordingly 

he rejects the additions of LXX in 5, 6. 6, 1, as made merely for the 

purpose of relieving the apparent difficulty of vv. 4-5, on the theory 
that these verses pre-supposed an actual plague of mice. He admits, 
however, justly, that if this explanation of the 'mice' in v. 4 be not 

accepted, there is no alternative but to treat the additions in question 
as a genuine part of the original text. -

7, 2-r 7. Samuel's judgeship. Defeat o.f P hzli'siz'nes at Eben-ezer. 

2. ,~, tl 10 11"1 t::i,1,J that the dqys were multiplied ( Gen. 38, r 2 ), and 

became twenty )'ears. Not as EVV. 

,m11J Only here. nm in Heb. means lo mourn or lament (Ez. 32, 

18): so, if the reading be correct, it will be most safely explained 
as a pregn. constr., mourned or sighed efter Yahweh = went after 

Him mourning or sighing (for the Nif. cf. mN~) 4. It is doubtful if 

1 The attempt has been made to reconcile vv. 4 and 18 by supposing v. 4 to 
relate the proposal of the priests, aud v. 18 to describe what was actually done. 
But had the proposal not been adopted as it was first made, it is natural to suppose 
that this would have been in some manner indicated: as i-t is, the phrase in v. 10 

is And the men did so. 
• Comp. the form in which the story of the destruction of Sennacherib's army 

reached Herodotus (2. 141): field-mice gnawing the leathern thongs of the soldiers' 
bows and shields. 

3 So in his Composition des Hex. und der hist. Bucher• (1889), p. 241. 

• So Ewald, Hist. ii. 602 (E. T. 427). JOl,J is cited by the Syriac lexico
graphers (PS. col. 2~94) with the meaning ing-emuit. 

In Eth. the corresponding verb means recreari, respirare, in the causative conj, 
(II. 1) to console, in the reflexive (III. 3) to console oneself (sc. by confession, as 
Lev. 161 n) : Dillm. col. 632. 
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Ges. is right in rendering were gathered. It is true that •mntoe occurs in 
Targ. in a connexion which implies gathering, but it is always used 
with reference to some religious object, being often followed by jn~i!:l, 

•'\ or ,", n;,tio,, so that it is doubtful if it expresses to be gathered 

simply. Thus eh. 12, 14 11::lil,~ ,",, NJn,n:i in:l • , • )mJnnl for 
•

0
• intoe l"l'il: Jer. 3, 17 , 0

,, No~;,,,, il:l n;,!:lo, )li"Dn'l: 30, 21 
•Jn,,El, )'n,!:l•l: 31, 22b toen•il~:l )li1JT1' ,toeiW' I'\':l NOYl: 33, 13 
Nn'e'O ,,, ;,y NOY 1,mn1 (for il.llO ,,, ;,y nJi:lYI'\); Hos. 2, 17 1,mn1l 
1i01c,;, 10n, 18 'Jn,iEl, 1,mn•l, similarly 3, 3. 5. The use of i'YtJ 

to be called together is not parallel : for nm is not a synonym of i'Yt. 

Probably the Targumic usage is merely based upon the Hebrew word 
occurring in this passage, and the sense which it was there presumed 
to have, and cannot therefore be regarded as independent evidence 
of its meaning. Whether, however, ,m,, is correct, is very doubtful. 
LXX have i1rl/3Ae1/lf:, whence We. conjectured ~J~~l (cf. Ez. 29, 16); 
but perhaps ~~~l (Kio. Bu.) is better; cf. 1 Ki. 2, 28; and (with :I_?) 
Jud. 9, 3. As Ehrlich justly remarks, lii1J11 (Is. 2, 2=Mic. 4, 1; Jer. 
31, 12. 51, 44t) ap. Kittel is much too poetical for the present con
text: but his own l'illl (12, 14) does not read very well after lWl 

just before. 

3. 1Jl li'Oil J The same phrase in Gen. 35, 2. 4; Jos. 24, 2 3; 
J ud. 1 o, 1 6. i~~ 'il?N is lit. gods if foreign-ness (=foreign gods) : so 
i:JJ ('J:1) j:l = foreigner(s). 

lJ':lil] make firm, fix; cf. Job II, 13. tf,r. 78, 8. 1 Ch. 29, 18 
(l''N t:l:l:l? j;;,~1)- 2 Ch. 12, 14 al. Comp. Ji:,~ fixed, of the heart, V'· 
57, 8. 78, 37, and ll:JJ mi a.firm, unwavering, spirit, 51, 12. 

ni~~l!] The pL of nf1~~, as the name is vocalized by the 
Massorites: but the Gk. 'A<rrrfp-rr/ (cf. also the Ass. Ishtar) make it 
practically certain that the real pronunciation was 'Ashlar/, n1f-i~l) 
(like :]~b for Mz"lk) having been chosen for the purpose of sugge;ti~g 
rl[?!I shame (cf. on II 4, 4). ninwy is mentioned frequently in 
Phoenician inscriptions, often by the side of Baal. Thus Cooke, 
NSI. No. 5 (the Inscription of Eshmun'azar of $idon), I. 14 f. 10Nl 

in:i, I'\iI'\r.:-'31 nJ,i::, I'\1Til!-'YON and my mother Am'ashtart, priestess of 

'Ashtart our lady; (1. I 7 f.) J:l1 r'iN ii~:i t:l)i~ i'N' J:lI'\::l lJ:l e'N iM~Nl 

;,y::i J:le' rnnt:1:i,? n:n 1,~ ?:ll:l? l"lJ and we are they who have built 
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temples [t:l1l;l,~J to the gods of the $idonians in $idon, the sea country, 
a temple [11~~] to Ba'al of $idon, and a temple to 'Ashtart, the name of 

Ba'al; 6, 5; 13, 3 (from Kition in Cyprus) an image [n,oo] 1 erected 
by one Yaash n,nt:JJ1' •n::i,, to her lady, to 'Ash tart; 38, 3 (from 

Gauhis, i.e. Malta} ninc,y n::i c,ipo the sanctuary of the temple of 

'Ash tart; 45, r (from Carthage); CIS. I. i. I 35, I; 140, 1 r,;nc,y, 

[nc,Jm n::iro 1iN to 'Ashtart of Eryx 2, an altar of bronze; 255 (from 
Carthage) ni'lNil ninc;,y 'l::tl' n,p,o'l::iy 'Abdmelqart, servant of 

'Ashtart the glorious; 263 (do.) C'N jOn ,11::i, liN,, ,y::i ;~ mn, n::i,, 

r,inC'l' C'N r,oy::i C'N r,;t,C'l)ON [i'l) J to the lady Tanith, the face 

[probably=revelation J of Baal, and to the lord Baal l:Iamman, which 

[i~~] Am'ashtart, who was in the congregation of the men [ti'~J 
of 'Ashtart (i.e. among the people attached to her temple), vowed. 

In $idon 'Ashtart appears to have been the presiding goddess (cf. 

1 Ki. 11, 5. 3 3 t:l)'l~ 1n,N tiit'\C'l') : in Tyre she was subordinated to 
Melqart (mp,t.,). A temple of 'Ashtart in the Philistine town of 

Ashqelon is mentioned in 31, 10 (see the note). The worship 
of 'Ashtart was very widely diffused : see particulars in the articles 

cited on p. 64.footnole; and cf. Head, Hz'.~!. Numorum 2
, Index, p. 941b. 

n"1nC'llii] The 'Ashtoreths will denote either images of 'Ashtart, 

or (preferably) the goddesses of that name which were worshipped 

in different localities, just as 01,l)::til v. 4 are the local or other special 

Ba'als: cf. )i~ ,ll::i just cited ; p)::i, ,11::i Cooke, No. 54 a; ,~ ,ll::i 
36, 1 ; r,n ,ll::i Baal o_f Tarsus on coins of that city, Gesenius, Monu-

1 I 

menta Phoenicia, p. 276 f., and Plate 36, VII. VIII. A, B, C, Cooke, 

pp. 343-346, Head,Hz'st.Numorum, pp. 615, 616 3
; t:lt.:lC' ,ll::i Baal if 

heaven, Cooke, 9, and often: lt.:ln ,l)::i Baal 1Jamma11, of uncertain 

meaning (EB. i. 402; Paton, as cited, p. 64 n., p. 287 f.), constantly 

on the Punic votive tablets from N. Africa, Cooke, p. 104; N~iO ,11::i 
{apparently) Baal the Healer, CIS. I. i. 41 (from Kition); BaAJJ,apKw'> 

or BaAp,apKw8o'>, i.e. ,p-,o ,l)::i Baal of dances, in inscriptions from 

the site of an ancient temple at Deir el Kal'a in the neighbourhood 

1 Heb. Soo (Ez. 8, 3. 5), often (masc. and fem.) in Phoenician inscriptions : 
e.g. Cooke, 13, 2; 23, 2-5 ; 25, I; comp. above, p. 34 note. 

' 'Erycina ridens,' Hor. Carm. i. 2. 33. 
3 Ed. 2 (19u), pp. 731 f., 816. 
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of Beyrout 1. And in the OT. itself, ,,yt. ,:i,:i, n•i:i ,1,1::i, :ii:it :,y:i, 

and, as preserved in names of places, i:i !,y:i Baal ef Fortune, ,v::i 
t,ln~, iiyt. !,31::i (in Hos. 9, 10), )it.~ ,1,1::i, etc.2 ; cf. on II 5, 20. 

On the posz'Hon of ni,nt:'lln\ (separated from ~:,:, •nSN, and after 

tl::i::i,nr.,), cf. on 6, u. 
:,~ii] that he may, or (Anglice) and he wz'll. On the jussive, see 

Tenses, § 62. 

5. nn;ir.,n] with the art., the word being an appellative, meaning the 
outlook-point. The Mi;,;pah meant is the lofty height now called NelJZ' 

SamwU (2935 feet), 5 miles NW. of Jerusalem. 
6. nm• 1:,t,:,J LXX add ntiN, perhaps rightly: the water was poured 

out not as a libation (for which ~::i~~1 would have been said), but 
probably as a symbolical act implying a complete separation from sin: 
sin was to be cast away as completely as water poured out upon the 
earth, II 14 1 4 (Ehrlich). 

8. i:ir.,r., ~,nn ,N] pregn. 'do not be deaf (turning) from us,' cf. 

If· 28, 1 (GK. § 119ff). i'l/Tt.:l so as not to cry (lit. away from crying), 
etc.(§ n9Y); cf. Is. 33, 15b, Gen. 27, 1. 

9. inN] as v. 12, and 6, 7. 
,n,:, :,,:,::i :,:,,yJ 'as a burnt sacrifice, (even) a whole offering, unto 

Yahweh.' For !,,:,::i cf. Lev. 6, 15 :,9pn ''?:I •0 ~S tl)il,!-pn 'a perpetual 

due, unto Yahweh as a whole offering shall it be burnt,' 16: Dt. 13, 

17. 33, 10. LXX O"vv 'll'avTl T~ Aa,r is merely a paraphrase; cf. Dt. 
13, 17, where,,,,= 'll'av871p.d (We.). :,,:,, occurs as the name of a 
sacrifice in the Carthaginian Table of Sacrifices and Dues, now at 

1 CIG. 4536; Le Bas and Waddington, Voyage Arch!ologique, vol. iii. pt. 6 
(Inscriptions de la Syrie), No. 1855 E[7-.a0l p.o,, Ballp.ap,cw,, Kolpav• KWf1,0>V; ib. 1857 
0,4) Ba7-.p.ap1tw&; Clermont-Ganneau, Recueil d'Arcktologie Orientate (Paris, 
1885 ff.), p. 95 [Kv]pl~ [-yJ•[v]va['I' Ballµap,cw/J, •• • ; p. 103 ~wvva,os rop-ylov, 
1i,v-r•poanh11• e,oii Ba7-.µap,cwliov, av,911,c• -ra Wo •.•• For many other special 
Ba'als, see Paton (as cited in the next note), p. 285 ff. 

• The notices of the cult of both Baal and 'Ashtart, as attested by inscriptions 
and proper names, are collected and discussed by Baethgen, Beitrage zur Semitiscken 
Relig-ionsgeschichte (1888), pp. 17-29, 31-37, to be compared with Noldeke's 
review in the ZDMG. 1888, p. 47off. See also the articles AsHTORETH (Driver) 
and BAAL (Peake) in DB., and by Moore in EB.; and the very full articles, esp. 
the one on Baal, by L. B. Paton in Hastings' Encycl. of Rd. and Ethi'cs, vol. ii. 
(1909). 
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Marseilles: Cooke, NSI. 42, 3. 5. 7. 9 (so 43, 5), and in the ex
pression :,,:,::i thl!' 42, 3. 5. 7. 9. II (see the notes, pp. 117, u8). 

10. ;,:,yo :,r:,oow w,] The ptcp. marks the action in the course ef 
which the Philistines drew near : so e. g. 2 Ki. 6, 5. 2 6 ( the new subject 
in the principal clau·se following standing first for emphasis). 

11, -,yr,•:i J Not elsewhere mentioned: Targ. l'il!' r,•:i; Kio. con
jectures /ih-r,•~ (so Dh.). The Beth-~orons were about 6 miles NW. 
of Nebi Samwil; and the road down to the west from Nebi Samwil 
would pass 'under' them, about 1 ½ mile to the south. 

12. tl!'n] We expect some known locality to be specified, cor
responding to nt1wn, not 'an unnamed crag of rock' (We.). LXX 

rrjs 1ra..\a.uis 1 (similarly Pesh. ~) points to such, viz. il~~;tl, or ;,~~; 
(2 Ch. 13, 19). If, however, this was 'Ain Swfyeh (Buhl, 173; EB. 
s.v.), 3¼ miles N. of Bethel, it was 10 miles from Mi~pah; and not 
likely to have been named with it in fixing the position of Eben-ezer. 

i1J,1 '"Ill] We. Bu. Now. Sm. '::l N'i1 i11P.; cf. Gen. 24, 30. Jos. 24, 27. 

16. 'l) i:im] Observe the series of peifecls with , conv., descriptive 
of Samuel's custom (see on r, 3). 

i1Jl!':l i1JI!' '"10 J The same idiom-the idea of recurrency expressed 
by mw:i i1Jt!-' (r, 7) being strengthened by the addition of '"10--is 
found also Zech. 14, 16. 2 Ch. 24, 5t (Is. 66, 23 is to be explained 
differently : l!"'ln •io is there made more precise by the addition of 
,l!"'ln:i, on the analogy of ,0,1:i o,• i:1"1 Ex. 5, 13 al.). 

:,r:,rn•:i] now Beittn, on a rising hill, 10 miles N. of Jerusalem. 
J :,,:,Jn] 'The (sacred stone-) circle.' There were several 'Gilgals' 

in Palestine, the most famous being the one in the Jordan-valley, a 
little E. of Jericho. The one mentioned here, though in DB. ii. r 76b 

identified with that, is however not likely to have been as distant, and 
is more probably the village now called Jiljtliyeh, 7 miles N. of 
Bethel. See further EB. s.v. On ;,i:,-,;,, see p. 3 f. 

n:,N;, nioipo;, :,::i nN J nr:-t is very difficult. Grammatically, the clause 
is most easily taken as epexeg. of :iNil!'' nN ' he judged Israel, even all 
these places' (Keil): but 'Israel' denotes naturally such a much 
wiuer whole than the three places named, that the limitation implied 

1 For the translation of an. pr. by LXX, see Jud. r, 15. 35. 4, II. 15, 17_al. 

UM F 
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in this construction is unnatural. If such were the sense intended by 

the original narrator it would be best to treat ~N"iC/1 nN as a gloss, 
introduced on the ground of v. 15 by one who conceived Bethel, 

Gilgal, and Mi~pah as too narrow a sphere for Samuel's judicial 

activity. The alternative construction is to treat nN as the prep. = 
near, as in the geographical phrase , , , nN "iCIN: Jud. 3, 19. 4, I I. 

1 Ki. 9, 26. 2 Ki. 9, 27: the meaning will then be that the place of 
judgement was not in but near or beside the cities mentioned. It is 

doubtful, however, if the passages cited justify this rendering; for they 
are not parallel in form, and nN is not construed in them with a verb. 

AV. in is not defensible as a rendering of 1"\N: 1"\N only (apparently) 
signifies in or through, when it stands to mark the accusalt've after 
a verb of motion (Dt. 1, 19; 2, 7). Ehrlich would read ~N, comparing 
Dt. 16, 6, I Ki. 8, 29b, 30. 

Judgement was regarded as a sacred act (cf. Ex. 18, 15. 16. 22, 

7-8, with the writer's notes in the Camb. Bible) and administered at 
sacred places (cf. Qadesh, 'holy,' also called 'En-Mishpat, 'Spring 

of judgement,' Gen. 14, 7; and Jud. 4, 6 Deborah judging under 
a sacred tree); and from LXX iv 7racn To1s ,jyiucrp,lvois TOVTots it 

might be inferred that the translators read c•ciivon (i. e. t:J1t;i1P~CI, 
misread tl'~1~'-?~). Even, however, if this were not the case, oipo 
itself (like the Arab. maqiim) appears to have sometimes the technical 
sense of a sacred place : cf. Gen. 121 6, with Skinner's note. 

17. ~"~~] Why the pausal form stands here with a conjunctive 

accent, it seems impossible to explain: cf. Ew. § 138a note; GK. 
§ 29i n. 

8. Introduction to second account (10, 17-27a) ef Saul's appointment as 

king. The people ask .for a king in consequence ef the misconduct 

of Samuels sons, acHng as thdr .father's deputies. 

8, 2. 'Jl ~Nl1 "\l::J:::Jn] A comparison of r Ch. 6, 13 is instructive, as 
illustrating the manner in which errors have found their way into 
MT.,-in this case, by letters having fallen out in the process of 
transcription (,i•::iN 1~ci[n]i [,t(ii] "\l::JJn). 

:11::i~·,t(J::I J in the far south, on the edge of the desert, 50 miles 

SSW. of Jerusalem~ 
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3· 1,nN ltl'l] Cf. Ex. 23, 2 b•::i, 1,n~ rm:i),; I Ki. 2, 28. 

tlElit'O ltl'l] 'and turned aside (i. e. perverted) judgement,' Ex. 23, 6. 

Dt. 16, 19. 24, 17 al. 

5a. mpr ill'lN] 'Thou (emph.) art old.' Notice the separate pronoun. 

5b, Cf. for the phraseology Dt. 17, 14 ,::i::i 1,0 1,v il~1~N n,~Nl 

•n:::i•::io ,lt'N b'llil. 

7a. , , , "'llt'N ,::i,] with regard lo all that . .. Cf. 12, r. Jos. 1, 18. 22, 2b, 

7b, Notice the emphatic position of 1l'1N and 1l'1N, Cf. Is. 43, 22 

:::ip:111 nN'1i' 1nN NSl; 57, 11 (bi's); and see further on 151 1, 

:J~~l?] The II? as in 7, 8. 
8. ·,lt':11] LXX adds lµ,ol = 1,, which seems indeed to be pre

supposed by 1S·l:l) (' to thee also') at the end of the verse (Th. We. 

Bu. etc.). 
9. ,::, ,~ J ( only here) = ' except that' • • . : cf. 1::, OEl!( by the 

side of OElN alone (Nu. 13, 28), 1::i l:l)ON (Job 12, 2), 1::, mn (If,. 128, 4), 

1::,n (II 9, I al.), 1::, N,n (II 13, 28), 1::, N' l:l~ (Dt. 32, 30). 
bil:J i 1:i,n i:i,n] i 1y;, is properly lo bear wdvess in a court of law, 

then more generally (like lestari: µ,apn5poµ,at) lo testify, aver solemn/y, 

protest,-sq. ::i, as usually directed against a person,-especially in 
connexion with a solemn charge or threat : Gen. 431 3 1:i::i i•yn iim 

lt'1Ni1. Ex. 19, 21. 23. 1 Ki. 2, 42. Jer. 11, 7. if!. 50, 7. 81 1 9. 
10. il'll.'.tt,?] l'l~t,?=,rapct.withagen.(2,23): sowith,~t:iJud.1,14al. 

(cf. b~t,? SNei, eh. 1, 17), lt''1i I Ki. 22, 7 al. (Lex. 86h), 

11. ,np• b::l')::l MN] Note how in vv. 11-q the object is in each case 

placed emphatically before the verb. 
~ll ,S blt'l] 'and will place for himself (1 Ki. 20, 34. Jos. 8, 2; cf. 

Lex. 515b h, a) among his chariotry (collectively, as II 15, 1), and 
among his horsemen.' For 'll 1:.'"ll, cf. on 22, 17. 

12. t:m!l,1] 'and will be for making them,' etc.: an example of the 
so-called I periphrastic future,' which occurs now and then in simple 

prose : see Tenses, § 206, GK. § n 4P; and cf. Lev. 10, 10. II, 

13. ninft;;i?~ ninP,'J.~] The form nfr;;, denotes one who possesses an 
established character (as n~~ given to butting, N~j~ jealous), or capacity 

(as Mf~ cook [lit. slaughterer], :J~a thiif, I:"! judge): see GK.§ 84 bb, and 
for a longer list of examples Kon. ii. 89 f., cf. 179 (4). Ehrlich would 
point n,n1b?1 n,nr?, remarking that ' the later language has indeed 

F 2 
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abstract nouns of the form nSwe, but at no time has Hebrew had 
a fim. from the form :,~i?.' T T 

15, 17. i~f~] Read probably the P1'el (denom.: GK.§ 52h) iWil~: 
see Neh. 10, 38. And so Dt. 26, 12 (see 14, 22). Neh. 10, 39· 

16. r:i:,1i,n:i] LXX l:l~7i?~ (Ehrlich): no doubt, correctly. The 
'young men' have been dealt with implicitly already in v. 11 f. (r:i:i1J:i): 

in this verse the enumeration begins with slaves, and continues with 
asses. "ij,:I is a colleclive noun, and may thus be construed with a plur. 

(II 6, 6 MT. r KL 5, 3. Job 1, 14). The instances of l:l1iP:1 are too 
rare and doubtful (in Neh. 10, 37 unnecessary ; in 2 Ch. 4, 3 l:l1YP!:l 

must be read with I Ki. 7, 2 4 ; and in Am. 6, r 2 read l:l' "ij?::l:I ), for 
l:l:J1ip:i (adopted in ed. r with We.) to be probable. 

'~, nc,y,J 'and use them for his business:' n:,i,bo as Ez. 15, 5. 
Ex. 38, 24. 

q. r:inK,] and ye yourselves (opp. to the children and possessions 
mentioned before). 

18. l.l!:l:,oJ a later usage, in such a case as this, than 'J!:lO (contrast 

Ex. 3, 7): see Lex. 818a b. Ehrl. would read 1J!:lO, supposing 1J!:l:,o 
to have arisen from the following :,o in r:i:,:,;,o through a scribe's error. 

r:i:,;, l:ln"in:1] The reflexive dative in common with in:i: e.g. 13, 2. 

q, 40. Gen. 13, 11. Jos. 24, 15. 22. 

19. K~ ,.,oK~] So Gen. 19, 2: cf. ,~ K) Hab. 1, 6. 2, 6 al. The 
dagesh in these cases is probably designed for the purpose of securing 
a distinct articulation of the consonant (Delitzsch on o/• 94, 1 2 ). 

Comp. Spurrell's note on Gen. l. c.; and add to the references there 

given Baer, Pref. to Liber Proverbiorum (rules of Dagesh ), p. xiv; 
GK. § zog; and Konig, Lehrgebiiude der Hebr. Sprache ( 1881 ), i. 

p. 59 (where the subject is treated at length). 

l:lK 1:i]=but(10,19. 12, 12 1::ialone): so 2, 15. 21, 5al. See 

Lex. 475"· 

9, 1-10, 16. First (and oldest) account ef Saul's appointment as 

king. Saul i's anointed king f?y Samuel for the purpose of defending 

Israel against the Ph1'l1'sltnes (v. 16), and bi'dden 'do as his hand 
may find' when occasion arises. 

El, I. po1·po] That Kish was of Benjaminite descent is stated in 

the later part of the verse ; and we seem to desiderate here a statement 
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of the place to which he belonged (cf. 1, 1; Jud. I 3, 2). Perhaps, 
therefore, we should read, with We. Bu. Now. etc., ro'J:J f1:V:Jl0 (see 
13, 15). 'Gibeah of Benjamin' (13, 15. II 23, 29; cf. Jud. 19, 14 
ro•l:i, ,e,N ill,l.:llil), or 'of Saul' (II, 4. r 5, 34 }, or ill,l:!lil alone 
(10, 26. 22, 6. 23, 19. 26, r), was the modern Tell el-F,O,l,-or, as 

there are no ancient remains here, lfawiinil, 500 yards to the NW. 
(ZDPV. 1909, 2-13),-3 miles N. of Jerusalem (cf. Is. 10, 29). 

•l10' e'1N r:i J 'the son of a Benjaminite : ' the name of Aphial/s 
father was either not known or unimportant. There is force, however, 

in Smith's remark, ''l'O' ~N j:i is not without analogy, at least 'l'O' e"N 

is found II 20, J. Est. 2, 5. But it is unusual to terminate a genealogy 
by saying" son o.f a Benjaminite." It is probable that p is the error of 
a scribe who expected to continue the genealogy.' 

'l'O'] This occurs elsewhere as the patronymic of jlO'lJ: v. 4. 2 2, 7 
1l'O' 't.:;l; II 20, 1 'J'O' e"N as here. ,,n ~,:il] Here, probably, as 2 Ki. 15, 20 (Bu.), Ru. 2, 1, a sturdy 

man of substance (not of valour, 2 Ki. 5, 1 etc.), a sturdy, honest (cf. on 
10, 26), well-to-do country farmer. 

3. W'i'' J the dative of relation, going with miJNl"'li: see v. 20 (1,); 
and cf. Is. 26, 14; eh. 13, 22 (', N'lOl). But perhaps w,p, rmnN 

(some) asses ef Kish's should be read (Nold. Bu. Ehr!.); cf. 17, 8. 
I Ki. 2, 39 (GK. § 129c). 

Cl'i.lllilO "11J~-n~] int-t is so closely joined to, and limited by, 

t:l'il,llilO that it lapses into the constr. st. : so frequently, as Gen. 3, 2 2 

ill~O iti~f, Jud. 17, 11 i'l.::10 iti~r, etc. (GK.§ 130a). Respecting T'lN 

with a word not strictly defined see Ew. 2 77d, GK. § 117d; and comp. 

Ex. 21, 28. Nu. 21, 9. II 4, 11; and (with the same word as here) 
Nu. 16, 15 t:l~I? ii:,~·ntP. 

4. The repeated change of number in this v. can hardly be original, 

though parallels can be found in MT.: Nu. 13, 22 N.:l'i; 33, 7 :J1:11,. 

But it can scarcely be questioned that in all these cases the pl. was 

designed throughout by the original writers. See the Introduction, 

§ 4. 1 c (a). Read therefore, with LXX, i;.::iy11 (thrice). 

1 In illustration of a man being led to his destiny through the search for lost 
animals, Wellh. (Reste Arab. Heidentumcr, 148, ed. 2, 201) cites Kitiib al-Aghani, 
i. 1 33, 4. 8, xix. 3 ff. 
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ilt:11,ei r"lt(J presumably the district round i1t:11St!! ,11::1 (2 Ki. 4, 42), which, 
from the context, cannot have been far from the' Gilgal' of v. 38. This 'Gilgal,' 
from which (2 Ki. 2, 1. 3) Elijah and Elisha 'went down' to Bethel, cannot, as 
the editors of the RV. with marg. references strangely suggest on v. r, be the 
Gilgal of Jos. 5, 9 in the Jordan valley, between Jericho and the Jordan, some 
3000 ft. below Bethel, but is, no doubt, the' Gilgal' of I S. 7, 16 (see note), the 
modem Jiljtfiyek, on a high hill (2441 ft.) 7 miles N. of Bethel. This Gilgal 
is indeed 450 ft. lower than Bethel ; but it is separated from it by the great 
W. ej-Jfb (1746 ft., in some parts 2030 ft.), the descent into which may account 
for the 'went down to Bethel' of 2 Ki. 2, 3 (DB. ii. 177b). Ba,6,rap111a (LXX 

for rtt:"St!! Sv:i in 2 Ki.) is said by Euseb. (Onom .. 239, 92) to have been 
15 Roman miles N. of Diospolis (Lydda), a situation which would just suit the 
ruined site Sinsia, 14½ Roman miles or 13 Engl. miles N. of Lydda (EB. s. v.). 
Or Ba'al-shalisha itself might very well be the modem Kifr Tkiltk, 4 miles NE. 
of Sirisia (Conder and others): the Arab. tk corresponds correctly to the Heb. W 
in ~,w. Either of these places would be about 25 miles NW. of Gibeah. 

tl'?llt!!] not mentioned elsewhere. The name has often been supposed to be an 

error for tl':!)l}t!! (Josh. r9, 42,-mentioned between Beth-shemesh and Aijalon: 
Jud, I, 35; I Ki. 4, 9 t), a place which, though it was no doubt in the neighbour
hood, has been identified very precariously ,-for the names do not agree phoneti
cally,-with Salbft, 4 miles NW. of Aijalon. Aijalon would be about 20 miles S. 
of Kefr Thilth (above), and 12 miles W. of Gibeah. 

Whether, however, all the places mentioned are rightly identified, must remain 
an open question : if the map be consulted, a journey in search of the lost asses 
from Gibeah (Tell el-Ful) to Kefr Thilth (25 miles to the NW.), then 20 miles to 
the S., to some place near Aijalon (1?), and thence either 13 miles back to Beit-Rima, 
or 1 I miles to Rentis, or I2 miles ENE. to Ram-Allah (seep. 4), all within 3 days 
(9, 20),-the land of Znph (seep. 1) being visited, not because Samuel's home 
was in it, but accidentally (9, 5. 6),-does not seem very probable. 

i~~l] 'and [there was] nought (sc. of them).' In full, l?~1: but 
the absolute use of rt( in cases such as this is idiomatic, esp. after 
t!li'.J (Is. 41, 17 ;~~? tl\O b1e-p.Jo tt1J11:itt,,, t:!HJl)i1; Ez. 7, 2 5 o,Sr,:, 1t!!p:i, 

l't(1: cf. eh. 10, 14 (rt( 1::i), 1 Ki. 18, 10), and i1ii? (Job 3, 9 l't(1 i1t(' 1j2~; 

Is. 59, II rt(, ~Elrt>OS i1~.i2t; lf· 69, 2 I). The l by GK. § 104!'. . 

5. 10N Sit(t!ll,,,. 1N:i no;,] On this graphic and idiomatic manner 
of expressing a synchronism in place of the more ordinary bt(l:l:J ,:,,, 

,,Nt!! i0N1l 91-:t riN.J, see Tenses, §§ I 65-169; and cf. 20, 36 j II 20, 8 ; 
Gen. 44, 3. 4; Jud. 15, 14: also below v. II (with the ptcp.). 14, 27; 

17, 23; 2 Ki. 2, 23. Ehrlich adds rightly that in this idiom the first 
sentence must only contain a single verb, with at most the addition 
of a negative circumst. clause, denoting time or place (as Gen. 44, 4): 
the Old Lat. lK:{O ttSi (cited in Kit.) is thus not original. 
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!:jl::l rt-t] the home of Samuel, in Ephraim (see on 1, 1}, which, 
if the places are rightly identified, Saul must have entered again from 
the W. end of Benjamin. In 10, 2, when Saul leaves Samuel, he 
re-enters the territory of Benjamin from the North. 

)Ki] to be anxious or concerned: i/1, 38, 19 I am concerned on 

account of my sin: Jos. 22, 24 i"lll'tit.i out of concern. The pf. and 
waw conv. in continuation of ,,n1 jEl, as Gen. 3, 22. Ex. 34, 15 f., 
and regularly: see Tenses, § 1 r 5, s.v., GK. § 112P. 

6. ,,1~31 l):J'il "lC't-t] 'on which we have started.' 7-ii is conceived 
here as including the goal : for of course they would not need to 

be told the way they had already come. Gen. 24, 42 differently: 

'which I am going (:J.?h) upon;' so Jud. 18, 5. 
7. m:ii] 'And lo, we shall go, and what shall we bring I' etc. 

=And i/ we go, what ... ? So it!, Ex. 8, 22: cf. on 20, 12, and 
II 18, II. 

,tl't] only here in prose, and only altogether five times in Hebrew, 

mostly in the sense of going away, departing. The word is common 
in Aramaic, being in the Targums the usual representative of 7,n 
(which is not used with the same constancy in Aram. as in Heb.): 
e.g. in the Targ: of this chapter, vv. 3b. 6. 10. 

t-t1:;:iQ?-r~ i1"llC'11lJ rN, as pointed, must, as Ehrlich remarks, belong 

to the inf. (Lex. 34b 5), and the meaning must be, 'and a present it 
is impossible to bring.' The sense required is 'and there is no present 
to bring,' for which we must read either l't1:m, il"llC'n 1'~1 (Ex. q, r), 
or ~1:m, r.~ i1"l\e'1il (Gen. 2, 5. Nu. 20, 5 mnc-, I~~ l:l1oi. 2 Ki. 19, 3: 

Lex. 34b top). The latter is the natural correction to make here. 

i1ilC'1i J only here: comp. the use of the cognate verb "l~ej Is. 57, 9. 
The passage may be illustrated from 2 Ki. 4, 42 (the gifts offered to 

Elisha). 
8. l't::lOJ] there is/ound, idiom. for /here is here (21, 4), or there is 

present (13, 16); cf. Lex. 594a. 
1nm1] Read ilF,JJ,n with LXX, Th. We. Kp. etc.: the pf. with 

waw conv. with the force of a precative or mild imperative, as Jud. 

rr, 8: eh. 20, 25; 25., 27 al. (Tenses,§ u9 8). 
9. An explanatory gloss, the proper place of which is evidently after 

v. r 1, ·where i11:'tii1 first occurs in the narrative. 
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Nii"] used to be called: GK.§ 107e. 
t:l')ti,] So Ruth 4, 7 (probably a similar gloss); Jud. 1, 23. 

11. U('m nom ••• c,,y non] Where, in this idiom (see v. 5), the 
subject of the two verbs is the same, the pron. is repeated: as Gen. 
38, 25; Jud. 18, 3. Hence 2 Ki. 10, 13 for t-ein•, read Nini (connecting 
12b with 13a«. t-eio~,, suggested in Kittel, would not here be a Heb. 

construction). 
12. l:!-1~] So, alone, in answer to a question, 2 Ki. 10, 15. Jer. 37, 

17 t. Cf. Lex. 441b a. 
c,•n •::i nny "lilO 1')£1, mn] LXX loo'll KaTii 7rp0<T(Jl'1I'OV {;p.wv' vw Otii 

T~v ;,p.lpav KTA,, whence We., developing a suggestion of Lagarde 1 , 

restores Ci'Ot il~~ Cl~•~~~ il!i'.1 'lo, he is before you: now, just at 
present, he is come to the city,' etc. In support of this restoration, 
We. remarks (1) that the sing, 1')£1, agrees ill with v. 12, in which the 
pl. is used throughout: (2) against MT. ino, that no reason appears 
why Saul should hasten, if Samuel had just come into the city-not, 
as has been supposed, from some journey, but-from the neighbour
ing MO::l (where he had recently been, v. 23, and given instructions-
1'~N •nii=N "lt!'N-to the cook). The superfluous "lil in MT. We. 
plausibly explains as a remnant of the 'explicit' subject ilN"lil, which 
had been inserted by a scribe as a subj. for Cl::l')£i' (though, when the 
noun to which il)il refers has immediately preceded, the pron., whether 
Niil mn or (rare) i~;:i, is not unfrequently omitted; cf. 15, 12. 16, 11. 

30, 3. 16: Tenses,§ 135. 6, 2). ci•n::i will have the same force as in 
v. 13b, where it is likewise rendered Sul rr,v ;,p.lpav by LXX. The 
expression recurs Neh. 5, 11, and means at onu, just now, the force of 
Cl1\ as in c,•::i 2, 16, being forgotten. 

13. 1::i] 1::i often answers to ::i in comparisons (Lex. 4868 ); but to 
express correspondence in time, it is very rare. Cf. Hos. 6, 3, as 
emended very plausibly by Giesebrecht, ~M~¥'?~ !~ U'7_Q!?f, 

N1il •::i J 'for he •• .' Notice the emphatic pronoun. 
: ,nr:-t )'IN::Ol'I c,• n::i ,nK-'::l] 'for him 1· ust now-you will find him ' the 

I ,,/ '- ,I J 

first U'lt-t not being subordinated directly to the verb, but being resumed 

1 Anmerkungen zur Grieck. Uebersetzung der Proverbien (1863), p. iii (t:l::l')£i~ 
nN,n for "1i10 1'~£1~). 



in inK at the end, which thus becomes the direct accusative. The case 
~ but an extension of the principle which is exemplified in Gen. 1 3, 15 

mnnK 1:, , , • yiKil :,::i nK 1::i for all the land .... , to thee will I give 
it; 21, 13; eh. 25, 29 and often ( Tenses, 197. 6). The resumption 
only happens to be rare when the first object is a pronoun: but see 

2 Ki. 9, 27 in::in inK Ol Him also, smite him! 'To omit [ as Th. 
would do] one of the two inK borders on barbarism ' (We.). Kio. 
Bu., however, regard the first inN as an error for iir'll/ (cf. v. 12). 

14, i 1vn i:,y,,J The city itself then was on an elevation: and the 
ilO~ on a still higher elevation outside it (b ilO~il n1:,31:, : conversely, it 
is said, v. 25 i'llil ~~ilO ,.,,,,). 

i'JJi1 1,n:1] Probably this is an ancient error for iJJtt'M 1m::i ' in the 
middle of the gale:' this agrees better both with v. 18 and with the 
language of this verse (Saul and his servant were coming in, and 

Samuel was going out to meet them). 
15. n:il ,n1,] An example of the manner in which the pluperfect 

tense is expressed in Hebrew. By the avoidance of the common 
descriptive tense 1", >l''l (i.e. lit. 'and Y. went on lo uncover') the 

connexion with what precedes is severed, and the mind is left free to 
throw back the time of n:,l to a period prior to the point which the 

narrative itself has reached, So regularly, as 14, 27. 25, 21. 28, 3; 
II 18, 18 etc. (Tenses,§ 76 Obs.; GK.§§ 106f, 142b), For'£) ltK nK n:,l, 

cf. 20, 2. 12. 13. 22, 8. 17. II 7, 27. 

16. ;no n1t.;1J 'at the time to-morrow'= when to-morrow has 

come. So II 20, 12. Ex. 9, 18. 1 Ki. 19, 2. 20, 6. 2 Ki. 7, r. 18. 

10, 6t. Cf. Gen. 18, 10. 14. 2 Ki. 4, 16. 17t il!IJ npf i. e. (probably) 
'at the time, (as it is) reviving'=in the returning year. ,no must not 

in these phrases be regarded as a geniHve, since tll.'f has the art. In 
full, they would be ,no mm n,,~:p, n1n tll/il n\1~:p (Hitzig on Job 391 17). 

'11lJ] ' prince,' lit. one in front, leader: used often in the more 
elevated prose ( especially in the prophetic utterances in Sam. and 

Kings) for the chief ruler of Israel ( ro, 1. 13, 14. 25, 30. II 5, 2. 6, 2 I. 

7, 8. 1 Ki. 1, 35. 14, 7. 16, 2. 20, 5; cf. Is. 55, 4). 
16b. 'OlinK] LXX '01.' 1~R-nK (Ex. 3, 7): no doubt, rightly. 

'.n i1K:I 1::i J Gen. 1 8, 21. 

17. imv] mv as Jud. 18, 14. Is. 14, 10 al., to answer, not some-
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thing which has been said, but as the situation may require or suggest 

(Lex. 773a). 
1''N 1nioN "'l~N] 'as to whom I said unto thee, This one,' etc.; 

cf. v. 23b. 

,':lll'] here only in the sense of coercere i"mperio: cf. ,rF. Jud. 18, 7 
(in a passage, however, where the text is very suspicious). 

18. SN,ot, nN] 'drew near to' is evidently the sense that is intended, 
which MN wz"lh will scarcely express. No doubt both here, eh. 30, 2 1, 

and Nu. 4, 19 (as Jud. 19, 1 Sb after ,,n), nN is merely an error for ;,N • 
19. on,:iN,] LXX Kal cf,ayE, i.e. f;l?'.;1~1 (or i1f;1?'.;1~1). 
20. 0•01;, ne,';,e, ow,] 'to-day, three days' (read with We. Bu., 

GK. § 134m, ti•o•), i.e. for three days, (Anglice) three days ago. 

Cf. 30, 13 ne,Se, tiW1, where 010, is omitted. 
tin;, •••• n,JnN,,] tin, resumes n,mNS upon exactly the same 

principle as that explained in the case of the accus. on v. 13: cf. 
Gen. 2, 17 (Jo). II 6, 23 (,). 2 Ki. 22, 18 lSN): Tenses, § 197 Obs. I. 

'J' ti~~-S~] The tone is drawn back by -,N (Tenses, § 70), as it is 
(GK.§ 72t) by the waw consec.; cf. II 17, 16 I?~-,~. Ex. 23, 1. 

The idiom, set /he heart (mind) to (on), as II 13, 20 al. Cf. Lex. 

523b (3 c), 524b (3 c); and on 4, 20. 

'J, •o,,] Rightly rendered by LXX, Vulg. Kal. TlVt 'Ta wpata 'TOV 
'IapaYJA.; et cuius erunt optima quaeque Israel ? RV. and far whom 

is all that i's desirable in Israel? nir.m is used in the same concrete 
sense as in Hag. 2, 7 c•,Ji1 S:i nion ,N:l' (where note the plural verb) 
'and the desirable things (i.e. costly offerings: see Is. 60, 5 end) of 
all nations shall come,' etc. But perhaps both there and here it 

is bett\r ,to point n'i~!:) (ptcp. pass.). 
21. •:JJNJ mil'el (GK. p. 6on.), on account of the pause (see on 1, 15). 
l'O'J:l •~:l~ •~~~!?] 'Jt:li'O should be logically j~~!?, or rather 

(Ehrlich) jb~)? 1
• The plural may be due to the illogical attraction 

of ,t:l~t, (read as •~1~). 

1 So in the one passage in which the st. c. of jt:li' occurs, 2 Ch. 21, 17. Ehrlich 
maintains that jbp and )t:lP cannot be used promiscuously, but that )bi' is the 

form out of pause~ ll;")P, theT form in pause (cf. GK. § 29u). It is true: ji::IP, is 

always found with athnalf and soph-pasuq, and )9P, is always found with a co~j. 

accent : but with the smaller disj. accents the pointing varies : thns we have 19~ 
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ro•):J '!:):JI::'] 'Unquestionably an error for ':i t:I~~' (Keil). How

ever, curiously enough, the same expression occurs Jud. 20, 12 :,::,::i 

j'01J:J 'P.-?~- We. Stade (p. 204) propose in both cases to point 
'I?-?~, thinking that 'perhaps the archaic form of the st. c. (GK. § 901) 

should be here restored;' but this is hardly probable. With the 
passage generally, cf. Jud. 6, 15, where Gideon expresses, or affects, 
similar modesty. 

il"l'l,'~.i] = the smallest: GK. § r33g, 

22 . .in,e-:i] See on 1, r8. We should expect .in,e-:,n. 
w~i:i] at the head or top: 1 Ki. 21, 9. 12. 01~,,p = those invz'ted 

to a feast, as I Ki. 1, 41. 49; cf. Nip ib. 9. 10. 

23. mo] See on r, 4. 
24 . .i1:,11m] There are three cases in which il has apparently the 

force of the relative 1
; (r) with a verb, (a) where the construction 

depends upon the consonants. This is well substantiated for late 

Hebrew (Ch. Ezr.), 1 Ch. 26, 28. 29, 8 al.: but the one example in 
middle Hebrew, Jos. ro, 24 2, is so isolated that it rests probably upon 
a textual corruption (0':J?,i,, might easily be restored): (b) where 
the construction depends solely upon the punctuation, chiefly in the 
3rd sing. fem. perf. Qal (as m9.i Gen. 18, 21; 46, 27 no&.i Is. 51, 

rob), or in the 3rd sing. masc. perf. Nij'. (as in ,,-i?l)il Gen. 2 r, 3; 

il~iJil 1 Ki. 11, 9). Whether this punctuation represents a genuine 
tradition is extremely questionable : had il been in use in earlier 
Hebrew with the force of a relative, it is strange that it should appear 
once only with 3 pl. : its restriction to cases in which a different 
accent (•"l~::!i'T) or punctuation ("l~lJi'T, il~iJil) would give rise to the 
regular construction 3, and the fact that the Massorah itself does not 

1_6, II al., but i~P 20, 2 al.; lt:iP II 9, 12t, but rt~ cli. 5,9. 20, 35. 22, 15 al.; 

and l~i? Est. 1, St, but 19~ ~h: 25, 36t. If the 'normal form were lb~, it is 

strange that we should find always the fem. i1?~P., the pl. t:i•~~P,, and before a if. 
the form tl?~P,. 

1 Comp. Ew. § 331h (1) and note: GK.§ 1381,t. 
' For Jer. 5, r3 (Hitzig, Graf, Keil) is very un.:ertain; either i;;i.1 is a subst, 

(Ew. § 156•; GK. § 52°), or, more probably, "l::J."li'T should be read, 
8 See, e. g. Is. 51, 9 n::iinon; Gen. 48, 5 \~ Tb1,,,~n. And so in Ez. ~6, r 7 

h~:,n;,, read as ,i:,:,ilil, may be the ptcp. Pu'al without tl, like :i~N Ex. 3, 2 etc. 

(E~. § 169d; GK'. § 521). • ~ 
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point consistently (see e.g. ;,~:::11"1 Gen. 46, 26 al.; i1~ili1 Gen. 12, 7. 
35, 1), make it highly probable that the anomaly in these cases is not 
original, and that in fact i1 as a relative is unknown to classical 
Hebrew. (2) Before a preposition-as in the Gk. idiom T6 ~1r' a<n-~,; 

-it occurs here alone in the OT., though combinations of the type 
i1•S11 it,i,t are of constant occurrence. The usage here is thus doubly 
exceptional, and entirely unsupported by precedent or parallel. Under 
the circumstances it can scarcely be doubted that Geiger ( Urschrift, 

p. 380) is right in reading i1~?~01 and the fat taz1 (Ex. 29, 22 and 
elsewhere in the ritual laws of P). The ;,•Si-t is the fat tail of certain 
breeds of sheep 1 (commonly known as 'Cape sheep'), and is still 
esteemed a delicacy in the East: when dressed and served at table 
it much resembles marrow (the writer has seen and tasted it in Syria). 
The allusion in the v. will thus be to certain choice pieces reserved 
specially (v. 23b) for those honoured with a place 1:1•1-ti,p;, t,i,ti::l 2• 

ir.11-t"'] The subj. is Samuel, not the cook. 
'li iyioS •::i] ' because unto the appointed time [bath it been J kept 

for thee, saying, I have invited the people.' ,r.i~, is construed with 
;ir.,t, freely, Ka-ro. (Tl}VEuw: cf. Ex. 5, 14 (where the subject of the 
preceding verb is not that implied in ir.li-tS). The sense thus obtained, 
however, is not good; and Nin is desiderated after iir.it, (though see 
GK. § II68 ; ,,r.it,, or (GK § 144d) iPf, for iiot, would also be an 
easy emendation). It can thus hardly be doubted that there is some 
corruption in the text (especially in •nNip Cll)i1 iOtt,). iNt'l also does 
not mean 'reserved ' (Ew. ), but left over. V. 13 however suggests that 
Samuel and Saul did not take their meal after the others had finished, 
but that the other guests waited to begin their meal until Samuel had 
arrived: what we expect, therefore, here is a 'polite invitation to 
Saul, as the guest of honour, to begin the meal;' the others would 
then begin theirs. Sm. Now. suggest, for il:-lt'li1, il-!3/iJ the flesh (of 

l Comp. the notice in Hdt. 3. I 3; and see in the Jewisk Encycl. xi. 250 an 
illustration of such a sheep, with a small cart supporting the long and heavy 
'fat tail.' 

~ The shoulder and the ' fat tail' are still the pieces offered by the fella9in 
of Palestine to the guest whom they desire to honour (ZDPV. vi. 98, cited by 
Nestle, Marginalien, 1893, p. 13 f.). 
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flesh prepared for the table, Ex. 21, 10. if,. 78, 20), and Sm. Bu. 
Now., for ,,o:::.•, ,)iMN (~)7Q~ Gen. 32, 5, or ')7D~ Gen. 34, 19), or 
,inN; Sm. Now. also follow Bu. in reading tl•~~~iJ tlJ! ,:i~~ for "lON, 

•nN,i' tll)i1: we then get, 'Behold, the .flesh is set before thee I Eat I 
for we (or they) have tarried for thee unto the appointed time, that thou 

mayest eat wz'th them that are invited.' But 'the flesh is set before thee' 
is rather a bald and graceless invitation; and iMN always ( even in 

Gen. 32, 5, where it is opposed to •n"i)) has the idea of tarrying later 

than is usual, or might be expected; though suitable, therefore, with 

"Tll\Oi1-l0 (II 20, 5}, would it be suitable with 'to the appointed time?' 
Nothing preferable to tl1Ni]',i l:)l,' ,:iN, has been suggested: but in the 

earlier part of the verse, it would be a smaller, and perhaps a sufficient, 
change to read, for iNt:!)M, "l0t:!Ji1 'that which has been kept (reserved)' 

(see v. 23b), and for ,,ot:1, as suggested above,~,'?~ or,~~ 1• 

25-26. ,o:it:JI, : llM ,v ?,Nt:1 l:)l,' i.:l"T1,] LXX Kai 8d<Trpw<Tav r<? laovA 

l1rl T<e 8iJJp,ari, Kai £Kotp,~0T/ = : .:l~~~l l!iJ '3! ,~N~~ (Pr. 7, I 6) ~"Tf7~l. 

The sequence in MT. is so bad (,:i,11 and ,o•:i~, both being pre

mature, when 'll N.,i''l follows) that there can be little doubt that this 

is the true reading: 'And they spread a couch for Saul on the house
top, and he lay down,' to which Samuel's callz"ng to Saul on the 
house-top in the morning (v. 26 'l, •n•i) forms now a natural and 

suitable sequel. 
27. tll':l] =firsto_fall(before going on): cf. on 2, 16. 

10, r. )Ot::'i1jt.-nN] Cf. 2 Ki. 9, 1. 3. 

1:i Ni,n] 'Is it not that?'=' Hath not?' is shewn by II 13, 28 

1 Ew. on the basis of LXX Trapii Tom cl).;>,.o,n suggested for l:)l)M iON' il<t!iO 
' T : • 

bl)i1 ='above the rest of the people (whom) I have invited,' which We. is disposed 
toT ;cquiesce in, though it is true that 1NV is not a word found elsewhere in the 
best Hebrew prose style (Ch. Ezr. Neh. Est., and of course in Isaiah.); and the 
omission of it:!~ before l:ll],1 is questionable (on 14, 21). LXX for •ni<ip have 

dTr61m(• nip off C = i,So Lev. 1, 15: :i::i:p 2 Ki. 6, 6: 9t:li' Ez. 17, 4. 21), whence 
Th. suggests ~rn~ cut off! (Anglice Help yourself!), cf. Job 33, 6 'l:lnP ,oni, 
')~ tll. But it is ~ot probable that a word so rare in Hcb. as )>ii' (~nd usually 
occurring in a different application-I'll 1::i:ij:)1) would have been used iu this sense. 
It must however be admitted that in post-Bibl. Hebrew rip is used of cutting up 
food into pieces: see Levy, NHWB. s. v. LXX £ls µ,,pTvp,ov of course presupposes 
nothing different from "Tl''O, which the translators elsewhere connected wrongly 

with "'Ill,': cf. <T1<17vq Tov µatyrvpiov for "Tll,ti ,ni<. 
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to be a good Hebrew expression: but the long addition preserved 

in LXX and Vulg. has every appearance of being original. The 
insertion would read in Hebrew thus: \!!>l,1-~l,I i•~~? ;ui ir]~I?] ~f,n 
I~ [ni~::i ,~-nn ,1~:,~ i:Q ~~t~\n ill;l~1 V'1 Ol,'f 1:i¥lJ i1J;l~1 ,~·w,~-':,p 
: i 1l)' ,n,m ,1,1 ,"1 1nc,o. The circumstantiality of the account is here 

not out of place : the express mention of the signs at an earlier stage 
of the instructions to Saul than v. 7, is what might be expected: and 
the omission of the clause in MT. may be readily explained by the 

supposition that a transcriber's eye passed from the first nm1 in~o to 
the second. So Dr. Weir. 

2. 01,1] = close to, near: Gen. 25, 11. 35, 4. II 19, 38 al. As Jer. 
31, 15 shews, Rachel's grave must have been very near Ramah, i.e. the 
Ramah of Is. 10, 29, now er-Riim. Er-Ram is 5 miles S. of Bethel, 
which, according to Jos. 18, 13 (P), was on the N. border of Benjamin: 
but at this time, it seems, Ephraim extended further to the S. (see esp. 

Jud. 4, 5), In Gen. 35, 20. 48, 7 on, r,1:i ~,n, identifying Ephrath 
with Bethle~em, is either a gloss (so Dillmann and most commentators), 

or (Delitzsch on Gen. 35, 20) embodies a different tradition. 
) 101):J ,,:::il] the Northern border: cf. on 9, 5. 

n:h~:::i J The word arouses suspicion. The locality intended seems 
to be so accurately defined by ,n, n,:i;, tlY, that we are surprised at 
a closer definition following, especially in such an obscure form; for, 
as n~,~ possesses no meaning, it cannot designate any particular spot 
near Rachel's grave, at which the men were to be met. LXX have 

a)..A.oµwovc; P,E)'O.A.a. 'AUoµwovc; = O,:t?:t (see V. 6): but though n,'.l 
,11 may be rendered (metaph.) leap upon, n,~ absolutely cannot express 

the idea of leaping. µE)'o.A.a does not occur elsewhere in LXX in an 
adverbial sense (We.); so probably here it is nothing but a Hebrew 
word written in Greek letters, and transformed into something signifi
cant in Greek 1. Many MSS. after Bmaµnv insert iv l'1>..w (= il:i~~:J) 

lv Boxa>..a0; Lucian's recension after Bfvtaµtv and before a,\,\, µe-y. 

1 Cf. r Ki. 18, 32 9<IAa,nrav from i'i?l/n; Am. 3, r2 lepei's from e'ill (as Jerome, 
cited by Field, points out); Jer. 8, 7 d-ypov; 34, 5 1ws ~Sou 1<ll.a~,rovnu. For other 
examples, see the Introduction,§ 4. I a b; Thackeray, Gramm. of OT. Greek (1909), 

P· 37 f. 
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adds JU<rrjp,f3p[a-, [as though Mll ,ll::i = in umbra sereni: hence Vulg. 
merid1e]. All these are evidently different attempts to render or 
represent the five consonants which stand now as n-Y,ll::l : but they 
throw no light either upon the word itself or upon the original reading 
which may underlie it. 

n1,nNi1 ,,:ii MN]= the matters= the concern of the asses: cf. ,v 
c::i,,::i, Dt. 4, 21. Comp. Delitzsch or Cheyne on f. 65, 4. But '"1~1 
(LXX p~µa) would be more natural. 

lNil] The pf. and 1 consec., with a frequentative force (Tenses, 

§ u3. 4 a; GK. § 112m), after a bare perfect (GK.§ n2h). l1;'!1l 
(Bu. al.), following~!;;)~, is no improvement: we should need ~m, l\'!11 
(Jer. 48, u); the cases noted in GK. § u68 are different. 

3. 9,n] To pass on. Elsewhere only in poetry, as a poet. syn. of 

~~' to come (or pass) on, usually with some swiftness or force: of a 
flood, Is. 8, 8; a tempest 2 r, r; a breath, Job 4, 15; of the Chaldaean 
conqueror compared to a wind, Hab.1,11; of God, Job 9, r 1. r 1, ro; 
of days passing quickly away like skiffs down a stream, Job 9, 26. The 
word is hardly one that would be expected here : and Ehrlich would 

read for it r-1:::i,m. 
IJ''Y] B;th~l= ( 2890 ft.) was itself on a hill; and the plateau on 

which the hill stands is considerably higher than most of the surround
ing country. 'To God,' Bethel being an ancient sacred place. 

tin, ni,::i::, n~,~] '"lf~ is fim. (Ex. 29, 23 al.); and though a fem. 
numeral is found here and there with a fem. noun (as Gen. 7, 13. 

Job r, 4: GK. § 97°; Konig, iii. 322), it is probably best to restore 
with We. ti,t?. Kio. Bu., remarking that two out of three loaves 

would be a large proportion to give as a present, would read (after 

LXX ciyyei'a) ,~~,f baskets (Am. 8, I); Sm. would read '-~f (9, 7). 
4. c,,~, ,, i,N~1] and shall ask thee with regard to welfare,

a common Heb. expression (17, 22. 25, 5. Gen. 43, 27 al.). Why 
the direct object is introduced by ,, is not apparent: perhaps (cf. 
Konig, iii. § 327k) from assimilation to t:ii,~,. 

t:in, ~n~] the fem. ,i,~ may be on account of n,,:p~ understood 1 ; 

1 Which Klo. Ba. Dh. would even insert here, after LXX tvo &.1rapxos l!pr"'v, 
i.e., it is supposed, nh~:p, misread nii:,~; but mi::,:i is nowhere else misrendered 
d1rapxal. • • 
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or, as tin, is elsewhere construed as a masc. (tin:, irll!'ll 1 Ki. 14, 3. 

tin, ne,on eh. 2 r, 4; cf. ti'l!'JN 'JI!', ti•l!'JN M"'ll!'l/: GK.§ 97b), 1JI!' should 
perhaps be restored. 

5. tJ1n,Nn MV:ll] identical, as the ti•nl!',E:l :l•'lJ shews, with the v::i, 
(rd. illl:ll) of 13, 3; and most probably the older name, marking it 

as an ancient holy place, of' Gibeah of Saul.' Riim~Allah, 7 miles N. 
of Tell el-Ft'.\l (suggested in H. G. p. 250), is much too far to the north. 

On 1.:, in~, see GK. § 29g. 

1:l'll] LXX, Pesh. Vulg. express a singular; and, as the sing. occurs 
also I 3, 3. 4, :l1'll should in all probability be read accordingly here. 
The accidental transposition of two contiguous letters is not unfre
quent in MT.: in the Ochlah we-Ochlah, § 91, there is a list of 
sixty-two such transpositions which have been corrected by the 
Massorah. Some few· of the corrections may be questioned: but 

the majority are certainly authorized (e.g. 'll!'01m Jud. 16, 26; yo,~ 
Jer. 17, 23; 1,nN1il Ez. 40, 15; m:i,1n Pr. 31, 27 cannot be original 
readings). As to the meaning, :l1'll has the sense of pi"llar in Gen. 
I 9, 26, of pre.feet or deputy in II 8, 6. 14. 1 Ki. 4, 19; possibly also 
it might be used to denote a post or garrison, like :l'lD 13, 23. 

Which of these senses it has here, it is difficult to say; versions and 
commentators are equally divided. (a) LXX here (one rendering 1) 

has &.vo.irrep.a, i. e. pro b. a pi"llar erected as a symbol or trophy of 
Philistine domination: so (prob,) Pesh., and amongst modems Th. 

Bo. We. (b) Vulg. has staHo, i.e. a military post, or garrison: so 
EVV. Ge. Ke. (c) Targ. has 1l 1~"'l~ON (i.e. irrparrrtol) both here and 
13, 3. 4 (likewise in the plur.): similarly Ew. Gr. Sm. Bu. Now., only 
reading as a sing. :l1'll (pre.feet, officer). On the whole (the sense 
staHo being not otherwise substantiated), (c) is probably to be 

preferred. 
It appears from this verse that a large area of Central Palestine 

was now in the hands of the Philistines. 

'l' 1n,,] The jussive is unexpected. In II 5, 24 ( = 1 Ch. 14, 15), 

Ruth 3, 4 it can be explained as expressing a command: but that 
is not the case here; and it is better to suppose it to be an error 

1 In the other rend. the word is simply transliterated Na.cmtl, as in 13, 3. 4, 
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for il:01 (Sm.). In I Ki. 14, 5b read 'i'.1;1. The explanation in GK. 
§ 112z is artificial, and not probable. 

t:l'N:lJJir-l ilr-li1l J a circumstantial clause, describing the condition 
in which the prophets would be as they came down from the nr.,:1: 

cf. Jer. 38, 22 .r,',r.,~ mn, = they saying ( Tenses, § 160; GK.§ 1416 ). 

The word, which is in the reflexive conj. and a denominative, denotes 
to plcry or act the prophet, viz. by manifestations of physical excitement 
-not unlike those exhibited by the dervishes of the present day in 
the East 1-such as are more evidently described, on the second 
occasion when Saul is seized by the contagious frenzy, 19, 20 ff. 
So I Ki. 22, 10 Al;i.az and Jehoshaphat were sitting in the gate of 
Samaria Cli11JElS Cl1NJ)Jir., tl1N1:l)i1 S::i,: comp. (of the prophets of Baal) 
ib. 18, 29. From this peculiarity, the prophet is sometimes described 

mockingly as l/~~'? 2 Ki. 9, 1 r. Hos. 9, 7; cf. Jer. 29, 26. 
6. i1nS~,] the same word v. 10; Jud. 14, 6. 19. 15, 14 (of Samson); eh. 

11,6; 16, 13(David); also 18, 10, where the subject is 01nSN ni;, but 
the direction in which the inspired activity displays itself is different. 

l"'l':lJl"'\1'11] for l"'\N:l~l"'li"ll; cf. v. 13. See GK.§ 75qq_ 
7. n~y , , • i"11i1l] i"11i"ll would be resumed normally by J"'l1t!-'l)'I, or 

i1~l/l"'l (the latter less usual in ordinary prose). The uncommon imper. 
was chosen, no doubt, as more forcible: cf. Dt. 6, 10-12a. 

m1~pnJ So Jer. 9, 16. Est. 4, 4. if;. 45, 16t. The more usual form 
is i"l~t-i:11_;1 {11 times), or (Gen. 30, 38) ,jt-1:lJ;I: GK.§ 7M. 

1;1 N~r.,.r, 'it!-'N] The same idiom in eh. 25, 8. Jud. 9, 33b. Qoh. 9, 10. 
8. Introduction lo first account of Saul's rtjection (13, 7L15a). 
'And thou shalt go down before me to Gilgal ; and, behold, I am 

coming down to thee to sacrifice ... : seven days shalt thou wait, 
until I come to thee, and declare to thee what thou shalt do.' , , , i"1Ji1l 

is a circumstantial clause (cf. Jud. 9, 33) and subordinate to Jiiill, i"lli1 
throwing the idea which it introduces into relief, and giving it greater 
prominence than it would otherwise have : then b is supplementary 
to a, defining more closely what Saul is to do at Gilgal until Samuel 
meets him there ll. 

1 Comp. Lane, Manners and Customs ef tke Modern Egyptians (ed. 5, 1871), 
ii. I 51-1 54, I 74 f., I 79 f.; W.R. Smith, Prophets ef Israel, pp. 86, 390 f. (' 391 f.). 

• Keil's construction of this verse is illegitimate. The verse refers evidently to 
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n,,,,] The Gilgal here meant is the one in the Jordan-valley 

(Jil.ful or Ji!jultyeh), near Jericho, 600 ft. below the Medit. Sea, and 

consequently some 3350 ft. below Gibeah; hence 'go down.' 
9. i1'ill] See on 1, 12. Due probably to a scribe, who judged in 

error, from the tense of the preceding verses, that another future was 
still to follow: •n~ is the tense which ought to be used, and which 

ought, no doubt, to be restored. 

m:ieo umm:i J Cf. 9;11 rm::in (in flight), Jer. 48, 39. 
7e:in] For the constr., cf. Zeph. 3, 9. 
1 o. t:le'] redundant before mw:::i.m. Read with LXX ( £K£W£v) t:l~, 

i. e. either the place where Saul parted from Samuel, or the place 
mentioned in v. 3 f., the account of how the first two signs {vv. 1-4) 
came to pass, having fallen out of the narrative after v. 9. The 
'Gibeah' will be the 'Gibeah of God' of v. 5. 

,nKip, ••• mm] So (without a verb) II 15, 32; 1 Ki. 18, 7; 
Pr. 7, ro. 

r 1. ,Ni,, ••• ,l)i,, ,:i 'i"l''] Exactly so, II 2, 23b ,io1)', .. , NJi"l ,:i ,;,,,; 
and analogously, with i1'i11, of future time, Nu. 2.1, 8 al., and of 
reiteration in the past, Jud. 19, 30. iy,,, ,:i is a ptcp. absol. 'and it 

came to pass, as regards all that knew him, that,' etc.: cf. GK.§ 116W; 

Tenses,§ 121, Obs. 1. For ,,oi;l~O, see GK.§ 20h. · 

13, 8-14, whereas, in the Book of Samuel as we have it, Samuel and Saul appear 
together at Gilgal earlier, viz. on the occasion II, 14 f. Keil therefore, seeking 
to exclude a reference to this occasion, and to interpret the verse as referring only 
to the subsequent one, presses the circumstantial clause introduced by mm, saying 
that this presupposes that the preceding words 'And thou shalt go down before me' 
express merely a condition, in view of which, when it is satisfied, Samuel instructs 
Saul how to act. He construes, therefore : 'And if thou goest down before me to 
Gilgal, and lo, I come down to thee, etc., then thou shalt wait seven days until 
I come to thee,' etc. mm, however, cannot influence the sense of what precedes; 

and (what is more important) n,,,, followed by ,nir, cannot express a condition. 

Had 1'\1i'l expressed a (virtual) condition, it must have been followed by r-,)n\i1, 
(so regularly, as 19, 3; Num. 14, 15 etc. : Tenses, § 149): ,mn t:l'O' nl)JI:! :b~i~~ 
attached acrvvllfrw~, shews that the preceding clause is complete in itself, i.e. that 
ni;,, expresses a positive command, and not a condition, The clause '~1 nii•l 
expresses what is to be done by Saul not necessarily immediately after 7\ but 
as soon after it as is convenient. The collision with II, 14 f. arises from the fact 
that this part of the Books of Samuel is composed of sources originally distinct: 
10, 8 and 13, 7b-15• are thus related to one another, but stand out of connexion 
with 11, 14 f. 
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t9~J Prob. the ptcp., was prophesying, with 1:-m, omitted after m,, 
(Tenses,§ 135. 6, 2; GK.§ u68). 

iJli'l nrilt-' J What, now, has happened to ... ? ill strengthens and 

gives point to ilO; so Gen. 2 7, 20. Jud. 18, 24 al.; similarly in ilt 'r.l, 

nrno,. Comp. in Arabic &;-1.; 1; L:,: and see especially Fleischer, 

Klez'nere Schriften, i. 355 f. (who adduces from Arabic usage reasons 
in support of this explanation of the idiom); Lane, Arab. Lex., s. v. 

1:i., p. 948. Briefer explanations will be found in GK. § 136c; Ew. 

§§ 183a, 325a. 

12. l:Jil':!N 101] 'But who is their father?' i. e. is their father more 
likely than Qish to have had a son a prophet? Prophetic inspiration 

is no hereditary possession ; and it is not more remarkable in the case 

of Saul, than in the case of any other member of the troop of prophets. 
Against the easier, but weak, reading of LXX, Pesh. 1il':!N, see We. 

iln'il] for the fem. (= it), cf. II 3, 37. Jos. II, 20. 1 Ki. 2, 15: 

GK.§ 144b, 

13. ilo::lil] With ilr.l:lil we should have expected 'Y'l for N:l'l; the 
conversation, vv. 14-16, is also more likely to have taken place in 
a private house than on the Bamah. Hence We. and most read: 

l'll;;~D for l"IO.Jil. Ehrl. objects that w:i ~N or (v. 26. 23, 18) 111•:i,, 

not ill1'.Jil, is said of a person going to his own house. However, in 

Gen. 43, 26 we have i'1111:lil ~bl' N:l'l; and ill1':lil here would be not so 
much hz"s house, as the house, as opposed to the street (cf. Jud. 

19, 15. Jos. 2, 18), where Saul had been playing the prophet. Bu. 

Dh., after LXX Eis Tov f3ovv6v, read (see vv. 5. ro) ill/:!Jil: but that 
seems to have been reached in v. 10. 

14. j'N •::i] See on 9, 4. 

16. ,NlO~ "lON i~N] A misplaced gloss, not expressed by LXX. 

EVV. conceal the awkward and unnatural position of the words: cf. 
their rendering of Ex. 1 4, 9. 

10, 17-27a. Saul chosen l?J' lot as kz'ng (sequel to 8). 

17. il!:J'jr.l,1] NebiSdmwtl: see on 7, 16. 

r8. 1::JJN] emphatic, as II r 2, 7. 
ti•~mSn] construed with n,::iSooil KaTa <J'VV(CTtv; cf. Jer. II, 2. 26, 2. 

19. bl'lNI] 'Andye' (emph.),-in spite of what I have done. 

G 2 
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c:i, .!)1t:l'lt:l tom, "iC'N] 'who is a saviour to you.' NVl after the relative 

sign, before a ptcp. or adj., as Gen. 9, 3 1n Nm "iC'N. Nu. 9, 13. 14, 

8. 27. 35, 31. Dt. 20, 20 nry N1n "IC'K. Jer. 27, 9· Hag. I, 9· Ruth 
4, 15 : similarly Ez. 43, I 9· So also in Aramaic, r,N ,., Dan. 7' I 7 ; 

and in Targg., as II 20, 19. 24, 17. Is. 42,181. 
1:, ,, l"lt:iNnl J ,:, with the direct narration, as 2, 1 6 MT. ( where see 

note). Several MSS. LXX, Pesh. Vulg. express N, (as 8, 19 MT., 12, 

12 MT.), in which case 1:, will, of course, = but. Either reading is 

admissible, but N' is more pointed and forcible. 
,u, 1)Ei, ,::i~•nn] Take your stand, present themselves: cf. Jos. 24, I. 

c:,1ri,N] not 'thousands' (EVV.), but tribal subdivisions, clans; cf. 

23, 23. Jud. 6, 15. Mic. 5, 2. 

20. -,::,~,] viz. by lot: cf. 14, 14 +. Jos. 7, 16-18. 

2 I. 1,~on] LXX adds Kat 1rpoa-ayova-t 'TTJII cpvA.~11 MaTTapt d,; /J.118pa<; 

i. e. tl11?~? 119~;:i nr::i!?~)?-n~ ::i17~1 ( see Jos. 7, 17 ), which is required 
by the sense. 

2 2. ~N tl'il iiy N:Jil] 'Is there still (i.e. besides ourselves) any one 
come hither?' The people are in despair; and they inquire whether 
there is yet any one amongst them, of whom they are not aware. 

LXX, however, have El lpxEmt b a¥~P wmv0a; and it is true, as We. 
remarks, that the answer ' Lo, he is hidden,' etc., agrees better with 
the question, 'Is the man come hither (t!!'NM tl'il N:in)?' than with 'Is 
there still a man come hither ? ' Of course, with t!l'~n, '1,.V must be 
omitted. There are several cases in MT. of an article having acci
dentally dropped out, some (e.g. 14, 32) being already noted by 
the Massorah (Och/ah we-Och/ah, No. 165; or the Mass. Magna on 

II 23, 9). 
tl1,:,n ,t-t J ,N, on account of the motion implied in N::in, : 'he hath 

hidden himself in among the baggage.' Cf. Jer. 4, 3b. 
24. tln1K":'}i1] When tin1N"i is coupled with the n interrog., the , is 

regularly doubled (as signified by the dagesh dirimens): so 17, 25. 
2 Ki. 6, 32: GK.§§ 22 8 (20h), 1001. 

7,t:in 1n1] The same formula as II 16, 16. 1 Ki. 1, 25 al. 

1 Comp., in Phoenician, Cooke, NSI. 27, 2 ••• r,i, NM C'N ( = Heb. N1 i1 ieiN 
, •, r,1~). And so also in Arabic (Qor. 2, 58. 43, 51) and Ethiopic (Gen.' 5, ·ai'. 
I.f, 2 etc,). 
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25. "l!:ll:l~J =' in a scroll,' in accordance with the principle explained 
on 1,4. So,withthesameword,Ex.17,14; Nu.5,23; Jer.32,10. 
Job 19, 23. Comp. GK. § 1268 ; and on 19, 13. 

'), m11J Ex. 16, 33 1 .. , 1l!l~ ihN n~ci1. 34. 

26. :,•n,-i] LXX vwl 8vvt5.p,£wv i.e. :,•nn •)l = the men of valour (see 

Jud. 21, 10). 1ll has accidentally fallen out: :,•n means not a mere 
'band of men' (AV.), but a military host-a sense that is not hem 
appropriate. :,•n Ill denotes not merely men of valour, but men 
morally brave, loyal, and honest (Ex. 18, 21. 25): here the :,1n 'll 
and the :,l1":,l 1ll of v. 2 7 stand in evident contrast to one another. 

27a. m] contemptim: cf. 21, 16. 1 Ki, 22, 27. 

nmo] of presents offered to a superior, as Jud. 3, 15. 2 Ki. 8, 8 f. 

10, 27b-1l, 13. (14.) 15. Saul' does as his hand finds' (9, 7), wins 

a success against the Ammonites, and is made lung at Gilgal o/ 
the people with acclamation (sequel to 9, 1-10, 16). 

27b. ~1,no:::, 1i1'1] MT. may to a certain extent be defended by the 
use of':::, i1'i1 in Gen. 19, 14b, 27, 12. Nu. II, I. II 4, 10, though it 
is found mostly in connexion with 'l'Yl, which justifies and explains 
the :::,, LXX join the words to II, 1, rendering ,cal qwlJ011 ~~ j,1.£TO. 

j,Lijvu i.e. tijhl,?,? 1;:i:1. This is preferable to MT. The combination 

of :::, with a prep. is most uncommon (see on 14, 14:): but it occurs 
with to in a phrase so remarkably similar to the present one as fully 

to justify it here: Gen. 38, 24 tl11!"1M ~~r,.:, WI and it came to pass 

after about three months. 

11, 1. iy:,, ~l'] The name t:ll' still clings to Wiidy Yabis, which 

falls into the Jordan from the East, 9 miles S. of Beth-shean : but the 
site of the ancient town itself is uncertain. Robinson and others have 

identified it with ed-Deir, on the S. side of Wady Yabis, 6 miles E. of 

the Jordan; but Mz'ryamzn, 2 miles NW. of ed-Deir, on the hills on the 
N. side of the Wady seems better to agree with Eusebius' description 

of it ( Onom. 268, 81 f.) as 7 miles from Pella, on the road leading 

to Gerasa (see DB. and EB. s. v.). 
2. h~tl] pointing forwards to ,,pJl: 'On condition of this will 

I conclude a covenant with you, on condition of the boring out to you,' 

etc.; so Gen. 34, 22. 42, 15. 33. Ex. 7, 17. Is. 27, 9. The :, of 
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reference, as Gen. 17, 10. 34, 22; Lev. 26, 5. 26; Dt. 23, 3b. 4b; 

I Ki. 14, I 3 (comp. on 2, 33): Lex. 512b (5 a). 
n1i:Jtot J n•iJ being understood, as 20, 16. 2 2, 8. 

ip,J] sc. 01-,pi,n: GK. § 144d, e, and on eh. 16, 4 (EVV. of course 

paraphrase). The same verb, also of boring out an eye, Pr. 30, 17, 

and (Pi.) Jud. 16, 21. 

n1nowi] The fem. suffix= it: see GK.§ 135P. 

3. 1b 9ii1] See on 15, 16. 
m1N Y't!'10 !'tot tltot1] The ptcp. in the protasis, as Gen. 24, 42 f., 

Jud. II, 9 al. (Tenses,§ 137). 

11,tot me~•,] ,tot N~ of going out to surrender, as Is. 36, 16 ''N ne~. 
2 Ki. 24, 12 (with :,y = ,tot). For ;\Ne' nl.'JJ, see on 9, 1. 

7. J ud. 19, 2 9 St-tie" S1.JJ ,:JJ nn,ei11 ••• n•o11,1:, nnm11. nm is 
to divide ~ joints, esp. for sacrifice, Lev. 1, 6. 1 Ki. 18, 23. 

ti•.::it-tSr.n] LXX ti•:JrbJ is better. 
im-e1] •intot is far more frequently said in such phrases: yet see 

12, 14; and Lex. 29b, 

•
0

• 'lnEl] the awe or terror o_f Yahweh: cf. Gen. 35, 5 (O•n;,t-t n121r:,). 
1N~"I] LXX l./3671uav, a mistranslation of IPY,t1: so Jud. 7, 23. 24. 

I 2, I ; and even for npvr, I 8, 2 3 : cf. av(/3671uav 2 Ki. 3, 2 I ; avt/371uav 

(corrupted from av(/3071uav), eh. 13, 4. Jud. 10, 17; &.vt/371 (cod. Al. 

6-v(/36-tJufv) for PP.f~1 14, 20. \j,~~1 is probably to be restored here, 
1N:ft1 having been suggested (Bu.) by the preceding N¥.\ 

'lntot e"N:J] a frequent expression: II 19, 15. Nu. 14, 15. Jud. 6, 16. 

20, 1. 8. I 1. Ezr. 3, 1 = Neh. 8, It. 

8. PIJ J now Ibzz'/;, r I miles SW. of Beth-shean, and just opposite to 

W. Yabis. 
i1'11i1' e"N1] e>1N construed collectively, as often in this and similar 

phrases, e.g. 9a.. 13, 6. 14, 22. q, 2 etc. 
9. 1iON"I] Read with LXX iON11. 

i-nnein] relief, deliverance: see on 14, 45 (i1Y1e>1). 

cnJ] Better, with Qre and 34 MSS., oh::p: cf. Gen. 18, I. II 4, 5. 

11. 11oyJ LXX, Pesh. express poy 1JJ, in agreement with the all 
but universal custom of the OT. writers 1

• Except once in poetry 

(i/t· 83, 8), the Ammonites are always known either as J10Y 'JJ, or 

1 Ni:ildeke, ZDMG. 1886, p. 171. 
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(rarely, and mostly late) t:l'Jioy. On the other hand, .:INio 'J.:11, 
p~os, ,,.:i never occur; t:l'"T~ •J::i occurs once, ifr. 137, 7. 

lYEl'l t:i•iNC!Ji1 1il'l] ' And it came to pass, as regards those that 
were left, that they were scattered.' An unusual construction : cf. 
however, 10, rr. II 2, 23: Tenses,§ 78 note; GK.§ rr6w. 

1 2. tl'C/JNi1 ,,n .... iONil 10 J ' Who is he that saith, Shall Saul 
reign over us? give up the men that we may slay them.' A particular 
case of the idiom which may be most simply illustrated by Jud. 7, 3 

::itj: i101 N~ 'l? ' Who is fearful and trembling ? let him return' etc. = 
'Whoso is fearful and trembling, let him return' etc. In this idiom 10 

invites attention to a person of a particular character, in order after
wards to prescribe what he is to do (or what is to be done to him), or 
to state how he will fare. As in the example quoted, by a slight 
change of form in the sentence, 10 may be represented by whoso: but 
it is really a. more expressive, less ordinary usage than that of whoso, 

whosoever in English. Other examples: Ex. 24, 14; 32, 33; Dt. 20, 

5. 6. 7. 8; Jud. 10, 18; Is. 50, 8 bis; Jer. 49, 19; and followed by 
an imperative, Ex. 32, 24 1pitlr1i1 .:lilT 10:, 'Who has gold? Strip it off 
you ! ' cf. 2 6 1:,N nw:, 'O ' Who is for Yahweh? (Come) to me l ' 

If· 34, 13 f.2 Comp. Lex. 56r g. 
u•~y 1:,01 :i1NC1] The seme of the words is indicated by the tone in 

which they are uttered-either affirmatively, in a tone of irony, or, 
more probably, interrogatively. So not unfrequently in Hebrew, as 
Gen. 27, 24 1J::l ilf i"lhN; I Ki. 1, 24; 21, 7 ,,:i,,o nl:!IYh nr,!) nnN 

:,t,iil:!11 :,y: eh. 21, 16. 22, 7. II 161 q. Comp. on 16, 4. 25, 1 I and 

II 11, 11; and GK. § 1506• 

13b, II 19, 23. 

15. t:i•o:it::1 J:l'nlt] So Ex. 24, 5. The words are in apposition, the 
second having the effect of specz'alz'zing the sense expressed by the 
first: Tenses, Appendix, § I 88. I; GK. § 131 b. 

1 Except once in late Hebrew, 2 Ch. 20, r. 
~ Not to be confused (as is done by Delitzsch on If,. 25, 12) with the use of 10 in 

If· 15, 1. 24, 8. 10. Is. 33, 14. 63, I where the answer to 10 is a substantive, not 
a verb, and describes the character of the person asked about. This usage is a figure 
peculiar to poetry, which, as the examples shew, is not the case with that explained 
in the text. 
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12. Samuel's farewell to the people (sequel to 7, 2-17; 8; 

10, 17-27a). 
12, I. Cf. for the phrases 8, 7. 22. It is evident that two accounts 

of the appointment of Saul as king, written from different points of 
view, though fitted together so as to supplement one another, have 
been combined in our present Book of Samuel. 9, 1-10, 16 (in 
which nothing is said of the unwillingness of Yahweh to grant a king) 
is continued by 10, 27b (LXX). r r, 1-13. 15 (note in particular the 
connexion between 10, 7 do that which thine hand shall find and I r, 
5 ff.) and eh. 13 : the sequel of eh. 8 on the other hand is ro, 17-_278 

and eh. 12. The former narrative, with its greater abundance of 
details, is the earlier and more original: the latter in its main elements 
exhibits literary affinities with the Hexateuchal source E 1, but it has 
probably in parts been expanded by a subsequent writer, whose style 
and point of view resemble those of the redaction of the Book of 
Judges, and to whom may be attributed, for instance, parts of eh. 12, 

especiaJiy the allusion in v. 12 to eh. I r (which is in fact a contra
diction, for the attack of Nalp.sh was not the occasion of the people's 
asking for a king). The verse I 1, LI, in the form in which it now 
appears seems intended to harmonize the two accounts, by repre
senting the ceremony at Gilgal as a renewal of Saul's appointment as 
king. The differences in style between the two narratives are very 
noticeable. 

2. 0:,1~~, ,,nno J used here in a neutral sense: see on 2, 30. 

3. 1r,\'.ll'1 , , • 1r,pe,y J The two words appear often in parallelism, as 
Dt. 28, 33. Am. 4, 1. i'iW is io, oppress, in particular by defrauding 
a labourer or dependent of his due. 

i:i , , , "1!l:J] ,~:, is the price of a life, the money offered for the life 
of a murdered man to appease a kinsman's wrath ( c£ DB. iii. r 2 9 ). 
The imposition of a i!l:J is permitted in the oldest legislation (Ex. 
21-23) in a particular case of homicide ( 21, 30); but as compensation 
for a murder (the Gk. 1ro1.v,j), the payment of it is (in the Priests' 
Code) strictly prohibited (Nu. 35, 31 ilt'N n'.lln ~~, ,~::i mpn NS, 

1 Budde, ZA TTY. 1888, pp. 231-236 (=Richter and Samuel, 1890, pp. 180-185), 
who, however (see the last paragraph on p. 248), does not claim to shew that the 
writer is identical with that of E. Comp. LOT. 167-168 (edd. 6-8, 177-178). 
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mo, l/1!-''"l Nl,i). In the sense of an equivalent for a life conceived as 
forfeited, it occurs if,. 49, 8. Is. 43, 3. In Am. 5, 12 the nobles of 
Samaria are denounced as i!lJ 1np,. This being the uniform usage 
of the word, it follows that what Samuel here repudiates is that he has 
ever as judge taken a money payment on condition of acquitting 

a murderer brought before him for justice. 

lJ 1l 1ll b1,l/Nl} 'that I might (Tenses, § 63) hide my eyes in it.' 
The sense of the metaphor is obvious: comp. b'l\ll n,c~ Gen. 20, 16. 

LXX, however, has ltO,auµa Kal u1r681Jf.1.U; fi1Toxpr81JTE KUT' lp.ou, xal. 

a,ro?lJuw vµw i.e. 1,?. UP, O~~Y,21 1~!!. The 'pair of sandals' is chosen 
by Amos (2, 6. 8, 6) as an example of a paltry article, for the sake of 

which the Israelite of his day would ' sell the poor: ' and Sir. 46, 19 
(in the praise of Samuel, with plain allusion to this passage), Kai ,rpo 
Katpov Kotµ'YJ<TEW'ii aiwvos l,reµa(JTVpaTO fraim KVpfov Kat XPt<TTOV Xp~µa-ra 

K«l EW'ii u1r081Jj.1.flT61V a,ro 'll"d.U7J'ii uapKb'ii OVK ei).rycf,a• Kal OVK £11£KrDl.£<T£11 

avr<i, tf.v0pw,ros, has been held to shew (as the author-see the Pro
logue-wrote in Hebrew and was conversant with the OT. in Hebrew) 
that the reading existed in his day not merely in the LXX, but in the 
Hebrew text of Samuel. The objection to this view is that '"l!l~ and 
b1,)ll do not agree very well together, and the sense required is 'or 

even a pair of sandals' (so Th.: und (waren es auch nur) ein Paar 

Schuhe ?), which is hardly expressed by the simple copula: it may be 
questioned also whether a pair of sandals (which is mentioned by 
Amos as something insignificant) would be a bribe likely to be offered 

to a judge. The recently recovered Heh. text of Ecclus. (see Strack's 
Die Spriiche Jesus', des Sohnes Sz'rachs, 1903) has the same reading 
(lJ my N' 011-t ,~, 1n(np, 1 )oo o,:im i!ll~); but neither this nor the 

LXX is proof that it was the original Heb. reading here. But 1.:;i 1lY, is 
a good antecedent to o~, :111!-'Nl; and Bu. may be right in supposing 

it to have fallen out after l.J 1) 1)1. o~, :111!-'~l] must mean, 'and I will restore it to you;' for 'and 

I will answer you' (We.) the classical expression would be :111!-'Nl 

'"lJ"l b~nN (e.g. Nu. 22, 8), with an accus. of the person, and omission 

of '"lJ"l only in poetry (as Job 13, 22), and in the late passage 2 Ch. 
I o, 16 ('"1J1 of 1 Ki. 1 2, 16 omitted). In another late book ,N :111!-'il 

occurs in the same sense: Est. 4, 13. I 5. Cf. Lex. 999h, 
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5. "10N1l] sc. "10lNn (on 16, 4). LXX, Pesh. Tg. Vg. would hardly 
render otherwise than by a plural, even though they read the verb 
in the singular: still the sing. is unusual: hence the note "11:JO 1ioN1l, 
i.e. l""it:IN'l is thought or supposed (to be the true reading). l"10~1l 
is also found in 19 MSS. In the Massoretic apparatus published 
by Jacob hen I;Iayyim in the large Rabbinical Bible edited by him 
in 1525, the note "11:JO occurs on about 190 passages 1• Dr. Ginsburg 
in The Massorah, ii. (1883), 324-327 (arranged by books), 327-329 
(arranged alphabetically), adding the r;1::io noted in other MSS., was 
able to raise the number to about 240; and now, he states ll, he has 
collected altogether as many as 350. According to the common 
opinion the note points to a conjectural reading', which might be 
expected, from analogy, or from the context, to occur, but does not 
occur actually in the Massoretic text: but some scholars 4 are of 
opinion that these notes refer to the readings of actual MSS., not 
indeed agreeing with the MT., but preferred by the author (or authors) 
of the notes in question. The two explanations are not inconsistent 
with each other; but if the latter be true, the value of the notes will 
be the greater, as many will then embody evidence as to the readings 
of Codices now no longer extant. Its probability, however, can only 
be tested by a systematic examination of all the ri•::io that occur, 
and estimate of their value in individual cases. Both Heh. MSS. and 
Versions not unfrequently (but not always) agree with the reading 
suggested by a i':JC: but this is not proof that manuscript authority 
is actually referred to by it. Examples: on Ex. 26, 31 nt:1v1 (in the 
Rabbinical Bibles) occurs the note nt:1yn r,1::ic '~, i.e. twice neiyn 

1 Only a section of these are noted in ordinary editions of the Hebrew Bible. 
The full Massoretic apparatus ( on other matters as well as on this) is contained 
only in the large Rabbinical Bibles. The notes relating to the l'i1::lC, published 
by Jacob hen ];layyim, are collected and explained, and the passages referred to 
given, in Frensdorff's Massoretlsches Wiirterbuch (1876), pp. 369-373. 

• Introduction ta the Hebrew Bible, 1897, pp. 193, 194 f. 
s See e.g. Elias Levita's Massoreth ha-Massi,reth (1538), in Dr. Ginsburg's 

edition (text and translation), London, 1867, pp. 225-227. 
• Ginsburg in the Transactions a/ the Society a/ Biblical Archaeology, 1877, 

p. 138, and Introd. to the Heb. Bible, 1897, p. 187 ff.: Gratz, Die Psalmen (1882), 
pp. u5-117; comp. Geiger, Urschrift (1857), p. 253 f. 
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would be expected for i1C'l/', and a reference is added to Ex. 25, 39• 
In both passages, the context would favour the second person ; and 
this is read in 26, 31 by 6 MSS. LXX, Pesh., and in 25, 39 by 3 MSS. 
Sam. and Pesh. (LXX omits). But each case must be examined 
upon its own merits: the correction suggested by the note is not 
always supported by the Versions, nor is it always in itself necessary 1. 
The note in many cases relates to the number of a verb: thus, where 
MT, has N::111, the pl. lN::111 is eight times suggested, where it has lN::i•, 

N.J' is fourteen times suggested 9• l"\~Nll for "ION1l, as here, is sug
gested eleven times besides (see the Rabb. Bibles on Jud. II, 15): 
viz. Ex. 14, 25. Nu. 32, 25. Jud. 8, 6. 11, 15. eh. 16, 4. 19, 22: 1 Ki. 
20, 3. 2 K.i. 9, I 1. Hos. 12, 9. Zech. 6, 7 8• The 1eader may examine 
these passages and consider in which of them the correction appears 
to him to be necessary 4

• The "11.JC must be carefully distinguished 
from the 1"\i' : in no case does it direct the suggested alternative to be 
subsh'luled in reading for that which is written in the text. It is true, 
however, as Ginsburg shews ", that a reading which by one School 
of Massorites is called a -;1::ic, is by another School sometimes called 

a Qr2 (as tll for il.J in Is. 30, 32), and that it may even be the 
recognized' Oriental' reading (as Nu. II, 21 c:i::i, for c:in,; 1 S. 18, 25 
tlN 1.:J for 1::i,-in both cases with the support of Western MSS.). 

List ofj1i'.JC in I-II Sam. as given in Ginsburg's Hebrew Bible (ed. r, r894) :
I r, 28 tll 6 (for tll1). So 2 Rabbinical quotations (Aptowitzer, II, p. 3). 

2, r3 (ed. 2, r9rr, and The Massorak, but not in ed. 1) IO for Z"l!t [7 MSS. 
De Rossi, I Baer (cod, Erf.). Pesh. Targ. read Z"lNO; see note ad loc.]. 

1 In some cases certainly the correction rests upon a false exegesis, as when i1::l 
for b is suggested in Ex, 4, 17; Dt. 24, 7: in other passages the opinions ;f 
commentators differ; Ez. 2, 9, for instance, Cornill accepts rl::l, Hitzig and Smend 
defend i::!. ' 

• See, on the passages, Frensdorff's note, p. 370 f. 
3 Only eleven passages are cited, though the number (elsewhere, as well as 

on Jud. II, 15) is stated as twelve. It is thought that Jud, II, 19 may be the 
omitted passage: see Frensdorff, l, c. p. 370. In the lists in Ginsburg's Massorah, 
ii. pp. 325, 328, the twelfth passage is given as Jos. 24, 21, 

• Comp. also the notes on many of the f'"\'.JC cited above.-On I 27, 6 it is said 

"\1:::,.0 j::l!t in Jer. 5, 2 for p,: so, probably rightly, 16 MSS., the St. Petersburg 
cod. of A.D. 9r6, and Pesh. 

• fntrod,, p. 187 ff. 
• Not in The Massorah. 
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2, 20 1 (ed. 2) Clt:iipr.:,';, for 1t:iipo1,. Soro MSS. 2+2 on marg., and Pesh. 
12, f,h \it:i~'\. So 18+ I (Appendix, De R.) MSS. LXX, Pesh. 

8 i1r.:>~:YO. So I MS. Ginsb., I Kennicott, and r Rabb. quotation. 
r6, 4 lif.)l!t'l. So c. 30 MSS., and 2 Rabb, quotations. 

4 Cl~~i1 1• So I MS. (Kenn.). 

20 n~~~ 1• No MS. 

18, 14 ~;; (for S:b). So 18 MSS., and many Rabb. quotations. 

25 CN •::i (for •::l). The Oriental reading. Also 9 MSS., and 3 Rabb. 
quotations, 

19, 10 ~t1ili1. 2 MSS. Gi., 3 Kenn. 
22 lir.:>N•l (2°). No MS. 

20, 8 Cl/ (for 1,y). 2 MSS. Kenn. (K. r54=G. )). 
25, 23 i1:Yil!t. So 7 MSS. 

27 i1N1:Ji1 1• So 25 + r (App.) MSS. The Orient. 'ii' (Baer, 105, II8). 

27, 6 r::i-Sl/ (for 1::iS). r MS. (Gi.). 
II 3, 22 11:!t:J 1• 2 MSS. Kenn. (K. 154=G. )). 

29 1,111 1• So 10 MSS. 
35 lN:J•l. 2 MSS. Kenn. 

6, II n1::i::i 1• No MS. 

13, 20 n•:J:J 1• No MS. 
14, 19 W' (for l!'N). 3 MSS. Kenn. 
17, 19 IE) (for ')E)). So ro MSS. 

18, 29 c11,l!'t] 1• So 15 MSS. DeR. (in 3 the i1 deleted)+3 Gi. 
19, 8 ON ,:;i· (for '::l). r MS. (Gi.). 

9 11:'t::111 (for N::l'l, sc. Ol/i1). I MS. Gi., 5 Kenn. 
22, 44 01f.)Y for 10l/ (!f. 18, 44 Cl)). So 4 MSS.+2 Gi., and LXX. 

6. i11i1'] LXX Map-rvs- Kvpws-= 1", iy, certainly rightly. 
i11!'l/] A difficult and anomalous use of i11!'J1. The explanation 

which is best in accordance with the general use of the verb is that 
of Keil : made Moses and Aaron to be what they were as leaders 
of men, the word being used not in a physical sense, but morally, of 
the position taken by them in history. (Ges. rendered constituit, 

appointed; but nwy has this sense only when it is followed by a word 

implying office or function, as to make priests, 1 Ki. r 2, 31 ; to make 

(or set up) 0 1.ll/,'1 :Jll!t 2 Ki. 2 1, 6: similarly II 15, 1 to establish chariots 
and horses.) 

7. i1t:iEll!'N] The Nif., properly reflexive, as ,no) to hiae oneself, 

acquires sometimes a reciprocal force, as t:,E)I!') to judge one another, 

1 Not in Tke Massorak. 
2 MSS. are cited from De Rossi, except where otherwise stated, 
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i.e. lo plead or dispute together in judgement; so n;,\) to set right one 

another, i.e. to argue or reason together (Is. 1, 18): r:im to counsel one 

another, i.e. to take counsel together (1 Ki. 12, 6 and often): cf. GK. 
§ 51d. 

11 Mlj:)i1 ,:, MN] LXX prefix Ka~ a,rayy(Aw fip,w = 0~? 1"111~~). 

t:l~C') is construed with an accus. in Ez. 17, 20 ,,310 be' il'l~ 1Mt:lDC')l 
1:l ,vr.:i "1C'N. But the construction is harsh ; and in all probability 
either ,,vr.:i:i (so 9 MSS.) or ,,vr.:i ,v (so I MS.) should be read in Ez., 

and here the words expressed by LXX should be supplied. '• n,p,1 
is, no doubt, a reminiscence of Jud. 5, II. 

8. li'Vl'l , , , "1C'N:J] as 6, 6b. 

o•,~] LXX add Kai tTa,rdvwrrcv af!Toti;; Aly1x1r'TO', = tl~'J.f~ o,~ll;l 
(not 0~1;i:;i~1 Th. We.: see Ex. 1, 12. Dt. 26, 6. II 7, 10 Hebrew and 

LXX). The words are needed on account of the following li'lll'l : 

a copyist's eye passed from the first 1Jli10 to the second. 

Ol:l1C'1l] expresses just what Moses and Aaron did not do. LXX 

KaTc§Kirrw, Pesh . .:>lo/, Vulg. collocavz'I = tl~•~'l (the subject being 
God). The unpointed O:le"l has been filled in wrongly in MT. 

9. i:,r.:,11] This figure is used first in the 'Song of Moses,' Dt. 32, 
30: and adopted thence by the Deuteronomic redactor of the Book 
of Judges, who uses it often in the frame-work into which he fits the 

narratives incorporated by him in his Book (Jud. 2, 14. 3, 8. 4, 2. 

10, 7 [rather differently in the older narrative 4, 9]). Chapters 7, 8, 
12 of I Sam. have affinities in style with the redactional elements 

of the Book of Judges. 
,,1n N:l1 ,e-] LXX express ,,1n ,,r.:i r:l1 N:l~ ,e-, which is more 

in accordance with Hebrew usage. 

10. "1tlN1l] Here, where li'Wl closely precedes, the sing. is corrected 
by the Massorah into the plural ('p l70Nll). 

11. l"1:l] No judge or deliverer of this name is elsewhere mentioned. 

Ewald regarded 1i:i as an abbreviation of l"l:lY Jud. 12, 13 ff.: but 
some better known hero is likely to have been referred to. LXX, 

Pesh. have P"l:l. Baraq, it is true, is mentioned in Judges before 
Gideon; but between Gideon and Jephthah no suitable name can be 

suggested: and the order in v. 9 is not chronological. Targ. and 

Jews explain of Samson, treating ji:l fancifully as= ri ):l. 
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Stm~w nt-tl] Pesh. and Lucian ;,wow nt-tl: probably a correction. 

The passage, of course, does not report the ipsissima verba of Samuel : 
the speech is the work of the narrator, and indeed, in this part, 

appears to have been expanded by a later editor, who has forgotten 
that it is Samuel himself who is speaking. The allusion is to the 

success narrated in eh. 7. 
nt:i::i] An accus., defining the state, 'in confidence, security:' GK. 

§ II8Q, So Dt. 12, 10; and in poetry Dt. 33, 28. Pr. r, 33 al.: but 

Mt;;)~~ is the usual expression (Lev. 25, 18. 19. Jud. 18, 7. 1 Ki. 

5, 5 al.). 
12. 1, l'"\OKnl] LXX, Pesh. omit 1,. •:::, t-t, = Nqy, but as 2, 16 

Qr~; II 16, 18. 24, 24 al. 
1 3. on,N~ '"\t'N onin::i ,~N] Cf. 8, 18 : ,Ne- is used of the request 

for a king in 8, 10. Nevertheless on,t-tw iwt-t appears here to be 
superfluous, and is probably to be omitted with LXX. 

on,~t:?J GK. §§ 44d, 64f. 

14. The whole verse consists of the protasis, ending with an aposio

pesis. (inN or) 1int-t iJli'1 = to follow after, as Ex. 23, 2. II 2, 10. 

1 Ki. 12, 20. 16, 21. Thenius is bold enough to affirm that '"\Ml:( il'il 

is 'not Hebrew,' and accordingly would insert 0 1::iS,n before ;r,t,t after 

LXX: not only, however, is this needless in itself, but, as We. remarks, 
the position of 7ropru6µevoi in the Greek shews that it merely represents 

a corruption of ti::i•n,t-t. 
15. ti::i::i ' 1 ,, nn•m] Cf. Ex. 9, 3. Dt. 2, 15. Jud. 2, 15. 
ti::i•nl:JN::ll J Since ' and against your fathers' gives an unsuitable 

sense, and the passages in which l means, or appears to mean, as 1 are 
dissimilar, there is no alternative but to accept LXX tl~:p?,;9~ in place 

1 In the formulation of proverbs, where the relation from which the comparison 
is deduced stands in the second place (rare): Job 5, 7 For. man is born to trouble 
and sparks fly upwards (i.e. both effects happen similarly); r 2, rr. More com
monly the opposite order is employed: Pr. 25, 25 Cold waters to a thirsty soul 
and good news from a far country; 26, 3. 9. 14 A door turns upon its hinges and 
a sluggard upon his bed; 27, 21: cf. ,j,. 19, 5 MT. (Lex. 253aj). Even supposing 
that the passage could, on other grounds, be treated as an example of the first 
of these usages, the same verb will be must obviously govern both clauses : the 
substitution of it was in the second clause destroys entirely the parallelism of idea 
upon which the idiom itself essentially depends. 
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of c.:iimJNJ' : the mention together of 'you ' and 'your king ' agrees 
both with v. 14 and v. 25h. MT. will be a lapsus calam,: perhaps 
due to a reminiscence of vv. 6-8. 

16. n~ll] 'is about to do.' The fut. ins/ans (on 3, II). 
17. n,,p] 'voices,' viz. of Yahweh, in accordance with the Hebrew 

conception of a thunderstorm (t. 18, 11-14): so Ex. 9, 23. 28 al.: 
cf. tfr. 29 throughout. 

,Nt:h] 111 regard to asking : in our idiom, 'in asking' ( though ~~F:;l 
would never be used in Heb.). So v. 19, and often, as 14, 33. Gen. 
18, 19. 2 S. 13, 16; cf. GK. § 114°. 

20. !JnN] emphatic: 'ye, indeed, have done this evil: only (1N) do 
not go further, and turn aside from Yahweh into idolatry.' 

21. 1.:i J Intrusive and meaningless: cf. the similar untranslatable IJ 

in 2 Ch. 22, 6 (2 Ki. 8, 29 rightly jt=i). The word is not represented 
in LXX. Ehrlich, however, remarks that 1"1nN ,,o is nowhere said; 
and suggests that 1::i may be a mutilated fragment of n~?,'~,-with -,,o, 

as Dt. rr, 28. 28, 14. 

,nnn] The primary idea of ,nn is difficult to seize; but probably 
the ideas associated with it were those of .formlessness, con.fusion, un

reality, emptiness: in the Versions it is mostly represented by Kev6v, 

olJUv, µ.,frawv, inane, vacuum, vanum. It thus denotes the formlessness 

of the primaeval earth (Gen. 1, 2 'and the earth was .formless and 
empty'), and of a land reduced to a formless chaos (Jer. 4, 23: cf. 
Is. 34, u),-in each of these passages being parallel to ~i1::l empHness: 

in Job 2 6, 7 (11"111 ,l) j1Ell i1~l) empty space; it then comes to mean 
empty, unsubstanfl"al, unreal, and is used of a groundless argument or 
consideration (Is. 29, 21 i''"!1 ~i1r-t~ ~Iii~), of moral unreality, or false
hood (Is. 59, 4 ,nn Sll IJ11:Jf), of something unsubstantial (Is. 40, 17 

,~ 1lt::lm li1Tl! c,~~t,?, 23 nc-11 ~i1r-l~ riN -~~if); and so here of idols; 

cf. Is. 41, 29 !Jil':10~ ,nn, n,, 'their molten images are wind and 

hollowness,' 44, 9 ~ni'l Cl~~- ~~~ '".'!f;, with 'profit not' in the following 
clause, exactly as here. See further Lex. s. v. 

,,11111 N' "1t::!N] Jeremiah's expressions are similar: 2, 8 N' 1"1nN 

1::i,n ,,111,1 (cf. v. II); 16, 19 , 11110 CJ j'Nl ,.:in; cf. also Is. 441 9. 10. 

5 7, 1 2-all of false gods or idols. 

22. ,mn lOt::!] Jos. 7, 9: also Jer. 44, 26. Ez. 36, 23. 
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,1N,i1] 'hath willed:' see on II 7, 29. 

23. 1:i~N] A casus pendens: cf. Gen. 2 4, 2 7. Is. 45, 12 b; GK. § 135g. 

Nl:)nO J The inf. after 1, il,1,n, expressing the act deprecated, is 

regularly construed with JO, Gen. 18, 25. 44, 7. eh. 26, I 1: not 
'Far be it (lit. Ad prefanum sit: see Lex.)from me that I should sin!' 
but 'Far be it for met so that I should not sin (lit. away from sinning).' ,,q~ is parallel with ~!:)Qt,?, and dependent like it upon 1, il,,,n. 

n:m~il 1ii] Comp. 2 Ki. 20, 13 :i,l:)i'l iO~ (but Is. 39, 2 )O~n 

:i,l:)n); Jer. 6, 20 :lll:)n mi', See above on 6, 18. But there is no 
reason why here we should not punctuate =J":}1~ (Kio. Bu. Sm. Now.; 
GK.§ 126x). 

24. ~Ni;] for~N7~, as Jos. 24, 14. if,. 34, 10. See GK.§ 75°0 • 

,iJil] the 'inwardly transitive' or 'internal' Hifil (GK. § 53d) 
hath shewn or exhibited greatness. With tl!;, as if,. 126, 2. 3. 

25. ,£ion] shall be swept away (not' consumed,' EVV.): cf. 26, 10. 

27, 1. Gen. 19, 15. Nu. 16, 26. 

13; 14. The Pht'listi'nes in the heart ef the Israelite country: Saul 

and Jonathan' s successes against them : concluding summary ef 
Saul's other wars, and notice if hz'sfamz1y (sequel to 9, 1-10, 16; 

10, 27b-1l, 15). 

13, 1. ,,N~ mt!I p] m~ r:i in accordance with Hebrew idiom can 
mean only a year old (Ex. 12, 5 and often). And so Lucian's recen
sion of LXX vUJ, EviaVTou :SaovA 1 ; Symm. ( with an explanatory w,;) 
VLO<; w<; EVtUl)(TLO<; j Targ. ,,o ,:i ,,~Cl r:i,n n1:i n1,, N~t!I i:l:J as a child 

a year old, in whom are no sins, was Saul when he became king ( !). 
In form, the verse is of the type followed regularly by the compiler 

of the Book of Kings in stating the age of a king at his accession, and 
the length of his reign (e.g. 1 Ki. 14, 21. 16, 11. 22, 42, etc.: similarly 

1 Explained by Theodoret (quoted in Field's Hexapla, ad loc.) in the sense 
of Symm. and the Targ. : Ilws VO'}Tfov .-6, u!os ,v,auTou :IaovA kv Tq, fforr,;>..e-.iELV 
o.lnOv; fo ~Vµµ.axos o'UTws E[i.&J«EV" vlOs ,r,,., (al. Ws) Evia6aws Ev -rr;; fJaa,AeUE,v aVTOv. 
A'};>..oi 3E TovTo T,)V d1rAOTl)Ta Tf/• fvxfi• ~v el x.•v l, :Iaov;>.. -/i11{1<a Tfjs flarr,;>..Ela, T1)v 
')(ElpoToviav eoi[aTo, Tav,-17 3E ou1< ,1rl :rrAEW'Tov lxp~rraTa, ICTA, On the version 
of Symmachus, as exhibiting the influence of currentJ ewish exegesis, see especially 
Geiger's essay on this translator in the Judische Z.itschrift, i. (Breslau, r862), 
p. 49 ff.; and cf. HExAPLA in the Diet. ef Christian Biography, iii. 20. 
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II 2, 10. 5, 4): no doubt therefore the number denoting Saul's age 
was originally intended to have a place between r:i and mt:1, although, 
for some reason, the text as it stands is deficient 1

• In clause b, also, 
o1Jt:1 1nw can hardly be correct: to say nothing of the fact that the 
history seems to require a longer period, t:l1JW 1nw(in spite of 01?i~ 1nt:1) 
is not said in Heb. for' two years:' we have indeed 01JW t:l:~9' II 2, ro. 
2 Ki. 2 r, r 9 ( = 2 Ch. 33, 2 I) t; but the regular expression is t:l;ci~~ 
(Gen. r r, ro. II 14, 28. r KL 15, 25. 16, 8 al.). If with Keil we 
suppose , 2 01,wy to have fallen out, the form of t:l1Jt:' inet must be 
supposed to have been altered, and we must restore, in accordance 
with usage, n~~ l:l;l39'1 01,wY. The entire verse is not represented 

in LXX, and it is quite possible that it is only a late insertion in the 
Hebrew text,-originally perhaps a marginal note due to one who 
desiderated in the case of Saul a record similar to that found in 
the case of subsequent kings. 

2. ?t-cit:11~ tl1tl?t:t nw,w] 'LXX, Syr. express men after 3000. 

1 Three or four MSS. of LXX read tol«l• Tptcl.1<ov1'G. haw: but in view of the age 
at which Jonathan, almost immediately after Saul's accession, appears, a higher 
figure s,ieems to be required. 

ll Not, as Keil writes,.:,, There is no ground for supposing (as is sometimes 
done) that in ancient times numerals were represented in Hebrew MSS. by the 
letters of the alphabet. If the numerals were not written in full, but express.ed by 
symbols, the ancient Hebrews, it is reasonable to suppose, would have adopted 
a system similar to that in use amongst their neighbours, found equally in 
Phoenician, Palmyrene, Nabataean, and Old Aramaic inscriptions, and used also 
in Syriac. This system may be seen exemplified in detail in Eating's Nabatdische 
Inschriften aus Arabien (1885), p. 96 f., in. the Table attached to Plate LXXIV 
of the Facsimilt:s of Manuscripts and Inscriptions (Oriental Series), published by 
the Palaeographical Society under the editorship of Professor W. Wright (London, 
1875-83), or in Lidzbarski, N0rdsem. Epigraphik (1898), p. 198 ff., and the 
Table at the end of his Atlas of Plates, These Tables shew in what manner 
symbols which at first sight appear distinct, are in reality connected with one 
another by intermediate links. The first ten numerals in Phoeuician are I, II, Ill, 
\Ill, 11111, 111111, \111111, 11111111, 111111111, -,; 20 is=: or H; 21 is I~ or 
IH; 30 is -,H; 40 is HH; 9ois -,HHHH, etc. The notation by means of 
letters of the alphabet is found ou Phoenician coins (but not the earliest), on the 
coins of Simon Maccabaens, and since mediaeval times has been in general, though 
not universal, use (not, for example, in the Epigraph of the St. Petersburg MS. of 
A.D, 916, or in the Epigraphs of many other MSS.). 
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Perhaps l:!''N has dropped out after .Cl'El'N on account of its resem

blance to 'e•10 in Stt'il:!'10' (Dr. Weir). 
~.:io::i] Michmas (Is. 10, 28), now Mu"l}mas (1980 ft.), was 2 miles 

NE. of Geba' (see the next note but one}, from which it was separated 

by the upper part of the valley, which a little lower down begins to 

have steep rocky sides, called now the Waqy ei-$uwenft (seep. 106). 

Stt·n1::i in] the hill-country of Bethel, now Beittn, 4½ miles NW. 
of Michmas. The road from Mul).mas makes an ascent of 900 ft. 

through D@r Diwan (2370 ft.) to Beitin (2890 ft.). 
J10 1JJ Ml)JlJ] Read ro'.l::t 31~]¥, as v. 16. G1'beah (see on 9, 1) 

was the modern Tell el-Ft2l, 3 miles N. of Jerusalem: Geba• (which 
Is. 10, 29 shews was distinct) was the modern Jeba' (2220 ft.), on 
the south side of the Pass of Michmas ( I 3, I 6. I 4, 5), 3 miles NE. 
of Gibeah ; and the two places, owing to the similarity of their names, 

are several times confused in MT. flO'.lJ ll~ recurs I Ki. 15, 22. 

3. ::111.l] See on 10, 5. 
!)JlJl] Read with LXX, Targ., il~1~~: see 10, 10 (cf. 6). 

C11Jl)il ll/r.ll:!'1] Let the Hebrews hear I viz. the news, and the order, 
implied in the proclamation, to come and join Saul in the war, which 

of course must now follow. V. 4 then describes how the report spread 

among the people, and induced them to respond to Saul's invitation. 
But t:l1'iJl/il is strange in Saul's mouth: and LXX express ~lltf ~ 'ibN.~ 

C11J!)il 'saying, The Hebrews have revolted' (2 Ki. 1, 1). This, if 

correct, will of course be in its proper place after r:i1nei,ti ,:t/r.ll:!"'l in a, 

and Y'iNil ,::i::i 1Dll:!'::I v~n ,iNl:!'l will connect, and connect well, with 

v. 4 (see Jud. 6, 34b). So substantially We., who, however, instead 
of assuming a transposition of the words from clause a, regards their 

incorrect position as indicating that originally they were a marginal 
gloss. This conclusion, however, is not necessary (Sm. Bu. Now.). 

4. '::i l:!'NJ.l J lit. maqe ilseif malodorous against ( = was in bad odour 
with): so II 10, 6; sq. MN (with, i.e. towards) II 16, 21. 

5. C'l:!''I:!'] The number of chariots is disproportionately large: no 
doubt t:l~~tf is an error for nt,ip (so LXX (Luc.) and Pesh.). 

'll ,,n:i] Jos. 11, 4. Jud. 7, 12. 

:ii,] in regard to muchness: ,, as often, introducing the terfium 

comparaHonis (Lex. 514 e, b); cf. Gen. 41, 19. Ex. 24, 10. 
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,~v,,] from the low-lying Philistine plain; presumably up the Vale 
(poll) of Aijalon, past the two Beth-}_iorons (on v. 18}, and across the 
elevated plateau on which Bethel stands (G. A. Smith, H. G. 250 ; 

cf. 251, 210 f., 291). 
;,N•n1:i noip] Beth-aven was W. (NW.: see the Map} of Michmas, 

near Ai, E. (SE.) of Bethel (Jos. 7, 2), and the N. border of Judah ran 
up from it to Bethel Qos. 18, 12 f.); but its exact site is not known. 

6. ,Ni] the plur. after the collective 1:11~ is in itself unexceptionable 

(Jud. 9, 55. 15, 10. 20, 17. 20b. 33. 36b. 48. 2 S. 20, 2b: but LXX 
have the sing. in 9, 55. 20, 33. 36h. 2 S. 20, 2h); but LXX ,Wev 
presupposes i1N1, and this is supported by the following ,~ iy. The 

st'ng. after the collective is also very common: Jud. 7, 23. 24b. 12, 1. 

20, 20a. 41 (/er). 21, r. 1 S. 14, 24. 17, 25 al. (but LXX have the plur. 
in Jud. 7, 23. 20, 20a. 41, second and third times). 

tl'n,n:i,] Thistles (2 Ki. 14, 9) are unsuitable: read with Ewald 
(Hz'st. iii. 44 [E.T. 31 ]}, Th. We. etc. tl'jlM~~, as 14, 11. Caves 
abound in the rocky sides of the lower part of Wady e~-i;!uwenit. 

tl'M'1Y] Only besides in Jud. 9, 46. 49, of some part of the temple 
of n1,:i ~~, in which the Shechemites took refuge, and which was 
burnt upon them, though what part precisely-is not dear. In Arabic 

~ means a tower or lofty but'lding (Qor. 40, 38), ~~ (with I.I"') 
a narrow excavatt'on far the bo<fy al the bottom ef a grave (Moore,judges, 

p. 266} 1 : the former suggests an idea which is here not probable; 

but if IJ'7¥ had some less special sense than ~t'~' such as under

ground cavity, it would suit at least this passage. 
7a. tl'1:ll/'I] We.'s objections to tl11:Jl,I are well-founded. The word 

does not express 'some of the Hebrews;' and as v. 7 carries on the 
thought of v. 6, there is no ground for the repe!z"kon of the subject 
tl 11:ll1, and its emphatic position before the verb : a verb coordinate 

1 Also used similarly in the Nabataean Inscriptions (Barth, AJSL. July, 97, 
273) found at Mada1n-~ali~ by Mr. Doughty (No. 8, lines 4, 5), and (re-)edited 
by Euting, Nabataische lnschriften (1885), of a sepulchral chamber: see No. 15 

(=Cooke, NSI. No. 91), line 4 np;,n, ~n1,1, t,t1£).:) jO ril"\ rl"\Sl"\ i1C).:)C)1t,t~, 
t-t1nm t,tn:io t,t,n" IO 'and to Arisoxe belong two-thirds of the tomb, and the 
sepulchral chamber; and her share in the niches is the east side, with the niches 
there,' etc.; with Noldeke's note, p. 55. See also Cooke, No. 94, r (from Petra). 

H2 
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with lN.lMli'l v. 6 is what would be expected. For 11.ll/ t:1•1:ll/1 

ri,1,1-nN he conjectures accordingly, with but slight changes, 1i:ll1' 

ji11n liiif-¥Q 'and they passed over the fords if Jordan.' This is 
a decided improvement, except that n.ll/1 should be 11:ll/11. This, 
however, lessens the similarity to 1:111:im: hence KJo.'s clever suggestion 
::n tl~ for t:J11:im is probably best: 'and muck people passed over 
Jordan' (so Bu. Sm.). For the frequent confusion of :land O in old 
Heb. MSS., see Introd., § 5. 2. 

7h-158 • First refeclt'on if Saul at Gz'lgal (comp. 10, 8). 

7b. ,l,l.:1] See 10, 8. 
111nN ,i,n] pregnantly (cf. n~,;,, ,,n 16, 4, ,N 'n Gen. 42, 28)= 

fallowed kim tremblz'ng. We. conjectured plausibly 1'1!:J~I?., which is 
also expressed by Luc. (chro &rur0w a~ov): trembled.from after him= 
forsook him trembling: so Now. Dh. Bu., however, prefers MT., 
pointing out that 11inNo is tautologous with Sb. 

8. ,n111 J The Kt. is '''.;i:~l (Nif.) as Gen. 8, r 2 (not the Pt'el 'tl~;l, 
which is confined to poetry). The Qre is ?!)i~ (Hi_/.), as 10, 8; 

II 18, 14. 
,Nio~ ,~t-c] ~l~? is good Aramaic, but ,NlO~ ,tt>N is not 

good Hebrew, in the sense ' of Samuel.' A verb has dropped out. 
i~: or iir, (see II 20, 5) is suggested by Ges. (Lg. p. 851) and Keil: 
i~"! (Gen. 21, 2) or iQ~ (ib. 22, 2b), the latter of which might easily 
fall out after it.:IN, is expressed by LXX, Targ. : but the word 
which might drop out most readily is tl~ (see Ex. 9, 5) before ,NlO~ 

(so 5 MSS.); so also Dr. Weir. Comp. Ew. § 292b note. 

r!:l11] The Hif. of r,El is always causative, except here, Ex. 5, 12. 
Job 38, 24. Probably Qal should be read each time, i.e. here r~~l. 

11,vo] from beside, from with: so 2 Ki. 25, 5 with the same verb. 
Cf. 28, 14/ootnote; Lex. 7598 • 

II. •.:> J recitaft"vum : see on 2, 16. 

r~~] Nif. from r~~. which does not occur, but is assumed to be 
a parallel form of r~e: GK. § 67dd. But probably rb~ (Nif. from the 
ordinary form, ri!:l) should be read. Notice the emph. nn~,. 

~r.,.:>o] not at Michmas (on 1, 24), but to Michmas, t:11!:lt:lN~ im
plying motion. 
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12. 1i;1J Gilgal (10, 8) being in the Jordan-valley, some 2600 ft. 
below Michmas (vv. 5. 11). 

i'~~ti~l] GK. § 54k. 
13. nm1 1,:;J nr,31 1,:; as a rule introduces the apodosis after,, (e.g. 

Nu. 22, 29: Tenses, § 144), mw having the force of in that case: and 
hence Hitzig, We. Bu. etc. would point here l'1310t:? N~ (so II 18, 12; 

19, 7) for l'1310e' t6. This is preferable, though not perhaps necessary; 

for iltil,' might presumably refer to a condition implz'ed, without being 
actually expressed. Cf. Ex. 9, 15 where, though the context is 
differently worded, ill'1l1 equally refers to a condition which must be 
inferred from v. 14: 'For in that case (viz. if such had not been 
my purpose), I should have put forth my hand, and smitten thee 

and thy people,' etc.; and Job 3, 13. 
,N] = ,31, which would be more usual: comp. 2, 34. 3, 12. 5, 4. 6. 

6, 15. 14, 34 (contrast 33). 16, 13 (contrast 10, 6). 23 (16 ,y). 17, 3. 51. 

18, 10. 19, 9. 16. 20, 25 (by the side of ,31). 22, 13 (8 ,11). 27, 10 

(,N after ~31 twice). II 2, 9 (thrice ~N followed by thrice ~l,' in the same 
sentence), 6, 3. 8, 7 etc.: 20, 23a (23b and 8, 16 ,31). 24, 4. So 
sometimes in other books, esp. in Jeremiah. Cf. Lex. 41a. 

,31 where ,N would be more usual is less common: but see on 1, 10 

and add II 14, 1. 17, 11. 

14. 1.:i.:i,::i l:"'N] So Jer. 3, 15t, of the ideal rulers of the future: 
i.:i,, 0131; o:;, inm,. 

15. ,3111] See on v. I 2; and cf. Jud. 2, 1. After ,~,m 10 something 
appears to have dropped out of the narrative. In v. 4 Saul is at 
Gilgal, and remains there during the scene 9-14; in v. 16 he appears 
suddenly abiding (.:ie-,1) at Gibeah. A clause describing his departure 
from Gilgal and arrival at Gibeah is thus desiderated. LXX has such 
a clause, continuing, viz. after ,~,)i"I )0 [ 1 Ek M<w avrnv 1, Kat T6 Kan; .• 

Aip,p.-a TOV Ao.au avt/3-ri mr[uw laov,\ El-. a1TCtVT'YJ<rlV lnduw TOV Aaov TOV 

7rOA.E/U<rTOV, av-rwv 1rapay~opivwv lK l'a>..ya,\wv J d-. I'af3aa B~ia,unv, 

KTA. This may be accepted in substance, though not quite in the 
form in which it here appears. (1) ~,,, following, as it would do ,3111, 

1 These words do not stand in Tisch.'s text, but they form part of the text of B, 
and are printed in Dr. Swete's edition. We.'s conjectnre, therefore (made in 
1871), that' Eis oBov a{,-rov has probably fallen out,' is entirely confirmed. 
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would give rise to a phrase not in use (i:ii"T' 1,1, is always said). 
(2) ,is a'lTctllTI)CTLV &rr{uw represents a non-Hebraic combination (though 
adopted, without misgiving, by Th.). (3) aln-wv 'lTapay., if it repre
sents, as it seems to do, 01~~ CiJ must be followed by "TPEl ,iNWl, not 
as MT. by ,1N1:1 "TPEl11 (so always: see Tenses, § 169). The following 
text will satisfy the conditions of Hebrew style: ,1111 ,N'1:i~ op,, 
['~t~ or] 0~1 nN"Ji?~ ,~N~ 11r;tt M?.V c.vo il).;1 : \::!71? :J~.:1.] ,~,lrrro 
,~, r1:i1J:l nl/:JJ ['~?~iJ ~ ,tt:i.~1 i1~0?~~- The omission in MT. is 
evidently due to the recurrence of ,l,Jn·)O. 

16. The Philistines had expelled Saul from Michmas (v. 5b; cf. 
v. 2), and he had retired to Geba', where Jonathan already was (v. 2). 

17. n1n~,] So 14, 15. Probably a technical expression, denoting 
(ZA W. 1907, 59) the part of an army employed in ravaging and 
destruction: cf. esp. Jer. 22, 7 (cutting down trees); also 46, 22. 

Ez. 9, 1b. 21, 36. Ew. (Hist. iii. 33n.) compared~i, ofa body o.f 
rafriers (Lane, 2307). 

tl'~Ni nw,w] as three columns, an accus. defining the manner in 
which n1n~on issued forth: Ew. § 2 7 9c; GK. § 118Q, Cf. 2 Ki. 5, 2 
tl1"T1"Tl iN~' tliNi came out as marauding bands. 

"TMN] the numeral without the art., being definite in itself: see GK. 
§§ 1261, 1341; and cf. on 1, 2. Notice the frequentative mEl•. 

i1i!)ll] According to Jerome, 'Ophra was 5 miles E. of Bethel, 
whence it has been generally identified with e/-'!'aiyibeh (2850 ft.), 
4 miles NE. of Bethel (2890 ft.), and 5 miles to the N. of Michmas 
(1980 ft.). Cf. Jos. 18, 23; and on II 13, 23. 

'Jl'W }'"IN] LXX lwyru\. Unknown. 
18. Upper Beth-4oron, now Bet-'ar el-flilpa ( 2020 ft.), was 10 miles, 

as the crow flies, W. of Michmas. Lower Beth-l]oron, now Bet-''11,r 
et-ta~ta (1310 ft.), was 1¾ miles WNW. of Upper Beth-}.toron. The 
'way• to Beth-l_ioron from Michmas would be to the NW., past 
D~r Diwan (2370 ft.), up to Bethel (2890 ft.,-900 ft. above 
Michmas), and then on to the west. 

,illii] The north border of Benjamin ran up from Jericho to 

1 non,on (•~Jli't or) tl31 is a phrase that occurs in Joshua, but not elsewhere in 
I-II Sam. This, however, is not decisive against its originality here. 
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near Ramah (on 10, 2); so it would pass, presumably, near Michmas1. 
But ,,, 'the way to,' suggests a particular place, not a line ; and 
i:ipt,.m (that leans out over: see Nu. 21, 20. 23, 28) would be more 
naturally said of a height than of a border. LXX ra/3££ points to 
n3p~iJ 'the hill' (not the place of that name); and this ought pro

bably to be read, with n~P,F~D for t:\Pl!-'~n. The ' wilderness' meant 
will be that consisting of the hills and wadys sloping down eastwards 

into the Jordan-valley (see the next note): cf. Jud. 20, 4 7 'into the 

wilderness, to the crag of Rimmon' (3½ miles N. of Michmas). 
t:1'Y:l':li1 'J] the Ravine o.f the Hyaenas. The Wady e~-~uwenit 

(see on v. 2), at about 5 miles below Michmas, on the SE., runs into 

W. Farah, and 2 or 3 miles below the point of juncture, there is a 

valley called Waqy Abu-J)aba', running from the SW. into W. Farah. 
This, however, seems an insignificant valley: perhaps (Buhl, Geogr. 98) 

t:l'l/:l':l 1~ was the ancient name of W. Farah itself (which to the east 
of this point is now known as W. ~elt). There is a road, about 
2 miles north of W. Farah (see the large PEF. Map), leading straight 
down from Michmas into the Jordan-valley, which may be the road 

here meant. The 31:u (or rather i1l/:U) may have been a hill near this 
road, overlooking W. Farah or W. ~elt. Cf. H. G. p. 291 n. 

19. t-tmi] frequentative, just as (e.g.) Gen. 31, 39. 
, , , lD .,t.:lN 1::,J the same idiom, implying always that steps are 

taken to prevent what is feared from taking place1 27, u. Gen. 31, 31 

(comp. 26, 7). 42, 4. Ex. 13, 17. ifr. 38, I7 al. 

"1t.:)N] Qre iit.:lN. See Ochlah we-Och/ah, No. u9 2, where eighteen 

cases of an omitted , at the end of a word are enumerated, several 

(e.g. Jud. 21, 20. 1 Ki. 12, 7) similar to this. See further in the 
Introduction, p. !xii f. 

20. ~,7,~_1] Point rather, with Klo., in1,:1, with a freq. force (on 

1, 3), in agreement with Nm" v. 19, and nr,1m v. 21. 

c•r,t:i:>Eln] 'LXX dr; ,0v &).).ocf,vAwv. Ought we not to read :>M 

t:11rit:i:>Eli1 (from %iii!'') or possibly [so Bu. Sm.] i1f7~?' (Dr. Weir.) 

1 2 Ki. 23, 8 'from Geba' to Beer-sheba' implies that Geba' was on the N. border 
of the Southern Kingdom; cf. Zech. 14, 10. 

3 Or, in the Rabbinical Bibles, the Mass. magna on I Ki. I, r, or the Final 
Massorah, letter l, No. 18. 
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iri~.Q~] LXX render this by 3pfravov, Pesh. by~ (ox-goad), 
both words being used in v. 2r to represent 1.::ni11. Probably, there
fore, l).:Jii should be read here for ~ri~.Q~. The two verses will then 

agree in the implements enumerated ; and the repetition of almost 
the same word (iri~zy;,, ir-ir"JQ~) in one and the same verse will be 

avoided. Symm. 3[K£AAa, ma/lock (so EVV.). 
2 1. l:l1El l'li11Elil J These words are hopelessly corrupt. They are 

rendered conventionally bluntness ef edges: but ( 1) the plur. of 11£) 

is elsewhere f'll1El; (2) the meaning bluntness, viewed in the light of 
the sense which the root ilrS elsewhere expresses, is extremely doubt
ful 1; (3) the construction is grammatically inexplicable (i1i1Jr!:lil for 
f'li'lrEl). 0 1~,:i i 11~0 (inf. Hif. with the force of a noun-rather i 1~~tl, 
Ew. § r56c), suggested by Keil, would lessen the grammatical anomaly, 
but does not really remove the difficulty which the words present. 
LXX l> TPVYTJT6c; for i1i1::t!:lil presupposes almost the same word {i1::tJi1); 

but their rendering of the clause Kal ~v & TpvyrJT(Jf; frmµ.oc; Tov 6£pa;,nv 

supplies no basis for a satisfactory restoration of the text. AV. file 

is derived immediately from the Jewish commentators, Rashi, and 
David Kimchi: its ultimate source is merely the conjectural rendering 
of Targ. Pesh. (N~1!m:,). 

llt!-''i' t:1,~1] Another crux. jlt!!'i' occurs in the Targ. of Qoh. 
12, 11 (= Heb. ni.i??¥'~): but possibly it may be only borrowed 
from the present passage : it is not cited as occurring elsewhere 
in Aramaic, or post-Bibi. Hebrew. Still the root (see Levy) has in 
Aramaic the sense of being thin (hence Nu. 7, 13 Ps.-Jon. a silver 
charger t:1~,p Ni,1~, of thin plate), so there remains the possibility 
that jlt!l'i' may have been in use to denote a .fine poz'nt. In that case 
jlt!-''i' t:1,t:1 will be a sort of compound = tridens. But such a com
pound in Hebrew is by no means free of suspicion; and we expect 
naturally to find a reference to the same implements that are named 
v. 20. LXX saw in the words the high price which the Philistines 

1 The combination of iltEl with fa to cleave, hence as applied to a sword, to 

hack, ).1J • & : - a hacked i.e. blunted sword (Schultens, Opp. Mi'n., p. 168), 
is altogether questionable, the interchange of consonants being against rule (i::iE) 

should correspond to an Arabic~, not fa ; see the list of examples in Tenses, 
Appendix, § 178). 
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exacted for sharpening the tools of the Hebrews : -ra 8£ CTK£,;11 ( = tl'11~ 

in v. 20) ~v -rp£'i, cr[KAot d, -r<>v o86v-ra, i.e. lW? Cl~~~~ n~,~~. This 
reading will of course presuppose that the corrupt words tJIEl n,1~e:in 

expressed originally the idea of sharpening:-' And sharpening used 
to be obtained for the mattocks and for the coulters at three shekels 

a tooth,' etc. But t::i•r,~ and n,e'ino are not constructed with teeth : 
and the price stated appears to be incredibly high. 

: li;7~iJ (Bomberg, Ginsb. Kit.)] : l~'})iJ (Baer, with Qiml}i, p. 99 ). 

The;! is peculiar; but in spite of the following :i (not ::l), dor-, not da-r8, 

is intended: GK. § 9v. On the form, GK. § 85n; Stade,§ 52a; and 

comp. 1~7~ qorbhan Ez. 40, 43 (Baer, Gi. Kit.); l'1~tt Est. 8, 6 (st. c.). 
22. nim] W'l would be expected (cf. on 1, 12); and perhaps iW'l1 is 

an error for it, due to the preceding nrw,,. 
1'\0M?O J the form is cstr. Probably vtl:lO should follow; so LXX. 
23. The garrison of the Philistines moved from Michmas itself 

(v. 16) to the 'Pass of Michmas,' i.e. to the point on the north edge of 
W. e~-~uw~nit, where the ' pass' across (not down) the Wady began 
(see the Map; and cf. on 14, 5). 

:im J LXX {nr6CTTacris, attempting, no doubt, to render etymologically. 
However, v1r6CTTacris was used by Sophocles in the sense of b,[8pa 

(Hatch, Essays in Biblical Greek, 1889, p. 88). 

14, r. t::ii1n 1;,1iJ See on 11 4. 
t?n i:Jl,'O J 'off-i.e. on; see the note on v. 4-thz's side-across 

(or this opposite side}.' t~[I this recurs 17, 26; 20, 19 LXX; Jud. 

6, 20; 2 Ki. 4, 25; 23, 17; Zech. 2, 8; Dan. 8, 16t: cf. i'lJ,~iJ Gen. 

24, 65; 37, 19t; ~t]'O Ez. 36, 35t. All are akin to the common 

Arabic 1.5~\ who, which (Lex. 229b: Wright, Arab. Gramm. i, § 347; 
Compar. Gramm., p. 117). Everywhere else, however, the noun to 
which t?n is attached has the art.: hence (Bu.) we ought perhaps to 

read either l~[I ,*;I?. ( cf. v. 4 ), or l~iJ i?~iJ i1V.I? 'across this pass.' 

2. :ir.:i,1] was abiding,-at the time. Notice the ptcp. 

i'l~i':I] 'at the outski"rts (lit. extremi'{y) of:' so 9, 27. Nu. 11, 1. 20, 

16 al. It is a pity that the obscure archaism ' in the uttermost part 
of' has been retained in RV. 

ill,':JJi1].Read l,':IJ: see 131 r6; and cf. 14, 5. 
4. n,,:pyr.inJ the form is absolute Uos. 2, 7), not (Sm.) construct. 
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'li iJynr., J iJy = side, as v. 40. Ex. 32, 15 1:m1iJl) 1JC'O on their 

two st'des. 10, as constantly, in defining position, lit. off,-in our idiom, 
from a different point of view, on (Lex. 578b). nro , • , i1TO the 
repetition has the effect of placing the two identical words in contrast 
with each other: hence they acquire the sense 'off here • . . off 
there.' So often, as 17, 3; 23, 26 nro inn ,~.,. nro inn i~t?
II 2, 13; Nu. 22, 24 l'lTO iil, nro iil. 32, 19 '; and similarly (in 
Ezek. only) na,;, ••• ne,;, (Ez. 40, I O al.) ; and in analogous expressions 
( e.g. i1t, , , nr =hie . .. z'lle). Render, then, 'on the side, off here •.. , 
on the side, off there • = 'on the one side ... , on the other side.' 

5. LXX 686,; can only be a corruption of &3ov,; (cf. in v. 4 the 
second version Kal. o8ov,; -zrfrpa,; lK rovrov): hence the Gk. text here 
must have sustained a double corruption; first, o8oto,; must have been 
changed (by accident or design) into M6s, and then the genders must 
have been altered designedly to agree with it. With /!;i, cf. the Fr. dent, 

of a pointed rock, or mountain top (as in 'Les Dents du Midi,' 
opposite to Montreux). 

On the Pass of Michmas, see especially Dalman's artieles, ZDPV. xxvii. (1904), 
161 ff., xxviii. 161 ff. (with several corrections of the first), containing minute 
descriptions of the position of J eba' and Michmas, of the Pass, and other subordinate 
routes, between them, and of Wady e~-~uwenit 2, In these articles Da1man places 
B,n;ef and Senelt at d, c on the Map, where the sides of the Wady begin to be 
steep, but are not yet as precipitous as they become further down the valley. 
Now, however (Palas#na-Jaltrbuclt, r9u, p. I2), be places Bo,i:e,i: more than 
a mile further down the Wady, at el-Qo!n et-talJ,tiini (see the Map, Plate V at the 
end of ZDPV. xxviii),-i. e. the • Lower fortress,' a block of hermits' caves with 
windows in the cliffs,-at the NW. end of a gully running into the Wady on 
the N.; and Seneh at the peak f!urnet Chai/et el-.Efa)'y, on the opposite side of 
the Wady, supposing the Philistine post to have been at el-ilfe'ljamek, nearly 
a mile SE. of el-Mi]i:tara. At the mouth of W. Rahab-seemingly close by 
el-l;Io~n et-ta\itani-there is (Rawnsley, PEFQS. 1879, 122 = PEF. Memoirs, 
iii. 142) 'a tooth of rock that, like a tower on a bracket, hangs in mid air at the 
angle of the r~ff;' and Conder (PEFQS. 188r, 253; cf. T. W. 255 f.) 
supposes Jonathan to have climbed up the rocks near here. Dalman now agrees 
with Rawnsley in making him climb up a gully a little further to the S., viz. W. 
Abu Ja'd ( = Rawnsley's Sh'ab el-Huti, i.e. Slte'b el-Qu{i: ZDPV. xxviii. 167): 
but d, c would seem to suit the terms of 13, 23. 14, 5 better than either of these 
suggested sites. See further the Addenda. 

1 Comp. the writer's Deuteronomy, p. xliii note. 
2 Properlyes-Suwmft ('of the little acacias'), but pronounced now (Dalm. ZDPV. 

xxviii. 1621 cf. 174) ef•Jwent(. For a fuller description of the Wady, see ibid. 161 ff, 
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a, b. Bo~ef and Seneh, according to Robinson. 

c, d. Bofef and Seneh, according to Dalman in 
1904. (Dalman now places them a mile further 
down Wady e~-!'?uwenit, to the SE.: see above, 
p. 106.) 

e, g, g, g. Present route between Jeba' and 
Michmas for ·passengers with animals. 

e, f, e. Shorter route for foot-passengers . 

f. Steep descent into Wady el-Medineh (the 
'Wady of the City,' i.e. leading to Jerusalem) . 

r. Ras el-Wady ( ' Head of the Wady' c~
~uwen1t). 

(Reproduced , by permission, from Plate VI, at 
the end of Z D MG. xxvii, with slight corrections 
made in accordance with ZDMG. xxviii. 161 ff. 
revision. ) 

THE PASS ·of MICHMAS to Beitin 

English Miles 0 2 



i'''lO] was fixed firmly, or was a pillar ( 2, 8). But the word seems 
superfluous (contrast clause b); and it is probably only a corrupt 

anticipation of f!El~r.l. 
,ir.i] in front of, on the same side with: Jos. 8, 33 zit front of the 

two mountains; Ex. 18, 19 tit front ef God, i.e. representing Him. 

See W. A. Wright, in the journal of Philology, xiii. n7-120. 

6 resumes v. 1, after the intervening parenthetical particulars. 
il~ll'] il~ is used here absolutely, in the full and pregnant sense 

which it sometimes has, esp. in poetry: 1 Ki. 8, 32 l"l'~ll' and act, 
Jer. 14, 7 10~ llir.l' ili;:-'P,, if;. 22, 32 ile'll ,.::,, 37, 5 al. {Lex. 794a 4). Jud. 
2, 7, which has been compared, is quite different: il~ll there has an 
object, ie'l:t, referring back to ;,m, nc,yr., ,.::i. 

"lWllr.l J Not as "'11'3' 9, 17 ; but in the sense of constraint, difficulty: 
'There is no difficulty to Yahweh, in regard to saving (either) with 

many or with few.' Cf. for the thought 2 Ch. 14, 10. I Mace. 3, 18 

(cited by Th.). 

7. ,, il~l] The reflexive ,,, as elsewhere (e.g. Dt. 1, 7. 40), with 

verbs of motion. A difficulty in MT. arises however from the use of 
il~l; for in II 2, 21 1,1:tr.i~ ,ll 11:t jl"t'.l1 ,ll ,, nm it preserves its usual 
force of inclzite, which here seems not to be suitable. LXX express 
i~ n~:, 1:::i:1S iC/1:t ,.::i il~ll do all unto wkz"ch thine heart (i.e. mind) 

incHneth: cf. il~l with :::i, J ud. 9, 3. I Ki. JI, 9. 

1:::i:::i,.::i J Cf. if;. 20, 5 1.::i;:i,.::i ,, 1n1. But here also a phrase, which in 
this connexion is more idiomatic, is suggested by LXX iSoti lyw µera. uov, 

w~ ~ Knpl>la aou KapS(a !-'Oil, i.e. 9~? 1-1~?:P (so Ew. Th. We. Bu. etc.). 
8. tl'i:::!ll ,lmt:t mn] Notice the idiom. use of the ptcp., more delicate 

and expressive than the Engl. 'we will pass over.' Comp. similar 

sentences in Jud. 6, 37 (also followed by tlt:t); Gen. 24, 13 and 43 
(followed by n•m). 

9. ,,r.it:t• n.::i tll:t J The ;,.::,, pointing onwards, is idiomatic : see Gen. 

31, 8. II 15, 26. tir.,i and ir.,11 are synonyms, as Jos. IC, 13 tl11l 

ir.,y Mill W~il (cf. 12b tl''I). 
ll•nnn] idiomatically= z'n our place, where we are: as Jos. 6, 5 

;rr,nr, "l'llM nr.,in nSEm will fall in its place; J ud. 7, 2 1 , 1nnn 1!'11:t iir.,311, 

and they stood each z'n his place; Hab. 3, 16 !)"11:t 1nnm = and I 
tremble where I stand; Is. 25, 10. Cf. Lex. 1065b 2 a.. 
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contain some notice of the weapons used, they are certainly out of 
place at the end of v. 14, and (We.) will be a gloss on v. 13, intended 
to explain, in view of 13, 22, what weapons the armour-bearer could 
have had; under the circumstances, also, pebbles, at any rate, do not 

appear likely to have been employed. On m:vo, the furrow ( cf. 
iJ,r. 129, 3), at the end of which the ploughman turns, see Dalman, 
ZDPV. 1905, p. 27 ff. Dalm. regards n,~ io':l as an explanatory 
gloss. I~;; still means a furrow in Palestine: the average length of 

one seems to be (p. 31) 20-30 yds., so that half a furrow would be 

10-15 yds. 
15. 'll mno:i] 'in the camp, and (so LXX} on the field, and among 

all the people,' i. e. in the camp ( 13, I 7 }, among the men posted in 
the fields around, and among the people generally: even the garrison 

(13, 23) and the ravaging band (13, q) trembled as well. 
1ll 1i1Ml] 'and it [GK. § 144b] became a trembling of God;' i.e. the 

affair resulted in a general panic. tl'i1'~ ni-in denotes a terror without 
adequate apparent cause, and therefore attributed to the direct in
fluence of God. Comp. the later Greek use of 'll'aviKctv (from IT&v: 

see Liddell and Scott, s. v.). Cf. 1 r, 7 rrn,, ,no, Gen. 35, 5 c,n,~ ni::,,:i: 
also 2 Ki. 7, 6; Ez.38,21 LXX (i111!r'1? for .:iin •in ';,::i';,). Whether 
tli is hyperbolical, or denotes an actual earthquake, is uncertain : 
l:'l/"1 is the word regularly used to express the latter idea. 

n-:i-in] from M1lr,t: the dagesh is abnormal (GK.§ 95g). 
16. ,,~~, tl1!l1il] GK. § 129b. Saul's watchmen, or scouts, would 

follow what was taking place on the other side of the valley. 

Ml/:Jl.:J] Read v;faf: see 13, 16, and cf. q, 2. 5. 
c,m ,,,, llOl por1r1 mm] tl~r)1 is untranslateable. AV. 'and they 

went on beating down' connects the word with tl~Q to hammer (so 
Targ.): but besides the word being unsuitable, and one never used 

in such a connexion, the construction is an impossible one (the inf. 

abs. would be required: tl~Q1 ':J~Q 1''')· LXX has Kai l/lou {i irapeµ/30ATJ 

'TETapayµ/.v'f/ lv0ev Kai lv0ev, i.e. b~t)1 tl~r] llO) mntii1 mm, which 
yields a thoroughly satisfactory sense. ,,,, is a corruption of c,n: 

·rea~oning was sound: iv 1'erpoM7'.o,s, as is now known (see Nestle's collation of 
Tisch.'s text with A, B, S, published in 1879, or Swete's edition), forms no part 
of the text of either A or B. 
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and the meaning is that the camp melted awqy, i.e. was disorganized, 
and dispersed in alarm 1, hither and thither, i. e. in every direction. 

I7. ')OllO] Cf. II 1, 2. Gen. 26, 16 (Lex. 87a, 768b), 

18. 01n,N i'iN i"ll!''li"l] We must certainly read, with LXX, i"lr.!l1li"l 

'il!l~~; cf. v. 3, and especially 23, 9 i,!)Ni1 M1!'1lM. 30, 7 '' Nl.ill!''ll'1 

'il!lNM (so also Dr. Weir; and now Bu. Sm. etc.). The ephod, not the 
ark, was the organ of divination; and, as the passages cited shew, 
W'lM is the word properly applied to bringing the ephod into use. 

,NiW' 'l:n , • , , • c 1n,Nn l1iN n1n 1::, J ,Nil!" 1):n is here untrans
lateable, , never having the force of a preposition such as 031, so as 
to be capable of forming the predicate to n•n. Read, after LXX, 
,Nil!'' 1l!:l' ~m,n ci•:::i iitiNn N~l n1n 2 N~n 1::,. 

••: • •• T •• TT 

19. i#"! '1l/] "l~"! 'il/ would be in accordance with Ex. 33, 22. Jud. 
3, 26. Job 7, 19. Jon. 4, 2 (Lex. 724b b). "l~':i 'ill (Sta. Bu.) is not 
possible: with '1ll we should require either (disregarding the disj. 
accent on W1) "l~':i 'ill ,1NI!' •n11 (cf. 18, 9), or, more idiomatically 

(without 1i"l11), i~':!f? '~lll (or "l::1'10 1"1ll ,1NI!',): Lex. 729a. 
,,,,] ·!, the subject having preceded, as I 7, 24. Gen. 30, 30. Ex. 

9, 21 al. (Tenses,§ 127 a; GK.§ rnh); But Klo.'s :J~v is attractive. 
:lil 71,n ,,,,] Exactly so Gen. 26, 13; Jud. 4, 24; II 5, 10 ( = 1 Ch. 

11, 9); 18, 25.t Cf. GK.§ I 13u. But the aqjectives are peculiar; and 
analogy (6, 12a} would strongly support an inf. abs. in each case. 

20. ,nlli::I l!'IN ::liM] viz. in consequence of the panic: cf. Jud. 7, 22. 

Ez. 38, 21b (especially with the reading noticed above, on v. 15}. 
2 1. n,1n, nr.,n r:m ::11::it:1] On this passage, see Tenses, § 2 06 Obs. 

n,1,,, is in itself defensible grammatically(' Now the Hebrews had been 

1 Unless, indeed, as We. suggests, l10l has here the sense of &L: in Arabic 

(Lane, ~743; EL 15, 15 Saad.; Qor. 18, 99 and we shall leave them on that day 
o..- , , .,,. o , ... <>,. h . 
~ ~ !!:,-~ r4~ part oft em surgzngupon the other: ro, 23; 24, 40 al. 

~y waves), viz. swaying or surging as the waves of the sea, So Bu. Sm. Now.; 

cf. Moore,Judges, p. 141; and it is true, to shake (lit.) or be agitated, perturbed, 
would suit nearly all the occurrences of )it~, and is often the sense expressed by LXX. 

• a{m)~ LXX. In the causal sentence, the subject of the verb is slightly 
emphatic; and hence the explicit pron. is suitable, if not desiderated: see 9, 13; 
Gen. 3, 20; Jos. 17, I; 24, 27; Jud. 14, 3 she (and not another); Jer. 5, 5; 34, 7; 
if,. 24, 2; 25,15; 33,9; 91,3; 103,r4; 148,5; Job 5,18; u,u; 28,24; 
Hos. 6, I; II, JO; 13, 15 al. 
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to the Philistines as aforetime, in that they went up with them to the 
camp round about; but they also were far being,' etc., i. e. they 
accompanied the Philistines into the camp, but afterwards prepared 
to desert), though this would be the one passage in which the inf. 
with , would be used of past time in early Hebrew; and the verse 
appears to describe a fact, rather than an intention (nw,,). LXX, 
Vulg. for :,r.,:, tm Jl.:10 have bmrrpd.rp7Jcrav Kat atrro{, reversi sunt ut 

essenl, i. e. (Th. We. etc.) :,r.,:, tl~ ~:::i;i.~ ; and, for ,,r.inN::i, lx.8ls, her£, 

i. e. { as Bu. points out ; cf. 1 o, II) ,\r.i:;,~I;? 1 : ' Now the Hebrews, who 
had belonged to the Philistines (viz. as subjects) afaretime, thry also 

turned to be with Israel,' a reading now generally accepted. If, 

however, it be adopted, it is almost necessary to suppose that il!'N has 
fallen out after tl1iJym (so Bu. Sm. Now. Ehr!.) : the omission i'n prose 

of the relative ( except indeed by the Chronicler 2, whose style is peculiar 
to himself) is exceedingly rare ; and the few passages in which it is 
omitted 3 read so strangely that it is questionable if the omission is not 
due to textual error (Gen. 39, 4 ,,-wi-,::i, contrast vv. 5. 8 ; Ex. 9, 4 

,NiW' 1):::i,-,::ir.i; 13, 8; 18, 20; [4, 13 is different;] Jer. 52, 12 
(rd. il;?it~, or, as 2 Ki. 25, 8, 'J 7,0 i;?¥): Ew. § 333b; GK. § 155d •). 

'li "'11:/N ,Nil:/' tlY] The restriction makes it probable that Bu. is 
right in supposing that W'N has fallen out before ,Nil:/'. 

22. ip~i~J in Hif.: GK. § 53n. On the syntax of j:>•Ji:, to press 

close upon, see on 31, 2. For 1iMN r>•:::ii:, Ehrl. would read •inN p!,,' 

(as 17, 53) =go hot!J, after. This is plausible here and Jud. 20, 45, 
but difficult in 1 Ch. 10, 2: when we find twice 'iMN ij:>Ji•i for 
l"\N ij:>Ji•i, is it likely that ip:::ii•i would be twice an error for ij:>,i•i? 

23. 1iN·n1:::i-r,N m:JY] passed over B.,-"1JY with nN, as Dt. 2, 18. 
Jud. I r, 29: some MSS., however, have il_). Beth-aven was a little 
E. of Bethel ( 13, 5 ), 4 miles NW. of Michmas, and 1 ooo ft. above it. 

Luc. reads jih·n•::i. The natural route from Michmas to Aijalon (v. 31) 

1 ,,r.inN::i (19, 7) is rendered C:.o-El •x/JJs, sicut heri. 
2 See LOT.', p. 537, No, 30; and add 2 Ch. 1, ,t. 
3 Conjnnctional phrases such as tNt.:l ~l/ = ;e,~·,y CJ\1!1, II 22, 1 being 

T •• J ' : 

excepted. The relative is also omitted regularly after 7iiil :ir•N r Ki. 13, 12. 

2 Ki. 3, 8. 2 Ch. 18, 23. Job 38, 19. 24t. And comp. below, on eh, 25, 15 (10 1). 
• Comp, also Jud. 8, 1. 20, 15b, eh. 6,9. 26, 14. 
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appears to be first up to Bethel (4 miles), then SW. to Bireh ( 2 miles); after this, 
to judge from the map, either due W., by a bridle-path across the mountains 
(8 miles), straight to Lower Beth-~oron (1310 ft.),-or, by a better road, first 
4 miles SSW. to el-Jib (Gibeon), then 5 miles WNW. to Upper Beth-~oron 
(202_0 ft.), 2 miles to Lower Beth-~oron (1 310 ft.),-and lastly 6 miles down the 
valley to the SW. to Aijalon (940 ft.). As both Beth-aven and Beth-~oron would 
thus be passed on the way to Aijalon, either reading would suit. 

24. t,min 1:J1•::i ~ll ,N;~1 ~ 1Nl] boll will mean had been driven, hard

pressed by the enemy (as 13, 6): but it is not apparent how this con
dition would be relieved by Saul's measure 'll ,N11. (The rendering of 
AV. 'had adjured,' is contrary to Hebrew grammar.) LXX has here 
a variant, which, at least to Ephraim, seems original, and suits the con
text. For the words quoted it reads : Kal mis & Mos vv fl,ETO. laov>.. .:... lliKa 

xi>..uflles &.vllpwv· Ka2 vv & 7r6AE/WS ili£<nrapµfros els 6A'YJV 7r6Aw iv Tip opn 

Tip E,f,patp,. Kal laov.\. 'Y}yv6'Y}<TEV ayvoiav fl,E')'<LA'YjV £V Ti, ~µipq, eKdV[J, 
Kal &.pa.Tat KT.\., i.e. (as We. rightly restores) ,,N~ tlJ! n:1; tl~::;.-,11 
n,i) nm;i mei ,,Neil : tl1"'\ElN ;;i11 n:tiEll non,en •nr-i, ei1N l:JIEl'N rr,bi,:::i 

.,. ! TT: TT T: "IT;'::' -: ••• T TT:•- •:- • •T-: ••••:-;-

N~il)J tl\~~. Els cS.\.'Y}v 7r6.\.iv is doubtless a doublet of ev T'(' /Jpet: for iii 

confused with i 131 see Jos. 15, 10 1
; 2 Ki. 23, 16; 2 Ch. 21, II; Is. 

66, 20 (Trommius): 6A71v is merely amplificatory. n~iEl~ is applied 

to a battle in II 18, 8: me> is found in eh. 26, 21 {LXX ~yv6YJKa). 

'Committed a great error,' however, agrees poorly with the context: in the 
sequel Saul is in no way condemned, and Yahweh is displeased (v. 37) at the curse 
being unheeded. Klo. conjectured, very cleverly, that -lrrv6'lu•v lf.-y,o,av was an 
error for ~-yv,u•v d-yv•fav, which (Bu.) would express i!?, "'\1j1'.I 2 (cf. Nu. 6, 2 

rlpa-yviuau9a, d711EtaJ/ = "'11-ii'..'? i'H [? i!?, ,~1::.i?J, 3 d7>1u9?/;ETa< = ; 1r) separated 
a great (ceremonial) separati~n, i. e. imposed a great abstinence. "'\J?,, and (Nu. 6, 2. 

3. 5. 6. 12) i'i1'.I, are chiefly (Nu. 6) nsed of the vow ofseparati~n, or abstinence, 

made by the "'\1!~ (the' Nazirite'), but at least the Nif. ; 1~ is used more generally 

(Lev. 22, 2. Ez.14, 7. Zech. 7, 3; Hos. 9, 10t); and with this reading the meaning 
will be that Saul, perceiving by Israel's success that Yahweh was with it, laid 
upon the people, in accordance with the religious ideas of the time, a 'taboo' of 
abstinence, hoping thereby t-0 secure His continued assistance. The conjecture 
is clever, but rests (Now.) upon a precarious basis: "'\J.~ "'\'ji'.), also, though it 

might perhaps have borne the meaning supposed, does not actually occur with it. 

1 Though here LXX may have paraphrased, treating 1:Jlilf' "'\l1 as = t)l"'\J,tl n1-ij,, 
• "'11~ "I"!~ (Sm. Kenn.) is less probable: this expression is followed, not by 

a curse, but by a promise dependent on a condition: di. 1, u. II 15, 8. Gen. 28, 20. 
Nu. 21, 2, Jud. 1 ,, 20. 
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~1/Jll] Hif. of n:,~ (for ~~~1) made lo swear: GK. § 76d; more fully 
Konig, i. 578 f. 

1i;iop~l] in continuation of :nim iy: Tenses, § 115, GK. § r 12w; 

similarly Jud. 6, 18; Is. 5, 8. 
25. l~J] Comp. II 15, 23 c1:,1:, ri~n :,:ii; Gen. 41, 57. 
25-26a. 263 merely repeats 25a, though the verses stand too 

closely together for a resumption to be probable. LXX has Kat 

'Jaa,\ 8pvµo'> ;v jL£AUT<TWVO'i KaTa 1rp6uonrov TOV o:ypov· Kal du~A0£V t, Aao, 

ELS TOV jL£At<T<TWva, Kal l8ov £7rOpW£TO AaAwv. We.' s restoration is 
remarkably clever: ''Iaa>.. and 8pvµo'> are doublets, each corresponding 
to the Heb. ill". To the same word, however, corresponds in v. 26 

JJ,f.At<T<Twv, so that we have here in fact a triplet. Through v. 26, 

Kat ijv µ£At<T<Twv ( or Kal JLEAiuuwv ;v) is confirmed as the genuine 

rendering of LXX, 'Iaa,\ was added to JLf.At<Tuwv, and was afterwards 
explained by 8pvµ6,, JLEAtu<Twv being in consequence changed into 
the genitive, in order to produce a sentence out of the words Kai 

'Iaa,\ 8pvµo'> JLEAiuuwv. The text of LXX, as thus restored, would 
read in Hebrew n1i}'o I~~ ,~ n:o 1 i:lq. In v. 26a, LXX agree with 

MT., except in expressing iJi for w:,i. The connexion leads us 
in iJ'i to recognize bees, and (observing the~ in r~) to read mn, 
liJi ,Sn, vocalizing i1·f::,.7 ~:i?~, or more probably ii::q :J~O [its bees 
had left it 2]. From the text thus presupposed by LXX, MT. arose 
as follows. ill', which was ambiguous, was first of all explained by 
WJi v. 25; afterwards, however, it was forgotten that i.:i.:ii was only 
intended to explain "il)1, and ,l)1, rendered superfluous by the explana

tory w:,i, and understood in its common sense as wood, was detached 
from its original connexion, and united with the fragments of the 

variant of 24 end, preserved in LXX [ Kal 1riiua ~ 'Y~ ~p{<TTa = ,:i, 
en:, l:ll)U r~n]. In view of the beginning of v. 26, the sentence was 
thus formed which stands now in MT. as v. 253 • w:,i for ,J'i v. 26 

is no doubt an accidental corruption, though the fact that iJi as 
a collective term 3 does not occur elsewhere in the OT., might con-

1 il)1 = honeycomb, as Ct. 5, r lt.:,'J'i l:ll) Ii!)'. 
2 The sense stream postulated by MT. for :J~iJ is unsupported by analogy. 
3 l:l11::l1 in the plural (bees) occurs Dt. 1, 44 aL 
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tribute to the mistranscription.' Read, therefore, for vv. 25-26&: 'And 

there was honeycomb upon the face of the field, and the people came 

to the honeycomb, and lo, the bees had left it: but no man,' etc. 
l'!:l ~N ,,, J'e'O flt-I) J J'~il is to overtake, reach, obtain; with ,, as 

subject, it occurs . often in the Priests' Code ( e. g. Lev. 14, 2 r) to 
express the idea of the means of a person sufficing to meet some 
expense. Here Kio. is undoubtedly right in restoring :l'l!'O: :l'l:-'il 
ilEl ~i.-t ,, is the usual Heb. phrase for the sense required: see v. 27 

and Pr. 19, 24. Dr. Weir makes the same suggestion, remarking 
'LX}$: l7ricrrpl<f,rov as in the next verse:' so also Targ. ::11.ni,. Hitzig 
( on Am. 9, ro) proposed ei'~l,?. 

2 7- r1i:,,~J Read ilhi~ { on n 2 I' I): il~O and il~P are both masc. (Ehrl. ). 
mt-1-in1] Kt. i1~~7l:11 and his 1)'es saw: Qre il~7NJ;l1 and his ryes 

brightened (as v. 29), i. e. he was refreshed, revived; a metaphor from 

the eyes brightening after fatigue or faintness : cf. i/J • r 3, 4 ; 19, 9 
l:l')'Y Tl'"l'i.-tO (i. e. reviving spiritually). The Qre is here the more 
forrible reading, and preferable to the Ktib. 

28. I:!¥!!] so v. 31, Jud. 4,21. 2 S. 21, 13, as if from l:J~Y. But the 
verb is 9l!~ : so no doubt the regular form 1:JV~ should be restored 

(GK. § 72t). t:lJ.tn 9ll'l, however, here interrupts the connexion, and 
anticipates unduly v. 31b: either it is a gloss, intended to justify 

J onathan's words in v. 30, or we should, perhaps, read 0¥f 'il!~i and 

he slr_ait(y charged the people (cf. Ex. 19, 21. 23; and see on 8, 9). 
~ 29. ,:i:ir] An ominous word in OT., used of the trouble brought 
by Achan upon Israel (Jos: 7, 25 illil Ol':l illil' 1-i:,y, l)J"\i:iy ilO), and 

~by the daughter of Jephthah upon her father (Jud. rr, 25 .l"l"il Tli.-tl 

•i.:,.y::i ), and retorted by Elijah upon Ahab ( I Ki. r 8, r 7 f, ). ' Troubled ' 
is not strong enough: the root signifies to make turbid, fig. for, destroy 

the happiness o.f, bn"ng disaster on, undo. Cf. Gen,-_34, 30. 

nm 1:-':l'i t:lllO] iltir -does not· belong to 1:,1:ii (as accents)-for it 

could not in that case have the art.-out to the definite JV:ii t:iyi, ' this 
little honey:' cf. 15, 14 iltil fi.-t~,,-S,p ('thz"s bleating of the sheep'

/Nl: is construed as a p!ur., II 24, 17); Dt. 29, 20 iltil il'"llnil '"IElC this 
book of the law; 2 Ki. 6, 32 iJlil mrn~,,-p thz's son of a murderer. 

30. \:, 91.-t] 9t-1 = indeed ... I with reference to a preceding 

sentence, afar/ion; the more then.,.! (e.g. Job 4, 19). In '.:l 91.-t, 
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,_:i merely strengthens !:}N, 'tis indeed that . .. I Here ':J !:}N is prefixed 
(unusually) to the protasis of a hypothetical sentence: 'The more, 
then, if the people had eaten, ....• [ would they have been refreshed 
likewise] : for now (;,ny = as things are, as Job 16, 7) the slaughter 
(read ilf~iJ) bath not been great among the Philistines.' In LXX 
clause b, however, agrees with the usual type of sentences introduced 

by ;,ny 1:i (Gen. 31, 42. 43, 10: Tenses, § I 41 ), NS being omitted, 
as due to a misunderstanding, as if nny •:i =' for now;' the sentence 
will then read : 'The more, then, if the people had eaten ... , would 
indeed in that case (nny = as things might have been, as usually in 
this connexion) the slaughter have been great.' 

31. m,1N] Ayyalon (Aijalon), now Yalo (940 ft.), was 6 miles SW. 
of Lower Beth-1].oron (v. 23), down the Vale (i'OY} of Aijalon; so the 
route would be substantially the same as that by which Joshua drove 
the Canaanites (Jos. ro); see Stanley, S. and P. 207 ff.; H. G. 210 f. 
The entire distance from Michmas to Aijalon would be 20-23 miles 

(see on v. 23). 

32. t.!'lr1] Qr@ t)l!!l, which (or rather t)l!!l: see on 15, 19) is evi
dently correct. 

1:1,n ,y l:IYil S:iN'1] A practice, as the present passage shews, 
regarded with strong disfavour by the Hebrews: forbidden in the 
'Law of Holiness' (Lev. 17-26), Lev. 19, 26 1:1,n Sy ,S:iNn N' 1, and 
censured by Ezekiel (33, 25). Sy iri this connexion is idiomatic, 
and has the force of together with: so Ex. 1 2, 8 1n,:iN1 c1,,o ,v; 
Nu. 9, rr 1;,,.::,N1 c1,,o, n,m ,y. 

33. l:ln'1l.:J J seems to be here 'neither the right verb, nor in the right 
person' (Bu.). Sm., very plausibly, .t:1111~~~; so Bu. Ehr!. 

l:i'N~ii] are szitnzng,-much more expressive than EVV. 'sin.' The 

form is for 1:1'~9~, the weak letter N quiescing: GK. §§ 2 3c, 7 500. 

,:iN,] in respect of eating, Anglice, 'in eating.' So above, ,1:-11!':, 
12, 17. 19, and frequently. For l:l11,i LXX has c"~q: probably rightly. 

34. ~il~ip] GK. § 96. Here only: Dt. 2 2, 1 11\?'t. From an orig. 
sqy or sz"' ay: cf. the Arab. pl. (from shatun), shayhun, shi"yii'un etc. 

1:1'1il SN J a clear example of SN with the force of ,y. 
1'11.:l iiit.!' t.!''N] Some, however, it is natural to suppose, would only 

1 Cf. Gen. 9, 4. Lev. 7, 26. 17, 10. Dt. 12, 16. 23. 

I 2 
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have a ilb to bring, in accordance with the option permitted by the 

terms of the invitation: read accordingly with LXX ,,,:J "1~~ I!''~ 

each that which was in his hand, which is altogether preferable. For 

,i1:l c£ Gen. 32, 14; 43, 26 □i1:J ,~it iltm,n. 
nS1\mJ = 'that night,'-a questionable usage: n,1,n adverbially 

is elsewhere always either ~ night, or lo-night, or once ( 15, 16) last 
night. LXX omits. Kio. Bu. Sm. would read nw, (cf. Am. 5, 25) . 

.35. The stone was made into an extemporized altar, and the 
slain animals being consecrated by presentation at it, their flesh 
could be eaten. See W.R. Smith, OTJC.2 p. 250. Clause b implies 
.that Saul built subsequently other altars to Yahweh . 

• • . Snn iMit] For the position of ,m~, cf. on 15, 1: comp. also 
that of on, Jud. 10, 4. Hos. 13, 2. Job 15, 20; 1, II 23, 3; ,, 

Dt. 21, 17; O:l Jer. 31, 8: 
36. il,.,l] from Beth-Jioron (cf. v. 23), or some other place in the 

till-country, following the Philistines down the Vale of Aijalon. 
ni=qlJ for i"l!::l~l GK.§ 67dd. The :J is partitive (Lex. 88b), 'plunder 

among them,' like' smite among' (v. 31 al.), ':l S:::iit, etc. 
-i~l!'l ~,, J The jussive is unusual, both in the I st pers. (Tenses, 

§'-46 n.; GK.§ 48g11.), and after t-b (cf. Gen. 24, 8; II q, 12; 18, r4: 

Tenses,§ 50 a Obs.; GK. § 109d). Read prob. it:t~~-
37. OlMTlit , •• ,-,!tit] The repeated question, as in the similar 

inquiries, 2 3, I 1 ; 30, 8; II 5, 19. 
38. ~i] i. e. goshit: so also, anomalously, out of pause, Jos. 3, 9. 

2 Ch. 29, 31t (cf. 1~n Ru. 2, 14t), for the normal lti~ Gen. 45, 4 al.: 
GK.§ 65d. 

nm:i] corners, hence metaph. of princes, the stay and support of 

th
0
eir people: so Jud. 20, 2. Is. 19, 13, where Gesenius compares 

J} corner-stone or corner-pz7lar (e. g. Eph. 2, 20), used Qor. 51, 39 
of Pharaoh's nobles, and the pr. n. Rokn-eddzn, 'Pillar of religion.' 

nr-:l J wherezn,-as Mai. 1, 6 'where£n have we despised Thy name?' 
Vulg. expresses ~~~, which is, preferred by Th. We. Bu; etc., and is 

certainly more pointed. V. 39 shews that Saul has a person in his 
mind. In the old character I might easily be corrupted to n. 

39. b~~] thrice besides, but a form contrary to analogy: Stade 

(§ 370b), and GK. (§ 100° note) would read~~[?~. As n~~n is fem., 
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we ought, however, to have n~~~ (or n~~~): c£ LXX &.1ro1<.pi0i, = my, 
( with n). Why, in these and some other forms, as •~~•!-$, 1~':Jill, the 
verbal suffix should be used, is uncertain: cf. GK. § 100P. 

,::, , , • tlN 1::, J The first •::, introduces the terms of the oath : the 
second ,::, is merely resumptive of the first, after the intervening 
hypothetical clause. So often, as II 3, 9. Gen. 2 2, 16 f. (Lex. 4 7 2a). 

4r. ti•r.,n n::i.,J AV. 'Give a perfect (lot):' RV. 'Shew the right:' 
Keil, 'Give innocence' (of disposition, i. e. truth). All these suggested 
renderings of ti•r.,n are without support. ti•r.,n is ' perfect,' i. e. in 
a pl{ysical sense, of an animal, unblemished; in a moral sense, inno
cent 1, blameless. o•r.,n n~n might mean 'give one who is perfect:' 

but this is not the sense which is here required : Saul does not ask 
for one who is perfect to be produced ; and though he might ask for 
the .one who is in the right to be declared, this would ·be expressed by 
piiy (Dt. 25, 1; 1 Ki. 8, 32), not by ti•r.,n. LXX has for the two 
words : T{ 6Tt OVI<. 0.1r£Kp{0't), T'{' 8ovA<i> <TOl/ <TiJJLEpov ; ~ EV lp,oi ~ lv 

'Iwva0av n;; 11i4' JJ.01! 'Y/ &.811<.{a; KvpiE O ®Eo,; 'fopa't)A, 80, 8~A01J,;" Kai £0.V 

7a8E El7rfl, 80, 8~ T'{J >.ac:, (T01J 'fopa't)A, 80, 8~ Q(J't6T't)rn, whence the 
following text may be restored: 'N •~-e,: tlt:l o,~ci 111irn~ i;,•~¥ i:-i:, i11f~ 
~11n~: ':j~l/1 \)~: tl~) 0171N n10 '~1~: 1riS~ \II\ ilf-1 ~¥v 1~7 lO~in•:;i 
: tl'~Q n1;;.i. The text thus obtained is both satisfactory in itself, and 
at once removes the obscurity and abruptness attaching to MT. The 
first clause corresponds with LXX exactly: in the second clause 
lav TM£ £l7rfl 80, ~ cannot be followed; but 80, o~ ( omitted in A) 
seems to be merely a rhetorical anticipation of the 80, o~ following; 
and considering that LXX render m.:.•1 in v. 39 by a verb (&.1ro1<.p10fi), 

there is nothing arbitrary in supposipg that Ta.OE £l7rfl may represent 
m:,, here. For ,~-e,-~ tl::t cf. 20, 8. '1~Aot stands for tl'11N eh. 28, 6 

and Nu. 27, 21 (as il~Awuic;, in Ex. 28, 26. Lev. 8, 8). The cause of 
the omission in MT. lies evidently in the occurrence of the same 
word ~~i~' before both ~, no:, and 01r.,r, n::in. The restored text 
(which is now generally accepted by scholars) shews (what has often 
been surmised independently) that the 01r.,nn, i:l'i1Ni1 ~!l~O was a 
mode of casting lots: cf. 1:,•Eii1 v. 42, and note that i;i~~l, which 

1 Innocent, that is, not of a partic11lar offence, but generally. 
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immediately follows in v. 41 (but which in MT. stands unexplained), 

is the word regularly used of taking by lot, 10, zof. Jos. 7, 14. 16. 

42. After 1)!1 LXX- has an addition, which in Heb. would be 
Sitcl!! prn•, nm -,;rrn n•n• 1-b ,,Nit' ,N cam "lON11 nio• mn• ,n~,, '"ll!!tc 

l)J 1n)l' r:11 l)'J ,S•El•l ovno. But although its omission could be 
readily explained by homoeoteleuton, its originality is very doubtful: 

see We. and Now. 
43. •novt:i l:lYt:l] 'I di'd taste:' GK. § 113n. 

t110N '))l"l] 'Here I am; I will die,'-Jonathan thus not complaining 
of_the fate to which he has involuntarily rendered himself liable, but 
declaring his- willingness to meet it. For I)),, as an expression of 
resignation, cf. 12, 3, and esp. II 15, 26; also Gen. 44, 16. 50, 18. 

EVV., in 'And lo, I must die,' neglect the suff. in •))il. 

44. l"ll!!l/' ii~ J LXX adds '', which at least is a correct explanation 
of the phrase; the curse being invoked naturally upon hzilueif. 

Possibly, however, this was understood; at least, the phrase recurs 
1 Ki. 19, 2 without 1:, (where LXX similarly µo{). The oath followed 

by•~, as II 3, 9. 35. 1 Ki. 2, 23. 19, 2. 

45. ilYlC''] The passage illustrates the material sense of the word : 
so Ex. 1 4, 13 ; II I o, 1 1 ; and illllC'n 1 ( the more common word in 
prose), as Jud. 15, 18; eh. II, 9. 13. 19, 5 al. The root YC", as 
Arabic shews, means properly to be wide, capadous, ample (e. g. 

~ " 
Qor. 29, 56 ~\j l.!>~;1 i:'.il behold, My earth is broad; Matt. 7, 13 

(Lagarde) &1-., = '/1"AUTEta; 2 Cor. 6, I l {Erpenius) r~1, = '/l"E1TAa

TVVTat; Gen. 26, 22; Ex. 34, 24 Saad. ~; = J•n-,n): hence Y,t::'lil 

is properly to give width and freedom lo ( opp. "l~CT), and illliC'' is 
'safety' in the sense of space lo move in, fteedom /rom enemies or 

constrai'nt (opp. it narrowness, angustiae). Etymologically, then, the 
idea of the root would be be.st expres.sed by deliver, deliverance; and 
in a passage such as II, 9 il.!111::'n o:i, il~iin "liiO this sense appears to 
be clearly distinguishable. By the Prophets and Psalmists, however, 

1 Formed as though from a root ~11::f on the ground, probably, of a false 

analogy. Similarly il!:llpn, n1NIE:l;I, ii!:l\1n as though from [9~P, N~~, 9~•J, 
though the verbs actually in use are ~p~, l"INl::I, NEl"l. Comp. 01. p. 401 ; 

Stade, § 266°. 
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the idea of deliverance or freedom which i1l1'rt'', mnrt>n connote, is 
enlarged, so as to include spiritual as well as materz"al blessings. 
These words seldom, if ever, express a spiritual state exclusive{y: 

their common theological sense in Hebrew is that of a material 

dekverance attended qy spiritual blemngs ( e, g. Is. r 2, 2; 45, 17 ). In 
some passages, the temporal element in the deliverance is very 

evident, e:g. ifr. 3, 9 (RV. marg. 'Or, Victory:' see v. 8); 20, 6 
(cf. 7); 28, 8 (note ty and Mlltl); 62, 3 (note the parallel figures 
'iW, •.:mm~); 74, 12, etc.: cf. ill]lt::>n, ifr. 33, 17. 60, 11. The margins 
in RV. on several of the passages quoted (including those in the 
historical books) serve as a clue to the manner in which the Hebrew 

words represented by the English ' salvation' acquired gradually 
a higher and fuller meaning. 

,t!'t-t'1 n-,yt,:Jr, 'El' Clt-t J ' If there shall fall even a single hair of his 

head to the ground!' i1'1Yt!' is a single hair, see Jud. 20, 16 nr ,~ 
t't't)M• t-t,1 i1'1Yt-:Ji1-,t-t PN:J Y''i' : the fem. being the so-called ' nomen 
unitatis,' Ew. § 176a.; GK. § 122t. So •;,~ a fleet, il!;Jtt, a ship (Jon. 

1, 3). jtl is to be understood here as in 1'0tt "llJ~t;? Dt. 15, 7: lit. 
'slariz'ng from one of thy brethren 1 ' = even one of thy brethren. 
This use of jt) is elucidated by Arabic: see Ges. Thes., or Lex. 581 11 

(where illustrations are cited); Ew. § 278d; GK.§ 119w (note): also 
Ewald, Gr. Arab. § 577; Wright, Arab. Gr. ii. § 48 f b. Comp. 

I.,,. CIII ,J- 9: 

Qor. 6, 59 ~ ~l ~;; :.r~ .kl:..i' \;_, even a single leef (nom. unit.) 
falleth not without His knowing it.-The proverbial expression itself 

recurs II 14, I 1, and with t-t, for !:IN 1 Ki. 1, 52. 

tlY] = in conjuncHon wi'/h, aided~ (uncommon): cf. Dan. 11, 39. 
,.,t1,,] redeemed: literally, by the substitution of another (Ew. Hist. 

iii. 51 [E.T. 36]; We.), or metaphorically? Had the former been 
the sense intended, the fact, it is probable, would have been stated 

more circumstantially, instead of its being left to the reader to infer it 

from a single word. i11!) is the teshnical word used of th~ redemption 
of a life that is forfeit; but the redemption may be made by the life of 

an animal, or by a money payment, Ex. 13, 13. 15. 34, 20, cf. 21, 8. 30 

(all JE); Nu. 18, 15. 16 (P). 

1 Or, according to others, a rhetorical application of the partitive sense. 
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47. •~S~:ii] LXX 7,~:i,, probably rightly: see II 8, 3-12. 
:IN!'i1] :1)11::''111 is lo pronounce or treat as wicked, i. e. to condemn 

(Dt. 25, 1); hence MT. has been supposed to mean condemned in 

fact (Keil), punished; and in support of this rendering, the analogy 
of the Syr . .:::0::. prop. to treat as guilty, to condemn, but occasionally 
used in the sense of ;,r,rii,v to put to the worse, overcome (Ephr. i. 325; 
ii. 318; ap. PS. col. 1213), has been appealed to. But such a usage 
would be quite isolated in Hebrew: and the absence of a suffix or 
other object to,:i,•WI• is strongly against it here. LXX has i<Tt❖:ro = 
ll!ti-: :-' And wherever he turned he was victorious,' a reading in every 
way satisfactory and suited to the context. For the sense of the Nif. 
cf. Pr. 2 8, 18 V!'!t tl''?l;l =J.~lil ; Zech. 9, 9 ll~i)) P''1:t lit. just and saved, 
i. e. successful and victorious. The impff. denote reiteration or habit 
in the past, just as in Pr. 1 7, 8 etc. they denote it in present time. 

LXX oi> &v l<TTp&.cf,71 l<TtiJ(Ero: on ot, &v comp. I 7, 34 _footnote. 

48. S•n r.!'l)1,] lit. made might, i. e. achieved prowess, performed 
deeds of valour: Nu. 24, 18. If· 60, 14. n8, 15. 16. 

,nor, J The ptcp. seems intended as a plural : if so, the word affords 
an example of the very rare form of the suffix 3 masc. ~i1...;.... after a 

plural noun: 30, 26 ~i1V,1, Nah. 2, 4 w1t,l~, Hab. 3, 10 ~n11:, Job 
24, 23 ~i1'2'P., Pr. 29, 18 ~i1i_~~: Stade, p. 20 note, § 346a (2), and 

p. 355; Ew. § 258a; GK.§ 911; Wright, Compar. Gramm. p. 158. 

49. 'llp;J in all probability a corruption of \•~~, or ~i1:~~1, 'man of 
, Yahweh,' an intentional alteration of S:i,:ieiN I Ch. 8, 33, the real 

name of 'Ishbosheth,' altered, as We. says, when the title 'Baal' fell 

into disrepute ( see on II 4, 4), 'theils in i•rp~ von Vernilnftigen, theils 
in nei:i-1::'•N von U nvemilnftigen.' 

LXX 'fo11nov,\ (Luc. 'fonnov) presupposes a reading ~i11t!-'N or l•rjN, Not 

only are a great many pr. names beginning, as pointed by th'~ Massorit;s," with _, 
represented in LXX by 'I•- (as 'I•p•µias for ~i1'r.l"}\ 'IE<,uai for 1~1, 'I«pe,,. for 

n.1;1~~, etc.), but several pr. names beginning' ';i~h N are so ;e~resented, as 

'IE/3~ue, for Ml::':1-c"IN II 2, 8 al., 'I<(a/:le,\ regularly for ,:iiitt, 'IE(rn7,\ for ,~1;bN 
·:•,:. 

1 Or of 111:"'N, m1C''N. C'' cannot be derived phonetically from l::'N, only 
the reverse change from yi to ~i being in accordance with analogy ( cf. in Syriac, 
Nold. Syr. Gr. § 40 C). But if~ was pronounced softly (i, not yi: GK. § 47" and 
n.), I::'' might be written incorrectly for C'N. 
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Jos. 17, 2, 'I,0,/3aaA for SY:lnN I Ki. 16, 31, 'lE/J1/P for ,~l:t Neh. 7, 6r, 'I•po/3aa/l. 

(AQ•) for ~~:1'1~ Hos. 10, 14, '1Ecr0,µw11 (cod. A) for ~bJ;l~~ I Ch. 4, 19, 

'Iiuua, for 'W'l:t ( elsewhere 'W;) 1 Ch. 2, 13, comp. 'IErT/3aall. for nt:1:i-t!'•N II 3, 8 
in Aq. Symm. Theod., and in II 23, 8 Luc.1 ; and for the term. -wv for ,n~- cf. 

,n~~N H/1.,wv or H>.tov, ~M')1l Bavaiov, r Ki. 2, 35, 'i1''1::ll) A/3ifoov ib. 18, 3 ff. 
T• 00 'TT: T :-

51. St,l•:l~ p] Read 't,l':lt,l •~~, though the error is as old as LXX. 
But already Josephus says (Ant. vi. 6, 6) Nijpos Kat KEw~ & la~Aov 

7/'UT~P .i8EA<pol ;uav uiol 8£ 'A{Jt~Aov, 

52. MNi,] frequentative: 'and Saul would see, etc., and would take 
him to him'= and when Saul saw ... , he used to take him to him 
(Tenses,§§ 120; 148. 1: so II 15, 2. 5 etc.). ,ntioi-t~J is irregular for 
\tl~~) : see on 2, 1 6. 

15. Saul and Amaleq. Second rlj'eclion if Saul. (Introduction 

to history if Davia.) 

· 15, r. n>t:1 •nt,l] Position as 14, 35 (see note). Gen. 42, 36 
!:lJ;I?~~ •i:,~. Dt. 1, 38 Pm in~. 10, 20. ifr. 25, 5 •n-,p 1nt,l. Jer. 4, 22 

l'.111' i-c, •ni-c. 30, 14; also (not at the beginning of a sentence) Gen. 

24, 14 i;,~~11 r10~. Jud. 14, 3 '' np r1rnN. eh. 18, 17. Is. 37, 26 
•n•t!!'.11 ;:imi-c. 1/r· 2 7, 4 e,p:i,t,l r1mN. 

For other cases of •ni-t, UiN
1 

etc. rendered emphatic by being prefixed to a verb, 
cp. (a) after 1, Gen. 12, 12 1'n' 1n~l 'J'1t,l l~"'\m. Lev. 10, 17 , , , jnl ;:in~l. 
II, 33. Dt. 4; 14. 6, 13 ,:iyn ini-t1. 13, 5. 20, 19 n,~n NS ,nN'I. 2 s. 12, 9 
1mY •.l:i :i,n:i m,n mN1. 1 Ki. r, 6b. 35 ••• ~v i 1l.l n,•n~ •n•1:i: niN'!. u, 37 ; 
Is. 57, rr J;l"'l:lt N~ 1mi-tl and !1N)'n i-c, 'nlt-(l. 58, 2. Jer. 9, 2 lVJ,' i-c, 'l1Nl. 
16, II. 46, 28. Ez. 22, 12 nn::it:1 •ni-t, (cf. I Ki. 14, 9). Hos. 2, 15b; Lev. 26, 33 
i1l!~ !:l::in~,. Dt. 4, 20. 6, 32. Ez. II, 7; Ez. 12, 13. 23, 10, 33, 31; Job 14, 3: 
{b) Gen, 41, 13 n~n lnNl 'fil >V :l't:li1 •n~. Nu. 22, 33: (e) after tlJl, 2 S. 2, 7 
1l1 lnC't:i 'l1N !:la1; tll 2 S. 8, I r : (d) after N>l, eh. 20, 9. Is. 43, 22 •n~ t,l'l 
n~ip: (e) after •::i, Gen. 7, r p•,:i: •n•i-ti U,tt •:i. 37, 4 :liJ1$ lnN ·~-
I Ki. 5, r3. Jer. 4, 17 ilOJ~ •ni-t ·~; eh. 21, 10; q tJer. 5, 22 lNi•n t,l' •i:,ii-ti1. 
7, 19t. A pronoun in an emph. position should always be noted by the student. 

7.Q~t:l'] -sho- (not -sha-): GK. § 9v; and for the metheg § 16f (8). 
2. •n-ipti J 'I will visit,' i. e. punish-the pf. (though unusual in 

\ 

1 See further examples in the Supplement, containing the Proper Names, to 
Hatch and Red path's Concordance to the Septuagint (r 900), p, 77 ff. 
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prose, except in 'l:llJ~) as Jud. 15, 3, expressing detennination {Tenses, 

§ 13; GK. § 106m); and ip!l being construed with an accus. of the 

sin visited, as Hos. 8, 13 = 9, 9 = Jer. 14, 10. The sense mark 

{RV.), ansehen (Keil), is not borne out by usage: ip!l means to visit 
in,fact {Ex. 3, 16. 4, 31), not to observe mentally, or to 'direct one's 
look at' (Keil). 

'~\ t:lb> ,~N] t:lb> in a military sense, as I Ki. 20, 12 l01t!' "10N1l 

"111,til S11 lO'l!''l, and lnl!' in if,. 3, 7. Is. 22, 7. In Dt. 25, 18 (of the 
same occurrence) the expression used is ,.,,::i 97~T ,t!'N. 

3. tino,nni] LXX, independently of Kat '!£paµ, Kal, has two transla
tions of this word, viz. K,;tl Uo>..e0pwcuis mhcw and Kal lwa0eµ,a-ne'is 

mhov 1ta.l, both pointing to ,S '"lt:-'N :,:i n~1 il'1'?!QD1 (\l for o). Though 
the Hebrew is poor, the combination nevertheless occurs (see on 
5, 10 ), and as the sequel shews that the nation, as well as its belongings, 
was ' banned,' it is best to adopt it. 

3b. p,~, ,111 ,Swo] 22, 19t. 1'1t:JN illl ~NO ib. Jos. 6, 21. 8, 25 al. 
iv,, , , o] from ... even unto, i. e. including both,.as often. 

4. llOl!''l] The Pz'el, as 23, St. So I Ki. 15, 22 al. the Hif.'il. 
tl•NS~::i] To be pointed probably ON?9, and identical with O?\t in 

the 'Negeb' of Judah, Jos. 15, 24. 

5. :Ji'l] for ::ljN!l, i. e. ::lj~!l GK. §§ 68i, 23d; Kon. i. 390: cf. 

i'll$ for l'!~tc Job 32, 11; S1:;io? (as generally understood) Ez. 21, 33; 
I'll?. Pr. 17, 4. The omission of N is somewhat more frequent (though 

rare even then) in Qal: 28, 24 ~,,~i":'il; II 6, 1 91;?'1 (from !:)ON); 

19, 14 ~i'?~; 20, 9 t()hl; if,. 104, 29 !:)P,T-l (from !:)ON); GK. § 68h, 

6. On the Qenites, and their former friendly relations with Israel, 

see Nu. 10, 29 f. Jud. 1, 16, where Budde {ZATW. 1887, p. 101, 
and in his Commentary on Judges, ad loc.) is certainly right in 
reading, after MSS. of LXX, 1p,oyn n~ for l:!Yil nN. 

~,7] so !!l (= Bomberg's Rabb. Bible of 1525), Kitt.: Baer and 
Ginsb. ~,~: cf. Gen. 19, 14 ~N¥ ~O~P; and see GK.§ 22s (2og 1), and 
the Addenda. 

1 Where, in 1. 6 of p. 73 of the Engl. translation, insert 'hitherto' (i. e. in 
previous editions) after ' When we.' In 1. 2 also 'a qnestion' would be better than 
'doubtful; 1 for, though the note reads somewhat obscurely, Kautzsch does mean 
to explain the cases quoted iu it by the principle of § 2of. 
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,p,ov] Except here and v. 15 MT. has throughout the chapter 
p,oy. As the determined noun is needed, it is better in both these 
passages to read with Luc. p,ov. 

1PP.~] The metheg, shewing the l,iireq to be long, appears to indi
cate that the puncluators treat the verb as Hif. But the Hif. of 9ot-t 
does not elsewhere occur, and the metheg rests, no doubt, upon a false 
theory as to the nature of the word. Read without metheg, it will be 
the impf. Qal 9P.N (as tf;. 104, 29), with ...,,... shortened to-;- when the 
syllable is rendered toneless by the addition of a suffix (so in the ptcp. 
';J~Qk 'lli1 2 Ki. 22, 201, 'P~~ eh. 24, 5 al.; and in Pi'el tl?,~lllttt? 
Is. 52, 12. CJ~~~~ Job 16, 5 etc.). Comp. Konig, i. 382 f.; GK.§ 68b. 

9tit-t, as Jud. 18, 25. tf;. 26, 9. Ehrl. suggests 1~9~ (Gen. 18, 23. 24). 
nnt-t,] Note the emph. pr~noun. 
1l1P] Read either rP (as Nu. 24, 22. Jud. 4, u), or (LXX) 1l1i'i1 (as 

V. 6a, 27, I0. 30, 29). 
7 . .,,~ 7~::i n,1mo] On Shur, see DB. s. v. It appears to have 

denoted the district on the NE. border of Egypt, which gave its 
name to the .,,~ i:l"'IO Ex. r 5, 2 2. Where ;;;,1,n was is uncertain. 

In Gen. 2, 11. 10, 29. 25, 18 the name most probably denotes a 
region in the NE. of Arabia, on the W. coast of the Persian Gulf; 
in Gen. 10, 7 it may denote the 'Af3aX'iw.t, on the African coast, 
a little S. of the Straits of Bab el-Mandeb: but even a region in the 
NE. of Arabia is too remote to define the starting-point of the defeat 
inflicted by Saul upon the Amaleqites. Either ;;;,1m is here the 
name of a place in or near the country of Amaleq, otherwise unknown, 

or we should simply (with We.) restore CJ?!@!? (v. 4): 'the error may 
have arisen through a reminiscence of Gen. 25, 18,' where the phrase 
occurs, closely resembling the one here, 1l!:l ,v i~t-t ,,~ "'ll) n,1,no 
CJ1i~O, but where n;,11n, as has just been said, appears from the 
context to denote a place more distant than is suitable here. 

'l!:l ;,y J zn front of, in geographical descriptions, commonly means 
to the east of (Lex. 818b): so Gen. l. c. 1 Ki. u, 7. 

9. CJ'l~il] Explained by Kimchi (Book of Roots, s. v.) in the sense 

1 In the parallel passage, 2 Ch. 34, 28 (Baer and Ginsburg, but not m, Kittel), in 
exactly the same phrase, 'lj~~~ is pofnted as here, with metheg, i. e • .as an 
impf. Hif.! 
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of I~~~ t:l'~~~, i.e. young of a second birth, such as had the reputation 

of being superior to firstlings (see Tanl}um, quoted by Roed. in the 
Thes. p. 14513 ). · So Roed. himself (p. 1451b), and Keil. But the 

text reads suspiciously, and the position of S11 before t:l'"l:ln (instead 
of before the pair of similar delicacies 01-,:im t:l')~il) suggests error. 
We. for t:l'"l:Jn ;,ll'I t:l')~Ml would read t:l'"!'.f;:'.11 tl•~l:?¥'iJ ' and the best of 
the flocks and the herds, (even) the fat ones (comp. Ez. 34, 16), and 
the Iambs,' etc., which undoubtedly forms a better Hebrew sentence, 
and nearly agrees with the rendering of Pesh. Targ. (K'O'~til K1)'01:'1), 

neither of which, at least, appears to have had either tl')l:'O, or ,11 
before tl'"l:Jil. 0 1-,:i are mentioned in terms implying that they were 

a delicacy in Am. 6, 4; Dt. 32, 14. 

,01,nn nnK OO)l nt:10) n:i~Son ,:i,] n:i1-t,o means husiness, occupa

tion (Gen. 39, II), and so property on which a person is occupied, 
Ex. 22, 7. 10: here and Gen. 33, 14 specially of property consisting 
in cattle ( cf. il~P,'?). ilfJO) is a grammatical monstrum, originating 
evidently in the blunder of a scribe. The text had OO)l ilt.:l) : the 

scribe began by error with the second word, wrote the first two letters 

0), then discovered his mistake, but not wishing to make an erasure, 
simply added the letters iltJ. (There are similar monstra in Ez. 8, 16. 

9, 8.) The words present, however, other difficulties. i'l1:li-(, resuming 
n:i~Son ,:i, is indeed defensible by Dt. 13, 1. 14, 6. Ps. 101, 5 al. 

(Tenses,§ 197. r, 2): and for the change of gender there are at least 
parallels which can be adduced (e. g. 1 Ki. 19, II: see GK. § 132d; 

i.fr. 63, 2 l:J'll, i11ll r"lKJ with Hitzig's note 1); but the use of 1:10) is 
very strange (lit. melted awqy = diseased, consumptive ?). The Ver
sions all express a synonym of J11.l)-LXX Kat l[ou8evwµlvo11, Pesh. 
~~o, Targ. "111:!Jl, Vulg. et reprobum: and there can in fact be 

no reasonable doubt that 1'\\}~'?~1 must be restored, either for nnN OO)l 

or for OO)~ alone ( retaining nnK 2
). Indeed, AV. RV. appear both to 

have adopted implicitly this emendation; for 'refuse' is no rendering 

of OP.~, though it obviously expresses O!;()?? (Jer. 6, 30 marg.) or 

1 'The fem. termination of the adj., once used, can in a way operate forwards, 
so that the second adj. is left in the simplest, most immediate form.' 

• Which is expressed by Pesh. Targ. LXX (Luc.), Vulg., and as stated above is 
fully defensible. 
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n\t~l?~- The omission of the art. with the ptcp., after a subst. defined 
by it, is a further difficulty. The text as it stands expresses the sense 
'But all the n:iN,o, bez'ng common 1 (lit. despised) and refuse, they 
banned 2 : ' but this contradicts the context ; for some of the il:iN,o 
was good, and was spared. The sense demanded by the context, 

viz. 'but such o/ the n:ii:,t,o as was common and refuse they banned,' 
requires either the presence of the art. in both cases, or its absence 

in both. 
II, •inNO] Lex. 30a. 

12. nNip:, ••• tJ::it:1•,] In thorough analogy with Hebrew usage (see 

on 6, 13). LXX, Vulg. express 1:,1,, which Th. declares to be a 

' necessary' insertion : but the renderings of these versions are merely 
accommodations to the idiom of a different language. See besides 

Ct. 7, 13 tJ'O"'l::I:, i101:JCIJ; and Ges. Thes. p. 1406b (referred to 
by We.). 

,o.,:in] 'The garden-land' (Is. 10, 18 al.),-the word, like other 

proper names with the art. (as M3l:lln), retaining its appellative force. 
It was a place in the 'hill-country' of Judah (Jos. 15, 55; see v. 48), 
mentioned also in eh. 25, 2 ff.; now el-Kurmul, 7 miles S. of Hebron. 

mn,] without the suffix, as 16, 11. But the ptcp. :i•iro ' zs setting 
up' does not agree with the sequel ( which states that Saul had left 
Carmel): and doubtless :i•~;:i 'hath set up' must be read (so LXX 
&.vlo--raKW ). 

i•] lit. hand, i. e. sign, monument, trophy of the victory: II 18, r 8. 
?l?~i1 ii•i] Cf. on 10, 8. 

14. nm] See on 14, 29. The correction MliJ (ZA W. 1895, p. 317) 
is unnecessary. 

1 'Vile' (EVV.), unless understood in the old sense of the word (common, 
looked down upon; Lat. vi!is), is too strong, as it is also in Jer. 15, 19. Lam. I, II 

EVV., and in AV. of Job 40, 4. Phil. 3, 2 I. See the writer's Jeremiah, p. 362; 
Minor Prophets, vol. ii (Nahnm to Malachi), in the Century Bible, p. 25. 

' So v,. 18, 18; 92, 12 tJ'!J"'lr.l •~y tl'J?~~ against those who rise up against me 

(as) evil doers; 143, 10 n:iit::l 1m"'l thy spirit (being) good; Jer. 2, 21b (but 
rd. )~~); Ez. 24, 13; Hag. 1, 4 (cf. GK. § 126•). The adj. without the art. 
forms a species of predicate: cf. on 2, 23. (II 6, 3b is corrupt: but even were it 
not so, the grammatical rendering 'drave the cart, being a new one' would be 
consistent with the context, which, in the case of the phrase here, is just what 
is not the case.) ' 
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15. "11:'N] "11:'N is a link, bringing the clause which it introduces 
into relation with what precedes : here the relation is a causal one, 
in that,forasmuch as: 20, 42. 26, 23b. Gen. 30, 18. 31, 49· 34, 13 

(cf. on II 2, 5): elsewhere, "ll!'N may be resolved into the expression 

- of a consequence, so that, as Gen. 13, 16; 22, 14; r Ki. 3, 12. 13; 

2 Ki. 9, 37. 
16. i:iin J Dr. Weir thus appositely illustrates the usage of this word: 

'Dt. 9, 14 t:l'llF.lJ!IN, 1Jt.:)t.:) 9,n. eh. II, 3 t:l1t.:l, nv!li, ,J:, 9"lil. II 24, 16 

,,, !:j"lil. if,. 37, 8 !:jNt.:l !:jiil. 46, II ,:iii, 'El"lil.' 

;,:,1:,;,J the night (that is just past) = last night. Elsewhere always 
of the coming night, as Gen. 19, 5; 30, 15 etc.: comp. on 14, 34. 

,iot-111] Qre "ION11, a necessary correction. The opposite of the 
variation noted on 13, 19. See Och/ah we-Och/ah, No. 120 (eleven 
instances of l at the end of a word 1"li' N:,, :1111:J cited : among them 

Jos. 6, 7; 9, 7; 1 Ki. 12, 3. 21; 2 Ki. 14, 13). 
17. ' Though thou art little in thine own eyes, art thou not head 

of the, tribes of Israel? And Yahweh bath anointed thee to be king 
. over Israel ' (i. e. thou art in a position of authority, and oughtest 
to have restrained the people). 

1 8. il~l?"J.!)01] but v. 20 ,l;lf?1~Q. In the pf. Hif. of verbs primae 

gull., -:;, -c, of I and 2 ps. is changed to ..,,, ..,.,... after waw consec., 
whether the ton~ is thrown forward by the waw. or not: so l'.;17.2"~t) 
Job 14, 19, but 11;17~~D1 Lev. 23, 30 and often; 'J:l?;;J~v Ex. 16, 32, but 
'~?;,~rips. 49, 26; 1J:1~1mns. 45, 1, but l~~l:~D1 Ez. 30, 25; ~Jt1?Yt) 
Nu. 20, 5, but t:161?V,CI) Ex. 13, 19: and, with no change in the pla~e 

of the tone, -;p~7~P,v Is. 43, 2 3, but 11~7;,v,01 Jer. 17, 4 ; J;l1?~v Ex. 
33, I' but J;i1?V,01 Dt. 2 7' 6 ; '=1

1~?;;,~1;1 Ez. I 6, I 9, but 11~?;;J~D, Is. 
58, 14; 11~7P~v Ex. 9, 16, but ~il1~7PV,01 I Ch. 17, 14. And s~ ~ften 
elsewhere: cf. Bottcher, ii. 380 f.; GK. § 630. 

tinN om:,:J iv] 'Until they consume them' cannot be right. Either 

t:lJ.;1~ ':}J;ll~:;i '1~ (Jer. 9, 15 = 49, 37) must be read (with LXX, Pesh. 
Targ.), or t:lJ.;ii,c must be omitted (with the Vulg.), as having arisen by 
some confusion out of the preceding cn-: l:llji~~-,~ 'until (one, 

people: strictly n~;;,9~; see on 16, 4) consume them' is the more 
idiomatic usage: 1 ;i. 22, 11 t:llji~~-,y t:11~-n~ nE~l;\; if,. 18, 38. 

19. t:il)01] for t:i)l1;11 from t:iil/: GK. § ·72ff; Stade, § 549f, Cf. 
14, 32. 
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2o. ii:'~] stands as the equivalent of,:,, after il~i 18, 15; after 
y,, Ex. 11, 7. Ez. 20, 26 (unusually in Ezek.; see Hitz.). Qoh. 8, 1 2 ; 

after ll'Jl:'il 1 Ki. 22, 16; and=,:, recitativum (2, 16), as here, 
II 1, 4 (cf. 2, 4). Neh. 4, 6 (most probably)1. Cf. GK.§ 157°. 

22. :rwp;,S J The inf. cstr. with , , as the subj., as Is. 10, 7b; 

¥-'· n8, 8. 9; Qoh. 7, 2. 5; Pr. 21, 9 nw~o )~ mti ,:11 n:11:1, :i,~ 
,:in n1:i, t:l')110 (contr. 25, 24). 

23. ,,o] 'oftenest in Ezek. (2, 5 etc. i101"1 'iO t'l1J 1:i). Is. 30, 9 
t-:,n ,,o t:Jll, Nu. 17, 25 1,0 1):J. Dt. 31, 27 nwpn i;:,-,y·n~, ,,,o-n~' 
(Dr. Weir). 

n,~J The fundamental idea of n~ is apparently what is valueless and 

disappointz'ng: and it denotes, according to the context, (1) calamity, 

miifortune (as if,r. 55, 4. Am. 5, 5); ( 2) naught-y conduct, naughtiness, 

a term of disparagement for wickedness, as j1~ ''ll!:I -fr. 5, 6 and often ; 
and (3) worthlessness, a thzng of nought, esp. an idol, as Is. 66, 3 'he 
that burneth incense is no better than n~ :J'}~'f he that blesseth an 

ldol;' cf. Zech. ro, 2 'the teraphim j1~ liJ'1 speak worthlessness' (see 
further Lex. 19b-2oa; Parallel Psalter, Glossary, p. 449 f.). 'Idols 
and teraphim,'-the general and the particular,-form, however, an 
unequal pair; Symm. has ,j rlvopla Twv t:l811)Awv, which points to 
tl1ti-in )IP,; and Kio. Sm. Bu. Now. Ehrl. are probably right in reading 

this. 
tl1!:1-,n] 19, 13. 16. Gen. 31, 19. 34. 35. Jud. 17, 5. 18, 14. 17. 18. 

20. 2 Ki. 23, 24. Ez. 21, 26. Hos. 3, 4. Zech. 10, 2t. 

").~~;:,] in pause for i~~;:,, as constantly in verbal forms, as :J]-.~, 
:it~, D1JiJ (Is. I 8, 5), etc., and occasionally in nouns, as : S,~=il,9 Is. 

7, 6 for 1,11$7~ (cf. Ezr. 4, 7), -iw~ Jer. 22, 14, '1~~9 Ob. 20, 5·~1$ 
Zech. 14, 5, : 1,~1$ r Ch. 8, 38 ( v. 37, out of pause, ;~~): Ew. § 93a, 

Stade, § 107a, GK. § 29q. i~~;:, is the abs. inf. Hif. almost with the 

force of a subst.: cf. 11,??CI Is. 14, 23, ~i?.?iJ 32, 17, t:i~iil Job 6, 25, 
~~1?1=1 25, 2 (Ew. § 156°). The form, with a substantival force, is rare 
in Biblical Hebrew; but one nearly the same {""li?.-?O) is common in 

1 In late Hebrew ie>~ appears as = quod with greater frequency : Dan. r, 8 bis, 

Qoh. 5, 4 ... ,eoN ::111::J (contrast Ru. 2, 22 1:J). 7, 29. 9, 1; and especially in Est. 

Neh. (passim). 
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the Mishnah : Siegfried and Strack, Lehrbuch der Neuhebraischen 

Sprache (1884), § 55h. 
The word is, however, a suspicious one. '"1::1!:l is to push or press 

upon (Gen. I 9, 9 ), or to urge by persuasion ( Gen. 19, 3· 33, I I. 

2 Ki. 2, I 7. 5, I 6); and does not occur elsewhere in the Hif.: if 
correct, '"11~i"I can mean only to display pushing (the' internal Hif.,' GK. 
§ 53d), i. e., in the inf., forwardness, presumption (not 'stubbornness,' 
EVV.). Kio. suggests l/1 Yl?CJ evil desire, which Bu. adopts; but this 
is a poor parallel to •'"IO, and cannot be said to be satisfactory. 

10~01,] ·1 in answer to •:,, as v. 26. Hos. 4, 6 edd. (but Baer, 

Gi. Kitt. 1); cf. Nu. 14, 16. Is. 45, 4. 48, 5 al.: Tenses, § 127 y; 

GK.§ IIJh. 

1';,00 J 'from king ' = 'from being king : ' cf. the fuller form in 
26h, and the altern,ative ,f,~ in 8, 7. 16, 1. So i111~~1? Q1C?:1 1 Ki. 

15, 13. tl~l;? 111}~ Is. 7, 8 etc. (Lex. 5838 (b),-towards the bottom). 
28. m:i';,oo] The usual word is i1~?'?~: but the form 11,:i?OO (from 

[=1?9P]) occurs besides II 16, 3. Hos. 1, 4. Jer. 26, 1. Jos. 13, 12. 

21. 27. 30. 31t. er. r,,:i~,o Hag. 1, 13t from :Jtt?P: Stade, § 304e 1. 
We., observing that the form never occurs in the absolute state, 

questions the originality of the pronunciation expressed by the plena 
scripti'o, and would restbre everywhere 11~?00. 

1•:,yo J from off thee: 1 Ki. 1 I, II h, in the same expression (applied 

to Solomon). For the figure, cf. :,3t Is. 9, 5. 
29. :,~iC::'I n-J)] Probably the Glory if Israel. The root M::I) appears 

only in certain derivatives in Hebrew; the manner in which they are 

related is apparent only in Aramaic. n~1 in Syriac is . properly 

splendu£!, hence the adj. J,;..f = >..ap,1rp6r; Apoc. 22, 16; but in the 
Pe'al (::::; Heb. Qal), and more especially in the Ethpa'el, it usually 

appears with the derived sense of z'nclarut'I, celebn's evasi"I, and so 

victoriam adeplusfuzl, tn'umphavit (cf. Dan. 6, 4): similarly the subst. 

JJ1.i = victory (e. g. Jud. 15, 18 = ill)1t!111), and the corresponding 
~)nY) in the Targg., as Jud. 7, 18 )'YiJ •,~ Sv ~)n::i~, 'and victory by 

the hands of Gideon;' if!. 35, 2 3 \)M1) 1'"10 ' the lord of my victory.' 

In Heb. MY) has certainly a sense allied to this in the late passages, 

1 On forms in 11,-, see GK. §§ 86\ 95t: more fully Kon. ii. w4-6. 
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Lam. 3, 18; 1 Ch. 29, 1 I 1
; and the expression here used is doubtless 

intended to characterize Yahweh as the Glory or Splendour of Israel. 
Similarly the Versions, but leaning somewhat unduly to the special 
(and derived) sense of victory: Pesh. ~l .. .m..?1 a,..,.. f the Illustrious 
or Triumphant one of Israel; Targ. ,~i~•i il'),Mll) 1it:l the lord of 
Israel's victory; Vulg. Triumphator (no doubt from Aq. or Symm., 
though their renderings have not been here preserved) : so Rashi 
,t-i,~' ,~ mnllJ. AV. (from Kimchi t:ln:J, 1:l~tn) strength: but this 
sense rests upon no philological foundation, and is merely conjectured 
from some of the passages in which n~J occurs, and where such a 
rendering would satis(v a superficial view of the context. Ges. Ke. 

render jiducia, comparing ? purus, sz'ncerus, jidelz"s fui1 (used of 

sincerity towards God, Qor. 9, 9 2, or well-wishing toward men, 
28, II. 19 ). But it is doubtful if this sense of the Arabic root is 
sufficiently pronounced and original to justify the definite sense of 
confidence being attached to the Hebrew n~J 2• 

t:lnJil' N1il t:iit-i tb 1:J J Cf. Nu. 23, 19. Contrast here vv. I I. 35: 
as Le Clerc (quoted by Th.) remarked long ago, the narrative is 
expressed av0pw1r01ra0ws, the prophecy 0£i:nrp£1rws. 

32. nJiyo J An (implicit) accus. defining the manner in which 
Agag advanced, i, e. an adverbial accusative: cf. nr::i:i in confidence 
( 12, 11 al.), t:l1i~•o, ,1~10 zn uprightness (poet.): other examples in 
Ew. § 279°, GK. § 11Sq. The sense, however, is not certain. (a) The 
most obvious rendering is voluptuously: cf. ilt"!V, voluptuous, 'given to 

pleasures,' LXX Tpv<p£pa, Is. 4 7, 8. c•~:V, t:l~ -~~ II 1, 24. t{I- 36, 9 

71Jiy ,n) LXX xnµ,appovs T'l}S Tpv<p~s crov. Neh. 9, 25 niyn,, 1)10~11 

1 The sense of the root in Aram. explains LXX ,1, vii&o~ for M;f~(?) in II 2, 26. 

Am. 1, II. 8, 7. Jer. 3, 5. Lam. 5, 20 (cf. Hab. 1, 4 RV. m.), and Tou v11ti)<Jm for 

M!i)t:l' Hab. 3, 19; and the rend. of Ml{)OS in the Psalms (4, r etc.) by Aq. 
-··-:1- -•.•-:•-
'T'f v,1to1ro,fi,, and by Syinm. ,.,-,v/1trns; also of LXX 1tarE11<fv o 0avaro, •ITxvo-a.s for 

n1JS n,on v,:i in Is. 25, 8 (Theod. KUTE1To8q o 0ava'TOS •ls VI/COS, exactly as 1 Cor. 

r 5, 54 ; Aq. also ,rs vc,cos), and LXX roiJ ivurxiiGa, for IJ¥.~? in I Ch. 15, 21, and 
1ta-r11rxvo11Giv µov in Jer. 15, 18 for M;f~. . 

' M?) in Is. 63, 3. 6 is a different word altogether (though identified by Kimchi, 

AV.), being connected with the Arab.~ to sprinkle; see Ges. Thes.; Lex.664. 

1365 K 
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LXX Kal frpl)cfnwav 1• So Targ.2 Aq. (,br6 rpvcf,ep[a,, i. e. rin~;i), 
Symm. (af3p6,;), We. But this is not probable in view of the context. 
(b) Others compare rii~-W,~ in Job 38, 31, which can scarcely be explained 
otherwise than by metathesis from r,l"l)l)O bands: hence, here, in 

fitters. So Kimchi. (c) LXX render rplµwv, whence Lagarde very 
cleverly, merely by a change of punctuation, suggests r,•~"!319 (of the 
same form as ri1n_h~ backwards, n1fJ_"l~ mourningly), totteringly (GK. 
§ 100g). So Sm. Now. Dh. Ehrlich, probably rightly. 

r,mn io "10 ):IN] f!IN in an exclamation, with asseverative force, 
as Gen. 28, 16 nm ti1po::i •"1 1!'1 PN; Ex. z, 14 "1::t"l.t l)"ll) ):IN. It is 
a stronger word than :J~, which is also used somewhat similarly 

(see 161 6). 
,o] a subst. bitterness, as Is. 38, I 5 11!'!:l) "'10 ~y. io is departed, 

gone ~. as Am. 6, 7 t11n1,o nr,o "'101; and Is. II, 13 of a state of 
feeling (i1N)p). LXX, Pesh. omit "'IC, expressing merely the platitude, 
Surely death is bitter! s (In LXX e1 oin-w implies the misreading 

of l::lN as l;?t').} 
33· tl1e')O] Jud. 5, 24. 

1:)01!''1] Only here. Aq. Symm. 8dITTrauEV, Vulg. in j'rusta concidd, 

Targ. Pesh. Mt!l!:l; LXX more generally lucf,a~ev. Of the general 
sense intended by the narrator there can be no doubt: but whether 
the word used by him has been correctly handed down may be 
questioned. Etymologically 1:)01:!' stands isolated : the Syriac l:)t;;l~ 

jidd (Roed. in Thes.) does not correspond phonetically. Should we 
read Y~~:1 (Jud. 14, 6 al.)? 

34. n~y] from Gilgal: cf. v. 12 ,,1. 
The tl".)r.t, referred to in this chapter, is well explained by Ewald in his 

Antiquities of Israel, pp. 101-106 [E. T. 75-78] •. The word itself is derived 

1 Comp. i:l')"ll/0 dainties Gen. 49, 20. Lam. 4, 5 tl1~'1Yl::l~ tl'~:1Ni1. 
2 NP)ElO (see Dt. 28, 54 Ong.). Hilari animo (Ge. Ew. Ke.) gives the word 

a turn which is foreign to the root from which it is derived. Vulg. jinguissimus 
[et tremens of the Clementine text is a doublet, derived from the Old Latin, and 
omitted by all the bes~ MSS.] is based probably on Symm. d{Jp6<. 

8 Targ. NM\O "11"10 1)1:11"1 ll):l:J takes it as =,i7; cf. Jer.6, 28 i:l'i"'llO '"10 i:l~::l 
= r,,o tin1::i,::ii ~!I (Aptowitzer, II, p. 28). 

' See also the art. 'Bann' in Riehm's Handworterbuch des Bibel. Altertums ~ 
(I893); Dillmann's note on Lev. 27, 28 f.; and EB. BAN; .DB. CURSE, 
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from a root which in Arabic means to shut off, separate, prohibit c;.;::), whence 

the {taram or sacred territory of the Temple of Mecca, and the !,arim (r-~), the 

secluded apartment of the women, applied also to its occupants, i.e. the' harem''· 
In Israel, as in Moab, the term was used of separation or consecration to a deity. 
Mesha in his Inscription (Jl. 14-18 2) states how, on the occasion of his carrying 
away the 'vessels of Yahweh' from N ebo, and presenting them before his god 
Chemosh, he 'devoted' 7000 Israelite prisoners to ''Ashtor-Chemosh.' Among 
the Hebrews, the usage was utilized so as to harmonize with the principles of their 
religion, and to satisfy its needs. It became a mode of secluding and rendering 
harmless anything which peculiarly imperilled the religious life of either an 
individual or the community, such objects being withdrawn from society at large 
and presented to the sancluary, which had power, if needful, to authorize their 
destruction. The term occurs first in the old collection of laws called ' The Book 
of the Covenant' (Ex. 20, 23-ch. 23), Ex. 22, 19 with reference to the Israelite 

who was disloyal to Yahweh C,ilS 1"'' 1n,l bJ~! c1,,,~, r,;t) 3• More com

monly we read of its being put in force against those outside the community of 
Israel: thus it is repeatedly prescribed in Deuteronomy that the cities and religious 
symbols of the Canaauites are to be thus 'devoted' to the ban ; and the spoil of a 
heathen city was similarly treated, the whole or a part being' devoted' or 'banned' 
according to the gravity of the occasion (Dt. 7, 2. 25 f. 20, r6-r8). Instances of the 
cin, as exemplified historically, are recorded in Nu. 21, 2f. (after a vow). Dt. 2, 34. 
3, 6. Jos. 6, 1 7~19 (the whole spoil was here made !Jerem or' devoted:' a part of this 
J.,erem was afterwards secreted by Achan, as it was reserved by Saul on the occasion 
to which the present chapter refers). 8, 2. 26 al. Here, it is put in force, excep
tionally, against an external political enemy of Israel 4• 

n,~,,, , , 901 ~,,] But see 19, 24, AV. 'departs from its usual 

fidelity when it softens this absolute statement, and writes that 
"Samuel came no more to see Saul"' ( OT[C.2 130). 

1 Also r~;:_ !,aram, sanctuary (as in the title lfaram 'es-Sherif, or Noble 

Sanctuary, applied to the area enclosing the' Dome of the Rocle' at Jerusalem, on 
which the Temple formerly stood); and ;.;~l mu!,arram, the sacred (first) month 

of the Arabs, in which it was forbidden to carry on war. 
2 Quoted and translated in the Appendix to the Introduction. 
s Comp. Dt. 13, 13-18 (the idolatrous city in Israel). 
4 In AV. the verb b 1inn is generally rendered utterly destroy and the subst. 

tlin accursed thing; but these terms both express secondary ideas, besides 
having the disadvantage of being apparently unrelated to each other: in RV. 
by the uniform use of devote and devoted thing, in the margin, if not in the text 
(for 'utterly destroy,' with marg. 'Heb. devote,' has been retained in the text 
where the reference was to persons), the idea attaching to the Hebrew is more 
clearly expressed, and the connexion be\ween the different passages in which the 
word occurs is preserved. 

K 2 
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16, 1-13, David anointed qy Samuel at Bethlefiem. 

16, 1. ,1noNO 1~N,] a circumst. clause=' when I have rejected 

him:' Tenses, § 160. 
1on\m-n1::iJ like 11:!'0l:!'il-n'::t, etc.; see on 6, 14. 

1, , • , 1n1N"l] Gen. 2 2, 8. 

2. 1~)"1ill ,iNI:!' l/01:!'l] II 12, 18 would support the construction that 
treated these words as under the government of 11N ( Tenses, § 1 r 5, 
p. 130), though they might in themselves be construed independently 
(z'b. § 149; GK.§ 159g: Gen. 44, 22 no, ,1::itrnN ::iryi). 

1nN::i 1"1, n::ir,] Note the order: Gen. 42, 9. 47, 4. Nu. 22, 20. 

Jos. 2, 3; Jud. 15, 10; eh. 17, 25. 28b. 

3. n::it::i] Read n::ir,, as v. 5b. 
1:l~Nl] Note the emph. pronoun. 
1''N "lON "11:!'N] "10N = to name, designate, as Gen. 22, 2b, 9. 26, 2; 

43, 27; II 6, 22; 2 Ki. 6, 10. 

4. inN"li'' , , • iiin1, J See on 6, 13 ; and cf. 2 1, 4. 

'10N1l] sc. it,?~Q. When the verb appears in Heb. without a subject 
expressed, the implicit subject is-not one, as in English or French
but the cognate participle "11;?~Q. The explanation is confirmed by the 
fact that cases occur in which the cognate participle is actually 
expressed, Dt. 1 7, 6 non n,01• 2 2, 8 ,El~n ,El1 !El, II r 7, 9 l/01:!'il l/01:!'l. 

Is. 28, 4 nnN i'IN"ln nNi1 "lt!'N. Ez. 18, 32 non n,o::i. 33, 4 31oei, 
"l!llt!'i1 ,,i' nN l/Olt.!ln; cf. Jud. rr, 3 r ,~, N~~ "1t.!IN Nll1il: with an i'ndif. 

ptcp. Nu. 6, 9 ,1,31 hO nio• 1~,. Am. 9, r. The idiom is already 
rightly explained by the mediaeval Jewish grammarians, as Ibn Ezra 1, 
e. g. on Gen. 48, 1 90,1, "lON1l (the stock example of the idiom) sc. 

"lt,?~Q; Is. 8, 4 Nt.!11 SC. Ni;i~o; Am. 6, 12 tl'"li'::l::t t.!ll"lil' tl~ SC. ~-:i.ho' 

and constantly; Kimchi on I Ki. 22, 38 90,,, iON1l 10:i 9~1r,:,n 9~l:!'1l 2. 

Comp. Ew. § 294b (2); Hitzig on Am. 3, II .,,.,,n, 'namely, '1'71!1liJ;' 
GK.§ 144d. However, some thirty MSS. read here l'1tlN1l. 

1 Who, however, is apt to extend unduly the principle involved. Comp. Fried
lander, Essays on the Writings ef Ibn Ezra, p. 134: W. Bacher, Abraham lbn Esra 
als Grammatiker (Strassburg, 1882), p. 143•. 

2 And similarly with the plural, as Is. 2, 20 ,, ,r,:,y "1:!I~ sc. Ol~J.IQ. 
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11(1:1 oS,e, J The interrogation being indicated by the tone of the 
voice (c£ on 11, 12). So, with the same word, II 18, 29. 2 Ki. 9, 19 
(vv. 11. q. 18. 22 o,,e-oq). There is no occasion, with Gratz, Die 

Psalmen, p. n6, and H. G. Mitchell (as cited in GK. § 150" note), 

to restore 1:}, Lit. 'Is thy coming peace i'' the subst. peace being used 

in preference to the adj. peaceable. So often, as 25, 6 t:nSe-o nn~, 
o,,e, 1n•:i,; Gen. 43, 27 11:ii:-t c,,e-on; 1 Ki. 2, 13 I')~~ c,Se-on. On 

the principle involved see Tenses, § 189, GK. § 141c; a~d comp. 
Delitzsch's note on Job 5, 24 (ed. 2). 

5. ie,ipnn] viz. by lustrations (Ex. 19, 14). Cf. Ex. 19, 10. 22. 

Jos. 3, 5. Job 1, 5. 
n:11:i ini:-t tlni:-t:ii] LXX express Oi1iJ 1r;,~ tlJ;I~~¥'~- MT. is regarded 

by We. Bu. Sm. Now., as an explanation of this, which they prefer, as 

being more original, and less tautologous with the following J:ltiP'l 

n:ir, on,. 
6. 1i:-t] So often, in an exclamation, to add force to the expression 

of a conviction (not necessarily a true one): Gen. 44, 28; Jud. 3, 24. 

20, 39; eh. 25, 21; Jer. 10, 19; if!. 58, 12. 62, 1oal. 

7. i:J:::in Taken usually (GK. § 132c} as a neuter adj., with the force 
of a subst.: cf. ,,~ Ex. 15, 16. But the st. c. of i3::J! is four times 

;:i~~; so it is prob. intended as an inf. c. (Kon. iii. 578; Ehrl.). No 
doubt ;;~~, and in Ex. 15, 16 '1~, should be read. 

0'11:'til ilNi' ie-'J:lt] LXX expresses in addition c1nSNn ilf:ltil, which 
must have fallen out accidentally. For ie-'i:-t, ,~~:;) must be restored; 

the passages in which it!'N may be rendered as (Jer. 48 1 8, .;.,. 106, 

34 1) are not parallel in form to the one here. 

t)IJ1ll'] i:ll in the sing. means look, appearance, Lev. r3, 55. Nu. u,_7; but the 
dual seems so unsuitable to express this idea that in Lev. r3, 5. 37 U1)!,;l must 
almost certainly be read for 11J1l):1, Klo. tl1J1l) 1£),; Bu. C1J1l) i1~7~? according 

to that which the eyes behold (Is. 11, 3. Dt. 28, 34 ; cf. 1i"!N10 ,i:-t · ~·:in ,i:-t just 
before). This does seem to be the sense : the contrast between inner and outer is 
expressed not directly ('looketh at the appearance'), but indirectly. For the pathali, 

in 'll~. see GK. 35g· 

1 Where ie-'~ is properly that which, and may be so rendered. Bnt the writer 
cannot have intended here to say that' God seeth not that which man seeth ! ' In 
Dt. 15, 14 read it!'~.:J for it!'~: a :l has dropped out after the preceding .:J, 
In Is. 54, 9. Jer. 33, 22 the construction is doubtful: but the sense that which, as 
the direct object of a verb, is excluded by the following l.:J (cf. Lex. 83b), 
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9. i10CI] So 17, 13t; i1l/OC' II 13, 3. 32t; ~J/01:!' 1 Ch. 2, 13. 20, 7 

= II 21, 21 Qret; 1J)OC' II 21, 21 Kt.t 

I 1. 1~Pi1] with a superlative force: GK. § I 33g. 
mrn] without the suffix, as the subject referred to immediately 

precedes: cf. 15, 12. 30, 3. 16. Gen. 37, 15; and on 10, 11. 

:lb~] usually explained as meaning to sit round the table or divan. 
Dr. Weir writes: 'LXX 011 µ~ KaTaKll.tOwµev, Vulg. non dzscumbemus, 

Targ. "llJJ::19~ surround, which is used in the Targ. of sitting at meat, 

if!. 1, z. 26, 4. 5. Gen. 27, 18 = i1~~ [and in the Af'el, eh. 20, 5. 
24. 25]. In all these passages it corresponds to the Heb. :i~. Syr . 
.,~ot( » I will not return. :i:ic is nowhere else used in the sense 
supposed. Perhaps we might read ::l!??..' However, :i:ic is used in 
the Hif. (:lP.~) in post-Bibi. Heb. (e.g. Pesafum 10, z) of sitting (or 
reclining) round a table at a meal ( cf. also :lP.t,? Ct. 1, r 2) ; and the 
word may have been used in this sense much earlier. 

12. !:l')'J/ i1El1 OJ/] So 17, 42: but the expression is very remarkable 
and anomalous. It is contrary to usage or analogy for !:ll/ to be used 
with an adverbial force (Ew. § 352c; Keil; AV. 'withal'): if the 

text be sound, M@; must be a neuter adj., like i1:l) in v. 7 : ' together 

with beauty of eyes.' Gratz suggests O?f ( 1 7, 56) for Ol/ : so also 
Max Krenke! in the ZATW. 1882, p. 309. Sm. Now. agree. 

1~7] in pause for •~:;,,: GK. §§ 29m end, 93z, Elsewhere in this 
connexion i1~"10 (n ):i,~ is said (Sm.) : Gen. 2 4, 1 6. 2 6, 7. II II, 2. 

16, 14-23. First account of David's introduction to Saul. Davia is 

brought info allendance upon the king /or the purpose if soothing 

hzm, during hz's fits o.f madness, q;., Ms minstrelv,, and is made his 

armour-bearer. 

14. inm,:i,] The pf. with waw conv. (not simple waw) with a freq. 
force (cf. 15 end, the ptcp.). The word (which is a strong one) occurs 
only here and v. 15 in prose 1, being elsewhere confined to poetry
chiefly the Book of Job. 

,,,, n,,] ' 1111 nr, as good spirit is opposed to 1°1 n~o n1, or 

01n>N n,-, as evil spirit. This distinction is strictly maintained in 

1 Except the Nif., which is found in late Hebrew (thrice). 
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MT.: only 19, 9 would form an exception, but there tl'ii'N nr, 
should doubtless be read with LXX for •61 nr,' (We.). 

15. : 1~~~9] GK. § Bog. 

16. 'll iON'] 'Let our lord, now, command, thy servants are before 
thee, let them seek,' etc. There seems to be some disorder in the 
sentence. The roughness and abruptness of the Heb. (which is 

concealed in RV.) is extreme: LXX, in far better accord with the 

usual form of a Hebrew period, express ~V~-?~ 1•~~? ':J'1~V, N~"1i'?!(' 

(so We. Sm. Now.). liON' was probably originally iOlt' (see Introd. 
§ 4. 1 c); and U:lilt, inserted as an expression of courtesy which was 

desiderated, was intended to be taken as a vocative : but iOlt' being 

ambiguous, it was taken actually as a nom., and so the pronunciation 
i9!(' (in lieu of ~91(1

) became fixed. But as iOlt, to s,ry, requires to 

be followed by the words said, we must, if we adopt this, read liJi' 

for liON' (cf. II q, 12 ). Or, following a suggestion of Ehrlich, we 

might read, 71:iEl':, ioyi ilJ:iJ jlJO lli' l!''lt 711:,y 11:1~:,~ mi1t 1tr10~• 

'll ,l'in (cf. 1 Ki. 1, 2). 
ii:i:,:, il'O Yi'] 'knowing, as a player with the harp' (cf. Ew. 

§ 285°). A particular case of the principle by which, in Hebrew 
syntax, one verb appears as supplementing or completing the sense 

of another (on 2, 3). But perhaps the inf. i~ should be read, as 

v. 18: cf. r Ki. 3, 7. Is. 7, 15. For lli', as denoting technical skill, 
cf. 1 Ki. 9, 27 tl'n 'Yil', Am. 5, 16 •m 'llil', 1 Ch. 12, 32 m•:, •11i,, 

tl'T1ll':,, Is. 29, 11. 

li'J jrn] To specify in detail the instrument or means by which 
an action takes place, even though to our mode of thought it may 
appear superfluous, is very Hebraic : LXX i•m:,J is anything but 

an improvement. See v. 23. 18, ro. 19, 9; also such phrases as 

l!'NJ l:!il!', etc. 
17. ill':, :,•o•o] Ez. 33, 32 jl.l JJ?t,?~; Is. 23, 16 pl •:,•on. 
18. ,e,,':, P] 'a son of Jesse:' see GK. § 129°. 

':,,n "llll] See on 9, 1. 

"\Ji j1Jl J LXX <rrxpo,; Myce, V ulg. prudentem in verbis, i. e. clever, 
capable in speech, (Ready in speech, fluent, is tJ•iJi l!"lt Ex. 4, 10.) 
Cf. Is. 3, 3 : WIJ?, ~J? clever in enchantment. 

20. on~ ,ion] If the text be correct, this will mean an ass laden 
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with bread. But the expression ' an ass of bread ' is peculiar; and 

as elsewhere tln, is regularly numbered (by loaves), it is quite 

possible that 'ill:ln is a corruption of nt!'l:ln or 1'1"\l:!'31 : LXX yoµop, i. e. 

'11:ll1 1 favours the latter. 
21. l)e:b "il:l.!,' J To ' stand before,' said of a single occasion, is equiva

lent to to 'present oneself before' ( Gen. 41, 46. 43, 15. Ex. 9, 10 al.: 
Lex. 763b bottom): when used of a constant relation, it acquires the 
force of ' stand before so as to be in attendance on; ' see the next 

note. 
2 2. 1)£), "i~"i N) it,.!,'I J 1.)£), '11:l.!,' is an idiom denoting to be in atten

dance upon one, or, as we should naturally say, to 'wait upon: ' 1 Ki. 
1, 2; 10, 8 of Solomon's courtiers (cf. 12, 8. Jer. 52, 12): ib. 17, 1. 

18, 15. 2 Ki. 3, 14. 5, 16 of Elijah and Elisha as the ministers of 

1 See Ex. 16, 36 LXX: so roOov,11/1.. = ,toe•)r,l), roOo/1..,a = n1,r,31, ra(a = Mt.!,', 
roµoppa = 1'111:)31, Zo-yopa (Gen, 13, ro), Zo-yop (Jer. 48 [31], 34), or ':R.TJ'Y"'P (Gen. 
14, 2 al.) = i31r:r, rai or (Gen. 12, 8) A-y-yru = 11),1 (Ai), rcu/3a/l.. = '.:l'Y, if>o-yrup 
= 1H)tl, B«/1..q,e-ywp = 1H)£l-,l/.:l, Xollo/1..Ao-yoµop and 8a/l..-ya = 'il:)1),'i'1::l and ,11,n 
(Gen. 14, 1), 'Pa-yav (Gen. II, 18. Luke 3, 35) = ,il1, 'Pa-yol/1//1.. = ,Nl1)1, rorpepa 
and :R.w-ya,\. = 1'11£)1) and :,,311e, (cli.. 13, 17), rmllall = '11'l1 (Gen. 4, 18), r«pap 
(rarp,p, rmrpa) = M£l1.!,' (Gen. 25,4. 1 Ch. r,33 [cf. 2, 46.47]. Is.60,6): add Gen. 

36, 2 j'11).:ll ":i.E/3f''jO!V, 14 0,111 'IE-y,\.oµ, 23 i1'l1 rru/1..wv, '.:l11) rm/3TJA, 35 n•,v 
"f.',00mµ (so I Ch. 1, 46), 40 n,:,,31 rw>..a; Nu. 1, 8 1l)11 ":i.w-yap; 33, 35 al. 'i.:l) jl1ll1 
rf(J'ITtO!V (ra11,ruv) ra/3•p, 44· 45 (O?ll rm, 46 lll:lSV r,>..µa,v; Jos. 15, 59 r,1310 
Ma-yapw0; 19, II n,l)'it'.l Mapa-y,>..lla; r 2 ll'£l' if>a-y-ya,, 21, 18 110,il raµa.\a 

[r Ch. 6, 45 (60) noSY ra>..•µ•0]; l Ki. 5, II (4, 27) tn'N rm9av on111 or 1n1H); 
16, 28 ra{3ov(a (of Asa's mother il.:l1fil in an addition to MT.; not with r 22, 42. 
2 Ch. 20, 31); l Ch. 1, 9 Ml:ll)'i 'P•-yµa; 2, 47 l:Jlll::t ":i.a-ya£ (Al. :R.a-yarp); 4, 9 )-'.:ll11 

'I-ya$11s (also ws ..,a/3TJS for :Jlll:J); 4, 14 Mi£ll) rorp,pa; 9, 4 11111) r.,,o .. ; 42 nl:lSY 
"f.'aµ•~•0; ib. n\l:ll.!,' ra,awO (but not so 8, 36. 12, 3. 27, 25); u, 32 1r,.:li:VM 
rapa/3a,00,. In Arabic, the soft and hard sounds of ]) are distinguished by a 
diacritical point (E_, ~ : in Hebrew, though no such sign has been adopted, it is 

clear, from the transliteration of LXX, that ll had in some words a harder and 
stronger sound than in others ( comp. Stade, § 63°). See further on this subject 
the studies of Rdzi~ka in Z. fur Ass. xxi (1908), p. 293 ff., and Flasher in ZA W. 
xxviii (1908), pp. 194 ff., 303 ff. Rfizi~ka purports to give lists of all proper names 
in the OT. containing ll, with their LXX transliterations (but his readings are based 
on tbe text of Tisch., which sometimes differs from that of Swete\ which is based 
(for cod. B) on the photograph published in 1890); Flasher's lists are limited to the 
names occurring in Genesis. Neither perhaps explains quite satisfactorily how it 
happens that 'Y represents ll in many words in which the corresponding word ( or 

root) in Arabic has t, and not t_ (Ruli~ka, p, 302, cf. 339 f.). 
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Yahweh: elsewhere it is applied technically to the priest as in atten

dance upon Yahweh, Dt. ro, 8. 18, 7. Jud. 20, 28. Ez. 44, 15. 2 Ch. 
29, II; and to the Lev11e as in attendance upon the congregaHon or 

the people, to discharge menial duties for them (see e. g. 1 Ch. 9, 27-9. 

31-2. 2 Ch. 35, 11), Nu. 16, 9. Ez. 44, 1 r. See more fully the 
writer's note on Dt. 10, 8 (p. 123)1. It is a pity that in passages such 

as Nu. 16, 9. Dt. 10, 8 to 'wait upon' (with a marg. 'Heb. stand 

be_fore ') has not been adopted in EVV.: it may be doubted whether 

many English readers understand what to 'stand before the congrega

tion ' means. 

23. Notice the series of perfects with waw conv. expressing what 

happened habitually, and represented rightly in the Versions (impff. 

in LXX, Vulg.; ptcpp. in Targ. Pesh.2
). 

1? n,,, as Job 32, 2ot. 

,, :1,~,] In ? :JU:l, :J1~ is a verb, 'to be good to' = 'be well with:' 

Nu. 11, 18. Dt. 5, 30 al. 

ill)iil nli] ill)iil is an adj. (not a subst. in the gen.) as appears 

(1) from the analogy of 15b. 16b; (2) from the fact that i1Vii1 is not 

used as a qualifying genitive. Comp. above, on 12, 23. For the 

conception of the illli nn, cf. Jud. 9, 23. 

17, 1-18, 5. Second account o.f David's introduction to Saul, David, 

a shepherd youth from Bethlefiem, attracts the king's aften!i'on by 
his victory in .single comba.t over Goli'ath. 

17, 1. il::J1~] One of the towns in the Shephelah (Jos. 15, 35), 

generally identified with esh-Shuweikeh (1145 ft.), on the N. slope of 

a range of low hills running E. and W., 14 miles W. of Bethlehem. 

The 'Vale of Elah' (v. 2) is immediately below it, on the N. It is (Bu.) 
strategically important, as it is close to a number of valleys and roads leading 
up to Hebron, Bethlehem, and elsewhere; the large PEF. Map marks a Roman 
road leading up to Bethlehem. LXX have ~oKx{l)O, The pl. may be original; 

1 Dr. Orr (Probl, of tke OT. p. 192) seeks to shew that to' stand before Yahweh' 
does not denote distinctively priestly functions. But it is idle to argue that to 
'stand before Yahweh' means nothing more than to ' stand; ' and in 2 Ch. 29, 11 

the last word tl'i~pr.,1 shews that the writer has priests (v. 4) in his mind; for to 
burn incense was an exclusively priestly duty. See the thorough examination of 
the idiom in McNeile, Deuteronomy, its Place in Revelation, 1912, p. 74ff. 

i Cf. the same versions in 1, 3. 7, 16. Ex. 33, 8-10 al. ( Tenses, p. 146). 
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for (We.) Eus. (Onom. 292, 32-4) says that there were two villages of this name, 
an upper and a lower, 9 miles above Eleutheropolis (which agrees fairly with the 
site of esh-Sbuweikeh, 7 miles NE. of Eleutheropolis ). 

Bliss (PEFS. r900, p. 97 f.) doubts this site, as it shews no signs of pottery 
earlier than Roman times; and suggests Tell Zakartya (so called from a wdy 
dedicated to the father of John the Baptist), 3 miles below esh-Shuweikeh, on the 
same side of the Wady, where an Isr. fortress has been excavated (ib. 1899, 
PP• ro-36, 89--98), supposing the old name to have been transferred to esh
Sbuweikeh. 

n"'l1n1:, '1e'N] Cf. 1 Ki. 19, 3 i 2 Ki. 14, 11 (of Beersheba); 1 Ch. 
13, 6 (of Qiryath-ye'arim): also t:i•ne,:,:i~ "1e'N r Ki. 15, 27. 16, 15; 

jli•;;:, -,e,~ ib. q, 9: Jud. 18, 28. 19, 14 j'o•:i:i:, "1e'N i'1l):J:li'1. 20, 4. 
i'1i'IV] Mentioned next to Sochoh in Jos. r 5, 35; an important 

strong city (Jer. 34, 7. 2 Ch. 11, 9). The site is not known: Tell 
Zakar~ya (confused by Bartholomew in G. A. Smith's Maps with the 
village Zakar~ya opposite : see Ro b. ii. 2 r ), 'Askalun ( 1 mile S. of 
Tell Zakariya), and other sites, have been conjecturally suggested. 

ti•oi O!l~] A place, not identified, between Sochoh and 'Azekah. 
The name, though peculiar, is supported by I Ch. II, 13 (the parallel 
to II 23, 9; see note there) ti•oi-cEl. LXX (B) has Ecf:,£pJJ,,£JL, other 
MSS. u£q>£pµanµ, uacf:,apµnv, etc., which, however, lead to nothing. 

Aq. b, 7rtpan 1::.oµ£t}L agrees with MT. (for 7rtpa,; = O!lN in Aq., see 
Is. 5, 8. 52, 10 al.). In view of I Ch. 11, 13, and of there being no 
support from Aquila, t:i•on "1:Jl):J (Kitt.), of the stream running down 
the Wady, is a very doubtful emendation. 

2. i'1~Ni'1 i'Dll] The 'Vale of the Terebinth' (v. 19. 21, rot), the 
'broad depression between hills' (on 6, 13), formed by the junction 
of two valleys, from the S. and E., which unite on the E. of esh
Shuweikeh; the valley then narrows to form W. es-Sanf (the 'Wady 
of Acacias'), which afterwards runs down westwards, past the shining 
white rock of Tell e~-~afiyeh, very probably Gath (on 6, q), into the 
Philistine plain (see further Cheyne, Devout Study of Cnh'dsm, 85 f.; 
EB. s. v. ELAH; and Photograph No. 443 of the Pal. Exp!. Fund). 

3. tli'11:l1:J N1Jm] 'with the ravine between them.' The ra\·ine is 
probably the deep and narrow gorge cut out by the stream running 
down the vale on the N. of esh-Shuweikeh, mentioned in the note on 
v. 2 (H. G. 227 f.; Conder, Tent Work, 279). 

The ptcpp. describe the contznuous position of the parties during 
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the incidents about to be related. The Israelites would be on one of 
the hills NE. of esh-Shuweikeh, on the opposite side of the poy. 

4. tl•.l:li1 ~ 1t-t] i. e. the man of the P,£Ta(xp.wv, who came forward as 
the !),ffTLTIJ'> to bring the warfare to a close. Kimchi : tot~• ;,1,,~ 1~:, 

tl'.l::li1 ~•tot t-tiP.l nt:lil)tli1 •n~ r::i tl)1 c,, 1. 
n1:,.i J The same fem. termination occurs in other old Semitic 

(mostly Canaanitish) names: n!~~ (m.) Gen. 26, 26 (Philistine); 
M9\:'f): (f.), n~t;~ (f.), n'}i::l~ (eh. 9, r), n;:ii.i~ (1 Ki. u, 20-perhaps 
Edomite), nn.i and nn.io Gen. 36, 13. 23; and in Nabataean, Euting, 
Nabatiiische Inschriften, pp. 73, 90-2, as nn,n (= 'Apirn,; 2 Cor. 
II, 32), Mi.l::l (m.), nt-t'l.l (f.), mm~ (m.), mo (m.), ni•::iy (m.), al. 
(several of these similarly in Arabic) 2• 

5. In MT. the giant's weapons of defence are of bronze, those 
of attack are of iron. Here there is undoubtedly a consistency, which 
is badly disturbed in LXX (We.). 

tl•c-pc-pJ o_/ scales (of fish, Lev. 11, 9 al.; of a crocodile, Ez. 29, 4), 
i. e. scaled armour. For the form, cf. tl'!!lll~l!, tl'?!?! Is. 18, 5. tl1?l.:l?l.:I 
Cant. 5, r 1. tl'l;lt:1J;11J Qoh. 12, 5 (Kon. ii. 91 f., cf. 181, 452 n.). 
5000 shekels of bronze was probably c. 220 lbs. av. (Kennedy, DB. 
iv. 904 ff.). 

6. ni::i~~~J nh~~~ (We.) is preferable. 
'.ii p11.:i,] Keil quotes appositely (from Bochart) II. 2. 45 al. &µ,cpl a· 

/J.p' Jp,oww f3,D,£ro ~l♦os &pyvp6'YJAov. 1,,1:::i = javelz'n: see v. 45 and 
Jos. 8, 18. 

7. yni] Read, with the Qr@, and the parallel, II 21, 19, fl-", i. e. 
and the shaft. 

tl•.li~ im:i] LXX in II 21, 19. r Ch. II, 23. 20, 5 <iVT{ov; i. e. 
(Kennedy in his interesting art. WEAVING in EB., iv. 5284 f.) the 
weaver's 'shaft,' or 'leash-rod' (Lat. licialorium), used for holding 

1 Some of the Jews imagined fancifully that the word described Goliath's miKed 
parentage: Lagarde's Propkelae Ckaldaice, p. xvi (from the margin of the Cod. 

Reuchl.): ifSo ,,,,n,~, (1ro}-iµ,,.pxos) ~::JiOl:,H:i ~;Jl ,,o,~i;, ti,lin 

n1,l ::i~,o 1J::i ro nm, ;,~;y jo, ,, ~::i•~ 10 m;,, peio~ 10 iO'l~ ii,-iii 
\OW. (rc•)l pl. of C•.l.l = 'YJvos.) The same tradition evidently underlies the 
Vulg. vir spurius. Cf. Aptowitzer, ZA W. 1909, p. 244. 

2 And in many names of places. Comp. Tenses, § 181 note. 
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the threads of the warp apart, while the shuttle, carrying the weft, was 

passed between them. 
8. tl~~ ,,:::i J In all probability this is an error for c::b ,,n:::i (as 

1 Ki. 18, 25. Jos. 24, 15: and,~ -in:::i II 24, 1211). n,:::i in Heb. 
means to eat faod: and the meaning select, choose, is not substantiated 

for it by either Arabic or Aramaic. (So also Dr. Weir.) 

9. 10. 'JN] Notice the emph. pronoun. 
10. '1'1!:i-in] l:'\1r.i is to reproach (sc. with taunts), i.e. to defy. 
12-31. We here reach the first of the considerable omissions in 

LXX as compared with MT. These verses are not in cod. B; and 
though they are supplied in cod. A, they form no part of the original 
and genuine LXX. This may be inferred from the different style of 
the translation, which (1) adheres more closely to the existing MT. 
than is the case in the book generally ; ( 2) deviates in the rendering 
of particular words, as KoLAris -r-r;s 8pv6, 16 against KoLActs 'H:\.a 21, 9; 

µura'i.os 23 instead of 8-vva-ros 4 for Cl'J:Jn Cl'N, ro.\ia0 o <l>LALUTtato, ib. 

against ro.\m0 o o.A.\oefm.\os 2 1, 9. 22, 10; comp. also in the allied 

passage vv. 55-8 rtpxwv-r-r;, OUVClJLEWS for N:J~n ,ci against apxttTTparrry6s 
12, 9. 14, 50. 26, 5: EtTTYfA6J0'Y/ 16 against Ka-rtu'T'Y} (see 3, 10. 10, 19. 
23. r 2, 7. 16) is of less weight, as it may have been chosen on account 
of the particular sense of :::i~•n,,, and recurs in a similar context 

II 23, 12. 

12. nm] Contrary to grammar, as well as unsuitable. ' This 
Ephraimite' would be ntn •niElNi1 ci•Nn: but the word this is out 
of place,-for the paraphrase (Vulg.) de quo supra dictum est (i. e. 
Jesse, in eh. 16) is inadmissible. Still, as the verse, being really 
superfluous after eh. 16, only stands here as introducing a narrative 

originally unconnected with eh. 16, it is possible that ntn is a late and 
unskilful insertion made with the view of identifying the 1ni!:lN ll!''N 

here mentioned with the 'ti' of eh. 16. Or it might be an error for 

M;Q (Pesh.: so Dr. Weir, comparing II 4, 4), though in point of fact 
no verb is required (see 25, 2. I Ki. 1 r, 26). .Ehrlich thinks it 
a corruption of Nli1, and makes the plausible suggestion that n,:::i~ Nin 
ni,n, en, is a gloss, intended to shew that •n-i!:lN did not mean 
Ephraimite ( 1, I al.), but Bethlehemite. 

1:1•~:::i m~t' ,,,] er. on 1, 2. 
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tJll!'J!CI N:l] The text was already the same, when the translation 
of cod. A was made: but 'and the man in the days of Saul was aged, 
entered in among men '-which is the only rendering that is justifiable
affords no intelligible sense. The most obvious correction is the 

omission of N:l (Hitzig); tl'WJN:l ii'T will then mean 'aged among 
men.' Gratz, after Pesh., would read ti•;w~ tt:::i ' entered into years ' 

(so LXX (Luc.) DvqAv0w-. lv l-mnv). Against the first, We. argues 
that the parallels tl1WJ:l i1El'i1, Am. 2, I 6, fo·0>-..o, lv av3pacnv etc. are 
incomplete, ji'I not expressing a distinction among things in other. 
respects similar, as i1El1 and lcr0A6, do. Against the second proposal 

is the fact that the phrase in use is always tl10 1:l N:l li'I (Gen. 18, I I. 

24, 1. Jos. 13, 1. 23, I (cf. 2). 1 Ki. 1, it). In face of this constant 
usage, it is extremely questionable whether tl'JW:l N:l can be regarded 
as a legitimate and idiomatic alternative for 0101:::i N:l. Kio., for 
,:i,1,: tl1WJN:l N:l !PI, conjectured very cleverly non,oit 1WJN:l ~11!? jpl 

was too old to enter in among, etc. (with, naturally, nw,w, for the follow

ing nw,w) ; and Bu. accepts this. It may well be right. 
13. tbn, , , ,:i,11] One of the two verbs is superfluous. The 

theory (Ew. § 346° n.) that ,:i,n is annexed for the purpose of giving 
,:i,,, the force of a plupf., is artificial and contrary to analogy. No 

other example of such a usage occurs in OT., cases of resumption, 

after a long intervening clause, being readily intelligible, and resting 

upon a different footing: e.g. Dt. 4, 42 cm; 18, 6 N:::i,; Jer. 34, 18-20 

1r,rm, etc. (see on 25, 26). Unless the conjecture mentioned in the 

last note be accepted, ,:i,n here may be due to a copyist's eye having 

glanced by error at the following verse, where the word occurs (rightly) 

between the same words. 

14. N11"1] Gen. 2, 14; 9, 18 etc.: Tenses,§ 199. 
15. :l~ :J.?i1] 'Speaker's Comm. "was gone," quite arbitrarily' 

(Dr. Weir). Was gone would be expressed, of course, by :J?Q ,,,, 
:l~!1 (see 9, 15): the participles can only be meant to describe David's 
custom at the time: RV. rightly, went to and .fro. The verse is no 

doubt an addition made by the compiler of the Book for the purpose 
of accounting for David's absence from the court of Saul, after I 6, 2 I f. 
In fact, however, according to the narrative embodied in this chapter, 

David was still unknown to Saul (vv. 55-58). See the note after 18, 5. 
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:,:in~] .from attendance on Saul: see Jud. 3, 19. Gen. 45, r. Mr. Deane 
(David: his Lifi and Times, p. 14) has omitted to notice :,yt.,. 

q. 1-t•SPil] with N otiosum: GK.§ 23i. See on II 17, 28. 

illil tinS nit!'Jn J iltn cannot belong to ilit!'Y ( contrast 18 n:,~il), and 

illil on, is not Hebrew (Jer. 40, 3 illil ,:ii is corrected in the Qre). 
illil tinSn must therefore be restored (cf. the Addenda): after nit!'l,I, n 
might readily have dropped out. rin=take it quickly: Gen. 41, 14. 

18. :iSnil •1•;n J lit. cuts of milk, i. e. probably ( EB. iii. 3091 ), 
.fre.rh-mz'lk cheeses. Luc. -rpv<f,aA[8a,;, soft cheeses; V g. '.formellas casei.' 

tllSt!', ipE:ln] A variation for the usual 01:,t!':, -~sE:), SNt!' (v. 22 ). 

Another (uncommon) variation is 1'i1N tl1:,¥' l1N i1~7 Gen. 37, 14. 
npn tin:iiy l1Nl] 'and take their pledge,' i. e. bring back some token 

of their welfare. Of the Versions, LXX (Luc.), Targ. Pesh. hit the 

general sense most nearly: Kal ela-o{a-w; µ,oi 'M/V ayyeAlav av-rwv, n1, 

•n1n Jl1"1:l'?::l, ... ::::.. J~l ,o01l...:::u»0 1
• 

20. :,yJ Cf. vv. 22 (i' :,y). 28; and :,y tm Is. 29, 12 (n SN). Mic. 

1, 14.-n?Jl)t.,il (n loc.) to the round enclosure (c~mp: EB. i. 636): :,wi, 
as 26, 5. 7t. Some edd. read the.fem. form nS,yon (milra'). 

Nt!''1] and lifted up (viz. the things mentioned in v. I 7 f. on to the 

asses : cf. O'?Olil Sv Iott!'~, Gen. 3 r, I 7. 4 2, 2 6 al.) : but the ellipse is 

surprising. Bu. suggests the insertion of 1'?li after Nt!''l (Gen. 29, rt): 
but this seems to suggest a longer and more formal journey than 

one of r 2 miles or so. The same objection may be made to Sm.'s 

3l~~! (Gen. 20, 1 al.), which also suggests a journey by stages. 
1ll N1'1"1 :,•nm] ~1'il with the art. must of course be in apposition 

with :,•nil: as the text stands, therefore, it can only be rendered 'And 

the host that went forth to the battle array-they shouted in the war' 

(llliill, acc. to Tenses,§ 123 a or 129: RV. implies ~•71;;, for wim). 
The construction, however, is very strained ; and the fact of the host 

going forth is surely intended to form part of the information given, 

and not to be presupposed. No doubt, therefore, Nt should be read 

for N1'1"1: 'And he came to the enclosure, and (=as: a circum-

1 The later Jews interpreted 1"1:lil,I oddly of a deed of divorce; see Lagarde, 
p. xvi; cod. 56, Holmes and Parsons (ap. Field) fJ,/3}..fov &.1ro11Ta11fov; Jerome, 
Quaestiones, ad loc.; and Aptow. ZA W. 1909, p. 245. 
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stantial clause) the host was going forth to the battle array, and 
(Tenses, 113. 4 f3; GK.§ 112k) they were shouting in the war.' 

11111"1] Read, as elsewhere (e.g. Jud. 15, 14), lll'11"1: the verb is 3n-,, 
not llll.,, 

2 1. ,.,yn, J Cities and countries, regarded as the mothers of their 

inhabitants, are regularly in Heb. construed with a fem. sg.; and 
occasionally the name, even when it denotes the people, is construed 
similarly (Ew. § 174b; GK.§ 122h, i): Ex. 12, 33 t:JJ,11"1 ,11 t:l'.,~0 ptnnl. 
II 8, 2. 5. 6 (in the parallel I Ch. 18, 2. 5. 6 altered to,,,,,,, ~::i•i, wi). 
24, 9 ,~-,e::,, ,,,n, (in 1 Ch. 21, 5 'i1'l). Is. 7, 2. 21, 2. 42, II. Job 1, 15 

r:inpnl ~::it:t ,eint By poets the principle is carried further: and they 

love to personify the population of a nation or city, as a woman : e. g. 
Is. 54, 1 ff. ; and in the frequent 11':l n::i, ,::i::i n::i, etc., )l1:i n::it:t11 Is. 1 2, 6 
etc.: cf. Mic. r, r r-13. Jer. ro, I7 etc. 

23 .• , , mm • , , '1::iio ~ml] A special case of the idiom noticed on 
9, 5: 1 Ki. 1, 22. 42. Gen. 29, 9 are closely parallel. 

ni.,1100] An error, already noted in the Qre. LXX, Vulg. Targ. 
agree with the Qre in expressing the pl. n:r1)?~r,> : Pesh. has the sing. 

1l?~Y,~I?; and one of these must be right. 

24. l0)1l] "1, as 14, 19b. Gen. 30, 30 (Tenses,§ 127 a; GK.§ ruh). 

25. t:in'~':Jn] See on 10, 24. 

n,11] without subj., as Gen. 32, 7; Is. 33, 5 : Tenses, § 135. 6 (2); 

GK.§ 1168• 

'Jl ;,,,,,] and it shall be, as regards the man, etc.: see on 2, 36. 

For the Hif. l)"\\7ll', see GK. 53n; and cf, lp~1'1 14, 22, 

26. ,110] Cf. Jos. 5, 9. 1 Ki. 2, 31. II 24, 21. 25 (Lex. 758b). 

i:i.,n 1::i] not that he should reproach (910;), but that he should have 

reproached (as a completed fact): if;. 44, 20 that thou shouldest have 

crushed us in a place of jackals. Gen. 40, 15. l:J•M' would no doubt 
be more usual ( 18, 18. Ex. 3, II : cf. Lex. 4 7 2 bf) : but are we 
entitled to say (Ehrlich) that the pf. here is 'absolutely un-Hebraic?' 

r:i1•n t:J'i1'~] the plural of 'majesty:' GK. 13 2h. 
28. mnn] i~~ is construed regularly as a .fim. pl., e. g. 25, 18; 

Jer. 33, 13; Zech. 13, 7. 
•J~] Note the emph. pronoun: cf. II 7, 8. Jos. 231 2. 2 Ki. 2, 3. 

29. ~,n ,:i., ~,n] 'Was it not a word?' i. e. I merely asked a 
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question : that was all. So Ki. rightly: M1"'\t.:lN'1 rlOil t:m'\El N,n ,r.i""'\M:J 

"'\:J.'1t.:l •~Net 1El 'Y ~N nnt'!)' 1~'\~"'\ l'Nl .,,.., Wet!) t,1;, 'n"'\::!'1 ON ,r.i,,:::i. 

30. "'\MN ,,r.i SN] 'to the front of another.' 
"'\:l'1 t:l!)il ,n:iet•i] lit. turned him back with (GK. § 1 qff) a word 

= replz'ed to, answered: see on II 3, I I. 

32, t:1'1N :i,] LXX, We. 'i'I~ :i\ which is undoubtedly more pointed, 
and is recommended by the 1'1:ll) which follows: cf. v. II (which 

immediately precedes in LXX). ' It is the custom, when the king 
is addressed, to say "my lord" in place of what would be the first 

thou' (We.). 

'''ll] as tf!. 42, 5. 6. 7. Not 'within him' ( =':!l1i?i1), which suggests 
an incorrect idea, but ' upon him.' ,l) in this and similar expressions 
is idiomatic : it 'separates the self, as the feeling subject, from the 

soul' (Delitzsch). So tf!. 131, 2 as a weaned child is my soul upon 

me. 142, 4. Lam. 3, 20. Jon. 2, 8. Jer. 8, 18 1\'1 '.l' ''lJ my heart 
upon me is sick. See Lex. 753b d; Parallel Psalter, p. 464. 

34. '~, il1il ill)"'\] Form of sentence, as 2, IIb (see note). 
:i,.,il-MN' 1"'\Nil] It is strange that here nt-e should be a redundancy, 

while in v. 36 :l'\'1i1 tl~ 1"'\Nil MN tl~ it is rather desiderated before the 

same word for the sake of symmetry. As it is, MN'\ stands according 
to Ew. § 277d end, Lex. 85a 8, to mark a new subj. in a sentence : 
but though several instances occur, they are not mostly in passages 
belonging to the best style, nor can this use of the particle be counted 
an elegancy. Here MN is quite superfluous. It would seem as though 
a copyist's eye had actually interchanged l'\"1i1 here with :i,'1n nN in 

v. 36 (so Now.). ~~1 'and even a bear' (Gratz, Kio. Bu. al.) is 

plausible : but was a bear more dreaded than a lion r The poet. ilJ:;I~ 

(Perles) is not probable. The rendering in GK. § 154a n. (b) is very 

forced. 
nb' J Many edd. read ilT, with the note 1ip ill!': but the note is not 

a Massoretic one; and in fact ilT is no part of the lVIassoretic Text 

at all, but is simply an error, first occurring in the Rabbinical Bible 

of 1525, edited by Jacob ben I;Iayyim, and perpetuated in subsequent 
editions. See De Rossi, Variae Lectz'ones, ad Joe., who states that all 

MSS. known to him (184 of Kennicott's, and 64 of his own, besides 

others) read correctly iit?, 
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34b-35. The series or peifects with ,, instead of the impff. and 
waw conv., which is the usual narrative tense, is remarkable. A series 
of pff. with waw, in an historical book, has the presumption of being 
designed by the writer in a frequentative sense ; and such is in all 
probability the case here1 though, as the accentuation shews, the 
passage was understood otherwise by the punctuators. If the sense 
suggested be adopted, 1n,~i1l must, of course, be read 11),~ill (see 

J er. 6, I 7; Am. 4, 7 ), and •nptni1l-though not quite with the same 
absolute necessity 1--;nptnm. The solitary l:li''' is not docisive against 
the interpretation proposed . (see Jer. l. c., and on 14, 52 ). In this 
case, further, as the allusion will be no longer to a single parHcular 

incident, the art. in •it(n and ::i,in will be generic (GK. § 126r): 'And 

if a lion or bear came, and took a sheep out or the flock, I would go 
out after him, and smite him, and rescue it from his mouth: and if 
he rose up against me, I would seize hold of his beard, and smite him, 
and slay him 2.' (So also Dr. Weir.) 

35. l'ElO •n,~m] Am. 3, 12. 

l'T;l1~D1] 'The dagesh is an indication that W;l~m would be the 

correct form; cf. GK. § 72w' (Bu.). 
37. ,,, ,o~•,] In accordance with Hebrew idiom, though omitted 

in LXX. It is ' a recapitulation of the substance of a preceding 

longer speech, entirely in the manner of popular narrative, and or 
repeated occurrence in Hebrew' (We.): cf. v. 10. 

~lil] resuming the subj. with emph.: Lex. 215b 2. 

38. 11,0] [io J is used chiefly of the outer garment of a warrior: 

1 On account of the pash\a: see Jer. 4, 2 (Tenses,§ 104). 
2 So LXX in v. 34 iiTav 1JPX<To 1<al tAaµf]av,v : in LXX (Luc.) the impff. are 

continued, as logically they should be, to the end of v. 35. (On the frequentative 
force of oTav, 1)><1<a &v, Mv, w, &v, with the impf. indic., and even with the aorist, in 
Hellenistic Greek, see Winer, Grammar of N. T. Greek, § xiii. 5; Blass, Gramm. of 
N. T. Greek,§ 63. 7; Moulton, Grammar of N. T. Greek, 1906, p. 168: and comp. 
Gen. 6, 4 [wrongly explained in Winer's note ib.; see the Hebrew: in 27, 30 for w, 
&v Tisch. must be read either ws with codd. AD (so Swete) and 10 cursives, or 5uov 
with E and 18 cursives (also Philo) : see Hatch, Essays in Biblical Greek, 1889, 
p. 163f.; and Brooke-McLean, adloc.]. Ex. 17,n.33, Sf. 34,34. 40,30.Nu.21,9. 
Jud. 6, 3. II 14, 26 (where Lucian, as here, has also consistently the impf. ,uTa for 
EIITT/<T<v ), etc. ; and Mark 3, I r in the Revised Version.) 

136!> L 
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l'1P, as here, v. 39. 4, 12 0'll'1P ,,,o,. 18, 4. Jud. 3, 16; tl()'r}l,:l 

(from [nni,:, or ;i9J j but see note) II 10, 4 = I Ch. I 9, 4 ; l"I)? II 20, 8 
[rd. 111,:l]: Lev. 6, 3 (of a priest), If· 109, 18 \"11,:lf1 nS:,p ~:is,,; i•~l':11? 

If· 133, 2 (of Aaron); ri~ (?) Jud. 5, 1ot. Cf. EB. i. 1137. 
l/:l1P] SoEz, 23, 24t; v. 5 andelsewherel/:ll::I, 
39. Ehud Jud, 3, 16, for purposes of concealment, girds his sword 

under his tl'iO (1,,0, nnl"I~). On ? Sri;? (chiefly late), v. Lex. 7596 e. 
n::i:,:, 'N'1] The words admit of no rendering consistent at once 

with the meaning of :,•~m,, and with the following causal clause 
ilC) N:, ':I: for assayed (AV.), which (as i10) N:, •::i shews) must mean 
' endeavoured unsuccesifully,' is not a sense that is ever possessed by 
''Nlil. In Targ. Pesh. the difficulty is felt so strongly that the 
positive clause is transformed into a negative one (:,t•o:, il:lN NS1 : 

,,~ b3 ~0) ! LXX have lKo'Tl'[aaw = N~~.1 'And he wearied 

himself to go (with them),' i. e. he exerted himself in vain to go with 
them, which agrees well with the following clause 'for he had not 

tried them.' Cf. Gen. 19, II nn::in N10, lNS,, and they wearied 

themselves to find the door, i. e. exerted themselves in vain to find it. 

The reading N:,,, is accepted by Luzzatto ll Prefda lsai'a [ ed. i. 185 5] 

on 1, I4 (who states that it was first suggested to him by his pupil 
Abraham Meinster), and Geiger ( Urschrifl, p. 3 7 7); it is adopted 
also (in each case, as it would seem, independently) by We. and 
Dr. Weir. 

,,, tlit:111] LXX tl~1?;1. The original text had no doubt simply 
0,011, which was read by some as a plur., by others as a sing.; by 
some of the latter ,,, was added. 

40. tl1):lN •p:,n] smooth ones ifs/ones= smoothest stones: GK.§ 132c. 

~,p:,1:11] either read 01P?~~ (We. Now.), or (Ehrl.) IO~P?~~. and 
delete ,, i~N tl'llii1 ,:,:;i, as an explanatory gloss; or ( Sm. Bu. ; cf. 

LXX T<fl OV7'L a-in-<ti e1s uvAAoyr,v) read O~P?~? ,S i1~i1 il!IK 'his shepherd's 
bag which served him for a (sling-stone) wallet.' 

41. ::l':!~1 ':J?M • • • ;:,•1] Contrast 14, 19. Cf. II 15, 3oat. 

43. 1:,)N] in pause with Zii(Jif: cf. on 1, 15. 

ni~po:i] the plur. is the generic plural. LXX put into David's 

mouth the singularly vapid reply : Kat e!'T/'E Aa.vn8, Ovx{, a>.>.' ~ xdpwv 
I 

/(VJ'0$, 
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46. '1lEl J collectively, as •n:,:i~ Is. 26, 19. But read probably with 
LXX 1'1lEll j'1lEl. 

yiN,i :,:i iyi•,] yit-iil construed with a plural, as Gen. 41, 57; and, 
more frequently, in late poetical style, as if,. 66, I. 96, r. 9. roo, 1 al. 

:,t-ii~•:, tl'il't-1 ~• •:i J ' that Israel hath a God.' ~• asserts existence 
with some emphasis; cf. t{r, 58, 12. 

47. ll'~il•] The retention of i1 of the Hif'il, after the preformative 
of the impf., is rare and usually late: Jer. 9, 4; Is. 52, 5; if,. 28, 7; 
45, 18; II6, 6 (as here); Job z3, 9; Neh. II, I7; Ez. 46, 22 (Hef. 
ptcp.). These are all the examples of the uncontracted verb that 
occur in Hebrew: cf. then. pr. !:)P,i,,~ once t{r, 81, 6; :,;im~ Jer. 37, 3 

{38, I ~;i~•). The form occurs also regularly in Biblical Aramaic, as 

Dan. 7, 18. 24. Comp. GK. §53q; Stade,§ 113. 2; Konig, i. 294f.1 

But Klo's. i1ll'l~'il for il'l,i' y•~m• (so Bu.) both removes the anomalous 
ll'~'lill, and yields a better antithesis to what follows ('l'I illil'~ •:i). 

48. il'ill] See on 1, 12. 
50 .• , , t'~ :l'1~l] the emph. word before !'N: 21, zb (see note). 

II 15, 3· Jud. 14, 6 'li':l rt: no,~o,. 16, 15. 18, 7. 28. 19, I al. 
5 1. innnti•i] See on 14, 13. 
52. N'l] The '.l in v. 3 was the ravine which separated the op

posing forces; but this could not also be the goal of their flight: 
moreover, if a particular N'l were meant, the article would be required. 

The word must thus represent some proper name: LXX have nl 

(cf. b), which is accepted by both Keil and Commentators generally. 

If Gath was Tell e?-$afiyeh, it was about ro miles W. ofSochoh, down Wady Sant; 
Ekron was 16 miles NW. of Sochoh: Sha'araim is mentioned in Jos. 15, 36, next to 
Sochoh and 'Azeqah, as a town in the Shephelah, so that it was presumably some 
place down the valley between Sochoh and Tell e?-~a6yeh. Its actual site can, 
however, only be conjectured. Tell Zakariya has been suggested: but we must 
first satisfy ourselves that this is not either Sochoh or 'Azeqah ( cf. on v. 2 ). illl is 
preceded naturally by jO: so tl~1Y.!9'? :ff:!:fcl (Sm. Kitt.; Bu. alternatively) is a very 

probable correction for tl~'1llt::1 jii::i, · 

54. bS~i,•J An obvious anachronism. Jerusalem was still a Jebu
site stronghold; see II 5, 6-9. 

iSnN:i J Keil (following Th.): 'an archaism for dwelling, as 4, 10. 

1 So with the art., the non-syncopated form b•ti~.i:i if,. 36, 6 (except in C\1il,j) 
is nearly always late; comp. on II n, 20. 

L 2 
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13, 2 etc.' But ::,11~ has (apparently) this sense only in the phrase 
, 1,11~::, e,1~, inherited from a time when the nation dwelt actually in 

tents. The meaning can only be that David put the armour in the 

tent occupied by him, when he was on duty with Saul (18, 2-5 etc.): 
afterwards, the sword at any rate was removed to Nob, and placed 

behind the ephod (21, rn). Ehr!. 'Qiif (r Ki. r, 39). 
55. ,o~ , •• n\~"1:n] Not a common type of sentence, in early 

Hebrew. 'It is the tendency of the earlier Hebrew, in the case of 
temporal or causal clauses, which Greek often places early in a 
sentence, either (a) to postpone them somewhat, or (b) to prefix 11111 : 

it is the later Hebrew, that is apt to introduce them at the beginning. 

Compare ad (a) Gen. 19, 16. 34, 7. 50, 17. Ex. 31, 18. Jud. 8, 3 
with 2 Ch. 12, 7. 15, 8. 20, 20. 24, 25. 26, 16. r9b. 33, 12. 34, 14. 
Dan. 10, 9. II. 15. 19; and ad (b) (t:i)n,,:i:i, 2 Ch. 7, 1. 20, 23b. 

-24, 14. 29, 29. 31, 1 against some fourteen: times in earlier books 
with 1111, prefixed 1,' e. g. eh. 18, 1; I Ki. 8, 54 (11111 omitted in the 

parallel, 2 Ch. 7, r). 9, I. 

"1l)Ji1 m--10-r:,. J Not as AV. RV. ' Whose son is this youth? ' but 

' Whose son is the youth ? ' nr ~s enclitic, and belongs to 10, as J er. 

49, 19; 1ft. 24, 8 ek. (GK.§ 136°; Lex. 2610. 4 b). In v. 56 EVV. 
render correctly. 

'·J 'OJ so always in this expression, and in other oaths not by God 
(11'.l),El 1ti; II 15, 2 t; Am. 8, 14): in oaths by God always nm• 11], 
1~~ 11]. Either 10 is the sf. e. of a subst. 11J, an old sing. of the usual tl1:0 
( Thes., Ke. Kon. ii. 42),=(By) the life if .. . I (so the M.assorites: cf. 
Targ. of ;r 20, 3 al. 1WDJ 1.:IJ1 mn1 ~,n i:l1!i2); or, in spite of the fem. C'ElJ, 

we should vocalize 1C'ElJ 'O. The explanation of 10 in GK. § 930.e. n. 

as a contracted form of the st. abs. 11J is not natural. 
56. nn~ ,~eo] Note both the position and the force of ni:;,~ 'Ask 

thou:' Ex. 20, 19 lJO'.I) nn~--,::i, speak thou with us; Dt. 5, 24 ; 

eh. 20, 8; 22, 18 11n~ ::ic; Jud. 8, 21 lJ:l l/JEll nn~ tl1p (Tenses,§ 202). 

t:i::illn] 20, 2 2t. The masc., of which the corresponding fem. is 

i"lr.l'l) Is. 7, 14 al. For np11 v. 57, see on 4, 20. 

1 Quoted from a letter of the writer by Prof. Franz Delitzsch in The Hebrew 
New Testament of the British and Foreign Bible Society. A contribution to 
Hebrew Philology. Leipzig, 1883 [written in English], p. 19. 
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18, r. 1ll i1"11!'j,l] Gen. 44, 30 it!ltilJ iliil!'j, ,l!'!l:ii. 

1Jil~•i] The Kt. is iJQ~!1 (a rare form: Ew. § 249b; 01. p. 469; 

Kon. i. 2 2 4, 621 ; GK. § 6od: Hos. 8, 3 iElil'. if!. 35, 8 ii:bn. Jer. 
23, 6 iNij:11 ; Qoh. 4, 12 ltij,M1 ; Jos. 2, 4 [corrupt]; see also on 21, 14 

and II 14, 6): the Qre substitutes the more usual \il~Q~~-1. 

2. Jil!', iJnl ~,,] The same idiom as Gen. 20, 6. 31, 7. eh. 

24, 8 etc.: and Nu. 20, 21. 21, 23 without,. 
3. ,,,,] as 1nm1• is the subj. to the end of the verse, Sm. Bu. Now. 

Kit. read ,,,, for ,,,,. But ,, n•iJ ni:i, with the rarest exceptions 

(2 Ch. 29, ro. Ezr. ro, 3), is used only of a superior, especially a 

conqueror, prescribing terms to an inferior (11, r. Jud, 2, 2. Is. 

55, 3 al.), so that it would seem here to be unsuitable. Unless, there

fore, 1 (Ehr!.) is the waw of 'concomitance' (Ex. 21, 4: Lex. 25311 ; 

above, p. 2 9 ), it is better to read ,,, n~ for -n,,. 
4b. ,,,o,] = and also his (warrior's) garment: cf. on 6, r r. Without 

the usual jt.:i (before il1: Lex. 581b 5), as Lev. II, 42. Nu. 8, 4. 

5. ,,:i1!'1] defines how David fared when he went out: 'And David 

went forth, wherever Saul sent him he prospered' = prospering 

wherever Saul sent him. Jer. 15, 6 •:i,n ,inN •n~ neiol 'Thou didst 
forsake me, thou wentest ever backward' = going ever backward. 

Comp. Tenses,§ 163 with Obs. The impff. have of course a frequenta

tive force. 

,,:ie,n is lo deal wise[y with the implied consequence of success : in 

other words, it expresses not success alone, but success as the result 

of wise provision. No single English word expresses the full idea 

conveyed by the Hebrew: hence the margins in RV. here, Jos. 1, 8; 

Is. 52, 13. Success alone is denoted in Heb. by n1½i1. 

The narrative 17, 1-18, 5, precisely as it stands, it appears 
impossible to harmonize with 16, 14-23. The two narratives are in 
fact two parallel, and, taken strictly, incompatible accounts of David's 

introduction to the history. In 16, 14-23 David is of mature age and 

a 'man of war,' on account of his skill with the harp brought into 
Saul's service at the time of the king's mental distress, and quickly 

appointed his armour-bearer ( vv. 18. 2 r ). In 1 7, 1-1 8, 5 he is 
a shepherd lad, inexperienced in warfare, who first attracts the king's 

attention by his act of heroism against Goliath ; and the inquiry 
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17, 55-58 comes strangely from one who in 16, 14-23 had not 
merely been told who his father was, but had manifested a marked 
affection for David, and had been repeatedly waited on by him 

(vv. 21. 23). The inconsistency arises, not, of course, out of the 
double character or office ascribed to David (which is perfectly com
patible with historical probability), but out of the different representati'on 

ef his first introduction to Saul. In LXX (cod. B), 17, 12-31. 41. 50. 
55-18, 5 are not recognised. By the omission of these verses the 
elements which conflict with 16, 14-23 are greatly reduced (e. g. 
David is no longer represented as unknown to Saul); but they are not 
removed altogether (comp. 17, 33. 3.8 ff. with 16, 18. 21b). It is 
doubtful therefore whether the text of LXX is here to be preferred to 
MT.: We. (in Bleek's Ei'nldtung, 1878, p. 216 =Comp.des Hex. u. 

der hist. Bb., 1889, p. 250), Kuenen (Onderzoek 2
, 1887, p. 392), Bu. 

Dh. hold that the translators-or, more probably, perhaps the scribe 
of the Heb. MS. used by them-omitted the verses in question from 
harmo_nistic motives, without, however, entirely securing the end 
desired 1. On the other hand, W.R. Smith {OTJC.9. pp. 120 ff., 
431 ff.), Lohr (p. xxxiv), Corn ill, Introd. § 17. 6, Stade (EB. iv. 
1276), Sm. Now. Kennedy (p. 121) maintain the superior originality 
of the shorter LXX text. In either case, however, 17, r-18, 5 will, 

1 And so Kamphansen, Theo!. Arbeiten (Elberfeld), vii. 'Bemerknngen zur 
alttest. Textkritik,' pp. 16-18.-Dr. Weir views the Hebrew text similarly, though 
accounting in a different manner for the omission in LXX : ' "Whose son is this~" 
In 16, 21 it is said that Saul loved David, and he became his armour-bearer. To 
reconcile the two statements, it has been conjectured (Speaker's Commentary) that 
16, 21 records by anticipation what did not really come to pass till after David's 
victory over Goliath. But how can this be reconciled with 18, 9. 10, and especially 
with 18, 13? Or, again (Keil), that the question" Whose son is he!" has relation 
not to the name, but to the position of David's father (but see v. 58); or that Saul's 
madness accounts for his having forgotten David. But all these explanations are 
insufficient. Are the verses wanting in LXX a later interpolation in the Hebrew 
text! This cannot well be: for an interpolation would not insert anything at 
variance with the narrative interpolated. We seem therefore shut up to the 
conclusion that the verses omitted in the Vat, MS. belong to an. independent 
narrative, which was in parts incorporated with the older account, but not in all 
MSS. existing when the LXX translated the book. The Greek translation of the 
added verses [in cod, A] is very exact and must have proceeded from a later period, 
when the Hebrew text was fixe<l as at present.' 
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more or less, have been derived from a different source from 1 6, 14_ 23 

(notice how David is introduced in 17, 12 ff. as though his name had 
not been mentioned before), and embodies a different tradition as to 
the manner in which Saul first became acquainted with David. 

18, 6-30. Saul's growing jealousy if David 
(zn contznuatzon if I 6, 23). 

6. ni:,non, (Qre) -,•~:,] The two words correspond in form so im
perfectly that the text can scarcely be in its original form. The least 

change is to read with Bu. ni:iht;)~ (cf. Ex. 15, 20 tl1WJil :,.:i !1:t~m 
n'Sn9:;i~ t1•~ryf n•in1:t; Jud. r 1, 34 ~,,no;,~ c•~nf mi:t,p:, n1:tt ,n:::i nJrn; 

21, 21 ni:,i,~~ ,~n~ n:,•w n1Jl ,~i• C~). LXX, omitting 6"' (see 

p. r 55) as fa; as •nw:itin-n~, express then ,,, ni:tip:, ni:,?in9iJ mi:tim 

')1 o•~n.::i :,1:tit:1• •iy :,:io, which is adopted by Sm. Now. (though 
,~'11:1' 'ill :,:io should precede ,1, n1:tip:,), at least as the text of what is 

regarded by them as the main narrative here (LXX, cod. B). ni:,no::i 
is obviously the right correction of the Massorelic text, as we have it: 

the question of the relation of the Massoretic text of this verse to the 
LXX is one belonging to 'higher ' criticism, which cannot here be 

considered. 
7:,on :,11:tt:1] The order is late: see p. 305 n. 
7. M)IJ!}m] So Ex. 15, 21 tl1'10 on, r:im,. 
nipnwon tl'e'Jil] 'the women which made merry.' Illustrate from 

II 6, 5, where David and the Israelites, as they bring the ark up into 

Zion, are described as '"' •J~:, tl'i?Q~'?: also Jer. 30, 19 :,1p1 n,,n. 
ti•pnt:io; 31, 4 (in the promise of Israel's restoration) :);~i:! 1'1llt1 iw 
ti•pnwo :,1no.::i i;,1:ti•t-On the omission in LXX, see at the end of the 
section. 

8. 1'11:lli] Read with LXX ni:r.:ii;:i, to correspond with tl'~'!-CQ (We. 

Bu. Sm. etc.). 
n:ii:,on 1!-« ,, i1311] 'and there is still only the kingdom (sc. to give) 

to him.' The correction ,:, (Klo. al.) is unnecessary. 

9. 113:J The Qr8 !~iY is right. 1n11 with the ptcp. expresses at once 
origination and continuance-' and ..• came into the condition of 

one eyeing:' so Gen. 4, 17 i'll ilJJ •n•,; 21, 20b; Jud. 16, 21 
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JMlt:J Wl; 2 Ki. 15, 5. The verb is a denom. from i~l!, 'to eye' (sc. 
enviously: LXX, cod. A {rrro{3AE7r6p.,Evo'>), the ptcp. being perhaps that 
of Qal, but perhaps also that of Po'el (Ew. § 125°'), with the prefix 

t,j omitted (Stade, § 2 29 ; GK. § 55c), as sometimes in Pu'al (Ew. 
§ 169d; GK.§ 52s). The omission of r., is no doubt irregular: but 
there is a presumption that for the sense in question, the conjugation 
which Ew. (§ 12 5a) has well characterized by the term 'Conjugation 

of attack' would be in use. Cf. ir?'' to be-tongue, i. e. to slander, 
i/r· 101, 41, and GK •. § 55b, c. The verb, however, does not occur 
elsewhere; and Ehr!. would read N~e' (the K dropped by haplography, 

and I!-' then taken as iy). 
10. K.:ur,1i] played the prophet, viz. by gestures and demeanour, 

as 10, 5. 
IJ)tl ii•n] 'as (or whz1e) David was playing:' a circumst. clause. 

1'11:l] See on 16, 16. 
ci,1::i 011:i J only here. See on 3, 10. tll\:l c,1 itself does not occur 

till the latest Hebrew: Neh. 8, 18. 1 Ch. 12, 22. 2 Ch. 8, 13. 24, 11. 

30, 2r. Ezr. 3, 4. 6, 9 (Aram.)t. 
1 J. ,t:J1l] i. e. cast, from !iit:J. But it does not appear that Saul 

actually cast the javelin on this occasion; hence Th. We. Kp. al. 

fol1owing LXX (~pw) and Targ. (tl1iN} would punctuate ,w~l and took 
up, from ,~~. Is. 40, 15. 

; 1p::i, ,,,::i i1.:JN J ' I will smite David and the wall,' i. e. I will smite 

them together, I will pin David to the wall: so 19, 10. Cf. Dt. 15, 17. 
12. 1)£bo] elsewhere, to express the source or cause of an act or 

feeling, mostly late (for the earlier 1)El0}: see Lex. 81811: and cf. 

eh. 8, 18'. 

13. I. e. Saul removed him from his circle of immediate attendants, 
and gave him duties with the army. tll)O as 14, 17. 

14. ,:i,,-,.:i, J 'with regard to (7, 7) all his ways.' But i.:i,,-,:i::i 
is better; so 18 MSS., and many Rabb. quotations ap. Aptow. I. 

1 So 'l;l~lf'? Job 9, 15 not my judge, but he that would assail me in judgement, 

i. e. my opponent in judgement. The conjugation is in more regular nse in Arabic, 

where its signification is also distinctly seen (\,'fright, Ar. Gr. i. § 43); thus ~ 
lo kill, J]L; to tr.Y_ to kill = to fight with : iJ-,,_. to outrun, u4 L.. to try to outrun 
= to run a race with. 
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15. ie'N J for the usual '.:I (Lex. 8311. 8 a /3). Cf. on 15, 20. 

11J!)O "1~ 11] and stood in awe (Kp.) of him. A stronger expression 

than N"\11 in v. 12 : Nu. 22, 3. 

1 6. • • , , NIM 1.::i J Notice the emph. pron. in a causal sentence 

(p. I 1 o n.) ; and also the participles in this verse. 
17. ;, !MN nnN] Note the emphatic position of nnN. Cf. Jud. 

14, 3 '' np i1MlN; and see on 15, 1. 

1"1 nion,o] 25, 28. Nu. 21, 14 (1" 1 non,o "l!:lO)t. 

"ION] saza mentally= thought: so v. 21. 25, 21. 2 Ki. 5, II, and 

frequently (Lex. 563 2). 
18. '!tl] Punctuate 1~tl 'my folk' (Kirkpatrick). The word is the 

same as the Arabic :;.. (so We. Keil, etc.; c( Thes. 471 3 ), explained 

at length by W. R. Smith in his Kinship and Marrz'age in Ear(y 

Arabz'a, pp. 36-40 (2 41-46), and denoting 'a group of families united 
by blood-ties,' moving and acting together, and forming a unity 

smaller than the tribe, but larger than that of a single family. The 
word is in frequent use in Arabic; but was rare-perhaps only 
dialectical-in Hebrew, and is hence explained here by the gloss 
1:JN nn!:lit!O. The punctuation as a pl. (' my life') shews that the 
meaning of the word had been forgotten. 10 (not no) is used with 
reference to the per sons of whom the 'IJ consists : cf. II 7, 18 •n1:i 10, 

Gen. 33, 8 nm mnon-,.::i 1> 10. 

19. nn] if givzng,-though the action is (and, in the present case, 
remains) incomplete: cf. 2 Ki. 2, r. Hos. 7, I. For the omission of 

the suff., sometimes, as here, indefinite, sometimes definite, cf. Gen. 

19, 29, 24, 30. Ex. r 3, 2 r. Jer. 41, 6; and GK. § 115e n. 
21. itli'lOS] itli'IO is some kind of /owlzng-z'mplement,-certainly 

not a 'snare' (i. e. a noose; Germ. Schnur, a 'string'), but probably 

the trigger of a trap with a bait laid upon it (see the illustration in the 

Wiiter's Joel and Amos, p. 157, and p. 158). Hence it is often used 

metaphorically of that which allures a person to destruction, as here, 

Ex. 23, 33. Dt. 7, 16. 

1:11ne-:1 J The expression recurs Joh 33, 14 ; lit. wz'th two, i. e. a 
second time (RV. )-not, however, excluding the first, but (as the literal 
rendering shews) together with it, Hence the phrase, as used here, 

must contain an ironical allusion to David's loss of M:erab. Still, the 
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expression remains strange. Ehrlich conjectures i1"1.:Jl/ :,N :,iNl!f iON1i 

ow1 1, tnnn, 01n1!1[,ti J.:, ' with the help of the Philistines (v. 25a) shall 

he make himself to-day my son-in-law.' 

AV. 'with (one of) the twain,' is derived from Rashi, Kimchi, and ultimately 
from the Targ. (j'"'lrlO N"ln.:J). A rendering which has to supply the most crucial 
word in a sentence, it might have been supposed, could have found no defenders : 
the Jews, however, discover a parallel for it in the OT.-Jud. 12, 7 and he was 
buried "ll/,Jil l"'\l).:J in ( one of) the cities of Gilead ! 

23. n:,p)il] the inf. abs. construed as a fem., as Jer. 2 1 q. The iJ 
is of course the interrogative. 

il~~;J Cf. Is. 3, 5 where this word is opposed to '1.:J::I) (cf. 16, 14· 
Hos. 4, 7. Pr. 3, 35). 

25. iilO J The technical word denoting the price paid, according to 
ancient custom, by the suitor to the father or family of the bride 1• 

See Gen. 34, 12; Ex. 22, 15. 16 (which speaks of the n,m.:i iilO, 

i. e. the sum usually paid for a wife). Cf. the Homeric Wva or follva, 

II. 16. 178 (of a suitor) 7ropwv &.7rEpd,na l8va; Od. 21. 160-2 "AAATJV 

81 nv' (7rEITa 'Axaii:a8wv EV7rE7rAWV Mvau0w U8voiuw 81(1f1-EV0'>0 ~ 8l K. 

t7rE1ra I'1JJ,ai0' ;;., KE 1rAEUTTa -;r6poi Kal. p,6putJJ,O'> l>-..001 : also as an 
interesting material parallel, II. 9. 14 1-8 (Nestle, Marginalien, p. 14 ). 

1.:J J 9 MSS. have ON 1.:,, the more usual expression ; so LXX, 
3 Rabb. authorities ap. Aptowitzer, I; it is also a i 1.:JO (on 12, 5). 

26. tl101i1 iN,o tt,i] Obscure; perhaps (Ke.) alluding to the time 
within which David's exploit was to be performed. The clause is not 
in the LXX. 

27. tl1rlNO] LXX i"l~P, which both agrees with the express state
ment, II 3, 14, and also (as We. observes) is alone consistent with the 
following tllN,o'l (or better, as LXX z, Aq. Theod. Vulg. tl~?~,), 
i. e. completed the tale of them to the king. The change was no doubt 
made for the purpose of magnifying David's exploit. The clause 26b 

may have been added with the same object: David accomplished in 
shorter time than was fixed more than was required of him. 

1 Comp. W. R. Smith, Kinship and Marriage in Early Arabia, p. 78 (ed. 2, 

r903, p. 96); Niildeke, ZDMG. 1886, p. 154. 

= Cod. A and Luc. : in Cod. B 1,0, tlr:bo•i is not represented, 
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28b, ,nn:in!-t ,,~~ n:i ,:i1~,] , LXX Kai 7ra,;; 'fopa71A ~yo.1ra a&ov 

i. e. ink :mk ;,~n¥":·;,~ 1.;,1: certainly original. The clause in this 
form states the ground for Saul's greater dread, expressed in v. 29; 

MT. merely repeats without need what has been said before in its 
proper place, in v. 20. 

29. ~1:1~11] Written incorrectly, as from 91:1!-t: so Ex. 5, 7 (GK.§ 68h). 

~,.~] Read ~"11
~: cf. ~i~ Jos. 22, 25 (Kon. i. 639 f.; GK. § 69n). 

In 1 8, 6-30 there are again considerable omissions in LXX 
(cod. B), the text of LXX reading as follows :-6b (And the dancing 
women came forth to meet David out of all the cities of Israel, with 
timbrels, and with joy, etc.). 7. ga (to but thousands). 9. 12a (And Saul 

was afraid of David). 13-16. 20-21a (to against hi'm). 22-26a (to 
son-in-law). 27-29a (reading in 28b 'and that all Israel loved him'). 
In this instance, it is generally admitted that the LXX text deserves 
the preference above MT.: the sequence of events is clearer; and the 
gradual growth of Saul's enmity towards David-in accordance with 
psychological truth-is distinctly marked,-observe the three stages, 
(a) 12a 'And Saul was afraid o( David:' (b) r 5 'he stood in awe of 
him,' and endeavoured indirectly to get rid of him, 20-21a: (c) 29 

'he was yet more afraid of David,' and ( 19, 1) gave direct orders for 
his murder. The additions in MT. emphasize unduly, and pre

malure/y, the intensity of Saul's enmity. They also harmonize badly 
with the account of David's betrothal to Michal: if, for instance, he 

had alreacfy been betrothed to Merab (vv. 17. 19), it is difficult to 
understand how he could reject as absurd the idea of his becoming 
the king's son-in-law as he does in v. 23 1. 

19-22. Davia obliged to jlee from Saul. He visits Samuel at Ramah 

( 19, I 8-2 4 ),finds through Jonathan that Saul's enmity is confirmed 

towards him (eh. 20), repa£rs accordingly first to Afii'melech at 

Noh, then to Achish at Gath (eh. 21), and finally takes refuge in 
the cave (or stronghold) of'Adullam (eh. 22). 

19, 1. n~n~ ••• ,~,11] Cf. 2 Ki. 14, 27. 

1 Comp. Wellh., in Bleek's Ein!eitung (1878), p. 2r8 (=Die Composition des 
Hexateuclis u. der liist. BiiclietA, 1889, p. 251 f.); Stade, Gescli. i. 37-40; Kirk
patrick, on T Samuel, p. 242; Kamphausen, l.c. pp. 18,--23; Kennedy, p. 131. 
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3. 1)i:-t1] Notice the emph. pron. (twice). 

7:i ;:iii:-t] :i = about, as v. 4. Dt. 6, 7. ift. 8 7, 3. Respecting another, 

more special sense of ':i i:!i, see on 25, 39. 

1' 'n'1l.n i"IO 1:;11:-tii] 'And I shall see somewhat, and I will tell 
thee ' = and if I see aught, I will tell thee : construction like that of 

no, ,1:ii:-t :inn Gen. 44, 22: Tenses, § 149; GK. § 159g. i10 = n 

(not rl ;), as II 18, 22. 23; Pr. 9, 13; 25, 8 al. Comp. Nu. 23, 3b 1' 1n'1l.n 1~\'$7:-ill;;l i~7', lit. ' and he will shew me the matter of aught, 
and I will tell thee ' = and if he shews me .•.. , I will tell thee. 

4. i•t::1]10 J Sing. not plural, the I being due to the fact that ilt::lyr.l is 
originally •wyo. Cf. l'nt:-'O Dan. r, 5 ; 71Jno Dt. 2 3, 1 5 ; ,~Jpo Is. 

30, 23: Ew. § 256b; Stade,§ 345a; GK. § 93•9
• 

5. 'li tlt:-"i] 28, 21; Jud. 12, 3; Job 13, 14: cf. ift. n9, 109. 

n1on,] 'in slaying:' cf. 12, r 7. 
9. •"1 nii] LXX tl'i"l'i:-t n,, : see on 16, r 4 . 

.:IC'!' ,n•.:i:i !<li11] The position of the ptcp. as 24, 4. 25, 9. II 11, 11. 

The circumst. clause, as .Gen. 18, 1. 8. Jud. 3, 20. r Ki. 19, 19, etc. 

(Tenses,§ 160; GK.§ 141°). 
"1'.:!] Read i"l:~ (16, 16. 23), noting the following l,-unless, indeed, 

"1'.:! were purposely chosen, for the sake of avoiding the assonance 

with the preceding ~"1•.:i (comp. on 26, 23). 

10. i•p:ii ,,i.:i] Cf. on 18, 11. 

ioEi•i] Only here in the sense of depart, escape. In post-Biblical 
Hebrew, the Nif. occurs frequently (e. g. Yoma r, 5), particularly in 
the sense of departing from life : cf. Phil. 1, 23 in Delitzsch's Hebrew 
N. T. (published by the British and Foreign Bible Society), where 

,!;)an,= d~ T6 ava,\iicra,. 
•• T •: 

ton n,•S:i] A rare variation for the normal i:-tinn n:,~:i, which should 

probably be restored: Gen. 19, 33. 30, 16. 32, 23t; on this and the 
other passages quoted, i:-ttin is a i 1:io ( on r 2, 5). On the words 
themselves, We. remarks, 'As David no doubt fled immediately after 
Saul's attempt, and there is no ground for supposing that this was 
made at night, it is better to connect the definition of time with v. 1 r, 
where it is required [ cf. the following ,p:i:i], and to read with LXX: 

'~1 n,1::111 Nliiil n~•;,:i 'n't : ~?,~~1.' So Kp. Klo. Weir, etc. 
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1 I. ipJ.:i ,n1r.in,1 ,ir.it!I, J The messengers, it would seem, were not 
commissioned to kill David (see vv. 14. 15), but only to watch the 
house where he was: hence doubtless , must be omitted with LXX, 

and the words rendered,' to watch it (cf. lf· 59, r), that he might slay 
him in the morning.' So Th. We. Kio. etc. 

nr.i,o nnN inr., , , • 1)1N tlN] The use of the ptcp., especially in the 

protasis, is very idiomatic: Tenses,§ 137; GK.§ 159v. Cf. Ex. 8, 17; 

9, 2 f. (where, as here, the apodosis also is expressed by a ptcp.). 

I 3. Cl1tli11i1 J See on 1 5, 2 3. 

tl1!lti1 i 1.:,,.::,] The exact sense - is uncertain. 1"11'.?:P is a sieve; ,~1~ 
is the coverlet with which Benhadad was smothered by l:Jazael, 2 Ki. 
8, 15. The phrase appears thus to denote something made of goats'

hair in the manner of net-work,-probably a quilt. Ew. Hist. iii. 107 

(E.T. 77) and Keil suggest a fly-net (Kwvw11'£tov), such as might be 

spread over the face whilst a person was asleep. (The Kwvw7!'£i:ov of 

Judith 10, 2 r. 13, 9 was, however, suspended on uTvAoi-the posts 
of the bed.) ,1nt:1NiO does not define whether the tl1tltM i 1J.::, was 

placed above or under or round the head: it merely expresses proxi"mity 

to the head, see 26, 7. 
i~::!~J So ,:in~ Jos. 2, 15; tl1"!'f'l~ 2 Ki. 10, 7. To be explained 

on the analogy of what was said on r, 4, and 6, 8: the garment, the 

cord, the pots, are each not determined by some antecedent reference 

or allusion, but are fixed in the writer's mind, and defined accordingly 

by the article, 01 the purpose to whfrh it is, or is to be, put. Comp. Gen. 

50, 26 j1i~9; Ex. 21, 20 o.:i&~ with a rod: Nu. 17, 11 nnnr.in-nN; 

2 r, 9 and he put it o~;:i-,:it on a pole : J ud. 4, r 8 n~~~~ ; 7, r 3 
,nNi1 to a tent; 20, 16 every one able to sling i1il/C'i1-,~ P~9 with 

a stone at a hair, and not miss it; eh. 9, 9 ~ 1Ni1 a man; 10, 25 
( where see note); 21, 10 nSt.:iC';l; II 17, 13 Smn. 17 nntit:ti1 a girl ; 

23, 21 o.:it:t;i: in compound expressions, Ex. 16, 32 iOl/Q ~,o; Jud. 

6, 38 '@~,J ~,r.i; eh. ro, r )r.i~n-iti·nN. 25, 38 (see note), etc. The 

principle alluded to on 6, 8 might possibly account for the art. in some 

of the passages cited, but it will not account for all : and a difference 

between Hebrew and English idiom must here be recognised. ,Comp. 

GK.§ 1264-,,. 
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17. 1.:,n•oi i,::,::, no,] The position of;,::,::, as 1 Ki. 1, 6: cf. II 13, 4. 

Notice afterwards the emph. Nli1. 

jn10N i1o,] The use of ;,o, is thoroughly idiomatic; and it is by 

no means to be corrected (Th.) after the paraphrase of LXX to rh t:l~: 

see Gen. 27, 45. 2 Ch. 25, 16 (quoted by Ges. Thes., p. 770). 
II 2, 22-each time in deprecation; ~imilarly Qoh. 5, 5. Introducing, 
however, as it does, the ground upon which the deprecation rests, 
it is virtually equivalent to lest, and is so rendered by LXX in the 
passages cited (µ,~ 1ron:, lvC1. µ,~) 1

• And in dialectical or late Hebrew, 
as in Aramaic, it actually assumes this meaning, ~ (?) being prefixed 
for the purpose of connecting it more distinctly with the principal 
clause. See, in OT., Cant. 1, 7, and (with iwN) Dan. 1, 10. In 
Aram. ~? is thus the ordinary word for lest, /El being not in use 2• 

The punct. i1~~ (instead of the usual i17f?), on account of the gutt, 

(other than n): cf. 28, 9. Jud. 15, 10 etc., and before n}n; (i. e. 1~1~) 
¥'· 10, 1 etc. See Lex. 554a; GK. § 102°. 

18. n11.:,:1] Qre n\1p. The origin and meaning of this word, which 
occurs six times in the present context, are alike obscure. 

Miihlau-Volck 3 derive it as follows: (.S_;} in Arabic is to intend, propose, 
conceive a design, make an aim for oneself, hence the subst. I.S;s is not merely 

intention, j,roj'ect, but also the goal of a journey. Upon this basis, M.-V. con
jecture that the root may have come to signify tu reach the goal of a journey, to 

rest there, bleiben, bestehen; hence ill)' N? in Hab, 2, 5 shall not abide, and i1H 
place of rest efter a journey (Ort der Niederlassung, spec. fiir den Nomaden), and 
in a different application 111H dwellings, of the Coenobium of the prophets. The 
explanation is in the last degree precarious, the process by which a secondary and 
subordinate sense in Arabic is made the origin of the primary sense in Hebrew 
being an incredible one, and the number of stages-all hypothetical-assumed to 
have been passed through before the age of Samuel being most improbable. All 

1 And so elsewhere in LXX, as Gen. 47, 19; Ex. 32, 12; Joel .2, 17 (51rru~ µfJ); 
If,. 79, IO; 115, 2, 

• In OT. no,-,, Ezr. 7, 23. In Phoenician .t:l:, (i. e. tl)) by itself has the force 

of lest (C IS. 2 [=Cooke, NSl. 5], 2l .t:l),~ t:l)'i)O' tl~:, ne tradant eos Dei): 
in Hebrew it is not clear that no, alone has acquired this force, for Qoh. 7, 17. 18. 
Neh. 6, 3 are sentences in which the sense of why? wherefore? appears to be 
distinctly present to the writers. 

3 In the I Ith ed. of Ges. Handwiirterbuch (1890). In Buhl's editions (1895-
1910) of the same work the explanation is not repeated, 
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that can be said is that, if the text of Hab. 2, 5. ,t,. 68, 13 be sound, Hebrew must 
pave possessed a verb i"I\) with some such sense as t(} sit quiet (which does not, 
however, appear in the cognate languages); and that 11!~ may perhaps be con

nected with it. i'11~, however, does not signify 'habitation' in general, it denotes 

in particular a pastoral abode (see especially II 7, 8), and is only applied figuratively 
to other kinds of abode in poetry Ex. 15, 13, or the higher prose II 15, 25. The 
application is so different that it seems doubtful whether a word closely allied to this 
would have been chosen to denote a residence of prophets. Ewald, Hist. iii. 70 
(E. T. 49 f.), starting from the same root follows a different track, and reaches 

accordingly a different goal. i.sj.S is to intend, propose, direct the mind upon 
a thing; hence-here begins the process of conjecture-to study ('for what is 
study but the direction of the mind, upon an object!'), and the subst. a place 
of study, a college, a school! Again, not merely is a hypothetical change of 
meaning postulated : but a very special sense, unsupported by analogy, and 
unheard of afterwards, is assumed to have been acquired by the word at a 
relatively early period in the history of the Hebrew language. 

The Kt. should probably be pointed n:uf ( cf. LXX lv AlJa0 1
) with 

the original fem. termination, preserved in many old proper names 
( Tenses, § 181 n. : comp. e. g. n~7~, m1J, 11/2~~). The form n~1~ is 
rare (n'I), n•oi,, n•!:l~: 01. p. 4 r 2 ). It is just possible ( on the ground 
of the masc. nm that the word in itself might have signified dwe!Hng 

(although, as Dr. Weir remarks, the absence ef the art. is an objection 
to its being supposed to have any such appellative sense here): more 
probably it is the name of some locality in Ramah, the signification 
of which is lost to us. 

20. :m ioi, J • standing as one appointed over ( 1 Ki. 4, 7. Ruth 
2, 5. 6) them.' Both ptcpp. are represented in LXX, but the com

bination is peculiar and suspicious, 1~: :::l;:)i:i 26, 7 being not quite 
parallel. Omit prob. ioi, (Sm.). For !{-,1, read l!{.,ll (Versions). 

2 2. ,,t:!-':i '"It:!'!{ ,mn .,,:i ,ii] LXX twc; TOV <pptaTo<; TOV aAw TOV EV T4' 

-:Z.£<pEl = 1~o/~ •if~ n~o '"Ii.!!,~. no doubt rightly. The article in ,mn 
is irregular (on 6, 18); and a 1£11!' or bare height (often in Jeremiah) 
is a natural site for a ).,) . 

22b. -,oN11] EC. iD1Ni1, as I 6, 4. The more usual ,-,0~1, is a i':lC 

(cf. 12, 5, with the note). 

23. Oi!'] LXX lK£W£v = l:l~)?. So Th. Klo. Weir, Bu. etc. 

1 v having dropped out in transcription; comp. J ud. 16, 4 iv AA1101p~x for ,m:i 
pie>. Am. 1, I Ell A1<1eap«µ for O'l"lp):1. 
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~:i.in1, 11:,,, 7:,11] Irregular : comp. II 1 6, 1 3 ,.~i2;1 :J~O :J.?·n ; and 
with the pf. (as a freq,) 13, 19 !il~Nn ,,,n ,,n,. Jos. 6, 130. c,::,:,n 
M\i!l1t!IJ lll~m :Ji'O· These four are the only irregular cases. The 

normal type would be ~:i.inm 7,:,n 7:,~ (on 6, 128
); and this should 

doubtless be restored in each (so Ehrl.): notice the regular type in 

Jos. 6, 13b (:ini'n, 71:,n ••• 7:,,n). 
24. !Jill] i. e. as Is. 20, 2. Mic. r, 8 without the upper garment, 

and wearing only the long linen tunic, which was worn next the skin. 
The passage records another explanation of the origin of the proverb 
!J•1:l.'J.lJ :,1~t!I !J.ll"I, which refers it to a different occasion from the one 

described in 10, 10 f. 
20, 1-10. David entreats Jonathan to let him know if he can dis• 

cover that it is really Saul's purpose to kill him, and suggests to him 

a plan by which he may do this (vv. 5-7). 
i. t::>j,Jt.) 'J] with no subj. expressed: cf. on 17, 25. 

2. ilt::'ll 1:,] . The Kt. can only be pointed i1~¥ \:, i. e. '.if my father 
had <lone ... ,' which, however, yields a sense unsuited to the context. 
The Qr@ ~, is therefore to be preferred. As for the verb, n~ would 

be grammatical (hath not done = doth not do : Tenses, § r 2): but the 

impf., which is expressed by the Versions, is preferable (Am. 3, 7): 
'My father doth not anything great or small, without revealing it to 

me' (lit. uncovering my ear: 9, 15). 
3. yJt::>'\] i,y is no daubt an accidental dittograph of ll and 'l : but 

l)Jt!/11 seems sufficiently justified by the i11l"l1 1n which follows: David 
strongly protests that there is ground for his suspicion of Saul's 
intentions. There is thus no occasion to follow We. al. in reading 

with LXX (Kal d7r£Kp{0Y/) :1~!1 for l).Jt::>'11: .:111!',1 alone for '1:11 '!l J•t!ll"I 

(II 3, r 1) is found only in poetry, and late Heb. (see on r 2, 3). 
c:,1~1] a strong adversative: but indeed, as Ex. 9, 16 (Lex. 1gb). 

1.::, J introducing the fact asserted in the oath, as 14, 44 etc. 

l)t!l!:lJ] 'the like ef a footst~p is, etc.' .::, is properly an undeveloped 
subst., the like ef1

: for instances of a subst. compounded with it 
forming the subj. of a sentence, see Lev. 14, 35 n1.:i.:i 1:, il!-t'1.l 1m:i. 
Lam. 1, 20 ni.~~ n~~~-

1 See Lex. 453a; and especially Fleischer, Kleinerc Sclirijten, i. 2 (1885), 

PP· 376-381 • 
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l)t'E:l] only here : the meaning is clear from the Aram. 1:-tl)C'E:l, 

~- Comp. the cognate verb in Is. 27, 4. 
4. Jonathan offers to test his father's state of mind, in any way 

that David may suggest. 

'Jl -m~n i'1r.l] lit. 'what doth thy soul say? and I will do it for 
thee:' = whatsoever thy soul saith, I will do it for thee: similarly 

Est. 5, 3. 6: Tenses, § 62. Cf. on II, 12. 

11::>ElJ] The t:::>£lJ in Hebrew psychology is the usual seat of the 

emotional impulses : hence 1t:::>£1J (1t:::>tiJ, 11::>E:IJ) is used as a pathetic 

periphrasis for the simple pronoun: Gen. 27, 4. 19. 25. 31; Nu. 
2 3, JO and Jud. 16, 30 ( obliterated in AV., on account of the difference 

in the Hebrew and English conception of the 'soul'); eh. 2, 16 

( comp. note): in poetry ( often in parallelism with the pronoun), 

if;. 3, 3. 11, 1. 34, 3. 35, 9; Is. 1, 14. 42, 1. 55, 2; Jer. 5, 9. 29 al. 
Its use, in a passage like the present, is a mark of grace and 
courtesy. 

,~~n] 'LXX hi0vp,e'i, reading perhaps n~~r;i [cf. on 2, 16], which 
is usually the Hebrew of bri0vµtw, or S~~, as in Dt. 14, 26, where 

also it is connected with 11::>ElJ. Only here is e-rri0. the translation of 
,~~'(Dr.Weir). Bu. Sm. Now. all read nl~l"I: cf. II 3, 21. 

5. ::i~ ::iwi J 'David, as appears from v. 2 5 ff., was, together with 
Abner and Jonathan, Saul's daily and regular companion at table: 
thus the sentence 'Jl :lt:::>' l!:)J~l cannot be so related to the preceding 

one, as though the new-moon were the occasion of his being a guest 

at the king's table: on the contrary, the new-moon is rather alleged 
as the excuse for his absence. Consequently, the rendering, "To

morrow is new-moon, and I must sit with the king at meat" is 

excluded; and the only course remaining open is to read with LXX 
:lt:::>1:-t tot, :lt:::>1 "To-morrow is the new-moon, and I will not sit with the 

king at meat; but thou shalt let me go" etc.' (We.). So Lohr, Sm. 

Now.: Bu. dissents. For the new-moon, as a festival and popular 

holiday, see 2 Ki. 4, 23. Am. 8, 5. 
l"l't:::>'t:::>n] cannot be construed grammatically with :l'il,IM, and is 

omitted by LXX. Targ. '(Or) on the third day.' 'But on the third 

day is always •~•?i9iJ tli•~; and n1~ 1?r, when without a noun, is 
always a third part' (Dr. Weir). Probably the word is a gloss Jue 

1365 M 
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to a scribe who observed that in point of fact David remained in 

concealment till the third day (v. 35). 

6. In this verse we have two idiomatic uses of the inf. abs. com

bined: (a) to emphasize the terms of a condition expressed by OK, 

which has been briefly noticed before (1, n): add Ex. 15, 26, 19, 5. 
21, 5. 22, 3. rr. 12. 16. 22. 23, 22; eh. 12, 25. 14., 30, below vv. 7b. 
9. 21: (b) at the beginning of a speech, where a slight emphasis is 
often required: so v. 3. Gen. 43, 3, 7. 20. Jud. 9, 8. eh. 10, 16. 

14, 28. 43• 23, IO; II 1, 6; 20, 18. 

,Ke.>J J on the force of the Nif. (asked/or himself, asked leave; so 

Neh. 13, 6), see Ew. § 123b; Stade,§ 167b; GK.§ 51e. 

0 10 1n n=n J as r, 2 1 : cf. on r, 3. 

7. it.:lK' n.:, OK J See on 14, 9. 

,r.il)O , , , • nn,.:, J v. 9. 2 5, 17. Est. 7, 7 : i's aeeompHshed ( = deter
mined) o_/ hi'm or on ht's part. oyr., expresses origination ( = Greek 

1Tafla with gen.): I Ki. 2, 33· 12, 15. Is. 8, 18. 28, 29. 

8. 1i::iy ,11] Everywhere else Oll ion ile.'31, or, occasionally (Lex. 

794a), TlK or,. There occur indeed ,K ion il~J Gen. 39, 21, and 

,11 ion ii~) Ezr. 7, 28. 9, 9: but ,y suits as naturally with ilm as it is 
alien to n~. Doubtless, therefore, 03,1 should be restored, which 
is expressed also by LXX, Pesh. Targ. For the ' covenant,' see 

18, 3· 

ilTlK 1Jr,1r.i,,] For the emphatic position of ilTlK, cf. on 17, 56. 

')K'.YI nt nr.i, 1':JK iyiJ ' but to thy father wherefore shouldest thou 
bring me ? ' Notice the emphatic position of 1':JK iy, before the adv. : 

cf. before 11 and ~'11 Jer. 22, 15. Neh. 13, 17. Job 34, 31 ,K ,K •.:, 
iOK,1 for unto God did one ever say? before 1.:, Gen. 18, 20. 1 Ki. 

8, 37. Mic. 5, 4. Ez. 14, 9. r3al.; before OK f. 66, 18; before ilt.:l 

Est. 1, 15. 9, 12"'; before 13,1 f. 141, 10. 

9. ,, n,,,n J in answer to the remark in the previous verse; so v. 2. 

'J, OK •.:,] 'for if I know that the evil is determined of my father 

to come upon thee, shall I not tell thee that?' K,, as Ex. 8, 2 2 

(GK. § 150a; cf. on u, 12. 16, 4): but very probably 1611 should 

be read (so Bu.). Ke. We. construe affirmatively, assuming an apo-
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siopesis: and I do not tell thee that' (sc. so and so may God 
do to mel)1. 

'Jl nm~ NSi] nnN is very emphatic: cf. on 15, 1 (d); and 21, 1o. 

10. nC'p 1':lN 1)1/1-no lN] 'if perchance (?) thy father answer thee 
with something harsh.' If the text is correct, lN must have here the 

unusual sense of if perchance (RV.). There is no difficulty in the 
indef. no ( 19, 3), or in the position of neip in apposition to it at 
the end (see on 26, 18): but iN means as a rule or or or if (Ex. 
21, 31 al.); and if perchance is so different from or or or if, that it is 
very doubtful if it is sufficiently supported by this passage and Lev. 

26, 41. Most probably we should read here tl!-1 for no lN, and in 
Lev. T~) for T~-\N (Bu. Sm. Now.). 

n-17. Jonathan renews his promise to let David know, if he finds 
his father's evil intentions towards him confirmed (vv. 12-13. I 7 ). 
In view of David's future accession to the throne, he implores David's 
kindness for himself, or, in case he should not survive, for his children 

(vv. 14-16: cf. 2 S. 9). It will be noticed that whereas in vv. 1-10 

David entreats the help of Jonathan, the rdles are here reversed, and 

Jonathan entreats the favour of David. 
12-13. This difficult passage is best rendered: 'Yahweh, God of 

Israel [be witness]! when I shall sound my father to-morrow [(or) the 
third (day)], and behold there is good toward David, shall I not (NSi, 

as v. 9, though again ihq would be better) then send unto thee, and 

disclose it to thee? Yahweh do so to me and more also: if one 

make evil towards thee pleasing to my father 2, I will disclose it to 

thee' etc. (so RV., the sentence being merely somewhat more closely 
accommodated to English idiom). It is true that commonly a more 
emphatic particle follows 'll ne,y1 n.:.i, and that the analogy of other 

passages might have led us to expect 'Ji n,JN 1.:.i , , , , :,,•~•• CN 1.:.i 

(II 3, 9) or 'll nSJN ••• , ::l'~'' ,.:,i NS CN (cf. II 19, 14); but the types 
of sentences with 'll ilC'l/' n.:.i are not perfectly uniform, and there 

1 It is difficult to think that Haupt is right in identifying NS (la) here with the 

Arabic asseverative particle J (AJSL. xxii, 1906, p. 201, cf. p. 206). 
2 Or, with Klo. (see p. 164, note on J~"), inserting ~•:in, after ;:lN, ' if one 

make it pleasing to my father to bring evil npon thee.' 
M2 
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seems to be no necessity for such a particle to be used, if the sense is 

sufficiently plain without it. At the beginning, if rnn• is a vocative, 

it agrees badly with the speech following, in which the second person 

is throughout Jonathan, and in this case iv. has probably fallen out after 
,,, (so Pesh. RV.)1. On ,nr.i ny:, see on 9, 16; and on !IN n,l, 
9, 15. t,11!!,t:!'n is as perplexing and intrusive as in v. 5, and is no 

doubt, as there, 'a correction ex evenlu.' 

i1l1"1i J lit. and behold, used similarly in the enunciation of a particular 

hypothetical alternative, Dt. 13, 15; 17, 4; 19, 18; and in Lev. 
13-14 frequently. Comp. above, on 9, 7 . 

.::it:i11J The punctuation (make good or pleasing to) implies as subject 
:i.1t:i1on (on 16, 4). Perhaps, however, the word ought to be read as 
Qal :11::,')1~ (be pleasing to), construed with MN as l)'J_~ II II, 25, where 
see note (though Klo.'s N1::in:, after 1:!N would remove even this 
irregularity). But the Heb. idiom for seem good lo is not :iN ::ll;;)•~ but 

'~
1P.f :i.t:,')1~ ; so :i.1?1~ after all may be right. 

) 14-15a. Another difficult passage. 'And wilt thou not, if I am 
still alive (sc. when thou earnest to the throne), wilt thou not shew 
toward me the kindness of Yahweh, that I die not ? ' The second 

N,1 must be treated as merely resumptive of the first: cf. 1:, 1 Ki. 

20, 31; 11"11'! Gen. 27, :30; n1n, Dt. 20, 11. But most modems prefer 
to point N~1 (II 18, 12) for ~'1 twice: 'And oh that, if I am still 
alive, oh that thou wouldesl shew toward me the kindness of Yahweh!' 
{ on l'l\r.lN NSI see the next note). Resumption, however, of either ~'1 or N~1 would be very unusual (see on 25, 26); and what we should 
expect is simply 'JI 11:::-'l)l'l ~,n •n 1l,\l1 tlN,. 181 ,on, as b•n:,N ,on 
II 9, 3· 

MION N;i1J This clause does not in itself cause difficulty: nevertheless 
LXX, Vulg. both render as if it expressed the opposite alternative to 

•n •liw ON (Kal lav Bava:r'l' &1ro8avw, si vero mortuus fuero). Accepting 
this view, we must either (Sm.) read n,o~ t,jr., N?.1 for n,o~ ~'1 (though 

N~ would be unusual in such a connexion), or {Bu. Now.) read 
nit:N nio 0~1, supposing N:il to have come into the text by some 

1 Ehrlich, however, regards ' 1 'N nlil' as an accus. expressing an oath ( = By 
...• !) : cf. in the Talm. Cl'M~Ni1 = By God! i1ln j1l)r.lM = By the Temple J 
(Randglossen, i. 216). 
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error-nir.:, c~n, for instance, having dropped out, nir.:itc being con
nected with v. 14, and tc,i being needed to complete the sense. 
Render then ( connecting with v. 1 5), 'And, if I should dle, thou 
wilt not cut off thy mercy from my house for ever 1.' Or, with 
a slighter change in MT., but at the cost of another 'resumption,' we 
might read ,,, M'i::U"\ ~,, n1r.:,N nir.:, t:IN N?1 ' And thou wilt not, if 

I should die, thou wilt not cut off,' etc. But again, what we should 

expect is '~l 710n n•i::in N? n10N t110 t:lN\. 

15b-16. 'JI t1i::iill tc,1] A third difficult passage. V. 15 will just 
admit of the rendering, ' And thou wilt not cut off thy kindness from 

my house for ever, and not (=yea, not) when Yahweh cuts off the 

enemies of David,' etc. But the repetition of tc:,1 is very awkward; 

and in v. 16 not merely is the coYenant concluded with the house 

of David strange, but clause b is anacoluthic, and what is expected is 
not that Yahweh should require it from the hand of David's enemies, 
but from the hand of David himself, in case he should fail to fulfil the 

conditions of the covenant. LXX points to another and preferable 
reading, uniting 15b and 16, and treating the whole as a continuation 

of Jonathan's speech in 15a. (as rendered in the last note): Kal. El µ,r'J, 

lv T<f .ita{p.iv Kvpwv Toi., lx0poii, .O.avnll tKa<TTOV a71"0 11"pOUW71"011 Tij, 
yi),, rilpE0ijvat [ cod. A .itap0ijvat] To 6voµ,a Tov 'Iwva0av a11"0 Tov olKov 
.O.avnll i. e. M":!f~ nr.:i,tcil 'J!:l ?310 i!''N ,,, 1l'N t'lN nw m::iill SN)1 
i\1 M'::J t:IJ!!? jMJliT' 0~ = ' And when \'.:ahweh cutteth off the enemies 

of David, each one from the face of the ground, the name of' Jonathan 

shall not be cut off .from the house of David.' The clause •~, i!'Pll, 

which was incongruous in MT., is now in its appropriate place, in 
Jonathan's speech, as a final wish expressed by him on behalf of his 

friend: 'and may Yahweh require [Gen. 31, 39. 43, 9. Jos. 22, 23; 
cf. II 4, 11 J it at the hand of David's enemies!' (viz. if they presume 
to attack or calumniate him). The' reading is also supported by 
24, 22, where Jonathan says to David, 'Swear to me now by Yahweh 

that thou wilt not cut off my seed after me, nor destroy my name out 

1 We.'s t)li::it'l ~I, nltlN ON tcSl is a form of sentence against analogy. 

2 We. Bu. NStcS, and may not •. -:=, (LXX, representing N)l by iro! El µ:fi, vocalized 

wrongly N?;: -~/below, on II 13, 26; and comp. Jer. II, 2I LXX). 
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of my father's house.' Jonathan, being David's brother-in-law, and 

prescient that David will succeed Saul upon the throne, prays that 

when his enemies are destroyed-especially, in accordance with the 

usual Oriental custom (cf. 1 Ki. 15, 29. 16, II, 2 Ki. 10, 6. II, 1), 

the family of his predecessor-his own relationship with David's house 
may not be forgotten or disowned. David's acknowledgement of 

the obligation is recorded II 9, 1 : cf. 21, 7. The expression rr,~.:, 

•••• tlJ,10 tlt::' recurs Ruth 4, 10. 

The ·passage is very difficult; and other suggestions have been made about it. 
Thus Smith reads: 'And if(~~), when Yahweh cutteth off the enemies of David, 

etc., the name of Jonathan should be cut off with the house of Saul (so Luc.), then 
will [or may] Yahweh require it at the hand of David;' i. e. should David forget 
the covenant, God will be the avenger, Upon this view 'J'~ will be a scribe's 
insertion to avoid the imprecation on David (cf. 25, 22. II r2, 14). For the constr. of 

~~. see Lex. 530, ~:, 1 b, ~-~' 1 b: it occurs once (Mic. 2, II) with a pf. and 

waw consec. in the apodosis. But with regard to all these restorations, it must be 

remembered that the separation of either t-i?i or ~,, from its verb by a long 
! ·•.:. 

intervening clause is very nu-Hebraic: in ordinary Hebrew we should expect 

.either '~1 M".\'.;i~ (or t:l~) 1:-6.,,,,, M'"1~ilJ~, or (with M~ilJ ~:,i) the resumption 

of ~~) (or N:,)) before M'}~' (cf. on v. 14-15•; and see more fully on 25, 26; 

Tenses, § IIS n.), though it may be doubted if there are any cases of this quite 

parallel to that of ~:,<i (or ~)1) here or in v. 14-15"'. 
: -.,: 

17. ,,, n~ J,1':IC!'il:, jmlil' r:,ci•i] 'And Jonathan made David swear 

again.' But this does not agree with the context. 'The impassioned 
entreaties addressed by Jonathan, vv. 14-16, to David might with some 
show of plausibility be termed an adjuration of David: as, however, 
they are entreaties on beha!f if himself, they cannot be regarded as any 

special token of his love towards David. It follows that in~ in:till't:l 

in v. 1 '] agrees only with the reading of LXX 1 ,,,; :i;~~i:1? jmm• =,c,,, 
"And Jonathan sware to David again," -i. e. repeated the oath of 
v. 13, that he would inform David if his father still meditated evil 

against him,-which also has the advantage of admitting of a strict 

interpretation: for v. 12 f. {to which the reference will now be) 
express an actual oath, whereas vv. 14-16 do not properly express 
an adjuration' (We.). With 17b cf. 18, 3b, 

1 Or (Bu. Sm.) '11'1 :,~ (Jer. 38, 16). 
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18-23. The sequel to v. 10. Jonathan unfolds to David his plan 
for acquainting him with Saul's intentions towards him. 

19. iKo ,,n nw,~,] For ,,n LXX has lmcrKl.1/% i.e. ij,~r;,, in
correctly vocalized for ip!}J:l thou shall be missed (so Targ. •yJnn, 
Pesh. J:...i/ ~~), which agrees as it should do with iKo greatly, 

and is evidently right. To go down is an idea which, as used here 

(Jud. 19, II is different), would not be qualified by greatly: RV. 
quickly takes an unwarrantable liberty with the Hebrew. 

!!i.~~ is a denom., to do a thi"ng the third Hme ( 1 Ki. 18, 34 ), or, as 
here, on the thz"rd day 1• Lit. 'and thou shalt act on the third day, 
thou shalt be missed greatly ' = :rnd thou shalt on the third day be 

nussed greatly ; cf. Is. 29, 4 'iJin ri~o l'l;,!:lwi lit. 'and thou shalt 
be humbled, thou shalt speak from the earth' = and thou shalt speak 

humbly from the earth, the second verb, in each case, defining the 
application of the first. The principle is the same as that which 
underlies the i.diom explained on 2, 3 1"lJin 1Yin ,~, though as a r"ule 
the two verbs are in the same tense (GK. § 120g end 2). 

,1Kn pw,] LXX ro epya/3 eK£i:vo: cf. v. 41, where :mn ,1Ko is 
rendered ,bro rov apya/3. Clearly, in both passage.s, the translators 
found before them the same word, which they did not understand, 

and therefore, as in similar cases (e. g. v. 20 App,armp£t; 14, 1 al. 
M£crcraf3), simply transliterated. And in both passages their reading; 
as compared with the present Hebrew text, has the presumption of 

originality in its favour. Here ;,fKi1 is a vox m"/zi"lz"; in v. 41 'beside 
the south' is a position which does not admit of being fixed, and from 

which, therefore, no one can be conceived as arising ; at the same 

1 Expressions not quite identical, but analogous, are cited by Roed. from Arabic 
in the Thes., p. 1427b. 

2 Better here (by the side of Is. 29, 4) than in§ r20°, where the second \"erb is 
subordinate to the first (Tenses, § 163 Obs., second paragraph). 

Lagarde (Bildung der Nom., p. 212) illustrates the combination of different 
tenses from analogous consttnctions in other Semitic languages : thus in Arabic 

I , 
'1;, ~~ - - • . , , - -< 1 • __,--:. ~~ = he conttnued looking, ..,_,_, .. ~ Y_;J = he was nearly me.ting; 

<-. -~~ ~~ '.)) there shall nfJt have been left (Wright, Ar. Gramm. ii.§ ro); and 

in Ethiopic ,&ODS-A: IJlr: he is about to come, coJ?:la: ,&HlC: it hath finished 
to lie =it :"s already laid, Mt. 3, 10 (Dillm. Eth. Gr. § 89. 2, Eth. Lex. col.932 f.). 
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time, there is the presumption that ,:tt>C was in both passages followed 

by some similar word. Restore, therefore, here (1 lt>C~O or) f~O .:in~O 
and in v. 41 :1!7ttO· ,:tt>CIJ: r,n has occurred before in 14, 1, and is 

expressed here also by Pesh. ( .. oi): :t)"\N is a word which (cf. :in) 
would naturally signify a mound o.f earth. 

20. '.lt>Cl] Notice the emphatic pronoun. . 
M"\lt>C , •• '.lt>Cl] LXX il}l~ [ilI!t] tl•7!n.J ~,~~ •:,~, the claims of 

which are well stated by We. ~}!?~ will be construed as in v. 19, 

to which Jonathan's promise now forms the counterpart, 'And I on 
the third day will shoot to its side with arrows.' It is true, of course, 

that Jonathan in fact shoots but one arrow, and the boy at once runs 

to fetch it ; but in the first general description of what Jonathan will 

do, the expressions ' shoot with arrows,' 'find the arrows that I shoot' 

are naturally used. As a iino, however, must evidently be carried 

out in accordance with the terms arranged, the fact that in v. 35 ff. 

no mention is made of the three arrows, of MT. is an indication that 

they were not originally part of v. 20. ni:t, though omitted in LXX, 
/may be retained, but must be pointed ii~~ (i.e. \"!~, referring to :t.l"\t>C;;: 

see on II 21, 1). In MT. il::1,~ (not iii~, with il IOI:,) is for rl_;f~ 
(referring to l.JI-Cil), the mappiq being omitted, as occasionally happens 

(about 30 times), e. g. Ex. 9, 18; 2 Ki. 8, 6;. Is. 23, 17. 18: Ew. 

§ 247d(z); Stade,§ 347~; GK.§§ 91e (under '3rdfim.'), 103g. 

'' n,w, J so as to send it /or me etc. The reflexive ,,, implying that 

the n,t!' is done with reference lo the speaker, or for his pleasure, 

cannot be properly reproduced in our idiom. Comp. on II 18, 5. 

21-22. tl':tilil] LXX throughout have the sing., i.e. 'J(:10, an 

\lnusual form (see on v. 36b), which might readily be changed errone

ously into a pL, as in MT. 

21. Km ,,] Either pre.fix -io~, (which is required in prose}, or 

(Sm. Ehr!.} read N:ro,. 
ilM.Jl l.lilp] As the text stands, '.lili' is addressed to David, the suffix 

relating io the lad: 'Fetch him and come.' We. reading with LXX 
•:tnn (sg.) makes l.lr1i' the end of the words addressed to the boy, 

'fetch it,' and treats ni-::tl as beginning the apodosis. But though 
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~nil may be right, for the apodosis to be introduced by , and the 
imperah've is most unusual, if indeed it occurs at all in the OT.; if, 

therefore, this view of ,mp be adopted, it will be necessary to read 
either J.;1~9~ or (Bu. Sm.) n~S, for n~Sl; the latter is favoured by the 

corresponding 1' in v. 22. With i:i, ri-:, cf. Nu. 20, 19. 

22. 1n,t:!'] 'will have sent thee away' (sc. in the case supposed). 

The pf. as r4, 10; Lev. 19, 8; II 5, 24 (Tenses,§ 17; GK.§ 1060). 

23 .••• il!'t( i:iim] the casus pendens.: GK.§ 143a. The refer
ence is to David's promise to shew kindness to Jonathan and his 

descendants in the future (vv. 14-16). 
24-34. Jonathan, adopting the plan suggested by David (vv. 5-7), 

discovers what his father's intentions towards him are. 

2 5. 1mw tlp•i] LXX Kal 1rpoi(j,OaufJI Tov 'IwvaOav (Luc. more correctly 
a&rov 'IwvaOav), implying tlip~. Rose up is out of place: the relative 
position of those at the table is described, and Jonathan was in front, 

opposite to Saul : the seat opposite to Abner was vacant. True, tl:!i? 
commonly denotes to come or go in front,; but not perhaps necessarily, 
and the use of the word here would closely resemble that in o/· 68, 26 

tl•")~ ~tl")~ the singers were t"n front. 

2 6. iinu •n,:i J The only passage in which •11,:i is used to negative 
an adj. (as elsewhere-at least in poetry-•,:i, e.g. Hos. 7, 8). It 
negatives a subst. once, Is. 14, 6. See Lex. 116b. 

,,nu ~,-•.:i J LXX 6Tt ov K£Ka06.piUTat = i;:ib t-tS-•-?, which relieves 
the tautology of MT.: 'he is not clean; for he hath not been 

cleansed.' As thus read, the clause will state the ground why Saul 

supposed David to be still ,,nu •nS:i. 

2 7. •~t:!'n l!'inn n,nr.ir.i •n•,] Keil: 'And on the morrow of the 
new-moon there was the second (day),'-a fact so patent as hardly 
to be worth recording. Better with LXX (and substantially RV., for 

the word cannot be understood) insert Cl''~ before •~l!'il, 'on the 
morrow .... , even on the second day.' A slight redundancy of 

expression is not out of harmony with Hebrew style, especially when, 
as here, the 'second day' will suggest to the reader a repetition of 

the scene described, v. 24 f. On n1ntic, see GK. § 8og n. 
29. •ni-: ,,-my i-:,m] Cf. ift. 87, 5 1,\~l/ nrn.:i• i-:,m 'and He will 

establish it, even the Most High.' The unusual form of expression 
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may have been intended to suggest that David had received the 
command from one whom he would not willingly disobey. But it 
does not read naturally. We. Bu. would read ~tl) and lo (Gen. 47, 23. 

Ez. 16, 43t; cf. Aram. NQ). For the words quoted LXX express 
11Jtt '~ ~~~~t This, or 11Jtt 1> ~~~ N;:!1, is most probable (note 'my 

brethren' just below). 
'0~] in pause for 11Jtt: see GK.§ 29v. So ::rjQiJ, but :q1;1J. 
30. ?'1\'liOi"l .nnu p J Commonly rendered 'son of a perverse 1 

woman (n)v,~ being ptcp. Nif. fem.) in respect of rebelliousnes~.' The 
expression is, however, peculiar, and excites suspicion. The genitive 
is attached commonly to a descriptive adj. for the purpose of defining 
it (Ew. § 288c; GK.§ 128"'•Y): thus (a) :JS i:J pure ef heart, t:l'El::l 1i') 
clean ef hands; (b) n~1V. 'l;JN perishing in regard lo counsels; 1ie,,J 

YC-'El forgiven in respect eftransgression; (c) :tJl)R .M"J.!? (Pr. 11, 22) a 
woman turned aside in respect ef discretion ( = turned aside from discre
tion); ll~~ 1;?~ (ls. 59, 2 2) = those turned back from transgression; 
i11;)Q~I? •;,i~i::i (Mic. 2, 8) = averse from battle. rw:i71;1, however, does not 
define n1v,~, but repeats the same idea under a different form. Further, 

n~"l7P, if derived from "1"1tl to rebel, ought by analogy (cf. n~::i~, 
ri~?~, n\'l:;il/ : 01. § 219a; GK. § 86k) to be pointed .n~"l'W ( with 
aspirated 'l). On these grounds, Lagarde, in a note on the expression 
(Miithezlungen, i, 1884, p. 236 f.) contends that 11~"17P is not derived 
from 'liO, but corresponds to the Syr. lch.s, discipline (from Jh to 

discipline); and connecting i"llYJ with ($~ to go astray, leave the right 

path, he renders the phrase ' son of a woman gone astray from 

discipline,' comparing the Arabic expression (Lane, p. 2305b) ~ jJ_, 
son ef a woman gone astray, i. e. son of a whore. But though 
Lagarde's argument is philologically just, the distinctively Syriac sense 
which it postulates for ?'1\'litl is not probable 2• 

1 Used (N. B.) in EVV. not in its modem sense, of contrary, but in the etym. 
sense ofperversus, 1i1<<TTpaµµivo• (Prov. II, 20 {3UJ..v-yµa Kvpi<p l31<<r.-paµµl11a, ol3oi), 
i.e. twisted, crooked; of one pursuing crooked and questionable courses ( cf. the 
writer's Deuteronomy, on ,12, 5, p. 353). 

0 But Lagarde is unquestionably right in maintaining that in n,y and its deriva
tives two roots, distinct in Arabic, have, as in many other cases (see Tenses', 
§ 178 (pp. 230-232); and cf. on 15, 29), been confused in _Hebrew, viz. c.s~ 
to bend (e.g. in Is. 2I, 3 Ytl~t) '.M'U,'); ,P. 38, 7); and c.sj~ to err, go astray 
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The text must be at fault. It is best, with We., to follow LXX 

( vt£ Koparrlwv a?rro/J-oAovvTwJJ = n\i7b(iJ) ni~~ i=I), at least as far as 
the , in niy) goes, and to read n~,7~;:i n-::!P,~ j:I son ef a rebellious girl, 

i. e. of a girl who has contumaciously rebelled against her master, and 
left him,-in other words, of a runaway slave-girl. We. compares 

Judith I 6, I 2 viol KOparrlwv KaT€KtJJT1}fFQJI avTov~, Kal W'> ,ratOa~ aiJTO/J-0-

,\ovJJTWJJ fr{TpwcrKov avTov<;, in the Syriac version J?i- » ', ,, ? 1./ 

,0.J? ~ ho~ J~, .,.lo ,QJ? a.~, 1. 
in::i. J LXX µhoxo'>, i. e. i~r;i art a companion ef, which agrees with 

the following:, (see Pr. 28, 24). in::i. is construed with :i., not with :,. 
'LXX good' (Dr. Weir). So Bu. Sm. etc. 

31. T'll~ p] 26, 16. II 12, 5. Cf. the poet. nnmn '):l (if!. 79, 11. 

102, 21 t) ; and nu~ 'I!')~ II 19, 29; n,~ I!''~ r Ki. 2, 26. 

33. 't:?!1] Read probably ,·~~L as in r 8, 1 r. 
M~n:, ••• ~•n n:,::i 1::i] For this use of~•,, (which is uncommon), 

cf. 2 Ki. r 8, 3 6. J er. 50, 15. 2 5. 51, 6. 1 1. n:,::i is, however, else-

(Qor. 2, 257. 7, I43· 19, 60 and often: especially, as Lagarde abundantly shews, 

opp. to .:i.!.~ to gv straight, to keep on the right path), which is found in Mll/il 

to act erringly, II 24, 17 al., and in the common subst. ~~ iniquity, properly error. 

The idea expressed by illll ( = lS_;i) and its derivatives is thus not that of crooked

ness, 'perverseness' ( = l!'i'll), but deviation from the right track, e1·ror: and this 
sense is still sometimes expressed by the ancient versions: as Is. 19, 14 (though 

here probably wrongly) C'll\ll n\i 1rvevµa ,r;\11vficrews, J?:-.::..J J.-0;; Pr. 12, 8 

::J? i1W,~ ~; ~t = one deficient in understanding, Vulg. vanus et excors 

(as though lit. one gone astray fi·om understanding). The conventional rendering 
of the frequent ~ll by words of general import, such as clll11cfa, aµapTia, iniquitas, 

iniquity, tends t; conceal from those to whom the Hebrew term is thus familiarly 
represented, the metaphor which originally underlay both ~ll itself, and the cog
nate verb. 

1 In Lucian's recension of the LXX there is a second rendering of the phrase in 
question, viz. -ywai1<0Tpmpij, i. e. (as it seems) woman-nourished, effeminate. Symm. 
has a,rmllEVT<tlV a1roG'TaTOVVT<t1JJ, Theod ...•. JJ-ETllKIVOVµivOJV, Vulg. substitutes 
another disparaging comparison, based upon an old Jewish Haggadah (see Rashi; 
and Aptow. ZA W. 1909, p. 245), Fili mulieris virunz ultro rapientis, which seems 
to stand in some relation to the first part of the paraphrase ofChrysostom (X. 301 D, 
quoted by Field), as the second does to the rendering of Lucian: v1~ ,ropv,li[o,v 
E1r1.µai110µ.,v0Jv dv~pchnv, l1nrpEx6vTruv -rots 11apwVa1.v, fKVEIIEvptG'µivE 11:a2 µaAa,cE Kai 

µ71li<v fxo,v clvllp&..-Pesh. )l0p;..:i0 l~..:, (comp. the rendering of Pr. 12, 8 

cited in the last note : hardly T'liilll). 
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where confined to poetry, and expresses the idea of consumption, 

destruction (usually with ;ie,y, as Is. 10, 23), not that of complete 

determination. i1l.;1??, (LXX, We. etc.) for tt•n n,:J is certainly a more 

idiomatic expression (cf. vv. 7. 9), and is to be preferred. 

34. )n,l:!'n tlyo] Cf. 2, 33 (Lex. 769"'). 
35-39. Jonathan acquaints David with Saul's intentions. 
36 .••• , ri iym] See on 9, 5. For the idiomatic fut. ins/ans, 

niio, cf. 10, 8. 24, 5. 1 Ki. 2, 2; and on 3, 11. 

':itnn] So 37 bis, 38 Kt., 21 f. (LXX), and 2 Ki. 9, 24 MT. Probably 
a genuine alternative form of rn (Ew. § 186°). Though the pl. in 

Hebrew is l:l1¥1\ the form in Arabic (i;'.b) and the plural in Eth. 
(nm~: lim~:r: Dillm. col. 134) shew that there is a parallel form, 
the root of which is a n":, verb. 

38. nl!lin nino] nino before the verb which it qualifies, as 2 Ki. 

1, 11 n,, n,no, if!. 31, 3 •J:,•~n nino; and (for the sake of the rhythm) 

37, 2. fa 58, 8. Ehrlich's note is arbitrary. 
NJ11J LXX, Pesh. Vulg. N;!1, which is preferable. 

40-42. The final parting between Jonathan and David. 
40. ,, ,~] 17, 40. 21, 8. 24, 5. 25, 7- II 3, 8. I Ki. I, 8. 33. 49. 

4, 2. 10, 28. 15, 20. 22, 31. 2 Ki. 11, 10. 16, 13b. Not always 
with a compound expre$sion. Cf. GK.§ 129h. 

41. Jrn, ,~No] See on v. 19. 
, 1,ln ,,, iy] There seems no occasion to alter this; and S:!t'1 ,~ 

(with the inf. abs.) is unparalleled Hebrew. 
42. '11!-'tt] = t'n that,forasmuch as, Gen. 30, 18 etc.: cf. on 15, 15. 
\JYJl!ll] Though an oath is not expressly mentioned, an agreement 

such as that of vv. 14-16 would be naturally sealed with one (cf. 

24, 22). For 'll '10N,, see v. 23. 

21, 2. ;,~~] So 22, 9: cf. i1~~1 Ez. 25, 13; also the anomalous 

punctuation n-,---- in the imper. nw1 Pr. 24, 14, and I and 3 pers. 
impf. eh. 28, 15 i1~1i'N\ (but see note), and if!. 20, 4 na~'1;. See GK. 
§ 9oi (end); Ew. § 216c; Stade,§ 132. 

Nob, as ls. 10, 32 shews, was a place between 'Anathoth (now 'Anata, 2½ miles 
NE. of Jerusalem) and Jerusalem, whence the Temple hill could be seen; perhaps 
a spot on the Riis el-Meshiirif, I mile N. of Jerusalem, a ridge from the brow of 
which (2685 ft.) the pilgrim along the north road still catches his first view of the 
holy city (2593 ft.). See NoB in DB. 
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7,o,n11t] 'LXX A/3£11u:'A.£X, as also in eh. 22. 23, 6. 26, 6. tf;. 52, 1 : 

on the contrary, Ax£11u'A.£X 30, 7. II 8, 17. The same mistranscrip
tion occurs in I Ch. 18, 16 MT., where LXX has rightly Ax€1JJ-€A£x,' 

We. (the readings of LXX as given by Swete). 

11N1i'' , •• 11r11,] as 16, 4. 

7n11t r~ e-•~i] Cf. Gen. 40, 8 ii;:t-i I'~. 1[.1b\. Jud. 13, 9. 16, 15 

•~~ II~. 1ti?1 (but Nu. 20, 5 : Mi~~? I:~ l:J:?-~ [p. 71 ]). See Lex. 34b top. 

3. 311' SN t:!''N] The same expression, Jer. 36, 19. 38, 24. no,No 
as regards anything = at all. 

'Mll"i''] Po'el from ll"i', according to Ew. § r 25a, 'to make a person 
know a thing in order to determine him to act accordingly' = to direct. 

But this explanation requires more to be supplied than is probable. 

LXX 81ap,£p,aprup"f/p,a1, which points to a reading 'l;l;lli', Po'el from 

"ill~ (see p. 77 bottom), in Qal to designate or appoint (a place, 
II 20, 5; a person, Ex. 21, 8. 9): hence in Po'el with a sense in 

which it is difficult to perceive the characteristic force of the 3rd 
Arabic conjugation (Wright, Arab. Gr. i.§ 43: comp. above, p. 152 n.), 
but which is at least that of the corresponding form (from ~; to 
promise) in Arabic, as :.i:i1; Arnold, Chrestom. Arab., p. 197, JO; 

Qor. 7, 138; 20, 82 ~~I .J_,1.JI , .. , .•. A~ ~~GJ and we appointed 

you to the right side of the mountain. So here, 'the young men I have 

appointed to the place of such and such a one.' The Hif. "'!•~in is used 

in a similar, but specially.forensic, sense Jer.49, 19=50, 44; Job 9, 19. 
Dr, Weir however writes: 'Is it not rather 'l:l;ll~? comp. Jer. 4 7, 7 
el1~; !:Jt:!' !:J'l'i !:Jin SN.' The Qal would certainly seem to express all 

that is required. 

')OSN •)S5:I] So Ru. 4, rt: in Dan. 8, r 3 ')tb5:l-the on~ example 

of a real contraction which the Hebrew language affords. ~5u 
(Qor. 25, 30) and ~ are used in the same sense, perhaps derived 

from the root of i1?,, and meaning properly a separate, particular 

one. ')OSN perhaps signifies one whose name is withheld (from !:J'llt 

lo be dumb). Ew. § 106c renders,' ein gewisser verschwiegener.' 

4. 'Ji no nnyi] Keil, RV. and others: 'And now what is under 
thine hand? Five loaves of bread give into my hand, or whatsoever 

there is present.' But this leaves the emphatic position of l:lnS nt::1on 
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unaccounted for: and how could David ask specifically for five loaves, 
when his previous words had just implied that he did not know 

whether Al_iimelech possessed them? Read, with LXX (A, Luc.) 

ei dcrtv (in B the first el has dropped out), !:l~ for i10 (' And now, 
if there are under thy hand five loaves of bread, give them into my 
hand, or whatsoever there is present'); or else (Ehrlich), nn:n ci~_-m;, 
'li ,,,:i mn en:, ci.'. tli:t 7,1 • 1-t'.:roJi1 lit. that whi'ch is found, i. e. that 

which is here present, as 13, 16. Gen. 19, 15. Jud. 20, 48. An 
idiomatic use of the Nij'. of i,t-;o. 

5. ,,, nnn ,N] The use of ,1-t here is destitute of analogy. In 
Jer. 3, 6. Zech. 3, 10. Ez. 10, z nnn ,N of course expresses motion 

under. Here it is simply a corrupt repetition of ,n. 
t:i' t:iip en,] The position of t:'' after t:iip en, is partly for variety 

(after the preceding clause with j'N), partly for emphasis: comp. 

Is. 43, 8 ci:. e:?V.1; and I;~ similarly, Lev. 26, 37. Mic. 7, 2 it::1'1 

I;~ DiN:i. Pr. 17, 16. 25, 14 (cf. Gen. 2, 5. Is. 37, 3al,). 
6. !:l~ •:i] apparently, as Jud. 15, 7, with the force of an oath: see 

Ges. s. v. who renders hercle. 

i1t:'N] a good example of a sing. term used collectively. For other 

rather noticeable instances see Gen. 30, 37 ~po (note the following 

rn:i). Jud. 19, 12 i'.!1 (followed by n~r,_). 21, 16 (nt::IN as here). Jer. 
4, 29b i'.!1 (note jil:J). Cf. GK. § 123b. Also in ,Nit:'' WIN, etc. 
(14, 24, and often); and with certain numerals (as l!''N !:)1t:,';,c,), 
GK. § 134e-h, 

iJ,-;,,:::y J kept away (viz. by a religious taboo, on account of war 
being a sacred work) in reference to us, i. e. (Anglice) from us: cf. , 
construed with verbs of removing or withholding in ift. 40, 11 ; 84, 1 2 ; 

Job 12, 20; and in the Syr. ~ ;,r· War was regarded as sacred; 
and the prohibition of women to men engaged in it is wide-spread 

(DB. iv. 827b; W. R. Smith, Rei. Sem.2 455). 
'li eei,t:i ,,on:i J 'as heretofore (i. e. on previous occasions), when 

I have gone forth (viz. on a military expedition), so that the gear 

( clothes, arms, etc.) of the young men is holy, even though it is 
a common (i. e. not a sacred) journey; how much more so [ Lex. 

9N 2], when to-day they will be consecrated with (their} gear?'

a distinction being drawn between expeditions of an ordinary kind, 
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and campaigns opened by consecration of warriors (cf. the Heb. 
expression to 'consecrate ' war, and warriors: Mic. 3, 5. Jer. 6, 4 . 

22, 7. 51, 27. 28. Is. r3, 3. Joel 4, 9), and David hinting that his 
present excursion is of the latter kind, and that the ceremony of 
consecration will take place as soon as he joins his men (so 
W. R. Smith, Rei. Sem.2 456; Now.). tlt::i,t:i ,on:, always means 
as heretefore (e. g. Gen. 31, 2. 5. Ex. 5, 7), not (as EVV.) 'about 
these three days;' and for the rend. here adopted (which places the 
greater break at 'gone forth'), we must move the zaqif qafon from 

ow,t::t to 1TIN~:J. Read also lW1i'' (LXX, Pesh. We. al.) for w,p•. 
Kennedy, however, renders the last clause, 'how much more to-day 

will they be consecrated with (their) gear?' ( viz. by the consecrated 
bread being put into their wallets, and so, according to ancient ideas 

(Lev. 6, 27 [for be read become], Ez. 44, 19; see JJB. ii. 395\ 
conveying the contagion of' holiness' to them): Lex. •:J =)N 3. 

7. O'J!:li1 on,] Presence-bread, i. e. bread set out in Yahweh's pre
sence, and designed originally as His food. See the writer's note on 
Ex. 25, 30; and DB. s.v. SHEWBREAD. 

O'iOlr.m] The plur. might be explained as a reference to the 
separate loaves ( cf. on, nt::ton, 1"1it::tl/): but this does not accord well 
with inp,n at the end of the verse. It is better, therefore, either to 
read there 00~~1:i with LXX, or to suppose that the final l:l in tl'i010 
has arisen by error from the first o of the word following, and for 

')El,OOiOlOi1 (cf. on 1, 24) to restore 1)::ibo iOIOi1. Comp. Jer. 29, 9 
(read O•t;i~h); 36, 21 (rd. ,l/, in accordance with idiom); Jos. 10, 21 

(t::i•i:,i); 2 Ch. 28, 23 (rd. tl'"J!il); Hab. 1, 16 f. (rd. Nli:J}; Job 27, 13 
(rd. ,~t,?). See further instances in ZA W. 1886, 2 II-2 r 3 (some 
doubtful). On the other hand, sometimes a repeated letter has 

dropped out, as eh. 17, 17. II 3, 22. Is. 45, 11 (read 1Jl,Ni!-'11 with 
Hitzig, Weir, Cheyne, al.). Dt. 15, 14 (p. 133 n.); and probably f. 42, 2 

(n,•N), 45, 7 (o•n,N.:l 1ND.:l: Edghill, Evid. Value ef Prophecy, 252). 

8. i~l/J J i. e., probably, defazned in the precincts of the sanctuary, 
and precluded from entering it, by some ceremonial impurity. Comp. 

Jer. 36, 5 mn• f'l'J N':J' ,::i,N N' iWl/ 'JN; Neh. 6, 10. 

tl'l/ii1 i':JN] i''.;I~ is not chiif (RV.), but mighty, which, however, 
does not well agree with tl1l/ii1, might or heroism being hardly a 
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quality which in a shepherd would be singled out for distinction. 
Read, with Gratz, 01n,:i for o•v,n, 'the mightiest of Saul's runners,' 

or royal escort (so Now.): Saul's o•n are mentioned afterwards, 

22, 17. In a runner, strength and size, such as ,•:JN-elsewhere, it is 
true, only used in poetry-connotes, would be a qualification which 

the narrator might naturally remark upon. 

LXX has ,,,,,.,,, Ttts ,)µ.16vo11s ::!;ao11J., whence Lagarde (Bildung der Nomina, 

p. 4.5 n.) would restore !:Jl'lll)M ,1::ik manager of Saul's young asses (Jud. 10, 4· 

12, 14): cf. ,1::iiN, the n~;;~T of ~n Ishmaelite, the overseer of David's camels 

(01,om ,ii) 1 Ch. 27, 30. 'Ibil in Arabic is a herd of camels, 'ab£la (denom.) is to 

be skilled in managing camels, and 'abil (adj.) is skilled in the management of 
camels; hence , 1::;ik, more generally, manager (of animals). The suggestion is 

ingenious : but the strong Arabism is hardly probable : and the n. pr. , 1:JH•t is not 
Hebrew, but Ishmaelite. 

9· ~~ r~)] The combination Cl~ r~ occurs if,. 135, 17; hence I'~ 
here is commonly regarded as an anomalous punctuation for j1~ ; 

cf. ni1l) Gen. 49, 1 r. in~ Is. 10, 17. ni~1l) Pr. 8, 2 8 (for what, 
by analogy, would be ili1V., in1w, ni)1V.: Ko. ii. 483; GK.§ 93v). So 
Kimchi, Ges. Ew. § 2136 , 286h; Stade,§ 194c(2). Delitzsch, how

ever (on 1ft. l.c.), treats JI~ as equivalent to the Aram. I'~ num? l'ltt 
occurs in the Palestinian Targums = if (if,. 7, 4. 5 etc.), also= r) in 
indirect questions, and= ON, where the answer No is expected, 
Job 6, 12' 1~1n l)ll)~N j 1il N~ln rN. JO, 4b. 5b. II, 7b. 13, 9b: and 
n•~ r~ (= Heb. Cl~ 0~) occurs (e.g.) simply= if there is ... tf!. 7, 4b. 

Job 33, 23". 32a; Job 6, 6b '~, t:ll,'O n•N rN or is there taste in the 
white of an egg? in an indirect question, if,. 14, 2 11 1N jltol •~no~ 
~1::ie,r.,. Lam. 1, 12. But though the puncluators may have thought of 

this, or (Ko. ZA W. 1898, 242 f.) of the 'in underlying the later ~~~. 
such a pronounced Aramaism is not probable in an early narrative, 
clearly of Judaic origin; and it is better to read simply 0~),-0~ 

having the same interrog. force as in Gen. 38, 17. •~j and where .•. ? 

(Kio. Sm.) is not probable. Ehrl. 1~~1:ol) and perhaps. · 

y,m] only here. ~ is stated to mean i"nstiti't ursi'tque rogando; 

so possibly ~nt may have meant pressed on. But the root is a doubtful 
one in Heb. ; and perhaps r\N~ urged on, from f~tol to urge (Ex. 5, 13), 

should be read. 
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10. no,,] Is. 25, 7. 1 Ki. 19, 13 'l'IT'!~f ''~t C?!1; II 1 9, 5 t:u,,St. 
np ,,·npn i:ii:,i•C-CNJ If thou wilt take that for thyself, take it. Cf. 

for the position of i:ii:,~, Ex. 21, 8 Qre ,, ( opp. to u::i.,, v. 7 ), and 
p. 35; also on 15, 1. 

nr~J Elsewhere always pointed nJf• 
11. nl] See on 6, 17. 
12. 1,0] an anachronism, generally explained now as is done by 

Bu. Sm. Dh. Kenn. Ehrlich, however, would read n~,;, (18, 27). 
14. iovc-nN m~-~,J 'And he changed it, (even) his understanding 

(25, 33).' The anticipation of the object of a verb by a suffix is 
common in Aramaic; but, though cases occur sporadically in Heh., 
it is not a genuine Heb. idiom; and while there are no doubt instancts 

in which for distinctness the original writers explained the suff. by the 
addition of the object, there are others in which the combination 
is• open to the suspicion of being due to a faulty or glossed text, or, in 
late Heb., to Aramaic influence. 

Comp. Ex. z, 6 i,•;i-mt intf"lni and ske saw kim, tke clziM, 35, 5 (P) 

•~ nci'"ln nN v~•:;,.~ (? rd. K":l1), Lev. 13, 57b l,llln i::i. it!-'N 1'lN il~it!-'n ~Nl, 

1 Ki. 19, 21 '"lrfiJ C?~:;l (LXX om. -W:ln). 21, 13 ni::i.rn~ , , , , ~n1~, 
2 Ki. 16, 15 Kt. fa 29, 23 (render, with Hitzig, 'when his children see it, the work 
of my hands,' etc.; but many regard ,,,,, as a gloss). Jer. 9, 14 c,1:itt0 1l)i1 

n~Y.~ i'ltil C]li'l mt (LXX om. ntn C)li'l Z,N). Ez. 3, 21 (read n,,mn). 44, 7 

1n1:i-nN i~~IJ? (om. '1'11:l 1'lN with LXX). Pr. 5, 22, if,. 83, 12 \C~1il \C)J11e' 
'make theni, (even) their nobles,' etc. 1, Here the emphatic anticipation of an 
object such as icyc is not probable, and the form of the suffix-rare even in strong 

-rerbs (see on 18, 1)-is found only once besides with a verb 11"'• II J4, 6, where 
there are independent grounds for questioning its correctness. No doubt m,,,~ 
is an error of transcription for il~~,- So 01. p. 5+7; Stade, § 143•; Kon. i. 546, 

1 Comp. Ew. § 309°; GK.§ 131m, 9• There are also other types, as Jer. 48, 44 
~Jiii'El nlt!-' :lN'IC SN n,,N N1:lN ':J. 51, 56 ii,e- ,::i::i. Sy n1;,y N:l ':J (so often 
in Syr., as II 11, 3. 12, 5 Pesh.; comp. above, on 5, 3); and with the suffix in the 
genitive, as Ez. 10, 3. 42, 14. Job 29, 3 (GK. § 131°); and in Ch., in a form 

recalling strongly Syriac usage, I Ch. 5, 26 ', c,l'•\. 23, 6. 2 Ch. 2fo 10, 28, 15. 

For the Mishnic usage, see Segal, Misnaii: Hebrew, p. 82 if. Only with one word, 
the interrog. 'N, does the apparent pleonasm appear to be idiomatic: ls. 19, u 

1•0:in N\ElN tl'N Where are they, then, thy wise men? 2 Ki. 19, 13 nr.in 1,0 ''N 
'J' i!:l'"IN 1,01 (in the 11, Is. 37, 13 i'l'N). Mic. 7, ro j'n,N mn• ,,N, 

1365 N 
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tli"!\~~11:i] Read tli"11~111, :· '~ 1~111:i, as Ehrlich rightly observes, is used 

always idiomatically to denote in the opinion of (so even Pr. I, I 7). 

,,nn1,] and he behaved himse!f madly. The word recurs, applied 

metaphorically, Nah. 2, 5. Jer. 25, 16. 51, 7. 
c,1:i] in their hands, i. e. as they sought to restrain him (Th. Ke.). 
IJ:;1;1] Pi'el from i"l?J.;'I, with anomalous qame?, for 'IIJ~!, i. e. ~cratched, 

made meaningless marks. But LXX eTVµ,'ll'iivLtEv i. e. 1:il;!! and he 
drummed on the doors of the gates,-' a more suitable gesture for a 
raving madman' (Kp.). So modems generally: cf. GK.§ 75hh. 

16. 'n iCM] 'Am I in lack of mad men? '-The question is indi
cated by the tone of the voice: see GK.§ 150b. Cf; on II, 12; and 

22, 7. 15. 
nr-n~J See on 10, 27. 
1,:i,] lit. upon me, i. e. to my trouble: Gen. 48, 7 ~11 ,n, nno. 
22, 1. c,,11 TliW] So II 23, 13 = 1 Ch. 11, 15t. It is remark

able that the i"lil/0 is afterwards, both here, vv. + 5, and in the other 

passage, II 23, 14 = 1 Ch. 11, 16, spoken ofas a ni,~. Can a mw 
be also termed a n,,~o? A n,1~0 is a mountain-stronghold (f. 18, 3); 

and in Jud. 6, 2. Ez. 33, 27 TlliW and at least ni,¥0 (Is. 33, 16) are 
named side by side as different kinds of· hiding-place. We. answers 
the above question in the negative; and believes that both here and 

in II 23, 13 = 1 Ch. II, 15 thi:i, TliW is an old error for c,,11 n,n, 
the stronghold of 'Adullam (so Bu. Now. Sm. Kitt. Kennedy 1, Buhl; 

Geogr. 97, Ehrlich). 

'Adullam is mentioned in Jos. 15, 35, next before Sochoh and 'Azekah, among 
the cities of the Shephelah. This at once shews that it cannot be Khareitun, about 
4 miles SE. of Bethlehem, with which, since the twelfth century, tradition has iden
tified it. Clermont-Ganneau identified it in 1871 with 'id el-miyeh, 2½ miles SE. 
of esh-Shuweikeh (see on 17, 1), supposing the ancient name to have been trans
formed by a popular etymology into one of · similar sound, significant in the 
vernacular (PEQS. 1877, p. 177). 'id el-miyeh is' a steep hill, on which are ruins 
of indeterminate date, with an ancient well at the foot, and, near the top, caves of 
moderate size' (EB. s.v.). The site is suitable, but not certain (H.G. 229£.). 

As regards the meaning of 'Adulliim, Lagarde (Bi/dung der .Nomina, 54) derives -· it plausibly from JJ.i: to turn aside ('I', 119, 1 f, 7 ; Lane, p. 197 3), with the formative 

1 'The expression cave of Adu/lam, which has passed into a proverb among ns, 
is due to a corruption of the similar Heb. word for "stronghold" iu v. 4' ( Century 
Bible, ad loc.). . 
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affix tJ-.,,:- (0,1. § i16a: Stade,§ 293; Barth; Nominalbildung, 35z·f.; cf."GK: 

§ 85'), found frequently in proper names (l:l~~~. 1::1:7,;i, &c.), so that the word 
would signify originally a retreat. Heh. proper names have in many cases pre
served roots not otherwise found in the OT. 

,,,1,J 'Adullam being in the Shephelah, and David's brethren, 
presumably, on the high ground of Bethlehem (2550 ft,), 12 miles to 

the ENE. So Gen. 38, 1. II 23, 13. 
2. NI!') ,,-il!'N l!'IN-,:iJ Cf. Is. 24, 2 \J NI!') "'ll!'N:i 'as (one) who has 

a lender (creditor).' 
l!'!l) "'10] Jud. 18, 25; cf. Job 3, 20; and on 1, 10. 

3. JNn::l il!l:W J There are several places in Palestine, both E. and 
W; of Jordan, called il~~lfij, ·or·il~~iJ, 'the outlook-point;' and the 
situation of this one is not known. 

t:1:il"lN , , , N'll1] If the text be sound, these words can only be 
rendered' come forth (to be} with you.' But the case is not one in 
which such a strongly-marked pregnant construction would be expected. 
LXX -y,vtu0w<Tav, Pesh . .::.~, Vg. maneat. Read probably, not ::l!?_"., 

(Bu. al.), but~,~ (Ehrl.), which is closer to N'll1 , and is used specifically 
of being left behind in a place, Gen. 33, 15. 'Ex. 1 o, 2 4. For o:il"lN 

LXX has '11"apo. uol = ':JT;I~; so Sm. Bu. (cf. v. 4a). 
4. Ot:J1!1] 'led them (so as to be) in the presence of the king of 

Moab.' Another pregnant construction, hardly less expected than the 
last. 1)£1 l'1N ·is not used in conjunction with verbs' of motion; and in 
Pr. 18, 16 ~~ot: 01,il 1)!l'\ the prep. is different. Targ. l\)l"'ll!'N\, 

Pesh. ~o point to the punctuation t:IQ~~l (see Jos. 6, 23 Targ.; 
II 16, 21 Pesh.) and he 'left them, which is altogether to be preferred. 

(LXX Kat '11"UpEKaAECTE = om:1.) 
;,ir~o::i J i. e. the 'hold' of 'Adullam : see on v. 1. 

5. ili\'llt::i::l J Pesh. il~~~~ (cf. v. 3), which, as the 'hold·, was in the 

land of Judah, seems to be correct. 

r,in] The site of J:Iereth is not known. LXX has ~v ,roll .. :.Sap•u,. Conder's 
Khariis, a village on a wooded mountain, 4 miles SE. of 'id el-miyeh ( Tent Work, 
243), does not agree phonetically. The suggestion that h"'ln is an Aramaism for 

i;ii wood is very precarious: in Targ. ~:!-111n corresponds to cjjh (r4, 27 al.); 

and the rare 1-tJ:;11"'1Q (Levy, ChWB. 286b) does not mean 'wood.' 

,,·m1::i1] The reflexive ~ (Lex. 515b bottom; GK. § 1198). er: 
N2 
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1:, n1)~l I Ki. 17, 3; and often in the imper., as Dt. 1, 7 Cl:l:, ll/C, 

40. 2, 13 Cl:l:, l'ill,I, 5, 27 Cl:l:, lllW: Is. 40, 9 '!J~ '~V,. 
6. 11,n) known= discovered: cf. Ex. 2, 14. Jud. 16, 9• II 17, 19. 

D1W)Nl] Read with LXX CIW)NMl. 

n]ll)l] i. e. in Gibeah of Saul : see on 9, I. 

,wN] 31, 13. Gen. 21, 33t. 
i'lOi)] RV. ' in Ramah,' which is inconsistent with ' in Gibeah.' 

RV. m. 'in the height:' but i10'i is not used of a 'height' in general 
(Ez. 16, 25 forms hardly an exception); and it is better to read with 
LXX lv Baµr.i ( = i1J?f~) in the high-place ( cf. 9, 12 ). Saul held his 
court under a sacred tree ( cf. J ud. 4, 5 of Deborah administering 
justice under a "l~r-l), and in a sacred place. 

, 1:,y 01lYJ] staHoned by him, i. e. standing in attendance on him, 
:,y lYJ (and similarly :,11 ,011) is said idiomatically of one standing by 
(lit. over: Lex. 756a c) another (Gen. 18, 2. 28, 13), esp. of servants, 
or courtiers, in attendance on their master (vv. 7. 17. Gen. 45, 1; 
cf. with ,oy Jud. 3, 19), or the people standing about Moses, as he 
sat to judge them (Ex. 18, 14b: cf. :,y ,P,lt 13h). 

In clause b the series of ptcpp. describe the situation, as (e.g.} 
I Ki. 1, 40; 22, 10; 2 Ki. 6, 32. 

7. o:i:,.::,:, (2)] is most probably an error for t:l:l:,.::i,; otherwise it will 
be an example of:, marking the accus., on which see 23, 10. 

8, 'Jl M'i.::ll] 18, 3. 20, 8. 16: without l11il, as 20, 16. 

n?h] is sick because of me. This can hardly be right. In the 
pothi:al passage Am. 6, 6 the apathy of the boisterous revellers of 
Samaria is well described by the words '}Ol1 "llW :,y ~,~~ tbl 'and 
fie/ no sickness by reason of Joseph's breach:' but the passage here is 
different. LXX ,rovhlv, which represents :,on in the passage of similar 
import 23, 21 1:,31 tmSon 1.::i. Hence Gratz, Kio. Bu. al. :,9-h: 'and 
none of you hath compassion on me.' Dr. Weir makes a similar 
suggestion : 'Is it M~l?O? [" and there is no compassion on your part 
upon me:" cf. Gen. 19, 16] comp. 23, 21 LXX.' 

l'itb • , , t:l1j:m] Cf. 13 lit-c, i:,t,c Clij:l, 'to rise up against me t'nf() 

( = so as to become) one lying in wait; ' Mic, 2, 8 (reading, for 
OClP\ Clj,•, or \O~Pl_;l) l 11~? t:lli'1 11.ll~. LXX (in both verses) d~ lx()p6v, 
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which Dr. Weir prefers, remarking that 'ti•pn is not suitable to :l'::\~, 
but is so to :l~N.' So Sm. Now. Ehr!. 

9. ,y :llll] 'll :llll may mean here either merely standing ~ (Gen. 
18, 2), or (v. 6) standing in attendance on Saul's ti1i:iy (courtiers). 

10. ,, inl i1i'lll] the variation in order is pleasing in itself, and 
also gives a slight emphasis on ni•ll. Cf. 6, qb. 71 1b. Gen. 27, 16. 
32, qb. 43, 12. 13. I Ki. 11, 18 ,, "'ION en,,, etc. 

13. ,!, ,,Nwi] the inf. abs., according to GK.§ 113e (cf.§ 113z), 

Ew. § 351°, Kon. iii.§ 218°. After an inf. c., as 251 26. 33; cf. Ex. 
32, 6. 

14. inllCW !,N ic,] RV. is taken into thy councz1, following· Ges. 
(qui devertere so/et ad colloquium tuum, qui interioris apud te admis
sionis est), and Keil. This, however, assumes an unusual sense for 
,,c, which is hardly justified by the parallels quoted, Gen. 19, 2. 3. 
Jud. 4, 18. 191 12 (to 'turn aside' to visit a person). Probably for 
'"IC we should read with LXX, Targ. (d.pxwv, :l'"l) i~ 'captain over thy 
body-guard ' (,N for ,ll; see on 13, 13 ), which would imply a posi
tion of responsibility, and close attendance upon the king. For this 
sense of nl)Ce'O (lit. obedience, i. e~ a body of men bound to obedience), 
cf. II 23, 23 (= I Ch. 11, 25) mv,;~ (Ch. ,ll) 'N ,,, li1011!'11: the 
word is also used in a concrete sense in Is. 11, 14 Cnl)l:ll!'l:l Jll:ll) 1.:i:i,, 

So Ew. Bertheau (on I Ch. /. c.), Then. etc. 
15. •n!mn] 'Have I begun?' The question is indicated by the 

tone (u, 12~ 
;:ii ,i:iy:i , • , Cl!" !,N J ':i Cl11!' lit. to lay i'n, L e. to attribute to, as 

Job 4, 18: so,, Cl'!!' Dt. 22 1 8. 
'.:lN n1:i ,:i:i J LXX, Pesh. 'l1 ,:i:i,, which is required. 
1 7. ti•rin J the runners, or royal escort of the king : so 2 1, 8 

(emended text). 1 Ki. 141 27. 28 (= 2 Ch. 12, 10. u). 2 Ki. 10, 25. 

ll, 4· 6. II. 13. 19: cf. l1.lEl; c 11, II 15, I, I Ki. 1, 5; and eh. 8, II 
in:i::i,c •.:iEl, illii. If the emendation on 21, 8 is correct, Doeg will 
have been the most stalwart of Saul's' runners.' 

tl:U c,1] I Ch. 4, 10: II 14, 19 (nN); Jer. 26, 24 (nN). 
18. l11i] Ew. § 45d. Kt. uses I in the Syriac fashion: the Qr~ 

warns the reader to pronounce it softly, and not differently from lNli 

v. 9. 2 1, 8. Cf. p. I 20 n.; and C1;JJ' beside Cl1Nntl (GK. § 93x). 
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.i"IMl!t ::ic] For the emph. nnN, cf. on 17, 56. 
Ntn l,!JEl1l] Note the emphasis. expressed .by the pronoun: as Ex. 

18, 19. 22. 26 etc. (Tenses)§ 160 note). 

i::i •n!lt-t] So 2, 18. II 6, 14.(= 1 Ch. 15, 27)t. LXX, however, 
. omits i::i, probably rightly: for this 'ephod' is not worn, but 'borne,' 

by the priests .(cf. on 2, 28). 

20. ;,t:i1nt-t,] GK.§ 129b and r29°. 

2 2. 1n::ic] 1"1f t;i in · Biblical Hebrew is used somewhat peculiarly in 
1 Ki. 12, 15 1n1 0310 [ 2 Ch. ro, 15 ilf-1;'1] il~t;I- nn111 1::i lit.' for there 
was a turning about (i. e. a turn or change of affairs: LXX p.ITacrrpocf,if) 
from Yahweh that he might establish his word,' etc.: in the philo
sophical Hebrew of the middle ages, it acquires the sense of cause. 
Hence this passage has been rendered, 'I have been the cause in 
(the death of) all the persons of thy father's house.' The legitimacy 
of this rendering is questionable. There is · no evidence that il::lC 

possessed the sense cause in Biblical times; nor is it probable, if it 
did, that :i:io (in Qal) would be a denominative of it; and thirdly, 
even though there were a verb ::i::ic lo be the cause, its use with ellipse 
of the crucial word death is more than is credible. It is best for 1n:ic 
to read, with Th. We., 1J;1~!J I am guilty in respect of all the 
persons, etc. : cf. Pesh. ~1/. The construction with .l as ':i t-t~n 
19, 5, where Targ. has the same word in the Ethp. with the same 
construction, viz. ':::i, :i11nnt-t. 

23. jl::-'El) •••• 11::-'tl)] The suffixes must have been accidentally 
transposed: 11::-'El),. , • jl::-'El) (Th. We. Bu. etc.). 

1io31 nr,t,t n,ol::-'O ,, ] 'For thou art a keeping with me,' i. e. shalt 
be jealously guarded with me. The abstract for the concrete, 
according • to a usage of which there are many other examples in 
Hebrew (Tenses, § 189. 2}: comp. Is. II, 14 tl1;11/P~I? jlt:l31 1):lP. 

LXX OTl 1rEcpvAatai O"ll 1rap' lp.ot = ,,031 n~tt i,1~~~ ,:i (, for o, the 
two letters being very similar in the old character),-which has nothing 
to recommend it. · 

1 And the remarkable parallel in Moabitic : Mesha, line 28 MYCt't:) ;:i,, ,:i ~::, 
Iii. for all Dibon was obedience. 
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28--26. David as an outlaw., t"n /he Shephilah, the Hill-country, 

and the Wz"lderness ef Judah. 

231 1. il~'Yi'] In the Shephelah Qos. 15, 44 ;. see v. 33); now 
Qtla, a ruined village on a hill, on the E. side of W. e~•f?fir, 3 miles 
S. of 'Id el-miyeh, 'the terraced sides of which are even to-day 
covered with corn,' so that we can understand why the Philistine 
raiders should have swarmed up the Vale of Elah and the Wady 
e~-~fir, past Sochoh and 'Id el-miyeh, to rob the .threshing-floors 
(cf. Cheyne, EB. s. v.; H. G. 230). 

0'01!' ntim] robbz'ng (without 'and they are.'),-a circ. clause, like 
Gen. 15, 2. 18, 8 etc. (Tenses,§ 160), and following another ptcp., as 
28, 14. II 151 30. 2 Ki. 2, 12. Jer. 38, 22. 

2. 111:i,Ml • , , •n•~m] There is considerable irregularity in the 
punctuation of the I and 2 pers. of the conjugations ( other than Qal} 
of n", verbs: but the following points may be usefully noted:-

•-=- is found always in Pu. Hof. (as i:i•~,nQ Ex. 261 30), and Nif. (except once, 

Gen. 24, 8 Q'iP~1); •-,- is found always in I pl. (~~-;-), and before suffixes, and in 

2 sing. Pi.; and almost always in 2 pl. (as 01)'1l:)l3~i'.J), probably the only excep

tions being Oi;J•~7ry Ez. n, 6, and Ol)'V.J;'l'.I Jer. 42, 20 Qre (Kt. 0'11Yl1i1). 
The irregularity is greatest in I and 2 sing. Hif. and Hithp. and In I sing. Pi.; 

but here I-=- is very common in the first person, and•-,- in the second (as always 

in Pi.; see above): thus we find 'D'~t:l 15 times, hut Q•~;:, 17 times; 'D''.\DJ:l;:i;:t 
(3 times), but Q'1!:)J.:l~i;'.I (4 times); 1)'.'ll_?Y,;;J (10 times), bnt Q'?Y,;;J (6 times; ;lso 

Q'.?fv Ex. 32, 7. 40, 4t); 'J:'1'*71'.I (12 times), but l.;:,'.;lli'.1 (4 times; but 2 fem, 

n•~7;:,). A notable exception is 1J:l1~1 5 times, but 1JJ'1~ 30 times; comp. also 

'D'J~ 4 times, but •i:,1~~ Nu. 25, nt: •i:,1~~ twice, but 'J:'111£)~ 4 times. See Bo. i. 

pp. 41of., 429; in GK.§ 75•,ee the usage might have been stated more clearly. 

3. •:i 9~] = and how much more, when, as 2'Ki. 5, 13. 

n,:i-,yo J Cf. 4, 2. r 2. 16; 10 times in eh, 1 7; and II 2 3, 3. 
4. il~1Yj:) ,,] Not from 'Adulla.m,-at least if this was at 'id el-miyeh 

(1468 ft.), which is lower than Qe'ilah (1520 ft.),-but presumably 
from the ' forest of I;Iereth ' ( 2 2, 5 }, which will have been somewhere 
in the higher, central part of Judah. 

llJ:l] the fut. ins tans: see on 3, If. 

5. Ji1J1i] The word used as 30, 2. 20, like the Greek iiyEiv. 
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6. There is some disorder in this verse : Abiathar fled to David, 
before he reached Qe'ilah; and clause b cannot be construed so as to 
yield an intelligible sense (as it stands it can only be rendered '(the) 
ephod came down in his hand') 1• The simplest course is to read 
after,,-, ,tc either, with LXX (B), ,-,,:1 i1!lN(il)l ,,, ;,,,yp '11'1 Cl]) Nlill 

(so Bu. alt.), or (cf. Now., but not Luc,ll) ,,,:1 ii!lN(il)l il,,yp ,,,. Even 

this change does not entirely relieve the verse of difficulty ; for the 
sense required is after Abiathar fled, which is not strictly expressed 
by "'ln1Jtc niJJ. AV. RV. 'that he came down with an ephod in his 
hand.' This (irrespectively of the difficulty in clause a) yields an 
excellent sense : only it should be clearly understood that it is no 
rendering ef the Massoreilc text (l'l'J .,.,, 'lU:lN). AV. (and occasionally 
even RV.) sometimes conceals a difficulty by giving a sense that is 
agreeable with the context, regardless of the fact that the Hebrew 
words used do not actually express it : i. e. they implicitly adopt an 
emendation of the text. Comp. on 17, 20: 24, 20; 25, 30: and 

see Jer. 19, 13. Ez. 45, 21 RV. 48, 29 (il,mJ for il,mo). Ley's 
proposal to read ntc for ,tc (ZATW. 1888, p. 222) does not touch the 
real difficulty of the verse. 

7. ;~;J LXX 1rfrpa.K~v = ~9 (comp. Jud. 4, 9). Sold, however, 
is here scarcely suitable. If the text he correct, the sense will be lo 
/real as strange= to alienate, refect (cf. Jer. 19, 4 ilTil Clli'tlil ntc ~i'.:jl~;l), 
construed here pregnantly with '11J. But the context in Jeremiah is 
not parallel ; and the figure here would be rather a forced one. 
Ch. 26, 8, in a similar context, we have illt;,, which, however, would 
here give rise to an inelegant alliteration with the following "'llO.l. 

Perhaps Krochmal is right in suggesting i~I?, which is construed 
with i~f in Is. 19, 4 in exactly the sense that is here required, and 
only differs from i~~ by one letter. The Versions, other than LXX, 
render only by a general term deliver (iO);), ~(, tradzdit), from 
which nothing can be inferred as to the reading of the text which the 
translators had before them. 

1 It is moreover ont of connexion with clause a : for according to all but uniform 
usage lj111 would be resumed by either "TltN .,,, or "iii ii!ltcl or 'll!l~ "Ti'1, but 
not by ,.,, "Tl!lN ( Tenses, § i S end). · -, ... 

• Luc. omits 1ml au .. cls J.'ET'u. ,~.,wua, but otherwise agrees with B. 
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Ntl, "1lCl] hath shut himself in (Ez. 3, :14) in (by) entering etc. 
n•,:n ti•n,,] Dt. 3, 5. 2 Ch. 8, 5; cf. 14, 6. 
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8. ni,,] presumably from Gibeah of Saul (22, 6), 2½ miles N. of 
Jerusalem (on 9, 1). 

9. W'iMO J was .fabri'call"ng ,forging. Apparently a metaphor derived 
from the working of metal: cf. nwm ei1n Gen. 4, 22. I Ki . .,, 14. 
Elsewhere in this figurative sense only in Proverbs, and only there in 
Qal (3, 29 nyi 1Yi ,y Winn ,te. 6, 14. 18. 12, 20. 14, 22t). The 
position of ,,,y makes it emphatic, against him (and not some one 

else): comp. Jer. 11, 19, and on II 15, 4. 

10. WW WW] See on 20, 6. 

i'l1' nnw,] So, with,, Nu. 32, 15. nnw is construed so constantly 
with an accus. that, though there is a tendency in Heb. for Pi'el, and 
especially for Hif. 1, to be construed with ,, expressing the dativus 

commodi (or incommodi), this is probably an instance of the use of, to 
mark the accusative, such as is regular in Syriac, and occurs in 
Hebrew, rarely in the early and middle periods of the language, and 
with greater frequency in exilic and post-exilic writings. See 22, 'I. 
II 3, 30 il::IN' Uin (see note); Jer. 40, 2 n•oi'' , • , np•i; tf!. 69, 6 
•n,1N, nyi• nnN; 73, 18 10, n•e>n al.: Ew. § 2ne; GK.§ 117n; 
Lex. 512&. 

I r f. n,•yp ,,y:i] This use of ti•,y:i to denote the lords or citizens 
of a town is rare: Jos. 24, 11 (of Jericho). Jud. 9, 22 ff. (Shechem). 
20, 5 (Gibeah). II 21, 12 and 2, 4 LXX (Jabesh of Gilead) 2• 

13. t~,nn• iwte::i ,::i,nn•,] er. 2 Ki. 8, 1 ,,,m ,c,1-t::i •im; II 15, 20 ,,,n 'lN "1C/N ,y ,,,n 'JNl; comp. also Ex. 3, 14. 4, 13. 16, 23. 

33, 19. Ezek. 12, 25. A Semitic idiom, copiously illustrated by 
Lagarde, in a note at the end of his Psalterium Hz'erot!Jmi (1874), 
p. 156 f., especially from Arabic authors, and employed where either 

1 E. g. ,';, i11Mil to give life to, Gen. 45, 7 ; '' :l1M"1i1 to give width to, tf,. 4, 2 al.; 

,; M1)il II 7, I ; ,; i1:lii1 Hos. 10, 1 ; ' ' p•i:im Is. 53, 11 to give right to. 

Comp. Ew. § 282°; Lex. 5II b 3 a; and Giesebrecht's careful study on this preposi
tion, Die Hebriiische Fraeposition Lamed (Halle, 1876), p. Sof. 

s Comp. in Phoenician CIS. i. 120 1nll:l n~ll~ m,n • Irene citizen of Byzan
tium' (in the Gi-eek 'Ep1Jll1'J Bv(a,,rui); anrl l';ooke, NSI. p. 50. 
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the means, or the desire, to be more explicit does not exist. 'And 
they went about where they. went about: ' in the present case, no 
doubt, the vagueness of the expression corresponds with the reality. 
From Lagarde's instances may be quoted: C?.1J:l!f"l1P t:1~71;1 o,Spmt 
{Rashi on Gen. 20, 13, and elsewhere) Onqelos renders as he does 

render; l.:Jli L.. (:.)W fuit quod fuit = missa haec faciam; I... e-L; 
tl... -.::,.;I age quod agis = non curo quid facturus sis, et liberam 

agendi ut volueris potestatem tibi concedo ; ~ ~ ~ emersit 

[ ex undis J qui emersit = non attinet exponere qui et quot emerserint; 

~ ~ (:)L( t._.; ,r-J_;-!I r..s..,rS' ~ ..u_, ad regem Persarum Par

wezum profectus est eo consilio quo profectus est = nil attinet 
explicare quaenam itineris causa ac ratio fuit: Arnold, ChresJomalhia 

Arabii:a, p. 143, 7 nisi forte ~P, L.. ~~ mutaverit eos quod eos 

mutavit = nisi forte nescio quae res eos mutaverit. Sm. quotes also 

Qor. 53, 16. 

14. ,::i,o::i] i. e. in some part of the rocky and desolate region 
called the 'wilderness of Judah' (Jos. 15, 61-62, where six cities 
belonging to it are enumerated; Jud. 1, 16 [text very doubtful]; 
Ps. 63 title), bearing down by steep and rough descents to the Dead 
Sea, and extending some 15 miles from W. to E., and some 35 miles 
from N. to S. (H. G. 312,-followed by a vivid description of its wild 
and barren scenery). It begins in about the longitude of Ma'on and 
Carmel (23, 24. 25, 1), but becomes wilder and more desolate as it 
descends towards the Dead Sea. 

m"l~:l] (mountain-)/aslnesses; cf. Is. 33, 16 t:l'Y'O n,,~o. So 
vv. 19. 29. Jud. 6, 2; and (in the sing.) I Ch. 12, 9. 17 [al. 8. 16]. 

'"lil:l] the elevated central 'hill-country' of Judah (Jos. 15, 48-60 ). 

i:t't ,::i,o::i] probably an intrusive anticipation of v. 15. 

15. t-e'"l'l] ' Here, in spite of 26, 3, we must with Ew. Hist. iii. 
127 (E.T. 92) vocalize t-C1!1, not only in order to secure a connexion 
with what precedes, but especially to obtain a motive for what 
follows: cf. v. 16 "strengthened his hand," and v. 17 "fear not"' 
(We.). And so Dr. Weir: 'Rather, was afraid; see next verse.' 

C:Jlt] now Tell ez-Zi.f, a conspicuous mound, 2882 ft. above the sea, 

4 miles S. by E. of Hebron, on a plateau of ' red rolling ground, 



mostly bare, partly wheat and barley, broken by. limestone scalps 
partly covered by scrub, and honey-combed by caves,' which begins 
soon after Hebron is left (H. G. 306 n.). This plateau is the 
'wilderness ' of Zip h. Jos. 15, 5 5 mentions Zif as in the i-mn1 in. 

nt::'"i~:IJ The prep. :i and the t'I locale combined. So v. 19; 31, 13 
nwt:i; Jos. 15, 21 n:i~p; II 20, 15 nS;:itc:i; Jer. 52, 10 nn~:i;:i, 
And even with IP, as Jud. 21, 19 1S il~i~¥l?; Jos. 15, 10 n~i~~i;,; 
Jer. 27, 16 nS1:ic. Here the il was already read by LXX (though 

wrongly understood) iv Tfi Kawfj = n~1n~-

The word is pretty clearly (notice nw,n, not i1t::'"1Mil, in v. 16) not an appella
tive (' in the wood '),-Conder (T.W. 243) observes that trees could never have 
grown on the dry porous formation of the plateau of Zif,-but the name of a place, 
f!oresk or lji5~skak [ on t'1 lac, in names of places, see Ten.res, § 132 Obs.J,-perhaps 
the rnin ijuresa (or Kkoreisa), 1¼ miles S. of Tell ez-Zif (Conder; Buhl, 97; 
H. G. 307 n.) • 

. 16. 11: MN p1n11J fig. for encouraged; so Jud. 9, 24. Jer. 23, 14. Is. 
35, 3. Ezr. 6, 22. Neh. 2, 18. 6, 9 al., always with the pl. hands (so 
LXX here): cf. with the Qal II 2, 7 al. 

17. 1N~n] Cf. with. i1 Is. 10, 10 . .;. 21, 9. But N~C does not 
correspond phonetically with Aramaic N~'?, with which Miihlau-Volck, 

in the 10th edition of Gesenius' Lexicon, compare it: N~C = J.r' = 
ODK°A: advenire: Nt;I'? = ODmm:-in conj. I 2 ( = Pi'el) porrigere, 

praebere. See Noldeke, ZDMG. 1886, p. 736. 

1:i J so, in accordance with what has just been stated. Cf. tfr. 90, 12 

'so-i. e. in accordance with v. 1 I-teach us,' etc. 

18. Cf. 18, 3. 

19-24, 22. A doublet to eh. 26, beginning with almost the same 
words, and containing a different version of the same occurrences. 

19. 1Sy11] Tell el-Ful (2754 ft.)= Gibeah (see on 9, 1) is lower 
than Ziph (2882 ft.); but the road from Ziph to the N. would ascend 

considerably (Hebron, 3040 ft., I;laltml, N. of Hebron, 3270 ft.); 
and though it descends again to Jerusalem (2593 ft.), it rises again 
to Gibeah ( 2 7 54 ft.), so that there would be considerable ascents 
between Ziph and Gibeah. The parallel, 26, 1, has, however, ltc:::111 

for 1~ll'1. 
tl\!lf] Read Cl'!ltn, as 26, 1. 
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f't,'tr!''M , • , Mtr!'"'lru J These definite localities are inconsistent both 
with the preceding indefinite niim, and with the need of searching 

for David, expressed in the verses which follow. The words from 
11l,!~:l seem to have been inserted here from 26, 1, and MW'IM:l added 
to agree with vv. 15. 16. 18 (Sm.). On I:Iachilah and Jeshimon, see 

on 26, 1. 

20. 1.l1 niN ,::i,] , = in accordance with (Lex. 516b): elsewhere 

(Dt. 12, 15. 20. 21. 18, 6t; comp. Jer. 2, 24} the phrase is used 
with :i: comp. on 2, 16. With the rhythm or run of clause a, cf. 
Qoh. 9, 10 (accents and RV. margin), 

,,1.1on 1.lSi] 'and ours (will it be) to deliver him,' etc. Not a 
common use of ,. Cf. Jer. 10, 23 (reading l;,J01 ':J~O); and (with , 
before the inf.) Mic. 3, 1; and, in late Hebrew, 2 Ch. 13, 5. 20, 17. 
26, 18. Comp. ,Sy in II 18, 1 x. 

22. iiy 1)1::in] certainly not 'make yet more sure' (RV.), but 
most probably, if the text is correct, 'Prepare further ; ' cf., in a 

military sense, Nab. 2, 4. Jer. 46, 14. Ez. 7, 14. 38, 7. 'Gt've 
attention still,' with ellipse of :i,, is a very doubtful rend. : not only 
is the ellipse uncertain elsewhere (see Moore on Jud. 12, 6), but 
:i, i'!IM elsewhere has only the sense of fixing the heart firmly in 
a given direction, esp. towards Yahweh (eh. 7, 3), or to seek Him 
(2 Ch. 12, 14 al.), cf. (absol.) ifr. 78, 8. Job II, 13 (Lex. 466b), 

Cl~ 1MN"'l 'O] The Hebrew is abrupt (comp. on 2, 35). LXX for 
1MN"'l '0 has iv -raxEt, whence Th. We. al. restore 1"11;:J~iJ-'know and 
consider his place where his .fleeting foot may be.' it)p as an adj., 

however, is a doubtful form : it occurs only Zeph. 1, 14, where it is 
explained questionably (see esp. Schwally, ZA W. 1890, p. 176) as 
a Pi. ptcp. (,t'!Pf?) with aphaeresis of O (GK. § 528); and it is better 
to read in Zeph. "'lt'!P'?, and here, with Ehrl., 1"11;:Jlf! (from , 1,:,9). 

"ION] sc. ,olNM (16, 4). 

NlM Cl"'ll,!1 Cl"'ll,!] Ex. 4, 14 NlM "'l:l"l' "'l:l"l; eh. 22, 18b: cf. also 27, 2; 

28, 8; Qoh. 9, 15. For the inf. Qal, see GK.§ rr3w. 

23. ,Y"ll 1N"'l] In this order, only here and Jer. 5, 1. Elsewhere 
regularly 1N"'l1 ll,!"l (v. 22. 12, 17. 14, 38. 1 Ki. 20, 7. 2 Ki. 5, 7), 
'N"'ll 'lJ"l (25, 17. Jer. 2, 19), iiN1l 11, (24, 12. II 24, 13. 1 Ki. 20, 22). 

25 MSS. have here iN"'ll ll,!"'11, 
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;:io] Very hard. , , , ,:,o may mean a1!Y ef (Lev. 11, 24), esp, with 
a neg. or !JN (Lex. 580b); but this does not suit here: it cannot 
mean everyone (Now.); and 'take knowledge ef' (EVV ., Dh.) gives 
to 10 a sense which it does not possess. '.J yi1 does, however, occur 
with the meaning I.now about (Jer. 38, 24. Job 37, 16, perhaps 
tf,. 31, 8; cf. eh. 22, 15); and as O and .J are often confused in the 
old characters (Introd. p. lxvii), we may, in default of anything 
better, read ;:,:i, and then we may rightly render ' take knowledge ef.' 

cn:iw,] and return. Neither this (We.} nor !:llJ:IJ?t]! (Bu. Now; 
Kit.) can mean bring back word: see on 12, 3. 

11:i.:, ,N] ,N must here be used as the equivalent of ,v, which is 
joined sometimes with substantives to express an adverbial relation; 
it,. 31, 24 iJJ~ =':!! upon (the basis of} abundance= abundantly; Jer. 

6, 14 il~~r ':!r =lightly; Is. 60, 7 Ji~, ,v = acceptably. Here on 
a arlainty = assured!J, (Lex. 754b). 

n,w •tbK] not 'thousands' (EVV.), but clans of Judah; see on 
10, 19. 

24. f1l,IO i:iio] Ma'on, in the' hill-country' of Judah (Jos. 15, 55,
mentioned beside Carmel and Ziph), was identified by Robinson with 
Tell Ma'i'n (2887 ft.), on a 'great hump of rock' (Conder, Ten/ 

Work, 244), 4½ miles S. of Ziph. The 'wilderness of Ma'on' is an 
extensive steppe, E. of the Tell, consisting of ' waste pasture-land, rough 
rocks with that dry vegetation on which goats and even sheep seem to 
thrive' (ED. s. v.). 

il.J,Y:1] The 'Arabah (or Steppe) is the alluvial floor of the deep depression 
through which the Jordan runs, and in which the Dead Sea lies. It is difficult to 
understand how any part of the wilderness of Ma'on (2887 ft.) could be described as 
being 'in' the 'Arabah (in which the Dead Sea is 1292 ft. be/()W the Medit. 
Sea). If the text is in order, we must suppose that the wilderness of Ma'on 
extended sufficiently far in the E. to reach a point which could be reckoned as 
'in' the 'Arabah. 

r,o,~,n r,o, ,K] 'on the South of the Desolation' (AV. Jeshimon; 

RV. the desert is too vague). 1,,:,,w,;, (notice the article), though it is 
used as a general term (Dt. 32, 10; Is. 43, 19 al.), is here and v. 19, 

26, I. 3 {cf, Nu. 21, 20. 23, 28) used specifically of some part of the 
v.ild and desolate 'wilderness of Judah' (see on v. 14),-if i');j' ~N 
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is iCorrect (26, 1 has •.:i!:l ,11), of the part South .of about the latitude 

of Ma'on. 
25. t:,pJ,] 'Read iwpJ, with LXX' (We.). , has dropped out before 

the 11 following. So Kio. Bu. Sm. etc. 
v,c,;, ,,,,] In illustration of the fact, Dr. Weir refers appositely to 

Jud. 15, s c~•ll iho ~•yoJ ::iw1,; 20, 45. 47 rw::i,N 1,0, v,cJ iJt:."1 

l:N6"'1n: 1::1111,0 are also mentioned as hiding-places in eh. 13, 6. The 
'crag' here meant· cannot be identified; but if •must have been in 
some part of the )11)0 ,::i,o lower than that meant in v. 24. 

Jt:."1] LXX i~~: 'and came down to the crag which is in,' etc. 
This is probably right, v,cn not being a proper name (We.). 

j1l)O iJio J t'nto the wilderness, etc. ; not t"n, as EVV. 
26: ;,Nt:1] LXX 11t:.'.!IN1 ,ntw: probably rightly. 

About 4 miles SE. of Tell ez-Zif thei-e begins a deep and narrow gorge, with 
rocky sides, called first W. el-Wa'r and then W. el-Maliiqy, which runs to the El. 
for a. distance of some 6 miles; and it is a plansible suggestion of Conder's ( Tent 
Work, 245) that this may have been the scene of the incident here recorded : there 
is, Conder says, no other place near Ma'on, where cliffs, or crags (Se/a', v. 28)", 
can be found. But it is precarious to support the identification by the phonetically 

imperfect resemblance of' Malaqy' to nip:,no ( v. 28). 

TElM.!I ,,, 1:,11] ~ And David came to be (ori 18; 9) hurrying t'n alarm, 

... and Saul and his men were surrounding David and his men to 
take them,' -the ptcpp. describe the situation, into the midst of which 
the message, v. 27, came. For the idea expressed by fElM.!I, cf. 
II 4, 4 (Qal), 2 Ki. 7, 15 (Nif.). ,~31 is, however, a very rare word, 
found otherwise only once in poetry (If;. 5, 13t, of surrounding 

protectingly with a shield); and Klo. proposes 1:J'l;,f (14, 32. 15, 19) 
were flying al David (so Bu. Sm.). This, however, cannot be said to 
be probable. Ehrlich, more probably, suggests 1::11i::i11 were crossing 

over to the other side of the mountain to take David, when the 
message arrived. 

28. 917rJ with dag. f. implicitum (GK. § 22c end) in the ,, as in 

-:rzrW Is. 14, 3 Daer and Ginsb. {GK. § 22s end). So ll3 and Kit. 
Baer and Ginsb. read 111~1?: cf. 1, 6. 10, 24 (see the Addenda). 

rnp,non] prob. ef dz'vt'sions 1, Saul and David there parting from 

1 Though np,no is elsewhere used only in a concrete sense, of the divisions 
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the neighbourhood or one another: cf. the Nif. in I Ki. 16, 21 • 

Gen. 14, 15. A popular explanation of the meaning of the name. 
'Dathe, Ges., De W ette, " rock of escapes; " but Th. objects rightly 
that the sense of escaping is not established for v,n• (Dr. Weir) 1• 

LXX 'II"lrpa ~ fMpta-Oli.a-a = n~}~'?tl lt~~. Targ. has the characteristic 
paraphrase, 'the place where the heart of the king was divided to go 
this way and that.' 

24, 1. ,:1111] Very surprising, in the present context. 'En-gedi, in the 'wilder
ness' of Judah (Jos. 15, 62), the modern 'Ainjidi, is a spring, bursting out from 
under a great boulder on the rocky precipitous descent to the W. shore of the Dead 
Sea, and 612 ft. above it (cf. G. A. Smith, EB. s.v.; and the writer's note on 
Gen. 14, 7): it is 680 ft. below the· Medit. Sea, and consequently some 3560 ft. 
below Ziph (2882 ft.), and considerably below any place which could reasonably be 
included in the 'wilderness of Ma'on' (v. 25); David could not therefore have 
'come up' to 'En-gedi from any of the places mentioned before. Either something 

has been omitted (so that bC'O does not refer to n,p,no;, :11,c in the 'wilderness 
of Ma'on,' v. 35), or the verse is due to some redact\onal confusion. 

3. 1,!l ,:11] The expression is ambiguous. · 1..:i!:l -,v may denote 
either (1) on the suiface ef, Gen. II, 8. Ex. 32, 20. II 18, 8; or (2) 
on the front ef (usually in the sense of on the East of; see on 15, 7 ). 
In sense (1) 1..:J!:) ,v is commonly used with words of scattering or 
casHng: nor does it appear why here the suiface of the rocks of the 

chamois-goats should be so particularly specified. Probably, therefore, 
(2) is preferable: though, as Ges. remarks, there is nothing here to 
guide us as to whether the 'front' definitely means the East. Wild 
goats still abound in the neighbourhood of 'En-gedi; and the 
1:11,:111;, lilY must have designated some locality in which they were 

particularly apt to congregate. 

4. l~Yil nr,il] Cf. Nu. 32, 16. 24. 36. Zeph. 2, 6. Low stone-walls 
(' liuild,' Nu. 32, r 6), forming enclosures for sheep. 

1:11::lt:!1'] 'were in the recesses (Am. 6, 10. Is. 14, 15. 37, 24 al.) 
of the cave, sitting down.' 

of a people (Jos. II, 23. 12, 7. 18, 10), or (especially in Ch.) of the divisions 
(i.e.' courses') of priests and Levites. 

1 It is assumed (though very questionably) by the Rabbis, and even favoured by 
Gesenius, for the Hif. in Jer. 37, 12. 
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5. "i~N "'lt.!'N] Do these words mean ef which he sa1ii-the allusion 
being to some previous assurance of deliverance from Saul, which 
David's followers app!J! to the present occasion (Kp.); or on which he 
sqys,-/he occasion itself being interpreted by them as an indication 
of Yahweh's purpose to deliver Saul into his hands (Th. Ke. We.)? 
In order to answer this question properly, the nature of "'lt.!'N and its 
use in parallel cases must be considered in some detail, 

"'\t.!'N is properly not a rela.tive pronoun, but a relative sign, indicating generally 
and indeterminately the idea of relation= a.r to wkicli.: it is followed in strictness 
by a pronominal or adverbial (Cl~) supplement, defining more closely the nature 

of the relation which it is used ;o express-,1~y i::ii "'\t!'K ~Nn the man as to 
wkom he spake concerning him= the man concerning whom -he spake. There are, 
however, certain cases-besides the familiar one, in which the pronominal supple
ment is lhe direct object of the verb-in which the pron. or adv. supplement is 
dispensed with. (a) with "'ll;il$ "'\~~• followed by the words used, where, however, 

its place is really taken by a pronoun in the speech which follows, as Gen. 3, 17 
the tree as to wkick I commanded thee, saying, Thou shalt not eat from it, 
Dt. 28, 68. 1 Ki. 8, 29. Jer. 32, 43; ck, 9, 2l: ib. J7 the man as to wkom I said 
unto thee, Tkis one (nt) shall role my people Israel; Jud. 7, 4 (exactly similar) 
and (where the noun repeated takes the place of the pronoun) Jud. 8, 15 Behold 
Zebal_l and '.(':almunna', as to wkom ye reproached me, saying, Is the hand of Zebalf 
and ?,almunna' now in thine hand? etc. In 2 Ki. r7, 12. 21, 4 a term nearly 
equivalent to the antecedent of it.!'N follows similarly in the speech. The pron. or 
adv. supplement is dispensed with (b) when a word denoting time or place or manner 
has immediately preceded "'\t'N: thus (a) Dt. 4, 10 n"iol) 'it'N c,1 the day on 
wli.icli. thou stoodest, Gen. 45, 6. I Ki. 9, 10. 22, 25 and frequently: (/3) Gen. 39, 20. 

Dt. 8, 15. Is. 64, 10 al.1: (-y) in. , , "'\t.!'N ;::iin nt this is the matter as to wli.icli 
(or, account kow) .•. Jos. 5, 4; 1 Ki. II, :17 2• It is dispensed with (c) in a few 
extreme instances, in which it is left to the reader's intelligence to define the relation 

intended: as Nu. 21, r6; Dt. 7, 19; Is. 8, 12 "iCN1 "it'N ~::i, "'l~ r,,ctu1 N' 

itttp Mfi1 tll)M, where 'iCt,tl would normally be followed by,,; 31, 6 "'\t.!'N' t:1'1::' 
M'iCI ,p1oyn Tum ye to (him, as to) whom they have deeply rebelled. 

Applying the principles that have been thus determined to the 
passage before us, we shall see that presumption favours its being 
regarded as analogous to b (a). Had the sense intended by the 

1 And regularly after i:!'N:l, it.!'N S:i::i (ck. 14, 47) =wkerever, "'lWN~ (Ex. 5, II. 

Ru, z, 9) from the place wkere = wkencesoever, ie'K ('N) ,p whi"tkersoever, II I 5, 
20 al. 

2 Comp. the use of ,:ii in the phrase , , • i~1 nt, Dt. r 5, 2. r9, 4. 1 Ki. 9, r5; 
and in the first line of the Siloam Inscription. - · 
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narrator been, 'Behold the day, as to which Yahweh said to thee, 
I will etc.,' we should have expected (on the analogy of a) t:ll'i'i l"l.ln 
1)1 jt1N ':l)N Nm,, t:li'J ,,,N i"11il" ,oN i.!'N. As it is, -it::1N has the 
presumption of being determined by the preceding t:lW'I: 'Behold 
the day on whz'ch Yahweh saith unto thee, Behold, I am about to 
deliver etc.' Compare the very similar passage, Jud. 4, 14. 

1'J11K] The Qr~ is right (notice 1';,). Cf. on II 24, 13. 

5b. 6. To produce a logical sequence in the narrative 5b. 6 should 
be transposed so as to follow 8a. 

6. i:p:i t1K] 'After ;p:, eight MSS., and LXX, Pesh. Vulg. insert 
~•~iJ,-necessarily, as the art. is wanting' (Dr. Weir). So We. 

7. mn1~ ,';, n';,1';,n] 'Ad profanum sit mihi a Domino'-the usual 
,';, n';,,';,n (12, 23) being strengthened by the act being represented as 

deprecated on Yahweh's part: cf. 1 Ki. 2 r, 3 ; and see on II 2 3, I7. 

tlN] After n';,,';,n with the force of an oath, as II 20, 20: more 
impassioned than the more ordinary constr. of n';,•';,n with /0 of the 

act deprecated (e. g. 26, u). See GK.§ 149; Lex. 321a. 

(1~1N) ilii'I~ /J11::'0J] See GK.§ 16h. So v. rr. 26, 9 al. 
8. t:i•-iJ1J • , , l,lt:lrt''l J ' And David tare his men with words.' ' l,lt:li!' 

is to cleave : in Qal only ptcp., of the cloven hoof, Lev. I 1, 3. 7. 26. 

Dt. 14, 6. 7; in Pi'el, Lev. 1, 17. Jud. 14, 6 ,,m yc:,1::1:i 1i"ll,!Crt''l and 

he rent it (the lion) as one would rend a kid. It follows that the 
Heb. text here yields no sense' (Dr. Weir). We. defends MT. on 

the ground that the addition t:l'iJ1J (cf. Job 32, 4) implies that the 
verb is a figurative one; but if MT. be correct, David-to judge 
from such knowledge of the Heb. word used as we possess-must 
have expressed himself with singular violence, and in terms which 
would be suitable rather to an abusive and malicious attack by words 

(comp. the Lat. proscindere = to satirize, defame), than to a simple 

rebuke or 'check' (so RV., but not fully representing l,!Crt'). None 
of the emendations that have been proposed is, however, satisfactory 

(Th. n~~~1; Dr. Weir, 'Perhaps l.'~'?~l or ~i?.~:1;' Klo. ib~~1). Bu. 
agrees. ':Jb~~l is a word that would be appropriate to the context 

(cf. II 18, 16); but :tlt:ll::111 could scarcely have arisen out of this by 
the ordinary processes of transcriptional corruption. The renderings 
of the Versions are: LXX t1rmTE, Pesh ... ;l," made lo repent, Targ. 

1365 0 
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Cl~~ persuaded, pacified, Aq. (TVvtKAacu:v (hence Vulg. coefregit), Symm. 

11'Ept<<r1ra.<re11, Theod. 'YJ11'a.T"Y/uev. 

10. ~i'JO] is seektng,-much more expressive than 'seeketh' 

(EVV.). 
1 r. ,oNi] The tense is irregular: the pf. with simple waw is 

improbable : the pf. with waw conv. is out of place, the idea of 
reiteration being evidently not what is here intended to be expressed. 
Jerome's ip~? (et cogitavi ut occiderem te), of course, cannot be right. 
Either ,oN•i and one said must be restored, or we must follow LXX 
Kal ovK .;,{3ov>..1;071v and read l~~? and I refused {We. etc.). 

~?~.iSJ -og-: cf. on I 5, I. 

onn1] Elsewhere followed always by l'Y (Dt. 7, 16 and frequently). 
The ellipse, considering the standing usage of the word, is not 
probable. Sept. Targ. Pesh. express the first person O~~: onn, may 
have been 'written in error by a scribe, who expected 'J'V to follow ' 
{We. Sm. Now.). Or (Bu.) 'J'V may have dropped out after cnn,: 
it is expressed by Vulg. 

1 2. n~7 tl~ ;,~l] The repetition of the imper. after tll is certainly 
very an-Hebraic: and Ehr!. would read-as Hupfeld did long ago 
( Comm. in quosdam Iobezdos locos, 1853, p. vi)- i1~1 tl~ n~7,-the 
inf. abs. (see on 1, 6). 

7"'11J-,iHtS1J carrying on 'l'.17~-t': GK. § I 14r; Tenses, § II 8. 
;,1YJ !test t'n wait (not huntest, itt): see Ex. 2 r, r 3 ; also Nu. 35, 

20. 22. 'LXX 8eup.eun~ ( = ,1:ii), translating from an indistinct text' 
(Dr. Weir). 

138 . Cf. Gen. 16, 5b. 31, 53. For 1lOi'll, see GK.§ II24. 

16. , , , n•n,J The pf. and waw conv. with the force of a wish: 
cf. Tenses, § I 19 8. 

1'1'0 •mti~•i] and judge me (and free me) .from thy hand: see on 

25, 39· 
r 9a. n"llil] viz. by thy action in sparing me. But Klo.'s nS"'JlM 

' hast magnified ( cf. Gen. I 9, r 9) that which thou hast done to me (as) 
good ' yields a better sense; so Sm. Bu. Now. Kitt. Ehrlich. 

1T;l~J after i1~Y, as II 2, 6b; cf. with "'IOM, Gen. 24, 49 al. 
19b. i~N nt-t] ,~N alone= .forasmuch as (15, 15): the r,~ is out 

of place, and is doubtless a scribal error, due to ,~N n~ just before. 
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20. in,~ J will he send him away? For the question thus intro
duced, cf. Ez. 15, 5b: Tenses,§ 123 f3; GK.§ 150a. Klo.'s ~!.?\ (GK. 
§ u2hh n.), with 'the general subject limited afterwards to the specific 
W'N ,' •is highly improbable,-though of course without r.:-''N it would 
have been quite suitable. 

'J1 nnn J ' in return /or this day-the sense being explained by what 

follows-wherein (on v. 5) thou hast wrought for me.' But as Kio. 
remarks, such a use of OW'l is un-Hebraic. Kio. reads :1\l!l;:i this good 

(Nu. 1 o, 3 2) for ow, ; and we must either do the same, or adopt the 

transposition followed tacitly (cf. on 23, 6) by EVV., and read 

M!il cw, '' MM'C'll ,ci~ nnn. Against LXX (&.1r0Tlun o.(IT<~, and b, 

0:A{ifm) and Th. see We. 

21. iir.ipi] = and be confirmed, as 13, 14; Gen. 23, 30. Nu. 30, 5. 

23. ii,,~r.i;, ,ll ,,ll] from 'En-gedi (23, 29), 680 ft. below the Medit. 
Sea, up past Hebron (3040 ft.) and }:IalJ:iul (3270 ft.) over the high 
backbone of central Judah, and then down into the Shephelah to the 

'hold' (22, 4) of'Adullam (if= 'Id el-miyeh, u6o ft.). 

25, r. .,,,,] The place from which David 'came down' does not 

appear. The intention of the note seems to be to state that David, on 
hearing of Samuel's death, came down from some unnamed higher 
spot in the i1'11i1~ ,ii to the wilderness of Ma'on (c. 2500 ft.). 

1iN~ J Read l1ll0 (23, 24. 25. 26), with LXX, as the context (vv. 2. 4) 
requires. The wilderness of Paran (Nu. 12, 16) is much too far 

to the south. 

2. ci•~i] without a verb: see on 17, 12; andcf. 1 Ki. II, 26. 

lMr.:-'l/01] of work in the fields: cf. Ex. 23, 16 1'C'll0 •iui!I. 

,r.i,:i:::i] now el-Kurmul, 1 mile N. of Ma'on, 'on the edge of the 

wilderness of Judah, but to the west the land is broad and fertile, not 

unlike scenes of upland agriculture in Scotland. The name Carmel 

("garden-land") is therefore suitable' (G. A. Smith, EB. s. v.; cf. on 
eh. 15, 12). ,m J So II 19, 33 of Barzillai; 2 Ki. 4, 8 of the Shunammite 
woman. 

m:i 'i1'1] apparently= and he was (engaged) in the shearing of his 
sheep,-a most unusual type of sentence. T_tl WI, or rather T_tl Wltlj, 

0 
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is what would be expected in that sense. For the unusual form of 

the inf. (in ll"ll verbs), ti~ (so Gen. 3r, 19: 38, r3 T~?), see GK.§ 67cc, 
3. !,:,I!!] insight, shrewdness: Pr. 16, 22 ,,!,y:i S:iei tl''M ,,po. 
c1,!,yo] elsewhere only in poetry, and in prose written in the 

elevated style of Dt. (Jud. 2, 19. Neh. 9, 35). (tln)tl:J1S,yo ~i occurs 

in Is. 1, 16, Dt. 28, 20, and often in Jer. (as 4, 4). 
,:i!,:,] Qr@ '~~~, a Cale bite, the I being the usual patronymic 

termination. So Targ. (:i,:i r,1:i"TO) Vulg-. (de genere Caleb), Rashi, 
Kim chi (l:J i~p :i!,:i MM!:ll!!OO iWle' IE); • OtJ~? "Tn11n). 

Nabal belonged to the Caleb-clan, a clan originally distinct from Judah, bnt 
afterwards incorporated in it, which had settlements in the country about Hebron 
(see 1 Ch. 2, 42-49, where Ziph, Hebron, Tappua:\i, Joqde'am [so readforJorqo'am], 
Ma'on, Beth-zur [4¼ miles N. of Hebron], are specified as some of its settlements), 
and also in the Negeb (see eh. 30, 14 the :iS:i :J~~). See further DB. and EB. s.v. 
CALEll; and Kitte'l's Die Bucher der Chronik, pp. 13 f., 19 f. 

5. i!,yJ Carmel {2887 ft.) is considerably above most of the sur-

rounding plateau. 
n,9,::iJ Cf. Ew. § 2 r 6° ; GK. § 9oi. 

en,~~] GK. §§ 44d, 64f. 

6, 1,CT~] A most perplexing and uncertain word. (a} The text can 
only be the pausal form of 'IJ~ = to him that liveth (GK. § 29v). 

But the rendering, 'And ye shall say thus to him that liveth, Both 
thou,' etc., affords a poor sense; hence it is thought by some to be 
a form of salutation, of which no other instance occurs, 'And ye shall 
say thus, To him that liveth I Both thou,' etc. So substantially Ges.1 

Ke., the former comparing the common Arabic formula of salutation 

ii1 el~ God keep you in life= grant you good health. (b) Vulg. 

renders fralribus mei's (l!J~?), following which We., admitting the 
difficulty of the passage, thinks that relatively the best explanation 

ofit is to punctuate 1i:i?•, and to render 'And ye shall say thus to my 

bro/her' (cf. II 20, 9 1n~ ;,r,~ m,1:1;,, where Joab uses the same term 

1 Thes. 469 f. The rendering In vitam is, however, doubtful, the sing. ~IJ lift 
occurring otherwise, at most, in a particular form of oath (p. q8). 

• In this case, however, it is almost necessary to read \M~S (so Bu.). It is true, 
cases of the elision of~ occur (GK. § 231), but none after 'a.T prep. with - . 

• 
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in addressing Amasa, and I Ki. 9, 13 I;Iiram addressing Solomon) 1_ 

This seems the most probable (so Bu.). (c) Sm. would read tlf1i0K1 

'" i1f1K i1C1~~ '' 'And ye shall say to hz"m and to his clan, Be thou (at) 
peace,' etc. (so Now.); but a reference to Nabal's clan does not seem 
called for. The other Versions evidently presuppose nothing different 

from the MT. LXXdscilpa,~(=~ r,y:, Gen. 18, 14); Targ. 11n,; 

Pesh . .._ Joo,.if ~- For 10 = clan, see on 18, 18. 
1:1,,t.:1 ilnKi] Lit. Both thou (be) peace: cf. II 20, 9 i1f1K 1:11,t.:til; and 

see on eh. 16, 4. On 1 = both (rare), see Lex. 253a h. 
7. ,, c•m •::i] Cf. II 13, 23. 24. 

om~,::iil K,] So v. 15; cf. Ruth 2, 15 end. For the irregular t), 
cf. i1~7v Gen. 41, 28 al., i1~~v 2 Ki. 17, II: GK.§ 53P. 

on,], after the pass. verb, as Ex. 12, 16 al.: Lex. 5148 • 

8. :ll~ tl1' ,:11] ,v of time is most unusual. :n~ tll' recurs in Esther 

(8, 17- 9, 19. 22). 

1'1' K~on it!'K .iiK] Cf. (though in different connexions) eh. 10, 7. 

Lev. 12, 8. Jud. 9, 33. Qoh. 9, 10. 

10. ,;,] irregular: see GK. § 67°e. 
tnitinoil tl''"l:l:11] The combination of a ptcp. with the art. and 

a subst. without it occurs sporadically in OT., often (but not invariably) 
where the subst. is definite in itself or defined by the context. Thus 

Gen. 1, 21. 28. 7, 21 (with n1n-;,:, and ;w.:1-,:,}: Dt. 2, 23. Jud. 14, 3 

(with an. pr.): 16, 27. Jer. 27, 3. 46, 16. Ez. 2, 3 3
• 14,22 4

• Pr. 

26, 18. If· 62, 4 (read n:~n7 n11n. 119, 21 (accents) 0
• Here the 

1 Dr. Weir: 'Or is it 'i1K' to my brother? But see v. 8 thy son David. rl::J 
may follow the verb, as E;.' 5, 15, though rarely.' Against the view that treats 
1n, as commencing the speech is the extreme abruptness which attaches then to 
il::J tln10Kl: what is regularly said is (J'•OKil) 1i~K1"l il::J, e. g. ck. II, 9. The 
objection derived from v. 8 against 'my brother' is not conclusive : for both brotker 
and son being used metaphorically, the terms maybe interchanged (especially when 
not addressed to the same person). 

• I. e. next year: comp. Theocr. 15. 74 (quoted by Liddell & Scott, and also by 
Field here) "!1' &pos 1<71rr«Ta, q,l>..' avllpiiw, iv 1<Mfj, ef11s, 

3 Where, however, t:l11) ~K should probably be omitted with LXX. 
' Where Comill is probably right in vocalizing with LXX, Pesh. Symm. Vulg. 

tl 1~~1!lCI. 
6 Some other instances are noted in Ten~es, § 209 ( 2 ). 
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idea 'slaves' is virtually limited by the words 1:l"l 01'i1, which shew 
that the speaker has only a particular class of them in view. 

•~E:10] 'JE:ll:l is more than 10, and usually suggests on account if.for 

fear if: cf. Jud. 9, 21b. eh. 18, u. 19, 10. 23, 26: Lex. 8188
• It 

is used especially with verbs of fleeing. 
11. •nnj:ISi] andshallitake? cf.Nu. 16, 10. Is.66, 9b(tonem1/el 

I I 

on account of Tif~a, Tenses,§ 104): GK.§ II2cc. 
'r.l'l:l] LXX 1~•~, which is generally preferred by moderns. •o•r., is 

probably, as Abu'Iwalid (Ri'qmah, ed. Goldberg, p. 17 5) suggested 
long ago, due to a lapsus calami. It is true, in a district (Jos. 15, 1 9) 
in which it was scarce, water might have been a commodity which 
would not readily be given away; still, among the viands provided for 
the o•nu, some more special beverage than water might not unnaturally 
find a place (cf. v. 18), and the change to 'O'l:l is readily explained as 
a consequence of the frequent collocation of o•r.ii bn~. For other 
instances of error due to lapsus calami~ see eh, 12, 15. II 21, 8. Jer. 
27, 1; and no doubt also I Ki. 2, 28. 

13. ,~y•i] See on v. 5. 

14. ~~6] from ~,y (14, 32 Qre. 15, 19), here pointed regularly. 
The Versions mostly guess. LXX l[tKAwev (but with 1hr' aln-wv : 

ClilO for bi"'J:J), as 14, 32 lKA.{011; Aq. '1Tp{,v011; Symm. &.1re<TTp<i.,PTJ; 

Theod. l$ov8ivooUEV; Targ. l1i1:l rp,; Pesh. ,io,,:,, ~ ~1.¥,e ; 
Vulg. (after Symm.) aversalus est eor. Th. considers that these 

renderings point to ~~~l (cf. ifr. 95, 10); on which We. remarks: 
' ~j:l•I, even if Pesh. etc. read it, would be of no help : all turns here 
on the expression of Nabal's feeling.' But ~l'?~ (We. al.) is hardly 
probable. 

15. ,,=iS;,nn •~;-~.:,] So (in the st. cstr.} with a finite verb Lev. 

14, 46 1
• if,. 90, 15 (n\O;): with "lC'N, Lev. 13, 46. Nu. 9, 18 (GK. 

§ 130d). Elsewhere the inf., as vv. 7. 16. 22, 4. 

I 7. ilfl ~.:, J 2 o, 7. ~ll and ~N here interchange in one and the 
same clause : for other remarkable instances of the same variation, 
see v. 25. II 2, 9; 3, 29: Jer. 26, 15. 28, 8. 

1 But some treat 1 1~01'.I here as an inj. (GK. § sl), though in that case it 
should no doubt be pointed 1•~9;:i (see Driver on Dt. 3, 3. 4, 15. 7, 24- 28, 55). 
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,P."!'?] GK. § I 33c. The implicit subj. is ;P.19~: see on 16, 4. 
18. ,,:iJ] ski'ns (so RV. m.), as 10, 4 etc.: the &a-Kot of the NT. 
ni,~V,] i. e. 'asuwoth. So Kt. On the ~onn, see Ew. § 18gd; 

Stade, §§ 119b, 319c; GK. §§ 24b, 75v: and comp. nil'et Is. 31 16. 
The Qr@ substitutes the normal n,tv, 'asiijioth. 

tl1NO] the i1t'9 (= a-a:rov, Mt. 13, 33) was ½ of an ephah, or 
2f gallons. On 1,p, see on II r 7, 2 8. 

01po::i] dried grapes, or clusters ef rai'si'ns (30, 12. II 16, 1. 

1 Ch. 12, 41t). The root signifies to be dry or shrivelled: in OT. 
only Hos. 9, r 4 (tl1poi tl~1~) ; in the Talm. (v. Levy) of dried figs, 
grapes, etc. In Ps.-Jon. tl1~~1i tl 1ry? tl':!Jll (Nu. 6, 3) is rendered by 

i'i?~¥~ r:i1~-, r:iJ1ll. Cf. Kennedy, EB. ii. 1568. 

01S:ii] pressed fig-cakes (EB. ii. 1570): 30, 12. I Ch. 12, 41 (with 
tl1vlt:l~, as a present to David's warriors). 2 Ki. 20, 7 = Is. 38, 21t. 

20. n1m] The tense is incorrect (on 1, 12). Either read w, 
(constr. as 2 Ki. 2, n), or (though Kat ly£V~Or, stands in the LXX) 
delete it as an early corrupt anticipation of the following N1i1 (comp. 
then, for the form of the sentence, 9, 14: Tenses,§ 169). 

ni-,1] to meet David, on his way up (vv. 6. 13). 

21. -,oN ,,,1] Note the plupf. (on 9, 15). The clause expresses 
David's thoughts as he went along before he met Abigail. 

1N] as Jer. 5, 4; see on 16, 6. · 

22. ,,, 1:i1i-c,] LXX rce Aav£lll == in~, certainly rightly. Analogy 
( cf. e. g. 20, 1 3) requires the imprecation to be uttered by the speaker 
against himself. The insertion of 1:!1N is probably intentional, to 
avoid the appearance, as the threat in b was not carried out, of the 
imprecation recoiling upon David himselfl. 

23 . i11)El ,11 ,,, IE)N'] We have the types, (1) i1li1N t:l'ElN inn~1, Gen. 

19, 1 and often; (2) 'N ''ElN:, '1 Gen. 48, 12. 2 S. 181 28t, and i1ElN' alone, Nu. 

22, 31t; (3) 'N 11DN ~3) 'i 2 S. 14, 4. 33. 1 Ki. 1, 23t; (4) '~ i1ElN '1 2 S. 24, 

2ot; also (5) (i11'"1N) 11)El ('N)'31 'El'' Jos. 5, 14. 2 S. 9, 6. 14, 22. Ru. 2, 10; 

(6) ;,~I( l'ElN' ,El11 1 S. 20, 4 rt: but never 1ElK' anothcr, MIDN ,11 iii l)E)' 
would therefore here be more in accordance with usage (We. al.). 

1 Comp. similar instances in the Talm., Dalman, Gramm. der ]iid.-Pal. 
Aramiiisch (1894), p. 78; ed. 2 (1905), p. 109. 
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J>iN] 7 MSS. have the more usual illlir:t, which is also a i 1.:lO 

(on 12, 5). 

24. ,,~~, 'Y ,!:lnl] Cf. 2 Ki. 4, 37 (Bu.). 
"~N 1J] Cf. I Ki. 1, 26; and see GK.§ 135g; Ew. § 311a, 

25. ,.:i~ J 'Fool' is an inadequate rendering. The word in Hebrew 
suggested one who was insensible to the claims of either God or man, 
and who was consequently at once irreligious and churlish : see esp. 
Is. 32, 5 f. (where v. 6 unfolds the character of the ,.:i) in terms 
which recall at once the conduct of Nabal described in this chapter 1

). 

See further Lex. s. v.; Parallel Psalter, Glossary, p. 457. Here the 
best rendering would be churl-' Churl is his name, and churlishness is 
with him,'-or, as we might say, 'is his nature.' 

26. ilTll/l ••• ilTll/1] The word repeated after the long intervening 

clause. 

Resumption is a frequent characteristic of Heh. prose style. The case of 1,:i,,, ,::, 

has been noticed on 14, 39 (cf. Lex. 472•): see also on 17, 13. The following are 
other examples, derived partly from my own observation, partly from Kon. Stilistik 
(1900), p. 129 f .. : Ex. 1, 15-16 (it.:lN1l , , , it.:lN11), 4, 9b. 12, 41 (Ii!~ , , , '>i111). 

Lev. 13, 3 (1i1Ni1 ••• m-til). 17, 5 c,~.:im •• , 1N'>JI lllt.:1,). 27, 3. Nu. 5, 19-21. 
10, 32 (,11m: so Dt. 20, II. Jud. II, 31). 14, 36-37 (t:l1t')Ni!). DI. 4, 42 

(0)1,,, O~)s). 18, 6 (r:tJl , , , l:t::l1). Jud. 9, 16•-19• ('~1 Tlt.:lNJ t:J~). eh. 29, 10 

(ip:i:::i t:Jt')t.:l:Jt'i11), II r, l-2 (1i!11), l Ki. 8, 41-42 (N.:n). 12, 10 (il.:l •• , it.:lNTl i!::l 
i::lin), Is. 7, 22 (i11i11). 49, 5-6 (it.:lN1l , , , it.:lN). Jer, 3, 7b-8 (reading in 8 NiTll, 
with most moderns). 20, 5 (jTlN). 29, 25b-3rb (il:IN lll1). 34, 2. 10. 18-20, Ez. 
21, 29 (jl/1). 24, 25-26• (litlilil t:l11J • , , t:Jl'>J). 28, 2"-6b (ill~). Hag, 2, 13•-15•. 
Zech. 8, 23, For some examples from later books, see Kon. !.c. Comp. also the 
casesoftheresumptionofanounby lit1i!, N~i!, etc. (Tenses,§§ 123 Obs., 199; 198), 
and of a casus pendens by a suffix(§§ 123 a, 197, with Obs. ~). 

1"1 1ll)~ ir!!llt] The antecedent 1,,1 is repeated in the relative clause, 
because it is separated from ii:'~ by the addition 11:1!:i) 1Ml : contrast 

v. 34. 

1~ 7,, ~~i11] The inf. abs., in continuation of an inf. c., as 22, 13b 

(see the note); and followed by a subst, standing to it in the relation 

l In EVV. S:t) is here rendered unfortunately vile person, and c~~+.') l?l;il churl. 
Render : (5) 'The churl will be no more called noble, nor the knave said to be 
gentle (i. e., in modern English, a gentleman). (6) For the churl speaketh 
churlishness, and his heart worketh naughtiness, to do profaneness, and to utter 
defection (lit. going astray) against Yahweh, to make empty the soul of the 
hungry, and to cause the drink of the thirsty to fail;' and knave for churl in v. 7. 
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of subject (rare), as v. 33, Lev. 6, 7. If,. 17, 5 (Ew. § 328c towards 
the end; GK. § 113gg). The phrase itself, implying an exploit or 
success, achieved against opposing obstacles by farce, recurs vv. 31. 

33· Jud. 7, 2. Job 40, 14 (1J'O'), and with reference to Yahweh, 
Is. 59, 16. 63, 5. If,. 98, 1 ; cf., with Y\il, 44, 4. 

2 7. il:::liJ J i. e. a present, called a blessing from the feelings of good 

will, of which it is the expression: 30, 26. Gen. 33, II. Jud. 1, 14. 

2 Ki. 5, 15. 

N'Jil] An error for i1N1Ji1, as v. 35. So 26 MSS. 

mm\] As in II 14, 10. Is. 9, 4, the waw conv. with the pf. intro
duces the direct predicate (Tenses, § 123; GK. § 143d): here, as 
20, 5. Jud. II, 8, with a precative force, 'And now this present, .... , 
let it be given,' etc. 

'liN ''liJ] at the fiet of my lord= following him, Ex. II, 8. Dt. 
u, 6. Jud. 4, 10. II 15, 16. 17 al. 

28. jON) rl'J] Cf. 2, 25. II 7, 16. I Ki. II, 38. 

MW n1on,o] As 18, 17. Cf. Nu. 21, 14. 

1'0'0] An idiomatic expression = all the days that thou hast Hved, 

since thy birth: 1 Ki. 1, 6 \10'0 \1JN \J1Y N,; Job 38, 12 1'0'0i1 1 

iPJ nn•,~- 710 10 having this sense, the pf. ilN~OJ N' would be the 
tense naturally used with it : probably N10rl N' is chosen with the 
view of generalising the statement as much as possible, so as to allow 
it to include a possible future,-' is not to be found in thee,' etc. 

29. nn•,i\ •• , op11J 'And man has (as a fact) risen up, etc. ••. : 
but the soul of my lord shall be,' etc. If it be thought that the sense, 
'and should a man rise up ... then may the soul of my lord be,' etc. 
is required, OP,1 must be read (Is. 21, 7; Tenses,§ 149; GK.§ 159g): 

so Sm. Bu. Now. Dh. 
'l\ i1i\i1] bound up for safe custody in the bundle of life. 

nN] with= in the care and custody of, as Lev. 5, 23; Dt. 15, 3; 

Is. 49, 4· 
my,p• , .• rlN\ J The object resumed, and connected directly with 

the verb by the suffix ; a frequent elegance of Hebrew style, as 

Gen. 13, 15. 21, 13: Tenses,§ 197. 1, 6; GK.§ 143°. 

~ Cf. \O~Q.. ~• Wright, Apocr. Acts of the Apostles, p. 88, 11. 1.5-16. 
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30. 1ll ';,::i::i J EVV. 'according to all the good that he hath spoken 

concerning thee,' which in Hebrew 1 would be ,:i, '"lC'l't il:llOil ,::i::i 

1''l1- 24, 19 n:iit:i ,nN nn•c,l) '"lC-'N ntt, cited by Bu., is not parallel. 
The text is evidently in some disorder, though it is not certain how it 

is to be corrected. Either this or 1''l1 ,:i, iC-'N n:iit:in ,:i nN might 
be the original reading : but in either case it is not apparent how 

il:Jit:in nee would assume its present place. Perhaps n::iit:iil nee was 

originally a marginal gloss. 
31. 'Then let not this be to thee a (cause of) tottering (or 

-staggering), or a stumbling of heart, (viz.) to have shed innocent 
blood,' etc. B9th expressions are peculiar : but the meaning appears 
to be, 'Let David avoid the difficulties which shedding innocent blood 
might hereafter involve him in, and the qualms of conscience which 
will inevitably follow it.' The kind of 'tottering' expressed by the 

root j:11El may be learnt from a comparison of Is. 28, 7; Jer. 10, 4; 

and Nab. 2, 1 I (0'::JiJ j:11El). The ancient translations seem merely 
to have conjectured for ilj:llEl a meaning more or less agreeable with 

the context: LXX f38~'Avyµ6s 2
; Aq. Symm. 'Avyµos, whence Vulg. 

in singullum et scrupulum cordis: Targ. eeti~ (solicitude), Pesh. 
J~ol (terror). A curious Midrashic exposition of ilj:liti';, may be 

seen in the Mfr/rash Tilb"n on if,. 53 (quoted by Levy, NHWB., 
s. v. Ptii'El). 

lJ'C'in,, , , , 1tic,';,i] et ••• et= both •.• and. But no stress seems 
to rest here upon the combination; and no doubt the first , is to 
be omitted, with LXX, Vulg. Pesh. After lJ'C,,il';,i LXX express ,, 

(which the translators are most unlikely to have done, had not the 

word stood in their text); and the insertion, as We. remarks, is 

a necessary one: for it just gives to the expression used the sense 

of farce (v. 26) which is required. 

33. 10:ltt:l] discretion, tact. tlJ/t:l as Pr. II, ::i 2. 

')n>:iJ from N~f: GK. § 75qq_ Cf. 6, 10. 

11wm1J See on v. 26. 
34. ':l , , • 1,,, 1::i J as 14, 39: the first 1:l introduces the assertion 

1 In Ethiopic a different construction is possible, the antecedent being there 
frequently introduced into tbe relative clause: Dillmann, Aeth. Gr. § 201. r (b). 

• Possibly (but not certainly) a corruption of the unusual >..v-yµos. • 
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sworn to, the second is resumptive. Thenius, following LXX literally, 
gravely proposes, for the second •:i, to read •n,oN tN I 

'J"lN:ll"l1] By error for •~::ii,1, through the influence of the following 

~,i', (so Dr. Weir). Otherwise GK.§ 76h. For the tense, cf. Jos. 

7, 7: and Tenses, § 140. 
il"lU t:lN] if there had been left ..• l = surely there had not been 

left. The pf., after the oath, as II 3, 27 (though not there intro
duced by t:lN). 

35. iON n,,] The pron. is emphatic: cf. 1 Ki. 17, 13b, Jud. 12, 1. 

14, 16. 

''Y] She had 'come down' (v. 20) to meet David. 
36. m,~ ,, mm] For the position of,,, cf •••• ,,, v. 2; 1 Ki. 4, 

10. 13; and on eh. 1, 2. Comp. also Jud. 17, 5. Job 22, 8 e''N1 

Y,Nil 1:, Y1 if . ,,on ilh~:i] Cf. II 13, 27 LXX. 

:m~J .::m~ of the heart=glad, merry: II 13, 28: Pr. 15, 15 :iit:ii 

"'IIOn nne,o ::i,. So the subst. :!.? .::m~ Dt. 28, 47. Is. 65, 14; and 
:l~ l~\t:i I Ki. 8, 66. 

'''Y] lit. upon him, in accordance with Hebrew idiom: see on 17, 32. 
'~ithin' (EVV.) is a paraphrase. 

3 7. i:i, no11] opp. is t:1:i::i, 1n1 'may your heart !t've '= take courage, 

if,. 22, 27. 
N1i11] 'and he himself' (opp, to 1::1:,). 
38. t:l'O'i1 l"l"11!'Y:l wi] t:1'0'i1 J"l"ll!'ll:) is subject: 'And there was the 

like ef ten days, and,' etc., :p the like efbeing an undeveloped substan

tive {Lex. 453a). For the art., Dr. Weir compares 9, 20. Is. 30, 26. 

1 Ch. 9, 25. Ezr. 10, 8. But t:l'O' is certainly better in accordance with 
analogy (so GK. § r 34m). 'And it came to pass after ten days,' would, 

ofcourse, be t:110 1 l"l"1l!'Y ri'o 1i111 (Jer. 42, 7). Comp. I Ki. 18, I t:1'0' 'il'l 
t:l•::t,, where t:l'O' is similarly the sul!fect of 'i111 (for the sing., see on 1, 2). 

39. :,::il "'l'tl •• , ::i,J pregnantly: cf. if,. 43, 1 "'l'OM N' •hl? ':11i n::i•,; 

and, , , "'1'0 ~!:le' 24, 16. II 18, 19. 31. 
•"• ::t•l!'n] The subj. repeated, the ie'N at the beginning of the 

sentence having been forgotten. 

1e'NiJ, •• ::t11!1i1] as Jud. 9, 57. 1 Ki. 2, 44: cf. 1e'Ni::t ir.,i Jos. 2, 

19 al., and the phrase in I Ki. 8, 32 and often in Ez. 1l!'Ni::t ,:i,, nn,. 
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S1) 1:i~:i ,:ii•,] 'and spake concerning Abigail,' i.e. (as the phrase 

was understood to mean) asked her in marriage. Cf. Cant. 8, 8. 
42. n:iSnn] Read n:::i?;: (the i1 dittographed from i1'J:"lill)): the word 

must be the predicate-she rode, and they walked in attendance 

behind her. 
ifoiSJ is not quite the same as 1;,)"l:J v. 27: the, is the so-called, 

of norm,' going according to her/oot;i.e. guided 6' her foot=attending 
upon her. Comp. for this sense of ')"1' Gen. 30, 30 bath blessed thee 
•;,.1.i;, at my .foot=whithersoever I turned (RV.); 33, 14 and I will lead 
on softly i1~~;,r.,,i ;,.1,i;, accordi'ng to the pace of the cattle (Lex. 516b). 

43. A~ino'am is mentioned before Abigail in 27, 3. 30, 5; she was also the 
mother of David's firstborn, Amnon (II 3, 2); so probably he married her shortly 
before Abigail, as the Heb. here permits (not '1 np~,, but ••• np;, tlY)1nN nN1), 
V. 44 hints at the reason why David took now these two wives; he had been 
deprived of Michal (18, 27). 

;,NYil'] Not the SNYil' in the N. of Palestine, but one in the hill

country of Judah, Jos. 15, 56, evidently not far from Ma'on and 
Carmel (mentioned there in v. 55, as in v. 2 here). 

jil'n~ tll J The tl) is idiomatic in this phrase,=' both alike : ' Dt. 

22, 22. 23, 13. Ru. 1, 5. Pr. 17, 15. 20, 10. 12. 

44. 1m ,,~~,] 'had given:' see on 9, 15. 

•~;,!:l] abridged from SN•~;,!:), II 3, 15. 
ti1';,.1, J The situation of Gallim is not known; but it was plainly 

(Is. JO, 3ot) a little N. of Jerusalem. 
26. r. The v. is largely identical with 23, 19 (where see the note); 

and the narrative following in eh. 24 exhibits such numerous points of 
resemblance with eh. 26 that the two have been held by many scholars 
to be in reality different versions of the same incident. If this opinion 

be correct, the more original version will be that contained in the 

present chapter. 
nny:iln] Gibeah of Saul, 2½ miles N. of Jerusalem (see on 9, 1). 
;,';,•~nil ny:il:i] Perhaps the long ridge called ]Jahr el-Kola, s½ miles 

E. of Ziph, JO miles W. of 'En-gedi, and I mile N. of Wady 

Malaky (on 23, 26), 'running out of the Ziph plateau (see on 23, 14) 

towards the Dead Sea desert, or Jeshimon' (Conder, T. W. 244; 

Buhl, 97). 
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P~'t!!'i"I 'J!l :,yJ 'z'n front efthe Desolation' (see on 23, 24), i.e. over
looking it, which, if the 'hill of I;Iachilah' is rightly identified, it would 
do. The passage is one which shews that •J!) :,y does not always 
mean East if (comp. on 15, 7): cf. Lex. 818b. 

2. ,,11] Cf. 23, 20. Ziph is actually higher than Tell el-FQ.l 

(see on 23, 19); but there is a descent from Tell el-FO.l (2754 ft.) 
to Jerusalem (2593 ft.), and from Hebron (3040 ft.) to Ziph 
(2882 ft.); so no doubt 'came down' is used with reference to one 
of these. 

On the 9•1 "1::iir.i, see on 23, 15. 

3. Saul encamped, near the ordinary route, on the particular 

hill of I;Iachilah; David remained somewhere in the wilderness 
around it. 

::it:>i•] not' abode' (EVV.) but 'was abiding.' So v. 5b 'was lying,' 

and 'were encamping;' v. 7 'was lying asleep,' and 'were lying.' 
The reader of the English versions, till he refers to the He0rew, does 

not realize how much is lost by the frequent rendering of the participle 
by a finite verb. 

4. )l:l)-:,N] The same somewhat singular expression in 23, 23. 
Here, however, immediately following N:l, the name of a place is 
expected,-and the more so, since the text, as it stands, adds nothing 

to what has been already stated in 3b,-unless indeed it can be argued 
that yi,, marks any more certain knowledge than N11l. It is probable 
therefore that 1i::i) here is the corruption of the name of some locality, 

though what that may have been it is impossible to conjecture. LXX 
lK Kn,\a, as We. points out, is too vague. 

5. :,wr.i::i] See on 17, 20. 

6. 1nnn 7:,r.,•nN] This Atimelech is not mentioned elsewhere. For 

his nationality, cf. •nnn i"l'"1lN, 

,,, •r.i] David must therefore have been in some part of the wilder

ness that was higher than n:,•:inn. 
'JN] For the pron. in such a sentence, cf. on II 21, 6 (p. 352). 
7. il"lt:JN1Y.l J prop. the parts at or about the head, hence construed in 

the accus. adverbially (GK. § II 8g), like m:i•::io and the corresponding 

l•ni:,Jir.i, Ru. 3, 8. 14. So Gen. 28, II l'l'1t:>~ir., tlt:J'l lz't. and placed 

(it) at the parts about his head. 
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8. We have had before 18, II i 1p:n ,r,:::i n:iN; 19, rn l"l1Jn:::i ritm:, 
i 1p:::i, ,,,:::i to smite with the spear into Davia and info the wall, i. e. to 

pin him with the spear to the wall. The analogy of these passages 
shews that here 'riN:::ii is co-ordinate not with n1Jn:::i, but with the suff. 
in iJ:iN' (We.}. rN:::i and the suffix are, however, very unequally 
coupled; and it is better to read with Krenkel (ZAW. 1882, 3m) 

riN:::i ll"l'JM::1 'with his spear (v. 7) to the earth' (so Sm. Now. Dh. 

Ehrl.). With i:, meiN N:,i cf. II 20, to. 
9. npJi ••• n:,c, 't.:l J npJl is the pf. with waw conv., and n:,c, has 

a modal force (cf. the pf, in Gen. 21, 7. tf.r. II, 3. 60, n=108, u): 

' who i's to have put forth his hand, etc., and be guiltless ? ' The 

sentence is of a type that must be carefully distinguished from that of 
Job 9, 4 t:l?~~l i 1:,N nc,pn ~t.:l Who (ever) hardened himself [ as a fact] 
against Him, and escaped- sound? Dt. 5, 23 (it is cited wrongly 
in GK.§ u2h). Comp. Tenses, §§ 19. 2; II5 (p. 115). Still, in 

spite of the parallels, it is probable that a ' has fallen out after 't.:l, and 

that we should read n:,1!'1 't.:l. 

1 o. l:!N 1:i] 1:i here cannot, as often, introduce the terms of the oath ; 

for this (with tlN following) would yield a sense the very opposite 
of what is required, viz. Surely Y. will not smite him! !:IN 1:i must 

therefore be construed together, though not in the manner adopted 
by Th. Ke. (' Except Y. smite him, or his day come, etc., far be it 
from me to put forth my hand against him ') ; for this both implies 
an un-Hebraic inversion of principal and subordinate clause, ~nd 
yields an improbable sense: David cannot have meant to imply that 

if one of these contingencies happened to Saul, he would then be 
ready to put forth his hand against him. Either !:IN 1:i must be under

stoo_d to have the force of surely (as above, 21, 6), or (Ges. Dr. Weir) 
the negative (such as usually precedes it) may be supposed to be 
suppressed: (minime ego Saulum caedam,) sed Deus caedat eum : 

cf. II 13, 33 Kt. (minime,) sed solus Amnon mortuus est. 

mll'] by some sudden stroke, cutting him off prematurely 
(25, 38. · II 12, 15. z Ch. 13, 20 al.), ,r.i,, denoting what would be 
considered a natural close to his life. 

i1Eltl~] not 'perish' (EVV.), but be swept away; see on 12, 25, and 

cf. 27, r. 
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,,, non,o.:t] The position of non,o.:t gives freshness of expression, 
and force, to the new alternative. In ii' David has in his mind 
a combat with the Philistines. 

II. For n,n1r.,, see on 24, 7; and for ti'S~t;,, on 12, 23. 

lMt::!Nit.:I] The accus. of place ( v. 7 ), after it::!N, as Dt. 17, 14 iC'N 

'M1.:t1.:t0: cf. Qor. 42, 5 tJ";;, ~ whoever is round about it, 19, 5. 
l),·n:i,Jl] 'and let us get us away:' so 12 t:1n, ,:i,,, (Lex. 515h). 

12. 1.f.lW~'J.'?.] Read 'Dei~1'f!?: a o has fallen out between the two 
others. The I at the end, if correct, would be the one instance in OJ:., 
parallel to 1-Dir.,~, of that letter attached to the st. c. of the fim. pl. 
before an independent word (otherwise only before suffixes): Stade, 

§ 330b; GK. § 87 8• But LXX has avrov: so We. may be right in 
arguing that 'the I at the end confirms the reading 11J:;lt::!l'n0t.:I of LXX, 
instead of ,,Ne- 1MC'NiOO' (so Sm. Bu. Dh.). In this case, of course, 

the anomaly will disappear. 
1", Moi,n J a slumber so profound and unusual that it was regarded 

as sent directly from Yahweh, Cf. 1:1,n,N niin in 14, 15. 

13. ,:nm] to the side across (cf. 14, I. 4. 40); i.e. to the opposite 
side of the valley at the foot of the hill (v. 3). 

1Jl .:ti] a circ. clause (Tenses,§ 161; GK.§ 156c). Cf. Gen, 12, 8. 

14. MNJ1 ni:i~ 10] In the third ps. comp. Is. 50, 9 ')l/'C'i' N1n·1r.,; 

Job 13, 19 1,011 J1i 1 Ni;i-1r., (Tenses,§ 2or. 2): unless I am mistaken, 
no parallel in the secondps. occurs in the OT. (the sentence Is. 51, 12 

is framed differently). 
15. ,N n-,ot:i] Inv. 16 ,11. An unusual construction: yet see Pr. 

6, 22 ,,,y -,ot::JM 1:i:it:1.:t, and (of watching in a hostile sense) II II, 16. 

(In tft. 59, 10 n-,otN 71,N 'Ill, as in v. 18, must certainly be read.) 
16. 'Jl N,- "11:!N] See on II 2, 5. 

O!l1Ji~] the plur. of 'excellence' (GK.§ 124i); cf. Gen. 42, 30. 

nn!l~ 1'\Nl] If the text is correct, MN must be explained either as 

marking the fresh subject (see on 17, 34), or (Sm.) as an accus. under 
the governing force of 1N: but the last expl. especially is unsatis
factory. We expect either MNl, , , MN or 1Nl,,. 'N. As the time 

is night, MN is improbable (We.) after i1Ni; it seems best, therefore, 
to regard MNl as an error for 1~1, due to a scribe influenced involun
tarily by the recollection of i1N., at the beginning of the sentence. 
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So GK. § r 17m n. (the citation of the verse in § 1 I 71 must be due 
to an oversight). 

17. ,,ii,] In Hebrew, the repetition of a word is a mode of signifying 
assent ( 1 Ki. 21, 20) : LXX, for ,,ip, express 7i:,y, which is used for 
the same purpose, as II 9, 2, cf. v. 6 71i:,y i1Ji1. 15, 15. The one is 
thus just a synonym of the other : 'the more courtly' -that of LXX 
[cf. 27, 5 in lieu of the pron.]-'is the less original' (We.). 

18. i1l,1"1 ,,,.:i-m~,] The order is idiomatic: cf. 20, 10. II 19, 29. 

24, 13; 1 Ki. 12, 16. Jer. 2, 5. Qoh. II, 2. Est. 6, 3 (Lex. 552b). 
19. ;,mo M"11] Cf. Gen. 8, 21 ,n1 n,11, followed however by n•"1 nN 

nn•li1. Dr. Weir writes: 'n~, perhaps }'j~ as Am. 5, 22. Jer. 14, 12. 

Mai. 1, 10.' On m:inci1, cf. on 2, 36. '~, 1, "10N)] For the god of the country, according to ancient 
ideas, could be properly worshipped only in his own land : hence 
banishment was equivalent to being told to go and serve foreign gods. 

Cf. Hos. 9, 3. 
tl'"1M~ tl'i1,~] With the possible exception of Ex. 23, 13, probably 

the earliest occurrence of this afterwards common Deuteronomic expres
sion (see LOT. p. 92, edd. 6-8, p. 99; or Deut. p. lxxviii). 

20. 1"1 •JEl irn~] Cf. 1'J1l,I i)JO Am. 9, 3. !f;-. 31, 23. 

inN t:'l,1"1El nN] For n~, cf. on 9, 3. in~ t:'l/.,El appears, however, 
to be derived here from 24, 15: LXX express '~~~.-no doubt 
rightly: for (1) the comparison withi'n a comparison (to seek a flea, 

as when one hunts a partridge) is not probable; and (2} MT. agrees 
but imperfectly with clause a,-the ground (1::i) for i1~N ,oi ,ei, ,N 

being only fully expressed in· the reading of LXX, ' for the king of 
Israel is come out to seek my life.' 

i:i,.,,J sc. !:J1iO (on 16, 4). The art. in N"1i'i1 is generic, such as is 
often found in comparisons, where a class, not a particular individual, 
is naturally referred to (GK.§ 1261, 0): so II 17, ro n1"1~ii :iS:i: 
Jud. 8, rSb 7,0;, •l:J "11-tn::i; 14, 6 11~0 ll!il~; r Ki. 14, 15 i1J1 "1t:>~::i 

c10:i mp;, ; Nu. rr, r 2 j,)J1ii n~ io~n Nt:r' ii!'~:,, etc. 

Kio. for it:>~::i would read it:'J:J,-' like a griffon-vulture (see on II 1, 23), 
(which) pursues a partridge on the monntains,'-which is adopted by Sm. En. 
The construction is common in poetry (e. g. Dt. 32, II. rf,. 42, 2: Lex. 454&); but 
io prose comparisons are expressed either by f with the inf. ( as J ud. 14, 6, cited 
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above), or by iC'N:J (see ib.),-i.e. in the present case, ~ipn-n~ iC'J1'1 9,i, ""\C,N:, 
tl1iil::l. LXX JCa.lJi,n 1CaraStwJCE1 a vvJCn,c6pa! lv -roi', 15p<<1tv, cited by Kio., is not 
evidence that LXX read il!iJ::, : VVJCTtK6pa( corresponds here to Nipil, and repre
sents Ci!l (owl) in Lev. rr, r7. tf,. 107, 6; and in Dt. 14, r7t some other bird, but 
not the iC'J. It is also a question, though it must be left to a naturalist to answer 
it, whether the iC'.l, or griffon-vulture, being a carrion-feeding bird, would 'pursue 
a partridge on the mountains:' Tristram, Nat. Hist. if the Bible, p. I 72 ff., speaks 
of its keen sight, and of its swooping down from afar upon a carcase (Job 39, ~9 f.), 
but says nothing of its pursuit of the living animal. 

2r. '.i, n-,p,J Cf. 2 Ki. 1, 13. 14; also if,. 72, 14. II6, 15. 
nJC'it,] Cf. 14, 24 LXX. Lev. 4, 13. Ez. 45, 20 al. 
: i~o il?iil il~C'Nl •n~?DilJ The accents treat il.:lii1 as qualifying both 

the preceding words. 
22. 1,ort n1m;, mn] Kt. 'behold the spear, 0 king!' Qre 'behold 

the spear of the king,' which is better adapted to the context, M being 

repeated accidentally from m;,. 
23. ei1N?] The art. has a distributive force: 1 Ki. 8, 39. 18, 4. 

Gen. 41, 48b. 

i:f] '1:f would be more agreeable with general custom (comp. on 
19, 9): for the cases in which "i~~ occurs without a suffix are mostly 
those in which the reference is general (II 23, 6. Is. 28, 2. Job 34, 20: 

similarly i~)? Pr. 6, 5), not, as here, specific. However, it is 
possible that '11:l may have been here written intentionally, for the 

purpose of avoiding the assonance (which is here an awkward one) 

with the following 1i1 . 1 Ki. 20, 42; Ez. 12, 7 (though here LXX, 
Pesh. omit -r::i); 2 Ch. 25, 20 would support the text. But some 

50 MSS. have 'i1.:l; and it is better, with Weir and most modems, to 
read this. 

~5• Mt!-'ll] used with a pregnant force, such as is more common in 

poetry: Is. 10, 13. tp. 22, 32. 37, 5. Ez. 20, 9. 14. 22 (Lex. 794a 4). 
,:i,ri S:i1 tm] Cf. 1 Ki. 22, 22 S:i,n o~,. 

27-31. David seeks rifuge in the country if the Pht7istines wz"fh 

Achish. The Philzslines resolve to attack Israel; their army 

advances to Apheq. David is released from the necesszp if 
fightz'ng against his countrymen through the opportune suspicions 

if the Phihstine lords: hi"s vengeance on the Amaleqites who had 

1365 
p 
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smitten ~iqlag, Saul consults the wz'/ch of 'En-dor. Death of 

Saul and Jonathan on Mount Gi7boa', 

27, 1. 1:i, ,N] Gen, 8, 21. 24, 45; and with 'll = 'N eh. I, 13. 
i"ltlON] 12, 25 (see note); 26, 10. 

inN 011] inN unemphatic as Gen. 33, 13; and (of the ,past) 

eh. 9, 15. (Not as Is. 9, 13 al. a single day.) 
1l1 1.:i :m~ 1, jlN] can only be rendered, 'I have no good: for 

(=but) I must escape into/ etc. The first clause is, however, 
harshly and abruptly expressed; LXX have oiJK lrrri 1w1 aya06v 
ia.v p.~ uw0w, i. e. 'I have no good ~?'f~ Cl~ •~ except I escape,' etc., 
which is preferable. 

1)00 eiNm] a pregnant construction, occurring with this verb only 
here, but analogous to that of ei•inil, noticed on 71 8. 

2. m] If Gath was at Tell q-$afiyeh (see on 6, 17), some 28 miles 
NW. of the presumable site of I:Iachilah (see on 26, 1). 

3. 111,0;.:in] LXX 1,0,.:in, in agreement with 30, 5. II 2, 2. 
4. ;"Jt?11 ~,1] So Kt., the impf. having a frequentative force, as 2, 25 

(see on 1, 7). The Qre substitutes the more usual tense ~i;,: 1i61 
(15, 35; Jud. 13, 21 al.): comp. a similar case in Jos. 15, 63. 

5. N) J N) belongs logically to 1m1 ; but it is thrown back into the 

protasis and attached to bN, as regularly in this formula (Gen. 18, 3; 
33, 10 al.), for the purpose of indicating as early as possible that the 
speech is of the nature of an entreaty. 

6. l,~1] Supposed by Conder to be Zufztl1qeh, 22 miles SW. of 
Tell e~-f?afiyeh: but the consonants, except , , do not correspond 
phonetically, so that the identification is very uncertain. 

pSJ fY'li is regularly used, when the origin of a name or custom 

is assigned (Gen. 10, 9. 11, 9 etc.: Lex. 487); hence the !.:J ,31 'i•::10 
(see on l2, 5), though not supported, so far as appears, by any MS., 

is prompted by a sound literary instinct, and may be correct. 

7. t:l1t::i"1n illi:1'1N1 0•01] t:l10 1, by usage, suggesting a year: see 1, 3, 
and, more distinctly, J ud. 17, 1 o t:l11?!? ~c:,:i i1it::')); Lev. 2 5, 2 9. 

8. ,li11] Either into the higher ground on which the tribes raided by David 
lived (which would suit Gezer); or, in the uncertainty whether this ground was 
higher than ?iqlag, in a military sense (Now.), of an attack in general, as Jud. 20, 18. 
Is. 21, 2, Nah. 2, 2. 
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(Qr~ ;-,uni} 'lili11 1"1lt:!lil] LXX ht.ve ,ravm T6v l'eunpi, reading, 
therefore, only one name (viz. 1"1lt:-'~i"l; see Jos. 13, 11, 13 LXX), so 
that the two are presumably doublets. As the ht:tter-known Geshur, 

on the East of the upper Jordan, is evidently out of the question, the 
name here and Jos. 13, 2, if the text is correct, is probably that of 
a small tribe between the Philistines and Egypt (Bu. Dhorme, Kenn.). 

We, Now., preferring the other doublet, read 1"!)~i'.:1, i.e. the Canaanites 
who till the time of Solomon occupied Gezer (Jud. 1, 29; 1 Ki. 9, 16), 

1 2 miles ENE. of Tell e~-i;,afiyeh : but this appears to be too far 
to the N. 

Hommel (Anc. Heb. Trad. 242 f.) ".l'ould read both here and Jos. 13, 2 l"!~r,:;~,:, 
(cf. Gen. 25, 3: Homm. 238-240 Ci"!r~), corresponding to the '1lt:INN mentioned 
in two Minaean inscriptions as living apparently near Egypt (p. 249 f.), and Gaza 
(p. 252): but that N should have become corrupted into l in two passages is 
hardly likely. 

'll lil:Jt!/1 mn '.:l J Very difficult. In the first place, the fem. is 
extremely anomalous. If the text be sound, this must be explained 
on the analogy of the usage noticed on 17, 21, by which sometimes 
a country, or the population of a country, is construed as a fem. : but 
no case occurs so extreme as the present, in which the fem. is used 
with immediate reference to a gentile name, expressed in the masc, 

And even the poetical use of n~~j• (noticed ibid.) is not extended to 
the plural. Nevertheless, as the text stands, nothing remains but 

to explain the passage in accordance with this poetical usage, and to 

render (with We.): 'For those were the populations of the land 

from' etc.,-the gender of nin being naturally determined by that of 
the predicate (nt::it!II) following. But this extension of a purely 
poetical usage is extremely improbable : and what we should expect 

is simply 'li ,'"1Nl"I 1::lt!/11 non 1.:,. In the words which follow; "1~N 

'JI bSll/0, there is a further difficulty. 1Nl::l is used regularly to denote 
the direction in which a land or tract of country extends ( r5, 7 al.; 

similarly in 1Nil iy Jud, 6, 4 al.); hence (since 'as thou comest to 
the land which is of old' yields no suitable sense) it follows almost 

of necessity that in t:1S1yo must lie concealed the definition of the 
limit in the opposite direction. LXX in Cod. B exhibits a doublet 

twice over (a.1To «V'l}KOVTwv [apparently= tl~l.'!;?J 'Y/ 6.,r6 l'EAap,fovp 

p 2 
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[ = tb:t1 again+ i1t::'] TET£lxw·µevwv [ clearly a second representative of 
ilV wall]); but the reading Td,aJL, found in many cursives 1 in place 

of reAaJL, points to l:l?t@'? for l:l?lll?.-' for those were the populations 
inhabiting the land which is from Telam as thou goest to Shur, even 
unto the land of Egypt.' From Jos. 15, 24 it appears that Telam 
(pointed there 1:1?'=?) was a place in the Negeb of Judah (see on v. ro), 
seemingly towards the border of Edom: in eh. 15, 4 it is named as 
the spot where Saul assembled his forces before attacking the Amale
qites; so that it would seem to satisfy sufficiently all the conditions 
required of the present verse. In form, the sentence, as thus restored, 
will almost exactly resemble Gen. 10, 19; comp. 25, 18. Respecting 

i1W, see on 15, 7· 
9. np:,1 •• , n.:Jm] In a frequentative sense, describing David's 

custom whenever he engaged in one of these raids. Notice the impff. 
interchanging here (n,n~ ~,) and in v. 11. EVV. (smote, saved, etc.) 
fail to bring this out, either here or in v. 11. 

1-t:i11 J Ehr 1. ~?.!l : cf. r I m ~,:in:,. 
10. l:lt1~t::-'El :,~] Either we must suppose that a word has dropped 

out, and read 1r,i·:,~ with LXX (brl Tfra;), Vulg., or, which is perhaps 

better, we must read 11$ {see 10, 14) with Targ. Pesh. (ii$?, ~?-). 
The text is untranslateable. 

It is a singular fallacy to argue that because µ11 in Greek may ask a question, 
therefore :,~ in Hebrew may do the same : for the two words are not in the least 
parallel. M11 is a particle expressing generally the idea of subjective negation, from 
which its interrogative force is at once readily ded-11ced (µ11 -riOvq1«v ;=' he is not 

dead, I suppose ?'-implying that a satfafying m,swer is expected). s~ has no such 
general signification, but is simply a particle of dissuasion or prohibition. In other 
words, the interrogative use ofµ.;, is dependent upon an element in its signification, 
which does not attach to the particle :,~ at all, 

:m J prop. the dry country, the root :m1 (:11
~~' ~) to be dry is 

in use in Aramaic (e. g. Gen. 8, 13 Onq. ~10 ,Jm). Hence, from the 
dry country Kar' itox~v being on the South of Palestine, the word 
acquired generally the sense of South, and geographically was applied 
in particular to a district in the S. of Judah (see Gen. 12, 9 RV. 

1 TENip.'fovp XI. 44, 55, 71, 106, 120, 134, 144, 158, 245; TeJ..a,f,ovp 29; -re 

Aaµtovp 64, u9, 244; TE Aaµif,ow 74 (from Holmes and Parsons). 
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marg.; Jos. 15, 21-32, where the cities in it are enumerated. In 
RV. in this special geographical sense, always with a capital S: e. g. 
Jos. 15, 19. Is. 21, r). See NEGEB in EB.; and H.G. p. 2 78ff. 
Here other districts in the same neighbourhood are called the Negeb 
of the Yera}:ime'elite, and the Negeb of the Qenite, from the names 
of the clans settled upon them (cf. 30, 29 'the ci'li'es of the Yera~
me'elite and of the Qenite '): in 30, 14 also we have the Negeb of 
the Cherethites, and the Negeb of Caleb; and in Jud. r, 16 (MT.) 
the Negeb of 'Arad (9 miles S. of Ma'on). Yera}:ime'el was the name 
of a clan allied to that of the Calebites (cf. on 25, 3): both were 
afterwards absorbed into the tribe of Judah; see I Ch. 2, 9 [read 
Caleb]. 25-33. 42. The Qenites were connected with the 'Amaleqites, 
15, 6; Jud. 1, 16 (see on eh. 15, 6): c£ EB. i. 130. 

I 1. The athnal} would be better placed at ,,,, what follows 
('ll m!:lt!IO i1:l\) being obviously no part of the speech, but the remark 
of the narrator (so Now.). It must be admitted, however, that 
,,, ilt!ll/ ;,::, , and '.11 l~!lt!IO n::i,, naturally go together: it is better, 
therefore, either to omit ioN:, (Vulg. Sm. Dh. Ehrl.) or to read for 
it t!/"::iN:, (Kio. Bu.): 'l\ i1t!ll1 ;,::, will then be all the words of the 
narrator. ;,::, with a subst., as Is. 20, 6. Jer. 23, 29. 

12. t!l1N:li1] lit. put forth an ill odour (ff, 38, 6: GK. § 53d) against 
= be in ill odour with ( cf. 13, 4 ). With a transitive force Gen. 34, 30. 

0:,131 i:ilJ;,] Dt. 15, 17. Job 40, 28; cf. Ex. 21, 6. 
28, 1. N~n 1r,N 1:i J 1nN has some emphasis: cf. II 19, 39 '1'1~ 

t:lilO::i ,:il)I. Gen. 43, 16 01,il'!i:l b't!IJNi'l ,,::i~• 'J'!lN ,::,. 

2. p:,J in answer to the remark made by another, as Gen. 4, 15. 

30, 15 [ where LXX, not perceiving the idiom, render ofix oiiTws:: 

comp. on 3, 14]. Jud. 8, 7. 11, 8: Lex. 487a. 
nn~] LXX, Vulg. i1l1l/ rightly. Comp. II 18, 3; 1 Ki. 1, 18. 20. 

1t!IN,, ,ot::1] LXX apxia-wp,aTo<f,6>..at-the title of the chief of 
the royal body-guard under the Ptolemies. See Deissmann, Bible 

Studz'es, s. v. 
3-25. Saul consults the witch if 'En-dor. This section (which 

forms an independent narrative) appears to be out of its proper place. 
In 2 8, 4 the Philistines are at Shunem (3½ miles N. of J ezreel); in 29, 1 

they are still at Apheq (in the Sharon, Jos. 12, 18), and only reach 
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Jezreel in 29, 11. The narrative will be in its right order, if the 

section be read after eh. 29-30. V. 3 is evidently introductory. 
3. ii£lC1l] wai?ed,-with loud demonstrations of grief, in the manner 

of Oriental mourners. So ,~9~; cf. Mic. 1, 8 tl')f1:J iElDO il~Y~, 
with allusion to the doleful cry of the jackal. The rend. mourn, 

mourning for i!:lo, i!:lCO, is altogether inadequate: the words are 

never used of merely silent grief. See further the writer's note on 

Am. 5, 16 (in the Camb. Bible). 
1i1Y:Jl] The waw, if correct, must be explicative (GK. § 1548 note): 

'in Ramah, and that in his city.' But such a construction is very 

unusual, and probably l has been introduced by error (GK. l. c.): it 
is not expressed by LXX. However, ill-'i.:I i;•y::i rather than MOi:l 

li1Y:l would be the usual order, 1, 3 LXX. II 15, 12. Jud. 8, 27 
(10. 20, 6 is rather different). Both the perfects in this verse have 

a pluperfect sense (see on 9, 15). 

i'l:lil ,,~l!'i]- had removed; see on 9, 15. 

tl')J)'l1] See Lev. 20, 27 ('a man or a woman when there is in them 

•)31i•1 :mt '), which shews that the term properly denotes not a wizard, 

but the spirit-whether the term means the knower, i. e. the wise spirit 
(Ew. vz'elwissmsch), or (W. R. Smith) the acquaintance, i.e. the 

'familiar' spirit, at the beck and call of a particular person-supposed 
to inhabit the persons in question. See further the writer's note on 
Dt. I 8, I I (p. 2 26). 

4. tl)l~ J Now Solem, near the E. end of the Plain of Esdraelon, 

448 ft. up the sloping S. side of Jebel Nabi Da~i (also called Little 

Hermon), 3½ miles N. of Jezreel. The Philistines had thus penetrated 
into the heart of Northern Palestine, more than 60 miles from the 
northernmost of their cities, 'Eqron. 

y:i,J::i] Gilboa', now Jebel Fuqtla, is the ridge running to the SE. on 

the S. side of the Vale of Jezreel (see on 31, 7), 5-12 miles S. and 
SE. of Shunem. 

7. :mt n,:u:i r,~J An instance of what may be termed a suspended 

construct state-Ml!'~, not less than n,y::i, being determined by .:i,~, 

but the genitive which determines it being deferred, or held in 

suspense, by the introduction of the parallel n,3.1::i. So in the common 

phrase,., n.:i n,m::i Is. 23, 12; 37, 22 al.; and in poetry occasionally 
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besides, as Dt. 33, 19 ,,n ,,,oo '';?.ti; Job 20, 17 w:i, •~n, 'ii!J: Ew. 
§ 289c; GK.§ 13oe. 

,,, f'Y:l] Now Endur, a small village, 3½ miles NE. of Shunem. 

8. •~ib~J The Kt. has the fuller form of the imperative, as Jud. 9, 8 

il~'''?· !fr. 26, 2 il~\,~; in each case the Qre substitutes the ordinary 
form, GK. § 46c. For •~9,~, see GK.§ 10h. On the probable method 
of divination originally expressed by bop, see Lex. s.v., or the writex's 
Deut. p. 223 f. 

9. 1,yi1n] Twenty-three MSS. have t:l')ll,'i"l; and it is true that the 
t:l may have fallen out before the !J of )t.:l. The plural would have 
the advantage of greater symmetry with hl:J~i"! ( cf. v. 3. Lev. 19, 3 r al.), 
and is probable, though not perhaps absolutely necessary, as 1,yi1n 
may be taken in a collective sense. 

no:,] See on 19, 17. 

10. 11j;'] With dagesh diri'mens. It must have become the custom, 
as the OT. was read, to pronounce the same word or form, in different 
passages, with a slightly different articulation, which is reflected 
accurately in the varying punctuation. Here the dagesh dirimens 

has the effect of causing the P to be pronounced with peculiar dis

tinctness: cf. Hos. 3, 2 ~Jf~l; Ex. 2, 3 \)'~fCI, 15, 17 ti1~t,, (in which 
cases the dagesh involves the softening of the following e and "1), etc. : 
GK.§ zoh, 

12. :,~101:1] Six MSS. of LXX, Perles, Bu. Now. Ehrl. ,u(~. 
13. ,,, t:l'i1'~ J The position of t:l'i"l'~ before 'J'i'~i shews that it is 

the emphatic word in the sentence. 
t:l'='ll] with the plur. partic. c•;i:,~ seems naturally to mean gods 

(i.e. here superhuman beings, spirits): in this case, therefore, as Saul 
in v. 14 asks 'What is his form?' we must suppose that though the 
woman says she saw more than one figure, Saul in his anxiety inquires 

only about the one in whom he is interested. Sm. Bu. Now. Dh., 
less probably, think that t:1•;,:,i,e is a honorific plural (GK. § r 24g-i), 
and denotes 'a god' (so GK.§ 132h note), the pl. 0 1:,y being merely 

a grammatical plural, like C"n in t:l"n 01;,:,~ (GK.§ 132h) of Yahweh 

(17, 26 al.). 
14. ,,yr.,] such as was worn by Samuel, 15, 27. On LXX 5p0wv 

(9~! for li?.t), see Wellh. p. 13; Aptow. ZAW. 1909, p. 246f. 
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1 5. il~~] Before a guttural (other than n) ri71? is usual (see on 

19, 17): but il~>• occurs so 5 times noted by the Massorah (Lex. 5548
). 

1J1m"1il] Cf. the same word, of disturbing a tomb, in the Tabnith 

Inscr. 1. 7 (Introd. § 1): also Is. 14, 9 1~_i!l 11N'}~~ 1? il!~~ hlJJ.:lt,) ,1~~-
1,yr., "10] Cf. v. 16, tll]tl is, however, more natural in this con

nexion (16, 14. 18, 12): for in Jud. 16, 19. 20 the use of ,11r.i is 
evidently determined by the fact that Samson's strength was regarded 
as resting upon him in his hair, in Nu. 14, 19 (cf. Neh. 9, 19) it is 
determined similarly by the figure of the shade, and in eh. 16, 23 
by the common thought of a spirit coming on a person (see v. 16). 
Here probably ,y denotes the idea of protecting accompamnunt (cf. 

if!. r 10, 5 1J1r.,1 'll; 121, 5 1J1ti1 ,, 'Y); and ,vo '"10 expresses the 
cessation of this. 

,310 is used in several idiomatic applications; not only as signifying from 
attendance on (comp. on 13, 8. 17, 15), but nlsofrom attachment to (Jer. 2, 5 

'?llO 1pn1; ,12, 40 1Syo 110 1n,:1,; Ez. 6, 9 1Syo 10 t:i:1,; 8, 6; 14, 5; 44, 10); 
from companionship wz'th (Job 19, 13); from adhesion to (2 Ki. 17, 21; Is. 7, 17; 

56, 3; Hos. 9, 1 ; and twice, for the more usual ltl, in the phrase 111N~i1 ,yo '"10 
2 Ki. 10, 31. 15, 18); from standing (l'[)er or beside (Gen. 17, 22. 35, 13: cf. 18, 3. 
42, 24); from being a burden upon (see on 6, 5. 10), esp. of an army retiring from 
a country, or raising a siege (see the passages from 2 Sam. r-2 Ki. cited on eh. 6, 
20; and add II 10, 14. Jer. 21, 2. 37, 5. 9. II). 

i1~1i'N'] Very anomalous: Ew. § 228c; Stade,§ 132; GK.§ 48d; 

Konig, i. 608, who suggests that the ~ may be due to dissimilation, 

after the preceding unusual ,c-i cf. on 21, 2. Read i1~7~~l'-
I 6. 1•,y 1n11] Is there a Hebrew word 1¥ with the signification 

adversary or enemy? The common Heb. "1¥ (root i1¥) corresponds 

to Arabic j.J to harm (Qor. 2, 96. 3, 107, etc.): and this (according 
to rule 2) corresponds to the (isolated) Aramaic '°W Dan. 4, 16. The 
same word may also possibly be found in ljr. 139, 20-the Psalm 
is a late one, and is marked by several other Aramaisms-but this 
cannot be affirmed with certainty, the verse being a difficult one, and 

1 The su,pposition th:t the form is ' conflate,' from N';~~i, and i"l"J~~,, is not 
probable : and I met does not suit the context, nor does N1p in Qal mean 
to' meet.' 

2 See on l, 6 (p. 9 footnoU). 
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probably corrupt. At any rate, philology forbids imperatively the 
assumption of a Hebrew word i~ adversary, the equivalent of ""1¥ 1• 

Can, however, a sense, suitable to the context, be rendered probable for"'\)', from 

any other source? (a) Symm. renders cl.v-ri(111'.60 ,rov, and in Arabic J~ ("'med. i) 

means actually to be jealous or a rival ~~=~?i2 Ex. zo, 5 Saad.; ~,t?.W= 
(111'.ovn I Cor. 12, 31 Erpen.). Still there is no other trace of this root in Hebrew: 
nor would the idea of Yahweh's becoming Saul's rival be probable or suitable. 

(b) Ges. Keil seek to explain ;y by a reference to ArabicJL" (med. u)ferbuit (one 
of many meanings), impetum facit, spec. excursione hostili adortus fuit (aliqnem), 

IV (Lane) J.'i:. )\Ii to make a raid or predatory incursion upon (comp. 13, I 7 

note): ~}l a raid or kostile incursion: hence, the cognate subst., it is supposed, 

would properly have the sense of aestus (sc. doloris, curae, sollicitudinis), whence 
in Hebrew "'\13' Hos. II, 9 aestus irae; Jer. 15, 8 aestus doloris [this explanation 
of i 1Y is, however, very uncertain: see Lex. 7.35b; and my .feraniak, p. 360 f.]. 
Rut the sense of kostility expressed by the Arabic root is, it will be observed, 
a special and derived one: is it likely, or indeed credible, that from a root meaning 
ferbuit a simple participial formation should have acquired the definite sense of 
!nemy? The etymology proposed is well intended : but it cannot be said to have 
probability in its favour. 

It follows that if 1"'\Y has here the sense of thy enemy, it must be an 
example of a strong and pronounced Aramaism, such as, in pre
sumably early Hebrew, is in the highest degree improbable. Only 
two alternatives are open to us. Either 7;y is an error of transcrip

Hon for 1~¥ 2 (cf. in that case, for the thought, Lam. 21 4; Is. 63, 10), 
or, with LXX and Pesh., : 9 ¥,'Ttl)l 1n1i ' and is become on the side 

if thy neighbour' must be read (cf. ll!. with reference to David, v. 17, 
and 15, 28, and for the thought 18, 12 ;o Sn.cw cyoi ,wi; i1\i1; n:~ 1

:;,). 

1:11"'\ tlY is accepted by most modems (Th. Hitzig, Noldeke, Gratz, 
Reinke, Kp., Dr. Weir [' LXX seems to be right']), Now. Dh.: 

Kio. Sm. Bu. prefer 7"1l. 

17. ,, 1n 1 l!':111i] 'And Y. hath wrought for himself, according 

as' etc. Or, if 1Y"'\ tlY be adopted in v. 16, the suffix may be 
referred naturally to 1Y"'\ (/or him). However, the point of the 

1 Nor can this be the meaning of ;yin Mic. 5, 13 (AV.) or Is. 14, 21. 

i It is possible that this was read by Symmachus. At least il.vri(111'.os as used 
elsewhere in the Greek Versions expresses the root "'\"1:il': Lev. 18, 18 LXX; ck. 1, 
6 LXX (Luc.). 2, 32 Aq. (but ,p. 139, 20 Aq. for 71"1Y). 
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sentence lies in what is done to Saul, rather than what is done to 

David: so, in all probability, 1? to thee, expressed by 5 MSS,, LXX, 
Vulg., is the original reading (so Sm. Bu. Now. Dh.). With 17b 

comp. 15, 28. 
18h. For the order of words, see Tenses,§ 208 (1). So v. 19b. 

19. In MT. clauses a and c are almost identical; and the verse 

is decidedly improved by the omission of one of them, and by the 

adoption in b of the reading of LXX, viz. tl1
~~~ ";J'f:l! 11~~~ n~~ •O'i 

'J1 CJ, i. e. (immediately after v. 18) 'To-morrow thou and thy sons 
with thee will be _fallen; yea, also, the camp of Israel will Yahweh 
give into the hand of the Philistines.' As We. remarks, a is out of 
place where it stands, neither CJ nor 70:s, being properly understood, 
until after it has been said that Saul himself has fallen. 

20. '"\Mr.111] LXX lrnrw<r£Y, not only here, but also in v. 21 for :,n:iJ; 

so doubtless they read the same in both verses. A man would not 

(actively)' hasten' to fall down: 'iJf~l is thus more suitable than '"liJ~;l• 
'"liJ~~l (Kio. Sm. Dh.) does not seem to express the right nuance, 

21, 1£)::1:l 11:/Ei:) tJll:IN1] 19, 5. 
23. 1~'"\E:111] 'r'"\EI is translated pressed in II 13, 25. 27 and urged 

in 2 Ki. 5, 23, but elsewhere break _forth, burst _forth, etc. Ought we 

not to read '"\~ti?' (Dr. Weir). So 20 MSS. (de Rossi, App. p. 39), 

Sm. Now. Dh.; Bu. (either so, or r'"\D a 'Nebenstamm' to '"\~El). 

24 •••• nr.:,N>l] Cf. on II 3, 7. 
i':lir.1] 'four times, always connected with :,J:s,: Jer. 46, 21. Am. 

6, 4 j):l'"\O 71nr.i c1>JY. Mai. 3, 20. The root is not found elsewhere 

in Hebrew, but in Arabic J.,J firmiter allt'gavit' (Dr. Weir}. 
1i1tim] for 1iiDl't111 : cf. on 15, 5 ; and GK. § 68h. 

29, 1. j)Ell-t] Probably (see on 4, 1) some place in the Plain of 
Sharon, commanding the entrance to the Plain of Dothan(c. 32° 24' N.), 

and so the route up to Jezreel and Shunem (28, 4). 
C1)n J 'were encamping;' not 'pitched' (EVV. }, which would be 

Wl~l. Contrast 4, 1 (~JO), 
·,NY'"\Tl:l -,r.:,N Jill:! J Generally supposed to be 'A in Jaliid, at the foot 

of Mt. Gilboa', on the N., 1¾ miles ESE. of Jezreel, and looking 

across the Vale of Jezreel to Solam, the Philistine position (28, 4), 

4 miles N. by W., and 568 ft. above it. 'Jezreel' will denote 
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here, not the town, but the Vale (31, 7). As Ehrl. remarks, however, if 
fll/ means a spring, Heb. idiom requires Sy (Gen. 16, 7. Jud. 7, 1 al.), 
not J, so that a genitive would seem to have fallen out ( cf. St, i'P.~ 
II 1 7, 1 7 ). 'En-dor, however (LXX, cod. A and other MSS. ), on 
the NW. slope of J. Nabi Dal)i, and 4 miles behz'nd the Philistine 
position, is too far off to be probable. 

2. J:ll"l:ll/ (twice)] were passing by. The participles suggest the 
picture of a muster or review of troops taking place. 

rmtr.i,J according to, by hundreds: , as II 18, 4. 1 Ki. 20, 10 

1:11,311:';,. Jos. 7, 14 c•,:iJ,. 
3. !:l'O' i1t] not' these days' (EVV.), except as a paraphrase: Ml is 

here, as in many similar phrases, tl~~Y,~ i1J, Cl•)?~~ i~f i1J, etc. an 
adverb, meaning properly here (cf. i1jf): see Lex. 261b. So in 
tl'JW i1I. t:NI!' is, however, strangely indefinite ; and as tl'O' suggests 
ayear (on 1, 3), it is probable that tl;m~ two years should be read, 
with LXX (SroT€pov fro.,), Bu. Sm. Now. Kitt. Ehr!. 

,,tiJ J LXX adds 7rp6o, 1u = 1?~ or •?~, which is needed. Falling 
gives no sense: falling to me agrees with the usage of (SY) ,~ ,El) 

elsewhere (Jer. 21, 9. 37, 13 al.) to fall over to= lo desert lo. The 
nearer definition cannot, as Keil supposes, be supplied from the 
context. (Dr. Weir agrees.) 

4. ,.,,] It is remarkable that in v. 9 il'Y' is used for exactly the 
same movement. It seems that the narrator must here allow the 
Philistines to speak from the Israeh'le point of view ( cf. v. 6, where 
Achish is represented as swearing by Yahweh), who would ' go down ' 
from the mountainous country of Judah to fight against the Philistines 
in their plains, and so might say ilonSoJ ,.,, quite generally (cf. 

30, 24). 
jObS] 'as a thwarter or opposer,' viz. of another man's purposes; 

cf. the same word in II 19, 23; 1 Ki. II, 14. 23. 25; also Nu. 
22, 22. 32. r Ki. 5, 18. So l~b;, is in the OT. the name of the 
angel, whose function it is to oppose men in their pretensions to a right 
standing with God (see A. B. Davidson's note on Job 1, 6 in the 
Camb. Bz'ble; and the writer's note on Zech. 3, 1 in the Century 

Bible). 

5. See 18, 7 ; and cf. 2 I, 11. 
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6. 1:i] after the oath, as 14, 39. 
7. tllSt!!.J 7SJ as II 15, 27. The usual expression is 01St!!S. 
8. Wt!'ll i10 1:i] 1.::, states the reason for a suppressed (Why do you 

say this?): it recurs in a similarly worded expostulation, 1 Ki. II, 2 2. 

2 Ki. 8, 13. 
11'!11i1 it!IN bl'O] As We. remarks, we should expect naturally either 

1t]1~0 tl\'~ (Jer. 36, 2: cf. II 22, 1. Dt. 4, 15), or, as would be more 
usual, 1J:,\•r b\•~ (v. 6, eh. 7, 2. 8, 8. II 13, 32 etc.), or (tli\:i-tl?) bi~til:? 
1tl1~0 i~~ (II 19, 25. 1 Ki. 8, 16. 2 Ki. 21, 15). However, tl11 may 
have been conceived as being in the construct state before it!IN 

(GK. § 130d), and so defined. At least it!IN b11 recurs similarly, 

Jer. 38, 28, and (in late Hebrew) Neh. 5, 14. But blli10 would 
certainly be better. 

111onSJ1] The waw being consecutive, the tone should properly be 
milra' 1i,onSJ1: but it is held back by the distinctive accent zaqif, as 

happens occasionally (Dt. 2, 28: Ez. 3, 26: Tenses, § 104). As 

a rule, only athna~ and soph-pasuq imply a sufficient pause thus 
to hold back the tone of I and 2 sing. pf. with waw consec. 

9. b1,,SN 7NSo:i] The same comparison, in popular speech, II 14, 

17. 19, 27. 
nS111] Here (contrast v. 4) the Philistines speak from the point of 

view which would be natural to them, when they were invading the 

high central ground of Canaan (e. g. Jud. 15, 9. 10), cf. v. nb. 

10. 'Ji 1i:Jll1 ip.J.J b.:it!li1 ill"llll] 'And now, rise up early in the 
morning, and also the servants,' etc. The text may in a measure 

be defended by 25, 42. Gen. 41, 27. Nu. 16, 2a. 18h; but the 
sentence halts considerably, and the omission of the pronoun before 
1'1.Jlll is contrary to standing Hebrew usage, when the verb is in the 

imperative (e.g. Gen. 7, 1. Ex. II, 8. 24, 1). LXX, Vulg. express 

rightly i1l;l~ before 1'1:JV1. The only paraIIel to the present passage 

would be Jer. 19, 1; but there also it can scarcely be doubted that 

the reading of LXX is what Hebrew idiom requires, viz. 1Jpto ~~i2~1 
',i tll/il. In this verse, further, clauses a and b are nearly identical : 
but, as We. observes, the repetition of the same thought would 

become perfectly natural, if only words of different import separated 

the two similar clauses. Such words are expressed in LXX (after 
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1nN), viz. KaL 1ropamr0£ ~1 .. TOY TOlTOV ot KaT£UTfJUa iiµ.us EK£L• KaL >..oyov 

Aotµ.ov l'-TJ 0fj.. EV Kap'olff uov, dTL Jya0o., uv evwm6v µ.ov = tJ)3~~m 
::iiti 1

:;, 9:1~?:;i tJP.~-S~ 'll~>:P. ,~,~ tJ~ ti~r;,~ 'T:11~~;:i ,t?~ tJip~iJ-,~ 
'~~? ill'_;l~. The sentence is in style and form thoroughly Hebraic, 
and may well be assumed to have fallen out accidentally in MT. 
Aotµ.o'> is often the rendering of ,y,;,::i (e. g. 25, 25): for the combina

tion of "i:li and :,y,S,:i see Dt. 15, 9 (where they occur in apposition). 
Ehrlich proposes '1~::J,iJ ,~ :l!? (followed by ilnN) for ,p:i::i tl:Jt:!'M 

(keeping otherwise MT.). 
i:J:ii] Unusual. The normal construction would be tlJ;t;i~t]1 ti:J:, '1lN'l 

( on the analogy of Gen. 33, 13 intii inN tll' tllp!lil, 44, 2 2 :ltll' 

ntii· i•::iN, etc.: Tenses, § 149); but cf. 2 Ki. 9, 2. iiN is, of course, 

the verb: Gen. 44, 3 '1lN "ip::in; and, of the eyes, eh. 14, 29. 

1 I. i:,yJ Viz. from Apheq in the Sharon (v. II). 'Jezreel' is here, 
not the town, but the Vale (as v. 1). 

30, I. ~,p~] David goes back to the city which Achish had given 
him; see 27, 6. 

•p:,t,l)l] Read with LXX p:,tly: cf. v. 18; and the note on 15, 6. 
~)] Unless (Now.) •n,:Jn or (Ehrl.) ::i:,:J has fallen out (v. 14), we 

must read :JJ)M (Bu.), in conformity with usage, except when ~) 

denotes merely the southern quarter of the compass. 

2. M:l "it:!'N Cl11!')M MN] Read with LXX (c£ RV.) -l"INl tl't:!')il·l"IN 

n::i '1t:!'N-:,:J : we thus obtain a suitable idea to which to refer the 
following ,,,,-,y, jtlptl; see also v. 3 (tin•m:i, tlM'):11). 

t:!'1N in•tin 1h] A circumstantial clause, connected auvvofrw~ with 
the clause preceding, and defining how l:lt:!''l was effected, viz. 
(Ang lice) 'wz'thout slaying any.' Cf. Gen. 44, 4 N:, .,,yn !"IN lN~• 

ip•nin; Jer. 7, 26b; 20, 15b (see RV.): Tenses,§ 162; GK.§ 156f. 

um•i] of leading captives, as Is. 20, 4. 

3. mm] without suffix (Tenses,§ 135. 6, 2), as v. 16: c£ on 10, II, 

l:Jt:!')] were taken captive. M:lt:!' is to take captive, M:lt:!') to be taken 
captive : i1:,J is to go into exz'le, n:,,n to carry into exile. The 

distinction between the two words should be noticed. Though they 
may be often applied to the same transaction, they denote different 

aspects of it: i1:,J migration from one's own country, exz'le, i1Jt!' 

capture by another, captiviry. The rendering of r,i:,J in Jud. 18, 30 
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by 'captivity' (EVV. ), instead of 'exile,' has led to strange misunder
standings of the meaning,-as though, for instance, the word referred 

to the Philistine domination I 

6. ,,,:, ,~n,] The /em. as Jud. 10, 9: cf. Jer. 7, 31 nn:,y 1-t:,1 
1.:b ,11; Mic. 3, 6 n::,ein; Am. 4, 7 (unusual) ·r~on; if!. 50, 3 
.,I-to i1i11e'J: Ew. § 295a; GK.§ 144b. This use of the fem., 
especially with words denoting a mental condition, is particularly 

common in Syriac; ":::.. ~~, II~ ~, 
11

:::... i:rr (Noldeke, 
Syr. Gr. § 254). 

1;,po:, , • , liOl-t J 'spake ef (AV.) stoning him : ' or with the sense 
of 'thought' (25, 21), as Ex. 2, 14. II 21, 16 .,,, n1::,n:, iot-t•l; 

1 Ki. 5, 19. 8, 12: comp. Ez. 20, 8. 13, 21. if!. 106, 23. :, iON 
in the sense of command occurs II 1, 18. 2, 26: but more frequently 
in later books, especially in Chronicles, as I 13, 4; 15, 16; Est. 
1, 1 7, etc. ( comp. Ew. § 338a). 

Mio] mil'el (GK.§ 15f n., p. 60), and consequently perf. from iiO, 

not fem. of the adj. iO. For the use of the root with e'.!lJ, cf, on 

1, 10; and add II 17, 8, Job 7, 11. 10, 1. 21, 25. 
ptnn11 J i. e. look courage: cf. 4, 9. II 10, 12; and similarly in Qal 

(Jos. 1, 6. 7 al.), and Pi'el, 2 3, 16 ( see note). 

8. i:iiit-t] Though i1 can be dispensed with (u, 1:.1), the parallel 
mwt-tn supports the reading !:ji"it-ti1 (so many MSS.): cf. 14, 37. 23, II. 

,,,~ J of a marauding or plundering band: see 2 Ki. 6, 23. Hos. 
6, 9. LXX here (mis-reading) yc88ovp: elsewhere rightly 1mpanjp1ov 

(Gen. 49, 19; If· 18, 32), or flOVo{wvol (2 Ki. 5, 2. 6, 23 al.). 

9. ili!;:Ji1 Sm] The name has not been preserved: and as the site of ~iqlag is 
uncertain, and we do not know what the point was which David desired to reach, 
any identification is very precarious. if ~iqlag was at Zu]:ieliqeh ( on 2 7, 6), 
W. esh-Sherf'a, 4 or 5 miles to the S., would no doubt suit : but that is all that 
we can say. 

10. 1i)!l] only here and v. 21. 

12. b1~r.,y.,. nS:ii] See on 25, 18. 

lnli :iwn,J The spirit (of life), which seemed to have left him, 
returned, i. e. he revived. So Jud. 15, 19. 

13. ':, i:i11] See on 16, 18. 

n~Stti tll'i1] See on 9, 20. Here ti1r.,1 must be understood, or read. 

14. :J)~ 1'Ut:!'.!l J Sy, which is expressed by LXX, must have acci-
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dentally dropped out. tlt:!ti, when an object follows, is always 
construed with :,p ( or the alternative :,~); and here the restoration 
is still more commended by the two :,p following. 

•ni:m .:m] A district in the south of Palestine (see on 27, 10) 

inhabited by the 1r,i:i, who, from a comparison of v. 16b, appear 
to have been closely connected with, if not a sub-tribe of, the 
Philistines. In poetry the name is used synonymously with Philistine : 
Ez. 25, 16. Zepb. 2, 5. A contingent of •ni:lil formed afterwards 
part of David's body-guard, II 8, 18, 15, 18. 20, 7 (cf. OTJC.2 

p. 262). It is quite possible that the name may be connected with 
Crete: the Philistines themselves are expressly stated to have been 
immigrants from Caphtor, i. e. Crete, Am. 9, 7 (see also Gen. 10, 14, 

where in accordance with this passage t:1•inti:i n~, should no doubt 
be transposed so as to precede t:1•nt:1Sti Ct:!t.'l ,l.'("i' "1t:!I.'(). 

il'm11, it:!~] i.e. the ililil' :uJ of 27, 10 • 

.::i:,:i .:JlJ] mentioned only here. A district of the N egeb, occupied 
by a detachment of the Caleb-clan (see on 25, 3). 

15. •Jii1nn] So v. 16. 

16. t:11llM1] Ki. ilMt.'l~.:J 1'"1.:Ji:io1 l'tt!:lt.'ll ri~it.'l io1:,:i. Whether, 
however, the sense of dancing is really expressed by the word is very 
doubtful. Modern lexicographers only defend it by means of the 
questionable assumption that llM may have had a similar signification 
to l~n, which, however, by no means itself expresses the sense of 
lo dance, but lo make a circle Job 2 6, 10 : in Syriac (PS. col. 1217) 

circumivil, especially, and commonly, with ~, ci'rcumivit u! vitarel= 

reveritus est, cavit. The Aram. lln to dance is of course an altogether 
different word. It is best to acquiesce in the cautious judgement 
of Noldeke (ZDMG. 1887, p. 719), who declares that he cannot with 
certainty get behind the idea of a festal gathering for the common 
Semitic lJ:;I. Here then the meaning will be 'behaving as at a ln 

or gathering of pilgrims,' i. e. enjoying themselves merrily. 
17. cnino:,] if their .followi"ng day. The expression is unexampled. 

Read probably Ott!QC1? (We. Bu. Now. etc.), or (Ehr!.) Cr,?lq~, which 
is better (after l:l::111, as J ud. 1, 17 ), though it does not explain the :,. 

il)) t:f'I.'(] used collectively-after the numeral. So il~ln:J ilil/J 

Jud. 21, 12; 'i1~ :J?~ 1 Ki. 20, 16; Jud. 18, 11. 17b. Cf. on 21, 6. 
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19. ,~t::1~,] The zaqif should stand rather on nib,. But probably 
the word is displaced, and should follow ,,,m, as in LXX. 

on', inp':,J The reflexive':,, as Gen. 15, 10. Lev. 23, 40. Am. 6, 13; 

and often in the imper. ,,-np Gen. 6, 21. 14, 21 etc. (Lf!x. 515b). 

20. ,,, ,,m J The text is evidently in disorder. The least change 

that will suffice for the requirements of style and sense is to read 
for 13!l:, ,,m with Vulg. 11,El':, m,,1, 'and they drave before him that 

cattle (the cattle viz. named in clause a), and said, This is David's 
spoil.' But LXX, Vulg. do not express "ll"l after np1l, and for mpo;, 
~,nn LXX have Twv (TKvAwv i.e. ':,St::1n, the variation seeming to shew 
that both are alternative (false) explicila, added after i1)El? had been 
corrupted into 1)£l?. It is quite possible, therefore, that we should 
go further, and with We. Now. Dh. read the entire verse thus: 
"ll"l ,,t!' m ,.,~K1l 11,El, ,,m,, -,p:in, IK'.li"l-S:i-mc inp"'I. This text states 

undoubtedly all that the verse is intended to express, and states it 
at the same time more naturally and simply than the reading pre

supposed by the Vulg. 
21, t)lt!,')~i"l tl'l1KO] 'the 200 men;' cf. Jud. 18, 17b: GK.§ 1341. 

tl~'t!l"'IJ It is better to vocalize, with 6 MSS., LXX, Pesh. Vulg. Bu. 
Sm. Now. Dh. ti;:)lt!'1l (the subject being David). 

,,, t::1,1,] ?1!11 can only mean wz'th (on 9, 18), and tll/i'I can be only the 

' people' just mentioned (cl.") as being with David. On the other 
hand, the men left behind would be the ones to ask for the welfare of 
those who had gone into the battle (We. Sm.); and this agrees with 
22, where the men who reply are those with David. The context 

requires imperatively tll)I!') tli'I) iSKt:f'l tll/i'I )!11 iw,,, (Ehrl., with We. 

Bu. al.). "11"1 is the false 'explicitum' of an original l!')'l = it!')ll 
(In trod. § 5. 1) : iw,1, is the natural sequel of 2 1 b ,,, nK,p:i \K'!l"l : 

for l1!11 LXX have tws, and 'l MSS. )K: LXX have also TJP6JTIJO'av 

for 'Kt:f't 

22. ':,y1':,:i, 11,] For the adj. +subst. (GK.§ 131e), cf. Dt. 25, 15. 
10l/ J The group regarded as a unity, and spoken of accordingly 

in I ps. sing. The usage is thoroughly idiomatic; and there is no 

occasion, with Gratz, Die Psalmen, p. 134, to substitute i,~l]. See on 

5, 10: and add Gen. 34, 30 ,~or) 1?1t) 1~~l; Jud. 18, 23 1::, i:i-ntJ 
r,pyr~ ( of Micah and his neighbours). 
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23. "1rt>N liN] Ewald (§ 3298 : comp. Hist. iii. 145 [E. T. 105]) 
would treat the words introduced by liN as an exclamation, explaining 
liN as an accus. with reference to a suppressed verb,-(Think of) that 
which ... l and comparing Hag. 2, 5, where, however, as also in 
Zech. 7, 7, the text is very uncertain. LXX for "\rt'N liN 1nN express 
"\~~ 

11!:J~, which is no doubt right (We. Bu.): 'ye shall not do so, 

after what YahweJ.i hath given unto us, and (Tenses,§ 76a) preserved 
us,' etc. 

24. nm "\:li:,J Cf. on 8, 7a. 
, • , .::,i , , , .::, ] A variation for the more common type, ::, , • , ::, : 

Jos. 14, II. Ez. 18, 4. Dan. II, 29. Ez. 42, II f. (Smend)t. 
25. n:,yr.ii] as r6, 13. 

t:l!lrt-r.i:,1 i'n:,J Cf.Ex. 15, 25. Jos. 24, 25; and vn alone, Gen. 47, 26. 

Jud. 11, 39. 
26. lill)"l:,J 'to hisfriends.' ~:,-;,- (for ~:,1_;_: GK.§ 91k) attached 

to a plur. as 14, 48 ~ill?~ (Stade, p. 355 ; GK. § 911). In this order, 
however, the double :, is scarcely Hebrew, though n•nn1 1~i'T' lil:t)"l:,, 

with the more general category first, would be possible. LXX lilY,:,\ 

followed by Sm. Kio, conjectured t:1g11~? &, ihei'r cities (see v. 27 ff.); 
so Bu. Dh. : but the correction is rather violent. 

1'1:l"l:l] =a present; see on 25, 27. 

2 7. :,i,rr,1:J,J i.e. not the better known Beth'el, 10 miles N. of Jerusalem, but 
the place in the Negeb of Judah, called Bm0~/1. in Jos. 15, 30 LXX (MT. corruptly 

:,10:i), :,in:, in Jos. 19, 4 MT., and :,~~li~ Ba6ov71II. in I Ch. 4, 30, in a list of 

cities belonging originally to Simeon (Jos. ;9, ~-8, 1 Ch. 4, 28-33), but afterwards 
incorporated in Judah (Jos. 15, 26-32). The name has not been preserved; and 
the approximate sit~ can only be inferred from the known places with which it is 
associated in this list, Beersheba, Moladah (very possibly-see EE. s.v.-the 
Ma!atha of Euseb. Onom., 4 miles from 'Arad, now Tell 'Arad, 17 miles S. of 
Hebron, and 20 miles E. of Beersheba), Ijormah (also near 'Arad; see on v. 30), 
~iqlag, and 'En-Rimmon (now, probably, Umm er-Rumiimin, ro miles NNE. of 
Beersheba). LXX have here Bai9o-vp; but the situation of il'.rTl1::l (Jos. 15, 58al.), 

4½ miles N. of Hebron, is less suitable than that of;,~-Ji1::l (We.). 
:::JJJ Tilt::l"I] Ramoth of the South: see Jos. 19, 8, in the list of Simeonite cities 

(:l)~ n~1)· LXX here also read the sing.: 'Paµa voTov=.:!JJ li~l The site is 
unknown (DB. iv. 198•; Buhl, r 84). 

;n1J in the hill-country of Judah (Jos. 15, 48), mentioned also by Pas a priestly 
city (Jos. 21, 14= I Ch. 6, 58 [EVV. 73J)t. According to Euseb. Onom. 166, 43, 
a large village 20 miles from Eleutheropolis. It is now generally identified with 
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'Attir, a village situated on two knolls, II miles SW. of Ziph. The change from 
~ to l) is explicable (Kampffmeyer, ZDPV. xvi. 45, cited by Cheyne, EB. s.v.): 
LXX have remarkably here (but not elsewhere) r,09op ( ="111JJ; seep. 136 n.). 

28. "1l)"1l/l] LXX have here a double rendering: 1<a! Tots lv 'Apo11p 1<a! mi's 
'Al'-1.ta.8E~. 'It is clear that LXX after "1!)"1!) ( ='Aµµa'IJ) read still another letter, 
viz. 1"1. The form 1"1"1!)"1!), now, is confirmed not only by Jos. 15, 22 '-where, to 
be sure, LXX conversely omit the 1"1-but also by the present pronunciation 
'Ar'arak' (We.), the name of a place in the Negeb of Judah (Jos. /.c.), II mile11 
SE. of Beersheba: see Robinson, Bib!. Res., ii. 199 •. 

n,otie'] Only mentioned here. Site unknown. 

l)Onl!'N] In the bill-country of Judah (Jos. 15, 50 [MT. here nbn~Nt]), men
tioned by Pas a priestly city (Jos. 21, 14=1 Cb. 6, 42 [EVV. 57]), mentioned 
also I Ch. 4, 17. 19t. Now probably the large village es-Semu', IO miles S. by W. 
of Hebron, and 4 miles W. by S. of Ma'on. The form of the name is noticeable; 
it is the inf. of the Arabic 8th conjug. ; and it seems therefore to shew that the place 
must have been originally an Arab settlement. Eshta'ol is another name of the 
same form. See further Burney in theJourn. ef Tkeol. Studies, 19rr, p. 83f., who 
supposes plausibly that the names suggested originally the ideas of being keard, and. 
asking for oneself, and that they marked the seats of ancient oracles. 

29. ~::li::t] LXX ~0"1:Jl; no doubt, rightly. Carmel, now el-Kurmul, was 

in the hill-country of Judah (Jos. 15, 55), 4 miles NE. of es-Semn', and 3 miles S. 
of Ziph. See farther on :I 5, 2. 

'~1(0Mi'1"1 '"1!)] cities belonging to the YeraJ,:ime'elites settled in the Negeb : 
see on 27, 10. 

,~1pn ljjl] See on 27, 10, 

30. i10iM] In the Negeb of Judah (Jos. 15, 30), but originally Simeonite 
(19, 4. I Ch. 4, 30): mentioned also In Nu. 14, 45=bt. 1, 44; Nu. 21, 3· Jud. 
1, 17 (two divergent traditions of the origin of the name); Jos. 12, 14t. In 
Jud. 1, 17 the original name of l;Iormah is said to have been ,?:ephath. The site is 
unknown; but Nu. 21, I. 3 appear to shew that it was not far from 'Arad (see on 
v. 27). The identification of ,?:ephath with Sebaita, 27 miles SSW. of Beersheba, 
is precarious, the names not agreeing phonetically. 

jrt'li"'l'::t:J] This, not let~·-,,:i:,., found in rnanyedd,, is the Mass. reading: the:,. 
is recognised both in the B11pc1a/3,e of Cod. B, and the B01pauav of Cod. A. The 

l MT. 1"1il)ijl. But i and "1 in the old Phoenician characters are seldom 
distinguishable, and the context alone decides which is to be read. In proper 
names, unless the orthography is certain upon independent grounds, either letter 
may often be read indiscriminately. 

2 The identifications given here in the RV. with marginal references (taken over 
from edd. of AV. with marginal references) are extraordinary. Beth-el in v. 27 is 
identified with the Beth-el N. of Jerusalem; and 'Aro'cr with the 'Aro'er N. of the 
Arnon, on the E. of the Dead Sea! Those responsible for these 'references' might 
have learnt better from the Speaker's Commentary on Samuel, published as long 
ago as 1872, 
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place may be the same as ~Y of Jos. 15, 42 (in the Shephelah). 19, 7 (Simeonitc). 
If this is the case, it will have been situated approximately in the same region as 
1T'lY (see the next note). 

7nV] In the Shephelah (Jos. 15, 42); and mentioned in the same group with 
Libnah (site unknown), 'Ashan (see the last note), Ne~tb, now Beit Na,;ib, 2 miles 
SW. of Qe'ilah (see on 23, 1), Qe'ilah, Achzib (perhaps 'Ain el-Kezbek, 2 miles NE. 
of esh-Shnweikeh=Sochoh; see on 17, 1), and Mare'shah (Merask, 6 miles W. of 
Ne:i:ib ). Its site cannot be more closely determined. It 'is called in Jos. 15, 42 
MT. il))?, but in LXX 1T'lY ('I0a11:). In 19, 7 on the contrary both have iny_ 
A decision between the two variants is not possible' (We.). LXX (B) Noo, other 
MSS. Noµ,fJ• (Luc. Na-y•fJ); hence Klo. would read :l~Y. (Jos. II, 21), still the 
name of a place 14 miles SW. of Hebron, while Guerin thinks of Nuba, 8 miles 
NW. of Hebron, near Qe'ilah (I 23, r ). See Cheyne's art. ATHA CH in EB. 

3r. pi:in] In the hill-country (Jos. 15, 54). The most important town of the 
entire district, where David, shortly afterwards, was first proclaimed king (II 5, 3). 

31. The chapter is excerpted, with slight variations, by the compiler 

of the Chronicles ( 1 Ch. 10 ). The variations are partly, it seems, due 
to accident, partly they are to be attributed to an intentional change 
on the part of the compiler of Chronicles, partly they have preserved 
the original text of the passage in a purer form than it has been 
transmitted to us in Samuel. 

1. c1~n:,,] c. ,~n:,J. 
,i,JN ioJ11] c. l!''N OJ1t 
y:i:,Jn J C. y::i:,J. 

2. 1i'f"i~i] See on 14, 22. 
i1J::i nt-ti ,iNI!' T'lN] C. 11J::l 1"1MN1 ,iNI!' 1"1nN. i'1::l"ii1 sq. accus. 

occurs here, II 1, 6. Gen. 31, 23. Jud. 18, 22. 20, 42t; ,,n~ i'1:l"ii1 

occurs in the parallel, 1 Ch. 10, 2. eh. 14, 2 2. J ud. 20, 45t. 
i',::i,n sq. accus. means undoubtedly to overtake (so i''::l"iN often in Targ. 
for both j,1::lin and ~11¥;:i, as Gen. 44, 4. 6): but 'overtake ' is a relative 
term; and in II 1, 6, vv. 7-10 shew that the archers had not actually 
come up to Saul. We can hardly therefore say (Bu.) that ,,n~ must 

be here the original reading. 

jmin1] c. 1mi1. 
:i,J,::iN] wrongly identified in RV.m. here, and on I Ch. 8,33, with 1lt'I, 

14, 49: in 1 Ch. 8, 33=9, 39 Saul's four sons are.,given as Jonathan, 
Malchishua', Abinadab, and Eshba'al; and there can be no doubt (see 
on 14, 49) that 111!'1 corresponds to Eshba'al. Eshba'al (cf. II 2, 8) 
was pretty clearly not present at the battle. 

Q 2 
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3. ni;,n;,on iJ:im] Cf. Jud. 20, 34 il;?~ non,om; Is. 21, 15 ,~S1 
non:,i;,n, 

;,lNI!' :,N] C. ;,li-tW ;,y. 
li1N10'l] not 'overtook' (EVV.), but .found him in the fight (Now.; 

Bu., comparing I Ki. 22, 30-34). N10 to find= to hit (Ehrl.), might 

be said of the weapon (Dt. 19, 5), but hardly of the archers. 

n~~J tiieiJN o,,,~n] C. nwp:1 1:1,,,on. The rendering of LXX, 
however (oi aKoVTUTTa{, livSpt:~ •rotOTai), appears to presuppose 1:1 1W)l't; 
though, as it is difficult to construe neipJ 1:11t:i)N together-' men with 

the bow' being hardly a Hebrew construction-the word must be 

misplaced. Probably the order nWpJ (Bu. 01-,,0) 1:11-,,0:, C1WJN 'men, 

shooters with the bow'=some shooters with the bow, should be 

restored. Comp. 1:11~:11? tl1W)N Gen. 37, 28; ;,y1;,:i-1)J l:IIW)N Dt. 13, 14; 
and for the art. 25, 10. Sm. Now. Dh. would omit nwpJ 1:111:')N, as 

a gloss explanatory of 1:11-,,on : Bu. ( alt.) would read as C. 
1:11-,,i;,nt., "Ii-to ;,n1,] c. 1:11,,1n-10 Sn,,. 
Sn,,] from :,1n(S,n), 'was ,·n anguish from (Ru. 1, 13. Is. 6, 4. 

28, 7 : Lex. 58011.) the archers.' But ;,1n is confined elsewhere to 

poetry or elevated prose ; 1)!:lO for )O would be the regular construc

tion: and the sense does not seem strong enough. Read probably, 

with LXX (iTpavp,aTfo·0'YJ), Sb~ and was wounded by /he archers (10 with 

the passive verb, as Gen. 9, 1 r. Nah. I, 6. Job 24, 1 : Lex. 58011.). 

What LXX £is T~ inrox6v8pta presupposes is uncertain : Wr,?ii is 

rendered in LXX (II 2, 23. 3, 27. 20, 10) if,6a. 

4• i-tWh] c. NW)-,N. 
1~~~7~] C. omits,-as it seems, rightly (We. Bu. Ehrl. etc.). What 

Saul dreads is mockery while alive, not mutilation after death, which, 

indeed, would not be prevented by his armour-bearer killing him. 

•J ,,Syn;nJ and wreak their caprice upon me=mock or abuse me. 

See on this word Fleischer ap. Delitzsch on Is. 3, 4, who compares in 

particular the Arab. y jtJ prop. to engage oneself with, then lo 
enlertazn, divert, amuse oneself wz"th, in Heb. in a bad sense, /() make 

a toy if, to abuse or mock, See Nu. 22, 29; Jud. 19, 25: and (where it 

is applied anthropomorphically to Yahweh's treatment of the Egyptians) 

Ex. re, 2, and above 6, 6. 
5. ,:r1n·S.11] C. :i-,n;,-;,y. ii;,v] C. omits. 
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6. ,,n1 NV1il tll1::J l'C'llir,:::i tll ,,,:i NC')i] c. ,no ,,n, u,,y,:i, _ 
a generalizing abridgement of the text of Samuel. LXX in Samuel 
do not express i'C')N ,:i tll, i1eilN will mean the men specially 
about Saul (23, 25. 26), not the whole army (the ,Nie'' 'C')N, v. 7 
second Hme). 

7, •C')N] C. t::'1N-,::i, 

1i,1n i:::iy:::i it::'Nl povn i::JV::J it::'N] C. i';,~9 ie'N (for the six words). 
The poy-a wide avenue running up between hills (see on 6, 13)

is the SNYit" poy (Hos. 1, 5), i.e. the broad vale running down from 
Jezreel, on the N. of Mt. Gilboa, in a SE. direction, past Bethshe'an 

(12 miles from Jezreel), into the Jordan valley (H. G. 384 £, 357 f.; 

EB. s. v. JEZREEL). The sense of the text appears therefore to be 
that the Israelites dwelling on the other side of the Pol.' (i. e. on the 

N. of it), and (more than this, even) on the other side ef Jordan, fled 
through the panic. 1ii•n i::JY::J is used regularly to denote the 
territory east of Jordan. The statement respecting fli'il i::JY::J it!IN 

may be exaggerated: but we are hardly in a position to question the 

correctness of the text; and ''W~ (twice) for i:::iy:::i (Kio. al.) is a 
somewhat violent emendation. 

1:li , , • ,.:, J So, whether in the sense of that or because, Gen. 29, 12. 

33, 11. Ex. 3, II. 4, 31. Jos. 2, 9. 7, 15. 8, 21. 10, r. Jud. 6, 30. 
eh. 19, 4. 22, 17. II 5, 12. 1 Ki. 2, 26. 11, 21. 18, 27 al.; and even 
(though this can hardly be reputed an elegancy) •.:ii • , • "'IONS 

Gen. 45, 26. Jud. 10, ro. The remark of Stade, p. 14, that '::l\ is 
' unhebraisch,' can be due only to an oversight. 

,Nit!/1 11:'JN J C. omits. tJ'illil-nN J C. tlil'"'IV, lil::J J C. tlil::J, 

8. ,,,:::i n1:1Sei-nNi] c. ,,,:::i-nNi. 

v:::i,,i1] C. v:::i,, (as v. 1). Except in these two passages of Ch., 

always with the article. 

9· ,,,:i-nN ,~~!l.'i ,eiN·rnN lTii:::111] c. 11:'NYMN lNe"i iil~'t'!l.'l 

11,::i-nNi. 

~n?~;1] The object can be only the head and armour of Saul (cf., 

for the sense of the Ptel, rr, 7. Jud. 19, 29). It is a question 

whether the word should not be pointed Qal ~n~~~i, in which case 
the meaning would be that they sent messengers throughout the land 
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of the Philistines. And this would agree with the aim of 1n,l!'1i, viz. 

to tell the tidings {ieo::i,) to their gods and people. 
Ci11:J~1/ r,1:1] C. cn1::i~1r-nr:-t. nr:-t (' to acquaint their idols with the 

news') is (We.) much more original than n1:1 (' to announce the 
tidings i'n the house if their idols '), is supported by LXX here, and 
agrees with the n~l following. So Bu. Sm. Now. 

10. m;,l'1l!'Y n•:ii C. cn1n,~ n1:i.-n,;i;i~~ n1:i will hardly be the 
pl. of l'1jr-l~lrl'1':l, as Keil suggests, on the analogy of ni:lr:-t n1:i 
(Ew. § 2 70°; GK. § 124r) : in all probability the frequency of the 
plural in other connexions (e.g. 7, 3. 4. 12, 10) led to the sing. 
ninl!'y here being incorrectly read as niihl!'l,'. LXX ds To 'Acrrap

TE:i:ov. It is, no doubt, this temple of the Phoenician goddess 'Ashtart 
(see on 7, 3) in Ashqelon, which Herodotus (i. 105) mentions as 
'"I'> otJpav{"ls 'Acf,poii{'T"ls To i£p6v, and which, as he tells us, his inquiries 
shewed him to be the most ancient foundation of the goddess : the 
one in Cyprus (probably at Kition), he adds, was reported by the 
Cyprians themselves to have been founded from Ashqelon, and that 
in Cythera [Paus. iii. 2 3. I] was built by the Phoenicians. The 
proper name of a native of Ashqelon, compounded with l'1il'll!'Y, 

occurs in an Inscription (CIS. I. i. n5): 1.:i,pl!'N T\il'1l!'l)i:JY ):1 Cl!': 
in the Greek parallel text 'AvTl7raTpos 'Acf,po'i'iu;{ov 'AU"Ka.\.[wv{'T"l'>]· 

The head of Astarte also appears on certain coins of Ashqelon (DB. 
i. 169, n.t). Here, 'Ashtart seems to have had the character of 
a martial goddess, of which there are other indications ; see AsHTART 
in Enrycl. of Rei. and Eth. ii. u6; AsHTORETH in DB. i. p. 17oa.. 

JI!' r,1:i 111;,,n:i iypn wirmo] c. )Ui n1:i iypn ,n,J,J-nN,. On 
the originality of the text of Samuel, and against the view of Ew. and 
Bertheau that the original text embraced both readings, see the 
convincing note of We. ':i ypn is to stn'ke or fix i'n, as a tent-peg 

or nail, Jud, 4, 21. Is. 22, 25, a dart, II 18, 14: it may also have 
denoted to fasten to, even though the object fastened was not itself 
actually 'struck' in. We, Gratz (i. 439), Bu. and most follow 
Lagarde-1 in reading ~y~;,; but as it is uncertain what exactly this 

1 In his instructive Anmerkungen zur Griec/1,, Uebersetzung der Proverbien 
(1863), page iv. 
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denotes (see on II 2 1, 6), and as on the only two other occasions on 
which it is used, it refers to the lzvz'ng body (Ehrl.), it may be doubted 
whether it is safe to restore it here. 

1eo-r,1::i J So v. 12. II 2 r, 12 : elsewhere i~~-n1::i ; in the Greek 
period called Scythopolis (:~Kv0wv 7r<)Ai~; Jud. I, 27 LXX, 2 Mace. 
12, 29), now Bdsan. An important fortress, standing on a natural 

mound, artificially strengthened by scarping the side, and commanding 
the entrance from the E. up the Vale of Jezreel, and so into N. 

Palestine generally (H. G. 357 f.; EB. i. 566 f.). For long after the 
entry of the Israelites into Canaan, and no doubt even at this time, 

it was held by the Canaanites (cf. Jud. r, 27. Jos. I"/, u). 

II. iySJ t:'1:J1 1;:ie,1 i•SN J C. iy~ i,1;:i1 S:,. i1SN is very intrusive. 

1t:'N l'1N] C. iwN-,!J M. 

12. nS,,n-,:::i ,:::i,1,J C. omits. inpii] C. iNl!l'i. 

n~1~ , , , n:1n C. rib~a , • , r,~qa. (n!liJ only here in OT. A word 

belonging to Aramaic and the later Hebrew,) 
)W n•::i r,oino] C. omits. 
nt!':J1 ,1-i::i~1J C. nw1::i1 tmt•:;,.~1.-Probably iN:J'1 here should be 

vocalized ~N:;1!1 (so LXX, Pesh.): the suffix, though added by the 

Chronicler, is not needed (see e. g. 16, 17). 

Ot!' onN i!lii::i'i] C. omits. 
13. ,,::ip1, on•nr.i~v-nN inp1i] c. on1nio~y-nN ,,::ip1,. 

i1t!';:_t':J Sl!INMJ C. 1!1:l':l nSNn. On nl!':l'.:!, see on I 2 3, 15. 
,o~•i] C. -ioi;r,i. { Vv. 13-14 in Chronicles are an addition, made 

by the compiler of Chronicles himself, and exhibiting throughout the 

marks of his style: cf. LOT.8 pp. 526, 535 ff., Nos. 3, 40.) 

II 1-5, 16. Lament if David over Saul and Jonathan. David madr 

king at If ebron over Judah, and subsequent[y, after the murder 
qf Ishbosheth, over all Israel. Capture ~ Joab if the stronghold 
qf Jebus, whz'ch Davia henciforth makes his resziience. 

1, 1. :lt!''i ••• :JI!' ,,•n] a circ. clause,= 'when David had' etc. (as 
RV.); cf. 1 Ki. 1, 41 (Tenses, § 160; cf. GK. § 1418, though here 
the cases quoted are of a ptcp.). 1n,, is resumed (see on I 25, 26) by 

v. 2 1n1i, and the main sentence is continued by 'l' mn,. 
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p,ol/,1] is altogether isolated, the art. being used only with the 
gentzle name. According to usage elsewhere, either ihOl/ (LXX, 

Vulg.; cf. 30, 1 note. 18) or •p,oim (6 MSS. Pesh.) should be restored 

(We.). So Dr. Weir: 'Is it not •p,ol/M?' 
2. ,1N~ Ol/0] tll/0 as I 14, I 7 · le'N1 'll no,NI as I 4, I2 b, 

4. ,:i,n ;,,;,-no J I 4, 16b. On ,~~, see on I I 5, 20. 

n:i,n] Almost = 0'~1. Strictly, of course, n:i,n is an inf. abs. 
in the accus., qualifying Sti.i, NI. ' with a much-making there fell.' 

6. •n•ip.i NiP.l] The inf. abs. as I 2 o, 6, ~,v,~ is for n"l~~, verbs 

n"S and N"S being not unfrequently confused (GK. § 75•r). 
ll;~.l] ptcp.: was in the condition if one leaning= was leaning. 

CJ'~itin 1Sy:i J ,y:i means owner, possessor (as T'l1:lil Sy:i, il~il S1,1:i): 
so o•~i~n ''ll:I would mean owners if the horsemen (but not captains, 

or generals, of the horsemen [ = LXX i'1l'7Tapxai], which would be 
o•~i~n '1~); and !:l•~~il ,,y:i would mean owners if the ( war- )horses 

(on the confusion in MT. between W1~ horse [pl. 0'~1~]. and l!i;~ 
(for i:::i1~ [GK.§ 84bbJ) horseman, pl. Ci'tP;~, see Lex. s. v.). If the 
text is correct (see on v. 18), we must point O•~~n 1,ll:l, and suppose 
it to be an unusual expression for horsemen. 

Sb. ioN'1] Qre i);IINJ, evidently rightly. So Zech. 4, 2. Neh. 5, 9. 

7, 3 (Och/ah w 60chlah, No. 133). 
•=i~~] mi'l'el in pause; see on I 1, 15. 
9. 1.lT'lfiOI] and despatch me (I 14, 13. 17, 51). 

y:i~n] Only here. What exactly is denoted cannot be ascertained. 
The root denotes some kind of i'nterweaving (Ex. z 8, 39) : ~: ~ -> is 

quoted by Freytag, apparently as a rare word, in the sense of 'per
plexus fuit (de arboribus).' It is not apparent what meaning, suitable 

to the present passage, a derivative from such a root might express. 

The Versions afford no real help. LXX uKoTos 8E1vov (perh. a 

corruption of <TKoT68wos, dizziness; Trendelenburg, ap. Schleusner, 

cited by Sm.); Targ. ~r;•r;, terror; Pesh. i;Jo,i dizziness (PS. s.v.); 

Aq. (who renders the root Ex. /. c. by <TVucf,{yyw, cf. 28, r 3 111:Jl!lr.> 

ucf,1yKTYJpas) b ucf,lyKT'f/P; Vulg. angustiae. Modems generally suppose 
the word to denote either the cramp (Ew. Th. Ke.) or giddiness (as 

though properly a con/ust'on of the senses), so Ges. Kio. RV. marg.; 

the exact meaning cannot be determined. 
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1:i l~!ll in,-,~ 1~ J A singular expression, an inversion, as it would 
seem, for the normal ~~!!ll ,~ •ny, which, to judge from its recurrence 
in almost exactly the same form Job 27, 3 ~:i ~no~.l i1y-:,y1~, was in 
use in Hebrew in this particular expression, being intended probably 
to emphasize the ,~. Hos. 14, 3 Pll 11-t~n-:,f, if the text be sound, 
must be similarly explained : but the separation of a word in the 
constr. st. from its genitive by a verb must be admitted to be wholly 
without analogy in Hebrew, and to be less defensible than its separa
tion by a word like iip. 

10. mnno~l] The I ps. impf. Pi'el, with waw conv., pointed 

anomalously with pathafz: so Jud. 6, 9. 20, 6 (see Tenses, § 66 note; 

GK.§ 49c). 
1:,!l;iJ Elsewhere ''!l}. The peculiar punctuation is attested and 

secured by the :Massoretic note pi1n:i )l.l; cf. GK.§ 61b. 

n,v~Nl] niy~N, as Nu. 31, 50. The omission of the art. in such 
a case as the present is, however, very unusual, and hardly to be 
tolerated (I 24, 6). No doubt, substituting the other form of the word 

(Is. 3, 20), we should read with We. i11WDl-
I 2. :,Ni~1 n1.:i :,yi /'lli11 oy :,y J Tautologous. Either read with 

LXX niw for illil1 , or (We. Bu. Now. Ehrl.) omit ' 1 n1:i :,171, 
supposing this to have been added, as necessary for the sense, after 
ill,,, had been corrupted to nim1 • 

13. 1p:,oy '"il ~ 1N] 'an Amalekite gtr (or protected foreigner):' 
il ~IN like Nl.:l.l l!"N, lil~ ~ 1N, etc. (Lex. 36a top; GK.§ 131b). On 
the gtr, see DB. s. v., or the writer's note on Dt. 10, 19, or Ex. 
12, 48: 'stranger' is both an insufficient and a misleading rendering. 
See also STRANGE, STRANGER, in DB. 

14. r.r~oJ See on I 24, 7. 
16. 91'?,1] Qre 9'?' in accordance with predominant usage (1 Ki. 

2, 32. 37). However, the correction seems a needless one; for the 
plural also occurs, as Hos. 12, 15; Lev. 20, 9. 

1~.lN] Notice the emph. pronoun. 
18. n~;,J was formerly supposed to be the name given to the· 

following Song, from the fact that the word occurs in it somewhat 
prominently in v. 22: 'and he bade them teach the children of Judah 
the Bow.' But there is no analogy or parallel for such a usage in 
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Hebrew; and r,e,p standing nakedly-not ne>pil Mi1t::>, or even 

neipn-nN-is not a probable designation of a song. Ew. supposed 

neop to stand as in Aram. for t?~P (Prov. 22, 21; cf. Dan. 4, 34)► 
and to be used adverbially= correc!fy, accurate?)'. But the word 
is rare in Hebrew, and-however written-appears to be an Ara
maism, such as would not probably have been used here : moreover, 

the word in Aramaic means always truth, trutlful!Y, not accuratefy. 

We. holds the word to be an intruder ; and offers an ingenious theory 
to account for it: 'Perhaps, as a correction on tl't::>"lt in v. 6, there 
may have been attached to the text, in agreement with I 31, 3, the 
words ne>p •>llJ, of which, as v. 6 and v. 18 may have stood opposite 

to one another in two parallel columns, ''llJ may have found its way 
into v. 6 before tl1t::>it, and neip into v. 18. By the adoption of this 
explanation, both verses at once would be relieved of an encum
brance' {so Now.,.-With ii.:i,, cf. Dt. 31, 22; f. 60 title tlTl~t.:I 

,~?? .,,,,. 
i~li1] Cf. Jos. 10, '13 (it::>1il itC ,11 ,"lJm~ N1il N,n); and the 

original text of I Ki. 8, 13 (see LXX of v. 53, and recent Com
mentators). 

The text of v. 18, however, excites suspicion. Not only is r,e,p intrnsive, but, 
as Kio. remarks, "1t.:IN'1 ought to be immediately followed by v. 19 (cf. 3, 33; 
22, 2), and 18b 'J1 ilJ1t1~ mn (on mn without a pron. suff., see on I 16, JI) 
would form the natural sequel to 17. Upon the assumption that r8b is misplaced, 
and was intended originally to follow r 7, Mt!!i' il"11il' 1JJ will immediately precede 
v. 19; and it has been supposed that these words really conceal the first words of 

the dirge. Thus Kio. Bu. would read for them r,l:?p n•m,, IJ~ (thejem,, Judah 
being personified as a woman, Jer. 3, II al., called 'to lame~t: Jer. 9, 16. 19 al.) 
'Vernimm, 0 Juda, Grausames,' • Hear (or Learn), 0 Jndah, cruel tidings:' but, 
though Mi:?~ is good Heb. for hard things (Gen. 43, 7. 30), fl~ does not mean hear 
or learn, but consider (Dt. 32, 7. rp. 50, 22. 94, 8), and the thought itself is prosaie. 
Sm., better, omitting r,e,p, proposes ni,n1 1:;i.;1 'Weep, 0 Judah' (for the sequel, 

in either case, see the next·note). io~~ rem:ains, however, as an awkward and 
inexplicable residuum. 

19. 1J~i1] Ew. and Stade, following Pesh., Le Clerc, Mich. Dathe, 
De Wette, 'The gazelle,' supposing this to be a name by which 

Jonathan was popularly known among the warriors, on account of 

his fleetness (cf. 2, 18; 1 Ch. 1 ~, 8 "lilO~ ti•"1ili1 ,ll Cl•~,~~). But 

there is no trace of such a name in connection with Jonathan: and 
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throughout the poem the two heroes are consistently spoken of (tl'il:ll 

five times),-only in vv. 25b, 26 the singer's thoughts turning more, 
particularly to Jonathan,-so that it is unlikely that he would begin 
with a word that was applicable to only one of them. The text must 
therefore be rendered, 'The beauty, 0 Israel, upon thy high-places 
is slain.' Saul and Jonathan, the two heroes who formed the crown 

and glory of the nation, are called its beauty. The expression 
The beauty (not Thy beauty) is singular, and Ehrlich hardly goes too far 
when he says it is not possible : but LXX must have already found 

the same consonantal text. . By their rendering GTIJAwuov ( = ':;i¥CI), 
which agrees with the reading ,,no (see the next note but one), they 
appear to have understood the passage as an injunction to erect 

a pillar in commemoration of the two departed heroes: cf. 18, 18 

( where ~:l"\ is rendered 1ml EQ'T'q~(daEv) l, 

':;if;:, being thus unsatisfactory, Klo., followed by Bu. Sm. Now., conjectures 

':;l~P,\! 'Be grieved (I 20, 3. 34; and esp. II 19, 3), 0 Israel,' to which il1lil1 1:;,f 
(above) would form an excellent parallel: the fem. (though not elsewhere used in 
poetry of Israel), as in il1lil, ,;i~. If this conjecture be accepted, '!I must of 

course be pointed '!l~JJ\OF, ; and th~ clause must be rendered, Upon tky kigli places 

(lie) the ,rlain,-\,';,n being construed collectively (Klo. Bn. Sm.). It reads, 

however, somewhat abruptly : and. \,\,n as a· predicate, as v. 25, would be more 
natural. Now., following the genuine rendering of LXX (see the next note), and 

omitting ,,n, would read, 'Be grieved, 0 Israel, for thy dead:' but \,\,n ':l \,:11 
is strongly supported by v. 25b (as indeed Now. owns). 

Ou the whole, though, in themselves, ni,n• 1:i::i and \,i.-;;t!!• 1::lltl/il would both 
be suitable, it is impossible to feel satisfied that they really express the original 
text. Some corruption seems to nnderlie ':l~i1 : for the rest, it seems best, with 
our present knowledge, to leave vv. 18-19 substantially as they are, merely, with 
LXX, omitting r,wp in v. 18, and, with Luc., prefixing iOl!t'l to v. 19. 

\,,n 11mo::i ,v] LXX has a doublet: inrep 'TWV TE0V1JKO'TWV ( = \,y 
,,no) e'll"l Ta vif;1J uov (= MT.) Tpavp,rmwv: 'the first is shewn by the 
following geniNve Tpavp,anwv, and by the divergence from MT., to be 
their genuine rendering' (We.). 

2 1. 31::i\,l::i 1iil] :11::i,lil was the name of the range, extending in the 

1 Aq. and MSS. of LXX a1<p{flat1a, (whence Vulg. ·considera) presupposes the 
5ame text: cf. rlKp/fJeca for lit:?¥~ Dan. 7, 16 LXX Theod., and i(a1t~wt1a11ea, for 

il~~~? Dan. 7, 19 LXX, cited by Field. 
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arc of a circle for some 8 miles, and containing several independent 

peaks and heights (EB. 1723; cf. DB. s. v.): hence the pl. ljil, and 

the '~~, which there is no reason to change (Bu. Sm. Now.) to •~;::i. 

Kio., cleverly, but heedlessly, 31::J.?l 1:;i1Q (Is. 44, 27 in pause) 'Dry up, 
0 Gil boa'' (Is. 42, 15 ). So far as the form goes, Yl?ll 1in is 
a fusion of two constructions J1l?ll !:Jliil and yl?lil 1,n, combining 

the greater definiteness of the former with the superior compactness 
and elegancy of the latter. In such an expression as 31:::!?ll 1:J1in, 
tJ1in is virtually qualified by 11:i,ll in the same degree as if it were 
an actual genitive, and is expressed accordingly in the construct state 

(cf. Is. 9, 2 i 11~~ 1i1J'?~f: GK.§ 1308-). 

nio,.,n 1'11!"1 J ilOliM is lit. something taken off from a larger mass, 
and set apart for sacred purposes; and it seems to have been first 
used (Dt. 12, 6. 11. 17) of gifts taken from the produce of the soil, 
esp. first-fruits (see more fully the writer's note on Dt. 12, 6, or his 

art. OFFER, OFFERING, in DB., p. 588a); and fields of offerings 
is commonly interpreted to mean, fields bearing produce from which 

first-fruits are offered. But the ·expression is somewhat strange: 

the ridge of Gilboa', except on its S. side, is bleak and bare (EB. ii. 
17 23); and, as the text stands, the verb, such as come, which we must 

understand with itlO ?NI ?tl ?N, must be carried on to fields, which 
it does not suit. It is a great improvement (with Kio. Now. al.) 

to insert '11~ in a, and to omit (with Luc.) 1 before 'ii!'; we then get 
a well-balanced distich-

'tl ii1 ,~ Yl?ll liil 

nio,,n 1,i, ... b:i1,11 itlo ,toe, 
•·: 

The principal suggestions made by those who are dissatisfied with 
nio,,n ,-,e, are liWlJ 110 (Now. Bu., after Luc. 5p71 Bav1frov); nii~ 
Tl!'fi'.:1 (Sm. Bu. alt.); il!l?l n1ir (Kio.), or n;o7JJ '1¥-' (Dh.: Jer. 
14, 14t}, 'ye fields of deceil!'-the fields on which the two heroes 

lost their lives being represented as having deceitfully betrayed them; 

G. A. Smith (H. G. 404) nio~il'r 11~ 'ye fields of discomfitures!' 

!,yll] ?Yl is to reject with loathing, Jer. 14, 19. Ez. 16, 5 (?~b). 
45 bis. Lev. 26, 11. 15. 30. 43. 44t. (Job 21, 10 Hif. differently.) 

LXX here 7rpo,:rwx0£u·071 (as Lev. 26, 15. 30. 43. 44: Ez. 16, 45 
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d'lf'wa-ap,lvr,). The meaning defiled is less probable: for this sense is 
only borne by ,Yl in Aramaic, and is not common even there (Is. 
1, 6. 6, 5. 28, 8 Targ. Not in Syriac). 

n1t:m ''J J ' not anointed with oil.' The shield of Saul is pictured 
by David as lying upon the mountains, no longer polished and ready 
to be worn in action, but cast aside as worthless, and neglected, 

Shields, whether made of leather or metal, were oiled in antiquity, to 

keep them in good condition. Cf. Is. 21, 5 lrl~ ~n~)? i. e. prepare for 
action; and Verg. Aen. 7. 626 Pars laeves clypeos et spicula lucida 
tergunt Arvina pingui. 

,l;,JJ Used alone (except Gen. 31, 20) exclusively in poetry; 

especially to negative a subst. or adj., as Hos. 7, 8 n:m:iil ,l;,J; Job 

8, II t:l•r.l ''J. 
n1l!'r.i] The form expresses a permanent state (GK.§ 84aI; Kon. ii. 

130-133): what is required here is rather the ptcp. m1:1r.i (so 
23 MSS.). An original n1:1r.i (i. e. IJ~9) has probably been read 

incorrectly as 1J?'9, which ultimately became 1J1~9. 
22. lfl!'.l] Exceptionally for J\o~ (so some 50 MSS.). Comp. ~!lr 

Dt. 33, 19; l1
~ r Ki. 18, 27; lWt?' Is. 17, II; ':J:?,t::I eh. 18, 9; 

-,,e, Hos. 9, 12 (MT.); il~iei (Po'el of Ml;~) Is. 10, 13; -,~ ib. 

28, 2; eiy.:J always (four times) in Job for bl,'.:J; t:llJ~ Lam. 3, 9; 

·e'~~ Neh. 4, 1 r ; W'l!:I to di'vide (bread) Lam. 4, 4. Mic. 3, 3 for 

o,!l Is. 58, 7 ( = Arab. u:;_;i to tear 1), and occasionally besides. The 
Massorah contains a mechanical enumeration of eighteen instances 

(including some questionable ones) of words written once with i, for 

o (Mass. on Hos. 2, 8; above, p. 52 note). The converse substitution 

is rarer (i:i-,or.i Am. 6, 10; ilO.l If· 4, 7; ,.:Jo Ezr. 4, 5). 
t:l~•-, :m!ir, t-1, J used not to return empty. ' The figure underlying 

the passage is that of the arrow drinking the blood of the slain, and 

. of the sword devouring their flesh: cf. Dt. 32, 42. Is. 34, 5 f. Jer. 
46, 10' (Keil). 

1 But W'l!:I to spread out= U:,} (according to the rule O=m =v>; b=m = 
• • """"O " --- "J;" ,. - - ,.;,.,, ., V'; ~=.a.=V': e.g. ·•-•T=;~=_,,.:-,; >' .. Vf="l,.~=~; v:;1;=.&SLI 

= _;..t). Cf. (on c,-,!), and 0".l,~, rl?;;ll Dan. 5, 25. 28) Nold. Z. fur Assyr. 

1886, p. 4I4 ff.; and, on the phonetic rule, Wright, Compar. Gramm,, p. 59 f. 
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23. l:l01l/)i"ll l:l'.:liltm1] (with the art.) are plainly in apposition with 

jm,n11 Su-ii!', and cannot (EVV.) form the predicate. The Mass. 

a~centuation is evidently at fault : we must take back the ziiqif in a to 

l:l01l))il, and render : 
Saul and Jonathan, the beloved and the pleasant; 
In their lives and in their death were not divided; 
They were swifter than eagles, stronger than lions • 

.,I!') is, of course, strictly not the Eagle, but the Griffon- Vulture (see 

Mic. 1, 16 1 ; and Tristram, Nat. Hist. of the Bible, p. 173 f.). 
24. s~J for S11 (see on I 13, 13), as some JO MSS. read. 
l:l::Jl!l::lSon J The suffix being conceived as the object, and not as the 

genitive (in accordance with the common construction of the ptcp.), 
in which case, of course, the article could not be employed : cf. 

o/• 18, 33 S1n 1jit~Oil, where this is clear from the form of the suffix. 
See GK.§ 116f; and on the masc. suff. § 135°. 

tl1)iy till] 'together with pleasures or luxuries' (comp, on I 15, 

32), if not in particular deli'gh!ful food, dainties (cf. Jer. 51, 34 

;?T;Y,I:? iW'.l.~ tit~)?. Gen. 49, 20 tl•tJ:~; also, in a fig. sense," tfr. 36, 9 
Oi?.~IJ ';r~1v, Som. For lll) cf. Cant. 1, II. 4, 13. :q. 5, I; and 
Lex. 767a. It is against the usage of this prep. to understand the 

phrase adverbially ~ £n a pleasurable manner (Keil); and in so far 

as tl')iy are not articles of dress, they must be associated with ')I!' 

zeugmatically. The zeugma is, however, somewhat violent: hence 
Gratz, Kio. Sm. Dhorme, Ehr!. l:l1~"!9 CJ! with fine linen garmmts 

(Jud. 14, 12. 13 (see Moore, pp. 355, 377). Is. 3, 23. Prov. 31, 24t); 
G. A. Smith (H. G. 405) tl•~1Y, l:ll/ with jewels, to which :Ji'lt 1iy in the 

following line would form an excellent climax. LXX 1u-ra K6ap,ov 

ilp,wv = l?,~1¥ tll/. 
r,,von] Cf. the use of nSpn in Am. 8, 10; and the opposite 

11,)10 1\ip ,,in Ex. 33, 5: also nSp in Lev. 19, 19. Ez. 44, 17. 
25h. 'Jonathan upon thy high places is slain!' David turns again 

to address Israel, as in v. 19. 

26. ni:;,~?~;i] The normal form would be 1'11$?~;i; but the case is 

1 Where the' baldness' alluded to is the down (in place of feathers) on the neck 
and head, that is characteristic of the Griffon-Vulture, bnt not found on the Eagle. 
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one of those in which a r:tu, verb follows the analogy of a verb n",, 
'the termination of the n", being attached to it externally' (Konig, 

i. 614: comp. pp. 6rof., 625): er. no~f':iv Jos. 6, 17; irit-t-=t!i'.l 
Zech. 13, 4; also rllt-t,~ Jud. 8, 1; r,n-i,'? Jer. 25, 12; 1'1tN~T;l 50, 
20. Comp. Stade,§ 143e; GK. § 7500. 

1, J ' 1n::inN alone = " thy love to me; " and ~, is to be connected 
wit_h the verb' (Ehr!.), i. e. t4Jt love is wondeiful to me. 

27. n1Sn;,~ \;,:,] i. e. (figuratively) Saul and Jonathan themselves, 
conce1ved poetically as the instruments of war (Ew. Th. Ke.), 

On this Lament, Ewald, Dze Dzchter des a/ten Bundes, i. 1 (1866), 
pp. 148-151, should be compared. There breathes throughout a 
spirit of generous admiration for Saul, and of deep and pure affection 
for Jonathan: the bravery of both heroes, the benefits conferred by 
Saul upon his people, the personal gifts possessed by Jonathan, are 

commemorated by the poet in beautiful and pathetic language. It is 
remarkable that no religious thought of any kind appears in the 
poem : the feeling expressed by it is purely human. 

2, 1. n;,l)Nil] with reference to the higher elevation of Judah, as 
compared with ?iqlag (1, 1 f.): so vv. 2. 3, 

3. 11c,}Nl] LXX l:)lt::.'}r:tni, agreeing better with ioy "llt'N. 

4. "lit'r:t] Difficult. 'The men of Jabesh-Gilead are they that have 

buried Saul' is an unnaturally worded sentence, besides being 
questionable as Hebrew (tl'"l?~iJ, not l"IJP ieiN, would be the form in 
which the subject should be expressed: see on I 4, 16). We cannot 
be sure where the fault lies. "le'N ( which is not really wanted) may 
have crept into the text by some error; or it may be taken as = that, 

as in 1, 4, and, as there is no apparent reason for the emphatic 
position of -,y;,} c,1::i1 lt::.'}N before it (see on I 20, 8), as having been 
accidentally misplaced from following ,o~ (cf. LXX; and 1:, 'iOr:t, 

1 Ki. 1, 13). Kio. would read r,',f.l-S.V for "'l~r:t, (c£ Gen, 26, 32}; 

Ehrl. supposes words such as 1JlOllM c,m '110 ,,Nrtt tlll1rttin . to have 
fallen out after ,c,N. 

5. IC/JN] LXX ~yovp.lvov~ = 1;,yJ, as 21, 12. I 23, 11. 12; prob
ably rightly. 1;,11::i might easily be changed to the more usual 1C/)f:t, 

especially under the influence of v. 4b. 

m;,1;,J for;, with the passive see GK:§ 121f; Lex. 5148 d. 
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"'11:'N] ye who .•. implying, however, a reason (= oi'Ttv€s), and so 
equivalent to in that ye . • • Comp. 6b. I 26, r6. Gen. 42, 2 r. 

if,. 71, 19 Thou who . . , ! 139, 15 I who •.. ! (Germ. Der du ... , 

Der £eh .•. ). 
i11i1 "'ll:lMi1] LXX (Cod. A: B is here, for-two verses, defective) 

'I'() l>..ws TOU 0wv = mn• ,en: cf. I 20, I 4 MT. 

tl::l')"'IN J the plur. of' majesty:' GK. § 124i. 
6. ni-ttil] There is nothing in the context for this wora to be 

referred to. The impf. il~N, not less than the position of the clause 
(l_fter 'J, i,,;,1 t.!'l/\ postulates an allusion to something future; and 
does not permit the reference, assumed by Th. Ke., to the message 
of greeting sent at the time by David. The proposal of We. to read 

nnn for MNtil removes all difficulty: ' I also will shew you good, 
because ye have done this thing.' 

7. tl:::>'"'11 mj,tnM] fig. for, Be encouraged: so 16, 21. J ud. 7, II. 

Zech. 8, 9. 13. Cf. 'E:i "'11 i'i,:t I 23, 16, with note. 

~In l~:J~ ,1mJ 13, 28 end. I 18, 17. 
1l1N tlJ1] For the emphatic position of ,r,~( cf. on I r 5, 1. 

8. , , , '1t.!'N N:l':l '11!'] Usage requires 'J, N:l':ll"I -,t::I (eh. 1, 10; 

I 24, 6). 

Mt!'::i·ei1N] Cod. 93 Holmes EuT,Baa>..; so oi Aot,rol (i. e. Aq. Symm. 
Theod.) in the Hexapla; comp. Isbalem of the Itala. See r Ch. 8, 

33 = 9, 39 ~ll~~~. which leaves no doubt that this was the true name 
of Saul's son, changed at a later period into Ish-bosheth for the 
purpose of avoiding what was interpreted then as a compound of 

the name of the Phoenician deity Baal, The change, however, was 

not carried through consistently: the original Ish-baal (i. e. man 

of Baal-a title of Yahweh (see on 4, 4): comp. at Carthage MJMt:JN 

man if Tanith 1) remained in the two genealogies in I Ch., and here 

in particular MSS. or recensions 9, 

IJl.:ino] on the border between Gad and Manasseh (Jos. 13, 26. 30): 

1 Euting, Punisclze Steine (1871), No. 227 = CIS. I. ii. 542 (l'1)M[t::IJN). 
2 LXX has in eh. 3-4 the strange error M,µ.cp,/3ou9, for neo::i-~~N. So Lucian's 

recension throughout, except 4, 4, where the form M,µ.q,,f3aa71. occurs. 



see also vv. 12. 29. 17, 24. 27. 19, 33. Gen. 32, 3. Jos. 21, 38 
(== 1 Ch. 6, 65). 1 Ki. 2, 8. 4, 14t. 

The site is uncertain. The narrative of Jacob's route from ]:faran to Shechem 
(Gen. 32-33) points to a site near the ford ed-Damiyeh, such as Deir 'alla, 7 miles 
to the NE. of it (see the writer's Genesis, p. 3or f.; more fully the Exp. Times, 
July, 1902, p. 457 ff.): the notices in 2 Sam. seem to suggest a site further to the N. 
Thus Buhl (257 'perhaps'), Budde (but admitting that the site seems too far from 
the Jabbok for Gen. 31), and others, think the name is echoed in Mal;nif, 13 miles 
N. of the Jabbok, and 6 miles E. of Jordan, at the top of W. el-l;limar (but comp. 
on v. 29); Merrill (East of Jordan, 436 f.) points out objections to this, and pro
poses Suleikhat, a large ruin 7 miles SW. of Ma]:ma, and I mile E. of the road N. 
and S. through the Ghor [not marked in G. A. Smith's Map, but just under the 
figure 500 in this position]: this, though it would agree with 2 Sam. 18 (DB. 
iii. 213b), does not suit Jacob's route (see my Genesis, 301). Further exploration 
may discover the site of Ma]_lanaim : for the present, as Gen. 32 and l Sam. point 
to different sites for it, it is better, with Dillmann, to leave it undetermined. 

9. 1,,~~il] The name is recognised even by Keil as corrupt : 
for neither the Assyrians ("1~19~) nor the Arabian tribe of Oj~W~ 

(Gen. 25, 3) can be intended; and the name of a tribe so insig
nificant as not to be mentioned elsewhere is not in this connexion 
probable. Pesh. Vulg. express ljlti~ry (so Th. Ew. We.). The 
situation, in agreement with the position of the name next to that 

of Gilead, would suit excellently (see Jos. r2, 5. 13, 13): but Keil 

objects that Geshur at this time (see 3, 3b) possessed an independent 

king, so that Ishbosheth could have exercised no jurisdiction over it. 

Kohler, Kp. Kio. read ~)~~y Qud. 1, 32}: cf. Targ. ii!'~ n1~, ,v. 
So Nold. Bu. Sm. Now. etc. 

ii)~] The original form of the suffix of 3 sg. masc. is retained in 

this word eighteen times (Is. 15, 3. 16, 7. Jer. 2, 21. 8, 6. 10 bz's. 

15, 10 MT. [but read 11~S?~ tlt]p~.J- 20, 7. 48, 31. 38. Ez. II, 15. 20, 

40. 36, 10. Hos. 13, 2. Nah. 2, r. Hab. 1, 9. 15)1 ; and sporadically 
(see on 21, r) in other cases. For the position of ,:i with a suffix 
after the subst. to which it refers, giving it greater independence and 

emphasis, comp. 1 Ki. 22, 28 (=Mic. 1, 2). Is. 9, 8. Jer. 13, 19. Mai. 

1 The orthography I~~ seventeen times: Gen. 25, 25. Ex. 14, 7. 19, 18. Nu. 
23, 13. Lev. 13, 13. Is. i, 23. 9, 8. 16. Jer. 6, 13 bis. Mai. 3, 9. if,. 29, 9· 53, 4· 
Pr. 24, 31. 30, 27. Job 21, 23. Cant. 5, r6. 

1361> R 
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3, 9. If· 8, 8. 67, 4. 6; and especially in Ezekiel, Ez. II, 15. 14, 5. 

20, 40. 29, 2. 32, 1 2. 3o. 35, 15. 36, 5 (N~~); and in the secotl(f' 

person, Is. 14, 29. 31. Mic. 2, 12. 

Notice here >N thrice, followed by ~l1 thrice, in one"''and the same 

sentence: comp. 3, 29. Jer. 26, 15. 28, 8; and on I 13, 13. 

10. 1-,nN WT] See on I 12, 14. As We. points out, v. 10b is the 

natural sequel of v. 9, and ought not to be separated from it. The 

chronological statements of v. 10a agree so indifferently with the data 

stated, or implied, in other parts of these books, that the entire clause 

is probably a late-and unauthoritative insertion in the text. 

12. iTJl,l.:JJ J Now el-jtb, 5 miles NNW. of Jerusalem. 

13. li-tlr'] LXX adds ;11::ino: so Th. We. Klo. Bu. 
1in1J superfluous, and, indeed, hardly possible, after 01c::ml11, 

Perhaps lt:-'J!:l1l (i.e. ~ti~~!1 met each other) was originally written; and 

a scribe, not noticing the following rin1, read it ~ti~~!1 and added the 

suffix, which remained in spite of its inconsistency with 1in1• 

'll illO il:Ji.::lil >31 n>N] Cf. on I 14, 4. For the 'pool' of Gibeon, 
cf. Jer. 41, 12 jll1:ll:l -,e,,N C1:l"1il 010M. Robinson (i. 455) mentions 

remains of a large open reservoir, some 120 ft. in length by 100 ft. in 

breadth, a little below el-Jib, which may be the n.:ii::i referred to. 

15. "\ElOO:I ,.,:Jl1'1] 'and passed over by number,'--,:Jl,I of the 

individuals passing in order before the teller. Cf. J er. 33, 13 : also 

Lev. 27, 32. Ez. 20, 37. 
nei::i-t::11N>1] The l is not represented in LXX, Pesh.: and the 

passage is improved by its omission. 

16. 'll 1:i,n1J a circumstantial clause= 'wi'th his sword in his 

fellow's side.' LXX, however, after t:-'1N express \i~, in which case 

the two clauses will be parallel : ' And they fastened each his hand 

upon [Gen. 21, 18] the head of his fellow, and his sword in his 
fellow's side.' So Bu. Now. Sm. 

N-,p11} sc. N'J.~tl (I 16, 4): so elsewhere with this verb, as Gen. II, 9. 

16, I,f. 19, 22 al. 

!M~il np\,nJ i.e. the Field ef Flints (Ez. 3, 9; cf. 01")~ M::l")IJ Jos. 5, 2: 

Lex. 866a), or, perhaps, ef (Sword-)edges (tfr. 89, 44t: but Duhm i¥'? 
here for i~~). LXX M£p~s -rwv bn/3ouAwv, i. e. (Schleusner, Ew. Hz'st. 

iii. x 14, We.) !:11'1ftl np,n, or rather (the root being il1¥ I 24, 12. Ex. 
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21, 13) b1"]itti 'n the Field ef the Plotters or Li'ers in wait, or (Now. 
Sm.) b11fiJ 1n ( cf. Est. 7, 6 Heb. and LXX cod. Ne.a mg.) the Field ef 
the Enemies. But C•"!,iJ ef sides, proposed by Ehrl. in 1900, and 
independently by Bu. in 1902, seems evidently right: the place was so 
called on account of lill/"i ~J \.:!"in t'IN. 

18. 0 1.:i1m inN:J] inN in a comparison as 6, 20. 13, 13. Jud. 16, 7. 1r. 

Job 2, ro. f. 82, 7. 
20. i1t] imparting directness and force, in the question, to i"ll'1N : so 

Gen. 27, 2r. 1 Ki. 17, 7. q. See Lex. 261b. 

21. 1' i"lt:lJ] v. 22 1:, '"lit:,: Gen. 22, 5 b:J:, 1.:ir. 27, 43 1:,·ni.:i; 

Dt. 1, 7 c:J:, we. 40 c:J:, mi. 2, 13 o:J:, ,,.:i31. Cf. on I 22, 5. 

22. no:,] LXX explicitly lvo. p,~. See on I 19, q. 
'JI 11N,] As both We. and Dr. Weir remark, the text of LXX (Ko.i 

'll"WS &.pw T6 '11"p6uwm5v p,ov '11"p6<; lwo./3; KO.L 'll"OV ECTTW TO.VTo. ; £'11"{CTTpE<pE 

'11"p6s Iwo./3) contains a double rendering of these words, the second for 
1Jtl Ne'N expressing ii~;) i"I~~, and being evidently the original LXX 

rendering, though made from a corrupt text. 

23. l'1'JMi1 1;nN:J} It is doubtful both whether 'iMN (everywhere else 
a prep. or conj.) can meah the hinder part of a spear, and also whether 
the butt end of a spear would be sharp enough to pierce through 

a man: hence Kio. conjectured n•nn~ (Gen. 9, 23 al.) backwards 

(i.e. driving the reversed spear backwards as he ran): so Sm. Now. 

Bu. Ehrlich sees the difficulty; but objects that adverbs of this form 

in Heb. (l'11JiMN, l'11Jiip, and perhaps l'11J'll/O; see on I 5, 32) describe 
elsewhere only the manner or direction of movement, and therefore 

conjectures r,1Jn:i with the spear, supposing '"iMN to be a dittograph. 
However, we have in Gen. 9, 23b l'1'JiMN J:li"l'Jti,; and the smiting 
would imply here a backward movement with the arm ( cf. I 4, I 8 

n1J"iMN :,ri,,); so that the objection seems hypercritical. 

wr,n] 3, 27. 4, 6 (but see note). 20, 1ot. 
,,nnn] idiomatically=in his place, where he stood (on I 14, 9). 
l'lOl/'l • , , N.:lil :,:, ,,.,,,] N.:lil :,:, is a ptcp. absol., exactly as I ·I o, 

ua: cf. GK. § u6w. 

"?!l] The pausal form, in accordance with the sense; cf. p. 306. 

24 •• , • i"!Oi"l'I ilN.:l Wtim] A sentence of the same type as Gen. 
19, 23. 44, 3 in~~ tl1~)~ill i)N "i~:Ji'I·: Tenses, §§ 166, 169; cf. on 

R2 
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I 9, 5. Theod. for i"l~~, from a sense acquired by it in post-Bihl. 
Hehr. (as in Syr.), has Mpaywy"oi; (hence Vulg. aquaeductus: cf. Aq. 

on 8, r) : but were the word used as an appellative we should expect 

the art. {i"IOt-ti"l). 

i"ION] Neither this place nor M'l is mentioned elsewhere. The 'wilderness of 
Gibeon' will presumably have been the country E. of Gibeon ; but it is remarkable 
that, though there was a hot pursuit, neither pursued nor pursuers had by sunset got 
beyond land named after Gibeon,-or, indeed, if 1i"1 sq. gen. is to be taken in its 
normal sense (Gen. 3, 24. Ex. 13, 17. I 6, 9. 12 etc.),' the road to' it,-though very 
soon after (71. 29) Abner began his all-night march through the Gh8r. The dis
tance from Gibeon to Jericho, in a straight line,"is 17 miles. Geba' for Gibeon 
(see the opposite error in 5, 25) would be much more probable (so Bn.): Geba' 
Xsee on I 13, 2) is 5 miles E. of Gibeon, and a route leads from it through W. Farah 
(p. 103) directly down to Jericho. It is very possible that there is some further 
error in the text ; though it cannot be restored with certainty, M'J is a place as 
unknown as i"ION, though from its being used to define the position of i"IOl't, one 
expects it to be better known. We. supposes it to have arisen out of ;:i •~ (LXX 
ra,), and •Jin its tum to be a dittograph of•) in '-'El; supplying a::,. he thus gets 

(j)::,.J) I'll:,.) i::,.-,r.,::,. ,-nn •)£) ~l/ 'in front of (=East of?; see on I 15, 7) 
the road in the wilderness of Gibeon (or, better, Geba').' So Now. 

25b. nnN] hardly more than a: cf. 1 Ki. 19, 4; and see on I 1, 1. 

We. Sm. Bu. al. read, however, i"l~~ 1'1l/:ll (as v. 24). Is it, however, 
certain that the hill was the same one? notice ttip,,, implying some 

distance, in v. 26. 

26. M'l)'] LXX d~ vt'Koi;: see p. 129 n. 
tt~ 11'10 "111] So Hos. 8, 5. Zech. 1, 12t. 

27. c,n,Ni"l 'M] LXX mn• (as always elsewhere, in this oath). 'As 
God liveth, (I say) that, unless thou hadst spoken, that then only after 

the morning had the people gotten themselves up, each from after his 
brother,' i.e. if thou hadst not suggested to them v. 26 to cease from 

arms, they would have continued the pursuit till to-morrow morning. 
RV. interprets the passage falsely. For the repetition of 1:::,, see on I 14, 

39. fN as 19, 7. ip:ino lit. after the morning: ;r., as in t:1;91')?, etc. 

i"l~JU] The Nif. is used idiomatically, of getting away from so as 
to abandon (Nu. 16, 24. 27), especially of an army raising a siege, 

Jer. 37, 5. II, er. Lex. 749a.1 b 2. 

28. 1El"li1 t-tSiJ See on I 1, 7 ~:,.!-In t-tSi: cf. I 2, 25 ivowi t-tSi. 
29. n:iiy::,.J the broad, and relatively barren Steppe, or floor of the 

deep depression (el-Gh6r), through which the Jordan flows (cf. on 



I 23, 24). It would be reached from Gibeon by going down to 
Jericho. 

;1;n:in ,::i] accus. after 1::i,11 (unusual): Dt. 1, 19. :.i, 7 (Sm.). 

lliT1::li1] Only here. The verb itlJ is to divide in parts, Gen. 15, 10 (twice) t; 
and ilJ~ is a divided part (Gen. 15, 10. Jer. 34, 18. 19t), each time, of halves of 
animais · cut in two in making covenants. Ges. and other modems have accord
ingly generally taken ilin::I to mean properly a division or deft; and p;n:m 
( with the art.) to have been in particular the ' Gorge' leading up to MaJ;lanaim, as 
(Buhl, 121) W. 'A;1un (6 miles N. of the Jabbok), or (Bndde) W. el-I_limar 
(12 miles N. of the Jabbok), by either of which Maµanaim, if Mal;lna, could 
apparently be reached; or (H. G. 586) the 'narrow central portion of the Jordan 
valley itself.' It is not, however, stated whether any of these routes traverses 
a pass or valley of a character in some way or other so marked as to be dis
tinctively called l1in:in. W.R. Arnold (Essays .•• published as a Testimonial 

to C. A. Briggs, r9n, p. 13 ff.) argues, on the contrary, that, as i1itl:li1 ,, cannot 

be the direct object of i::i';,11 (for the accus., as a direct obj. is very rare after 1,11, 
Dt. 1, 19. 2, 7,and, )l"'lnJ ,:i being definite, the absence of n~ shews that it is not 
a direct obj.), it must be an adverbia!acr;ns., and that, not of place, but like v. 32 n,,,n ,:i 1:iS,1, of time (GK. § n8"), and denote all the kalf (sc. of the day); he 
then by a careful examination of vv. 24-32, and comparison with 4, 5-8, makes it 
probable that Abner would reach Mal}anaim at about noon, so that the half of the 

day denoted by ;nn:::i would be the fore-noon. The case is ably argued; but it 

cannot be said to be established. Dt. 1, 19. 2, 7 shew that 7~i1 may be construed 
with a direct accus. ; and n~ is often omitted before a direct determined object. 
(Arnold's paper is reprinted in AJSL. 1912, 274 ff.) 

3 r. 1e'JN:Ji J Read ~~)NJ or ( with LXX} •~1tt??. : cf. v. r 5. inr.i at 
the end of the verse is superfluous: C"N ••• 1:!''I:!' being evidently the 
obj. (which is required) to ,:in. The insertion in RV. of so that in 
italics is a sufficient indication how anomalous the verse is in the 
Hebrew. Th. Ke. would understand il:!'N before inr.i: but the 
om1ss10n of the relative pronoun in Hebrew prose is almost confined 

to the late and unclassical style of the Chronicler; see on I 14, 2 r. 

LXX 1ra.p' a&ov=~l'l~)?. Ehrlich ,nr.i o•eiei, e'11-t mitr.i l:!',1:!', taking 
l::lil to mean only wounded. But Heb. historia~s rarely draw such 

distinctions; and in accounts of battles il.:Jl'l practically means always 
to smi"te fatally (Lex. 6460.), exceptions bi;:ing very rare (2 Ki. 8, 28= 

9, 15: ib. 645b e). 
32. on,-n1:::i J 9 MSS. on,-n1:i:i: but see p. 3 7 footnote 2. 

en, iN:.!] The expression seems a natural one; but it occurs only 

here. Cf. o::i, iiN1 (the verb) I 29, 1~t; i\tt ,p::in Gen. 44, 3t. 
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3, 1. n:iiN] 'Job II, 9 (M1~). Jer. 29, 28. The masc. (which 
would be :Ji~; GK.§ 93kk) does not occur. LXX l1rt 1ro.\v, reading 

n.:l"iN (M~ii}),' Dr. Weir. 
t:11:,i, t:11::,\,n •• , prn, 7:,n] See on I 2, 26. 

2-5] = 1 Ch. 3, 1-3. List of David's wives and sons. 
2. ,,,,,] The Kt., as We. suggests, might be pointed 1ih (for 

~,p:_,-), on the analogy of the contracted forms which now and then 

occur in Ptel (Nah. 1, 4 ~M!?f!1. Lam. 3, 33 M~!l. 53 ~"I~).. 2 Ch. 32, 30. 
Qr@ ~io/:1: GK. § 6 9u). However, the contraction is in all cases 
against analogy, and therefore probably nothing more than a clerical 
error; nor, in Pu'al, is there any instance of it at all. No doubt, the 
Qr@ ~,?,!~l is here right. 

IJYJ'MN,] belonging to, the dat. of reference: cf. 1 Ki. 14, 13 (Lex. 
512b 5 c). On Al].ino'am, see on I 25, 43. 

3 . .:JN:,:,] Ch. ,~~n; LXX here <ia,\ovia, Aq. Symm. Theod. A/Jia; 

in I Ch. 3, 1 B <iaµviTJA, A and Luc. Aa.\ovia. Klo. al. regard 
AAAOYIA as a corruption of AAAOYIA=M!1''1, and :,N1n of '~''1\
two alternative forms of the same name. It is impossible to say what 
the original form of the name was ; but :IN:, in .:JN:,:, is open to the 
suspicion of being a dittograph of :iN:, in :,J1:IN:,. 

1:,o"'l::in] See on I 25, 2. 

,ic-J] A petty Aramaean kingdom on the E. of Jordan, N. of 
Gilead; cf. on I 27, 8. 

5. ,,, T\t:-'N] By analogy (see v. 38 ) the name of 'Eglah's first 

husband would· be expected: doubtless, therefore, ,,, is due either 
to a lapsus calami or to some transcriptional corruption. 

6; 'V. 6b is the continuation of v. 1. Vv. 2-5 have been inserted 
subsequently, and v. 68 conceals the juncture' (We.). 

'::i prnrio n1n] 'was making. or shewing himself strong in' [ not far] 

etc., i. e .. was gaining power and importance in connexion with the 
house of Saul. The verb is not used elsewhere in a bad sense 
( cf. 2 Ch. 1, 1. 12, r 3 etc.), except sq. ,v (z'b. 17, 1); but in the light 
of v. 8 ff. it is probable that it is used here to suggest the idea of 
acquiring undue power, and presuming too much. 

7. WJ~ :,1Nw,i] For the form of sentence, cf. 4, 4. 13, 3. 14, 6 

01,:i 1~1::1 1.nn~1::1,,. I 28, 24 etc.; cf. on I 1, 2. 



Ill. I-I2 

,0~1, J As lshbosheth has not been hitherto named in the preserit 
connexion, the insertion \,n(e,·p (\,YJl:!'N) nl:!':i l:!'1N is necessary : cf. 

LXX KCI.~ el1r£V Me/J-<pt{3ouf)e (p. 240 n. 2) v,o, laov.\.. 

8. niii11\, il:!'N] 'belonging to Judah.' The point lies in the refer
ence to the Judaean :l~f ·l:!'N"l (cf. Ewald, iii. n6 n.). LXX, however, 
do not express the words ; and many modems omit them, on the 

doubtful supposition that they are a gloss added by a scribe who 
vocalized :l.~f, in order to explain that this was the name of the 

Judahite clan (see on I 25, 3). 

ci1il] with emphasis, to-day, at this tz'me. Abner protests that at the 
very time at which Ishbosheth is bringing his charge against him, he 
is doing his best for the house of Saul. 

ill:!'YN] I do,-the impf. expressing present habit. Kio. Bu. il~Y~, 

putting the segolla on CW'I. 
1ilv.-}';?.] A plural form: cf. on I 30, 26. 
1n1mn] So, sq. i1::i, Zech. II, 6. ~ or il~ to arn've, come to, 

nm;, to cause to come to, with i•:i place into the hand of, hand over to. 

ipElni] =and (yet) thou visitest, etc. For the adversative sense, 
sometimes implied in ·i, cf. r9, 28. Gen. 32, 3r: Tenses,§ 74/3. 

ill:!'Ni1 ri:11] LXX ill:!'N py 'a fault concerning a woman' (and 
nothing more). So We. Klo. Bu. etc. 

9. 1.::, , , , 1:i] The second•.:, is resumptive of the first (I 14, 39). 

11. ,:i, "1):lN nN :i1e,;,\,J ,::i, 'El ::J.'l:!'il is properly to turn one back 

wz"th ( GK. § I q ff) a word; hence, in a weakened sense, repty lo, 

answer: so I I '1, 30 and often. If the lit. meaning were 'bring back 

word lo,' we should, by all analogy, require \,N or \, for nN (cf. the 

Arab. idiom, cited in Thes. 1374b). 

12. innn] Generally explained as=where he was (~, 23). But 
the use is singular: for the suffix would refer naturally not to ,,., but 

to the subject of n\,t:,1i (see 2, 23 ; and on I 14, 9 ). Lucian has ei, 

X£/3pwv ( = 1i11j), of which innn is pro b. a corruption; see below. 

r-it-e·•o\, "10N\,] At least }'"lN:ro, would be required, if the words 

were meant to express Whose i's the land l but even so, they are 

incompatible as they stand with what follows, ~nN 1n1,::i nn,:i ioN\,, 
which is also the purport of the message, and which according to 
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Hebrew usage ought to follow ,nnn immediate!),. The least change 

that will suffice to produce an intelligible sentence, is to read ri1im-1r.,";,, 
and to omit the following ir.,N";,, At the same time, it must be 
admitted that the proposal ,,, •nN 1n•i:J nn,::i is complete without 
any prefatory introduction; and probably ir.iN, r"1N ,r.,";, is merely 
a double dittograph of the preceding ir.iN";,. LXX 1rp6,; .:l.avwlj ds 

®ruJ..ap, ov 'ryV 1rapaXP17µa Myrov ~ui0ov KTA,, where 1rapaxr~p,a=innn, 

so that Els ®atAaµ ov ;v (ns ®71>..aµov y71v Cod. A) must be a subse
quent insertion, in the wrong place, representing innn again ( = ds ®at) 

and yiN ,r.,";, "1t.:lt6 [y;N (ir.i,)•r.,";, = Aaµov Y1JV, hence Aap, ov 71v]. 

ITapaXP17p,a >..iyrov .:l.ufOov appears to shew that in the Hebrew text 
used by LXX nn,::, "1r.iN, innn stood together : if with Luc. 11::in be 
read for ,nnn, this would yield an excellent sense (so Now.}. Bu., 
simplifying a suggestion of Klo.'s, would read (after iii) 1.1_:1i;i.13 it.:lN";, 

')1 i'TI'l"1:J ilfl~ 11?? nlJ~ fiNi'T 'saying, The land is under me (at my 

disposal) to give to whom I please:' but the Heb. idiom for under 
a person's authority or control is not 'ti nnn ( except of a wife, Nu. 
5, 19 al.), but 'ti i~ 'nnn (I 21, 4. 5. 9. Jud. 3, 30. Is. 3, 6: Lex. 

1065 b; notice also 'ti 't ni::11::ir;, 2 Ki. 8, 20. 13, 5 al., ib. 10668 ). 

1031 ,,,] Cf. Jer, 26, 24 (nN); rather differently, eh. 14, 19. 

13. ::in:,] i.e. Good! {=I agree): cf. I 20, 7. 1 Ki. 2, 18. Note 
the 1)N (see on I 26, 6). 

1N':Ji'T 1,ti, ClN 1:J J ' except before thy bringing '-an unintelligible 
construction. t)N 1.:J and 1JE)";, exclude one another; and we must 
read either 1N':Ji'1 ,,~, before thy bringing, or (cf. Gen. 32, 27) ClN ,::, 

l)N;ij except thou bring. The latter is expressed by LXX («l&v p,~ 

.ly<fms). 
14. See I 18, 27. 

15. t::'1N c1n:,J 'from a man!' Read, of course, with LXX i'l~•~

For tll/0, cf. I 10, 9. 18, 13. 

e,,:, (Qre)] See I 25, 44. 

16. c1in::i] On the way between Jerusalem and Jericho (16, 5. 
17, 18), not improbably (Buhl, 175; EB. s.v.), at either Bufse<!an 
1½ miles, or Riis ez-Zambi 2½ miles, ENE, of Jerusalem, near the old 
Roman road, leading down to Jericho. Targ. nr:,,y cn;,~f I Ch. 



III. I2~25 

6, 45 = J\O~l? Jos. 21, 18, now 'Almf/ 3½ miles NE. of Jerusalem),
no doubt from no,y having apparently a similar meaning to 1:1•,n:i 
(cf. Cl~¥ youth; and tl't?~V,, 0'1~f, bothyoutlful age). 

1 7. iW1 , , • i:li1] ' had been,' a plup. : for tlY ,:ii cf. Jud. 18, 7. 

1Ki.1,7. 
ol!',I!' Cl ,,on tll] Cf. Ex. 4, ro. eh. 6, 2. 

tl'l!'P:JO cn11n] 'have been (continuously) seeking.' Cf. Dt. 9, 7. 
22. 24: Tenses, § 135. 5; GK. § II6r. 

18. y1e•1n] 'Evidently a clerical error for Y'l!'1N, which many MSS. 
have, and which is expressed by all versions' (Keil). 

19. :111:J] :111:J, after il!'N, will be the verb (Lex. 3738
). 

20. O•l!'JN 01il!'Y] Ehrlich would read 'N i11~V, (Jud. 20, 10). 

W'N tl'il!'Y is correct (GK. § 1348); but the type 0 11!'JN tl'iCIY is very 
rare and anomalous:· 2 Ki. 2, 1 6 (perhaps due to the following ,,n 1):J: 

Herner, Syntax der Zahlw. 106). Jer. 38, 10 (Ew. al. l'l~'lf)t. 
tl'CIJN~1J The men being definde ( 20a), tl'l!'JN~ is certainly what 

would be expected: comp. 1, II, 17, 12. 

nnw J For the position, see on 14, 1 2. 

21. i1~?!'!1] Notice the pausal fonn with the small distinctive accent, 
pazer (Tenses, § 103 with n. 2). On 11!'!:ll i11Nl'l, see on I 2, 16. 

22. N:l] No doubt, 'Joab is the principal person for the narrator' 
(Keil): but, with :JN1'1 ,,, ,,:iy preceding, N:1 by Hebrew idiom 
ought to be plural. Read tl'~f (i. e. in the older orthography ON:1): 

a o has dropped out before iiilnr.l. 1N:J i':li:I (see on I 12, 5). 
24. 11,n ,,,, J 'and he is gone (with) a going' = 'and he is gone 

ojf,' -very idiomatic and forcible, not to be abandoned in favour of 
the more ordinary expression here offered by LXX 1;1¥~ t6q : :J?-~.1 
'l1 (ev £lpfivr, is manifestly derived merely from vv. 21b. 22b. 23b: 

but while the narrator, and reporters, use the common m,c;,:i 7,11, 

Joab characteristically expresses himself with greater energy ,,,, 

71,n). At the same time, v. 25 would doubtless be more forcible 
as an interrogative; and it is very probable that N1,n has fallen out 

after 11';,n. 
25. N:J 1n1n!:l';, 1::l] The regular order in such constructions: cf. 

Gen. 42, 9. 47, 4. Jos. 2, 3. Jud. 15, 10. 12. I 16, 2. 5. 
1~l:i9J Why the abnormal (and incorrect) form 1~~,o should be 
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substituted as Qre, unless for the sake of the assonance with 1N~O, 

is not apparent. 
26. Mi'C1'1 ;,:1] The 'cistern of Sirah.' There is an 'Ain Sarah, 

about a mile N. of Hebron, on the road to Jerusalem, which may be 

the place meant (DB. and EB. s. v.). 
2 7. i1,'e'1'1 11n SN J The middle of the gate would scarcely be the 

place in which Joab could converse with Abner quietly. LXX iK 

-;rAay{wv -rij;; -;rvJ,.,ij;; = ille'M :Ji ,N (see Lev. 1, II. Nu. 3, 29. 35 
Hebrew and LXX) 'to the side of the gate,' which is favoured also 

by the verb lMO'I ' led aside.' 

,Sc-l J A usage approximating curiously to the Aramaic : comp. 
~ in quietude, quietly, in the Pesh. I 12, II al. ( = nQ~). Is. 8, 6 

(= ~tt?)· Job 4, 13 (of the quiet of night). Ehrlich, however, for 
1;,::,11 1SeoJ conjectures ~n~;:i 1t!''lNl; cf. v. 30. 

eoonn IJI:!' lil:l'l J Probably SN should be restored before 1:!'r.lMil, in 
conformity with the construction elsewhere (2, 23. 4, 6. 20, 10). 

28. p 1iMNO] 15, 1. 2 Ch. 32, 23t. 
,u, IJllr.l J tll,'O, the acquittal being conceived as proceeding from 

Yahweh: comp. Nu. 32, 22 SNiru1r.,1 nwo tl11i') tin11m. 
29. 1Sn1] Comp. Jer. 23, 19 = 30, 23 (of a tempest) tl1llt!'i e'Ni ~1,' 

S,n1; Hos. II, 6. 
SNl] S111 i 1lC (see on I 12, 5); so 10 MSS. 
tr.i m::i1 SN1] Cf. Jos. 9, 23. 

1SEll ;,1rno] t!l.ii is to be globular or round (especially of a woman's 

breasts): hence cJii is the sphere in which a star moves (Qor. 21, 34. 

36, 40 ), and ~ the whorl of a spindle, Lat. verlicillus, as '!J~, in 
Hebrew, Prov. 31, 19 (see EB. iv. 5277 f.). Here 1SEl was formerly 
(LXX a-KvTaA1]; Rabb.; EVV.) commonly supposed to denote a 
staff: but (a) other words are elsewhere used in Hebrew to express 
this idea (see 2 Ki. 4, 29. 31, and especially Zech. 8, 4 v:l~)J~)? t!'\Nl 

c 101 J;r., 1i1J), (b) there is no trace of such a meaning in the cognate 

languages (see Levy, Freytag, Lane), (c) the transference of the term 
to denote an object lacking the characteristic feature ( the whorl) 

which it properly denotes, is improbable, and (d'J1 even if it were so 

transferred, as the ' spindle' was not more than some I 2 inches long, 
it is not likely to have been applied to a walking-stick. Aq. Symm. 
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(arpawrov), Jer. (fusum), Pesh. (Y).;).Q..») render spindle; and philo
logy and usage agree in supporting this rendering: the word, meaning 
properly 'whorl,' will have come naturally to suggest the spindle as 
a whole. David's words are an imprecation that Joab may always 
count among his descendants-not brave warriors, but-men fit only 
for the occupations of women. Comp. how ' Hercules with the 

distaff' was the type of unmanly feebleness among the Greeks. 

30. "lJ::11:t, ,~-in] :, as I 23, 10 (see note), and with Jiil itself (in 
later Hebrew) Job 5, 2. The verse interrupts the narrative; and the 
:, may be due to its being in fact (We. Bu. Now. Sm.) a late gloss. 

Ew. Kio., on the ground of LXX 3w.7rapn-1Jpowro, prefer to read 

~:i1~ laid ambush for : but this would scarcely be a just description 

of the manner in which Joab actually slew Abner: nor does the 

preceding narrative imply that Joab and Abishai had done previously 
anything that could be so described. 

31. ,,tio J wail; see on I 28, 3. 
"lJ:J~ ~Jti:, J i. e. preceding the bier in the funeral procession. 
33. mo:m] not 'Did Abner die?' (ni;,q), but 'Was Abner on the 

way to dt"e l' was this the end reserved for him? For the impf. cf. 
2 Ki. 3, 2 7 his firstborn 1:,01 "ll:'N who was to reign after him : 
13, I4 the illness ,:i n101 "ll:/~ which he was to die of: Tenses, 

§ 39 /3; GK. § 107k, t. For the dagesh in !l, see GK. § 1001. 

34. rnio!'r~:,J N:, with the ptcp. is unusual, and to be imitated with 

caution: comp. Jer. 4, 22. if!. 38, 15. Job 12, 3 (Ew. § 320b). 
Ez. 22, 24. Dt. 28, 61; Tenses, § 162 n.; Lex. 519a b c. 

0;)3tt'mJ a pair of bronze fetters: Jud. 16, 21t (GK. § 888). 

:,uiJJ] sc. :,imn; comp. I 2, 13 (:,1:1::iJ). On :,:iJ, see on I 25, 25. 
Abner, David laments, has experienced a death that was un-

deserved: he has died the death of a :,JJ, a reprobate, godless 

person, whom an untimely end might be expected to overtake. 

There was nothing to prevent Abner from defending himself, had he 
suspected Joab's treachery (34a); as it was (34 b), he had succumbed 
to the treacherous blow of an assassin. 

35. rni:in:,J The verb is confined to this book (12, 17. 13, 5. 6. 
10): so n1i'Jfood 13, 5. 7. 1ot. nh~ 'occurs Lam. 4, 10; and Tl~"lf 

if!. 69, 22t. 
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tlN 1::, J not = except, as v. 13: the two particles are to be separ

ated, 1::, introducing the oath, as I 14, 44, and tlN expressing it 

(i_/ ... I= surely not). i1!:i,NO ,:i: Gen. 39, 23t. 

36. 'l, ,:i:i J 'as whatsoever the king did pleased all the people ' 
(EVV.) would require ,:i i~N:J for ,::i:i (::, never having the force of 

a conjunction). The text can only be rendered, 'Like all that the 

king did, t't (viz. his conduct on the present occasion) pleased all the 
people' (::,11:::, being the verb, as v. 19). ,!I for ,::i::i (LXX, Bu. Now.) 
yields a very abrupt sentence, not in accordance with Heb. style. 

37. 1,0;,o] So ,, i1M'i1 i11i1'0 1 Ki. 2, 15: cf. Jud. 14, 4 ,n,o •::, 

N'ii (Lex. 579b d); and ni:$t;?, as i11'11ii ;;,n, mto Jos. 11, 20 al. 
(Lex. 86b 4 b). 

39. ji] tender, weak, opp. to tl'l:li', 

1,0 n,1:10,] The contrast which, in virtue of the contrasted ideas 
connected by it, is implicit in the copula ,, would be expressed in 

English distinctly by and at the same ti'me, and yet, or though (cf. 

Cant. 1, 5). Ew. rendered, 'And I this day live delicately and am 

anointed as king,' etc. The sense thus attached to ji is defensible 

(Dt. 28, 54 lll/ill j.:J jii1. Is. 47, 1): but the rendering labours under 

the disadvantage of obliterating the antithesis, which, nevertheless, 
seems to be designed, between ji and ti•~p. MT. (so far as the 

consonants go) is presupposed by LXX ( <TVYYEVTJ'> = 7, misread as 

i':i, see Lev. I 8, I 4, 20, 20: Kal. Ka6E<nap.tv0<; v1r6 {3aa-O,~w<; = 
:J?~ ti~eil?'). 

4, 1. ~\N~-j:l] 'LXX rightly inserts n~:::i-~•N before ,11-tt.:1 r:::i : the 
omission in the Hebrew may perhaps be explained by the resemblance 

between (,11::11:11-t) n~.:J~'N and yo~•,' (Dr. Weir). 
,,,, 1E;i•,] as Jer. 6, 24. Is. 13, 7 al., fig. for lost heart: the masc. 

as Zeph. 3, 16. 2 Ch. 15, 7 by GK. § 145P, 

,,i1:::il J a strong word, more than ' were troubled,' were alarmed, 

If· 48, 6. Jer. 51, 32 al.: elsewhere in early prose only I 28, 21. 

Gen. 45, 3. Jud. 20, 41. 

2. tl11lil J guerilla bands; cf. 2 Ki. 5, 2 ·; also I 30, 8. r Ki. r r, 24; 

and Gen. 49, 19 'As for Gad, a troop may troop upon him; But he 
will troop upon their heel.' 
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,iNW-f:l ,,n] The text, as it stands, is not translateable. Read 
with LXX ,,Neo-1::i (,v::ieoN,) neo:i-eo'N' ,,n, 

nr"'IN:l] i. e. Wells; mentioned as closely associated with Gibeon, Chephirah, 
and Qiryath-ye'arim in Jos. 9, 17, as Canaanite towns which long maintained their 
independence in Israel, and with Qiryath-ye'arim and Chephirah in Ezr. 2, 25 
( =Neh. 7, 29); and after Gibeon and Ramah, and before Mi~peh (Nebi SamwU) 
and Chephirah, in the list of Benjaminile cities in Jos. 18, 25 f.t. It is generally 
identified with el-Bireh, a village with several springs or 'wells,' 4 miles NNE. of 
Gibeon, and 9 miles N. of Jerusalem, on the great northern road: Buhl ( Geogr. 
173), however, and Now., on the strength of Eusebins' statement (Onom. 233, 83f.) 
that it was 7 miles from Jerusalem on the road to Nicopolis (Amwas),-which, if 
this were the present J affa road, would be at a point about 3 miles SW. of Gibeon, 
-prefer this site (which would also bring Be'eroth nearer to the cities with which 
it is associated in Jos. 9, 17. Ezr. 2, 25). Robinson (i. 452), however, placing the 
'road to Nicopolis' more to the north, thinks el-Bireh compatible with Eusebius' 
description. 

,v :1eonn] Cf. Lev. 25, 31 :lJ?O~ r,Nn nic, 'Y; and with ,, Jos. 
1 3, 3 :1wo~ '~v.~-t1~. 

3. tl'"I~ tlt' ,w,] tl1"1! is the ptcp. : ' and they continued ( on I 1 8, 9) 
sojourning there,' viz. as tl1"1~, or protected foreigners (on 1, 13). 

The Gibeonites, with no doubt the inhabitants of their dependent 

towns (Jos. 9, 17), Chephirah, Be'eroth, and Qiryath-ye'arim, were 
not Israelite, but Amorile (eh. 21, 2); and the Beerothites had, for 
some reason, fled to Gittaim,-presumably the Gittaim mentioned 

Neh. II, 33t in a list of Benjaminite cities, next after Ramah,-where 
they sought and obtained protection as gerim. 

4. 'li N:l:l n•n tl1le' !!'tin J:l] mci eitin p N,:i, (without il':-t) would 
be excellent Hebrew ; but it is not supported by LXX, as Bu. claims : 
LXX connects tl'le' C'tin p with what precedes, and then for :i1m has 
Kal ol.To~. With MT. cf. 2 Ki. 8, 17. 14, 2. 15, 2. 33. 

nmn:1] Ehrlich would point i'l!~\J~=i'l!~Pr!f (seep. 37 n.), remarking 
that the Qal (Dt. 20, 3. o/· 31, 23. u6, 11. Job 40, 23t) is used of 
hurry and alarm in general, but the Nif. (I 23, 26. 2 Ki. 7, 15 Kt. 
o/· 104, 7t) of hurry and alarm in flight. 

ni,:11~0] In I Ch. 8, 34 (bi's). 9, 40a. ~ :l1'19, in 9, 40b ~~~""11'?, 
One of these forms is certainly the original name. There was a time 
~hen the name ,v:1 owner or master ( of the place or district) 1 was 

I See art. BAAL in DB., EB., and (most fully) in Hastings' Encyc!. of Rei. 
and Ethics, ii. 283 ff. Cf. also above, p. 63 f. 
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applied innocently to Yahweh 1, as Owner of the soil of Canaan: but, 
in consequence no doubt of the confusion which arose on the part 

of the unspiritual Israelites between Yahweh and the Phoenician god 
'Baal,' the habit was discountenanced by the prophets, especially by 

Hosea ( 2, 18), and ultimately fell out of use. Proper names, therefore, 
in which ,y::i originally formed part had to be disguised, or otherwise 

rendered harmless. This was generally done by substituting ri~::i shame 2 

for ,11::i, as in the case of Ishbaal (above, on 2, 8), and of Meribbaal 
the name of Saul's grandson here, and of one of his sons by Riipah 

in 21, 8. In the case of the latter name the change to t1~::i::i1-,r., 
(or r,i::,::i1ir.,) appears not to have been thought sufficient; and the 
name was further disguised by being altered to t1!::':l1!:l0, which was 
probably taken to mean 'One who scatters or disperses (cf. Dt. 32, 26 

c;,1t,1£l11t,-though this word is certainly corrupt) Shame 8
.' Jen:ibbaal 

(Gideon), ' the Master contends,' being interpreted to mean 'One 

that contends with Baal' (Jud. 6, 3 2 ), was suffered to remain, except 
in eh.11, 21, where it was altered to Jerubbesheth. In less read books, 
however, the names remained sometimes unchanged : thus ,l/::it::111t and 
,31::i::i1ir., are preserved in Ch., as also 31i1,31::i, 'the Master knows,' the 
name of a son of David, called in eh. 5, 16 l/'11,~ 'God knows',' and 
the name of David's hero n1,y::i I Ch. 12, 5, and of his officer pri,l/.:l 
27, 28 °. It will be observed that these names are particularly frequent 

1 See DB. i. nob; EB. i. 403; Encycl. of Rei. and Ethics, ii. 291 f. 
s For tll::l:l shame as a designation of Baal, see Jer. 3, 24- 11, 13. Hos. 9, 10; 

comp. in LXX 1 Ki. 18, 19. 25 ol ,rpoitriJTw Tf/t a1uxtlv1J<. Dillmann, in an 
elaborate essay devoted to the subject in the Monatsberichte der Kiin.-Preuss. 
Academie der Wissenschciften zu Berlin, 1881, June 16, observing the strong 
tendency shewn not only in LXX, but in other ancient versions as well, to obscure 
or remove the name of Baal, thinks that the habit of substituting aluxri111] for it is 
the explanation of the strange TJ BaaA of certain parts of LXX (e.g. Jeremiah 
constantly,-2, 23. 7, 9. II, 13. 17. 19, 5al. Hos. 2, 10. 13, I: so Rom. II, 4): 
BaaA was left in the text, but the fem. of the art. was an indication that al11xri"'l 
was intended to be read. No traces of an androgynous Baal have been found in 
Phoenician Inscriptions. 

s Lucian has throughout ( except 21, 8) the intermediate form MEp.rp1/11JO.A. 
Perhaps this is a survival of the first stage in the transforming process. 

• Comp. Jud. 9, 46 n1,.:1 'N for t11,::i Sll.l 8, 33· 9, 4· 

' Comp. also ,11::i itself, as a pr. n., I Ch. 5, 5. B, 30 ( =9, 36). 



in the families of Saul and David, both zealous worshippers of Yahweh 
(comp. among other things in the case of Saul the name of his son 
1min1). ?11JJ1"10 will be a name of the same form (a rare one in 
Hebrew: above on I 1, 20) as the Nabataean ?N01po (Cooke, NSI. 
78, 2), and ?t(Jf'e'O, ?NJt:l1i10 (above, p. 18 note). 

5. ci1i1 cn:::i J Gen. 18, 1; I 11, 9 Qret. 
t:l1"1i1'lfi1 :JJe'O ntt] The cogn. accus. JJe'O is here not the place 

of reclining ( =couch), but the act of reclining (as in the expression 

,:ir ~e-o Jud. 21, II al., and eh. 17, 28 [see note]), in the present 
context=siesta: 'was taking his noon-tide rest.' 

6. e-onn-,tt ,n::i1, M:lM 1np? n1Jn 7in-i11 ittJ mm] n~~ thither is 
redundant: iNJ and in::i1i both anticipate prematurely r,; C1t:ln 1np? is 

inappropriate, and the rendering 'as though fetching wheat' illegitimate. 

Read with We. after LXX i,:i'J:ll t:l~~l t:l'lll".1 n~~b n~~iJ n·;ww l"IAl:\1 
' and behold the portress of the house was cleaning wheat from stones 

(LXX lKa.0atp€V: cf. ls. 57, 14 Ka0ap{a-a'T£ for ~~o, read as ~s~i;;,), and 
she slumbered and slept, and Rechab and Ba'anah slipt in,' etc. The 

words explain how it happened that Rechab and Ba'anah obtained 
entrance to Ishbosheth's house. 

U~?Ol] slip! in or through (LXX SiD,a0ov, joining the word closely 
with v. 7 'slipt through, and entered into the house,' etc.), in accordance 

with the primary meaning of the root (cf. t:l,l'I? Is. 34, 15; t:l•~9;:, 66, 71
), 

and not in the special sense of slipping through or away from pursuers, 

i. e. of escaping. 

7. i1J"1lli1] See on 2, 29. 

8. ll"1JM] to Hebron: seep. 37 n. 2. 

,V"1to, ,,Ne-o ••• niopl ••• 1n11] So 22, 48 (="1· 18, 48) tnUM ?Kn 
,, niopl: comp. 71J1lNO niopl mn1 7? l'le'11 ,C'N 1"1ntt Jud. n, 36. For 

IOfrom (in Old Engl. of), cf. also Jer. 20, 10. 12; I 14, 24. 24, 13. 

9. '~, ni:i ,C'tt] So I Ki. 1, 29. On niD, see the writer's note on 
Dt. 6, 8. 

10. 'li nm ttini] a circumst. clause. 
l:l ntnttn after ., i 1)0i1 treated as a casus pendens; so I Ki. 9, 20 f. 

12, 17. 15, 13: Tenses,§ 127 a; GK.§ 111h. 

1 Of laying-eggs, properly (as it seems) elapi fecit (Ges.). Cf. the Nif. in I 20, 

29 'let me g-et away' (without the idea of escaping). 
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nil!l::i ,,-inn, ,~N J 'to whom I ought, forsooth, to have given 
a reward for his good tidings' (so Bu. Dh.). inn, (' to whom it was 

for my gt'vz'ng') ~ust be explained on the analogy of 2 Ki. 13, r9 

ni::i;:i? percutiendum era! quinquies aut sexies,-an extension of a 
usage more common in present time, Hos. 9, 13 etc. (Tenses, § 204). 
The clause can hardly express Davz'd's view of the transaction: he 
could not think that the Amaleqite really deserved a reward for his 
tidings: it must express what David ought to have done in the 
judgment of the Amaleqite himself, or of men in general unable to 
appreciate David's regard for Saul (hence 'forsooth'). Keil: 'that 
I might give him a reward for his good tidings' (ironically), treating 
,~i-t as=name!J' {Ew. 338b): so substantially RV. But such a sense 
of ,~N cannot be substantiated : so that, if this be felt to be the 
meaning of the passage, we must follow the suggestion of We. 
to ' omit 'i~N, as due to a false interpretation of ,, inn,, which in 
its turn arose from a mistaking of the ironical sense of ml!l::i.' So 

Now. Sm.; cf. GK. § 1141 n. Ehrl. 1nm for inn,: 'which I gave 
him as a reward for his good tidings!' This, remarkably enough, is 
the exact sense expressed by RV. ( =AV. marg.), 'which was the 
reward I gave him for his tidings,' presumably without emendation I 

11, 1::i 9!t J how much more (should I do so), when •.. ; as Ez. 15, 5. 
Job 9, 14; and 1::l 9!ti I 23, 3. 2 Ki. 5, 13. 

i'1"W 1!11~ nN] ni-t followed by an undefined subst.; comp. on I 9, 3. 
c::i,10 , , , t::-'p!IN J The same idiomatic use of i10 in I 20, 1 6. Gen. 

31, 39. 43, 9. Is. 1, 12. Ez. 3, 18. 20 (ioi). 33, 8 (10,); and with 
W'l"i Gen. 9, 5 (C"i). Ez. 34, 10. 

1n;y:i1] Cf. I Ki. 22, 47 yiNn-ro ,v.~; 2 Ki. 23, 24; 11MN i)!~ 

1 Ki. 14, 10. 21, 21; and the frequent Deuteronomic phrase ~7l):;l\ 

('N"l~O) 1:lij,O llii"l Dt. 13, 6. 17, 7. 12 al. Jud. 20, 13. 
12. inp11J The word is used similarly in Jud. 1, 6. 7. 

5, 1-3. 6-10= 1 Ch. 11, 1-9. The parallel passages in Chronicles 
should be compared, and the variations noted, in the manner exhibited 
above, on I 31. The reader who will be at the pains of doing this 
consistently (especially in the parts of Chronicles which are parallel to 

1-2 Kings), will, when he has eliminated the variations which seem 
to be due to accident, understand better than from any description in 
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books the method followed by the Chronicler in the compilation of 
his work, and the manner in which he dealt with his sources in the 
process. 

5, 1. it.:lK' ,,r.iK1,J 'Thus, immediately together, rarely, 20, 1 8. 
Ex. 15, 1, Nu. 20, 3 [ add Jer. 29, 24. Ez. 12, 27 LXX, Cornill. 
33, 10. Zech. 2, 4 1

]; Ges. Thes., p. 119b: on the contrary, very 

frequently as in v. 6. Jud. 15, 13, separated by a pronoun or other 
word' (We.). Geiger in an article on this idiom 2 regards it as a 
mark of the later period of the language, and seeks to shew that 
most of the passages in which it occurs-even those of the second 

class noticed by We.-are redactional additions. But it.:lK' was in 

such frequent use for the purpose of introducing a speech, that its 

proper force must have been early forgotten ; and the habit must 
soon have grown up of using it instinctively, irrespectively of the 

fact that the same verb might have been already employed in the 
sentence. 

l)mN , , • m;i] 'Behold us! we are,' &c. 1 Ch. 11, 1 has m;, alone. 

l)M)K iil!-':il ir.i~yJ So in the II, 1 Ch. 11, 1; and similarly eh. 

19, 13 t:IMN 1il!-':ll 1t.:l~. 14. Gen. 29, 14. Jud. 9, 2. 

2. i1MN] Notice (thrice} the emph. pronoun. 
Kl~lt.:l ;,n11;,J i:it.:ii1l (with the art.) following shews that the words 

are wrongly divided, and that the Massorah is right in correcting 

1Jt.:li11 K1~1t.:li1 l'l11i1. 
1:ir.im] N dropped as I Ki. 21, 21 1''N 1:io 1~m. Jer. 19, 15. 39, 16: 

1 Ki. 21, 29. Mic. r, 15 (both 1:lK): 1 Ki. 12, 12 t:IY:li, l:l1l al., 
sometimes (but not always) before another N (as though the omission 
were due to the juxtaposition of the two identical letters): see 01. 
P· 69; GK.§ 74k. 

i1nK] Note the emphatic pron. (twice). 

;,yin] Here first in the metaph. sense. So 7, 7. Mic. 5, 3; and, 
with the figure usually developed explicitly, often in Jeremiah, as 2, 8. 

3, 15. 10, 21. 22, 22. 23, 1-4; Ez. 34 (throughout), al. 
i•)~,] See on I 9, 16. 

l Cf. Comill, ZA TW. 1891, p. 22. 

2 Judiscke Zeitsckrift, iv. 1866, pp. 27-35; comp. v. p. 188; vi. p. 159. 
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3. l:li1~ n;::i11] On the force of ~' see on I 18, 3. For the position 

of n''1:J, see on eh. 14, 12. 

4. tl\11:Ji~] Read, with 1 4 MSS., and Versions, and parallel passages 

( as I Ki, 14, 2 1 ), 01v:::i '1NI . 

6. YiNil ::Jt!/11] i.e. the native inhabitants of the land: Gen. 34, 30. 

Ex. 34, 12. Jud. 11, 21 al. 
'10~'1] sc. ;o,~n ,-of course, among the Jebusites. LXX lppl0'Y/, 

either a paraphrase, or, if lit., presupposing "1~~~-L which, standing 
alone, is not idiomatic (only Jos. 2, 2, sq. li11i 1 7SoS). In Chr. 
(I r 1, 4 b, 5) the whole sentence is altered (! fiN1"1 1::Jt!/1 101::i,i, tl~1 

,,,,, 1:11::JI 1::Jt!)I 1'10N'1 for ,,,, ,0~1, ri~n :JC:,,I 10:;tn 'N). 
,~, i7'Pr !:JN 1:JJ 'but (on I 8, 19: Lex. 475a) the blind and the 

lame will turn thee aside,' substantially as RV. m.: the sing. by Ew. 
§ 316a; GK.§ 145°; and the pf. by GK.§ 106m, though the impf. 
would be better (We. al.). But it is better to read ';J)'L?> Their 
fortress, they mean to say, is so strong that even the blind and the 
lame in it are sufficient to keep David from entering it. 'Except thou 
take away' (AV. RV.) would require (1T!?Q~ or) Qi'[?Q tl~ 1'.ll. The 
Chronicler (I 11, 5) omits everything from tJN 1::i to the end of 
the verse. 

tl1i1i1p] GK.§ 35g. On the forms '1I~, tt~~' see GK.§ 84bd. 
7. On the site of the old Jebusite stronghold, z;ion = the 'City of 

David,' see Stade, Gesch. Isr., i. 315 f.; DB. ZION; EB. ii. 2417-
20; most fully G. A. Smith, Jerusalem (1908), i. 154-169. The part 
of Jerusalem which is now called ?ion, and is so marked on many 

maps, is the South- West Hill ; but the tradition identifying this hill 
with the Biblical ~ion does not reach back beyond the 4th century A. n.; 
and there are the strongest reasons, based on the usage of the OT. 
itself, for believing that the '?:ion' of ancient times was the South

East Hill of Jerusalem, on the North, and highest, part of which 
stood the Temple,-and on the South (contiguous to the Temple) the 
Royal Palace; built by Solomon. The author of r Mace. expressly 
identifies '?ion' with the hill on which the Temple was situate 
( r Mace. 4, 37 f. 7, 33). The site of the old stronghold, ?,ion, was 
entirely outside the modern city, on a narrow elongated hill, stretching 

out to the south of the present I;Iaram esh-Sherif: see the Map facing 
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EB. 2419-20 (' Ophel '), or, still better, the Maps in G. A. Smith, 
op. cit. ii., facing pp. 39, 51. 

8. 'J, n:ir:, ,:i] · The passage is very difficult, and the text certainly 
to some extent corrupt. ,,)':r in the Mishnah means a pipe, spout, or 
water-channel; and in ift. 42, St it denotes the channels (cf. il?~J;l 
Job 38, 25), by which the Hebrews conceived rain to pour down 

from heaven. 

In other respects the renderings that have been generally adopted, both implying, 
however, a deviation from the existing MT., besides being highly questionable 
philologically, are (a) 'Whosoever smiteth the Jebusites, let him (the i by Tenses, 

§ 125; GK.§ q3d) get up to the watercourse, and (smite) the blind and the lame,' 
etc. (so RV.). Upon this interpretation, n:in is supposed to have fallen out in 
clause b (n!-t n::irn for n!-tl). 1::1 Y~l, however, elsewhere means simply to touch: 
where it may b~ ~~presented by the English word reach it is applied not to a person 
arriving at a spot, but to some object extending to it, so as to touch it, as I Ki. 6, 27 
the wing of the one clierub touched the wall, Hos. 4, 2 and blood toucheth, reachetk 

to blood (forming a continuous stream): more often with iy, ,~. or ,y, meta
phorically of misfortune, the sword, etc., Jud. 20, 34- 41, Mic. 1, 9. Jer. 4, ro al. 
Touch, the legitimate rendering of ':! Y~l, is weak: get up to is an unjustifiable 
paraphrase, ( b) The words are rendered, with ]/~~! for ]/~~1, 'Whosoever smiteth 
the Jebusites, let him hurl down the water-channel both the blind and the 
lame,' etc. (so Ew. Ke.). Bnt '~ )!1~;:t means merely to make to touch=to join 

(Is. 5, 8): even with,,, ,N, or "11', it is only used of a building (or collection of 
buildings) made to touch the gronnd (viz. by being levelled to it), Is. 25, 12. 26, S· 

Ez. 13, 14. Lam. 2, 2 (comp. ,y l/1)il to make to touc,t (and rest) upon=to apply 

to, Is. 6, 7. Jer. 1, 9; with,~ Ex. 12, 22: with'' Ex. 4, 25 =fo cast to the foot); 

or (intransitively) simply to reack, arrive at (I 14, 9 al.). Thus thongh ,!-t Y~~! 
il~1il (or iY) might mean 'level to the water-channel• (so as to rest upon it), there 
is no analogy for interpreting ,1~111 Y~~ to mean 'hurl down the water-channel.' 

Both these renderings of ]Ill must therefore be abandoned. Of 
,,~1, recent excavation in J erusalern has given an attractive and, as it 

seems, probable explanation. From the 'Virgin's Spring' ('Ain 
Sitti [i. e. Sidtz; My Lady J Mariam, also called 'Ain Umm el-Deriij, 

from the steps leading down to it), the ancient Gil,ion (1 Ki. 1, 33. 

38. 45. 2 Ch. 30, 30. 33, qt), the one natural spring which 
Jerusalem possesses, on the E. of Ophel, and just opposite to the 
village of Siloam (Silwiin), there are carried through the rock two 
tunnels, one ( I7 57 ft. long) leading down to the Pool of Siloam (see 
the Introd. § 1 ), the other running W. of the Spring for 50 ft., where 

S 2 
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the rock is cut out so as to form a pool : above this there is a 

perpendicular shaft, 6 ft. by 4 ft.,-called, from Sir C. Warren, who 
discovered it in 1867, 'Warren's shaft,'-which runs straight up 

through the rock for 44 ft., then there follows for 45 ft. a sloping 
ascent, rising at an angle of 45°, the tunnel then becomes horizontal 
for 40 ft., till finally after another ascent of 50 ft. it ends at the top 
of the hill, on which the original fortress of ~ion must have been 
situated. At the top of the 'shaft' there is an iron ring, through which 
a rope might have been passed for hauling up water from the pool 
below. The purpose of this tunnel is clear : it was to enable the 
garrison to draw upon the Spring from within the fortress, especially 

in the event of a siege (G. A. Smith, Jerusalem, i. 92 f.; more fully 
Warren in the Survey if West Pal., Jerusalem volume, p. 367 f. with 
section of tunnel facing p. 368). Could this tunnel have been the 
il.l~? It was certainly a 'water-channel' from the spring to the pool 

at the bottom of the shaft; and it is possible, at least with the help 

of a rough wooden scaffolding, to get up the perpendicular shaft, as 

Warren did, and so to pass on to the mouth of the tunnel at the top. 
Did some adventurous Israelites make their way up thus into the 

fortress of ~ion, and surprise the garrison ? Pere Vincent thinks so 

( Underground Jerusalem, 1911, p. 34); and it seems very probable. 

As however has been shewn, no sense suitable to il.l~ can be extracted 
out of y~,,; and we must, if we accept this view, write bravely 

~~:l (cf. 1 Ch. 11, 6 :::i~,, , , , ~~~1) 'let him go up in {or by) the water

channel:' this is at least both more scholarly, and more honest, than, 

with AV. RV., to force upon l))' the impossible meaning 'get up.' 
The following words, 'Ji t:l1no.:in r,~,. as they do not make a 

sentence, must in some way be emended : and we may either, with 

AV., read i1fi'.l1 'and smite the lame and the blind who are hated 

(Qre) of David's soul' (on account viz. of what is said of them in v. 6), 

or {though the connexion is then poor) read i11$1~ for l~JI!', i. e. 
'and ( = for) the lame and the blind David's soul hateth.' The last 

words of the v. can only mean (RV. m.) 'The blind and the lame 

(i. e. mendicants) shall not [or do not] come into the house,' i. e. into 

the Temple (so LXX): the origin of a common saying (cf. Gen. 

22, 14; I 19, 24) about mendicants being excluded from the Temple 
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is thus explained. But the saying is unrelated to v. 6 in its natural 
and obvious sense; and in fact v. Sb seems to be an old gloss, added 
by one who supposed 6b to mean 'Except thou remove the blind 
and the lame (in the Israehte army) who say, David will not enter in 
here:' comp. the Targ., which paraphrases: 'Thou wilt not enter in 

here except thou remove the sinners and the guilty, who say, David 

will not enter in here;' and in 8, ' And the sinners and the guilty 
David's soul abhorreth: therefore they say, The sinners and the guilty 

enter not into the house.' 

Dhorme takes the same view of ·m::i:, though he restores the text differently: 
'And David said in that day, Whoso smiteth the Jebnsites, and reacheth .. . 
[And the son of Zeruiah went up (cf. 1 Ch. II, 6b)J by the water-channel .. . 
(Gloss on v. 6: As for (GK.§ u71] the Jame and the blind, they are hated of 
David's soul: therefore they say, The blind and the lame shall not enter into the 
Temple).' 

Budde, regarding the words in v. 8 as spoken efter the capture of ?ion, and 
observing that we have a right to expect some thought worthy of a king (which 
hatred of enemies is not), and that David actually (24, 18) spared some of the 
Jebusites, conjectures: 'Whoso smiteth a Jebusite, toucheth his own neck (i.e. 
brings his own life into danger) ; the lame and the blind David's soul hateth not' 
(T1N i"1(N)i~f for T1Nl "lu:!,:J ; and mt.lt:' N:, for lN.lt:') : c£ G. A. Smith, Jeru
salem, ii. 32. The conjecture is clever: it gives 1:::1 l)).l its proper sense; and it 
attributes to David a fine and chivalrous thought; but it is too bold to command 
acceptance. 

The Chronicler (I 11, 6) for the whole of v. 8 has l"1!l0 :,!) i1,i "10NI'\ 
: I:'~:' 1n1, n1,,::i: r:i. :iN,1 m,1:1N,:i '~:1 ,r,, t:iN,, jiljil m,~N,:::i 1c,:::i1 

Whether, however, this interpretation is correct, and words such as t:'N"1:, ;;1;;1 
"11:''1 have fallen ont in Sam., is very doubtful. ii:::lO ?!l is 'every one who smites' 
(cf. 2, 23. No. 21, 8. Jud. 19, 30. I 2, 13. 36. ro, Il), not, as would be needed 
if such a reward as ,eh, t:'N"1) jiljil were promised, 'any one who smites : ' Gen. 
4, 16 hardly proves the contrary; and where, in such sentences, an individual is 
in view, the wording is different (as J nd. 1, 12 , , , "1!:lC-T11"1i' T1N i1:::l1 "1~'N, 

II, ;31. I 17, 251?0ii l.l"1tc'l)1 ll:::)1 "11:'N t:'1Ni1 ii1iii. Nu, 16, 6. 17, 20). 

9. ,,, p11J I Ch. 11, 8 "\1l)ii j:i'l, which is supported by LXX here 

(Kat ~Koilop.'Y}cr£V aw~v 'lTo.\iv = ;•y Q~1~, Bu.,-Lhe words being differ
ently divided), and may be the original reading. 

NlSon] So in the II, 1 Ch. 11, 8. 1 Ki. 9, 15. 24. 11, 27. 2 Ch. 
32, 5t: Nl';,o n•:i near Shechem, Jud. 9, 6. 20; and also 2 Ki. 12, :nt. 
Targ. for this Millo has always NT11?o, the word which also represents 
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l'l??·~, the mound of earth cast up by the besiegers of a town. The 
word N1?t=i means apparently Fz'lHng; and probably denotes a mound 

or rampart of earth. Cf. G. A. Smith, Jerusalem, ii. 40 f. 

;in1::i1] ni;i;~ housewards = z'nwards, as Ex. 28, 26 al. 

10. ,,•m] for the construction, see on I 14, 19. 

II. 1tt;m the form being for 'l?~r:t: GK. § 84bb, 

II-25=1 Ch. 14, 1-16. 

13. tbt!'ii't., J 1 Ch. 14, 3 o:,c,,,1:::i, the more probable reading. 

14. tl'"i~~iJ] '1~~; 12, 14. Ex. 1, 22. Jos. 5, 5. Jer. 16, 3t. The 
punctuation in all these cases is irregular: by analogy the ptcp. 

,~?!Cl, tl'"!~;iJ is what would be required by the syntax. On the form, 

cf. Ew. § 155d; Stade, § 224; Kon. ii. 148 f.; GK. § 84be. 24: the 
parallels have all a substantival force (ii::!~, ii:ll~, ii3.p, etc.). It is 

not clear with what right Hitzig (on Jer. l. c.) says that 'in virtue of 
passages such as 2 S. 12, 1 4 the punctuation .,,~; is correct;' and 

the explanation adopted (apparently) by Dillmann on Jos. /. c. that the 

form is meant to express 'in contradistinction to tl'"!~: the idea of 
succession' (' soll das "fort und fort, nach und nach" ausdriicken ') 

is incompatible with eh. I 2, 14 ( of a single child). In I Ki. 3, 26. 2 7, 
and even in the parallel I Ch. 14, 4, in each of which passages (notice 
in Ch. the following ,, )Iii it!'N) the substantival form would have 

been in place, the word is pointed as a ptcp. ('11:,;ci, b1"!~~CI). The 
explanation in GK. /. c. is artificial. 

qb-16. The list of David's sons, born in Jerusalem, is repeated, 

1 Ch. 3, 5-8, and also 14, 4-7, with the following variations :-

2 Sam. 5. I Ch. 3. I Ch. 14. 
I. 14b l)'lt.:lt!/ 5b N.llt.:11!' 4b :lllt.:11!' 

2-5 (:::i:::i,c,, 1m, no:,t:1, ,n:::ii) without variation. 
6. l5b:l/11!'1,N 6 .llt.:IW1:,N ; :l/lt:11:,N 

7. t::l?Sl1:,N t::l:,i:iSN 

8. 7 i'lJ) i=IJ) 

9-11. (J!:ll, .ll'!:ll, l)t.:lt,1:,N) without variation. 
l 2. 16 l)'ll:,N 8 l)'ll'N 7 y-,1:,y:::i 

13. t::):,!:)1:,N t::l:,si1:,N t::lSD1:,N 

ymt!' is perhaps an abbreviated, 'caritative' form, for il'llt.:11!' 

(Lid.zbarski, Ephemeris, ii. 21; Prli.torius, ZDMG. lvii. (1903), p. 774). 
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Cf. above, p. 19. In No. 12 l/'1 1,31:::i is evidently the true name, 
changed for the sake of avoiding ,y:::i to y-, 1,~ (comp. on 4, 4). LXX 
in 1 Ch. 14, 7 read with MT. :1)'1 1,31:::i (Swete, i.e. Codd.Band Sin., 

Ba;\ey8a£; Cod. A BaUia8a; Lucian BaaAia8a; other MSS. BaA,a8a ). 

In the existing LXX text of 2 Sam. there are two renderings of the 
list; and in the second, which appears to be derived from Ch., the 

form with :,y~ is likewise expressed (BaaA£tµafJ: so Luc. BaaAtAa0). 

5, 17. David and the Philt'stines. 

1 7. ,,y11] from the low-lying Philistine plain ; cf. on I· 2 9, 9. 
i'1'1l::IDi1 ,~ '1"'\1l] The verb '1"\I shews that the i1'11::ID referred to 

cannot be identified with the n'11~0 of Zion, v. 9: for that lay on an 
elevation, and the phrase used in connexion with it is always n:,y. 
This i1'1l~O is no doubt the one in the wilderness of Judah, which 

David held (I 22, 4),-probably, in fact (see on I 22, 1) the' hold' of 

'Adullam (cf. II 23, 14, comparing 13). The natural position of 
5, 17-6, r is immediately after the account of David's being anointed 
king at Hebron (v. 3); and here, or before v. 6, it no doubt originally 
stood (Kennedy, pp. 215, 218). David would of course both 'go 
down' from Hebron to 'Adullam, and also (v. 19) 'go up' from 

'Adullam to the Vale of Rephaim, close to Jerusalem on the SW. 

18. l!tl t:1 1nt:h:ii] 'Now the Philistines had come' ( cf. on I 9, r 5). 

ltl'!::l)11] were let go, spread abroad, asJud. 15, g. Cf. b1~re1 I 30, 16. 

b1~!:l"\ poyJ Probably the broad upland plain, el-Baq'a, rich in 
cornfields and olive-gardens (Is. 17, 5 f.), with low hills on each side, 
which extended from a hill at the west end of the valley of Hinnom 

(Jos. 15, 8) for some 3 miles SW. of Jerusalem. 
19. n,y~n] from the n,,m of v. 17. 
20. b1~i!:l ,v:::i] Perhaps original!Y (Paton, Encycl. of Rei. and 

Ethzi:s, ii. 286a) 'Ba'al of the breakings forth,' the name of a fountain 

bursting forth out of the hill-side, so called from the local 'Ba'al,' who 
was supposed to inhabit it (see on the local Ba'als supposed to inhabit 

trees, mountains, springs, etc., DB. or EB.· s. v., and esp. Paton's 
learned art. just referred to; cf. also above, p. 63 f.; many names of 
places embody this belief, as Baal-Hermon, Baal-Meon, Baal-Tamar, 
etc.). As the name of the place is explained here, however, Ba'al 
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does not denote the Canaanite or Phoenician god of that name, but is 
a title of Yahweh ( cf. on 4, 4); and c1:-;;r, :,yJ, in the sense of' Master 

of breakings forth' (upon the foe), is understood as commemorating 

the victory (comp. 1c; n,;,1 Ex. 17, 15; c,:,eo illi11 Jud. 6, 24). The 
explanation, 'Place of breaches' (Keil ; RV. marg. ), is not probable: 
not only are the analogies quoted against it, but :,yJ in the sense of 

owner, possessor, though often used of human beings (e.g. "WW :,yJ 
2 Ki. 1, 8) is very rarely applied to inanimate objects (Is. 41, 15: 

Lex. 127b). 
';i yi!:I J 'bath broken down my enemies before me, like the breaking 

of waters' through a dam. Cf. of breaking down a wall, 1/'· 80, 1 3 

;,1;iJ r,;liEl no:,; and 'J Y,!:I ('make a breach in'), Ex. 19, 22. 24; 

'J t:)~ n~ eh. 6, 8. 
21. tlil1J;lll] LXX -roi>s (hoi>s ain-wv, and Ch. (I 14, 12) Ciil1il='N,

doubtless the original reading. 
i1e-JN1 ,,, tlNt.:111] See EB. ii. 1918 an illustration of an Ass. 

warrior bearing in his hand a captured idol. The Chronicler, in 
order to leave no doubt as to what David did with the idols, sub
stitutes e'NJ l!:i"lt.:111 ,,,, "10~11. 

23. il:,yr, ~:,] Add t:IMip:, LXX, which is required by the sequel. 

JQQ] The Hif. is anomalous. Either il has arisen by dittography 

from n:,yr,, and the Qal Jb (cf. LXX a7ro<rrptrf,ov) should be restored; 
or (Bu.) the word is used in a military sense, Lead round (thy "men): 

cf. the seemingly intrans. c1·w and l11~ (on I 15, 2), and,~ Jud. 4, 6. 

20, 37, and perhaps 5, 14. 

Ci11iMN :iNJ So 2 Ki. 9, 18. 19. Cf. l11JO :iN 2 Ki. II, 15: r,no 'N 

Dt. 23, 11 al.; nnn :,N I Ki. 8, 6. Zech. 3, 10. 

'Jl JiNJl] and come to them off the front ef (in our idiom: z"n front 

ef) ... : cf. Nu. 22, 5 1?~'? JW,1 ~m. 
C1N:1J] Read, with LXX and I Ch. 14, 14 C1N:l.Jil. 

24. 1il11] and let i"t be ... : a permissive command : Tenses, § 121 

Obs. ; and I 10, 5 note. 

niy;; :,,p n~ J 'the sound of a stepping.' Sip may be sufficiently 

defined by the gen. niy;; (cf. Lev. 7, 8): but I Ch. 14, 15 has ilil)1il 

(cf. GK.§ rqd). 
Y,M TN] 'look sharp is our colloquial equivalent' (Sm.). In 
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Ch. paraphrased, with much loss of originality and vigour, by N~n IK 

non:io::i. 
K¥:J will have gone forth (GK. § ro6°). 
'.::i rn.:in:,J The ::i is partitive, 'to make a smiting in' (Lex. 88b). 

25. Y.:llO] LXX a,ro raiSawv, Ch. 1'3)::1)0. This is better than ]):ll (on I 13, 2), 
which, being 5 miles NNE. of Jerus:i.lem, is in the wrong direction altogether; but 
Gibeon (el-Jib, 5 miles NN W. of Jerusalem: on 2, 12) is not much better: as Sm. 
remarks, 'Both Geb:i.' aud Gibeon are too far from the Vale of Rephaim for the 
pursuit to begin at either one.' To judge from the large maps, also, there is no 
natural route down from el-Jib to Gezer. If, however, Geba' were the name 
of a place, not otherwise mentioned, near Jerusalem, on the road to Qaryet el-'Enab 
(Qiryath-ye'arim), the site would suit excellently; for this road leads straight down 
to Gezer. The allusion in the second clause of Is. 28, 21a (tl1i'' l:JIS''"lEl ;i").::, 1.::, 

t~i1 fUl::ll.:l poy.::, mi"11) may be not to this event, but to Jos. ro. 

'"l!l] Now Tell Jezer, 19 miles WNW. of Jerusalem, and 12 miles 
below Qaryet el-'Enab. The site, as is now well known, has been 
recently most successfully excavated: see, for some account of the 
principal results, the writer's 'Schweich Lectures' on Modern Research 

as illustrating the Bible (1909), pp. 46-80, 88-98. 

6. Removal of the Ark to the ' City of David.' 

6, 1. 901,] for 90K1i, as 9!?T-1 V'· 104, 29 (GK.§ 68b): cf. on I 15, 5. 
Whether this verse (with the omission of 'lll), which may have been 

added by a scribe, who inadvertently supposed 9011 to come from 901) 

is really the introduction to v. 2 ff., is uncertain. It may form the 
sequel to 5, 1 7-24 (in its original position: see on 5, 1 7 ), and perhaps 
at the same time ( without 'lll)) the introduction to 5, 6-10. See 
Kennedy, p. 2 18. 

2-12a= 1 Ch. 13, 5-14; between 12a and 12b the Chronicler 
inserts 14, 1-15, 24; 12b-14 is expanded and varied in 1 Ch. 15, 

25-27; 15-r9a=1 Ch. 15, 28-16, 3 (with variations); 1 Ch. 16, 

4-42 is another insertion; r9b-2oa=1 Ch. 16, 43 (vv. 2ob-23 being 
omitted in Ch.). The variations between the two narratives are here 
remarkably striking and instructive. In particular the earlier narrative 
makes no mention of the Levites; the later authority is careful to 
supply the om1ss1on. 

2. i"!'lW 1:,31:io J In I Ch. 1 3, 6 i"T'lli"T'' '"lc>N 1:J1;y1 n1;p :iK nz.;,~Y,::l : 

and this is the sense which is required: Qiryath Ye'arim is called 
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n?~~ Jos. 15, 9. 10, and ,y.:i-n,;p ib. 60. 18, 14 (and 15 LXX): 

doubtless, therefore, il11i1' ,l/.:i to Ba'al ef Judah must here be re

stored, the description ' of Judah ' being added to distinguish this 

Ba'al from other places of the same name (in Simeon,' Jos. 19, 8, 

in Dan, ib. 44 : cf. n,1n1 tin,-n,.:i). il1lil' ,y:i seems first to have 

been miswritten i11li1' ,,y:i; and then, this being interpreted as= 

'citizens of Judah,' the partitive ·I;) was prefixed, in order to produce 

some sort of connexion with the preceding clause. The place must 

have been originally sacred to Ba'al. On its site, see on I 6, 2 1. 

,,Sy . . , it:'~] 'over which is called a name, (even) the name of' 

etc. The phrase used betokens ownership: see on I 2, 2 8. Omit 

one tll!' with LXX. The distance of 11Sy from "'\C'~ suggests that 

the clause is glossed: read probably ,,Sy ';: '1 tll!' ~iP.l it:'~. In 
1 Ch. r 3, 6 CC' ~iP.l ii!'~ is misplaced strangely to the end of the verse. 

3b-4. The words v. 3 end-4a "'\I!'~ :i,.i,:i~ r, 1:io ,n~t:111 : ne"in 
ill)JJJ (which are not expressed in LXX) have been accidentally 

repeated from v. 3a: hence the questionable nt:1in (p. 125 note) with 

nSwn n~. Probably t11n,~n pi~ tll1 was preceded originally by 
1,m ~!l/l: as thus corrected the verse will explain how 'Uzzah and 

Al_iio 'led' the cart: Uzzah going beside the ark, and his brother 

be.fare it. The pr. n. ~'1;1~ { =~M!".1~: cf. \1;:i1~), in both 3a and 4, seems 

more probable than i1i:iti (We.), or i•i;i~ (LXX, with t:11.:bn in v. 4). 
So Sm. Bu. Now. 

5. tl1pnt:JD] were plqying or making merry. See on I r8, 7. 

tl1t::'1'"lJ 1~l/ ,:i:i J The true reading of these words has been pre

served in l Ch. r3, 8, viz. t:11"]'~1~ 1y-,~~- So LXX here, EV opyavoL<; 

~pµorrµlvoi, (see v. 14) and iv lcrxvi being a double rendering of 

Ill (\??) ,:i:i, and Kat iv 'l'3atS" evidently representing tl1"'\11!'Jl. 

t:11,~s~:i, tl1Y.lYmJl] Ch. n,,~n:i, tl1!1~Jl; LXX here KaL EV 

KVµ/36.Aoi<; Kat £V avAo'i:,=ti'S,,n:i, c1n,:ro:it MT. is doubtless original. 

For tl1l).ll/)t.:I Aq. Symm. have appropriately rr£'irrrpa {hence Vg. sistra) 

from rrdw: see Lex. 631 b; EB. iii. 3227-8 (illustr.). t:11,~,~ recurs 

"1· 150, 5t: elsewhere (but only in Chr. Ezr. Neh.) always t11n,m. 

6. ~:l) pJ J '"A fixed threshing-floor" does not satisfy the re

quirements of the sense: "the fixed threshing-floor" is not expressed 

in the Hebrew-to say nothing of the questionable use of the epithet 
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;,:i,; hence ;1:i,, as LXX and the Chronicler have rightly seen, must 
conceal a pr. name ' (We.), or, at least some designation which, 
attached to )1l, would constitute a pr. name (cf. Gen. 50, 16. 1 7 

it:J~il l1l; and I 19, 22). What this name or designation was must, 
however, remain uncertain. LXX here have Nw3af3, Ch. ri1:,. 

n,r.:,,11] Versions and r Ch. r 3, 9 add rightly 1,1-r,~. The ellipse is 
not according to usage. 

,~oei] Of uncertain meaning. ~0t!' is lo let fall, 2 Ki. 9, 33 (of 

Jezebel, illl:)0l:/11 il\~0t.:J). If· 141, 6; fig. to remit, hence il~l?W'iJ n~~ 
the year of the remittance (or rather intermiltence) of claims for debt, 

Dt. 15, I, 2: in Aram. to pull away or loosen, Lev. I4, 40. 43 Pesh. 
and Ps.-Jon. (=Heb. y,n); to pull out or draw a sword, in Syr. also 
often in other connexions for £K<nri,v; in Ethpa'el to be pulled out 

Ezr. 6, II (=Aram. no,ni); in Ethpe'al avelH (PS.), as Dt. 19, 5 

Pesh. ( =Heb. ,r.:,,,). Let it fall (so Th.) is the rendering best sup
ported by Hebrew usage : but many have given the word an intran

sitive sense,-either, after Pesh. (!fol." ,0~ o½-~?{.a.t, i.e. [ see 

PS. 4207] se a iugo extraxerunt: in I Ch. 13, 9 ,001~ 0001 aj01;), 
ran away (Maurer, Roed. in Thes.), or (by conjecture) slipped (Keil, 
Klo. : RV. stumbled}; these renderings are, however, philologically 

questionable. LXX /in 7repd.rr7ra<n.v aim]v (it:J~~) ti p,orrxo~ (in I Ch. 

1 3 UlKAivev a~T~v}; Targ. both here and I Ch. 1ill)10 (? threw it 
down: ? 1ill1l0 as 2 Ki. 9, 33); Vulg. calcz"trabant 1 (probably based on 
Aq. or Symm., whose renderings here have not been preserved): 
in I Ch. bos quippe lasciviens paullulum incli'navemt eam. 

7. :,e,n :,~] il:it.:J is a very rare root in Hebrew: in Aramaic it has 

the sense of to act zn error or neglect Job 19, 4 Targ.= Heb. ilJl:J 

(cf. the Nif. in 2 Ch. 29, u); in Af'el, to cause to act in error, mislead 

Job 12, 16 1:,t.:JO=Heb. n~~~ (cf. 2 Ki. 4, 28 Heb. do not mislead me): 

the subst. ~~~ means error, neglect Ezr. 4, 22. 6, 9. Dan. 3, 29. 6, 5: 

in the Targ.=il~~l? or n~~~ Gen. 43, l2; Lev. 4, 2. 5, 18. Nu. 15, 
24. 25 al. ~w,, here is commonly (since Targ. 1,nei~, :,y) explained 

from this root 'because of the error:' but (1) il:iw is scarcely a pure 

1 The Clementine text adds ' et declinaveruut earn ; ' but this is not found in the 
best MSS. of the Vulgate. 
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Hebrew word: where it occurs, it is either dialectical (2 Ki. 4) or late 

(2 Ch.); so that its appearance in early Hebrew is unexpected; (2) 
the unusual apocopated form (Sr.:, for 1Sr.:,) excites suspicion 1• Ewald 

explained Sr.:,n-Sv in the sense of the Syriac ~ ~ suddenly (e.g. 

Nu. 6, 9. 8, 19 Pesh.); but this is open in even a greater degree 
to the same objection as the explanation error; and though Sv is 

used in Hebrew in the expression of certain adverbial ideas (as ij?r.!' Sv, 
ll'.l.'i !,y: on I 23, 2 3), the word associated with it is expressed 

generally, and is not provided with the article. Ch. has "1CIN !,y 
jli~i, !,y 1,1 n,r.:,; and when the strangeness of the Hebrew expression 

here used is considered, it will hardly be deemed too venturesome 

to regard it as a mutilated fragment of the words cited from Ch., 

which were either still read here in their integrity by the Chronicler, 

or (as the sense is sufficiently plain without them) were introduced 

here as a gloss from the parallel text of Ch., and afterwards became 
corrupted, 

b 1n,~n lliN bV] bl,' as Jud. 19, II etc. LXX add ivJmov -rov 

lhov=b1n,~ ')El:, which in I Ch. 13, 10 (Heb. and LXX) stands i"n 

place of b'i1:,Nn pi~ bl,'. Perhaps that was the original reading. 

8. ~ij?11] As 2, 16. LXX Kat EKA~0Y/, reading 1:(1_~~1 (or para
phrasing). 

1 o. "110n, J Cf. "110 of turning aside into a house in J ud. 4, 18. 

18, 3· 19, II. 12, 15. 

:iv] Read ,N, as I Ch, 13, 13; cf. on I 13, 13. 

n•.J 11"1~11] and turned it aside to the house, etc. Exactly so, Nu. 
22, 23 ,,,n i'lQbiJ? 11n~n-nN oih:::i 11t 

IJiN ,:iv J The. analogy of ~,,:7~Y, nn~Y, ,~1"!?~, >~·p~ ( cf. EB. 
iii. 3284), and of the numerous Phoenician, Aramaic, and Arabic 

names compounded with i:::iv and ~ and the name of a deity 2, create 

1 LXX (Cod. B) omits the word: Cod. A and Luc. have ,,,, Tji 1rpo1rn,[q, whence 
Jerome 'super temeritate.' Bnt raskness is not the idea expressed by the root. 

' Cf. the Phoen. mr,c,v,:::iv, r,;p:,~i~V, ;tir.!'Ni:lll, :,y::1i:::iy (see further 
instances in CJS. I. p. 365 ; Lidzbarski, Nordsem. Epigrapkik, 332-5; Cooke, 
NSI. 373). For Aram. names, see Lidzb. and Cooke, as cited: for Arabic names, 
Wellh., Reste Arab. Heidentums•, pp. 2-+ The pr. n. !Jifl(i:ll) occurs at Carthage 
(CIS. I. 295. 4); but without any further clues to its meaning than we possess for 
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a somewhat strong presumption that, though nothing more is at 
present known definitely about a god bearing this name, O"lN in 

O"lN "l.:lll is the name of a dez'(y 1
: Obed-edom, it will also be remem

bered, was not an Israelite, but a P hilisti'ne. It is true, there are 

some names of this form, in which "l.:lll, ~ is compounded into 
the name of a king 2 ( as r,r,in"l.J:11 ' servant of Aretas,' Cooke, NSI. 
82. 5, cf. p. 224): oiN does not, however, seem to be a likely name 
for a king; and 'servant of men' is not a likely explanation of the 

name. In a few cases the second element in such names is perhaps 

the name of a tribes; so there remains the possibi1i'(y that this is 

the case with OiN i:iy. 

11. r,1:iJ r,1:i:i i':lO (see op I 12, 5); and so II 13, 20; but in 
each case unnecessarily: seep. 37 n. 2. 

13. As both We. and Keil rightly observe, the Hebrew states only 
that a sacrifice was offered, when those bearing the ark had advanced 

six steps: as soon, namely, as it appeared that it could be moved 
from the resting-place with impunity, the sacrifice was offered, partly 
as a thanksgiving that God's anger had been appeased, and partly 
as an inauguration of the ceremony that was to follow. In order 
to express that a sacrifice was offered at every six steps, the Hebrew 

would have read n:in,,. (r,:11~ or) ,-,y~1 ON ,·11111 (Gen. 31, 8; Nu. 

21, 9: Tenses,§ 1368 Obs.). 
14. j:Jj:JO] Only here and v. 16: was drcHng about. 

"l.:l ·m:iN] See on I 2, 18. 

15. 01,ye J were bringing up: note the ptcp. 

"1!l1l!I ,1p:11 i13ll"1n.::l] Cf. Amos 2, 2 j!lll!I ,,p.::i i1lt1"1n:l (of the shout 
of victory): also Jos. 6, 5 for a similar combination. ,fr. 47, 6 (though 
the Psalm itself belongs to a much later date) appears to be based 

on this verse: j!lll!I ,,p.:i nli11 n:111,r,.::i 01n,N n,y. The i!ll~ was not 

a metal 'trumpet,' but a horn: see the writer's Joel and Amos (in the 

Cambr. Bi"ble), pp. 144-6. 

the Heb. oiN i:lj). The title O"lt-11~0, applied to a king (CIS. I. p. 365), does 
not throw any light upon it. 

1 Comp. W. R. Smith, Re!. Sem.• 42 f.; EB. iii. 3462 n. 
2 Noldeke, in Euting's Nabat. Inschriften. (1885), p. 32 f.; Wellh. /. c. p. 4. 
s Wellh. l. c.; cf. Cooke, p. 224. 
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16. i"N·n] 1 Ch. 15, 29, correctly, 1n1t Cf. on I 1, 12. 

"'\1l/] Prefix il) with LXX (tw~), and I Ch. 15, 29. 
i~i~c, )IElC] leaping (lit. shewing agility) and circling about. Both 

uncommon words: ltEl Gen. 49, 24t in Qal; as Arabic shews, to 

be actz've or agile. 1 Ch. 15, 30 substitutes more ordinary words, ip,o 
pn~o,: skipping (tf!. 114, 4. 6; Job 21, II) andplayi'ng (v. 5). 

18. n:mni] Collectively (comp. t:11Se:in Ez. 33, 21; .:1~10 often, etc.): 

cf. the plural, v. 17. 
19 .••• C"No,] In the II r Ch. r6, 3 the more ordinary ~•No 

n~~ iin (I 22, 19 al.) is substituted. The idiom jo, is, however, fully 

justified, not only by Ex. II, 7. 2 Ch. 15, 13, but also by its use 

in other analogous expressions, for the purpose of denoting the 

terminus a quoin space or time (7, 6); see Thes. s. v. jO; Lex. 583b. 

rbn J Elsewhere only in P, Ex. 29, 2 etc. ( r 3 times). 
'"\Ell!'~] The meaning of this word, which occurs besides only in the 

1 Ch. 16, 3, is quite unknown. As Lagarde points out 1, so-called 

'tradition' is here remarkably at variance with itself-(a) LXX in 

Sam. luxap{TYJv 2
, in Ch. (rl.pTOv t1va) &pTOK07rtK6v (Lucian KoAAvpfrriv 3); 

(b) Aq. Symm. &µ,vpfrriv 4
; (c) Vulg. Sam. assaturam bubulae carnis 

unam, Ch. partem assae carnis bubulae; (d) Pesh. Sam. 1.ca.AJ (frus

tum carm's 6), Ch. I!"'" )~ (portio una); (e) Targ. Sam. in ,i,El ; 
Ch. (late) N'"\\l1.:I Nl1t!'N jC in ,,El { = a sixth part of a bullock) 6 ; 

(/) Abu'! Walid, col. 742 (Rouen gloss) ["l.. .i.,..k.; (segmentum carnis); 
(g) Rashi (in agreement with Targ. Ch.) iEl.:1 ilt!'~C inN; (h) Kimchi 

it!'.::10 inN 1,,n, but mentioning also as a possible explanation the 

view of the Rabbis (Pesa~im 36h), also found in Targ. Ch. and Rashi, 

tha~ it is a compound word (l1?~7,o i1~f.?) signifying '"\El.:I i1t!'t!'.:I inN. 

It is evident that these renderings are either conjectures based upon 

1 .Mittheilungen, i. (1884), p. 214-
2 iElt!'~ probably read as "1~t!'~ : cf. lipfrravov for p"1i I 13, H; -r61<os for ii:l 

,j,. 72, 14 al., etc. (comp. p. 78 n.). 
3 Or ;>..a'Yavov TIJ'}'avov. But the renderings of iElt!'~ and i1t!Jlt,~ have apparently 

been transposed: for 1-a-yarav am) T']-y&vov = i1t!''e'N in Samuel. 
4 'Vox aliunde incognita, cuius loco dµopfr')s ( =l'lt!Jlt,~ 1 Ch. LXX) ex dµ6pa 

(quod Hesychio est u,µI/la;\.,s ,q,8~ <T~v µ<At-rt, Athenaeo autem µ•;>..fro,µa 11•1r<µ
µfrov) fortasse reponendum' (Dr. Field), 

5 = nn.i Ez. 24, 4 (Payne Smith, Thes. s.v.). 
• Cf. the marg. of the Reuchl. Cod. (Lagarde, p. xix, 3) N,m.:i Nl1'1!-' jO in. 
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the context, or depend upon an absurd etymology, as though itit!IN 

were in some way compounded of t!'t!I and "lti and meant the sixth 
part of a bullock l Upon Kimchi's explanation are based the render
ings of Seb. Munster (1534-5), 'frustum carnis unum;' of the 
Geneva Bible (1560), 'a piece of flesh;' and of RV. AV. 'a good 
piece (of flesh)' depends evidently on a combination of itit!'N with 

,~~ 1 
; but the application of the root, in such a connexion, is ques

tionable; granting that itit!IN=' something fair,' its employment to 

denote in particular 'a fair piece ef .flesh' is not a probable specializa
tion of its meaning. Lud. de Dien, perceiving the impossibility of the 
Rabbinical etymology, endeavoured to reach the same general sense 

by a derivation from the Ethiopic {l.{.l: saj'ara, to measure, (JD{l.{.CT: 

maifart, measure (Matth. 7, 2 al.), supposing itit!IN to have thus 

denoted 'dimensam sacrificii par/em unam, quantum nempe unius 

sextae partis, in quas sacrificium aequaliter dividi solebat, mensura 
continebat.' Ges. and Roed. (in Thes.) adopt the same derivation, 
though not limiting the 'measure,' as was done by De Dien, to 
a particular fraction of the sacrifice. But irrespectively of the fact 
pointed out by Lagarde that Eth. llitl:=Heb. i!lo (not i!l~), the 
sense obtained is insufficient and lame : between two words denoting 
distinctly two kinds of food, the narrator would have placed a word 

denoting simply 'a measure'-' a cake of bread, a measure, and a cake 

of raisins' -both the amount, and the nature, of the substance 
measured being left undefined. Under such circumstances, it is 

wisest to acknowledge that we do not know what the word means, 
and cannot propose for it a plausible etymology 2• 

ilt!''~N] II, Hos. 3, r. Cant. 2, 5t. Either raisin-cakes (Thes.), or 
(Kennedy, EB. ii. 1569) cakes ef dough kneaded with grapes. 

20. "'I~?~ il~J How the king hath got him honour to-day ... I (Not 

'How honourable was ... ,' which would be the ptcp. "'If?~- 'Glorious' 
of EVV. destroys the point of David's reply at the end of v. 2 3, where 
the same verb is rendered 'had in honour.') For the medial sense of 

1 C£ in the Michlol Yophi (Dan. 4, 24) ,,sll itl~1 1:is~ 10 iltl' p~,n S"i ,t!(. 
2 Ewald's roast meat (Hist. iii. 127), from i:lW=l:]i~, is very improbable, 

both on account of the ei = b', and because 1:]ib' is not to roast, but to burn up. 
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i:i~.l, to get oneself honour (GK. § 5 I 0), cf. Ex. 14, 4. I7. I 8. Ez. 

28, 22 al. 

t1lil0~] il~~ is the one noun in Heb., in which the plur. is enlarged 

by the addition of iJ (t1iil~~). 
In the cognate languages we have 1-

Jl,'" 'lY J" ',~ ;:.:n;,:::i~ 2 ~ 1 ~1 Ji-alhers. 
~,, ~,, TTT-! ',f..!:)~ 

Jl,'~~?7 i1QQ'r~, .;t._.,..:i mothers. 

Jl.'~(~ ilQQ'?~ (but Arab . .;~I) bondmaids. 

)~ husbands' mothers, 

ll'~;..i hands (in fig. sense, supports). 

ll'~, l:-ll'1i10~ I~ names. 
!S T TT; J II:, 

iili'Y (and iPli) beams (from PY= !J~ = Yl!: p. 9), Sachau, A ram. 

Papyrus aus ..•.. Elephanti'ne ( I 91 I), I, I I. 3, I o. 

Mand. ;,r,;:,:,i1t1ol,' (from sing. ;:.:ntN:1 = )~~) lips 3 
• 

.;1 ~-. •. (and .;~) years. 

~\ & d '; {and .:.,~), ~4 thorn-trees (from 1~)-
Phoen. nn:,i (NSI. 9, 3; from ,, 20, A, 5, cf. -.fr. 141, 3) doors. 

n\:,l.l J Upon analogy of the construction with the finite verb, this 
would be the inf. abs., which is written four times with n-probably, if 
the forms are correct, for the sake of the assonance (Kon. i. 536; GK. 
§ 75n; cf. Maurer, ap. Th. here) nin~ Is. 22, 13; ni~142, 20 Qr€! 
(Kt. l.;11~1); n\:,~ Hos. , o, 4; n~,¥ Hab. 3, 13 (? Q17V.): for the form 

of the i'nf. abs. with J, cf. 1:-1,~? ( 1, 6), ~K~~ (I 20, 6), !:!~~, etc. Ewald, 
however,§ 240c, supposes the i'nj'. abs. to have passed into the in:f. c. 

by a species of attraction, under the influence of the preceding ~ ; 
and this is not, perhaps, impossible. No other case of the inj'. c. 

being strengthened by the inj'. abs. seems to occur : so we are not in 
a position to say whether i1°St1 ni:,~ryf or ni:,!~ ni:,~ryf is more in 

accordance with usage. GK.§ 75Y treats nfo.l as a faulty repetition 
of n\:,l,i. 

tl'j:)"lil] So Jud. 9, 4. u, 3. (LXX rwv Jpxov,ulvwv=tl")~iQ.) For 
inN, see on 2, 18. 

1 Cf, Noldeke, SBAk. 1882, p. II78 f. 
2 Comp. lil.:lN my fathers, Cooke, NS[. 63, 16 (from Zenjirli). 
3 Cf. Noldeke, Miinddische Uramm., pp. 171, 172. 
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2 r. i'11il' 'l£b] LXX after rnn• expresses nm• :J'if iif.1~ (Luc. 
mn• 'IJ). The words will have fallen out of MT. by oµ,oio-rlA(wor 

(Th, We. etc.). ip"li-t is needed for the sense; and the whole may be 
genuine : but neither ,, 11,::i nor ,, in seems required; and the 

variation between them rather suggests (Kio. Bu. Kit. ap. Kautzsch) 
that each was a later addition, made in different MSS. : the scribe 

of the archetype of MT. and the other versions passed from ,, to \ 
and omitted both the genuine ip,i-t and the addition ,, (•n) 1li:l. 

i 1ll] Some 30 MSS. and LXX (Els} i•ll~, which is better; cf. 

I 25, 30. 
2 2. The verse is difficult. It is best to begin it with 2 r b 1.npne>l. 

(a) Ew. We. Now.: 'And if (Jer. 20, 9: Tenses,§ 148; cf. on 19, 3) 
I play before Yahweh, 22 I count myself still too small for this 
(to play before Him), and am abased in mine own eyes; and with 

the bondmaids (slave-girls) whom thou hast spoken of, with them 
should I seek(?) to get me honour?' David says that he is unworthy 
to play and dance before Yahweh, and the opinion which the slave
girls entertain of him is of no consequence. (b) Th. Sm. Bu. Dh., 
and substantially EVV.: 'And I will play before Yahweh, 22 and will 
be yet more looked down upon than this (more than I have been 
to-day), and will be abased in mine eyes (LXX, Th. Sm. Bu. Dh., 

more pointedly, " in thine eyes ") ; but with the bondmaids of whom 
thou hast spoken, with them I sha!l be had in honour.' Michal's 

taunt that he had degraded himself in the eyes of the bondmaids, 

David says, is unfounded: he might be still more despised by her, 

and they would nevertheless, he feels sure, continue to honour him. 

(b) is preferable. Both renderings require i~ft:C for ni:l;lt-t: the 
cohorlative is out of place; in (a), though retained by Ew. We. Now., 
it is inconsistent (in spite of Now.) with the question, in (b) it is 

inconsistent with the fact that not a wish, but a convzi:Jzon, is what 

the context requires. For •.n,pl, cf. ~,p in Qal to be looked down 

upon (Gen. 16, 4. 5; I 2, 30, opp. i~;;i~, cf. here n,::i,~), and in Hif. 

to contemn (Is. 23, 9 n~~ ,:!~~r,f ~i?.~~). ~~~ is abased, brought 

low; cf. Job 5, u, and the verb in Ez. 21, 31 (36). Cl/ wz"lh= 
before, in the sight of, almost=in the judgement of (I 2, 26 ). '1e'~ 

n,o~, cf. on I 24, 5. tltJl/ •• , Cl/, the resumption for the ·5ake of 

1J65 T 
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emphasis, exactly as with nN Dt. 13, r. Is. 8, l3; IO Lev. 25, 44b; 

:J Ez. xS, 24 al. (Tenses, § J23 Obs.). 

N.B. EVV. by vile in this verse do not mean morally detestable, bnt simply 
cotnmon, looked down upon: see on 15, 9 (p. 12 5 n. }. In the same way base does 
not mean ignoble in character, but merely low in position, as often in Old English: 
so e.g. in Ez. 17, 14. 29, 14. Mal. 2, 9. 2 Cor. 10, I AV, (RV. lowly). See 
further BASE and VILE in DB. 

23. il) il'il N), •• ):i10,,] n, resumes ):l10)l, as tlOl,I resumes tll,I 

in v. 22, but in an unemphatic position, and merely for the purpose 
of lightening the sentence: see on I 9, 20; and cf. Lev, 25, 46b. 

"T)'] The Oriental text has "T?t, which is also found in some 
Western MSS. and edd., and is the general reading in Gen. 11, 3ot. 
If in either of these passages it is correct, the primitive form with l 

(J..i,, m~:) will have not entirely fallen out of use in Hebrew, 

7. Nathan's prophery to David. David's thanksgiving 

and prayer. 

Ck. 7= 1 Ch. 17. 
7, 1. 11.:l1N S:io .:i1.:ioo ,,·ni)n] A Deuteronomic expression: Dt. 

12, 10. 25, 19. Jos. 23, 1 (in a section of Joshua belonging to the 
Deuteronomic editor): cf, .:i•.:ioo ,, n1)i1 Jos. 21, 42. 1 Ki. 5, 18. 

2. ill/1i•i1] collectively, as il)Wil 6, 18: in I Ch. q, 1 n,y,,1 (We.). 

3. 1:1:J):J -,wN ):l] I 9, 19. 14, 7 {MT.; see note) : cf. also 2, 35 
( 1.:i.:iS:i iWN:i), and 2 Ki. 10, 30. 

5. , , • nn1-tn] shouldest thou , •. ? Chron., explicitly, nnN N); so 
LXX, Pesh. here. 

6. c110SJ So, with infin., Jud. 19, 30. Is. 7, 17t. , • , 'iWN 011i1 10S 
v. lI. Dt. 4, 32. 9, 7. Jer, 7, 25. 32, 3r. Hag. 2, 18t. Comp. on 
19, 25; and see Lex. 583b 9 b. 

7:iw.:i, Sn1-t.:i i,nno nmN1] r Ch. q, 5 r:i~o, SnN SN ,nNo n1nN,. 
But LXX in Ch. has only KQI, ~Jlif}Y lv CTK'Y/vfi Kai, EY Ka.Avµ.µ.an, ii'il~tl 

7,nno expresses forcibly the idea of continuance. 

'1• 10:lW] Read, with I Ch. q, 6, 1!;>~i:i. There is no indication 
of any tribe having been commissioned to govern Israel. Keil, object

ing that, had 1~!:ll!I stood originally in this passage, the substitution 

Q( 'u:ll:;I would be inexplicable, does not sufficiently allow for the 
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accz'dental confusion of letters,-a confusion against which even the 
best-preserved text is not invariably proof: I 14, 18 Keil himself 
is not unwilling to accept 1JD, instead of MT. 'l:i.,. 

8. nm,] See on 15, 25. Notice the separate pron. 'Jtc. 

,n1eo J 'The very rare itl~P. (instead of ,,m-10, cf. 1 Ch. I 7, 7 

[ 1,n~-;o ]) is remarkably confirmed, just for the present passage, by 

iJ,. 78, 71 ,nSm ,N,tr!'1:1, ,ov :1p1,11:1 n,v,, ,~1:1n mSv ,n~o' (We.). 
9b, 1n~:1n] The prophet here turns to the future. 
',,,J after c~ is absent rightly in LXX, and I Ch. 17, 8; for it 

weakens the force of the following words, out of which it might easily 
have arisen' (We.). 

10. i1nnn]=zn rts place: see on I 14, 9; and cf. Is. 25, 10. 46, 7; 
Zech. 12, 6 (Klo.). 

rr,1] be disquz'eted. Be moved (RV.) suggests a wrong sense, which 
has misled the author of the note in the RV. with marginal references 

to refer to 2 Ki. 21, 8 (where the verb is '11~0). 
nS,v 'l:i.] 3, 34, and in the citation lf;. 89, 23 (ml,'\ ~, n:,u., p,). 
11. ;o,,] , is not expressed in LXX; both the sentence and the 

sense are improved by its omission : 'shall no more afflict it as afore
time from the day when I appointed judges,' etc. As the text stands, 
the reference in 10b will be to the sufferings of Egypt; but this is 

a thought alien to the context, in which rather the blessings secured 

by the settled government of David are contrasted with the attacks to 

which Israel was exposed during the period of the Judges. 
11:1,N-S:io 1, 1nn1Jn,] Ew. We. etc. ,,:,.,N-,:io ,,, ' and I will give it 

rest from all its enemies,' in better agreement with the context. 
nb. Here Nathan comes to the main subject of his prophecy

the promise relating not to David himself, but to his poslen'(y, and the 
declaration that it is not David who will build a house for Yahweh, but 

Yahweh who will buz'ld a house (i.e. a family) for Davzil. 

nm1 1' i 1Jm] The pf. with simple waw is not what would be 
expected. 1 Ch. 17, 10 has,, ,~~?; a slighter change would be (Kit.) 
il\il' ,, ,,~~1. 

12. 110 1 iN)O' 1:l J Prefix il'il', reading either (LXX) i11il\ : 1' ilt!'ll\ 
or ( 1 Ch. 1 7, u) n1m : mn1 ,, n~v,. 

1'll00 IC'li1 itr!'N J I 6, 11. Gen. 1 5, 4 t. 
T 2 
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13-15. Though v. 13 was fulfilled by Solomon, the terms are 
general-even in this verse Niil points back not to 1)l but to 1l1il 

-and the reference is to the line of David's descendants, of which 
it is said that if, in the person of any of its individual members, it 
commits iniquity it will be punished, as men in general are punished, 
but Yahweh's favour will not be withdrawn from it permanently, as 

it was withdrawn from Saul. Hence v. 16 the promise of perpetuity 

is conferred upon it. Comp. 1 Ki. 2, 4. if!. 89, 31-38. 132, 12, 
where the terms of Nathan's prophecy are expressly interpreted of 

David's sons 1
• 

14. ')i tl't!m" Clt::tl] i.e. with punishments such as all men incur 
when they sin, and from which the seed of David will not be exempted. 

Comp. the poetical paraphrase, if!. 89, 31-34. 

15. ,,o• N,] LXX and I Ch. 17, 13, more pointedly: ,•oN N,. 
1'JD>o •m•o;i ,e,N >ii-tt::t oyo •n,c;i ,e,i-t:i J LXX here •n,•o;i ,t::11-t:i 

'J!l>o •n,•oit it!'l'tO : Ch. 1'JE:1' il'il ic=ii-to •n,•tm it!'N:l. The repetition 

of •n,•oit is not an elegancy, and the non-mention of Saul's name 
would seem certainly to be original: on these grounds Berth. We. 

Bu. etc. prefer the reading of Chronicles. 

16. 1')El,] LXX, better, 'J~~; cf. vv. 26. 29; and if!. 89, 37b. 

19. >N] with reference to, as I 3, 12. 

pin,o> J from efar, i. e. long before the history of 1i.:iy n•l was 

completed: comp. 2 Ki. 19, 25 (=ls. 37, 26). 'It was not enough 
in Thine eyes to honour me : Thy regard extends also to my house, 
and even in view of the distant future.' 10, as v. 6. 

oiNil. n,in nNti] As the text stands, the best explanation is that 
of Hengstenberg and Keil: 'and this is the law for men,' i.e. to 
evince such regard for me is in accordance with the law prescribed 

t V. I 3 is in any case parenthetic, even if it be not, as We. supposes ( Comp. des 
Hex.z 257), a subsequent insertion in the prophecy. Elsewhere in the promise 
house has the sense of 'family' (vv. II. 16: and on vv. 18. 19. 25. 26. 27. 29), 
and the point of the whole prophecy is not that Solomon rather than David is to 
be the builder of the house for Yahweh, but (as stated above) that it is not David 
who is to build a house for Yahweh, but Yahweh who will build a house for 
David. V. 14 ff. describe how David's descendants will be dealt with in such 
a manner as to give effect to this promise; and the reference to the material 
temple in v. 13 interferes with the just sequence of the thought. 
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by God to regulate men's dealings with one another (not as Kp.); 
displayed by God, therefore, it argues unwonted condescension· and 
affection. (' This is the manner-mos, consuetudo-of men,' Ges. 
Th., gives to l'11U"\ a sense which it never has, and which would rather 
be expressed by ~!lt:10.) But Hengst.'s explanation is artificial: 
and there is no doubt that the text is incorrect. Ch. has i1fl::l 1.:in•t-ti, 

nSw.,n ciNn, which is more obscure than the text here, and indeed 
cannot be intelligi_bly construed. We., following a suggestion of 
Ewald's, Hz"st. iii. 180 (E.T. 132), would read 01~0 niii '1~7131 'and 
hast let me see the generations of men,' i. e. given me a glimpse into 
the fortunes of my descendants. But if descendants had been meant, 

would not the idea have been expressed distinctly? No satisfactory 
emendation of the passage has been proposed. 

2 r. 7J;,:i, 1"1Ji "'\1JJ1J J The combination of two such disparate 

ideas is very un-Hebraic. LXX here, and I Ch. 17, 19 have 9"!:;ti! 
for 7iJi. This is certainly an improvement. We. would also drop 
7::iS::i,, remarking that the fact that in LXX (&a 'TOV SovAov uov 

1r£1ro{71,ca<; [ ,cat KaTa 'TT)V KapSlav uov l1rol71ua, J KTA.) 1re1ro[71,ca<; has no 
obj., is an indication that the bracketed words are a later addition, 
so that the original LXX did not read 7:iS::i1. Nestle (Marg. p. 16), 
retaining 7:J,:11, points out that in I Ch. 17, 18 (=v. 20 here) there 

are found between 71,N and JiN1 the words 7iJ3iJillt i\J~? (which, 
as thus read, cannot be construed: RV. is a resort of desperation); 
and, supposing them to be misplaced in Ch., utilizes them as a 
beginning for v. 21, viz. n1t:1l1 7:::i,::ii J:;17~"! 7i:iy-nN i~;;i?,-7,:::i, "11:lll:J 

being a corruption of ni::i, 1i:iy: so Sm. Bu. This reads excellently; 

and may well have been the original text: we can hardly say more. 

;i,1,~] The word does not occur besides except in late Hebrew 

(r Ch. 29, Esther, 'r· 71. 145). The meaning of the expression 

'done all this greatness' is here (unlike v. 23) obscure; and the verse 

is greatly improved by the transposition proposed by Reifmann : 

nNtn nS,iJn-,::i M 1i:iy JiN y1i1nS (nt:1!1 absol., as Is. 48, I 1 al.). 
22. t::i•nSN mn1] 'This stands in Ch. everywhere for i11i1' 'Ji~ of 

our text : here and v. 25 it has found its way into this as well, as 

in I 6, 11. q t:l1"'\nt:i' (We.). 
23. Geiger ( Urschrift, p. 288) and We., partly following LXX 
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and I Ch. I 7, 21, suppose the original text to have been: jOll:l 'Oi 

,, o,t!',l till, 1, rn,El, (W1,N or) tl'ilSN !J~~ "1t!'K rite! ,r.i~ ,,~ ,K,~ 
1 W'l',Ni 'U il1ll,' 'J!lO W'.\~~ hlN"1tli h~ii~ Ot)~ hlt!'ll)l Clt!'. ' On the one 
hand, the reference being to heathen gods, the sing. j',il was changed 
to the pl. i:,',n; on the other hand, a difficulty was found even in 
supposing that another god had chosen and done great things for 
a nation, and all was referred back again to the true God, hence 

1', oiw, in Ch. while Sam. has preserved ,:,, hence also o:,', and 

j'r\~, in Sam., 'JOY with the addition 0'"1~00 (1=') h'iD "lt!'N [based 
on ,, niiD', just above] in both, and finally, as not one nation merely 
but several were driven out before Israel, 0'1) for 1u, which, however, 
is not certain in the case of Sam. [ on account of the suff. in ,,n:,t-t ]' 
(Geig.). Bu. Sm. Now. agree. It will be observed that while the 
question itself implies a reference to false gods, the terms in which 
it is put allude covertly to what has been done by the true God : 
hence the endeavour to accommodate them to it, if possible, explicitly. 
As regards the changes in detail, 1='il for i:,:,n is strongly supported 
by the ,, following 2

: on:, and wiJ, are both imperative-the former, 
because a word addressed to Israel is here out of place, the latter 
(as Chr.) in order to restore 1.lDC to its right [before in AV. RV. gives 

to 'JElO s the sense of 'J!l' or 'J'Y' !], mN,m i1'1"TJil is a combination 
as indifferent in style as hiSncn, iiw:, in I 18, 6 (in support of the 
restored text see Dt. ro, 21: also !fr. 71, 19. 106, 21}, and the 
enallage of numbers in ,,,,SN, 0'lJ is alien to the practice of Hebrew 

prose. As regards the other expressions in the verse, with the 

opening question, comp. Dt. 4, 7. 34; with OW i:, Olrt'', Jer. 32, 20; 

Is. 63, 12b. 14b; Neh. 9, 10; Dan. 9, 15 (all with ilt!'Y: for 011!' cf. 

eh. 14, 7}; and with 'JElC t!"'\J Ex. 34, II. Jos. 24, 18. !fr. 78, 55. 

1 Or Cl'il'Nl o,,_J , after LXX {8v11 ""I aK11vC:.11aTn (i. e. Cl'il:,N, misread 

IJ')il~)-

~ LXX wB~"f11'YEv a~Tov=i::l?;, has nothing to recommend it, and does not 
harmonize with the following 1'\l"T!l',. 

3 In 'l!l!.:) the sense of jr.) is never lost: Lev. 19, 32 oi~n il::l't:' 'l!lO not merely 

to rise up in the presence Qj (')El~) the hoary head, but to rise up from before 
it, out ofrespect for it; Is. 26, I71'l:lr.> ll11il j:> so were we-not in, but-through 
Thy presence. 
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27. ,:i, nN ••• N~] found his heart, i.e. took courage (RV. m.): 
cf. Lex. ::i, and :i:i, 10, and phrases in Jer. 30, 21. Est. 7, 5; and 
for Nm ifr. 76, 6. 

28. , , , N1i1 nnN] Is. 37, 16. 43, 25. ifr. 44, 5 al. (Tenses,§ 200). 
1'i1'] are habitually: but a verb is not here needed; and Ehr!. may 

be right in reading inil'. 

noN] truth.fulness,-the abstract subst. instead of the adj.: so 

,:i,n (was) n•n noN Dt. 22, 20. 1 Ki. 10, 6; without M'rt, 1 Ki. 1 7, 
24; also ifr. 19, 10. 119, 142. 151 al. (i'b. § 189. 2; GK.§ 141c). 

29. ,N1i1] be wz'lling. ''N1il is to wi1! (I 12, 22),-with different 
nuances, as to be willing, agree (Ex. 2, 21), to resolve, undertake (Gen. 

18, 27. Dt, 1, 5), to be de!ermz'ned (Jud. 1, 27. 35. Hos. 5, u). Comp. 
Moore,Judges, p. 47; Lex. 38411• 

1n.::i1:io] JO=through, from, in consequence if: Ges. Thes. 803b; 
Lex. 58011• Cf. Is. 28, 7 l"i1-i0 n1S:n. 

8. Summary ef David's wars; and ksl ef his ministers. (Close of 
the history of David'spublzc doings; comp. I 14, 47-51 of Saul.) 

Ch. 8=1 Ch. 18. 
8, 1. i10Ni1 lrlO nN] The expression is peculiar: but apparently, 

if the text is correct, the meaning is, 'the bridle of the molher-dly ' 

(so Ges. Ke. Stade), i. e. the authority of the metropolis or capital. 
tJN in Phoenician has the sense of molher-ci'(y or capital; see the coin 

figured in Ges. Jesaia, i. p. 7 55 ( =Monum. Phoen., Tab. 34 N; p. 262) 
tlJi~ l::IN ,~ 1 ; Cooke, NSJ. pp. 350, 352 B 15; Lidzbarski, Nord
sem. Epigr. p. 219. -p( has the same meaning in Syriac (PS. 222). 

tl~ in eh. 20, 19 may also be compared: and it may be remembered 
how nn:i is often used in the sense of dependent cities or villages 

(Nu. 21, 25 al.). Comp. also Jos. 14, 15 LXX µ:qrp61r0Ns Twv 

Eva.KEtµ (similarly 15, 13. 21, n), i.e. i'~P,D 1::1~ (regarded by some 
as the original reading: Moore, Judges, p. 25). n~~ appears here 
to be the fem. of 1::1~, and to be used in the same metaph. sense. 
mo bridle, metaph. of authority, jurisdiction ; cf. in Arabic the use 

1 Tn !Y)::l:l C,N N::iiN)' (Mon. Phoen., Tab. 35), also cited in the first edition, 
the true reading appears to be t:,'N ('which') for l::IN: Cooke, op. dt. pp. 46 n., 
349, 35o. 
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of ~1,;;j a nose-rein, bridle: Schultens, on Job 30, II ( quoted by Ges. 

s.v. MOI:(), cites from Hist. Tam. [II 228 Manger] l_i..;L=1 ~ .. -§ •~Li 

holding the bridle of those (countries), with other exx.; see also Lane, 
Arab. Lex. p. 1249. 1 Ch. 18, 1 for ilOl:(il ,nr., has il1MlJ::ll m, 
'Gath and her daughters' (dependent villages), apparently reading, 
or interpreting, 5i,r., as ru, and supposing' Gath the mother' to include 
her dependencies. The Versions render no help. LXX '"JY &.rpwpt

up,I.YYJv (?il~~J;ll?; ,-a, &.rpwpto-p,lva=D'~~Q Jos. 14, 4 al.); Aq. TOY 

;xaAivov ,-011 v8paywylov (from the Syr. sense of MON Sir. 24, 30: cf. 
Theod. v8paywyo11 in eh. 2, 24); Symm. '"}v E[ovo-{av ,-011 cp6pov, 

whence Vulg.frenum lributi; Targ. NMOl-t jl~n; Pesh.~ ?i,..»i. 
2. ,:in~] On the art., see on I 19, 13; and on the fim. 1nn1 ( cf. 

vv. 5. 6), on I 17, 21. 

:i.::i~n] The inf. abs., defining how David 'measured' them, as 
I 3, 12: Ew. § 2800.; GK.§ II3h, 

nnm] Cf. 1 Ki. 5, 1. The word denotes properly a comph'menlary 

present,-in different applications. As a sacrificial term, of the parti
cular gift known as the 'meal-offering:' in a connexion such as the 
present, of gifts offered to a prince or other person, whose good-will 
it is desired to secure, whether voluntarily (Gen. 32, 14. 43, 15. 2 Ki. 
8, 8), or as something expected or exacted (as here), so that it nearly 
= tribute. 

3. iryiin] Some 50 MSS., many edd., LXX (A8paai;ap), Pesh., 
Vulg., read it1nin. That it:tni,, is right 'appears from a recently 
found Aramaic seal with the inscription ,ryiin:,, in which i and , are 

clearly distinguished 1.' Comp. also the Assyrian equivalent (Schrader, 
KAT.' p. 201; cf.S p. 446) Dad'zarz; r,o;iin Zech. 12, II, and the 
n. pr. ,,n·r:i.. Hadad was the name of the chief deity of the 
Aramaeans, identified by the Assyrians with Ramman, and hence 

probably the god of storm and thunder (Cooke, NSJ. pp. 164, 360). 
This name, therefore, as pointed, will signify Hadad is help: cf. iJ¥11 

Yah :'s help, and i!Jr?~. The vocalization of LXX would suggest 
the form 1~11q (like t:l~~in;, etc.) Hadad helpe!h. 

1 Baethgen, Beitriige etc., p. 67; Euting, Berichte der Berl. Akad. z885, p. 6i9 
(=Epigr. Miscellen, p. n). See CIS. II. i. No. 124- Cf. PRE.3 vii. 288-291. 
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i!J1;l] here and v. 5 [=1 Ch, 18, 3. 5]. 12. 10, 6 and 8 (N:mt). 
23, 36. I 14, 47. 1 Ki. n, 23 (;,Ji;l 1,0 ,u,,,n). 1 Ch. 18, 9. 19, 6 
[ =i-t.J1;l eh. 10, 6]. 2 Ch. 8, 3 (i11i? n~Q). if!. 60, 2 (from eh. 8, 12)t. 

'.J ,,, .J'l!'il,] The phrase is difficult, and affords no satisfactory 
sense. ,v ,, .J11!'il means to turn one hand against (Am. 1, 8. If· 81, 

15; Ez. 38, 12), and though '.l ,, .J'l!'il might have a similar sense, 
this would not suit with the object im.J. And though ,, in itself 
might be used metaph.=dominzim, ,.,, .J'l!'il certainly could not express 

the idea 'recover his dominion:' for .J'l!'il with ,, would suggest not 
the idea of regaining, restoring, but simply of bnngz"ng back, with 
which the melaphorlcal sense of ,, would not harmonize. Hence it is 

best to read with I Ch. 18, 3 l"'l1 .J'':lil,, i. e. either to stablish his hand, 
fig. for his domznz"on, or, perhaps (cf. I 15, 12 ,, ,, :l':le; eh. 18, 18), 

to set up his monument of victory (Symm. -rp61rawv): so Gottheil, 

ZA W. 1906, 277 ff. (where numerous examples are cited of such 
slelae set up by the Assyrian kings). The subject will be Hadad'ezer. 

,m.J] (Kt. io~~) 'by the River,' SC. KaT' l[ox~v, i.e. the Euphrates 
(see 10, 16; so e.g. Gen. 31, 3 r. If· 7 2, 8-always in this sense with 
a capital R in RV.). The Qre n1~ ,::,p agrees with LXX here and 

with I Ch. 18, 3. 

4. ~iii] A collective,-here, unusually, denoting the chariot-horses. 

5. ':, ifll'] ,, as 2 r, 17 ; and frequently with the same verb in late 

books (especially Chronicles). 

6. tll.J'':lJ] See on I 13, 3. 

7. :inm 1t:i:il!'] On t:i:il!', see esp. W. E. Barnes, Exp. Times, x. 

42-5 (Oct. 1898), cf. p. 188. 

,N]=,11 (on I 13, 13); for :iv i11i1, of things worn, cf. Ex. 28, 43. 
Not that belonged to: ,N is not used in the sense of :,. 

7b. Sb. On the additions here in LXX, see We. 

8. nt:i:iol] 1 Ch. 18, 8 nnJt:ioi-and this order of consonants is 

supported by LXX here £K Tij~ l\foa-fla.K. Cf. Gen. 22, 24 ("~9), 
,r,-,Jol] 1 Ch., strangely, i~:::i)?1. 

9· 10. ,yn] I Ch. 18, 9. 10 wn, as also LXX (@ovov), the more 
probable form philologically. The termination ,- characterizes many 

Semitic proper names, especially of the tribes bordering on Canaan 
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(e.g. in Nabataean, m,1J, m, ion,), ,:bo, etc.; Cooke, NSI. p. 214): 

cf. in OT. \OW) the 'Arabian.' It is the Arabic nominative termina• 

tion (cf. p. 18). 

9. l'lon] a large and important town in ancient times, and also 
now (Jjfamii), on the Orontes, some 120 miles N. of Damascus. 

10. !:li1'] 1 Ch. 18, 10 bii''lil, supported, at least in part, by LXX 

here ('foll8ovpav). Originally, no doubt, tl171q. 
i:riJ1;,i] i. e. to congratulate him: I 25, 14. r Ki. 1, 47 (Lex. I 39a). 
'lll'l nion1;,o w•~] 'a man-of-battles of Toi' =a man engaged often 

in conflict with Toi: for the construction, comp. Gen. 14, 13 ,1;,yl 
!:liJN n•;J; Dt. 1, 41 mon1;,o ,1;,::,; Is. 41, 12 7non,o ,e,~~; 56, 7 
,r,1;,t,n n•l; eh. 23, 1 ,~it.!'1 nn.,or !:l'll~; and see Ew. § 291a; GK. 
§ 135n. LXX appears to express '1lll"\'1M' il1rl n,oo,o t.!'1~ •:i; but 

nion,o w•~ (ls. 42, 13. 1 Ch. 28, 3) is merely a warrior, not an 
antagonist. 

12. !:li~O] 9 MSS., LXX, Pesh. Ch. l:li~)2, probably rightly. 
13. !:lW , , , Wl/'i] Cf. Gen. I 1, 4 !:ll!' ih ilWl)Ji, where Delitzsch 

argues that tlW, from the context, requires a more concrete sense 
than 'name,' and would render-in accordance with the supposed 

primary meaning of tlW, something lof!Y, conspicuous-' monument,' 

comparing the present passage (as also Is. 56, 5. 55, 13) for a similar 
sense. But whatever the primznve meaning of tlW, it is in actual usage 
so largely and constantly 'name,' even in conjunction with ilWl) (see 
the references on 7, 23), that it is difficult to think that it can have 

a different sense here. It is safest, therefore, to render ' gat him 
a name,' comparing the similar phrase 1;,..n WY-,l used of Saul, I 14, 48. 

It will be observed that in the text as emended (see the following 
note) tlW wy,, is connected with David's victory (either over Edom, 

or over Syria), not as in MT. with his return after the victory, when 

his 'fame' would have been already made, and the erection of 

a monument to commemorate it might have been rather supposed 
to be referred to, 

n,o ~•)J c,~-n~ ,n,:ino ,:iw:i J I Ch. 1 8, 1 2 n:,n n•,,~ l~ •w:i~, 

n1;,on ~•~:i c,,~-n~; ¥'· 60 title n~o N•J:i c,,~-n~ ,,, :i~,• :iw•i. c,~ 
(supported also by LXX, Pesh. here) is unquestionably the true 

reading before n,on ~•l: for this valley ·was near Edom (see 2 Ki. 14, 7), 
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and far from the scene of the Syrians' defeat. Even, however, with 
C'1~ for t:l'i~, the text is still defective: for v. 14 presupposes a posi'tive 

statement of the victory over Edom in v. 13, and not merely a notice 
of what David did when he returned from smiting it. Keil would read 

n;,o N'l::l tl'1~n,N 1•1 t:l'iN-n~ 1n1:::ino 1:irp:i, supposing the three words 

added to have dropped out through the (virtual) bomoioteleuton: Bu. 

Now. t:m~-ne,t M::Ji1 o,e,t-n~ n1:::mo 1:i~,; We., with LXX (ev T<p 
J.vaKtip,-rrmv awav b,J.Tai£V), 'n:,oil ~ll:J t:l'1N-nN M::Jil ,:i~::11, which 

does not, however, account so well for the existing text (1n1::ii"ro for 

i"r::Jil); Sm., deviating least from MT., n:,o N'l:l tl'1N-nN 1n1::iM:i 1:it::i 

(' on his returning, in that he smote,' etc.). In any case, as We. 
observes, i1'i here is more original than either Joab (tft.} or Abishai 
(Ch.); for throughout the summary which this chapter contains every

thing is ascribed to David personalty, and l:Je' 'i1'i Wll'l immediately 
precedes. For mow, here and Ch., tft. 60, 2 has l:J'lW. 

15-18. Lt'sl of David's ministers. 

15. i!Wll.,. 'i"r'l] Cf. 1 KL 5, r. 24, and on I 2, 11b. 18, 9. 

16. i•::iro] Probably not the recorder, but the king's remembrancer 

(cf. the verb in Is. 62, 6), who brought state-business to the king's 
notice, and advised him upon it. Cf. RECORDER in DB. or EB. 

r 7. in1:i~nl 1:,01ne,t] Read with Pesh. 1:,o•nN-p in':lN. Abiathar 
is mentioned bifore David's accession as priest: he is mentioned also 
during David's reign and at the beginning of Solomon's reign as 
priest ; and though it is no doubt possible, as Keil suggests, that 
for some temporary cause, such as sickness, his place might have 
been taken by his son, it is not likely that in a formal and official 
list of David's ministers, his name should be superseded by that of 
his son. It is, indeed, not impossible that the transposition in the 

text was made intentionally: see We.'s note. 1 Ch. 24, 3. 6. 31 
(where Alpmelech is named by the side of ~adoq) are probably 
dependent upon this passage, efter the original reading had become 
corrupted. Most modern scholars accept the correction. 

i"r''iW] LXX Aua. In 20, 25 Kt. ~'t:', Qre N?~ (LXX '.I17uov,, lov,, 

lowa), r Ch. 18, 16 ~~1~ (LXX 'I17uov,), 1 Ki. 4, 3 ~~'t?' (LXX 
1.af3a). i'l''iW is the form least attested of all: some such word as NW 
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seems to be the most original. The vocalization must remain un

certain; but shu is best attested. 
ito] scribe, i.e., as we should say, secretary; so RV. m. 

18. 'rli:li11] For ,, read as in Ch. and the parallel pa~sage eh. 

20, 23 ,y. The body-guard of •n,Elm •n;::in (who are mentioned, 

under this title, only during the reign of David: eh. 15, 18. 20, 7. 23 

Qr@ [see note], r Ki. 1, 38, 44) must have been composed of 
foreigners. •rr,::in is in form a gentile noun, and occurs as such in 
I 30, r 4 ( see note), so that even on this ground alone a connexion 
with Tl'i:li't to cut off would be doubtful. •n,t can only be another 
gentile name; it does not, however, occur except in this phrase, so 
that what nationality is denoted by it must remain uncertain. The 
supposition that it is contracted from •n~,El, though it has found 
some support from modern scholars, is not in accordance with 
philological analogy. 

tl')il:l J The Chronicler, unable to understand how any could be 
priests except sons of Aaron, paraphrases (r Ch. r 8, r 7) tl':Jt!-'Nii't ,,oil ,,, ; but the sense of Ji't:l is so uniform in Hebrew, that it is 

impossible to think that it can have expressed, to those who heard it, 
any idea but that which priest would convey to us. There is no trace 

of the word having connoted any merely secular office: in Phoenician, 
Aramaic, and Ethiopic it has the same meaning as in Hebrew : in 
Arabic the corresponding word means a soothsayer. The etymology 
of m:::i is uncertain. To say that it is derived 'from a root meaning 
to serve or minister' (Kp.) suggests an incorrect idea: in Heb. the root 

does not occur at all 1; in Arabic kiihin ( = m:::i) is a soothsayer, and 
the verb means to give oracles 2• It has been thought possible that 

m:::i is derived from a by-form of J~ll (cf. '!:11? beside ,~o; Ararn. TliJ~ 
beside rt,ib), and hence may mean properly one who stands up with an 

l The Pi'el jiJ:;l is a denominative from H:)!1. 
'J The Arab. and Heb. senses of )i't:l have a meeting-point in the early function 

of the Hebrew 'priest' to give answers by the o~om O'i1t(, or the iiEltt (I :,o, 
7 f. etc.; also Jud. r8, 4-6), as well as to pronounce authoritative decisions (i11'1il) 
on cases submitted to him. Comp. Koenen, Hibbert Lectures, 1882, pp. 67, 81-87; 
Wellhansen, Reste Arab. Heidentums, r30-r34, 167 (2 131-138, 143); art. PRIEST 
in EB., and Encycl. Brit.10 xxii. 319b-320b. 
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affair, managu, administers i't (Fleischer, ap. Delitzsch on Is. 61, 10), 

or one who stands before Yahweh in serving Him (Stade, Gesch. 

i. 471; DB. iv. 67b). But there is no evidence that j1~ ever meant 
to 'stand 1.' Whatever be the ultimate etymology of liJ!>, it was 
so limited by usage as to denote one who exercised certain sa;:red 

offices, whom we should term a 'priest.' The word recurs, in the 
same application, 20, 26. I Ki. 4, 5. 

What relation, however, did these tl~.lil.::J bear to the tl'.lil.::J of v. 17? 

From 20, 26 (·n,~ ,,,:::, i11i1), I Ki. 4, 5 (1~0i1 illi\ rn.::i), it may be 
inferred that they stood in some special relation to the king. It seems 
not improbable that they were 'domestic priests '(Ew. Hist. iii. 367 [E.T. 
268]), appointed specially to perform religious offices for the king. 

In Egypt, we are told (Diod. Sic. i. 73), the king's responsible advisers were 
chosen from among the priests; and Delitzsch 2 supposed that the office here 
referred to was one to which members of the priesthood had the first claim, but 
which was sometimes conferred upon others, of good family, bnt not of priestly 
descent. But in Egypt the king's advisers were priests: is it likely that David, in 
establishing his court, would have adopted a title denoting a minister by a qualifi
cation which he did not possess 1 It has also been supposed (DB. iv. 73h) that the 
title was adopted in imitation of the Phoenicians, among whom members of the royal 
family often filled priestly offices (cf. Introd. § 1, the Inscription of Tabnith). 
But these members of the royal house, so far as appears, were priests. Neither 
the Egyptian nor the Phoenician parallel thus makes it probable that the Heb. 
jil.::J should have been used to denote persons who were not really "priests 3.' 

9-20 [ with the sequel in 1 Ki. 1-2} History qf events in David's 

court life, shewzng how Amnon, Absalom, and Adonifah faded zii 

turn to secure the succession: viz. 9 Mephz'bosheth (see 16, 1-5; 

19, 25-31); 10-12 the war with Ammon (shewzng how Davzd 
became acquainted with Bathsheba, and narrating the birth qf 

1 To judge from its derivntives, j\::J must have meant to be established firmly, to 
subsist: in Phoen. Arab. Ethiop., in a weaker sense, to exist, be (for which in 
these languages it is the term in ordinary use, as i11i1, K1i1 are in Heb. and Aram.). 

In Syr. the adj. ~ .. .;.5 and subst. Lu .. oJ have the sense of prosperous, prosperity, 
opulence, etc. (=•M,,vwv, J<aTfv8v'VOJJ! Jer. 15, II; EV8,,via, •v17µ•pla, •vrrpa-yia): 
which Fleischer seeks, with questionable success, to connect with the supposed 
root-meaning to stand (as though properly' wolbestellt,' 'Wolstand '). 

i Zeitschr.fiir kirchl. Wissenschaft und kirckl. Leben, 1880, p. 63. 
• Notice in 20, 26 the words • and also,' which likewise imply that Ira, as 

'priest,' stood ou no different footing from the tl')il:l of v. 25. 
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Solomon); 13 cz'rcumstances which led to the murder qf Amnon; 

14-19 rebellion and death qf Absalom; 20 revolt qf Sheba (an 

incident springing out qf the revolt qf Absalom) 1• 

9, x. 1:in] Gen. 29, 15. Comp. on eh. 23, 19. 
2. 'n ,,i-tw n•:i~] 'And the house of Saul had a servant,' etc.: 

not as EVV. 

1"'1::13) J See on I 26, 17. 
3. OEli-tn] except in the sense of save that only (Lex. 67"), 0£llot 

occurs in prose only here, 2 Ki. 14, 26. Am. 6, 10. Dn. 8, 25. 
ci•n,1-t "Ton J Cf. 10, ,on I 20, 14. 

4. 1•:io n•:i] 'in the house of M.:' seep. 37 n. 
i:l"T ,,] 17, 27 (,:i, i-t,), Jos. 13, 26 (i:i,,), on the E. of Jordan, 

probably not far from Mal:;ianaim, Ish-bosheth's capital. 

7· 1'::11-t ,uitW] 'Cf. 1'J"TN 1:i v. 9 £, ,,1-tw l:1 nw:i•tio 19, 25. IlaTpoS 

1raTpos CTOV of LXX here has the same value as their vios viov laovA 

19, 25. •J,?£l \;t~ •:;i.~ does not occur, though naturally it would be no 

impossible combination' (We.). 

8. , , , 1:J ,,:i31 ilO] 2 Ki. 8, 13• 

non :i,:in] I 24, 15. II 16, 9t. 
1.l-m:, ,WN J iw1ot in a phrase of this sort is idiomatic : Gen. 44, 15 ; 

Jer. 5, 9 ( = 5, 29. 9, 8). 'J"~:, alone would read badly. 
1 o. n1ot:im] 'and thou shalt bn'ng t'n (the produce):' cf. Hag. 1, 6, 

and ni-t,:in, of crops, properly what z"s brought in. 

\',~~1 ClM? j'J"TN 1:i, il'i1l] Read prob. with Luc,· Bu. Sm. Ehr!. 

~,~~1 cin', 7•mt n•~? n1m. 
IJ b. The words are unsuited to the mouth of iiba: and the ptcp. 

will not permit the rendering of EVV., 'As for M., said the king, 

he shall eat,' etc.-to say nothing of the awkward and improbable 

position for such a remark on the part of David, after ;?iba in ua 

has signified his assent. LXX for 1)n?w express in m?it, and render ,;i~ ~a-0tEV, With this reading, which is adopted by Keil, We. Bu. Sm, 

1 The sequel to this group of chapters is I Ki. 1-2, which has every appearance 
-except in the verses 2. 3-4 which must have been added by the Deuteronomic 
compiler of the Book of Kings-of being by the same hand, and which narrates the 
failure of David's third son Adonijah to secure the throne, and the confirmation of 
Solomon as his father's successor, 
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Now., the words are a remark of the narrator : 'And M. ate at the 
king's table, as ohe of the sons of the king.' We. indeed observes 
that they are even then out of place, anticipating v. 13 : however, v. 13 

states the new fact that Mephibosheth dwelt at Jerusalem, his eating at 
the king's table being merely referred to as the ground of his residence 

there. 
12. n:i•r.,] See 1 Ch. 8, 34ff., where his descendants through many 

generations are enumerated. 

Ch. 10=1 Ch. 19. 

10, r. 11Dll 1Jl 1Sr.i] i.e. Nal)ash (v. 2): see Irr, 1. 

3 .••• ,,, i:i.:,r.,;iJ Gen. 18, 17,,, t:mi:ii,tr., ')t-t n~;i"?D; Nu. n, 

29 1S nn~ t-t~~,ry: Tenses,§ 135. 4. 

1'lll1] i.e. j1Dll •J:i n:i, (12, 26 al.), or l1f1 (u, 1); called by the 
Greeks (from Ptolemy Philadelphus, 285-247 B.c.) Philadelphia, now 

'Ammay, with extensive Roman remains of the age of the Antonines, 

on the left (N.) bank of the Jabbok, 25 miles E. of the fords of the 

Jordan near Jericho, See the description in the Survey of East Pal., 

p. 19 ff. 

4. cnl'Jir.i] So r Ch. 19, 4; but the form (in the sing. pi9J, from 
a ✓n19, GK. § 93x} is very unusual, and the only root otherwise 
known is iir.,. Read probably 00':!P; and see on I I 7, 38. 

'¥!'.!~] 1¥0 is in pause for 1;q {GK. § 93Y), on account of the Tifl_ta; 

cf. Ex. 25, 10 ·~m ... ;¥6? ••• 1¥6L and see on I 1, 15. 18. The 
' half' is not half in length, but half in breadth, one entire side, to 
make them look ridiculous. 

lJi11n,n~ 'ill] Cf. Is. 20, 4 nr:? (rd. ·~~bm l~~b!:J. 
5. in"}'] So always, according to the Massorah, in Nu. Dt. Sam. Ezr. 

Neh. Chr. and once in Kings (2 Ki. 25, 5; but in the II, Jer. 52, 8, 

VI"!; l}; ' 1"!; or '"J; in Jos. Jer. and six times in Kings ( + once i1T1'1;), 
'Ji 'ill] See on I 1, 22. 
ni:i:1•] In Qal of plants growing; in Ptel only of hair (Jud. 16, 22. 

Ez. 16, 7; and the II, 1 Ch. 19, 7t). 
6. ,,,.:i 1~1-(:l) J See on I 13, 4. r Ch, 19, 6 substitutes 1e-'N:l11il 

,,,, t:ll]. 

:iin, n1:i] Jud. 18, 28t; cf. :iin, v. 8. Nu. 13, 21t. 

~::ll~] See on 8, 3. 
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il:ll)t)] v. 8. I Ch. I 9, 6 (il:ll)t) tl"'lN). 7 [II to this v.J. Gen. 22, I4t; 

n;,~ Jos. 13, 13t; ,l'1:ll)t)il Dt. 3, 14. Jos. 12, 5. 13, 11. 13. eh. 23, 34. 
2 Ki 25, 23. 1 Ch. 4, 19. Jer. 40, St. On il:ll)O l'1'::l ,::iN, see on 20, 14. 

e,,N 9,N] These words are out of construction: they cannot be 
rendered legitimately (EVV.) 'wz'th r,ooo men.' Read w,K 9~~1 (the 1 
of 'concomitance:' p. 29). The 32,000 of I Ch. 19, 6 have been 
supposed to shew (We. al.) that the Chr. did not read l!''N 9,N here, 
and they have hence been regarded as coming in by error from the 
end of the verse ; but their omission leads to fresh difficulties and 

improbabilities in connexion with ::llC e''N. For :nc, see J ud. II, 3. 5; 
and cf. To,;{3wv I Mace. 5, 13. 

7. IJl"'ll::llil N::l~il] EVV. 'the host ef(!) the mighty men.' Read 
'Ji11. The N::l~ was the army in general, the tl""l,:il a corps of select 

warriors (16, 6. 20, 7. 23, 8ff.). 
8. "'ll)~il nn::i] at the opening of the gate (p. 37 n.). 
9. nn,n] non,on 1)El being treated as a collective (GK. § 145k): 

comp. Job 16, 16 Kt. il";.97~Q '~~; and see on I 4, 15. 

SN"'l~,;:i ,,,n:i (Kt.)] See on 1, 21. The combination is, however, 

unusual in prose: J ud. 8, 11 c,,nN.l ,,,:iwn is very strange. True, 

as Th. remarks, it is more admissible here than it would be in I 26, 2 : 

but no doubt 1 Ch. 19, 10 preserves the original reading "'l~n? ~:,o 
~N"'l~'::l. The Qr@ is SNi~' ,,,n::i S:io, which is read also by some 
50 MSS.; but the :J is supported by the text of Ch.: see also eh. 6, 1. 

1 r. ptnn] Cf. I I7, 2 1. nyiw,, for deliverance (I I 4, 4 5 ). 
12. P!nrm] GK.§ 54k. 11, mn,,; cf. I 3, 18. 

14. ,lltl] from altacki'ng: 2 Ki. 3, 27 ,,Syo ,:11011; 18, 14 ,,lit) :i,w. 

See on I 28, 15. 

16. "'ltl)"'lin] Both here and in eh. 8 there is much variation in MSS. 

between "'lll)iin and "'ltl)"'lin. Here MS. authority preponderates in 
favour of "\fll"'lin, as in eh. 8 it preponderated in favour of "'llyiin. 

The name must evidently be the same throughout. Both in Inscrip
tions (Phoen. and Hebrew) and in MSS. i and "'l are often not distin
guishable, and only the context enables the reader to know which is 
intended. For the reason stated on 8, 3, the correct form is "'l!yiin. 

tl~1n] v. 17 tlN}t:i. Taken rightly by LXX, Pesh. Targ. as a pr. n. 

Perhaps to be read in Ez. 4 7, r 6 after tl'i::lO ( where LXX add H,\tafL ). 
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18. 1)1t:,'iE;] Probably a lapsus ealami' for t:!1N: cf. 1 Ch. 1 9, 1g 
1,Ji t:,'IN, The number of horsemen is disproportionately large. 

Ch. 11, 1 = 1 Ch. 20, 1a (eh. 11, 2-12, 25 is passed by in Ch.). 

11, 1. l)l;JN,oil] =tl1.:i,on, as is read by some 40 MSS., Qre, Ver

sions, and 1 Ch. 20, 1: comp. 10, 17 beside 16; and p. 168/ootnote. 

3. v::it:1-ri::i] 1 Ch. 3, 5 3nwn::i, no doubt to be pronounced lllt?-n~, 
and probably merely an error for v::it:1-r,::i, LXX has everywhere 

the strange corruption B-qpua/3££, 

tlll1,N] in I Ch. 3, 5 ,N10ll, which (We.) supports MT. against 

LXX 'EAia/3.-iON1l sc. iOlNil (on I 16, 4). 
1r,r,n illilN] one of David's famous tllil::IJ (23, 39). 

4. 'Jl Tit:li;,no N1ill] A circumstantial clause, defining the state of 

Bath-sheba at the time of nr.,31 ::i;it:111 =' as she purified herself from 

her uncleanness' (cf. 13, 8). This is the only rendering of the words 

consistent with grammar. To express, 'and when she was purified 

etc., she returned ... ,' the Hebrew would have been ::1~~1 , • • ~:l~1;1J:lL 
or (J ud. 1 8, 3 etc.) n1~ N1i'.11 , , , il~")~i;,;:i N1D ; in other words, to 

express anything subsequent to i'l~~ ::l~f;~1, a finite verb, not the ptcp., 

would have been employed. The athna!J, is thus in its right place 

(against Th. We.) 1
• Comp. Tenses,§ 169 note. 

6. n,t:1 ::1Nl1 SN, , • n,1!'11] 'Without iON,, as 19, 15, c£ Nu. 23, 7 
before n=i,' (We.). 

8. ;,on TiNl!'O] Comp. Gen. 43, 34. 

10. N::I nr,~ ji10 1,0,n] Notice the position of j"l"iO: cf. Gen. 16, 8. 

r 1. 1n1::i SN Nl::JN 1~Nl] = 'and shall I enter into my house?' etc., 

the juxtaposition of two incongruous ideas, aided by the tone in which 

the words are pronounced, betokening surprise, and so ,:uggesting 

a question. So not unfrequently, as Jer. 25, 29 ip~n ilPlil onNt 45, 5. 

49, 12 j'lpJn ilpJ Nlj'l ilMNt Jon. 4, II cinN ~b 1~Nt Ez. 20, 3 r 

o=i, l!'i':JN 1~Nl. 35, 25b. Jud. 14, 16b "i'~~ :J?1- Zech. 8, 6. eh. 15, 20. 

Comp. on I u, 12 and eh. 18, 29. ::l~I!', by GK.§ 45c, 

1 ilTiNOt:lO is explained rightly by Lucian it acpi~pou aiTijs, Pesh. ~ ~ 

(see Lev. 15, 19. 20. 25 LXX and Pesh.): Rashi l"ln"iJO. The remark is added to 
shew why conception followed: tbe time indicated was favourable for it. Cf. 
\V. R. Smith, Marriage and Kinship ln Early Arabia, p. 276, ed. 2, p. 1;:3. 

1365 u 
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1~£)) 1n, 11n] This form of the oath does not occur elsewhere, and 

the tautology implied makes it improbable. LXX for 11n 1rws=?J1
~. 

'But thus absolutely, as it seems, ?J1~ could at most stand-at least 
that is the case in Arabic-when what here is placed before at the 

beginning of the verse .followed as a circumstantial clause with 1-
Either, therefore, read for 11n, i11i11 in [followed by ,~tll 1ni, as I 20, 

3. 25, 26 al.], or omit ,~£)l 1ni as an explanatory gloss on the un

common 11n' (We.). For 1D'£)l 101, see on I 17, 55. 
12. nint:101] 'and on the morrow' (not as Th. : see Lev. 7, 16). 

A specification of time is, however, desiderated in v. 13 for ,, Nip11; 

and as even in MT. the promise in,~N inoi is not carried out by 
David, it is better to end v. 12 at Nlil:''1 tiii:i : Nip11 ninoo, will then 

begin v. 13 (·1 as I 4, 20). So We. Bu. Now.: also LXX (Luc.) and 
Pesh. mnoo 1n1, (Ehrlich) would, however, be better; 1;,1 might 
easily have been lost after , Ninn. 

15. i:m] if correct, lJil give,=set (like 1m): but the case goes 
beyond other usages of :in, ,:m (Lex. 396b); and perhaps N;:J.~ (LXX 

do-a.yay€) should be read (Kio. Bu. al.). 
16. ?N • • , ilt:1~:i] Comp. (in a /rz'endly sense) I 26, 15. 
17. 1ll t:lJJn 10] from the people someof(v. 24. Ex. r6, 27), etc. 

19. i~r!~] preceded by its object: comp. Dt. 28, 56. Lev. 19, 9, 

and the Aramaic examples cited in Tenses, § 208. 3 Obs. 

21. n~:i,1] For S,y:i,1 (Jud. 7, r al.). Unlike Ishbosheth and 
Mephibosheth, however, the alteration in this case has been made 

only in a single passage. 

2 2. :it-t11 ,n,~ ieiN·,.:i nN] LXX continues : non,on 1,::i,-,:i nN 

Ni,n t:ln?il? ,,yn 'N t:lne'll no, ,N,oil ?N ,oN1l :JNll ?ll ,,,, ii111 

Nl?il ,:11:::i,, 1::i ,,01:::iN nN i1:li1 ,o : no,nn ?llO \:ill'l i~N nN t:ll1llj1 
?N t:Jne'll no, r::in::i no1, no,nn S:110 ::i.:i, n?e; ';1S,y n.:i1S,e,n n~N 
(v. 23) 'll iON1l : no,nn: in other words, the text of LXX describes 
in detail how what Joab anticipated vv. 21-2 took place. The 
addition is a necessary one : for as the text stands, the terms in 
which the messenger speaks in v. 2311 are unexplained (notice especially 

his opening words, Because etc., which presuppose a question to 

have been asked). 

23. ri::tl •.:i] as the text stands, 1.:i is the •~ recilativum ( on I 2, 16); 
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with the insertion from LXX (see on v. 2 2 ), it will be 'Because,' intro
ducing the answer to David's question. 

ti111,y :,,m,] 'appears to be correct. Comp. e.g. the use of :,,:, 

with ,,nN I 12, 14. Ex. 23, 2: the stress rests upon the preposi
tion, the idea of which it is simply the purpose of il11"1 to render 

verbal' (We.). 
24. o•Ni~il 1Ni1l (Kt.)] as if from N1~ (cf. i,:;-,,? for 1'\\i'? 2 Ch.· 

26, 15); Qre tl17ITZ>iJ ~i•1, the regular form, from i1'');: GK.§ 75rr. 
25. i1)il iJin ni,:., . Vi'-,NJ 1"111"1 iJiil, though grammatically a 

nominative, is construed KaTa crvviacrtv as an accusative. Comp. I 20, 13 

(if J~•; be read); Jos. 22, 17; Neh. 9, 32: Ew. § 277d end; GK. 
§ rql; Lex. 85ac. 

i1J;,1 Mff] So J ud. 18, 4. 1 Ki. 14, 5t. 
mptm] 'strengthen-i.e. encourage (Dt. 1, 38 al.)-him (Joab).' 

27. i1ElON'l] !:)ON as Jos. 2, 18 ilr'l'Jil 1''N 1~9~f:J, Dt. 22, 2; Jud. 
19, I 5 (Pi.). 

12, z. ~N1] for~ (as v. 3); see GK.§§ 23K, 72P. 

2. 1'e.'l1~] i'e.'ll~ would be expected, and should prob. be read. 

3. ;:i~t:1;1] and kept alive: Ex. 1, 17. 18. 1 Ki. 18, 5. 
'Jl ,:iNn J The impff. expressing significantly its habz't. 

4. i'e.'l11"1 W'N~J The punctuation (for t''K?) is anomalous. Comp. 

on I 6, 18; and Ew. § 29311 ; GK. § 126x (read ti1~?). 
5. rn~ 1:i] See on I 20, 31. 
6. 0'l'1l):JiN] LXX brra'l!"A.acr{ova=O;J:1~,?~, in all probability the 

original reading. As Th. remarks, David speaking impulsively is 

more likely to have used the proverbial' sevenfold' (cf. Prov. 6, 31), 
than to have thought of the law Ex. 2 r, 3 7 : O'rtl/JiN will be due 
to a corrector who noticed the discrepancy. 

,~n i,:, ie.'N ,vi] Schill (ZA W. 1891, p. 318), Ehrlich, Bu., 

attractively, though not necessarily, 1, for N' 'and spared that 

which was hzs own.' 

7b. Observe the emphatic 1:l)N: compare-likewise in a reproach

Amos 2, 9. 1 o. 
8. 1'JiN M1J MN] Possibly 11Jii,: n~ MN (Pesh. 'N niJJ MN) should 

be read (Sm. Bu.), with allusion to Michal: 'N r,1:::i. M~ certainly does 

not harmonize with the following 1P1MJ. 

U 2 
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71:l"lN 1!!-'J l'1Nl] Not elsewhere recorded of David, though it would 
be in accordance with Oriental custom (r6, 22. I Ki. 2, I7; cf. 

eh. 3, 7). 
ni,n11 ;:>Nit:!-'1 r,1;:i r,~J Pesh. '11 11 l"lilt J'li:t, perhaps rightly (Sm. 

Bu.) : the meaning of course would be not that they were given to 
him actually, but that he could choose his wives from them as he 

pleased (3, 2-5). 
ne::.ot,n] 'then would I add' (not 'would have added,' AV.). There 

is a similar mistake in AV. of If· 81, 15. 16. 
The 1, as thus used, is rare: but see Gen. 13, 9 (Tenses,§ 136 /3*). 
m;,::,i mn:::, J i. e. other similar marks of favour: cf. ilJ~1 iii~ ( rr, 25). 

nNr::ii nNr::i ( q, r 5), said where details need not be specified. 
9. '1::l"l] Probably to be omitted with Luc. and Theod.: cf. esp. 

v. rob. Notice the emph. position of il1ilN nN, ll"lt:!-'N l'1Nl, and mN. 

1 1. 71:11,:, J The yod is not the yod of the plural, but is due to the 

fact that l!1 is properly il¥1 re'ay (cf. ~i'1)n.: comp. Q1J;1;;i)? allurzng her 

Hos. 2, 16: Q1~:II Is. 22, II (Ew. § 256b; 01. p. 250; GK.§ 9388). 

12. "lJ:l J z'n front if, expressing more strongly than 1.i::S the idea of 
being conspicuous before: comp. Nu. 2 5, 4 ; 1 Ki. 2 1, r 3. 

13. i'lli'11 tlJ J Yahweh, also, on His part : the t:JJ correlalivum; cf. on 
I 1, 28a. 

'11::lJm] The same figure, lit. to make to pass away, in 24, 10: comp. 
Zech. 3, 4 7:ii:11 71:,:110 1n,::,:11n. Job 7, 2 1 1:ii:11 nN '"11::l:l)nl. 

14. 1" 1 1::l1N l'1N] YNJ does not elsewhere mean to cause to blaspheme: 

so doubtless Geiger is right (Urschrifl, p. 267) in supposing the 
original reading here to have been 1"1 nN : cf. the insertion of I.JIN in 
I 25, 22. For ,;~~Cl, see on 5, 14. 

r 5. t::-i~N11J for this pausal form of W~-, see GK. §§ 2 9q, 51m; and cf. 

on I 15, 23. 

r 6. 'Ji N::ll] A series of perfects with waw conv., indicating that 
David acted as here described repeatedly. 

;:i::,~, rSiJ LXX (B) omits ::l:lt:!-'l; Luc. omits J;:>l, and expresses 
PW~ J:JWI (1 Ki. 21, 27),-not (Sm. Bu. Now.) pt:!!::l 1:,1, for Ka~ eKa.-
0rn8ev represents ::l:Je'l, not rS,. 

1 7 .. ~i:l] Read, with many MSS. and edd. i'l'"l::l; see on 3, 35. 
18. ill)'i i'l~:I), •• , iONl 11N] The two verbs are coupled together 
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under the government of j 1~, exactly as Gen. 39, 9 ( Tenses, § II 5 
s. v. 11~), though the change of subject makes a literal rendering hardly 

intelligible in English. RV. text and margin are merely two different 
paraphrases, designed to meet the exigencies of English idiom. 

20. :J\?~l] The Hif. only here; c[ GK. § 73f. Read :J9~1 (Ehr!.). 
2r. 1n ,,1n -ii:iy:i] for the sake of the child (when) alive: LXX 

rightly lvEKa Tov 7ratliap£ou ln twno<;. But iy:i (as v. 22) for -,:iy:i 
(,=.,, and :l repeated by error), as We. conjectured in 1871, and 

as is confirmed by Luc. Pesh. Targ., is much more probable (so Sm. 

Bu. Ehr!. etc.). (In Jer. 14, 4 read, with Duhm, ~l'llJ nc,~n 1
':]1ll for 

nnn no,~,, .,~li:l.) 

2 2. 1;i~~: yii1 '0 Kt.; \l~D1 ll1i1 10 Qre] who knows ?=peradventure. 

The correction of the Qre is unnecessary: the Kt. is exactly like Joel 

2, 14. Jon. 3, 9. In Esther 4, 14 we have , , , tJ~ yii1 10. 

23. t:i'l 1J~ nt no,] nt adds point to ncS (on I 10, u): cf. Gen. 

2 5, 2 2 1:JJ~ nt no, to what purpose should I yet be ? 

25. n,~1,J We. Bu. ~ill;?~~~ (Now. o;~!1) and he (David) deli'vered 

hz"m z"nto, etc., viz. for his education. But to make wholly over to, 

to deliver up, is an Aram. sense of 01,~n (e.g. Dt. 32, 30 Onk. 

l1J10 1,~~ for t:i·t~9,:i; and -p:::..a.? constantly for 7rapaoovvat), in Heb. 

found at most in late poetry (Is. 38, 12. 13 LXX, Duhm, &l.; Is. 42, 19 

0~~9 by conjecture for tJ~~-9); so it is not a very likely word to have 

been used here. With n,~1,, it is an improvement to begin the 

verse with i:in~ mn11. 

1°1 -,,:iy:i] Luc. 1"1 ,:i,:i,-perhaps rightly (Sm. Now. Dh.). 

12, 26=1 Ch. 20, 1b (abridged); 12, 30-31=1 Ch. 20, 2-3. 
26. n:i,,on -,iy J The 'royal city' would be Rabbah itself, whereas 

(27) Joab had taken only what was called the Water-city, and (28) 

invited David to take Rabbah itself. Read therefore, probably, as 

v. 27, tJ10i1 "11ll (Bu. Sm. Now. Dh.). 

2 7. OICi1 "\1l/J No doubt a fortification, or part of the city, which protected 
the water-supply. Polybius (v. 71) relates that when Rabbah was besieged by 
Antiochus III in B.c. 218, he was unable to enter the city till a prisoner revealed 
the underground passage by which the besieged used to descend to fetch water. 
The remains of a citadel are on a hill about½ mile N. of the Jabbok, 200-300 ft. 
above the valley, and connecting by a saddle with hills further to N.; on this 
sac\dle there is a fine rock-cut tank, 20 ft. by 90 ft.; and just inside the entrance 
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to this tank there begins an underground passage leading in the direction of the 
citadel, which it has been supposed was the one mentioned by Polybius (see 
G. A. Barton, JBL. xxvii. (1908), p. 147 ff., esp. 149 f.; and Conder, Survey ef 
E. Palestine, p. 34, with the Plan facing p. 34). The fortification surrounding 
either this or some other water-supply was doubtless the 'Water-city' men• 
tioned here. 

28. l)N -,:iSN )El] 'Lest I (emph.) take the city,' etc.: comp. Ex. 
181 19, Jud. 8, 23. 2 Ki. 10, 4. Is. 20, 6. Jer. 17, 18. tf,. 109, 28 al. 
eh. 17, 15 l)N 1l"l~:t)•; and comp. on I 17, 56. 23, 22. 

;,•Sv •ot:> Nij,)1] 'And my name be called over i'.t'-in token viz. 
of its conquest by me. The passage shews the genuine sense of the 
phrase, often occurring (especially in Dt. and dependent books) with 
reference to the nation, the city, or the Temple, 'over which Yahweh's 
name is called,' in token viz. of the right of possession or ownership 
by Hirn (generally paraphrased obscurely in AV. 'called by My 
name 1 

'). See Am. 9, r 2 tm1S11 •Ot:> Nii'J '1t:>N (in allusion to the 
nations embraced by David in the dominion of Israel). Dt. 28, 10 

1•S11 N'li'J •"~ Ot:> 1:i )-''lN1'1 •011 S:i lN'1l, 1 Ki. 8, 43 (n1.~n Sv). Jer. 
7, 10. 11. 14, 9. 15, 16 (of the prophet). 25, 29 al. Is. 63, 19 we are 
become as those over whom Thy name has not been called (i. e. whom 
Thou bast never owned). 

30, o:i,o] LXX CJ::!?~ ( 1 Ki. II, 5 al.)-probably rightly. In the 
whole context, no allusion is made to the king of Rabbah; nor has 
there been any mention of the people, but only of the city, so that, 
with the Massoretic punctuation, the suffix C"""'r is without an antecedent. 

i11i'' !.:JN,] Read, with Pesh. Targ. here, and 1 Ch. 20, 2 : 1:JN ;:,~~ 
i1"1i'\ A 'talent' of gold weighed 65, if not 130, lbs. av. (Kennedy, 
DB. iv. 903 b). 

31. Sri.:Jil •~-,n J Cf. Am. r, 3 Sri.:J;, n,i'!,n. 
j:i:,o.:JJ So Kt., which Tb. following Kimchi defends, supposing 

the meaning to be the place in which victims were sacrificed to 

Malech (punctuating either Of?~~ in their 'Molech,' or tl'..J?r;>e, in the 
Molech-image). But such a sense for either :J?b or c:i,o is highly 
improbable; and the Qr@ l~?~e, must be adopted. The meaning of 
j.:JSo, however, has only recently been cleared up. From its form 

1 Which really expresses a different phrase, IOt:J.:l N"li'~ Is. 43, 7: et. 48, I. 
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(with tl prefixed), it would naturally be supposed to denote either 
a place (like ~J::11,;>) or instrument (like 1Jl3~P) of making bricks, but 
not the one rather than the other. It has, indeed, been commonly 
rendered as though it meant the former, viz. bni:kkzln: but this 
rendering lacks support either in the use of the word elsewhere or 
in the renderings of the ancient Versions. In an elaborate study 

on the word 1, Georg Hoffmann has shewn that in post-Biblical 
Hebrew, it is used firstly of a brickmould, and then metaphorically 
of different objects of the same rectangular shape, such as the frame 

of a door, sofa, window, or again, of a garden-bed, but not of 

a brickkzln. In Arabic and Syriac the corresponding words are used 

similarly: .;.J.. denotes a brti:kmould (Freytag), and occurs also in 

Saadyah's version of Is. 6, 4 of the framework of a door ; ~.,'i;, 

signifies a bn'ckmould (PS. col. 1887), as also a quadrangle or square 

(Hoffmann, p. 65): but for neither language is the meaning bn'ckkz'ln 

quoted. Nor is this meaning required for either of the two other 

passages in the OT. in which pSo occurs. In Nah. 3, 14 p~tl 'i''lnM 

the rendering 'Jay hold of the brickmould' (in preparation for a siege, 

immediately following 'go into the clay, and tread the mortar') is as 
suitable as 'make strong the brickkiln;' and in Jer. 43, 9 a 'brick
kiln' in front of Pharaoh's palace would be by no means so suitable 

a spot for the prophet to deposit in it his symbolical stones, as 

a square, or open quadrangle, in the same position, especially if, 
as appears from v. ro, the stones were to mark the site upon which 

Nebuchadrezzar's throne was to be erected. Nor again, is the mean

ing brickkiln recognized by any of the ancient Versions. Here, LXX 
have oi+to:y£V a&ov, 3u'i. TOV 'ITAw0£ov 2, Luc. '11'Ept1l)'ayev a~Tov<, fr 
Ma3ef3/3a, Pesh. 3 )b,-~ ,0.J/ ~lo, Targ. t(•pn:1:i ;mn1 ,.,~, 

1 ZATW. 1882, pp. 53-72. See also Levy, Neukebr. Worterbuck, s. v. 
2 'Led them through the brickmonld,' the sense being, at least, not worse than 

that of Jerome's 'traduxit in typo Iaterum,' or of countless other passages in the 
LXX Version. 11.1.,vefov has been supposed to mean 'brickkiln : ' but no such 
sense is recognized in the last edition of Liddell and Scott's Lexicon. 

s Made tkem pass tkrougk tke measure,-meaning, perhaps (PS. 2237), some 
arrangement for allotting them to different forms of punishment (ck. 8, 2); cf. 

Nestle, Margin. 17. Comp. also ~( )b,-~ ~L in J Mace. 4, u 
(cited PS. ib.). 
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and he dragged them through the streets, Vulg. et traduxi'! in typo 

laterum: in Nah. 3, 14 LXX 1<.aTa1<.partJuov v1r£p 1r)dv8ov, Pesh. ~lo 
J~ (brickmould), Targ. 1''''''.:l 'El'i'.11~ (thy building), Vulg. tene 
laterem: in Jer. 43, 9 pS,;,.:i oS,;,J LXX probably omit 1, o1 Aoi1ro{• .?v 

T0 1<pvcp{fJ! lv T0 1rAwO&i!, Pesh. h=-~ ~~ (in the quadrangle), 
Targ. N)")J ,!lt:).:l in the mortar of the building, Vulg. in crypta 

quae est sub muro latericio. Thus usage, whether of Hebrew or of 
the cognate languages, or as interpreted by ancient authority, offers 
no support to the meaning brickkiln for pS,;,. Hence Hoffmann, in 
the article referred to, holds the common interpretation of this passage 
to be incorrect, and reading '1':;iWJ for ,,Jy;, would render, 'And he 

brought forth the people that were therein, and set them lo saws, and 
to harrows of iron, and lo axes of iron, and made them labour at the 

brickmould:' in other words, instead of torturing them, employed 
them in different public works 2• This view of the passage is accepted 

by Stade (Gesch. lsr. i. 278), We. Bu. Now. Sm. Konig, NKZ. 1891, 

p. 667, Nestle, al., and is represented on the margin of the Revised 
Version. '.:? O~ in the sense of to set among=to employ abou/ 3 may 
be illustrated from I 8, I I l.nJ:Ji!.'.1.::1 ,, Ot!'l. 1 Ch. 20, 3 has indeed 

i~;1 and sawed for Ot!'1l: but this may be either a textual corrupHon, 

or a mistaken interpretation of the compiler. Certainly, if we could 

honestly relieve David of the act of cruelty, which the Hebrew text 

here appears to attribute to him, we should be glad to do so: no 
doubt, it may be shewn to be in harmony with the manners of the 

age (Am. 1, 3 of the Syrians of Damascus), but it is alien to all that 

we know of the personal cbaracter and temper of David. Hoffmann's 

view is unquestionably an attractive one; and the only ground which 

may occasion hesitation in accepting it, is the circumstantiality in 
the mention of three separate kinds of instruments, ' saws' and 
' harrows' and 'axes,' and the character of the instruments themselves, 

1 Or express by iv rrpo0'5poi<. But Ell 1rpoOvpo1s EV rrv>-.r, are more probably a 
double rendering of nm)J,-the former in accordance with the rendering elsewhere 
in Jer. of n.n!l (I, 15. 19, 2. 26, 10. 36, ro), and ,v rrv>-.r, a correction. 

2 Cf. how Mesha' employed his Israelite prisoners (Inscr. ll. 25-6). 
3 Under (AV.) is a paraphrase of'~ in no way necessitated by the Hebrew. 
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both of which might have been expected to be somewhat more 
general, had the narrator merely intended to state that the Ammonites 
were put to forced work by David. On the other hand, it is true 
that the sense brickkiln cannot be shewn to be expressed by 1:i,o 

in any other passage where it occurs in either Biblical or post-Biblical 
Hebrew, or even in the cognate languages. The correction of i 1:JYi1 

into i1:1yn is, of course, no source of difficulty. The terms employed 
in the first part of the verse favour the common interpretation of 
the passage: the term p,o-so far as our knowledge of it goes
favours as decidedly-not to say more so-Hoffmann's view. The 

state of our knowledge is not sufficient to enable us to arrive at 

a decision with entire confidence. But those who refuse to allow 

the meaning brt"ckkiln for p;ir., may at least claim to have a sound 
philological basis for their opinion. 

i1t!'Y1] Luc. rightly i!,ro[u. Comp. the same tense in the description 
of the behaviour of an invading army, 2 Ki. 3, 2 5. 

13, 2. rn,nnn, j'l)t.:lN' ,~11] 'And Amnon was distressed (Josephus 

xa.A=ws SttKaTo: cf. I 13, 6. 28, 15), so that he made himself sick,' 
etc. The athna~ would stand better at innN (Th. Ke. We. al.), what 
follows staling the reason why Amnon felt such distress: 'Because 

she was a virgin, and (this being so) it was hard,' etc. 

3. mir.i~J See on I 16, 9. Jonadab was cousin both to Absalom 
and Tamar and to Amnon. 

t:1:in J 'subtil' (AV. RV.) is scarcely a fair paraphrase: the text 

says that Jonadab was wise. (Subtil=t:ll•Y Gen. 3, 1.) 
4. :inN 1.i~ ••• it.:in MN J The regular order with the ptcp. and 

pronoun: Gen. 37, 16. 41, 9 etc. (Tenses,§ 208. 3; GK.§ r42f 

{d) note). 
5. ,nnm] 'and make t/ijlsef/ sick '-here and v. 6 in pretence (GK. 

§ 54°), v. 2 in reality.-On ry,t.:iNl , , , "Jl:lN ~:ii see on I 19, 3. 

9. n,~ J Only here. The etymology is not apparent: but the 
meaning appears to be established by the Aram. n1,or.,, which clearly 

signifies plate or pan (Lev. 2, 5; Ez. 4, 3 al. Targ.: for n;:i.t:;~). LXX 
T17Yavov, as always for n:1nr::i. Kon. ii. 184 thinks it may be an old 
corruption of n:ino, and, as such, the source of the Targ. n1,or.,. 
For P:tl;l1, see GK. § 7 I. 
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1:,310 t::JIN :,::i 1N1~m] So Gen. 45, 1. :,yo=from attendance on. 

TO. n;i~o] The lengthening of the i:i of i1;1ClCI in pause involves 

the change of the preceding iJ to i), the collocation 00 being avoided. 

So 11J~ becomes in pause not ·n~' but ·n~; see GK. § 29v. 

12. j::J i1t::Jl)'·N:, 1=,J The impf. as Gen. 34, 7; cf. 20, 9. 

ilt?'l/11·:,~] GK.§ 75hh; Ew. § 224°; Stade,§ 143d (3); Delitzsch 

on Is. 64, 3; Konig, i. p. 531. 
n:,:iJ J J ud. 19, 2 3 11Nfil n:,.:rn, 11N 1t::Jl111 SN; and comp. the phrase 

:,K-ien:i n:,:i, il~l) Gen. 34, 7; Dt. 22, 21 (i111t!'YJ); Jer. 29, 23 (each 
time of a sexual offence); Jos. 7, 15 (of Achan's impiety). The word 

expresses more than 'folly.' Just as :,:iJ (2, 33: see more fully on 

I 25, 25) denotes one who lacks all regard for God or man, so nS:n 
means godlessness, impiety. It is applied, both here and elsewhere, 

to immorality, but it does not specifically denote immorality. The 

ideas which the Hebrews associated with the word appear with especial 

distinctness in Isaiah's description of the :,:i~ (32, 6); see on I _25, 25. 

13. i:i1:,:m1 inK::i] For the form of the comparison, comp. 2, 18. 

14. ilJDD ptn11 J ' and overpowered her.' Cf. I q, 50. 

nnN ::J::Jl!/11] When :l::Jt!' is used of illicit intercourse, the pronoun 

with 11N is regularly pointed by the Massorites as though it were 

the ob.fect of the verb in the accus. (Gen. 34, 2. Lev. 15, 18. 24. 

Nu. 5, 13. 19. Ez. 23, 8). It is doubtful whether this is not an 
arbitrary distinction on the part of the punctuators, and whether in 

all cases the word was not originally intended to. be the prep. i'IQ~ 1
• 

( 1) There is no other indication of :l::Jt::J being construed with an 

accus.-the Qrt in Dt. 28, 30 i1J:l::Jt::J1 obviously proving nothing as 

to the usage of the living language ; ( 2) tll) :i::i~ is used constantly 

in the same sense (11, 4; Lev. 15, 33; Dt. 22, 22-29, etc.), and 

if so, tll) and MN being closely synonymous, there is a strong pre

sumption that 11N :i::it::1 was understood in a similar sense. 

15. n:,1il ilNJt::J, , , ilNJt::J'l] GK.§ 1 qq, 
M:JilNO J Read n~q~Ql,?, which is needed. 

16. 'J1 n\i~-:,~J The text is untranslateable: neither RV. nor 

1 In Ez. the form is indeed i'll)il't; but in this book (as in Jer.) the prep. is 

constantly written -n\r:-t instead of-i-lt:I (e.g. 3, 22): see on ck. 24, 24. 
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RV. m. is a rendering of it. The text of LXX has been corrected 
to agree with the Hebrew: but what is evidently the fragment of 
a genuine rendering has been pres~rved out of its place in v. 15, 
viz. µA(,wv ~ KaKla ~ ErrxaTT/ ~ ~ ,rpwTT/=n~tiK"!QI:? Mlt;il'.tQ nwin nS,,l. 
Lucian's recension of LXX has M~, a8eA<p€" on µeya>..-q ~ KaK[a ~ 

E<I'XUTT/ V?TEP rr,v ?TPWTT/V ~v ?TE?TO{-qKa<; fl,ET. lµov, TOV l(a1roU'TELAa{ µe; 

and similarly the Old Latin, 'Noli frater expellere me, quoniam maior 
erit haec malitia novissima quam prior quam fecisti mecum, ut 

dimittas me,' i.e. 'Ol/ M't:-'l) '"lt:-'K nit;i~QI:? nKtn nY'"ln nS1il '~ '1:11$ S\'.t 
•:inSt:-',. This substantially must be adopted, the only question being 

whether in the middle clause we accept n'"lnKno nKm (Luc.) or n'"lnKn 
mt:-'KiilO (as in Cod. B). The former deviates least from MT., and is 
adopted by Sm.: but We. Now. prefer the latter, arguing that MT. 

nit;i~P. (without the art,) attests indirectly the reading of Cod. B mnKir, 
and considering that the corruption of n'"lnK.i into n'"lnKo necessitated 
its transposition, and the alteration of mt:-'Ki,,o to nK!ir. Bu. expresses 
no preference. Either form, it is evident, expresses substantially the 

same sense. For SK in deprecation, comp. Jud. 19, 23. 

17. nKrnK] See on I 10, 27. 
''VO J not 1f;l~I;?, but 1Syo, the word used of dismissing a menial 

(v. 9), or one whose presence was obnoxious, Ex. 10, 28 ,,yo 7S. 
18. 19. l:l10~ nln.:i] Elsewhere only Gen. 37, 3. 23. 32. As to the 

meaning, the earliest authorities are divided; and it cannot be said to 
be established beyond reach of doubt. LXX in Gen. xiTwv 71'DtKlAo<; 

( so Pesh. here), here xiTwv Kap,rwro<; (i. e. with sleeves reaching to the 

wrist: so Pesh. in Gen,); Luc. here xiTwv aurpaya>..wr6, (i. e. reaching 

to the ankles); Aq. in Gen. X· aurp.aya>..wv, here X· Kap,rwr6,; Symm. 

in both places X· xeipiBwro, {i.e. sleeved: Hdt. 7. 61); Jerome in Gen. 
(following LXX) tunica po!JJmita, here (as Aq. in Gen.) tunica talarzs. 

Targ. Onk. and Jon. 1 1r:;i~1 Kl\111.,, transliterating. O;, in Aram. 

means the palm of the hand {Dan. 5, 5. 24; cf. the fim. I 5, 4 al. 
Targ.), or sole of the foot (Dt. 2, 5 Pesh.). Thus both alternative 
renderings have ancient authority in their favour. On the whole, 
however, as the explanation 'parfz~coloured tunic' implies a sense of 
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tl10E) (patches), which has no sufficient philological basis, the other 

explanation ' a tunic reaching to the hands and feet' (' a long-sleeved 

tunic,' Sm.; 'a long garment with sleeves,' RV. marg.)-notwith

standing that wrists or ankles might have been expected to be named, 

rather than tl'OE) (if the word be rightly explained as=Aram. OE))

is the more probable. 
18. mt!':::i,n 1:i •:i J Cf. Gen. 50, 3 t:i 1t:i~Ml'I 'O' ,~:,o, p ':i. 

o•S•l/0] We. Bu. Now. Sm. Ehrl. O?iYt,?. The :,•yo was d1stz'nct 
from the mn:i (DB. i. 625b, 3 a; EB. MANTLE: cf. Ex. 28, 4). 

S:tm] so Jud. 3, 23. Cf. on I 1, 12; and GK.§ 112tt. 

19. ni•J Read 0'1~ with LXX; and see Jer. 2, 37 (Ehrl.). 
i1i?F!1 ,,,n 7SmJ The waw conv. and the pf. indicating reiteration, 

Jos. 6, 13. But read probably PP!) [so Stade, Akad. Reden u. Abhandl. 

1899, p. 199]1, the normal construction: see on I 19, 23. 

20. pJ•~tot] i')Otot is not a compound pr. n., and hence l')'ON can 

be no alternative form (as i}JN and i}1JN, 'l!IJl-t and •~•:itot, t:1,?C'JN 

and o,:,l!l•Jtot). In Arabic, the I is used to form dimi'nuti'ves (as kalb 

dog, kulai'b little dog: Wright, i. § 269), even in pr. names; and it 

has accordingly been supposed (Ew. § 167'•, Bo.) that the form 

Amznon here is a diminutive used intentionally by Absalom, for the 

purpose of expressing his contempt for Amnon 2• It is true, as We. 

remarks, that 'the Arabic inner diminutive-formation is akin to ten

dencies in that language which are foreign to Hebrew: ' nevertheless, 

there are examples of forms and constructions occurring in l"solati'on 

in Hebrew, which are idiomatic only in Arabic; so that this explanation 

of lt:1"1:lN must not be pronounced altogether impossible. The alternative 

is to treat, as a clerical error.-oy n•n, as Gen. 39, 10. 14 (Th. Ke.). 

1 Not (Bu.) l'l~P.i1, which would require a preceding n1~i, (I 17, 41): Kai 

Kpa(ov<1a is no proof that LXX read i1~V.Ti: see 15, 30. Jud. 14, 9. 

• So also Wright, l. c., who adds, with Ew., as another example from Hebrew 
i1El'!;l?1, remarking that the'-.- in these two words must be regarded as a weaken-

ing of'-..- (orig. ;~), as in l)'?!. i'V.i in Heb., and ~ a youtk, in Syr., 
are almost certainly diminutives; perhaps MD'O' Job 42, 14 (for ilO"D' a little 

dove, from Arab. yemamtik, a dove) is anothe~. · 'see further GK. (Enii. transl.) 
§ 86f footnote; Lagarde, Bildung der .Nom. 87-89; and on diminutives in the 

.Mishna.h, Segal, Mi!naic Hebrew, p. 64. 
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':, :::i, nl!'] See on I 4, 20. 

il~t,;~1] ' and that desolate.' The l is p~culiar, though just defen
sible (GK.§ 154" note (b); Lex. 25,Zb): but probably it should be 
deleted. Or an adj. mqy have fallen out before it; but not :lei: (Bu.), 

for an adj. only follows =1-So ( see on I 14, r 9 ). In form il~P.o/ is 
a ptcp., either Qal (Siegfr.-Stade, Heb. WB.; Lex. 1030b), or Po'el 

(Kon. ii. 106) with the o dropped, as happens sometimes, esp. 'where 
the ptcp. becomes a mere adj. or subst.' (Ew. § r6oa: cf. j?,il1 (beside 

1?.il11?), ,.?il1 (beside ,.?il11?), t:i117i~ (from ;~rj) insidious eyers, often in 

the Psalms; and Kon. l. c.). The fem. with pre-tonic #rl is found 
both in .an ordinary ptcp. in pause, even with a minor disj. accent, 

as here and Is. 33, 14 ,,~~;~ !&~, and in a ptcp. used as a subst., as 

il4~i'., i111J9 a buckler, 1ft. 91, 4 (Stade,§ 214c; GK.§ 84as). The 

forms i11;1t,?ltf, tl''?P.i~ etc. recur Is. 49, 8 nitil,?if ni,01- 54, r tl'.;11 

i11;11,?iif 1?.f. Lam. r, 4. 13 i17tl,?i'f 1;)Q1. 16. Dan. 9, 26 (all with disj. 
accents). 

tll,Cl:::l~ n1:::i J n1:::i:::i 'i':::lO (see on I r 2, 5), quite needlessly: see 
p. 37 note. 

21, ,~o ,, 'iM'l] LXX after these words express i:n;-r,~ :J~¥ t-;'1 
: ~~i1 i'ib1 1:P biJ~ 1:P hf ji)7?~ which are accepted by Ew. Th. We. 

Bu. etc. as part of the original text. For :I~¥ see r Ki. r, 6; and 

Is. 54, 6 n~, n~~lP, (Th.). The words, if a gloss, are at any rate 

an instructive one. 
22. :::llO 'lVl l7'io,,, , 'i:::l'l ~,] i.e. anything at all. Cf. Gen. 31, 

24. 29; and also~-; ~,, '' :::i10 11 ~, Zeph. r, 12; similarly Is. 41, 23. 

Jer. 10, 5. iO' in V'io,, as 6, 19 (Lex. 583b). 

il!'!-t 'i~1 S11J Dt. 22, 24. 23, 5: GK.§ 130c n. 

23. 010' 01mC1] 'two years, days.' So 14, 28. Gen. 41, r. Jer. 

28, 3. I it: for the pleonastic tJID', cf. tl'O' CliM, tl'D' Mi!, and (in 
late Hebrew, Dan. ro, 2. 3) tl10 1 tl'~~:::ll?: and see Ges. Thes. p. 585b; 

Tenses,§ 192. 1; GK.§ r:pd. The\ to denote the end of a period, as 

Gen. 7, 4. 10. Ex. 19, 15 (rare): Lex. 5I7"b. 

o~m J Gen. 38, 12. Ba'al I;Ia~or is probably Tell 'A;ur, on an 
elevated height 4½ miles NE. of Bethel (Buhl, 177; EB. ii. 1979). 

For Ba'al, see on 5, 20. 

t)l'i!l~ tll1 J 011= beside is used to denote proximity to a town or 
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other spot, as ci::11 t:ll1 r::in Jud. 19, II. 1 Ki. 1, 9, but not to a large area 

such as 'Ephraim: ' were the tribe intended, as Th. rightly observes, 
the phrase used would be t:)litit-e:, it:1~ (I I 7, 1 etc.), not t:l1iEl~ t:ll) "lt:,'t(. 

Either i:l'itlt-e is the name of some place not otherwise named, or the 
text is false. The supposition (Bo. Th. Ke.) that the place meant 
is jii9¥ 2 Ch. 13, 19 (i~'}.~f Qr~) derives support from LXX (Luc.) 
rocppmµ, (Kio.), though it is true that the l1 in 2 Ch. is not repre

sented by r. 
'Ephron is mentioned close after Bethel and Yeshanah (cf. on I 7, 12); and has 

been thought to be the same as 'Ophrah (I 13, 17; LXX ro<1>pa), prob. (see note) 
e{-!'aiyibeh, 4 miles NE. of Bethel, and 2¼ miles SE. of Tell 'A~ur, in the valley 
below it. Whether this distance is too great to be denoted by Dl), will depend on 
whether Ba'al-I;Ia~or was so mnch less important than 'Ephron that it was necessary 
for its position to be thus defined. But it is odd that the site of a conspicuous hill, 
such as that on which Ba'al-l;la~or was (3318 ft.), should have to be defined by its 
nearness to a place (2850 ft.) nearly 500 ft. in the valley below it. 

25. r,El1i] Read i~tl'': see on I 28, 23. So v. 27. 

,n:i,::i1i] = bade him ' fare-well,' as Gen. 2 4, 60. 4 7, 1 o. eh. 1 9, 
40 al. 

26. ~),,I ~sn 'Precisely analogous examples of the same con

struction are Jud. 6, 13. 2 Ki. 5, 17. 10, 15: the latter demonstrates 
incontrovertibly the correctness of the punctuation, and obliges us 
to render: And if not, let Amnon go with us,' We., excellently. 
Observe the disjunctive accent at t,e;,i 1

• Cf. Tenses, § 149 end. 

2 7. ,,on 1)Y:,:J] LXX adds ,,on nrit:10:i ilrlt:10 t:ll:,t:1:it-e t:-'l)'L The 
words may, indeed, be an addition, suggested by a reminiscence of 

I 25, 36: at the same time an express notice of the feast prepared 
by Absalom is quite suitable, and their omission may be due to 
homozoteleuton. 

28. 1ni0Ni • , , :m:):JJ :n~ with :J is of course the infin. of the verb 
I I 

:i~ (I 16, 16. 23 etc.; Est. 1, 10, as here). The tense 1r;iir.i~, as 

I I o, 8. 1 Ki. 2, 3 7 etc. ( Tenses, § II 8 ; GK. § 114r). :l\~, applied 
to the heart, as in Jud. 16, 25 b::i:, ::i,~ 1:J (Qre t:l::i:, ::ii~:p); 19, 22 C,i 

c:i:, r,t,e 01:i,~10; and comp. on I 25, 36. 

1 And so in 2 Ki. 5. In 2 Ki. 10, however, the accentuation expresses a false 
interpretation and is misleading. Render,' And Jehonadab said, It is, And if it 
is, give thine hand.' 
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,:, t-t;,n] Cf. ,:,n 9, 1. Observe that 1 is emphatic. 

'Jl lj,tn] Cf. 2, 7. 
30. l ,,,:::i non] See on I 9, 5. 

3 r b. Read with LXX tln'iJ:::i ii/ii' i1;,j/ tl•:::i~Jn i•i:::ii/ ;,:,1. 

32. nO't:', • , 1ti-;,j1-,:,J., , '!l ;,j/ may denote according to the mouth 

(i.e. the appointment, commandment) of (AV.: see Ex. 17, I etc.), or 

upon the mouth of (Ges.: cf. Ex. 23, 13. V'· 50, 16): n~•·~ (Kt.) will 
here be the ptcp. pass. of tl~ (cf. Nu. 24, 21), with the sense of 
settled. The sense .thus obtained is not unsuitable, though •ti ;,y is 
not, perhaps, quite the phrase that might have been expected to be 
used with no•t:>, and some clearer statement of the nature of the 
intention then harboured by Absalom is certainly desiderated (cf. the 
addition n1r.,n;, 3, 37). Ewald's suggestion respecting the word, Hist. ~-
iii. 234 (E.T. 172), deserves mention. Comparing the Arabic ;:t.:. 
sinister et in/austus /uit alicui, rJ.:. inauspiciousness, ill-luck, he sup
poses it to signify an inauspidous expression, an expression boding 
misfortune (Anglice, a scowl),-' For upon the mouth of Absalom 
there bath been a scowl since the day when Amnon humbled his 
sister Tamar.' The suggestion is an exceedingly clever one: the 
only doubt is whether a word meaning in itself simply unluckiness 

(Lane, p. 1490) could be used absolutely to signify a token of un

luckiness (ein Ungliickszeichen) for others. It is accepted by We., 
W. R. Smith (Encycl. Brit., ed. 9, art. DAVID, p. 840b note, cf. ed. ro, 
p. 858b), Now. Sm. Bu. does not decide between this and Ewald's 

alternative suggestion ni9~ (Ezr. 4, 6t). 
33. ,:ii i:::i;, ;,t-t •• , tle-'' ;,N J 'let not my lord the king take aught 

(i:::ii, not i:J'in) to heart, saying' etc. : :,;, ;,t-t tlt:' as 19, 2 o. In 
form, as well as in the use of i::l'i, the sentence resembles I 22, 15 
'J!-C n•J ;,:,J ;:ii ,,:::iv:::i 7;,on 01:,1, ,1-e. 

tlN •::i] So Kt.: 1:, Qre. •:, is sufficient (cf. 32); and tlN may have 
arisen by dittography from the following word: but tlN ,:, is defensible, 
the context suggesting the negative to be understood: Ges. (minime,) 
sed solus Amnon mortuus est. Comp. on I 26, ro. 

34. tli;,1:,1.:::iN n;:::i,, J The words interrupt the narrative, and are an 
awkward anticipation of 37a. We. Bu. Now., unable to suggest 
anything better, excise them: Ehrlich, very cleverly, suggests :::iin:::i 
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tn,~J!ot (forming the end of v. 33). No doubt, the narrator might 

have written the words there; but they seem somewhat superfluous. 

Kio. tliS~ 110~ .,lJ~1 (constr. as I 16, 4), which Bu. accepts. 
, 1.,n~ 1i'10 J The text cannot be right. ,.,, cannot be in the 

st. c.: and 'from the way' would need the art. EVV. 'by the way 
of the hill-side behind him' is no translation of the Heb. LXX has 

an insertion {Kal 7rapeyiveTo o <TK07r6<; Kat &m7yyeiAev T4' /3arnAe1, Kal: 

eT7rev~Av3pa<; iipaKa EK TI]> Mov T-rj<; Opwv11v £K 1-dpov<; 'l"OV opov,), which 
enables We. both to restore a text satisfactory in itself, and at the 

same time to remove the difficulties attaching to MT. The text 
as thus restored reads as follows : '11im~ tl~~ih =ll1f tJ1::i~m .:Ji tl!i' rm,, 
inn ,10 tJ~~ih =111,;, 'D'in tl1~~~ i9~~1 =!~!&~ '1~:1 n~ii:;:t !(J!!. ,,,o 
is now provided with the desiderated genitive; and 11,n~ is seen 

to be a corruption of tl'~in 1. The omission in MT. arose from 
a copyist's eye passing from tJ1~.,n 1i'1.:J to tl1).,n ,.,,,.,_ The dual 

form tl1)-,n does not occur elsewhere in MT.: but from the fact of 
an Upper and Lower Beth-l;oron being spoken of, it is probable 

in itself, and it actually occurs in LXX of Josh. 10, 10. I I (Opwveiv 

for r;,n-n1::i). 
On the two Beth-l;orons, see on I 1 3, 18. Upper Beth-l;oron is 

just ro miles NW. of Jerusalem, as the crow flies. The road from 
it would pass Gibeon, and enter the great North road 4½ miles N. 
of Jerusalem. What particular 'descent' and 'hill' are meant, can 
hardly, however, be determined. Notice tJ1::i,n coming. 

35. 1t(::l J tJ1t(::l are arriving would be an improvement; 1t(J are 
arrived follows in 36 (Ehr!., who compares aptly Gen. 29, 6 rnb, 
and 9 ntd). 

3 7. Absalom takes refuge with his mother's father (3, 3). 
iWOV] Qre '1li110li', which is supported by the Versions. 

3 7-38a. 388 is tautologous after 3 7a: at the same time, 3 7b-

1 We.'s restoration was based on Codd. BA, which do not express the first tl')"lM, 
but have for it 61Ttrr6,,, avrou ( =11"1M~); but he found afterwards (p. 222) that Luc. 
had (Tl)v cl6ov) 'M)S np,nfL [so We. quotes; but Lag., with MSS. ap. Holmes and 
Parsons, has T,)v .lwpal.tJ,]; and other MSS. ap. H. and P., after Ell Tjj 06,i,, have 
the doublet TU npa11- (npa.v, Opa.11-) (/7rtrTIIEV avTov,-all with the same forms in b, 
and all evidently representing tll)-,n. 
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as the subject of ~.:i~n~ shews---connects closely with v. 36. In all 
probability a transposition has taken place, and the original order 
was 37b, 371\ 38b, 39 :-388 being no part of the original text, but 
due to a scribe who, having accidentally in the first instance passed 
over 3 7 b, discovered his mistake, inserted it after 3 7a, and then 
repeated as much of 378 as was necessary in order to render 38b 

01~1:1 w,~ oo 1n1, intelligible. 
37b. ~.:i~r,11] Insert after this word,,, ,,r.iil, with LXX. 
39. ,,on ,,, ,::iri,] Untranslateable. The connexion with 14, 1 

shews that the verse must describe the preparatory or initial stage 
in the desire which Joab soon afterwards perceived to be stirring 
in David's mind towards his absent son. Ewald, Hist. iii. 234 (E.T. 

1 73), conjectured 1,r.in ,,, ri~q ,~~l 'and David's anger ceased to 

manifest itself towards Absalom.' On this conjecture, We. observed : 

'Though it satisfies the conditions imposed by the context, it is open 
to the objection that the sense assumed for r,~1 is not substantiated, 
and that ,,, r,on ought not to be combined. For the unusual order 

1Son ,,, (1 Ki. 2, q. 12, 2. 2 Ki. 8, 29=9, 15 1) shews that it must 
be in ,,, that the feminine required as the subject of ~::ir,, lies con
cealed. It follows that instead of combining ,,, r,r.in, ,,, should 

have been changed into r,on, if no other feminine subst. is to be 

found which more closely resembles ,,, graphically.' The acuteness 

and justice of this criticism were brilliantly confirmed, when We. 

discovered subsequently (p. 223) that Codd. 19, 82, 93, 108 (i.e. the 
recension of Lucian), as well as many others, actually expressed the 

substantive m; ! Read, therefore, '~' 1,on IJ'i '~~1 ' And the spirit 
ef the king longed 2 to go forth unto Absalom.' 

14, 1. 3.1i11J came to know=perceived: I 18, 28. Jer. 32, 8. 
2. n:111pr,J Teqoa' (il\'1;1), the home of Amos (Am. 1, r), now Tdµ/a, 

was in the hill-country of Judah, just 10 miles S. of Jerusalem. 

. ,,.:iN1"1il] 'feign thyself to be a mourner:' cf. n~i::u;iry r 3, 5. 
tl•Ji O't:11 m] Them is very idiomatic: I 29, 3 (Lex. 261h). 

I And in late Hebrew, as I Ch, 241 3r. 29, I. 9. 24. 29. 2: Ch. 261 18. n, etc., 

aii regularly in Aramaic (!!9?~ t::'1"'ii, etc.). 
2 Lit. failed with longing to .•. : comp. rf,. 84, 3. 119, 81. 82. 123. 
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3. i1'!lJ 01,.:1•,n-nl( JN'' bt:11,J Ex. 41 15. Nu. 22, 38. Ezr.•8, 17 al. 
4"'• ,oNn,] Clearly ~J~l must be read, with LXX, Pesh. Targ. 

Vulg., as well as many MSS. 
,,on] LXX express i1l]e"lil a second time, after 7,on,-perhaps 

rightly. The repetition would be 'in thorough harmony with the 
affected emotion which the woman displays in speaking to the 

king' (Th.). 
5. ,~~] veri[y, of a truth: Gen. 42, 21. I Ki. r, 43. 2 Ki. 4, I 4. 

(In late Heb. with an adversative force: Lex. 6a.) -

mo,N ilt:11:'t J So 1 Ki. 7, 14. 17, 9 : comp. eh. 15, I 6 t!'t:ll'El 011:!'J. 

1 Ki. 3, 16 nm 01:!'J •nt:1; N'JJ t:11N, 1n.:, ci•i:-t etc. 
•~~] Observe the pausal form with Tifl;,a, where a pause in the 

vo·ce is appropriate to the sense. So 18, 22: cf. Gen. 15, 14 ,,~!11 ; 

Dt. 13, 5 ,.:,}n ; Hos. 8, 7 'l1Jl1 ; v. 7 below 7~nElC1, and i1i~C'J (perf. ), 
etc. ; and regularly in 1

~~·
10. Cf. Tenses, § 103. 

6. inNn·nl( inNn t:i~l] 'And he smote him-the one (namely) 

the other.' Such an anticipation of the object by the pronoun, rare 
altogether 1 (see on I 21, 14), produces here, however, an intolerable 
sentence. Read, with Luc. (Kal £7rd.T~EV c\ .r. TOV dSE>..cj,ov a1hou), 

''i'.1t$-nt$ i0l!.$0 ':l~l: probably t:i1, was meant to be read ~:::l~1, and arose 
from a false interpretation of 'l, ini:-tn (as though this meant one 

another 2
). 

7. ~!lJ::t] the :::ipretzi": cf. Dt. 19, 21 t:IElJJ C'El). Lam.-1, II; and 
see GK.§ n9P; Lex. 90a 3 b. 

1n,m J Ges. compares (6J1ropov 'de spe generis ad paucos redacta, 
v. c. de iis qui diluvio erepti erant, Lucian, Timon, § 3' ({w,rvpov Tt 

'TOU &.v0pw1r{vou (T1repp.a'To<;,-from Plato, Legg. 677 B). 

111,1:-te"I t)C, J Cf. itotci, t)t:I Is. 14, 2 2. 

8. 'JN,] Note the emphatic pronoun. 

10. inN~i:)1 1''N ,:::i,onJ As a woman is addressed, ,i:,r:qqi should 
be read (We. Bu. etc.). The construction is exactly as Ex. 4, 2 I. 1 2, 

l From Gen. to 2 Sam. the only examples are the few quoted in the note on 
I 2I, 14. The usage is somewhat more frequent in later books; in genuine Hebrew 
it was never idiomatic except in the one expression ;,~, t!!~ (see ib.) • 

• Cod. B has the doublet 'TOIi 111a 'TOP ,M,lupav a!JTou,-TOII O.OEA</>OV alirov being 
the original rendering, T<lv lva a correction after MT. 
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44. Is. 56, 6-7, etc. (Tenses,§ 12 3 a; GK.§ 116w). Against -,:i,on •o 
(LXX, Pesh. Th. Bu.) there is (in addition to the ground urged by 
We., that the king thinks of a definite-,~".!'?, viz. the Go'e!, v. n) the 
syntactical objection that •• , •o would not be followed by ,n11t:im 
(Zech. 4, 10 is doubtful), but by -~•:;io (or ~N•:;:i;): comp. on I II, I 2, 

and Lex. 567". GK.§ 137°, cited by Bu., does not shew that this 
objection is unfounded. 

11. n•:ti,10] Qr@ .n:~17;:i~ : the punctuators apparently treating the 
word ·as the cstr. form of the abs. inf. i"li17D Gen. 3, 16. 16, 10. 22, 

qt (Ew. § 24oe note). In fact, however, the Kt. n•:iino is merely 
an error for the normal .nl::17:::iP. (so 01. § 258b; Keil; Konig, i. 537; 

GK.§ 75ff). For the construction of nn1:h n,:i,n, see on I 1, 12. The 
;o in n,:i,no has its frequent negative force (Lex. 583a). 

'Destroy any more' (EVV.), however, is certainly wrong; for the tl1il ,ritl 
had not as yet destroyed at all. The meaning is destroy greatly (2 Ki. 21, 6. 
Is. 55, 7). Klo. Sm. Bu. ni!:l"!O> 'so as not to let him destroy:' but this seems 
hardly in line with the ordin~ry uses of n~7i:,-sq. acc. to let go, Cant. 3, 4, 
abandon, Dt. 4, 31 al., sq. , to let alone, as I n, 3 (1)7 ~1Q), sq. lO to desist 

from. The idiomatic Hebrew for to allow is, Jrll, Gen. 20, 6 etc. (Lex. 679•). 

,~:i .niy~J See on I 14, 45. 
12. -,:i, ,,on •)'n(-,~ inntit:? ~~-,:i,.n] 'Let thy handmaid, I pray 

thee, speak a word unto my lord, the king.' Observe the difference 
between the Hebrew and English order of words: the Hebrew order 
would, in English, be stiff and artificial; the order which in English 
is idiomatic would give rise to a weak and feeble sentence in Hebrew 

(1't.:li1 ~Ji~-,rit i:ii). The object at the end, to the Hebrew ear, 
completes and rounds off the sentence. So regularly, as Gen. 42, 30 

n,~p "1'iN y,Nn 1J1~ t:1•Nn -,:i, (not ,mN m~P as in Engl.); 43, 16 
ro•J:i-n~ 01;1~ ~01• ~,1,; 32 on, 01,:ii•n-n~ ,,~,; Ex. 23, 32 m::in N' 
n~-,:i on1n:,~,, on,; Lev. 26, 16b; Jud. 1, 24 ion 1t.:):tl u•~:11,; 8, 15 
end; I 16, I end; 20, 34b; eh. 3, 20b; ro, 2; 12, 17b; 13, 33a; 17, 

13. 14b; o/· 15, 3; 24, 4; 25, 15b; 26, 6. 9; 33, 7b; 105, 14; 
Mic. 2, 3 (not 'al:;mormal,' J. I\L P. Smith), etc. Comp. on I 1, 4. 

13. -i;;nt?'] = -,~"!J;\Q' (GK. § 54c), as Nu. 7, 89. Ez. 2, 2. 43, 6t, 
according to the punctuators. 

C~N,] 'as one guilty'-in thus speaking the king condemns himself. 
X 2 
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111,::1, J not 'in not bringing back' (Keil), but in order not to ... 

The clause is epexegetical, not of Ct!'~:i, but of nNt:i-the explanatory 

inf. at the end, as 13, r6. 19, 20 (We.). 
in••pJ See GK. § 92b n. 
14. The application of the truth is to Absalom. Life may end 

at any moment: when it is past it cannot be recalled: thou mayest 
find this to be too true in the case of thy son, if thou leavest him in 
banishment. 'And God doth not take away life, but deviseth plans 
in order not to banish (further) from him one that is banished,' r: e. 

and even God acts more mercifully than thou art acting. But the 
text of clause b is doubtful. The antithesis is imperfect (doth not 
lake awqy life, but recalls .from banlshment) ; and the expression 
thinketh thoughts (in this connexion 1) is of doubtful propriety (We.), 
as applied to God. Ewald's emendation (iii. 174} is easy (.:J~in for 

::1~01 2
}, and yields a decidedly better sense : ' but God will not take 

away the life of him that deviseth plans not to banish from him one 
that is banished,'-the words being understood as an encouragement 
to David to take steps for recalling Absalom. So We. Now. Bu. 
Kennedy,-the last two, however, understanding 'from him' to refer 
to Yahweh, who will visit with His favour the man who exerts himself 
·to restore to Yahweh and His worship one who, while in exile, 
is banished from it (see I 26, 19). 

n,, 111,::1, J ,n,::1, with the impf. (virtually, of course, a relative 

clause), instead of the usual in.f. c., as once besides, Ex. 20, 20 3. 
Cf. J;o~Ptil? once, Dt. 33, 1 r, in place of the normal C~p)? •. 

15. "1t!'N nnyi] 'and now (it is) that I am come,' etc. The con
struction is very unusual, ii:!'~ being in fact superfluous. See, 
however, Zech. 8, 20 , , , ii:!'~ ii,. 23 , •• "11:!'N nonn 0101::1. 

1 Jer. 18, II is evidently different: so also are Mic. 4, r2; Is. 55, 8. 9. 
• For the misplacement ofl, cf. Jer. z, 25 Kt. 17, 23 Kt. 32, 23 Kt. al. 
3 Either 1:111::'\ l~::l\ or ::111!', Nl.:J, must also be read in Jer. 23, r4- 27, 18, for 

,::i~, ~NJ, after 111,:i,. 
4 010:,, Targ. t(IO:I t(jt, which illustrates Dan. 4, 43 N,ti£l ,,:, Nil. The 

pleonastic use of t(M behold in comparisons is frequent in the Targums : Gen. 49, 4 
N10:I ~n. Dt. 32, 33 t(l~l~n n,,.:i:, t(il. eh. 23, 4· Is. 5, 28. 9, 4· 18, I. 21, 3. 
10. 29, 16. 32, 6. 35, 6. 59, 5. 6. 60, 8. Nah. 2, 12 -etc. 
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16b. "1•0~;,:,J The Heb. cannot be rendered 'that would destroy 
me' (EVV.): restore ~@.~l?r (LXX) before 'n>. 

17. tllil:iNil 1N:,o:i J The comparison as v. 20. 19, 28. I 29, 9. 
llOt!h J to understand, or discern; cf. 1 Ki. 3, 9 l/1;?~ ::l_?. 11 : cf. 

Lex. 1033b g, h. The :i=zn regard to: see on I 12, 17; and cf. v. 25. 

19. 1nN ::JNl' "l'il] Cf. Jer. 26, 24. 2 Ki. 15, 19; and with tlll, 
1 Ch. 4, IO. 

)'Oil:, ~N tlN] ~l'.t softened from t:i~: comp. Mic. 6, 10 ei~,:i t (text 
dub.: ? il~~,J) for ~.l;- There are analogies for the softening in the 
middle of a word in Hebrew (e.g. tl'i:t?tp, tl'l'.t'.?f for tl')?!f>, IJ!)'.?f; Stade, 
§ 12 2; GK.§ 93x): but the softening at the beginning is very anomalous, 
and has really no analogy 1 except in Syriac (as l:i-[ itself= t:i~: 
~t-..l, , ,~..;. = (; Nold. Syr. Gr. § 40 C). Ew. § 53° cites as 
a parallel 1;?'~ 1 Ch. 2, 13, for '!?) (as the name is written in v. 12). 
Probably both there and here the N is not original, but due to a 

late transcriber 2• Cf. p. 120 n. The construction of ':, (~•) t.:IN, as 

2 Ki. 4, 13 (Tenses, § 202), 

ron:,J for jl)?'t1?: cf. Gen. 13, 9; and see GK. §_ 7ob,o. 

:,•oemSJ for >1~1?\:'0?: GK. §§ 53g, 23f. 

N1i11 • • , Nlil] emph.: cf. 23, 18. 20. Dt. 3, 28. 9, 3~ 

20. i1:::lll::J:,J 17, 14. Ex. 20, 2ot. 
21. ,n,e,yJ I have done=l do (GK. § 106m). 
25. "lNO :,:,;,:, J lit. 'in respect of praising greatly:' the clause 

defines the tertiitm comparatfrmi's : Gen. 3, 2 2 ye shall be as one of 
us nit!? i'n respect of knowing, etc. Is. 21, 1 as whirlwinds in the 

South !:Ji:,!:]~ in respect of sweeping up, 1 Ch. 12, 8 t:l 1iilil :,y t:l'N:::l1:l 

itJ~? (Tenses,§ 205; Lex. 514a e b). :,:,,,, as Gen. 12, 15 (Ehr!.). 
26. 1l1 in:,l:::ii] The constr. is involved: 'And when he shaved his 

head-now it used to be from time to time when he shaved it, because 

it was heavy upon him, that he shaved it-he would weigh,' etc. 
i1'i11 after an intervening temporal or other clause, is always resumed 

1 According to Kimchi, however, :,l:i?~ was pronounced iktol (and therefore, to 

avoid confusion, the rst pers. was voc~lized :,op~) : GK. §§ 24• end, 47• end. 

But the examples (including !!'~) cited § 47b n. are in all probability textual errors. 
2 The Massorah has here the note;:,, i':lC:,: above, p .. 90 •. 
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either by the bare impf., or by the pf. and waw conv., so that , •• n1m 
n:,l1 it'l't cannot be rendered 'And it used to be from time to time 

that he shaved it:' n1m can only be resumed by in,ll. It is true, 
either n,l1 iWN or ,n,ll is logically superfluous; but the case is one in 
which the tautology would not be un-Hebraic: cf. Lev. 16, 1. 

t11r.,1, t11r.,1J = every year. So only here: cf. i101r.l1 tl10 10 I I, 3 al. 

t11:ipw tlll"INO J = c. 3f lbs. av. (EB. iv. 9048). 

1,r.in J:lt-t:l] For the standard, cf. the AsF. manu sha-sharri; jllO 

1,0 1r:i (so many) minas by that ef the kzng on the lion-weights from 
Nineveh (8-7 cent. B.c.), Cooke, NSI. 66; CIS. II i. 1-14; and 
almost the actual corresponding words in Aramaic (t-t::i,o 1l:Jt-t:l) found 

often in the Jewish Papyri from Elephantine (Sayce and Cowley, 

Aram. Papyri from Assuan, A 7. B 14, 15. C 15 al.), with reference 

to the Persian king. l:Jt-C=wezght, as Dt. 15, 13. Pr. 16, II al. 

27. nn1n N'il] as Gen. 4, 20. 10, 8: cf. p. 108 n. 
28. t11r.,, t11me,J as Gen. 41, 1 al. See on 13, 23. 

30. 'i' ,tot] See on I 4, 13. 
tll'")llt' tit:' i:,i] See on I 1, 2; and cf. 17, 18. 

31. 1, iWt-t np,nn] See on I 20, 40: GK.§ 129h. 

32. tlW-1lN ill 1:, :i,~ J 'it were well for me (that) I were still 

there.' tie' llN ill defines that in respect of which Absalom says 
1, :im. Comp. Ew. § 338c. But 1nv would be better than 1;~ ill 
in ear{y Hebrew (Lex. 728h). Kon. (iii. 558) would read 1lN il!. 

fll7 1:l w, tlt-ti] Cf. I 14, 41 LXX. 20, 8. 

33. ,, J insert with LXX ,El"'I. 

15, I. 'll Wl)1l] er., of Adonijah, I Ki. r, 5b. See on I 12, 6; 

22 1 I 7. 
2. iO:ln • •• t11:iwm] Notice the pff. with waw conv., indicating 

what Absalom used to do. From zb to 4, however, the narrator 

lapses into the tense of simple description, only again bringing the 
custom into prominence in v. 5, and 68 (li-t:ii). 

N'")j?ll,., "1t:!'t-t t:->1t-tn :,:i 1n1l] Exactly as z, 23h, except that a subst. 

and rel. clause takes here the place of the ptcp. and article. 

~it-en l;,:i J The collective singular, as Dt. 4, 3; l:Jil :,::i Ex. 1, 2 2; 

t1,pr.m ~:J 20, 24; t-t~il :,:i eh. 2, 23. 20, 12; i1K"1il l;,::i Jud. 19, 30. 

3. 11,:ii] i.e. thy :lafemen!s, argumenls=thy case: Jos. 20, 4. 
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,,tin nNti] 'thou hast none to hear on the part if the king.' AV. 
excellently, 'deputed ef the king.' Comp. t1Nti of a grant.from, or due 
rendered&, a person; Gen. 47, 2 2. Lev. 7, 34. Nu. 3, 9. 8, rr. 

4. •Jtie" 1ti J Who will make me •.. ?= 0 that one would make 
me ... ! so 23, 15 tl1ti 'Ji't:1' ~ti=O that one would give me to drink 
water, etc.! and qmstantly in the phrase ltl~ 'I?: GK. § 151a-d. 

c,t:JI ''Y'I] 'lhat lo me might come' etc. Note the position of 1,,: 

r Ki. 2, 15 ; 2 Ki. 5, 11 behold, I thought iti:in Nll1 Nl1 1~~ that 
he_.would come out to me, and stand, etc.; Gen. 30, 16. 43, 16. 

1•np"'l'i:ill] The pf. and waw conv. in continuation of an imp£ with 
the force of a Latin imperf. subjunctive; exactly so Amos 9, 3. 

5. ,; i''Tni1] Read l::l p11nn with some 30 MSS. 
6. :i., nN •• , :::i~~:lJ 'stole the understanding (]er. 5, 2 r. Hos. 4, 11. 

7, 11 etc.) of,' i.e. duped: so Gen. 31, 20 ;:i., :::i, T1N ::li'll' ::l:J?l-
7. tl1l):J"1N] LXX (Luc.), Pesh. (Cl~~) ll~7~,-farty years evidently 

cannot be right.-The accentuation in 7 b, placing the greatest break 
after ,,r.in at :-nn•, rather than at 1"'1"'1J, connects 11,:::in:::i rightly with 
c,~Nl ttJ il::l;N, not with 1n"l"IJ (see v. 8). 

8. 1):J~• :J•t:11 t:li-t J Kt. :i.•~! 'if he brings back, brings me back,' -
an utterly un-Hebraic sentence. Qre :ii~, from :i.~: to dwell, unsuit
able beside 1):J~• will bn'ng back. LXX Eav e1Tt<rrptcf,wv e1TurTptfn p,e, 

Targ. IJJ1:11n1 N.:lnl't tll't, Pesh •• ~~ ~Ol,llQ J, i.e. •J:Jt::t• :JWQ Cl't in 
entire accordance with idiom (e.g. I 1, 11). 

i1li11 nN 1t1"1:Jlll] add probably with LXX (Luc.) jl-,:JM:J (see v. 7). 
10. n,1::111] 'The sending out of the spies is to be regarded as 

taking place simultaneously with the departure of Absalom for I;Iebron, 
so that n,t:1•1 is used quite regularly, and there is no ground for 
rendering it [ as Th. had proposed to do J as a pluperfect,' Keil, 
rightly. To render by a plup. would be indeed contrary to grammar: 

the plup. (see on I 9, 15) would have been expressed by M?~ t:ll~e'JNi. 

11. c•i-t:~i'J as guests to the sacrificial feast at I:I~bron: cf. I 9, 13. 

22. 24. 16, 3· 5. I Ki. 1, 9· 
tl'f~?] The same idiom in 1 Ki. 22, 34 ltin, nt:1p::i ,~o. The~ 

is expressive of norm or standard (Ew. § 2 qd; Lex. 51 6 i): comp. 

Y'ln 1r:b etc. 
,::i,-,:i 111,1 tt,i]=' and knew nothing at all.' 
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12. 'J1 r.,e,11] It is clear that Absalom did not, as he would do 

according to MT., send AJ:iitophel out oj' Giloh, but that he sent far 

him _from Giloh. nN n,w, however, cannot be rendered 'sent far' 

(EVV.); and a word must have dropped out after 01,wJN,-either 

N;)~1 ( cf. I r 6, 12 Bo.) or, better, N"].P,~1 (We. with LXX (Luc.) Kal 

iKti.A£<u}. ,, ~,p11 is more common than n~ Nii'11: but nN is per

fectly admissible : see the similar passage I 2 2, 11. A):iitophel was 
Bathsheba's grandfather (cf. 23, 24 with I r, 3), which no doubt 
explains his hostility to David. 

n,Jo ••• 1J,1lM] The form of the gentile adj. shews that nS~ stands 
for an original i'S~, and that the root, therefore, is ,1l or ,,J, not i1', 
(from which /\1~t ji1>t or ti,~ might be formed, but not nSn. So IJ1,,w 
from nS,~, root ,,w or , 1w, not n,w. Giloh is mentioned in Jos. 15, 51 

among the cities of the hill-country of Judah,-perhaps Jala, 5 miles 
NNW. of I;Iebron. 

Ji1 7,111] See on I 2, 26. 

13. ,,nN, . • i11M] is come lo be (Jud. 17, 13: here = is gone) 
a_fter •.. ; cf. on I 12, 14. 

14. n:i,, 1ii10] GK. § r 14m,n. 

n1im] set in moti''on, drive, impel evil upon us: comp. the Nif. in 

Dt. 19, 5 ililJ ,,, nni:n. Usually the Hif. signifies to expel (especially 
of Israel expelled from their country). 

16. ,1,JiJ] as I 25, 27. 

nN] out of place before an indef. obj., and no doubt introduced by 
some error (cf. GK. § u7d). 

1 7 f. We. points out how here the genuine LXX rendering of 
17b-18 stands 'wedged in' between the two halves of another Greek 
translation agreeing closely with MT., the concluding words of the 

first half being repeated at the beginning of the second: [ Kal l<T7"r/UUV 

iv oiK<fl T<e MaKpa.v. 18. Kat 71"0.VTE<; ol 71"at8E<; av-rov dvd. XE'ipa av-rov 
~ ' - X ' - ' <I> ' 0 ] ' # , ' ~ n _, 7rU(Y'7yov Ka, 71"a<; ETT£t Kai 71"a<; o EAET n, Kai E<TTI/uav E71"L Tr/<; ..,,,.,a<; 

iv rfi lp~Jl'{'• I 8. Kal 71"0S O Aaos 71"UpE11"0pEVETO lx6µEVOS a&ov, KU! 71"0.VTE<; 

oi 71"Ept UVTQV Kai 71"0.VTE<; oi a8pol. Kat 71"0.VTE<;; oi µaxrirnf, E(aK6ULOt av8pE!i, 

Kat 1TUP1JUUV E71"t xe'ipa av-rov. [ Kal 71"0.!i o XEpe00n Kat 71"0.!i o <l>EAE08u 

Kat 71"0.VTE<; oi I'e88ato1, oi rtaKOO'WI lf.vape,;; ol D1.80VTE!i TOt<; 71"0ULV av-rwv 

e1s Te0, Kal ,ropE116µevo1 i71"t 1rpouw1rov Tov fiau{Aews]. The unbracketed 
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words in the middle are the genuine version of LXX, in which, 
however, the close of v. 18 has dropped out, for Kat 7rap?jcmv l7rt XE<pa 

avrov is merely a doublet to 7rapE7r0pEUE7"0 £XO/J-El'O<; ain"ov. The only 
variation, however, with a claim to be preferred to MT., is 11,:iv for 
OVil in qa, and tll/il for 11iJV in 180.. The 7,on ,,:iv are influential 
persons, in immediate attendance upon the king, and distinguished 
from 'the people' generally (cf. e.g. 16, 6). Hence 'the reading of 
LXX is right. The king and his attendants (1,i:iv ,:i) remain at the 
last house of Jerusalem, in order to let the people (tll/il ,:i) and the 
body-guard pass. Only in v. 23 does David with his attendants 
resume his progress.' 

I 7. pnion n1.:i] the Far House (RV. m.),-probably the last house 
of Jerusalem in the direction of the Mt. of Olives. 

18. Notice the ptcp. 01i:iv (twice). 

l:l1nlil ,:ii] prefix (Ehrl.) 'l31:t1- As We .. pointed out, 'after him 
from Gath,' as the text stands, can refer only to David, which can 
scarcely be right, whereas a notice of Ittai is needed here, as an 
introduction to 19. With 1r,~1, the sf. in 1,li:i (rd. 11,li:! as r 6. 17) 

will naturally apply to Ittai. 
19. 1;:i~J a foreigner, as always, e.g. Jud. 19, 12. Of course 

'stranger' (from Lat. extraneus),meant this formerly: but it is a great 
pity that this now misleading archaism has been retained so often 
in RV. Similarly i1~ )J (22, 45. 46), i1~ 1n,~ (I 7, 3), etc., should 
be always rendered 'foreigner,' 'foreign gods.' See STRANGE, 
STRANGER in DB.;. or my Nah.-Mal. in the Century Bible, pp. 3 I 3, 
31 4. The archaism is particularly obscuring in 'strange gods,' the 
point being that they are foreign gods. 

101po, nn~ n,l tlll] 'going in exile to thy place,' explained by 
Keil as meaning z'n search qf a resting-place,-an improbable idea, 

and also unnaturally expressed. AV. renders as if 10,po, followed 
:1\1!' (!); RV. supplies 'return' in italics. In fact 701po, is simply 
a copyist's error for 701poo (LXX, Vulg.). 

20. 731,~~ l:lWII] 'and to-day shall I make thee wander with us in 
going ? ' For ll1~ in the sense of wandering up and down (properly, 
with an unsteady, uncertain gait: see my note on Am. 4, 8) with no 

settled home, cf. Nu. 32, 13 i:iir.i:i l:ll,'1)\1. Am. 8, 12. tfl· 59, 12 1r.ll,11)M 
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ioi•'i\i"'l\ 1S1n:i (where Gen. 4, 1 2 i.i, 3'.l makes Lagarde's 10,1.im for 

ioi1'"lli"I\ (Proph. Chald., 1872, p. xlviii) highly plausible). 
,,,n 1.lN 'i~N ,v 1,1n '.lN\] = am going whither I know not. See 

on I 23, 13. 
MtltO ion] Explicable grammatically as an adverbial accusative, 

'and take back thy brethren in mercy and faithfulness:' but such 

a use of the accus., except in two or three familiar expressions (as 
,~'?, ~l/'?, n~~: Ew. § 279c; GK. § 11Sq), scarcely occurs in prose. 
Keil and RV. ( neglecting the Tiflµi at 1'-t:Y) render: ' with thee be mercy 
and faithfulness.' Though not impossible, however, the construction 
which this rendering implies is harsh: 10ll is almost demanded by 

1'MN MN as its complement, and 'ill is desiderated with MON\ ion. 

The difficulty of the verse is at once solved by LXX : MN :l~i"'l\ :ii~ 

MONi ion itpl! np.~~ i"l).~~1 10J.I 11nN 'Return, and take back thy 
brethren with thee; and Yahweh shew toward thee mercy. and faith
fulness:' comp. 2, 6. The three words supplied ~ave simply dropped 

out of MT. by homoioteleuton. 

21. 'li !lN '.:J J The Qre is here right : ,.:, has been changed into 
tlN 1:J by a scribe, who omitted to notice how the sentence ended. 

Without tlN, the sentence following the oath is in form(, , • tl\i'O:l 1.:J 

'.ii lJC::t '.:J) exactly like 3, 9. 
23. 0'.:Jl:J] Kara <TVV£CTLv, as Dt. 9, 28 (land, as here): cf. on I 17, 

46 (earth). For the syntax of ,m ,,p, see GK. § 1 qf. 
,:i,r.:in MN ,,, 1.lEl ,v] ,:i,r.:in MN 7;i is an unparalleled and un

translateable expression; 1.lEl ,y, also, does not mean 'toward' (EVV.). 

We. in his note on the passage suggested ,:i,r.m ,,, ,1.ie:i ,v, but 

added ' It is probable that between the st. c. ,,, and the genitive 

,:i,on another word once stood, of which MN is a fragment.' Again, 
his conjecture was found afterwards to be confirmed by Lucian's 

recension, which reads 1rpo 1rpoCTti)1TOV atrov Kara r~v boov TIJS e>..alas 

TIJS EV rfj '1p~µ.<t1=,:i,o:i ,\?'~ M~!iJ ,rn \l~~-,l/, or, with less deviation 
from MT., 'i:lion M\t (Sm. Bu.). This reading may be unreservedly 

accepted. The route must have lain across the Qidron valley, up 

the N. part of the Mt. of Olives, by the then usual road to the Jordan 

(cf. on 2, 24); and the ,::i,~,, M1T must have been some conspicuous 

tree near the spot where the uncultivated land began. i:ll,I 1,om just 
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before, should, however, in all probability be ii;,y ,~om. This is 
required, not merely by the restoration ''JEj Sv, but by the context, 

especially vv. 24-29. David stood in the valley of Qidron, while the 
people passed on before him: amongst them came ~adoq and 
Abiathar, who set down the ark while the rest of the people passed 
on; there followed the conversation with David, vv. 25-28. All this 
presupposes that David was stationary at the time. (On the inter
change of :::i and o, see the Introduction, p. lxvii.) 

24. ?adoq is mentioned here (except in the list 8, 17) for the 
first time. 

mN c,,1:,n ':,:ii] A mention of Abiathar is greatly desiderated the 

first time that ?'.adoq is mentioned; ' {'.adoq and Abiathar ' in v. 29 

suggest strongly that ih'::lN1 originally stood here, but that t:1 1,:m S:i, 
U1N was substituted by a later scribe, whose point of view was that 

of the Chronicler (Bu. Sm. Now. Kit. Dh.). 
n•i:::i] Prob. a later insertion: notice tl'i!':,N piN just afterwards, 

and also in 25. 29; and comp. on I 4, 3-5. So Bu. Kit. (ap. Kautzsch), 
Dh. etc. . 

'i''l'1] 'and poured eul' (l). Read ~J¥!l, and set down ( 6, I 7. I 5, 2). 
In Jos. 7, 23 tl~¥~1 may be correct; cf. '!J'T;\i'.l 2 Ki. 22, 9. 

in•:::iN 1:,v,,] The words are obscure (' went up' whither?), and 
where they stand interrupt the connexion (' they set down the ark 
until all the people,' etc.): Luc. does not express them. Unless it 
might be supposed that n;':,~ (6, 17. r Ki. 3, 15) had fallen out after 
ihl.JN, the text would seem to be imperfect : perhaps the name of 
Abiathar was once more prominent than it now is, and the words 
quoted are a misplaced fragment. We. and others suppose its present 
imperfection to be due to an attempt, made in post-exilic times, to 
eliminate the name of Abiathar from it. 

25. 'J:Jt:im ••• N':roN CN] Tenses, § 136a. So Gen. 18, 26. Ex. 
23, 22. Nu. 21, 2 etc. 

,n,J n~,] M).~, as 7, 8 shews, properly denotes an abode ef flocks; 

comp. Is. 65, IO jKl i'11r? 1,,t:in rl'in: Ez. 34, 14 :iii::, n~p m:i:::i,n. It 

is, however, of frequent use in poetry in the sense of abode generally: 

thus Ex. 15, 13 9~1~ l'11t of Canaan, Is. 33, 20 i~~~ i1)), of Jerusalem, 
Job 5, 3 of the abode of an individual person. In prose, the word 
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occurs only in 7, 8 ( = 1 Ch. 17, 7) and in the present passage, where it 
is used in the same general sense that is otherwise confined to poetry. 

26. •tlN1 n::i !:INl] See on I 14, 9. For 1J:JM, cf. on I 14, 43• 

27. i7nN n~h~] 'Seest thou?' (Ez. 8, 6) i.e. dost thou see how 
matters are? But the text excites suspicion ; and many attempts 
have been made to correct it. Keil would read i"!~iO, and render 
0 seer: but the priest is never identified with the prophet; nor is 
the term seer ever applied to him. LXX has r8en, which may either 

represent ;N7, or be a misreading of n~n{r5, 3. Gen. 41, 41 etc.); 
and as the plural pronouns at the end of the verse and in v. 28, shew 

that Abiathar and ?'adoq are both present, either i7~7 (Bu.) or ~~q 

(Now. Dh. Kit.) may have been used here, according as David began 
by addressing Zadoq in particular, or both together. With the text 
otherwise as it stands, nnN must go with what follows, 'return 
thou:' but in view of the plural following and esp. of v. 29a, it is 

highly probable that for i"lt~ nnN we should read tl~ ~ ill'lN 

(Bu. Now. Ehr!. Kit. Dh.). 

28. nl"1::ll'J] at the fords ef. So Kt., which eh. 17, 16 shews to be 

more probable than n1.l,l,IJ zn the steppes (Jos. 4, 13) if { Qr@ and V erss. ), 

and which is preferred, after Bottcher, by most modems (Th. Ke. 

We., etc.). The word occurs only here, 17, 16; and 19; 19 (see note), · 
the usual term being "1Jl't.:l, l'1"1Jl,ltl. The fords meant are probably 

Machiiljat {the 'ford') el-1Ja;7ah, and llfachiiljat el-Ifem1, 4 and 3 miles 

respectively from the mouth of the Jordan (Kennedy). 

29. lJl:!'11] LXX, Bu. Now. Sm. ::i~E1, referring to the ark. 

30. David here commences the ascent of the Mount of Olives. 
The picpp. serve to represent the scene vividly, as well as state what 

was happening at the time when David received the intelligence 

related in v. 31. 
i"!~::11 M~l/,,, n~ll] Cf; I 17, 41. 
1£in , , , 11!ln] The word is an uncommon one. It recurs, joined 

with 1:!'N"l, J er. I 4, 3. 4. Est. 6, 1 2. 

;,::it~ i'i,¥ l~lll] GK. § 1138 ; and on I 6, 12a. 

3 r. '1':Jn ,1,1] Read i1ln ,1,,1 (sc. ,,~~tl), or, following LXX, 
"i~n ,,,,, : ,,ln is never construed with an accus. of the person to - •,. 

whom a thing is told. 
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32. NJ ,,, w,] Cf. on I 7, 10; and add r Ki. 20, 39. 40. 

c~ mnn~• '"\~N] The subj. may be either mnn~n or,,,_, to the 
place where men were wont (or he was wont) to worship God:' the 
former is more probable. The reference is to some spot at the top of 
the Mount of Olives, which was frequented as a sanctuary, or place 
of worship. 11"lN1p, mm as I ro, re; eh. 16, 1. 

•:,-,~n] LXX o apxiETatpos-AavnS=,,, ill,t'"\ 1:l'"\Nil (cf.v. 37; r6, r6), 
no doubt rightly, the title being added naturally on the first occurrence 
pf the name. In LXX the gentile name has been strangely Graecized 
-either by the original translators, or by a scribe, too anxious to 
improve his author's text (cf. p. 78 n.)-and combined with fra'tpos-, 

so as to produce the compound.' Chief companion.' The 1:ii11tn ,,Jl 
was a little W. of Bethel (Jos. r6, 2). 

,mn:, V'!'"\~] 'torn as to his tunic;' GK. §§ 116k, r 2 rd (d). 
33· Ne-o, ''Y l"l1ill] Is. I, 14 n'"\~, ,,y ,•n. Job 7, 20. 

34. J1~1"l '"\'Yil c~o] For the position of '"\1Yil, cf. on eh. q, 13. 

'.ii 11JY J The accents must be disregarded. 'If thou returnest to 
the city, and sayest to Ahsalom, "Thy servant, my lord, 0 king [ see 
below], will I be: I was thy father's servant formerly, and now I will 
be thy servant," thou wilt defeat for me the counsel of Ai)itophel.' 

Read for '.lN\ (1), introducing the subf, '.lN {Bu. on Job 4, 6b), and 

probably also, in spite of Gen. 40, 9. 16 ( Tenses, § 12 5 Obs.; GK. 
§ 143d), for 1.lNl ( 2 ). The construction of Ew. § 348a, adopted in Tenses, 

l.c., and ed. 1, is hard. 

n•nN ,,~n '.lN 11JY J The separation of 1.lN from its verb makes 
a very awkward sentence; and Ehrlich's '.l1N for 1.lN is highly probable. 

35. i•m., , ,:i n•m] Similarly I 2, 36. q, 25. 1 Ki. 20, 6b. See 

Tenses,§ 121 Obs. 1. 

3 7, 111 ilf1] The same anomalous punctuation (for ilv.-J. in st. c.), 

according to Norzi, is found also in the best MSS. 16, r6 (where 
Hahn has i!V.1) and I Ki. 4, 5 : cf. eh. 2 4, I l ,,, nin; and GK.§ 9311• 

Elsewhere the form in use is always lr.l., except in Prov. 27, 10 Kt. 

(Qr€: ~), the form ilf'} being only presupposed in m~/'} (cf. 1'Y•' 
12, u). The term-of I:Iushai also 16, 16. I Ch. 27, 33 (l!1)-was 
probably a court-title ( cf. I Ki. 4, 5 ), as it was also in Egypt from an 
early period, and at the courts of the Ptolemies and Seleucidae (cf. 
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I Mace. 2, 18. 10, 16. 19. 20. 65. 2 Mace. 1, 14. 7, 14. 8, 9. 10, 13. 

14, n): see EB. s.v., and Kennedy, p. 272. 

t-lt:11 c:n,t::1:it-n] went on to enter: Tenses, § 2 7 y; Davidson, p. 69. 

16, 1. ~YO J only here of space. l:l'i'10~, as I 2 5, 1 8. 
ri' J summer-:fruzts,-but fruits belonging to the late summer, the 

time of vintage (Is. 16, 9. Mic. 7, 1: cf. Jer. 40, 10. 12), probably figs. 

2, 7, n,N no J 'what are these lo thee, with refirence to thee?' AV., 

idiomatically and excellently, 'What meanest thou by these?' So Ez. 
37, 18 end. Gen. 33, 5. 8 nm mnon ,.:i 7, 10; and similarly Ex. 12, 

26 o.:i, n~m ni:iyn no. Jos. 4, 6 o.:i, n,~n 01JJNi1 i"lo. 

on,n,,] The :, affords an example of the accidental repetition of 

a letter from a preceding word, such as has taken place-though it is 
not there corrected by the Massorah-in Is. 32, 1 b, 

tl1iYJil ,,:iN,] Cf. Ex. 17, I oyn ninr.,:,: Is. 51, 10 01,iNl "1.:ll1' 

(GK. § 115f). 

3. Jt:!11 mn] without l:(1i1; cf. on I 16, 11. 

ni:i,oo J See on I r 5, 28. Read probably n~?'t~-
5. ~:i, J Irregular. Restore ~.:l!l; cf. on I 1, 12. 

l:l'iM.:l] See on 3, 16. 

Nil J Probably the Benj. clan of this name (Gen. 46, 21); cf. 

Jud. 3, 15 N"\l p i1i1N, 

''i'01 N1'.l:1 Nt] Comp. Jer. 41, 6 il~:l\ 11:,n !J.~11. The type is 
unusual : '-~i21 N'i'.l:1 N~1 would be the ordinary one : see on I 6, 12. 

For the inf. abs. after the ptcp., see also v. 13. Jos. 6, 13a,b, Is. 22, qb 

nbf 11?¥1· Jer. 23, 17 "\10N t:l1"10N (GK.§ n3r end; Kon. iii.§ 220"). 

8. 7m1,:i 7Ji11] 'and behold, thou art in thy calamity.' 

9 . nrn non :i:,:in] Cf. I 24, 15 no :i:,.:,; II 9, 8. 
1 o. Kt. 1:;i1 ,.~i2; 1.P; Qr~ 1.P ,.~i2; i1::JJ The · Qr~ gives the best 

sense: So let him curse, for, etc. The Kt. is, 'If he curseth, and if 

Yahweh bath said to him, Curse David, who, then (Tenses,§ 124), shall 
say ... ? ' so We. Now. But this is not very natural. LXX have 

Kal. rt<p£1'£ UVTOV Kal. 0-0TWS (cf. Qr~) KaTaparF0w 61'l KVpws • .. ; Luc. Kal. 

rt<p£1'£ aw6v, oi6n (Kt.) Kampam{ µm, 6n K.Vptos • •• , whence Klo. Sm. 

Bu. , , , "\ON n1i11 1'.i) (as I 1 h) ,.~i211 i;, ~nj;:i. Ehr). 'l' i1W •~-~?i2; ~'.i) 

'If he curseth me, Yahweh bath said to him,' etc. 

I 2. Kt. •~il/:i] i.e. 1~,v,~ on mine 1n1quity, i.e. the iniquity done to me. 
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But this would be rather '1?9r); and the sense expressed by LXX, 
Pesh. Vulg. upon my ajjliction, i.e. '~t~~' is altogether preferable. The 
expression 'D e1v,-n~) '1V.? m~i is a common one : I 1, 11. Gen. 
29, 32. (Qre '?'~¥ upon mine rye, which is interpreted by the Jews
see AV. marg.-to mean my tears!) 

•n,S,p] i.e. the curse uttered upon me: cf. (Ehr!.) Gen. 27, 13 7n,,p. 
According to Baer, however (p. 113), the Qre ,n,,p is the true Mass. 

reading. 

13. ,S,p" ,,,n • • • =i.?i1] Another irregular type. The normal '-~~ 
should doubtless be restored. See on I 19, 23; and eh. 13, 19. For 
the inf. abs. after the ptcp., see on v. 5. 

,noy,] 'over against him' AV. RV.: more exactly, parallel wilh 

him: alongside him: Ez. I, 20. 21. 

iDl/,] frequentative (I 1, 3). Either ?i?.1?1 for ?i'C'l, or i~l11 • • • Sm~1 
(Ehr!.), carrying on >~12, would make the sequence more regular, and 
be an improvement. 

14. tl'el'l/] The name of a place is imperatively demanded in 

clause a (on account of both N:l'I and Cl!' in clause b). Either tl'El'll 

is this place-though it has not the appearance of a prop. name, and 
would naturally signify weary (LXX lKA£Avp-'.vot)-or the name has 
disappeared from the text, having either been corrupted into tl'el'Y, or 

fallen out beside it, owing to its graphical similarity with it. Lucian 

after tl'el'l/ has 7,apa Tov 'Iop3avqv=i:l;:.i'.!. Klo., ingeniously, suggests 
•~~~"""'I)? (Jos. 18, 24); but though 'Ophni was a Benjaminite town, we 
do not know that it was in a suitable position. 

C'El~•,] Ex. 23, 12. 31, 17t. 
15. ?~ii!'' C"N Cll/i'I S::i,] 'and all the people, even the men of 

Israel.' But Cll/il is superfluous and is not expressed in LXX. It is 

further to be observed that throughout the narrative tlYil ?::i are 

regularly with David: ,Nie'' C''N ?.:, are with Absalom. No doubt 
the word has come into the text by error from the line above. 

18. tb] Here, of course, the Qre ,, is necessarily right (cf. on 

I 2, 3). Notice the emphatic position of both ,, and ,ntit: so e. g. 

Dt. 6, r 3. 13, 5. il'i'IN ,, may mean either, ' llz's will I be,' or 

(Ehr!.) 'For him will I be;' cf. Gen. 31, 42. Jos. 5, 13 end. if;. 
118, 6 al 
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19. ,~,] ,; i.::ll/, as I 4, 9; Jud. 2, 13. 
1Mi:Jl/] Perhaps 1Z,,~l/ should be read (Ehrl.): cf. 1 Ki. 12, 6. 8 al. 

1'Jtb i11i1N /:i] ,J!:b il'l'I, as 19, 14 (see note): cf. 1JE:b 'i~l/ I 16, 22. 

20. nw ti:iS ,:in] Jud. 20, 7 ti,n n~, ,:i, ti:i, ,:in: ti:iS i:irr also 
Dt. 1, 13. Jo~. 18, 4. The reflexive, (Lex. 515h). 

21. 11:iN-nN Mt!'l'::ll] See on I 13, 4. 
2 2. SnKn] the bridal tent of the Semites, which has survived, in the 

canopy of the Jewish wedding ceremony, to the present day (Sm.). 
The n,i::1 of Joel 2, 16. tfr. 19, 6. Cf. W. R. Smith, Kinship and 
Marriage, p. 168 f., ed. 2, p. 199; DB. iii. 272b, 

'Nit!"' ,:i ,l1Jh] Cf. 12, 11b. 12b, 

2 3· ~Kt:"1 ""11.!'N:I] SC. ,~w;::i. The Qr@ ~'N is not needed. 
17, 1. NJ-mn:iN] LXX ,~ NJ-;,;n:::iN. The reflexive , is idiomatic 

with this verb, especially where one person's choice is opposed, 
expressly or by implication, to that of another: Gen. 13, II. Jos. 
24, 22. 1 Ki. 18, 23 etc. 

2. l/l' N1i11] a circumst. clause (Tenses,§ 160; GK.§ 141e). 

1:r-1, 1 ilEl""I] Cf. on 4, r. For ,Ji,,nci,, see on I r 5, 18. 

3. 'l1 ,:in :11t!!:1] 'as the return of the whole, is the man whom 
thou seekest; all the people shall be at peace' (Keil, and substantially 
RV., disregarding the accentuation, which places the greatest break 
in the clause at S:in). This is explained to mean that if the person 
of David be secured by Absalom's adherents, it will be tantamount 
to securing the return of the people generally. But it is unnecessary 
to point out how awkwardly, and inaccurately, the comparison is 
expressed, and how little consonant with Hebrew style is the abrupt
ness with which the last clause is attached to the one containing the 
comparison. The difficulty is removed by the reading of LXX, 
which exhibits the full text, of which MT. has preserved only a 
mutilated fragment ; tw Tp61rov t'lrtUTplgm ~ v11µ,rf,71 1rpo, TOV av3pa aimj,· 

1r.\:qv tf!ux~v EPO', av3po, UV {'}Tf'i,, Kal 1ravn T0 Aa0 (UTQl iv flP~vn= 

'll c~o-,11 ~m~r,, i1J;l~ ,o~ ~·t:: ~~~ i'1 i'l~I~-,~ i1~~iJ :::i,e':i 'And 
I will bring back all the people unto thee as a bride returneth to her 

husband: thou seekest but the life ef one man, and all the people will 

be at peace.' A copyist's eye passed from i1~N SN to ~'N; and the 
letters which remained were re-grouped (~Ni1 S:in for e''N n,:in) and 
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altered, for the purpose of extracting from them the best sense possible 
under the circumstances. 

oi,1!1] a (virtual) accus., the predicate to iW11• The substantive 
verb, as Arabic shews, is construed-in pointed opposition to the 

principles of Greek and Latin syntax-with an accusalz''ve 1. Elsewhere 

ci,l!' iL~elf often constitutes the predicate: see on I 16, 4. 

5. Nii'] Better, with LXX, ~K'")i?. 
Nm OJ 11El:l] GK. § 135f. 

6. i::i, nnN ):~ tlKJ 'if not, speak thou:' i;~ O~ (for which some 

30 MSS. have l'N tlK1) as Gen. 30, 1 1:l)N nnr., I:~ tlN1. Ex. 32, 32. 

Jud. 9, 15. 20. 2 Ki. 2, ro 2• 

8. 'Ji ,::, ••• nN Tll/11 i1T1N] i.e. 'Thou knowest that thy father and 

his men were mighty men;' as Gen. 1, 4 ::iit:1 1::i i'N,i T1N N"'\11= 

'And he saw that the light was good,' and frequently (GK.§ 1 qhend). 
!!'El) 1"'\r.i] Cf. Jud. 18, 25. Rather differently from I 1, ro. 22, 2, 

tll/il T1N r,• N,i] 'will not pass the night with the people,' but, as an 
experienced man of war, will place himself somewhere where he 
cannot be surprised. 

9. r.r,N.:J] Read inN::i: nnEl is masc. (18, 17), the r, being radical; 

nnN arose probably from the following o•r,nt;il. With o•nnElil inN.:J, 

cf. 12. Gen. 37, 20 n,;:e,,-, inN::i. Jud. 19, 13. 2 Ki. 2, 16; comp. 

also eh. 2, 18 o•::i~,, inN::i (see note). 

1 Strictly an accns. of limitation-' will subsist as peace,' the accus. defining the 
manner in which the subsisting takes place (Wright, Arab. Gr. ii.§ 41: cf. § 44°, 
with Rem. c, h; § 74). 

2 The athnalJ, appears to be right (against We.). Had it been a disjunctive 
question, meaning 'Shall we do after his saying, or not 1 speak thou' (i. e. had 

a verb to be supplied mentally after tJN), N' ON, not jlN tlN, would have been in 
accordance with usage: see Gen. 24, 21 K> ON i::iii mn• n•,:iinn. 37, 32. Ex. 

16, 4 K, tJN ,n;,n::i 1>1n. Nu. 11, 23 KS tlK 1,:1, T'i'1i1. Dt. 8, 2 iO'VT1i1 

NS ON •m:iir.i. Jud. 2, 22: we have also KS ON in Gen. 27, 2 I 1)::1 i1l iln~n 
NS tJN. But in a disjunctive question I;~ t)~ is only used where e'1 tlN precedes, 
and where, therefore, a subst., not a verb, has to be mentally supplied: Ex. T 7, 7 
rN ON tl:Jii':l 1"' C!''i'l, Nu. 13, 20 jlN ON ill il:J 1!'1l'l (in Gen. 24, 49 

KS tJNi after tJ•~Y tl~~: tl~)- iir'! is to be taken in a pregnant sense : 
Absalom invites l;lushai not merely to say whether he agrees with A!Jitophel's 
advice or not, but, ifhe disagrees, to state his views in full, 

1365 
y 
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t:lM::l ,~).:, J t:lM::l has no antecedent: read with Luc. t:l.11::l, ' when 

there fall (some} among the people; ' the first reverse among Absalom' s 

followers will create a panic (v. 10). 

l}tll!-'M l}Ot:',] See on I 16, 4. 

10. ,•n p t:l) Nlm] Whether N\irl be taken as referring to ~!Yi:,, 

v. 9 (' And he, even (though) a man of valour'), or (Sm.) forwards to 

:,,r, p t:l) (' And he, (I mean) even the valiant man'), the sense is 

forced, and NlM seems superfluous. Luc. i11.il for NlM1 yields a much 
more natural sentence, and is probably the original reading (Bu. 

Now.). M'Mi will then be introductory, as Ex. 4, II. 1 Ki. 17, 4. 

19, 17. 2 o, 6 ( Tenses, § 1 2 I Obs. I). EVV. do not translate N1i1. 

Otl' Otlil J OOtl, except in the poetical passages, Is. 1 o, 1 8. if:. 58, 8 

(,o~ti•). u2, 10, is always, when used figuratively, joined with .:iS 
(Jos. 2, 11. 5, 1. 7, 5. Is. 13, 7. 19, I al.): no doubt in the thought 
of the speaker, though not in grammatical construction, ,:i, is suffi

ciently near to indicate what part of the :,•n j:l the words 001 Dtlit 

referred to. 

1 r. •n~.11• •.:, J 'For' does not seem in place: •n~.11• cannot give the 

reason for anything that has preceded. EVV. 'But: ' but •.:, only 

means ' but ' after a negative. Keil, better, 'Surely ; ' and there are 

places (Lex. 4 7 2 b e) in which ,.:,, even standing alone, and so unlike 

the cases noted z'b. d, appears to have this meaning; but they are 

rare, and many also are doubtful: certainly, for instance, the meaning 

is not needed in I 17, 25. 20, 26 EVV. If any conjunction were 

needed here, it would be i?.~, not •.:, : this, however, has no support 

from the Versions, and is not a probable corruption of •.:,. •.;,[~~ I 
is the best suggestion that has been made (Ehrl.); and •.;,[~~ i?.?J 
would be better still. 'lWl/1 )'Y! it:! 1~ (We. Bu.), after LXX oTt ovTw,; 

ITTJp/3ovAevwv iy6J (J'VVE/3ovAEv(J'a, retains the unsuitable 1.:,, besides being 

rather a heavy sentence, esp. before 9!?t(.: 9bt(n. 
:l1~~ t:i•.:,:,n 1')ti'] ::11~ battle is an Aramaic word, in Hebrew 

mostly, if not entirely, confined to late writers (if;. 55. 68. 78. 144. 

Job 38. Qoh. 9. Zech. qt). No doubt t:lf7~f z'n thdr mziist should 
be read with LXX, Pesh. Vulg. 

11,~]=thy presence: comp. Ex. 33, 14. Dt. 4, 37 brought thee 
forth ,1.lE:-.:l wz'th Hi's presence. 
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12. nb,pOil nm~.:,] The Qre 'lni-t.:,, must be right. tlli'O is so 
constantly masc., that in the three exceptions the text can hardly be 

right. In Gen. 18, 24 il:::l7i?:P may well be the original reading, or the 

suff. in •'97i?:P might refer to i''.llil: in Job 20, 9 mll!'n might easily be 
an error for ,)iltc'I, due to the preceding 910,n; and nni-t~ here, and in 

many MSS. (v. Kitt.) in v. 9, is probably due to the following fem. 

termination of nb,pi:i. 
um,] 'and we will light upon him.' Others take l)M) as=~)~~~ 

(as Gen. 42, rr. Ex. 16, 7. 8. Nu. 32, 32. Lam. 3, 42t); but a verb 

is desiderated. The verb nl) is chosen on account of the comparison 

with dew: it is used also of locusts (Ex. 10, 14) and flies (Is. 7, 19). 

,1!:I' il!'K.:J the impf. in a comparison, expressing what is usual, as 

regnlarly, e.g. 19, 4. Dt. r, 44. Is. 29, 8 etc. 

i:a-"\ljl) K,17 ~ for -.,-, on account of the tone leaving it (GK. 

§ 29c-h). The jussive form is unusual: I 14, 36 (Tenses,§ 50 Obs.; 

GK. § 109d). Read probably i::i iJ:'li). 
13 .• , , i''.11 ,N tll:(l] i''.11 ,K immediately after bK for emphasis. 

Cf. I 2, 25 (ilw;, tlNl); Ex. 21, 9. 91:lN'=withdraw himself: cf. Ex. 

9, 19; and 90K. of wzi'hdrawing or receiznng into a house (Dt. 22, 2; 

Jos. 2, 18; eh. II, 27). 
11:(•t,m] The Hif. only Lev. 22, 16 besides, in a different application 

11:11 tlMlN 11:('tc'ill cause them to bear guilt. Here cause (men) to bring 

ropes=canse ropes to be brought. 

NlO) J The fut. perf. after '1:1), as after tlN '1:11 Gen. 24, 19; itc'N '1:11 

tlN ib. 28, 15 al. 
14. ilJ'.l).:J;iJ 14, 20. Ex. 20, 2ot. 

15. MNl.:Jl nt-tl.:J] So Jos. 7, 20. 2 Ki. 5, 4. 9, 12t. Cf. II, 25. 
1)1:( 'l"ll:11'] 'I (emph.) counsel:' 12, 28. 2 Ki. ro, 4 l)n)N '10:1)) 1'Nl. 

Is. 20, 6 l)mK ~,o) 1'Nl. Ez. 16, 60. 62. 

16. l?~-,~J The tone is drawn back by ,K : see on I 9, 20. 

i.:J'lOil l"l1i.:J'.l):l J See on r 5, 28. 7,0, '.ll~~rlt-J 'lest it be swallowed up to the king'=lest the king 

be swallowed up (i.e. fig. undone, destroyed: 20, 19. 20, and often 

in poetry). Impersonal passives occur, though rarely, in Hebrew: 

Nu. 16, 29 tlil'''.11 '1~~~ tl'lNil ,.:, l"l"')_~~ bK if it be visited upon them 

with (cogn. accus.) ... Dt. 21, 3 i'lf 'l~~ i-t;, il!'K wherewith tt had 
y 2 
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not been worked. 4 1J i;:i~~ N' it!'N. Is. 14, 3 the hard labour it!'N 
!J~1~P. wherewith (accus.) ii was worked with thee. 16, 10. 53, 5 
iJ, Ntm. Ez. 16, 34 i9~T NS 71,nNi. Lam. 5, 5 1J,-n~~n-N, UYl' we 

are wearied, 11 is not respited to us=we are not respited. '' Yll~~ 
would be the passive of '' Yll~ (as ,, M1~,, in Lam. of'' IJ11r.i), th~ 
, being the no/a accusalzvi, as I 23, 10. 

I7. 'l1 n:iSm , , , ti•i~y] 'were staying at 'En-rogel, and a maid 
used to go and tell them, and they (emph.) would go and tell the king; 

for they could not, etc.' The tenses are all frequentative, and express 
how communication was regular/y maintained between David and his 

friends in the city. nnEll:'i1 the maid-defined in the narrator's mind 

by her being chosen for this office: from our point of view, a maid 

(comp. on I 19, 13). 
,li-i'Y] mentioned in Jos. 15, 7. 18, r6t as on the boundary line 

between Benjamin and .Judah, and evidently at the foot of the valley 

ofBen-Hinnom. In all probability the present Bir 'Eyyub, the 'Well 

of Job'(? for 'Joab'), S. of Jerusalem, at the junction of the Valley 

(,nJ) of Kidron from the N., and the Valley (Nil) of Ben-Hinnom 

from the W. See G. A. Smith,Jerusalem (1907), i. 108 ff. 

18. t-ti11J On this particular occasion, however, a lad saw them 

and told Absalom. The tense used, unlike those in v. 1 7, describes 

a single act. Comp. the similar change to i1:JJl;ll in I r, 7 b. 

,,~nJ iNJ ,,,] Cf. on I 1, 2. 

19. :19r;,OJ GK.§ 126r: cf. on I 19, 13. 

m!:l'ii1] Prov. 27, 22 N' niEl'7D 71n:i ~i::i1~~ S11Nn nt-t 1:11n.:m tlN 
ir-1?~~ 11,110 ,,cn.t The meaning is uncertain. No v;'jli or l=l'i with 

a suitable meaning is known. LXX apa<f,w8; Luc. Theod. 1raA&.80.,; 

(cakes of compressed fruit); Aq. Symm. 1rnrr&.vo.<; (peeled or pearl

barley); Aq. Theod. in Prov. iv p,l.rr<e lp,11Tirrrrop,evwv (things peeled 

or brayed: see 1rT{rrrrw in Liddell and Scott) ; V ulg. (both times) 
ph'sanas; Pesh. ~0"; (hordeum decorticatum, PS.); Targ. r,p, dates: 

in Prov. LXX oddly lv p,err'f (Tl)VE3p£ov (cf. Tg. Pesh.). Something 

that could both be pounded (or be the result of pounding) in a mortar, 

and be dried in the sun, must be intended : but that is about all that 

can be said. Kim chi bruised corn : so RV. Pointed niEl7, the word 

might=~\.j; (from ~;) broken or crumbled pieces (Lane, 1 II8): 
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but the sense Abfalle (Schulthess, ZA W. 1905, p. 357 f.) does not 
seem probable. 

1~El] 1El i1::io (see on I r2, 5), as Nu. 33, 8 n;1nn 1Eltl (so Sam. 
Onq. Pesh. Vulg.) for n;1n;1 1~Eltl. So Tg. Vg. and 10 MSS.: several 
other MSS. also have 'El on the margin. 

20. S::i10 J The word is doubtful. Jf:;, even supposing that S::i1i;, 

were a legitimate formation from it, is a word used of a well, meaning 

to contain black and mud& water: not only, however, is S::i10 not 

a legitimate formation from a root S;,9, but the sense obtained would 

be questionable and unsatisfactory: Ges. rivulus parum aquae continens 

is arbitrary. Friedrich Delitzsch (Ass. HWB. 7188 ) compares the 

Assyrian mekaltu, a word not hitherto found in a connected text, 

but explained in a syllabary as meaning a water-trough or water

channel: but such a derivation is precarious. The Versions render 

no help. LXX 7rapijA0av fLlKp6v TOV ti3aTO<;; Luc. 3t£A7JAv0acn (T71'£1J-

3ovn<;; Targ. N).,i1 \i:111 i::i::i; Pesh. ~ ,0~ 0;.:,.~ (' they have 

passed on hence,' continuing 'because they sought water and found 

none'); Vulg. (cf. Luc.) Transierunt fisit'nanter, gustata paululum 
aqua. If the word be not corrupt, it is one of which the meaning 

is unknown. 1,~ ni)? from here lo (Ehrlich) is a plausible emendation. 

Bu. suggests i11t1'?. 
22, .,I}~ ill] Anomalously for io~: so Gen. 48, 22. Is. 27, I 2. 

Zech. 11, 7. Obviously the form, though in appearance that of the 

st. c., cannot be so really; though why in these four instances the 

vowel of the ultima should remain against custom unlengthened in 

the st. abs. (and so the patha!J of the penultima be preserved) it is 

impossible to say: the passages do not resemble each other in any 

other common feature; and the form io~ occurs elsewhere too 

frequently in 'the flow of speech' (Ew. § 267h; cf. GK. §§ 96 Rem. 

on '1nN, 130g), for it to be reasonably attributed to that cause, as 

Ew. suggests, in these four passages. As in many other cases, the 

anomalous form is due in all probability to an accidental corruption 

in the tradition which the punctuation represents. 

iiv~ NSJ the pf. in pause. The case is not one in which NS might, 

exceptionally, be construed with a ptcp. ( Tenses, § 162 n.). 

2 3. ,n1::i ,K r~11 J i. e. gave his last directions to his family: cf. 
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2 Ki. 20, 1 (= Is. 38, 1) 1n1.J, ,Y. In New Heb. ntti~ is a wzU. It 

is a pity that the obscure 'set his house in order' has been retained 
in RV. 

P,~0~!] In pause for P~0-~1: cf. on I 15, 23. The word exemplifies 
well the reflexive sense often expressed by the Nif'al. 

24. nr.,1Jno] On Ma]:ianaim, see pp. 241, 245. 
25. Nt::'t.;l,' mo] Notice the order: N~t.;y is put first for emphasis. 

N"1n1] In I Ki. 2, 5. 32. l Ch. 2, I7 -ir:. 
1,N"1'e'•n] The Israelz'te / 1>NV.9~~,J the lshmaeHle must be read, 

with 1 Ch. 2, 17 and LXX (Cod. A) here; for a notice of another 

Ishmaelite among David's subjects, see I Ch. 27, 30. 

r:;,m] In I Ch. 2, 16 Abigail is said to be the daughter of Jesse, 

and sister of Zeruiah (mother of Joab) and David. It is uncertain 
how the two statements are to be reconciled. Luc. and other MSS. 

of LXX have fonrai here (so Now.); but that may be a harmonizing 

alteration. According to We. {formerly), and Bu. r:;,nJ n.J came in 

here by error from r:;,n) 1:i just below. Now, however (lsr. u. fud. 

Gesch.3 56 n.), We. considers that greater weight should be attached 
to this passage than to Ch.: perhaps, if the word is correct, Na]:iash 
was either the first husband of David's mother, or (if we were sure 

that Nal).ash was a woman's name) a second wife of Jesse. 

26. iy,Jn riN] 'in the land of Gilead:' cf. p. 37 n. 
27. 1.Jt::'] son ofNal).ash, and consequently brother ofI.fanun (10, 1), 

whom David, after his capture of Rabbah (rz, 29-31), had pre
sumably made governor of the Ammonites. 

"1.J1 ~,] See on 9, 4, where also ,~1r.iy j.J -,1:,r.i is mentioned as the 
protector of Mephibosheth. 

1,1,:i] no doubt, Nestle is right (AJSL. 1897, p. 173) in regarding 
this name not as connected with Sn~. but as a compound of the 

Aram. ~ son with •Sr, the 'pr. n. of some person, place, or God.' 
Another 1,1,:i comes from Mel).olah ( 2 1, 8) ; this •St"1:J has a son 

r:no:i, a name presumably derived from ~ to be blz'nd, and the 

other has a son SN1"11Y, who married Merab (I 18, 19 ), i. e. (from 

;~) 'Help of God,' or 'My help is God' ( = Heb. ~~'11~),-both 
likewise suggesting Aramaean surroundings (Nestle). 

01,~,] 19, 32t. The site is unknown. 
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27b-29"-. 111t':lil , , , :J:Jt!J)~, , , ':lt::-'l] (1) for :l::lt::-'O LXX have SlKa 
Kofra-, Ka< &.p,cptr&rrov-,, i.e. (oiKa, as Klo. acutely saw, being nb7V. 
miswritten, or misread, T1".)~P,) ri,·,!~11;1~ :lftft,' nci7v. 'couches for lying 

down and rugs' (Pr. 7, 16. 31, 32t: cf. '1:ii, restored in I 9, 25). 
(2) For the order, which is unusual, but adds emph. to the subj. 

( Tenses, § 208. 3 ; GK. § I 42f d), comp. 2 Ch. 3 1, 6. There is, 

however, an incongruity in the text, as among the things brought 

to David )1::ll:() those at the beginning are obviously unsuitable. 
Insert ,1:(,:;iv after "ll1, ,,::i, (Sm. Now. Bu.), and the difficulty dis

appears: we then get viz. ' .•. brought couches for lying down, and 

rugs, and basons, and earthen vessels; and offered wheat, and barley, 

etc., to David and to his people to eat.' t::-'llil is rightly used of offering 

food: Gen. 27, 25. Jud. 6, 19. I 28, 25, 
28. Tiie~J bowls or basons: 9~ Ex. 12, 22. Zech. 12, 2. Hab. 2, 15 

(read ':Jl;i'RQ 9~~); niei;, 1 Ki. 7, 50. 2 Ki. 12, 14; tl'!;ll? Jer. 52, 19t. 
,,pi (1)] parched corn,-a common food in the East (DB. ii. 27b): 

I q, q. 25, 18. Lev. 23, 14. Ru. 2, 14t; cf. Lev. 2, 14 t::-'N.:i ,~,~ .:i•:i11t. 

JOS. 5, I I {I')~). 
)1!:l] beans (Ez. 4, 9t); and tl't::-''1!1 lenli?s (23, rr. Gen. 25, 34. Ez. 

4, 9t): see DB. iii. 28. 

')1'1 (2 )] not expressed in LXX, Pesh.; and evidently repeated 

by error. 

29. ii':l T1~!:ltf] 'ti only here: LXX uacpcpw0 {3owv, Luc. ya>..a071v'a 

µouxapia sucking calves; Targ. rim _:t)n'1 l'~:lll cheeses of kine's mt?k ,· 

Pesh. Jiol! .l,b, cheeses of ki'ne (so EVV.). 'Cheeses' would be not 

unsuitable: but how l'11!:lW would come to mean this, is not apparent. 

Wetzstein (ZA W. 1883, p. 276), upon doubtful grounds, would render 

cream; Kennedy (EB. iii. 3091) emends ni!:ll:(~ (from 91:(t::-' = 9lt::-' to 

crush), which he conjectures to have meant drz"ed curds, which, 'rubbed 

down ' and mixed with water, form a refreshing beverage. 

18, 2. il)t::-''1] Luc. frp[uuruu£=ei.~~;1: which, as the less common 

word, is the more likely to be original (Sm.). So Klo. Bu. Ehr!., etc. 
3· .:i, ,,,,i:-t 10'i!', lit)] er. on 19, 20. 
1l1 ilill! ,:, J 'for now there are ten thousand such as we,' -which 

yields no sense agreeable to the context. Read with LXX, Symm. 

Vulg. ill;\~ for ill;!~: 'for thou art the like of us (being) ten thousand' 
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= for thou art worth ten thousand of us. i1n:II and nm: are elsewhere 

confused, cf. 1 Ki. 1, 18. 20 MT. and Versions. 

i 1YO J the art. is needed. Read either i•~~I:?, or ,,~f (LXX), 

followed by either i~V.? or iJP,~-
i't:11' Kt.] i.e. i'TP,~="1'!P,i'J? (as I 2, 28). But a Hif. of it!J is 

doubtful (on 2 Ch. 28, 23, cf. on I 21, 7), and the yod may have 
readily found its way into the word through the influence of the 

preceding -,,y. Read with the Qre the Qal '1\t~~-

4. MlNo,] Cf. I 29, 2. 

5. ,,-tiN,] , in tiN,=gently, as in nti.::i, (on eh. 15, II). '' lit. 
for me=l pray: comp. 2 Ki. 4, 24 .::i.:,,, ,,-,~11n ,N slacken me not 

the riding, except I tell thee; and above, on I 20, 20. 

6. b•i~N] Luc. Mamvm,=b;~.Q~, which Kio. adopts. However, 

a '1V\ even on the E. of Jordan, might, from some circumstance 
unknown to us, have been called the b'i~::-t -,y, (cf. H. G. 335 n.). 

7 .••• bt!' 1i1Ml] 'And the slaughter was there great on that day,' 

etc. (not, as RV., 'And there was a great slaughter there that day:' 
notice the art.; and cf. I 4, 10). The tlt!', however (together wz"th 

N1ilil tll':l), overweights the clause, and is not expressed by LXX. 
Probably it was introduced here by error from the line below where it 

is in place.-After 9,N 01it!'V add, with LXX, v!''N. 
8. nw~J J The punctuation n~i~a is hardlY. probable: it is better 

to follow the Qre nri;~, and to suppose that , has become misplaced : 

cf. on eh. I 4, 14. 

9. ')~, • • • N1~:l] 'And Absalom happened by chance ( 1, 6: with 
1.l!:S, Dt. 22, 6) before ... ,' i.e. came in front of them accidentally . 

.:i.:,, bl,t!':JNl] a circumst. clause: cf. on I 19, 9. 

jM'l] and he was set or put. LXX Kal iKpeµ,a.<T071, Pesh. Targ. 

~ltl0='1;1~1 (cf. 10), perhaps rightly (so Bu. Sm. Now. Dh.). At 
least ll3~ does not occur elsewhere in a similar connexion. 

JO, iMN t!''N] I I, I. 

11. ln'10l M'N"1 iem] 'and lo, thou sawest ... ,' a more vivid way of 
expressing 'and i.f thou sawest:' comp. on I 9, 7 N'::JJ i10l 7,J mrn 

~'N' ; and ji:)1 Ex. 4, 1. 

nn, 1,vi] ; and it would have been incumbent on me, would have 

devolved upon me to give:' ,v as Neh. 13, 13 bi11nK, p,n, bn1,vi; 
,v il'n 1 Ki. 4, 7h; cf. if,. 56, 131'"1i) 'J~, etc. (Lex. 753c). 
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iliun J a girdle would be a welcome present ; for it was a necessary 
part of a soldier's accoutrement. Comp. r Ki. 2, 5 ; and notice the 
phrase for doing military service, 2 Ki. 3, 21 il?l/t:l1 i\'1)!) '"1~.h :,.::it:i, and 
r Ki. 20 r r nr-i!:lo::J ,~n ,,,,n, ,~. ' - .. - : . .. 

12. n?I:!~ ~, • • • Sr.w ,.::,:iK K?)] 'And though£ were weighing' etc. 

The sequence of tenses exactly as if,. Sr, 14-17; 2 Ki. 3, 14 (with 
,,i:,): Tenses,§ 145. We. Bu. Now., on the ground that the payer, 

not the receiver, 'weighs' the money, would read :,~r (1:Jo.::i 9:,t-t the 
subj., and ,.::,:i~ casus pendens, GK. § 145a): but the construction is 

forced, and (Sm.) the meaning seems to be, 'If I were to feel the 

wdght of the money paid into my hand.' LXX t<rr'f}p,t ( = ?i?.W). 1 is 
used as in v. 11, to subjoin an emphatic exclamation: see on 24, 3. 

1:11:IIK:l J immediately follows 1.::,, as the emph. word in the sentence. 

iy:i:i 1t:li'"IOI:!] 'Have a care, whosoever ye be, of the young man.' 

Such, if the text be correct, must be the sense of 't;l, on the analogy 
of ilO v. 22. I 19, 3, though no example occurs even of ilO entirely 
parallel. LXX cpv>..ata·d p,oi, Pesh .... ~ 0;01!1(, i.e. ,~-l'"IO~: '? as 
v. 5, probably rightly (so Bu. Now. Sm.). 

13. ,~~ 1~!:l:l:l ,r,,~y it-t] 'Or if (GK.§ 159°.e) I had dealt against 
his life falsely (lit. had wrought falsehood against his soul)-and 

nothing is hid from the king-then ( Tenses, § r 2 4) thou wouldst stand 

aloof' (i.e. wouldst do nothing to shield me). LXX joins the first 

three words to v. r 2 b, reading p,71 ,roiiJaai KTA, i.e. "ii'~ 1~!:l:1::1 ni~P,f:?
' Have a care, I pray you, of the young man, even of Absalom, so as 
not to deal against his life falsely.' But this does not agree with what 
follows: for (1)1:i:io :i'i1nr, ;,n~, cannot mean 'and thou wouldst have 
to stand before him (the king):' i):10 never means simply in the presence 

o.f, but either 'from the presence of' (Is. 1, 16) or (absolutely) at 

a distance (Gen. 21, 16. 2 Ki. 3, 22. 4, 25), aloof. 

14. 71:1!:l? i1?1n~ p-~:, J 'Not so would I fain wait (I ro, 8) before 
thee,' i. e. I will not delay here in your presence-while you are making 
up your mind-on any such pretexts as you allege. N? must be 
regarded as negativing 1:i, not joined with the cohort. (which would 
require ~N). The sense thus obtained is not, however, very good. 

LXX, in the first of its two renderings (81a rovro iyw apioµa1-the 
second being ovx oiirw~ p,ww), which is the only one in Luc., and 

Targ. express l"!~~~ '-?:l~ i?.? 'Therefore (see on I 28, 2) I will 
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begin before thee;' so Bu. Now. Kit. Dh. Ehrlich's conjecture yields 

a thought more in accordance with Joab's sturdy independence: p tb 
l'i~ niti~ 'Not so will I court his (the king's) favour!' 

l:l10JW] rods or clubs (II 23, 21; If· 23, 4), which, however, would 
not be thrust into the heart. Read, with LXX (3[>..17, M;~~ darts 

(so Th. We. Bu. Now. etc.). 
1n ,nw] Cf. 12, 21 j l Cb. 12, I: Tenses, § 161 Obs. 2; GK. 

§ 1560. Bu. rightly objects to beginning v. 15 with 1n U'11l1 (Th. Now. 
al.). To express the sense 'While he was yet alive, ten young men 
surrounded him,' Heb. idiom would require (though in the examples 
we have of the construction, 'llll is usually followed by a ptcp.) 
')i 'iJ1~ • • • C1il/J ilil:'l/l (not 1n 'lll/ N1hl, Sm.) •n miy (not U!b;l): 
see Nu. II, 33 bVJ n;n 10

' 9N1 •• , l:li11)e' rJ ,:i,,v iWJil. If· 78, 

30 f.: cf. on I 14, 19; and see Lex. 729a; Tenses,§ 169. 
n:,Nil J:,J J J:, as in the phrases 0 1-J:,J Ex. 15, 8 al. in the heart of 

the sea; 0•01 ;:i:,J If· 46, 3 al.: tl'OWil J:,-iy Dt. 4, 11. 

16. 9,7\?J See on I 2.3, 28. 

17. l:11':i'l] ltl'i'11 would be better (Bu.): see Jos. 7, 26. 8, 29. 

18. np:,J For this use of np:,, cf. 17, 19. (In Nu. 16, 1 tl~!1 must 
be read: so Bo. We. Dillm. etc.) 

r,:im l1N J Elsewhere, except ls. 6, 13 (in a different sense), the 

abs. form is always il1~1;l. The absence of the art. is irregular (on 

I 24, 6; eh. 1, 10); and no doubt J"\:llltlil should be read. il:llltl in 
the sense of a sepulchral stele occurs Gen. 35, 20; and J;he corres

ponding Phoen. form n:im occurs often in this sense, as Cooke, 

NSJ. 15, 1 (see the note). 16, r. 18, 1 (=CIS. i . .58) Wit o•nJ r,Jm 
N?'l:JiN:, 'JN:, i0~'1Jl1 N:l01 'The pillar among the living (the cippus 

lnier vivos, also, in CIS. i. 59) which 'Abd-osir set up to his father, 

to Archetha,' 19, 1 (all from Kition in Cyprus). No. 16 is an instance 

of a pillar, like Absalom's, set up by the person himself whose grave 

it marks. 'I 'Abd-osir ... set up (this) pillar in my life-time over my 
resting-couch for ever.' 

1:,tin Ptil1J] Gen. q, qt. 
10W :,yJ according to his name: Ex. 28, 21 al. (Lex. 754"'). 
01:,wJN i•J ,, as I 15, 1 .i in the sense of sign, monument. Ct. 

Is. 56, 5 CW! '1~. 

19. 1'J1N i•o mn1 l~ElW •:,] Cf.v. 31,andonl 24, 16. 
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20. 'Y 1.:J] J.:J ,y 1.:, (Gen. 18, 5 al.: Lex. 475b) must be read with 

the Qr~ : 1:i has fallen out before the following j:J. 

21b. •t:-,.:,J No doubt '1!'1.:Jil should be read, as vv. 21"'. 22. 23. 31. 

32. The reference is to some particular Cushite (i.e. Nubian) slave, 

or negro {Jer. 13, 23), among David's attendants. 

22. ioN'l,,, l:}011] GK.§ 12rd. 

;,r.:, w,] ;,r.:, as Job 13, 13 iltl ''Y iJY'l •l~ iliJiNl 1lOO ll!''inil= 

and let come upon me what will (Lex. 553b c). 
)'i ilr1N ilT ilO,] 12, ;:3 O'l 1lN ilT ilO,. 

il.:i,i] Merely an orthographic variation for 1?~: see on I 1, 26. 

n~;b ilit!IJ i'N] Probably 'no message ftndi"ng or atlain1'ng (aught),' 

i.e. no message that will secure you a reward (cf. LXX £i.. wrpeA{av). 
But the expression is peculiar: and other suggestions have been made 

with regard to it. RV. m., Ehr!. 'no sufficient message:' but it is 

doubtful whether N'JO itself means. to 'suffice,' and whether in the 

three passages (Nu. 11, 22 bt's. Jud. 21, 14) in which tlil' (i)~'SO is so 

rendered, the rend. is not a paraphrase, the lit. rend. being 'one 

(or they)faundfor them' (cf. the Nif., lit. befaund, Jos. 17, 16. Zech. 

ro, 10: the emend. o•,w,,, •~~•? il~f'?~ t'b. 12, 5 is very doubtful). 

We. Bu. Now. punctuate n~~- (Hof.) 'no reward for good tidings 

(as 4, 10) will be brought firth ( = pai"d out) to thee:' cf. ~,~, N1¥iil 
2 Ki. I 2, 13. I 2, and .t:19(: ..a.sinr, frequently. 

23. ilO Wl] Prefix, with LXX, "'1t1~•1, as Hebrew idiom requires. 

"'l:J.:Jil ,,,] by the way ef (i.e. here through) the Oval, viz. of Jordan. 

The word bears a specific geographical sense, and denotes the broad, 

and somewhat elongated plain into which the Jordan-valley expands 

N. of the Dead Sea 1: Gen. 13, 12 "'l:J:Jil ,,y. 19, q. 25. 29. Dt. 

34, 3; i:J:Jil Y"'IN Gen. 19, 28; 1i1•il "'l:J:l Gen. 13, 10. r 1. 1 Ki. 7, 46. 

i:,:, means properly a round; but as this plain is not circular, perhaps 

we might represent the word by the term Oval. The meaning of the 

passage will be that, while the Cushite went straight across the moun

tains from the 'wood of Ephraim' to Ma]-_ianaim, AJ-.iima·a~ made 

a dftour, coming down into the Jordan-valley, and then following 

the high road through it, and up whatever wady it might be (see 

1 In Genesis it seems indeed to include more: see my note on 13, 10; and et. 
DB. iii. s.v. PLAlN, 4; iv. s.v. VALE OF SIDDIM, and ZOAR (pp. 986b_987"). 
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pp. 241, 245), which led to Ma}:ianaim. The route, though longer, 
was easier and quicker than the one taken by the negro. 

24. t:11",YC'i"I 1)1!-' r:i] i.e. in the space between the outer and inner 

gates of the city gateway. 

25. :lij'.ll ,,Sn 1S11J See on I 14, 19. 

26. iV.iYiJ SN] 'to the porter.' LXX, Pesh. Vulg. vocalized SN 
i~!?',J, which is accepted even by Keil as preferable to MT.: the king 
was sitting within the gateway, v. 24, the watchman called out directly 
to him, v. 25, and here, v. 26b, receives from him an immediate reply: 
he called, therefore, not to the porter, but into the gate, addressing 
himself directly to David. 

t!-"'N mn -,oN11] Add, with LXX, "'ltl~-
28. Nip11J We. cleverly :11~~1,-evidently unaware that his con

jecture was supported by Lucian Kat irpocr~MeY 'Axiµaa,. In 27, 
A}:iima'az; is still at a distance: his drawing near is just a point which 
a Hebrew narrator would mention, before stating that he addressed 

the king. 

11CiNS] In spite of Gen. 48, 12. Nu. 22, 31. I 20, 41 (see on I 25, 

23), 11CiN should probably be read, the , being repeated by error from 

the preceding 1So, (cf. Is. 32, 1b). · 

29. 01,I!'] The Massorah (see Norzi, Mzn~ath Shaz", ad loc.) has 

a note 01,l!-'q jl11:io 'l (above, on I 12, 5), viz. here, I 16, 4, and 

2 Ki. 9, 19. So 16 MSS. (see de Rossi). And we have t:11Sl!-'!:] in 
v. 32. But see note on I 16, 4. 

'll ,r,1Ni] Keil: 'I saw the great commotion at Joab's sending 
the servant of the king and thy servant.' But the position of :i~,, 
makes this rendering impossible. In all probability 1Son i:iy 11N 

is a correction, intended as a substitute for the less courtly second 

person 1i:iy r,~. The correction found its way into the text, in a 

wrong place, by the side of the original reading, and the conjunction , 

was added, for the purpose of producing the semblance of a coherent 

sentence. Read, therefore, TiN :lN11 (O'.Jr~) r,;,I!':, S1iln l10i"ln 111 1Ni 

ii:iy. So We. Kp. Stade, Kio. etc.-For no, c£ Pr. 9, 13. I 19, 3. 
Bu. Sm., however, suggest ~,,,-m~ 1ny,, N~. 

nS~, J Though ~ with. the inf. is used in certain phrases, as l"lm:b 
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:i,y, to denote time (GK. § n4f n.; Lex. 517" 6 a end), in a case 
like this analogy strongly requires '::i or '.J. So Bu. etc. 

19, r. lli',] fli is to shake or be agitated with some force, e.g. of 
mountains, Is. 5, 25: it is also often used of strong mental agitation, 
sometimes in anger (Is. 28, 21), more often fear (Is. 32, 10. II: 

comp. the lfl :i:, of Dt. 28, 65). Here, not so much definitely in 

grief, as through the shock which paralysed and unnerved the king. 
iyt:!'11 h1:,yJ The 111:,y, or roo_f-chamber, was a chamber built on 

the flat roof of an Oriental house (see illustr. in Moore,Judges, SBOT. 
Engl. ed., p. 59), Jud. 3, 20. r Ki. 17, 19. 2 Ki. 1, 2 al. Here of 
a similar chamber on the top of the gateway. 

'l, m.:>:,:i ,o~ 11:i,] The entire narrative is remarkable for both 
its minuteness and its vividness; but especially so just here. We. 

( Compos. des Hex., p. 262) calls attention to the graphic m:i:,:i. Luc. 
and other MSS. of LXX, read, however, \n::i1¥, which Bu. Sm. Ehr!. 
prefer. Observe in what follows the feeling which David throws into 
the expression of his sorrow by the addition of the pronoun •rno lh' 10 

'l:i 'l:i t::i,,t:!'J~ 1'rinn ,,~ (GK. § 135f). On 1n,o iT'l1 10, see GK. 
§ 151b; Lex. 678bf. 

2. :,.JNT'l~1 11;::i.J Tenses, § So. 

4. ~,:b , , , .Jl~n,,] Very idiomatic: see GK. § 114n (with n.); and 

cf. Gen. 31, 27. 

t110,.:>Jil t:lliti] The art. is generic, as constantly after :i and it:!'~.:> 
(GK.§ 1260). 

5. t:l~?] Only here: comp. t:l~,, t:l'?O I 21, 10. r Ki. 19, 13. Is. 

25, 7t. Prob. t:l~? should be pointed (We.): cf. p. 168 n. 

6. nt:!':im] from e,,:,.: GK. § 78b. 

7. 1:P , , , ~? 1:PJ The second,, is resumptive of the first (on I 14, 

39). For it the verb i~~ must certainly be read (Ehrlich). 

8. :i';, :,y ,:i, J as Is. 40, 2 al. 
,, J as the text stands, 1J will= if (Lex. 4 7 3"; cf. I 20, r 3) : but the 

i•:ic ( on I 12, 5) t:l~ 1:P that, if is more in accordance with analogy : 
t:l~ and the ptcp. in the protasis, as I 19, 1 r. Gen. 20, 7. 2 4, 49. 

Ex. 8, 17 al. (Tenses,§ 137). 
til/i,] the 3 pf. fem. of the verb yy-; (as Dt. 15, 9): ,, as lfi. 106, 32. 
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9. j;>r.,n 'J!:l:> J The verse should end here. With the following 

words the scene changes, and a different subject is introduced. 

10. ;iiJ , , , ,;,,,] 'And all the people were in a state ef mutual 
strife.' The Nif. of 1,, is not found elsewhere: but such would be 

its force (GK. § 51d): comp. n;i\J Job 23, 7, and ~~p~ Pr. 29, 9. 

Luc. yoyyv(ovT£s=11:,~: so Kio. and Sm. ('perhaps'), but only because 

the Nif. j\'1) does not occur elsewhere. 1i11l and the ptcp., as explained 

on I 23, 26. 
tJl:>l!l:IN :,yr.,J The people picture David as having fled from 

Absalom, as from one whom his presence encumbered: cf. :,yr., in 

Gen. 13, 9. 11; 25, 6; Ex. 10, 28; Neh. 13, 28 ,:,yr., inn1,:i~,. It 

is a strange remark of Bu. that :,yr., before the personal name 'schlecht 

passt.' 

1 r. At the end of this verse, LXX, Pesh. express the clause which 

stands now in MT. (with the addition of ,n,:i :>N) as v. 12b, viz. 

j;>t.:li1 SN ~:i :>Nil!/1 :,:, ,:i,,. Evidently v. 11 is its right place ; it is 
required here to explain David's action described in r 2a: on the 

contrary, as 12b, it interrupts the close connexion which subsists 

between 12 3 and 13a. (It is followed in 12b by the words ,n,:i SN 
repeated by error from the middle of the verse: observe, j:it.:li1 precedes 

each time.) 

14. liJ?~] See on I 15, 5. For 'Amasa, see 17, 25. 
1J!:l:> ;,1;,n J 1J!:l:, n•n suggests the idea of being in a person's service: 

cf. lJ!:l;> ir.,y; and 2 Ki. 5, 2 b /t.:lYJ nt:>N IJ!:l:, ,;,n,; and eh. 16, 19 end. 

15. :i:i;, nN ~:1] So Kit.: but Gi. Baer ~~1, with many MSS., 

LXX, Pesh. (u.½s»{'\ Vulg.; and this with nN is obviously right 

(cf. 1 Ki. r r, 3). Targ. 1)!:lT'lN, as Jud. 9, 3, which, if an exact 
translation, implies the omission of T'lN. 

16. n,,,~n] See on I ro, 8. 

I 7. ii1l] viz. from the hill-country of Judah to the depression 

through which the Jordan runs, v. 25. Cf. Luke 10, 30. 

18. The first four words of this verse, describing who accompanied 

Shimei, belong to v. 17: the rest of v. 18 relates to ~ioa, forming 

with r.9"' (which ought to belong to 18) a sort of parenthesis: the 

purport of the allusion to Shimei appears in 19b ft. 

il!'.l/ nt:11.:1n] GK. § 97e. 
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in>'fl] Of uncertain meaning. The word does not otherwise occur 

in a sense appropriate here; elsewhere, it means in Qal to come 
forcibly (of a spirit, I 10, 6 al.), sometimes (though the Hif. is more 

common in this sense) to advance unchecked, to prosper (if;. 45, 5. 

Is. 53, 10 al.). Here, the rendering in closest accordance with the 

general meaning of the root is to rush down to, dash into (comp. LXX 

Ka-rd0vvav came straight down to: Vulg. irrumpentes Jordanem ). The 

word excites suspicion: but if correct, it must be intended to indicate 

the zeal with which {'.iba and his men exerted themselves to reach 

the Jordan in time to conduct the king across 1• The first four words 

of v. 1 8 being joined to v. I7, ,~, ~Jl'fl is left without a predicate: 

and as the pred. introduced by simple, is barely defensible (2 Ki. n, 

1 Kt.: Tenses, § 129), it is better to suppose the 1 to have arisen by 

dittography from in~, and to read simply ,n;,1. Render, therefore, 'And 

Z:iba etc. sped down to Jordan before the king, and crossed over the 

ford(see on v. 19) in order to bring the king's household over,' etc. 

19. i1"\Jl)il i1iJl!i] 'And the ferry-boat 2 kept passing over,' i.e. 

crossed to and fro. But i1'1J'.lli1 is not found elsewhere with the 

meaning firry-boat; and probably we should restore with We., after 

LXX (which here has a doublet, the first rend. being Kal eA£t-rovpy17uav 

'T'l)V Amovpy{av=i1,Jl)i1 i"iJ'.1)11) i11?V.~ ,,:;il1~1, or better 'l)i1 ~~m (freq.), 

' and they passed to and fro over the ford ( 1 5, 2 8) in order to bring 

the king's household over, and to do what he thought good.' The 

words will then describe the purpose with which {'.iba and his attend

ants, v. 18b, came down to the Jordan.-On i 1Jl);,, for i 1Jlm>, see 

I 2, 28. 

1yowi] V. 19 should begin here (see above). 

)ii1J iiJl)J J = 'as he was about lo pass over Jordan' (so RV. 

marg.): cf. on I 18, 19. It is plain from vv. 34, 39 (Kimham shall 

pass over with me), 40 that David did not cross until after the con

versation with Shimei. 'J iJl) as Is. 43, 2. if;. 66, 6. 

1 In Arab. n;,y is rccte se habuit: in Aram. to cleave (I 6, 14 Targ. Pesh.; 
ip. 136, 13 Targ.); whence Ges, (after Abu-'lWalid) jiderunt transeundo (RV. 
went through). But such a sense would be isolated in Heb., and imply a rather 
violent metaphor. 

2 Had gone over (Keil) would have been i1'1J'.I) i1iJ'.l)i11. 
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20. ')l :lt:!ln• ,N J Cf. o/· 32, 2. For ni_Y,:1, see p. 170 n., and 

cf. 1, 14· 2 4, 17. 

1::i, 'N , , , tll°e',] Cf. 18, 3. I 9, 20 (sq. ,). 25, 25 ('N): Lex. 
524b 3 c, 523b 3 C. 

21. 'JN] Note the emphatic pronoun. 
rii,,] to the Jordan. 

23. ,Nit:!11:l t:!I'~ T'lt:11' cw,] Comp. Saul's reply, I rr, 13 T'lt:ll' N' 

il!il tl1':l t:!l'N. The question indicated by the voice: I 16, 4. 

•nvi•J Luc. Bu. Sm. Dh. tlJ:;!¥1;. 
25. ,1Nt:!I p] a good case of l=J=grandson: cf. 1t:!10) ):l Nl,i1• 

ii'] from Jerusalem, c. 3760 ft. above the ford el-I:Iajlah. 
ilr.::tV] as Dt. 21, 12b, 

lOElt:!1] 'his moustache:' Lev. 13, 45. Ez. 24, 17. 22. l\Iic. 3, 7t. 

,,on n::i, tll'il-lt:l'] 'from the day, the going of the king,' n::b 
being in apposition with tll'il. An unusual construction: but another 

instance, exactly similar, occurs Ex. 9, 18 (where, however, the 
Samaritan text has c\•1??): cf. also 2 Ch. 8, 16; and see GK.§ 127( 

26. c,t:!lii•] c,t:!l,i't:l (LXX) must obviously be read. Not only is 
RV. m. 'when Jerusalem was come' very forced and unnatural, but 
arter 25a, some statement about Mephi'bosheth is desiderated in 26a. 

27. ')t:li] ilt:Ji here=belray: cf. 1 Ch. 12, 18. 

,, ilt:!l::inN ,,:iv it:lN •::i] LXX, Pesh. Vulg. ,, ,,:iv iON •::, 

•~-;;~11J. The text might express merely what Mephibosheth thought: 

the reading of the Versions makes it clear that the command was 
actually given to ?:iba, and affords a more substantial ground for 

1iJl,'J SJi11 in v. 28. 

n•,v J iltin is here used exceptionally of the female ass, which is 
properly j\T'lN: cf. GK. § 122f. 

28. tl'ii,1-m 1N,o::i] Cf. 14, 17. 20. I 29, 9. 

29. ili'i~ , , , ilt:ll] See on I 26, 18. 

30. 1'i:li , , , i:liM] speakest thy words, with a touch of contempt,
go on talking (not, as EVV., 'speakest any more ef thy matters'): 

otherwise, of course, in the first person, Gen. 24, 33, and in Jud.11, 11. 

Luc. for i:lin expresses n:1n1_:1, which Kio. Bu. Dh. adopt, and which, 
though not exactly a necessary change, may wdl be original. 
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•nioNJ I have said (viz. this moment)=I say (GK. § 106i): this is 
my decision. 

32-41. The interpretation of this passage is uncertain on account 
of the ambiguity in the force of i::iy: does it mean pass over (the 
river), or only pass on? and the uncertainty is increased by a various 
reading in v. 40, which leaves a doubt as to whether David took 

!~ave of Barzillai before, or after, crossing the Jordan. 
32. 1i,1,1] passed on to Jordan (Jos. 16, 7),-not (EVV.) 'went 

over Jordan.' Sm. Bu. Dh., however, thinking (see on v. 40) that the 
sequel will not permit B. to have yet reached the Jordan, delete )1i'il. 

inS~:h] to escfJr! him (7rprnrlp,1tEiv), as Gen. 12, 20. 18, 16 al. 
r,,•::i-nN] A mixture of two readings 1,,,,,-n:-t (as vv. 37. 40) and 

rii•::i (v. 19). Probably the less common ::i is original. The Kt. is 

destitute of all philological analogy, and, in fact, meaningless. 

33. ,n::i•~::i] Obviously an error for i.1'1~~~- n1•1,i implies a most 
anomalous aphaeresis from n1•t;l~, a form, in an abstract sense, itself 
most improbable in early Hebrew; and the • may have been intro
duced accidentally into the word through the influence of iJ;l~'W, while 
it still stood in v. 34 (We.). On ,,,,, see on I 25, 2. 

34. i::ll,' nnN] The emph. pron., as 20, 6. Ex, 5, II. Gen. 24, 60. 

More commonly afler the imper.: see on I 17, 56. 

intt] LXX, Ew. We. Bu. Now. Dh. ;i;i~•i;rn!$: see Ru. 4, 15. 

35. n,~] from the deep Jordan-valley. 
36. ,,p::i , , . llO~N] listen lo the voice, with satisfaction or enjoy

ment; more than ,ip 1)0~ 'hear the voice.' Cf. '::i ilNi. 

,ec] = ,:i,,: see 15, 33; and cf. 8, 7. 
3 7. 'll l:ll)O:l] l:ll)O:l, lit. Hke a HIile, often occurs with the sense of 

within a little ef, almost, but not elsewhere with the sense of wz'th but 
a HIile more, just (RV.). If this rend. is legitimate, the verse occasions 

no difficulty. Modern scholars, however, generally suppose l:lllO to be 
intended, either reading l:ll)O (the :i dittographed from 1Son), or (Luc.) 
l:ll)O ':P, or (Kim chi, AV.) treating :l as pleonastic ( cf. ls. r, 9. if,. I 05, 
r 2 i1.l C'iJl l:llltl:l). The sense in this case, however, cannot, it seems, 
be (AV.) go a lz'ttle way over (i. e. beyond) Jordan, for this, by the 
analogy of 16, r, would be ii;•;, fO l:lllO: those, accordingly, who 
take this view, delete rii•n n~ as a gloss, due to the supposition that 

1365 z 
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i:iv1 meant 'pass over,' whereas, if t:ll1t:l:l means a little way, it must 
mean, 'will pass on a little way with the king,' i.e., as B., v. 32, is 
already at Jordan, across it,-or, if r,i1n in 32 be omitted (Sm. Bu. 
Dh.), so that B. is not yet at the Jordan, towards it, or (retaining 1i·w,, 
with ~N for nN} to it. 

"l' 1hol1] 4 recompense me with this reward,' i.e. reward me for my 
former hospitality to him (17, 27-9; not, as EVV. 'it,' the crossing 

over Jordan), with this invitation (v. 34). 
38. tlY] near or by: cf. I 10, 2. 

JU~ it:!'N nN] :m~ is the verb; see on 3, r 9. 
39. l)N, , , • 1r1N J Both words are emph.: for 111N cf. on I 5, 4. 
1,v "ln:in] choose (and lay) upon me: cf. Gen. 30, 28 1,v 1i:ll:!' MJi'~-

34, 12 1nt:i, int:i iNo 1,y ,:i,n. · 
40. i'l:!'I' iJY] implying clearly that David took leave of Barzillai 

after crossing the river. 

Luc. here expresses it:iil for iJl1 (cf. 15, 23), implying that David lialted while 
the people passed over Jordan, and that he took leave of Barzillai before crossing 
himself. Th\s, with the omission of pi1n in 32, and of 1ii1n 11N in 37 (to 
enable B. to go some way (37) with David, before parting from him (40) at the 
Jordan), is adopted by Sm. Bu. Dh., on the ground that the king's crossing is 
first narrated in v. 41 ; and certainly r6h. 42b do support the view that tlY ~:i, 
7~r.in nN ,,1:iyn niln1 in 41b refer not, as they must do, if the king crosses in 
40, to the people escorting him from the Jordan to Gilgal, but to their escorting 
him across the Jordan. This argument, however, can hardly be termed decisive; 
and, as just explained, the adoption of 1t:l:II in 40 involves the rejection of words in 
32 and 37, though, it is true, these are glosses which might readily have arisen 
from a misinterpretation of i:J:1111 and "\JY\ It seems that, to judge from the 
data we possess, each view of the passage must be allowed to be possible. 

41. 'J, iJl!ll] If i::111 in 40 is right, 'And passed on (from the 
Jordan) to Gilgal.' Or, with ioy in 40, 'And passed over (the Jordan) 
to Gilgal.' 

f"l\Jy11J Kt. '~1, defensible in the abstract (I 14, 19), but impr~ 

bable: read either QrS ~,1~~,J, or, better (LXX), b17~¥ 'were passing 

on with the king' (viz. from Jordan to Gilgal). Or, as before, with 
iDl.l in 40, 'were passing over (the Jordan) with the king.' 

43· \SN] er. v. 44, and on I 5, 10, 

'Jl ~l~Nn] i.e. have we obtained any advantage from our tribal 
connexion with David? A. side-glance at the Benjaminites, who, 
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it may be inferred from I 22, 7, had been benefited by their connexion 
with Saul (Th. from Michaelis). 

,l, NC'l l"lNC'l CN] Difficult. Three main views have been 
suggested. (I) 'Or has anything been carried away by us?' i. e. 
gained, acquired by us (Th. Keil). l"1Ni$';i is then regarded as an 
inf. abs,, formed on the analogy of the inf. abs. in l"l, which occurs 

occasionally in verbs n°, (on 6, 20): but the form is unparalleled in 
verbs Nn, (Kon. i. 632 f.); and if an inf. abs. is thought to be needed 

we must simply correct to NW;i (so GK. § 76h). (2) Bu. Now. render 

(reading Nir1), 'Or has he been carried away by us?' (appropriated 
by us), Bu. also suggesting, as 'perhaps better,' Klo.'s N~~ ~i1~W1, or 
simply N~~ N~;i, 'Or are we at all taking him away for ourselves?' 

(3) Kon. (i. 633f.; cf. ii. 578n., iii. p. u6 n.), following Kimchi, 
treats l"lNW;i as a ptcp. Nif. (which it might be: Zech. 5, 7. 1 Ch. 14, 2), 
with the force of a subst. (cf. nnr~. Is. 10, 23 al.; i1~Q-1;i Zeph. r, 18t), 
'Or has anything been carried away by us as a portion?' -N~~ being 

used of earryi'ng 4way a portion of food {l"1~¥'P, lit. somethi'ng earned) 
from the table of a superior as a compliment to a guest or other 

person: see Gen. 43, 34 tl;;J.?~ '\ltl J1NO l"liN¥'P NW~1 'And one earned 
(=There were earned; see on I 16, 4: LXX i!Pav) portions ('messes') 
from Joseph's presence to his brethren;' 2 Sam. II, 8. This idea 

suits the parallel 1,oi1 10 \l,:it-t ,,:it-til excellently : but, if it is adopted, 

it is far better to read n~¥-'9 or 11~¥-'9 (Gratz, Dh.) than to have recourse 
to the precarious exp!. of nNi}'l as a subst. Nt;i, as pf. Nif., might then 

be construed with l"lNC'O by GK.§ 121a, or, better, N~~ (sc. N~3iJ, =there 

halh been brought: cf. Gen. 43, 34) might be read: 'Or hath any 
portion ( from his table) been brought to us? '-like the preceding 

clause, fig. for, Have we derived any advantage from what we have 

done for the king ? 

The Versions mostly paraphrase. LXX has a double rend., the first being free, 
the second literal: {j lioµa l&mv I; dpcnv ijp<v ~fL<V; (cf. o.p,:m for l"l~~p in ck, 

I r, 8); Pesh. 'Or has a gift been given us from him?' Targ. Nh 1~p t-:~l;lP l:ll/:C 

• Or has he apportioned us a gift?' Vulg. Aut munera nobt's data sunt? Cf. 
AV. RV. 'Or hatb he given us any gift?' which mnst be understood also as 
a paraphrase, not as a lit. rendering; for NW1 (Pi'el), though it means to lift up, 
support, assist a person (with wood, money, etc.), I Ki. 9, II. Ezr. 1, 4 al., never 
means to gi've, nor does 11NC'.l ever mean a gift, 

Z 2 
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44. ni'11] Metaph. (note thefim. pl. )=parl.s: so Gen. 43, 34. 
100 1JN .,,.,:i bl1] 'and also in David I am (more) than thou.' 

bl1, however, points to something addz"tional; whereas the sentence as 
thus understood adds nothing to what has been just said 1~ ni'11 i~l/ 
,,o:i: for it is evidently impossible to draw a distinction between 
j~Oil and ,,,, as though 'David' expressed or meant more than 'the 

king.' LXX Kal ,rpwTOTOKos fyw ~ <TV (the following words Kat YE lv Ti 

.lavEt8 Elµi -inr(p u( are a doublet representing the existing MT.), i.e. 
,t,:ii for ,,,:i 'and I am also the firs/born rather than thou:' see I Ch. 

5, 2. So Th. Ew. We. Stade, Kio. It is not true that fO '1l::IJ is 
'a phrase incompatible with the meaning of ii::i:i' (Keil); for it does 

not imply that Judah was in some measure a firstbom: IO may be 

used to express the idea of rather than, and not: r/t· 52, 5 l/i n:::u,~ 
"J1tJO; Hab. 2, 16 '1i:::i::,o p,p nJ/JI!' thou art filled with disgrace rather 

than glory. 
il'l"I N,i] Either read t•6n, or render, 'And was not .•. ?' (on 

I 16, 4). AV. RV. (text), 'should not be,' would require imperatively 
1'l1il1 N,,. 

1,] After 1,:i, this seems superfluous. It may have arisen by error 
from the following ~n,. 

20, 1. "i::i:i] perhaps=,~~. the name of the Benj. clan, Gen. 

:JJ6, 21. 1 Ch. 7, 6. 8, 8. ,er. NiJ r:i 1yo~ (16, 5). 
'Ji ii!n,N, ~N] i.e. Resume your old tribal independence; cf. 1 Ki. 

12, 16. 

This is one of the 18 passages in which, according to the Jews, there has been 
a C1")~b r,lj:lT;l, or 'correction of the scribes,' intended to remove some expression 

derog~tory to Yahweh, alleged to have been the original reading. Here )1~i1N' 
is stated to have been altered for this reason from i1il~N~ to his gods. The other 
passages (the alleged original reading, where not st'ated here, is given by Kittel) 
are Gen. 18, n. Nn. 11, 15. 12, 12. 1 S. 3, 13 (1\ iS). 2 S. 16, 12 (originally, it is 

alleged, iJIP.~). l Ki. 12, 16 = 2 Ch. 10, 16 (as here). Jer. 2, II. Ez. 8, 17. Hos. 

4, 7 (orig. ;~,;,l] 11Sp:i ''11:J::J). Hab. r, 12. Zech. 2, 12. Mai. r, 13. rf,. 106, 20. 

Job 7, 20. 32, 3. Lam. 3, 20 (orig. 7~ElJ), The probability of the alleged original 
reading must be decided in each case on its own merits: in some it may be con
siderable, here it is quite out of the question. See more fully Ginsburg, Introd. to 
the Heb. Bible, p. 347 ff.; Geiger, Urschrift, p. 308 ff. 

2. ~l,111] Idiom. =withdrew: cf. 23, 9; and esp. from a siege, 

1 Ki. 15, 19 al. (Lex. 748h e). Cf. on 2, 27 ~Qttl;? n~P,t 
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3. MiOt!-'O M1l] 'o in this sense only here: elsewhere "lit~, Gen. 
40, 3. 4 al.; 42, 19 tl::JiOt!-'O n 1:1. 

n~10 n~~'?,~] '(in) widowhood of Jivingness'-the English is not 
more singular than the Hebrew. The punctuation can hardly express 
the sense intended by the writer, The application of the adverbial 
accus., which it implies, is unusually harsh; and the idea which the 

entire expression is supposed to convey is difficult, if not impossible, 
to seize 1. We. Bu. Now. al. point ni1Q nl~1t?tt, supposing that being 
treated as widows, although their husbands were alive, they are called 
by a figure of speech, not without parallels in other languages, 'living 

widows' (so LXX xijpm {wuat). 

4. 01:?1 nt!-',t:'] As the text stands, this can only mean for three 

dqys; and there is nothing to shew, or suggest, that ,011 ,i!l nn~, is 

only to come at the end of the three days. As We. observes, nt!-',t:' 

tll01 and ioy i1!l i1MNl belong together, and fix the ivio of v. 5. 
The athnal}- must thus be transposed to n1,n1 ; we then get, spoken in 
the tone of a command, 'Three days, and then stand thou (present 

thyself) here I' For 1 cf. Ex. 16, 6 Dnll"ll'J J1¥ 'At even, then ye shall 

know,' etc. 7 '~' tlM'Ni~ .,~\ ( Tenses, §§ 123 /1, 124 ). (The transposi
tion (Kit. Bibi.) to the end of the v. would yield a wrong sense, and. 
must be an oversight: it is not followed in the transl. in Kautzsch.) 

5. ,n11,J Qr~ il:)l;l, which may be either Qal {so 01. § 241°: cf. 

ll:)r-11 v. 9 from tnN) from .,Ott 2, or Hif. (not elsewhere) lit. shewed, 

exhibited delay (so Ges. Lg. p. 377; Stade, § 498°; Konig, i. 397 3
), 

The Kt., unless (Kon.) the I is a mere error for l, is probably to be 

read .,0111, for iri~:.1 (cf. Nl:J'.l for Nl)N~l Dt. 33, 21): Stade, § u2c, cf. 
GK.§ 68i. 

"l:S,10i1 ir., J lr., before a noun with the art. is much commoner in all 
books than 'np : before other words it is most frequent in Chr. (Kon. 

ii. 292; Lex. 577b; GK. § J02b n.). 
6. ,,, 111.~J ' ' Y1 is not used in the sense of ' be harmful to : ' read 

1 EVV, living in widowhood yields an excellent sense; but unfortunately is 
neither a rendering, nor a legitimate paraphra,e, of the Hebrew. 

2 This is indeed i01:$l in Gen. 32, 5, but both JIJkl and :l_Df:$ occur from Jij~. 
s In Aram. the Afel iQiN, .:.otis in use, which might support thi;; view. 
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with EVV. (though the change of text is not admitted by them 
openly) ],''}:. 

N:ro jEl] 'lest he have found . •. : ' cf. 2 Ki. 2, 16, and Tenses, § 41 
Obs. But the following ,,~;n (perf. with waw conv., which regularly 

follows 1El with the imp/., e.g. 12, 28. Ex. 34, 15 f.) suggests that N~O 
is simply a clerical error for t,t~r.,, (GK. § 107q n.). In 2 Ki. 2, 16 the 
past tense is defended by the following m:i•,~!1. 

Ul'],' ,•~m] Difficult. LXX xal (J'K!O.UEt Toil<; ocf,OaA.p.oilc; ~JJ,Wl' : Pesh. 

~ ~~ and pluck (lz"/. dig) out our eyes: Targ. (paraphrasing) 

tot~, i''l1'1 and distress us: Vulg. et rffugiat nos. ,•~n is properly to 

pull or lake away (see Ges.: j.z exemil, eduxz"t rem, v.c. festucam ex 
oculo, dentem), Gen. 31, 9. 10, Hithp. Ex. 33, 6 to pull or strip off 
oneself, though it is mostly used in the sense of pulling awqy, i.e. 
rescuing, delivering, from an enemy. Hence the text can only be 
rendered either and deliver our eye, which here yields no sense; or 
pull out our eye, either lit. (Bo. Th.; cf. Pesh.), as an expression 
meaning harm us irretrievab/y, or metaphorically, as Ges. 'Singulare 

est 'El 1J1],' ,,~n auferre oculum alicuius, i.e. eum fallere, subtrahere se 
oculis eius' (cf. RV.). AV. escape us, with marg., 'Heb. deliver 

himself from our eyes' ( cf. Ras hi ,J1J1yo lt:l~Y ,,~n,); but to ' under
stand' a couple of words in this way is of course quite illegitimate. 
Ewald, Hist. iii. 262 (E.T. 193), Keil, We. Bu. Dh. follow LXX, 

deriving ,,~n,-or rather ,;m,-from ,,~ to be shadowy or dark 

(Neh. 13, 19), i.e. 'be-shadow or becloud our eye,' metaph. for 'occasion 
us anxiety.' For the eye, as the organ in which the Hebrew saw 
changes of emotion, or mental states, expressed, comp. I 14, 2 7. 
ift. 6, 8. 88, 10. Job II, 20. 17, 7 etc. Sm., following Luc. ((TKE'lrau8fi 

cl.cf -IJ/1-wv), reads ~ll~Q ,~n and escape {Nif. : Dt. 2 3, 16 al.) from us, 

obtaining thus, by legitimate means, exactly the sense which AV. 
obtained by illegitimate means. Now., retaining ''ii'.!, and take them 

(,•~n, as Gen. 31, 9. 16)from us. Bu., though adopting '~iJ, makes 

a clever suggestion, to read viz. ,~1~'!1? ,~~! and escape before our eyes, 
defiantly (Dt. 28, 31). 

7. JN1' 1t!'JN ,1,nN] Read JN'' 111!'1:JN 1iMN. 

8. NJ t-tw!J,., • OY on] exactly as Jud. 19, 11; cf. on I 9, 5. 
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· CliN!l' NJ] came (=appeared) in front ef them (accidentally). 
'Came to meet them' (RV.) would be Cll'1C,C'"lj:)' NJ. 

'l1 i~J~ i"=II? '"l'l0 J~i11] 'and Joab was girt with his warrior's 
dress, his clothing, and upon it was the girdle of a sword fastened 
(i. e. the sword) upon his loins in its sheath.' The sentence is involved 
and obscure: though the fact is effectually concealed in the free 
rendering of RV. ,~i:i:, ,,o is a strange combination; t'J:,, not ""l~M, 

would be the verb naturally used with ,,o (read prob., in the sense 
warrz"or's dress, 11~; see on I 17, 38); '"lhQ also (the fem. n,o~o 

referring only to the sword) appears to be superfluous. The text 
must be in some disorder. Lohr, Now. (improving on We.): JN111 

J1M (LXX 1rEpLEtwul'lvo,;) 1\JO (cf. I 17, 38. 39) ii:,311 ~J? 11!;> 
il'"l31nJ 11,no 'll n,o~o; this deviates but little from MT. Dhorme : 

'l1 nioio :iin 11:,311 i~J~> '~'?. '"lil!J JN111 (Dh. writes 11!-"!J:, ,310 : 

but see I 17, 39 ). According to the view expressed in these restora~ 
tions, Joab had one sword only, which afterwards (v. 8 end) fell to the 
ground, and was then (though this is not mentioned) picked up by 
Joab with his left hand, in such a way as not to arouse 'Amasa's 
suspicions. Kio. Bu. Sm. Kitt., on the other hand, think that Joab 
had two swords, an outside one in its usual place, which fell to the 
ground, and was left there, and another concealed under his dress on 
his left, the existence of which 'Amasa had no reason to suspect. 
Klo., accordinglyj supposing two words to have become corrupted, 
and one omitted, reads (insert Nlil) ,,,311 ,~1:i:,:, MM!:11? ii:f ::l""lM ::ic,ci•i 

'Jl nioio :l'"lM "\\JO 'and as for Joab, a sword was in his hand 
underneath his dress (cf. Jud. 3, 16), and upon it (i.e. outside) he was 
girt,' etc. (so Sm. Kit.). Bu., thinking that Joab would hardly have 
kept his left hand, holding the concealed sword, under his dress, 
as he approached 'Amasa, would read 1'1!;)~ nnno J"\M '"l\JO JN111 

'll niom ::l'"lM ,~::i, :,311 (Jud. 3, 16). As Joab's right hand was 
otherwise employed .(v. 9), the ::l~l1 , 1 of 10 must have been his left 
hand: and Klo.'s ii1J for iio explains, as MT. does not explain, 
how the sword came to be in this hand. On the other hand, Klo.'s 

· emend.,-and still more Bu.'s,-differs considerably from MT.: v. 10, 

also, in saying not that 'Amasa did not see the sword in Joab's hand: 
but that he did not guard himself against it, rather implies that he saw 
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it; and if so, this will have been the one sword which he had, which 
had fallen to the ground, and been picked up by him. It seems best, 

on the whole, to follow Lohr and Now. 
s~n, N~ Nim] Read, with LXX, ,a1;1~ n~r,T N1:n and ll (the sword) 

came out, and fill. The text is contrary to idiom. With the emph. 
N1i1, th~ form of the sentence would be (N','.11 or) :ll~~i Nlr1 Nli1l 

: n~~~ (see on I 9, 5). 
ro. ':i "10tC'J] reflexively, guarded himself: so 2 Ki. 6, ro. 

l~ i1JtC' N!,l] I 26, 8. 
rr. 11,1,1] over or by him, i.e. by 'Amasa. 

:=i~,1 1,n~ ,,,, ..• ,tc>~ 1c] in form as Ex. 32, 26: cf. on I 

II, :2. Forth; exclam., cf. also 2 Ki. 3, 23 !lNlO ,,IC',; Jud. 7, 18. 

12. i11t!'i1, , , !2011] z'nto the field: cf. on 6, 10. 

1t.:ll!l ,,,y N:Ji"I ,.:i i"IN"1 "11:>N.:i] ' when he saw every one who came 

by him, and stopped.' 1t:ll]l is the pf. with waw conv., carrying on 
(GK. § II6"), as a frequentative, the ptcp. N:in-:,:i (=whosoever 

came) in past time, just as it does in present time (e.g.) Jer. 21, 9 ,~m N:t11i1 whoso goetb out and falleth to the Chaldaeans. etc. ( Tenses, 

§ u7). But 11,?3' for 1t:lYl (Now.) would be an improvement: 'When 
he saw every one who came to him stopping.' 'When he saw that 

every one ... stood still' (EVV.) would require i~J¥ '~ (Gen. 1, 4). 
The clause stating the reason for the man's acting as he did, would, 
however, stand naturally before N11l; and perhaps, with il1i1l (freq.) 
prefixed, it should be transposed there : ' And it came to pass, 
when every one who came by him saw him ('Amasa), that he stood 

still' (cf. Jud. 19, 30). 
13. na;,] Hof.,· for na~n: GK. § 69W. But the root (Syr . .;;,,,.,,0/' to 

drive away, remove) occurs in Heb. only here; read prob. either n~~ 
(Bu.), as 3, 27, or il~Q (in Qal, Pr. 25, 4. 5; Isa. 27, St). 

r 4. n.:iyr., 111:ll n,:iN] Read il:ll/t:l 11\.:l i1~~~ 'to Abel of Beth
Ma'achah' with Ew. Th. We. Kio. etc., as vv. 15. 18. 1 Ki. 15, 20. 

2 Ki. 15, 29. Now Abil, a village on a hill (1;74 ft.), overlooking 
the Jordan-valley, 2½ miles W. of the river, and 4 miles W. of Tell 
el-~aqi (Dan). For n.:iyo, cf. on 10, 6. 

l:l'"1:lil-,::ii] No place or people named 01-i::in is known: and after the 

mention of Abel of Beth-Ma'achah as the goal of Sheba's movements, 
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the words and all the Berz'tes, if treated as coupled to them, yield no 
intelligible sense. The athnal]., then, must be moved back to n::aio. 
The sense of what follows turns upon the meaning of 11,ntt l:jtt· \tt:i'i. 

'"1i"lN Nl is not a mere synonym of either ,-,ntt 7'il (to fallow), or 
'"1nN l:ji-, (to pursue): it means to enter after some one into a place, as 
Ex. 14, q Oil1"1ntt 1NJ.'1 viz. into the sea (as vv. z3. 28, explicitly); 
I 26, 3 Saul came i'n after him into the wilderness; 2 Ki. 11, I 5; 
2 Ch. 26, 17; so "1ntt NJ Nu. 25,. 8. Hence rl\ \Nl'\ will mean, 'and 
went i'n after him,' viz. as is required by the context, into Abel of 

Beth-Ma'achah. This shew~ that the subject of "1ll)ll, as well as the 
object in ,1-,ntt, is Sheba; and lends at the same time plausibility 

to Klo.'s proposal to read, instead of the obscure b'"1::Ji"l :,:i, after 

LXX Kat '11"cfv-rE~ tv XD.f>pE1, b'l?-llCl-,::i, and all the Bichrites (the 
following ·l as I 14, 19) 1• Sheba is described in v. I as ,-,:;:::i-p; and 

the meaning of the verse will then be that the members of his family 
or clan took part with him and went in after hi'm into the dty in which 

he had taken refuge 2• The narrative reverts to Sheba's pursuers 

in v. 15. 
l:JN] 9tt simply=tll (not as=lww much more: on I 14, 30) is very 

unusual in plain narrative, being confined chiefly to poetry, and 

where it occurs in prose having generally some rhetorical force 3 • 

Here it does not in fact appear to be required, and perhaps arose 

by error out of the first two letters of ,1,ntt : it is not expressed by 
LXX. Bu., followed by Kenn. Dh., supposes that a transposition has 
taken place, and suggests, very cleverly and plausibly : :,::iJ ill) ttim 

,,,ntt U(l b'l?-llCI :,::i, i1:Jl)O n1l ;i:,:itt lltJ'\ (Kt.) ~n~P.~1 :,tti~' '~lW. 

~il~P.~1 = treated him with contempt (see 6, 22. 19, 44). 

15. M:Jl)O n 1:i il?~tt] :,;:i,tt meadow, unlike '~tt (adj.) mourm·ng 

1 Though it does not usually follow the subject immediately (Jer. 44, 25). 
2 The reading (Th. al., after Vulg. omnesque viri electi) tl'"l~~;:i-:,~:n and all the 

young men (viz. followed after him Uoab]; or pursued after him [Sheba]) is 
inconsistent with the meaning of 1iMlit Ni 

3 9ttn Gen. r8, 13. 23. 24: with apron. 'J~ l=)N Gen. 40, 16 and with singular 
frequencyiuLev. 26(vv. 16. 24. 28. 41, and l=)N\ vv. 39. 40. 42. 44); bn ~N, l1t'il 91:'t 
Dt. 2, 11. 20, N\M 9.N 2 Ki. 2, 14: alone, Nn. 16, 14. Dt. 15, I 7 and here. These 
are all the occurrences of 9N alone (i. e. not in the combination ,.:, 91:'t) in prose 
from Gen. to 2 Kings. 
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(of;. 35, 14 }, does not change its form in st. c. (Kon. ii. 438; iii. 

§ 285h): so 01,:ro ,;~ Gen. 50, 11, n~in9 '~11$ 1 Ki. 4, 12: cf. ~~: 
"'!l/,J. The n- loc. in st. c. : GK. § 90c. 

,:i~e-11] alluding to the earth, 'poured' out of baskets, of which the 
n,,o was constructed. So regularly, as 2 Ki. I9t 32. Anglice, 
'threw up.' 

>n:i "'r!:ll/111] The ::i is difficult. ,n is explained to mean the smaller 
outer wall-~ln 1::i or N4~ei ,~, as the Jews define it-or 'outwork,'
'rampart' (RV.) is not sufficiently distinctive,-surrounding a city, 
between which and the principal wall there would be a space, con
sisting, at least partly, of a moat, It has been supposed (Ges. Keil) 
that the word included this space; and so Keil renders, 'And it 
(the n,,o) stood in the moat.' But this is hardly likely. ,n::i '1!:llll1i 

must belong, somehow or other, to n1:1:in ill!'N in v. 16. ,n::i ir.,3,n, 

"'11llil 11:1. ni:,:,n ne>N Nipn, might suffice : but i 1lli1 10 ;,r.,:,n ne>N NYm 

N•i'lil ,n::i '1!:lllm is more what we should expect, though it is not 
apparent how the present text would be derived from it. 

no1nn , 1~n, 1:1n1ne,,o J 'were destrqyzng, to cause the wall to fall,' 
i.e. were battering it. Cf. Ez. 26, 4 iy mom mnt:!"I: the ptcp. here 
of course implying that the action was only in process, and not 

completed. The expression is, however, a little peculiar; and Ew. 
Bo. Th. Dh. treat the word as a denom. of nnw pil-were malung 

a pit to cause the wall to fall, i.e. were undermtnz'ng it (RV. marg.). 
LXX have lvoova-av, and Targ. rneoynr.,, which no doubt represent 
o•:;i~IJ'r Prov. 24, 8 (We.)-' were devising to bring the wall down.' 
Perhaps this is the true reading: it is adopted by Kio. Bu. Sm. Now. 

18-19. 'J' n::ii1 i:l"'!] 'They were wont to speak aforetime, saylng, 
Let them but enquire at Abel, and so they finished (a matter). 
I (consist of) the peaceable (and) faithful ones of Israel,' etc.; i.e. 
Abel was famed from of old for the wisdom of its inhabitants, hence 
a proverb arose advising people to consult them in any difficult under
taking. In 198 the woman, in saying 1:JJN, speaks in the name of 
the community: hence she uses I ps. sg. (as I 5, 10), though the 
predicate is in the plural (referring to the individual members of it: 

comp. Gen. 34, 30 "l:lOO 1110 'JNl). 1J!:lt-i 10,ei is a 'suspended' st. c., 

to be explained on the principle of :!lN li?l/:l lil!'N I 28, 7 where see 
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the note. LXX have ~pwr11µ.lvo,; ~pw-riJO-., b, rfi 'A/3EA Kai b, aav Ei 
•t=',\ ~ ~0 ' ' - 'I ,\ [' - ' ' ~ E,;E t?l"OV a e EVTO Ot ?l"!CTTOI TOV <rpa11 epwYTE<; E1l"EPWT1J<TOV<Ttv £Va b, 

'A/3EA Kat Ot)TW<;, Ei tttAt?l"OV. eyJ Eiµ.i Eip11viKa TWV <TT1Jpiyµ.o.rwv 'fopa"I,\ ], 

<TiJ Se {1JTE'i,;, w,A. Here the bracketed words are evidently a correction
made to express a text resembling the existing MT. and introduced 
already into Cod. B by the side of the original LXX version, which 

precedes. The text presupposed by the original LXX would read as 

follows:-,~~~ ~~,r.i.~ 1 ,r.ir "i~~ '~rJ 11-t' ~;i~:p. ,:,Ne'' ~1Nt::-' ' Let 
them ask in Abel and in Dan whether that had ever come to an 
end which the faithful of Israel had established!' which is adopted by 
Ew. Hist. iii. 264 (E.T. 195), We. Bu. Now.; i.e. if one desired 
to find a place in which old Israelitish institutions were most strictly 
preserved, he was told to apply to Abel and to Dan: why should 
J oab seek to destroy a city that was thus true to its hereditary 
character and nationality ? 

18. ''~~ ~ii:-ttJ The inf. abs. in Qal, while the principal verb is in 
a derived conjugation, as happens sometimes: with Pi'el, as here, 
Jos. 24,10 2

; with Hif. I 23, 22. Gen. 46, 4. Is. 31, 5; with Hith
po'lel and Hithpo'el Is. 24, 19; most frequently with Nif., eh. 23, 7. 
Ex. 19, 13. 21, 20. 22. 22, 11, 12. Is. 40, 30. Jer. 10, 5. 34, 3. 49, 
12 (contrast 25, 29). Mic. 2, 4. Nab. 3, 13. Zech. 12, 3. Job 6, 2, 

and with Hof. inn~,, nir.i Ex. 19, 12 (and often). Cf. GK.§ u3w. 

19. n1r.in:, J Unsuitable to a 'city.' Read n~? (cf. 20 n1ne'tt t:IN), 
Nestle, Sm. Now. n11)i1 cannot be rendered 'destroy' (EVV.). 

tl~] 'an important and venerable city with dependent villages, 
called in Heb. idiom its "daughters," Nu. 21, 25 al.' (Kenn.). Cf. 
on 8, 1. 

21. 1Seor.i, , • mn] The fut. instans. with a passive ptcp.: cf. I 19, 

II.-On :,17r.i, here and v. 22, see on I 28, 15. 

22. t:1Yi1 ••• Nt:1n,] 'In LXX there is a doublet: Kat Ela-rjA0E ?rpo,; 

?r«tVTa rov Aa6v and Kat EA«tA"f}<TE ?rp(>, ?ra<rav Tijv mi,\iv ; the latter is 

1 We. ~t.:1'~1J- But a Hif. t:l\\!'iJ is so rare and doubtful (Ez. 14, 8. 2r, 21), 

except at most in the participle (ls. 41, 20. Job 4, 2ot), that forms of it cannot 
legitimately be introduced by conjecture into the MT. (Noldeke, ZDMG., 1883, 
p. 53o=Beitriige zur Sem. Sprackwissenschaft, 1904, p. 37). 

:i l'-0 might indeed be inf. abs. Pi'el (as ~e1); but this is elsewhere :1':\f· 
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genuine, and the Hebrew text to which it points p•~v-,f-'~ i;:nr;i1) is 

preferable to MT. Cf. the interchange of N.Jnl and iti~rll 14, 4' 

(We.). So Now. Kit. Kio. Bu. Dh. prefer i•yn ,N] i!~Wi Nt::Jh\ 

01m ,.:, Stt [i::1,nL 

23-26. See 8, 16-18. 

23. ,~] a strong case of ,tt=,Y: contrast 23b and 8, 16. 

,~,ei• ~9fti-S:i] Of course ,:,tit!'• cannot be a genitz''ve after N:l'S'i!: 

it must therefore be in apposition with it. This appositional con

struction, however, 'all the host, Israel' is harsh, and, since no 
relation of iiienlity subsists between the host and Israel, unsuitable. 
Grammar will only admit one of two alternatives: ,N-w• ~9rS.:,, or 

simply N:l'S'n-,.:,: the latter· is preferable (cf. 8, 16 ,l.l i11l'i'S' 1::i :lN\'l 

N::J'S'il. 17, 25. 1 Ki. 2, 35 al.). 
•i.:,nJ '"!ft! (Kt.) recurs 2 Ki. u, 4. 19 (tl•~m 1"1.:lil), where it 

probably signifies Carians. The king's body-guard appears to have 

consisted of foreigners. But here no doubt the Qre is right in reading 

•r,r:i.fiJ, as 8, 18, where see the note. 
24. o,,~] LXX A3wJJ£tpaµ., as I Ki. 4, 6. 5, 28 tii•)iN. The 

form oiitt occurs also r Ki. 12, 18 where LXX Cod. B 'Apaµ, Cod. A 
'A3wvipaµ.; in the parallel passage 2 Ch. 10, 18 t:iiin (LXX A3~vipaµ}. 

The variation is not greater than attaches to many less familiar names, 
when they occur in parallel texts: see e.g. Nu. 26, or Ezra 2 passim 

(RV. marg.). The true name here is probably tl11JiN (cf. t:ii•.:J,ti, 

011•); oii,, is a Ifamathi'te name (see on 81 10). 
Doil ,11] over the labour-gangs (or the corvle),-gangs of men 

doing forced labour, such as an Eastern monarch is wont to exact 
from his subjects. The Ot) appears first as an institution in Israel 

at the end of David's reign: it was more fully organized by Solomon, 
who needed it for the purpose of carrying on his buildings: Adoniram 

was the officer who superintended it: how unpopular it was, may 

be inferred from the fact that the populace, disappointed at Rehoboam's 
refusal to relax his father's imposts, wreaked their vengeance on 

Adoniram and stoned him ( r Ki. 12, 18). Phrases used in connexion 
with it are ,~it!'1ti Ct) 17~~0 to bring up ( =to levy) a 00 out of Israel 

I Ki. 5, 27 (cf. 9, 15); ,~31 D~? il~P,v to levy (them) for a toiling 
labour-band r Ki. 9, 21 : OP? ii'il Dt. 20, 11 al. to become a labour-
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band; i~i) C~? i"l'i1 Gen. 49, 15. Jos. 16, 10 to become a toiling 
labour-band. In Jud. 1, 28. 30. 33. 35 certain Canaanites are 
described as reduced to 'labour-gangs' by their Israelitish conquerors. 
Ex. 1, II t:l•~t;) 1"}~ overseers of labour-gangs (or gang-masters). See 
Lex. 586 f. The rend. tribute depends on a baseless Rabb. derivation 
from C~!?, (Lex. 493b): it suggests a totally incorrect idea; and it 

is greatly to be regretted that it should have been retained in RV. 
26. 1iN'i1] i.e. of Jair, a Gileadite family, Nu. 32, 41 al. But 

Pesh ... ~~! (cf. Luc. o IeOep), whence Th. Now. Dh. would restore 
'""!T:'1!1=1 of Yatltr, in the hill-country of Judah (see on I 30, 27). It is 
observed that in notices of this kind the home, not the family, is usually 

mentioned; and I 30, 27 shews that David had friends in Yattir. 

Yattir may also have been an old priestly settlement (cf. Jos. 21, 14). 

In any case this 'Ira will not be 'Ira the warrior of 23, 38. Klo. Bu. 

Sm. retain 1'"!'1:C!t:1. 

21-24. An Appendix lo the main narrati've of the Book, of miscellaneous 

contents: (a) 21, 1-14 the famine in Israel stopped through the 

sacrifice o/ the sons o/ Saul by the Gibeonites; (b) 21, 15-22 ex

ploits against the Phz1istines; (c) 22 Dav,"d's .Hymn if Triumph 

( =1/t· 18); (d) 23, 1-7 Davi"d's 'Last Words;' (e) 23, 8-39 

further exploits against the Phz1isti'nes, and list of Davz"d's heroes; 

(f) 24 Davt'd's census of the people 1
• 

(a) 21, 1-14. Saul's sons sacrificed by the Gibeoniles. 

1. ')1 e,p:i11J Vulg., interpreting rightly, 'Et consuluit David ora

culum Domini.' Cf. Ex. 33, 7. The technical expression is '1:i :,Ne, 

(I 22, 10 al.). 
r::i•oii1 h1:i SN,] 'and for his bloody house' would require impera

tively ,~ it=.'N r::i1oii1 h1:I ~N,: the pron. could not in a case like the 

present be dispensed with. LXX Kai bri Tov oTKov mhoii a8iK£a 8ia. To 

1 In this Appendix, a and/ in style and manner are closely related, as also 
b and e. Further, as the Appendix interrupts the continuous narrative eh. 9-20. 
1 Ki. 1-2 (p. 286 note), it may be inferred that it was placed where it now stands 
after the separation had been effected between the Books of Samuel and Kinl{S, Its 
compiler, presumably, thus lived at a hter date than the compiler of the main 
narrative of Samuel, 
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avTOV 0avaT'f! aiµant1v=tl'~1 nh1~-SN, i 'upon Saul and upon his house 
(rests) blood (cf. 16, 8. Dt. 19, 10), because he slew the Gibeonites.' 

The words in MT. have simply been wrongly divided (cf. v. 12; 5, 2): 

nn1.:i is the old orthography for l1i1J, no doubt once written uniformly 

in Hebrew (as in Moabitic), but afterwards, except in a few sporadic 
instances, modernized. See the Introd., p. xxxii f. 

2. non,,. tb] Lex. 216"'3b, 241b3b; Tenses,§ 198. 

3. i10J] Cf. Mic. 6, 6 i11i1~ t:iii'N i11¥~--In i:,iJi, the imper. is used 
instead of the more normal voluntative, for the purpose of expressing 
with somewhat greater force the intention of the previous verb: cf. 

I Ki. 1, 12; Ew. § 347a.; Tenses, § 65; GK. § 11oi. 

4. Kt. 1>] Qr&, assimilating to the next clause, ~J~. But see on 

I 5, 10. 30, 22. 

'Ji iJ:,·rNi] ( against the accents) 'and it is not open to us to put 
any man to death in Israel.' ':, jlN, as more frequently in the later 

language, Ezra 9, I 5. 2 Ch. 2 2, 9 al.: Tenses, § 202. 1. Cf. ':, (eo1) C'N 

eh. 14, 19. 
o:,:, i1C'.l}N tl1iON tlnN no] 'What say (think) ye (that) I should 

,do for you?' So Ew. (§ 336b; cf. GK. § 120c), Keil, 1::, being 

(unusually) omitted. The constr. 'What do ye say? I will do it for 

you '=whatsoever ye say I will do for you (so in effect EVV.) yields 
a better sense: but i1C'VN1 (which is actually expressed by LXX) 
would in that case be more in accordance with usage (cf. on I 20, 4). 
See, however, Jud. 9, 48 1Jo:, lC'.V ,,no 11111:-'.V tl111Ni i10 {lit.) 'What 
have ye seen (that) I have done? hasten and do like me.' (itO must 

not be treated as if it were equivalent to the late w-np that which.) 

5. ~JlP~~J ' that we should be destroyed' (EVV.) is no rendering 
of a peifect tense: '(so that) we have been destroyed' (RV. marg.) 
would require il!-'N iy to be expressed : moreover ,JS no, does not 

mean 'devised against us.' Read with Ew. We. ~T'?tfiJ? no, ieoNl 
' and who meditated to destroy us that we should not,' etc. So LXX 
(one rendering) s~ 7rap£A.oy{a-aTO e~oA.e&peuo-aL ,j14cic;. (What follows, 

viz. rlcpavfu-wµw avT6v, merely expresses MT. differently vocalized, viz. 

~ll1!?lf~,---contrary to the sense.) '> i'l!f! as Jud. 20, 5. 

1 aliacla alf'OTCW is a paraphrase of t110, : a,a Til avTOI' 0ava1'~ is a. partial 
doublet to 1r,pl oli .Oa11aTOJ<1<v in the following clause. 
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6. l)S·1m1] Kt. ,,,·ri:;¥~; Qre ,h-11::,:. Both conjugations are in 
use: the Hof. is perhaps somewhat more elegant ( r Ki. 2, 2 r. 2 Ki. 
5, 17). The construction as below, v. 11. 

;nn•S 1myp,m] y,p,n only here, vv. 9. 13. Nu. 25, 4 1:u,,N lli2\l'l 

~~ii ,~, nw, (cf. on I 31, 10). The exact sense is uncertain. 

f, is to fall (Qor. 15, 29. 22, 64): hence W. R. Smith, Re!. Sem . 

• 398 (2 419), comparing ll'i'lil with l:i_,I, thought that precipitation 

from a rock was intended: this would suit iSti•l v. 9, but hardly iQ:;t 
ib.; and 2 Ch. 2 5, 12, where that form of punishment is mentioned, 
the expressions used are different. wi}IO: (rare) is to beat (Dillm., 

Lex. 913). Elsewhere in Heb. Yi'' means to be separated, di'slocated, 

of a joint (Gen. :p, 26t), fig. to be severed, alienated (Jer. 6, 8. Ez. 23, 
17. 18t); hence Ges. to impale (cf. Aq. &vamryvvvai), 'because in this 

form of punishment the limbs were dislocated.' Other versions express 

the idea of expose {LXX here U-q>..ia(eiv, in Nu, 1rapaSnyµ-ar{tew; 

Pesh. in Nu . .m--9); or render crucify (Targ. here ::i,Y; Vulg: cruci

ftgert, affigere; Saad. in Nu . ..,.,J...o), or hang (Symm. KPE/1-ateiv; Vulg. 
in Nu. suspendere). Targ. in Nu. has merely ,op kt"!l; and Pesh .. 
here ,-:)p sacrifice. Perhaps crucify (in late Heb. ::i,Y), implying at 
least an unnatural extension of the limbs (cf. Yi'' Gen. 32, 26), is 
as probable a rend. as any: in this case, however, it would be better, 

for ,,ri, v. 9, to read with Kio. ~,i:,~ and they were hung (and t:l~ there, 

with Luc.). 'Expose,' though a natural consequence of either impale

ment or crucifixion, can hardly be the actual meaning of Y'i'lil: it 
is weak, and has no philological justification. Cheyne remarks justly 

(Exp. Times, x, Aug. 1899, p. 522) that the word 'seems to be 
a religious synonym of n,n : ' but it must also, it seems, have denoted 
some special form, or method, of hanging. 

1", i 1n::i ,,N~ ny:::i):J J 'The hill ("1QQ) on which according to v. 9 
the sons of Saul were hung can hardly be any other than the hill 

by Gzoeon z'tseif. If however )Y:J):J (LXX lv ra{3awv) is thus to be 

restored for ny:J):J (cf. 5, 25), ,", i'M:J S,N~ falls through of itself. 
1", ii'l::i (cf. v. 9) became corrupted into ,", in:::i (E. Castle ap. Then.), 
and ,", "'ln:J jYJJ:J was understood in the sense of,", "'l'n:J ,,~~ nyJ):J' 

(We.). Read accordingly i'lW .,~f 1Y1;f (so Bu. Now, Dh. etc.), 
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The i1\i1' iii will have been the sacred hill on which the ' great high

place ofGibeon' (r Ki. 3, 4) lay. 

!nN ')N] With the pron. expressed, as in a reply a slight emphasis 

is not unsuitable: cf. eh. 3, 13. I 26, 6. Jud. 6, r8. II, 9. 1 Ki. 

2, r8. 2 Ki. 6, 3. Comp. Tenses, § r6o Obs. n. 

7. ,,,, ny:1ei] See I 20, 42. 23, 18. The expression as Ex. 22, 10. 

I Ki. 2, 43· 
8. i"l'N n::i iltlY'I] Saul's concubine, eh. 3, 7. 
,.:i,o J a lapsus calami for JiO (so Luc., as well as other MSS. 

of LXX, and Pesh. [ Qr,', which, however, stands regularly in Pesh. 

for JiO]}: see I 18, 19 1
• 

9· i"lli1' 'JE);] Cf. I 1 5, 33. 
Kt. tl~.O~-?~] 'they fell seven times together,' which is defended by 

130. Keil, and interpreted to mean 'they fell by seven similarly.' But 
the thought would be expressed most illogically: for though seven 

men fell together, this is by no means tantamount to a group ef seven 

falling seven limes, which is what the Hebrew would signify, the 

subject of l'tl'l being the seven men. Read with Qre tll;l.Y~~ 'and 

the seven of them fell together : ' and cf. OJ;!~~~ ' the three of them ' 
Nu. 12, 4 al.; tlJ;I.Y~1~ 'the four of them' Ez. 1, 8 al. 

tl1Je.'N"\.:l J So already LXX lv 1rprJnoi~, but 01Jt:!-'N"\il is what would 

be expected. No doubt the .:i is a lapsus calamz: On the sing. 1m, 
see on I 1, 2. 

u. nN, • • i!~_!] So Gen. 27, 42. See GK.§ 121a; Ew. § 295b; 
and the journal of Phz'lology, xi. 227-229. 

12. til,n] Kt. t::~Sl;I the regular form: Qre OU~~l;I, as though from 

N~J;l (GK. § 7 5rr; Konig, i. 539, 544): cf. o•~~,r;i Dt. 28, 66. Hos. 

u, 7; also 1~-~ Yoma 3, 9, Pe'ah 2, 6; iN~~ 'Abodiih zarah 3, 7. 

c,r,e,!,cn 0~ Kt.] 01111!-',£:l i"I~~ Qre. o,r,e,SE:l occurs much more 

frequently than o•nr.:-SE:li"I: but the latter is found (e.g. I 4, 7. 7, 13). 

13. l£ltlN1l] In the same connexion, Jer. 8, 2. 25, 33 al. 

14. lJ.:i] add with LXX 0'l!P,~W1J Jii~frf11$1-

l/~1!'] presumably=9?1$iJ 11?1!', mentioned in Jos. 18, 28 among the 

1 But Targ. explains characteristically S:::i,o (brought up) r,~•~'J."! .:1"\0 'J.:1: 
so Uer.] Quacstiones, ad loc.; Sanh. 19b (see Aptow. ZA W. 1909, p: 251). 
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cities of Benjamin, next before Jerusalem, Gibeah, and Kiriath-ye'arim. 
Its site is unknown. 

,n1111] 'and let ht"mse!f be entreated' (sc. successfully): the NJ7al 

toleralt'vum (GK. § 51c). So Gen. 25, 21 al. The Arab. fa is to 
slaughter for sacrifice (Wellh. He1d. 2 118 n., cf. 142 n.; Rei. Sem. 

227 f.): so(,) ,K (•w'llm) "1nl1 (Gen. l. c.; Ex. 8, 4. 5al.) will apparently 
have meant originally to sacrifice lo, weakened afterwards to make 
entreaty to. 

(b) 15-22. Exploits against the Philistines. 

15 f. I From vv. 18, 19 [lll non,on m 1nn1] it is probable that 
v. r 5 also speaks of a battle in Gob: observe in those two verses the 
article nr.in,111;:i, which is absent, so soon as the scene changes, in v. 20. 

No one, now, would read the words l)l i::it,11 v. 16, regarded by them
selves, otherwise than as ::i~1 ~::i~•.1; and it will be granted that ll and 
ll are readily interchangeable. As, however, a notice of the place at 
which the contest occurred is here required, the reading lll 1lt,'1 and 
abode in Gob is in fact the correct one ; the words are misplaced, 
and stood originally after 1r.ll) v. 15. By their removal "1t,K ir1 1:)1111 

'll ,-,1,,::i stand in juxtaposition : in 'll'l 1:)1111 is concealed the name of 

the Philistine, and perhaps a verb as well, such as tli''l, of which ,mc1, 

I 6b would be the sequel. It is no loss to be rid of the name Yishbo
benob, and of the statement that David grew wearied; and, as has 
been remarked, the scene of the battle can least of all at the begin
ning remain unmentioned' (We.). Read, therefore (after t:i•nt,,ti): 

i1tl"1il 1'11, 1::i il:-'N , , • tl~!1, the name of the Philistine being no longer 

recoverable. The site of' Gob' is unknown. 
16. 1"1tl"1il ,-,1,,:i] So v. 18 (in 1 Ch. 20, 4 tl~t1"1il 1-,1,10). i1~1~, 

not of an individual, but, as the arhi:le shews, collectively, of the race 

(cf. the plur. in I Ch. 20, 4): so vv. 20. 22 (=~910 1 Ch. 20, 6. 8). 
The sing. is found only in these passages. The pl. tl'Kti"'I occurs in 
the names of certain parts of Palestine reputed to have been the abode 
of a pre-historic giant population: Dt. 2, 1 r. 20. 3, 13; 3, 11 ('Og 
tl'Ntlii1 in'o: so in the Deuteronomizing sections of Joshua, Jos. 

12, 4. 13, 12); Jos. 15, 8 al. (see on 5, 18) the tl'Nti"'I pol) SW. of 

1365 Aa 
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Jerusalem; 17, 15; Gen. 14, 5 (E. of Jordan). 15, 20.-With the 
unusual 1,1,1 cf. the p)J/n 1, 1,1 Nu. 13, 22. 28. Jos. 15, 14. 

,,1p] from m, only here, explained as meaning spear (so LXX), 

from Arab. i:;tJ to forge iron, ~_; an iron-smith (but not a 'spear'). 
Klo. conjectured ll,':llP his helmet (I 17, 38; in v. 5 l/:ll.:i): so Bu. Sm. 
Now. (not Dh.). 300 shekels of bronze would weigh about 13 lbs. av. 

(cf. on I 17, 5). 
nt!lm ,pt!lo] Read nt!lm '8~- (AV. RV. are obliged to supply 

shekels in italics !) 
ilt!lin] 'a new ..• : ' either a subst. with which ;,w,n would agree 

has dropped out, or, which is more probable, nt!lin is a corruption of 

the name of some rare weapon, which the Philistine wore. LXX 

KOpiWYJV a club. 

17. ,~it!/1 i)-n~J The lamp burning in a tent or house being 

a figure of the continued prosperity of its owner (if,. 18, 29. Pr. 13, 9. 

Job 18, 6) or of hia family (cf, the~ promised to the house of David, 

I Ki. II, 36. 15, 4. 2 Ki. 8, 19=2 Ch. 21, 7t). 
18-22=1 Ch. 20, 4-8. 

18. :lJ:l] Ch. itJ:l. 

l:Jt::'I J In I Ch. 20, 4 1~t::'I. On the varying terminations of one and 

the same pr. n. in parallel texts, comp. p. 4, and W ellh. De Gentibus, 

etc. (cited ib.), pp. 37-39. 
19 J 1mn n1,J n~ 1on,n h':l t11J,~ 1,y1 p pn,~ 11,. 

Ch. 1mn n1;,J 1n~ 10n, n~ 1 ,,.v1 p pn,~ 711. 
It is evident that tJ1Ji~ has found its way into the text here by 

accident from the line below, though the error must be older than 

LXX 2 ; and that '1'll' must be read for 1,111, with LXX, Pesh. and 
1 Ch. 20, 5 Qr@. But what of the other variants? Is n~ 1on?n h'.J 
the original reading, and •n~ 10n, n~ a corruption of this, or cor

rection made for the purpose of harmonizing with I 17 (where it is 

1 Qre i 1y1 as LXX, Pesh. (Je~ome 'filius saltus' [cf. Aptowitzer, ZAW. 
1909, p. 252 ], i.e. '"Ill\ without the plena scriptio). 

• Or, at least, than Codd. BA (Ap,wp-y.,µ). Some tweuty others, however, have 
Apr,;p;; and Lucian reads Kal ,,,,ha[•v E.U.avav vlo~ la86ELV utoil rov EMµ. Tov 

ro.\.a9. 
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David who slays Goliath), or is •nN 10n, nN the original text, and, 
TIN •on,n n•::i a corruption? When the character of the two alter-, 
native readings is considered, it is difficult to resist the conclusion 
that the former is the more probable. It is scarcely credible that 
a scribe having before him a text identical with that of Ch., even 
supposing that some letters in it had become obliterated or obscure, 

could, with the knowledge of I r 7 that he must have possessedr 
have so altered or emended it as to make it state that 'Ell]anan 
the son of Ya'ir the Beth-lelµmite slew Goliath of Gath!' It is not 
merely the case of a word 1nN 'brother of' having dropped out of 
the original text (which could readily be imagined), which the latter 
supposition involves, but the subsh'tutz'on of Tit( for 1nt(, and the still 
more remarkable one of •Dn;,n·n•::i 'the Beth-lel]emite ' for 1on;,-nt( 
' La~mi.' On the other hand, a motive for the correction of the 
text of Samuel by the Chronicler-or even by a copyist of the 
Chronicles-is obvious. So even Bertheau (on Ch.), as well as 
Ewald (Hist. iii. 70), Thenius, Wellh. (Hist. of Israel; p. 266), Kuenen 
(Onderzoek, §§ 21. 10; 23. 4) 1. Upon the historical question in
volved, if the reading of Samuel be accepted as original, this is not 
the place to enter. See Kennedy, p. 122. 

!:l•J,~ ,1)0:J in•Jn y.vi] See on I 17, 7. 
20, Kt. r,o] i. e. probably l'"!t;l vz'r mensurarum : cf. ni"T'? lt::J)N 

Nu. 13, 32: the I of the pl. might be defended by )•Ji1' 1 Ki. 11, 33. 

This I, however, is rare { 2 5 times, including l'P'? 13 times in Job), 
and chiefly late (GK. § S7e); and the masc. form of the pl. does 
not occur elsewhere. QrS ~,9, so read already by LXX {Kal ;v avi/p 
Ma3wv), but of uncertain signification. It is best to read 1'11'? with 
1 Ch. 20, 6; cf. 1'11'? 1t::')N Is. 45, 14.-0bserve that here non;,o, 
unlike vv. 18. 19, is without the art., in agreement with the fresh 
scene of battle nJ (We.). 

itco J adv. accus. 'z'n number:' cf. on I 6, 4. 
nt,;i;,J So v. 22, and in I Ch. 20, 6. 8 (~tin;,). The unusual 

1 Gratz ( Gesch. i. 42 7) would explain the divergent readings by assuming as the 

original text 1mn n1,l 1n~ 11::ln, n~ lt:)n;,n n1::i "\•.V1 J:J pn,~ 711, 

A a 2 
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retention of the art. after the prep.1 may arise from iTEliiT being treated 
as a proper name. 

21a. 9in\l] Cf. I 17, 25, of Goliath. 
21b Kt. •y~w] So LXX (le,um): Qr~ N~f?t?. See on I 16, 9. 
22, ~,~! , , , nit] Ew. § 277d compares Jud. 20, 44. 46. Jer. 45, 4: nN 

having nearly, as it seems, the force of as regards(' as regards these 
four, they were,' etc.), and being used sometimes 'in the transition 
to something new,' sometimes, as here, 'in the brief repetition of 
a thought:' comp. Lex. 85a 3 a; and see also Kon. iii. §§ 108-110. 

But probably iii: (GK.§ 121b) should be restored; cf. v. 11, above. 

(c) 22. David's Hymn of Triumph. 

This recurs (with textual variations) as 1ft. 18, and has been so 
adequately dealt with in Commentaries on the Psalms accessible to 
the English student, that a fresh series of explanatory notes does not 
appear to the writer to be required. 

(d) 23, 1-7. David's 'Last Words.' 

1. CJN,] The genitive which follows is usually iTli'l' (occasionally 
a synonym, as riiNn Is. 1, 24. 19, 4): except here, CJ!-IJ is joined 
with the name of a human speaker only Nu. 24, 3. 15 (with '1:lll'I 

in the parallel clause, as here). 4. 16 (of Balaam). Pr. 30, 1 ('1:lliT): 
1ft. 36, 2 the gen. is lle'El personified. 

CJE~] The tone is thrown back from the ultima on account of 
the tone-syllable immediately following: the retrocession, however, 
takes place, as a rule, only when the penultima is an open syllable, 
as here (GK.§ 298 ; for exceptions, see § 29g; Kon. i. 475). The il', 
found in many edd., is contrary to the Massorah. 

~ll] ,v is here a substantive (as in ;~',? Gen. 2 7, 39 al.), construed 
in the accus. after cpn 'raised up on high,' as Hos. 7, 16 ,11 it, l:lle'\ 
they return, (but) not upwards; u, 7 lM~"lP, ~ll->N they call it 
:upwards, if the text of these two passages is correct. 

1 Elsewhere (except in l:Jl 1M~) rare, and mostly late: eh. 16, 2 Kt. (the , an 

error); I 13, 21 nlC"i'1pn,1 (also probably an error: notice the following 'M>l); 
2 Ki. 7, 12 Kt.; Ez. 40, 25; 47, 22; if,. 36, 6; Qoh. 8, 1; Neh. 9, 19; 12, 38; 
2 Ch. 10, 7; 25, 10; 29, 27 being all the examples that occur. Cf, GK. § 35n. 
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,N"le'' mi•r.it tl1l)) J Lit. the pleasant one of (the} songs of Israel. 

tl1l/) is pleasant, agreeable (cf. 1, 23 (of Saul and J.), Cant. 1 , 1 6, 
and the verb eh. t, 26 iNo 1, f1t.:ll/)); and 1'\\"11t.:lt means songs (not 
necessarily ' psalms'), Is. 2 4, 16. 2 5, 5 (ml/I tl1ll""ll) i•ot). if;, 95, 2, 

119, 54. Job 35, rot. Does, now, the whole expression mean (a), 
The pleasant one of songs (=The pleasant singer) of Israel (so Ew. 
§ 291a)-mi10T tl1l)), like I 25, 3 tl'??P,~ ll'J., Jer. 32, 19 i1¥V.Q ,1,,; 
ift· n9, 1 ,,, 10 1r.in etc. (GK.§ 12sx; Kon. iii. § 336b), and ,N'"le'' 

limiting, not Tll'"l'OI alone, but the compound idea fil"l'Ot tl'll:J, like 

Dt. 1, 41 \l'l'flJ?'? '?tl, not ' the weapons of his war,' but his weapons-ef
war; Is. 50, 8 •o~eoo ,11::i; 28, 1 c•-i~t-t •:it,~ n~N~ Tl1~P, the crown of 

pride (=the proud crown) of the drunkards ef Ephrai'm; and the 
parallels cited on eh. 8, 10 ('l/Tl n,on,o e"'N), and GK.§ 135n? Or 
does it mean (b), 'The pleasant object of the songs of Israel, the "joy" 
(Sm.) or the "darling" (Kio. Bu. Kenn. Kit.) of the songs oflsrael?' 
If (a) be right, David will be alluded to as the writer of graceful and 
attractive poetry (cf. Am. 6, 5b),-not necessarily. either including, 
or excluding, religious poetry, though the rend. 'the sweet psalmist of 
Israel' suggests much too strongly the unhistorical David of the 
Chronicles and the titles of the Psalms; if (b) be right, it will allude 
to him as a popular favourite, whose achievements · in war were 

celebrated by the poets of his people (cf. I 18, 7=21, 12=29, 5). 
Konig (iii.§ 281h; Sft'lisiz"k, 284) supports (a), and it is, grammatically, 
a perfectly legitimate rendering: but most modems prefer (b). The 
explanation of l:l'l)) from ~, as meaning singer (Now. Dh.; Lex; 6540. 
'perhaps'), is precarious. 

2. •::i ,:ii] 'J ,:ii is used similarly, of God (never of men 1) 

speaking with a person, Nu. 12, 2. 6. sa. I Ki. 22, 28. Hos. 1,. 2°'. 

Hab. 2, 1; and in the phrase 'J '"1;)"1,J 7~~r.in Zech. 1, 9. 13. 2, 2. 7. 

4, 1. 4. 5. 5, 5. 10. 6, 4. The usual expression, even when the 
subject is God, is ,N i::i, (e.g. Ex. 33, 11. Nu. 12, 4. Hos. 1, 2b) 2 ; 

and it is a question what is the exact force of ':i '"l::ii. In some 
of the passages the meaning i"n or through 3 would be admissible ; 

1 Except in other senses, as against, about (I r9, 3; 25, 39). 
~ Or sometimes TlN ,:ii, as Gen .. 17, 3. 22. 23. Ex. 25, 22. Ez. 2, 1. 3, n. 24, 

a Thongh through wonld be more properly i•:i: Is. 20, 2. Hos. 12, nb al. 
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but these will not suit the phrase in Zech. Ew. (§ 2 17f) understood 
the phrase on the analogy of '.:i pnei to play with, '.:i i.:iy to labour 
with ( =to use as a labourer, Ex. 1, 14 al.), in the sense of lo speak 

with, but with the collateral idea of a superior speaking with an 
inferior as his minister (Now. Hosea (1880), p. 3; cf.C. H. H. Wright 
on Zech. I, 9). Others regard the '.l as having the force of a 
strengthened to (cf. '.l nt-t-,, '.l t,1::in to look at: 1::1 3/01!') 1 : others, 
again, suppose it to express the idea of speaking into a person 
(hzneinreden) z. On the whole, the explanation of Ewald appears to 
be the most probable. But, however it be explained, the phrase 
certainly appears to imply closer and more intimate converse than 
the ordinary ,N ,.:i,. 

,n,~,] n,o is properly an Aramaic word, in Heb. used only in 
poetry, if,. 19, 5. 139, 4. Pr. 23, 9 and thirty-four times in Job. 

3. ,1:f'll!'' 1n,:-t] Luc. Sm. :Bu. Now. Dh . .:ipy1 10,N, The variation, 
as compared with 3h, is an improvement: cf. v. r. 

,t-t-,~ '"n'Y] ls. 30, 29: cf. eh. 22, 3. 32. 47; Dt. 32, 4. 15. 

18. 31. 37. 
'~l ?WIO] 'When one ruleth over men, as a just one, 

When one ruleth (in) the fear of God, 
(v. 4) Then is it as the light,' etc. 

,~~ is a ptcp. absolute; cf. on I 2, 13; and Jud. 7, 17. 9, 33 
(Tenses, §§ 126; 135. 6; GK. § n6w): for ,, marking the pred., 
comp. Job 4, 6 (Delitzsch); Pr. 10, 25; eh. 15, 34 (Tenses,§ 125 
Ohs.; GK. § 143d). The accents must be disregarded: the chief 
break in clause b should be at p1-i~. For mn1 as adv. accus., GK. 
§ 1184. 20 MSS., however, read ' 1 MK"i~f• 

4. 'Then is it as the light of morning, when the sun ariseth, 
A morning without clouds, [ earth.' 

That maketh the young grass to shoot after rain out of the 
The beneficent operation of a just and gracious rule is compared 
to the influence of the sun, on a cloudless morning after rain, in 
refreshing and invigorating the growing verdure of the earth. 

1 Konig, Offenbarungsbegriff des A T.s, ii. (r882), p. 179. 
J Riehm, Messianic Prophecy (ed. 2), 1891, p. ,p. 
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ii':J '"l,N::i,] LXX i<at h, 8Eou ct,,;m, which is adopted by Th. We. 
and Stade ( Gesck. i. 297): 'Then is it as the light of God (of Yahweh, 
We,), in the morning when the sun ariseth,' etc. But i1N and -ip:i 
are often conjoined in Heh. ; and it is doubtful if the addition is 

an improvement. 
n,::iy N'] N' and 1,:i in poetry, and rN in prose as well, are con• 

strued with a following subst. as a circumstantial clause, in which 
case they become equivalent to the English wi'fhout: Ex, 2 r, II 

~o::i J'N Cl)n ilN~, she shall go out free, without money; Job 24, 10 

naked, they walk up and down t::ti::i, 1,::i without covering; I 2, 24 

1i"1 N' ,nn::i=in a pathless waste ( Tenses, § 164). 

'l' i~OO ;mo J 'Through brightness after rain the young grass 
(springeth) out of the earth.' i'll) of a brightly shining light, as 

Is. 62, r. Pr. 4, 18; and 10 of the cause, as Job 4, 9. 14, 19 lJ1'});? 

JJ"'!~~ Cl;~ (cf. on 7, 29). But there must be some error here. A verb 
is imperatively required ; and the two nouns with ;o (-i~oo nm,) 
are not an elegance. f'lN il~tf;J. ( cf. Joel 2, 22) the earth spn'ngetk 

might be a sufficient change: but Kio. Bu. aL may be right in 

thinking that a ptcp. is concealed under ill)O. Kio. suggests )J1~~ 

(tf!. 104, 14), n~.IJ'?, or even :i~i)'? (Zech. 9, 17); Sm. proposes i31~~ 

making to gleam (viz. in the sunlight after the rain). :l::1,)0, to judge 

from the Qal, and ::l1?, suggests the idea of fruit too much to be 

suitable for Nt::'"1, 1"110~ would be the best ; but the ductus litterarum 

differs a good deal from that of M))O. 

5. 'For is not my house thus with God? 
For he hath appointed for me an everlasting covenant, 
Set forth in all things and secured. 

For all my welfare, and all my pleasure, 

Will he not cause it to spring forth?' 

In v. 5a, as the text stands, 1.::, is explicative (Lex. 4 73b e), intro,. 
ducing an example of the general truth expressed in v. 3 b_4 : the 
blessings of a righteous rule, described in general terms in v. 3b-4, 

David in v. 5 anticipates in particular for his own dynasty, on the 

ground of the covenant established with him by Yahweh, and of his 
assurance that the welfare which he desires himself for his house and 

people will be promoted by God. !:J points backwards to the descrip~ 
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